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A method for using system identification techniques to improve airfi'ame finite element
models using test data has been developed and demonstrated. The method uses linear sensitivity
matrices to relate changes in selected physical parameters to changes in the total system matrices.
The values for these physical parameters were determined using constrained optimization with
singular value decomposition. The method was confirmed using both simple and complex f'mite
element models for which pseudo-experimental data was synthesized directly from the finite
element model. The method was then applied to a real airframe model which incorporated all of
the complexities and details of a large finite element model and for which extensive test data was
available. The method was shown to work, and the differences between the identified model and
the measured results were considered satisfactory.
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INTRODUCTION
The vastbulk ofthe work reportedtodateon identificationf structuraldynamic systems has
focused on identifying mathematical models that reproduce test results, but little consideration has
been given to the physical basis for the identified system equations. Typically, the identification
procedures make systematic adjustments to the system equation, commonly to the stiffness and/or
mass matrices but also to the damping matrix, so that the identified eigenvalues and Cigenvectors
reproduce as closely as possible the results measured in tests. The result of this process is almost
inevitably identified mass, stiffness and damping matrices that are fully populated, that is, which
have nonzero values for almost all elements. Such matrices, while capable of producing plausible
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, can nonetheless be physically implausible in the sense that the large
numbers of nonzero elements throughout the system matrices implies direct connectivity among
the degrees of freedom that does not exist physically.
Identified mathematical models that are based on physically implausible system matrices may
be quite acceptable if the objective of the study is to develop a simulation model. However, such
results for analysis purposes are generally unsatisfactory because it is difficult or impossible to
relate specific features of the physical system to the analysis results. This problem is particularly
troublesome when the objective of the identification of a system model from experimental
measurements is an accurate system model that, in turn, will be used to make modifications to or
improvements in the original physical system. Such an example might be the modification of an
existing aircraft structure to accommodate a new mission. In this case it would be desirable to
formulate a structural model for the present structure, verify its accuracy against experimental
measurements, and then use it as the basis for the modifications. When the verification process
yields identified system matrices that are mathematically acceptable but physically implausible, the
resulting model may be useless as the basis for future structural modifications.
The objective of the present work was to develop a method for identifying physically plausible
finite element system models of airframe structures from test data. The assumed models were
based on linear e!_"Le beb.a,-ior ,,_dth general (nonproportional) damping. Physical plausibility of
the identified system matrices was insured by restricting the identification process to designated
physical parameters only and not simply to the elements of the system matrices themselves. For
example, in a large finite element model the identified parameters might be restricted to the moduli
for each of the different materials used in the structure. In the case of damping, a restricted set of
damping values might be assilmed to finite elements based on the material type and on the
fabrication processes used. In this case, different damping values might be associated with riveted,
bolted and bonded elements.
The method itself is developed first, and several approaches are outlined for computing the
identified parameter values. The method is applied first to a simple structure for which the
"measured" response is actually synthesized from an assumed model. Both stiffness and damping
parameter values are accurately identified. The true test, however, is the application to a full-scale
airframe structure. In this case, a NASTRAN model and actual measured modal parameters
formed the basis for the identification of a restricted set of physically plausible stiffness and
damping parameters.
Review of Previous Pertinent Work
Airframes are generally modelled using powerful finite element analysis packages such as
NASTRAN that are capable of representing quite detailed aspects of the structural system. The
accuracy of such models is determined by comparing the analytical results with flight or ground
vibration test results. In the case of helicopter airframes, several recent efforts have focused on the
correlation of NASTRAN model data with ground vibration test data 1-3. The conclusions reached
in these studies suggest that in cases where there is some degree of correlation, the model
frequencies compare favorably with test frequencies, but generally only in the low frequency range
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belowabout 15 Hz 1-2. The frequency response functions at selected locations also compare
reasonably well in this range. Outside this range the comparisons are generally unsatisfactory, and
the eigenvectors do not usually compare favorably in either range.
Although there have been numerous contributions to the Literature in the area of the
identification of structural dynamic systems 4-2s, the majority of reported methods are based on
simply adjusting the elements of one or more of the K, M, and C mawices. While this approach
is capable of yielding a system matrix whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors suitably match
measured results, the methods generally lose all physical interpretability inherent in the original K,
M and C matrices by not maintaining relationships among elements dictated by the model
topology. These difficulties are compounded for large-scale models with thousands of degrees of
freedom.
Kuo and Wada 2s used nonlinear sensitivity coefficients (NSC) in the identification procedure.
Their sens'_vity coefficients are between the system parameters and eigenvalues. In the present
work the interest is in the change of system matrices as a function of physical variables of the
structure. A different type of sensitivity coefficient between system matrices and physical
variables has therefore been developed.
The most significant achievement in the present work 30 is to preserve the physical
interpretability of the M, C, K matrices so that the identification can provide evidence of possible
sources of erroneous modeling and point to specific re0ons of the model that are unduly sensitive
and need additional consideration in modeling. The identification procedure developed in this paper
is capable of adjusting physical quantifies such as boundary conditions, moments of inertia,
stiffnesses, damping or other selected physical parameters.
Mathematical Model
Basic Eouations
Any linearly elastic structural system with n discrete degrees of freedom and with general
viscous damping (either proportional or nonproportional) can be represented by n coupled ordinary
differential equations that can be written hi the following form27:
M ii(t)+Cq(t)+Kq( O---Q(t) (1)
where M, C, and K are symmetric n x n inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. In
this formulation, q(t) are the displacements at the n degrees of fi:eedom and Q(t) are the n
independent forces applied at each degree of freedom.
In the case of undamped or proportionally damped systems, there are n complex conjugate
pairs of eigenvalues and n distinct modes which are orthogonal with respect to M and K. Using a
transformation matrix of the form:
q(t)=Wrl(t)
will allow decomposition of the original system equations (Eq. 1) into n decoupled equations that
are straightforward tO solve.
This transformation cannot be applied to the general nonproportionally damped problem in the
same manner because for this case there are 2n complex modes, t0(r), and consequently 2n modal
coordinates, fir(t), but there are only n physical coordinates, qi(t).
One can overcome this difficulty by writing Eq. (1) as a set of 2n ordinary differential
equations in the form:
[MOo M'][q(t'l+l"M 0 1,fq(t,_, J" 0 _,C ._q(t)J L 0 K .ILq(t)J=[Q(t)J" (2)
.ooo on
first order ordinary differential equations:
the above equations can be written as a set of 2n
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M C (t) 0 K y(t)=Y(t). (3)
This formulation has the advantage that the modes obtained from the solution of the homogeneous
equations, obtained by letting Y(t)=0 in Eqs. (3), are orthogonal, and hence can be used in
conjunction with the expansion theorem to obtain the solution of the nonhomogeneous problem.
The solution of the homogeneous equations is obtained by assuming as before a solution in the
form:
y(t)---_ at (4)
where _ represents the spatial component of the solution and is a vector consisting of 2n constant
elements. The corresponding eigenvalue problem can be written as:
I 0)MC 0 K O= (5)
The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields 2n eigenvalues, _, and 2n eigenvectors
_0:_, r=-l,2,...2n. (6)0, ]
Equations (5) and (6) provide the solution to Eq. (1), but in order to simplify the
computational work, it is convenient to formally separate these complex equations into real and
imaginary pairs. Following the approach introduced by Cheng 10, the real and imaginary
components of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are def'med, respectively, as:
_r= _r+j _"_r
_r=ORr+JOi r (7)
and in addition the following modal matrices are defined:
Z1 = (Re(al01), Im(al_l), Re(a2q_2), Im(a202), ..
Re(an0n), Im(an0n)) (8)
Z2 "- (Re(01), Im(_l), Re(02), Ira(02), ...
Re(0n), Im(0n))
Then the new system equation, Eq. (5), can now be rewritten with purely real terms in the form:]fz,)-[0z,0 (91
where the eigenvector malrix, A, is a block diagonal matrix with blocks
A -f_r 8_
along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
of U, V, and W as follows:
(10)
Equation (9) can be further simplified by the introduction
MU+CV+KW=0
where U = ZIA, V = Z2A aud W = Z2 or explicitly:
(11)
U = (Re(a12_1),Im(a1201), Re(a2202), Im(a2202),
... Re(ff.na0n), Ira(anT@n))




W = (Re(01), Im(O1), Re(02), Ira(02) .... Re(0n),
Ira(On)) (12)




These equations are same as Eqs. (5), but they do not include complex variables. For the
identification procedure, it is much easier to use these equations than to use Eqs. (5) directly.
Identification Procedure
To begin, suppose that the mass, damping and stiffness matrices for the initial analytical model
are given by M A C A and K A, respectively, and the identified mass, damping and stiffness
matrices are given by M, C and K. In a similar manner, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the
analytical model are given by U A, V A and W A , while UE, VE and WE are the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues determined from test data. From these definitions it follows that the relationship
between the identified model (based on the test data) and the analytical model can be written as:
M=MA+dM, C=CA+dC, K=KA+dK (15)
UE=UA+dU, VE=VA+dV, WE=WA+dW (16)
where dM, dC, dK, dU, dV and dW are the changes. The identified model satisfies equations




.(UEIT,VEIT,W _T)(dM,dC,dK) T (18)
These equations can be combined into the following form:
dM <19>




The fight side of these equations is known, since MA, CA, and KA are given by the analytical
model and dUR T, dVR T, dWR T, dUI T, dVI T, and dWI T, which are the differences of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors between the analytical model and the experimental data, are known.
Finally, the matrix
UERT VERT WER T]Umr VEIT "r
contains only experiment data.
The solution to these equations are the changes of dM, dC and dK. Because of matrix
symmetry, the number of unknowns in Eq. (19) is 3 n(n+l)/2. The number of equations depends
on the number of known experimental modes. Suppose this number is m, then the number of

equationsare m x n. If the number of the equations is larger than or equal to the number of
unknowns and the rank of thismatrixisequal to3 n(n +1)/2,normal leastsquare methods can be
used to solvetheseequations.Otherwise, singularvalue decomposition,or constrained
optimizationcan be used to solveEq. (19)forthechanges dM, dC and dK, and theseresultscan
then be substituted into Eq. (15) to determine the identified M, C and K matrices. It should be
noted that this approach is capable of handling nonproportional damping and underdetermined
problems in which fewer modes are measured than are computed from the analyticalmodel.
At this stage the usual identification procedure can be performed. The values of M, C and K
can be put intothesystem equat/on,Ecl.(I),and theexperimentaldatacan then be reproduced.
However theidentifiedM, C and K cannotbe relatedtoparticularphysicalquantifiesinthe actual
_e, because thechanges occur throughoutthe entireM, C and K matrices. In order to
preservethephysicalinterpretabilityof theidentifiedsystem,itisnecessarytodevelop a
relationshipbetween dM, dC and dK and adjustablephysicalquantitiesuch asboundary
conditions,moments of inertia,stiffnessesor otherselectedphysicalparameters.To thisend,
assume thateach of thesystem matricescan be decomposed intotheform:
N N K=N, kiYiM = _tq.mi0ti, C=_ci_i, and (21)
i=l iffil i=l
where _, _ and 71 are adjustable physical quantifies and m i, ci and k i are grouped element
matrices with common physical quantities.
For example, in the finite element model of actual airframe, there is an ej-th element, (see Fig.
1). The portion of the stiffness matrix that describes bending in the xz plane of an element,
assumed to be a principal plane (Fig. 2), in NASTRAN, is given by
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where R = _+l-_y) " If the modulus of elasticity,E, is taken here as an adjustable
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where _= E and r =_ kzA + 1-_y) " Suppose there are n elements which have the same E
so that it is possible to express the stiffness as:
kk = _kej
When the modulus changes from E to E+dE, the corresponding change in Tk is to Tk+dTk.
Considering all different Tk, K changes from K to K+dK where
dK= _kkd_
k=l










Substituting these into Eq. (19) yields a set of linear algebra equations with unknowns d0h, d[3i
anddTi:
_M _C 8K 7





The number of unknowns in this equation is much less than the number of unknowns in Eq. (19),
and also all the unknowns in this equation have physical meaning in the real structure.
However, neither Eq. (19) or Eq. (25) can be solved directly since the numbers of unknowns
and equations are not equal in most of the cases. There exists a number of techniques for dealing
with sets of equations that are under or over-determined or with matrices that are either singular or
else poorly conditioned. The singular value decomposition, or SVD method 26, is one of the most
8

powerful ways to handle these problems. In the present study it was employed to compute
solutions to Eq's. 09) and (25) which are highly under-determined for most practical situations.
In this case the SVD method provides a least square type of solution to the problem.
In most cases, the selected physical parameters must also be restricted to positive values in
order to make sense physically. However, the identification procedure outlined above cannot
guarantee that the identified values will all be positive. This is of particular concern when the
parameters are proportional to mass, an elastic modulus or a damping coefficient, all of which
must be positive for the systems typically considered. Using a constrained optimization method,
this problem can be eliminated. The present problem can be posed as one of minimizing
f--da 1 +da2+..+daNm+dJ31 +.. +dl3Nc+dy1 +-.+dyNk (26)
subject to the constraints
I iii]U RT__. .,. _C ,_K•-VRI_I.--WRI_ 1
_ uIT_I . "-'_C "o_K








dal>_0, da2>_0, ..dtXNm_0, d_l->0,..d_NcZ)0, dTl->0, ..dyNk20
The feasible solution (doq, dot2 .... , daNm, d_l, .... d_Nc, dyb .... dTNk) to this problem yields the





The method described above was applied to several practical examples. For these cases, the
analytical finite element model for the structures was assumed correct and was developed using the
NASTRAN finite element analysis package 28. Then, values for selected physical parameters in the
model were identified on the basis of measured experimental data (eigenvalues and eigenvectors)
so that the analytical model more accurately represented the real structure. The assumption for this
procedure was that the identification process could be applied in an iterative fashion by making
successive small modifications to the selected physical parameters until satisfactory agreement
with experimental results was obtained. For the i-th iteration, there are the following relationships:
M i = M i-1 +dM, C i = C i'l + dC, K i = K i'l +dK
U i = U i'l + dU, V i = V i'l + dV, W i = W i'l +dW, (27)





/ ,..gM i-1 . .r¢3C i-1 .,.t3K i-1




Y 1'----(dU TMi-1 +dvTc i'l+ dW TKi-1)
(28)
Y2' =-(dUIMi- 1 +dVTCi-1 + dW ITKi-1 ) (29)
The convergence criteria was formulated as follows:
(1) Check the physical parameter differences dal, dot2 .... daNm, d_l .... d_Nc, dT1 .... dTNk
either manually or programmatically. If these physical parameter differences are smaller than
a tolerance value, the identified physical parameters are obtained.
(2) Check the differences of the experirnental eigenvalues and the i-th iteration analytical results
which are obtained after running NASTRAN. If the differences are smaller than a tolerance
value, the identified system is obtained.
Simnle Numerical Examnle
In order to verify the proposed approach, the identification procedure developed above was
applied fast to a very simple finite element model with only a few degrees of freedom. It is a
simple variable cross section straight rod with fixed ends, and it contains all the desired parameters
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to beidentified such as mass, stiffness and damping. It was modeled using 9 rod elements with
lumped masses at each node as shown in Fig. 3, and representative values were assumed for all
elements and mass properties. For the purpose of defining the damping, the elements were
segregated into 4 groups and a different damping coefficient was specified for each group.
"" _ _ ":_.... t' "_ ............_ ".. _+:'_-.:_ _:_i::(_._ "_:_i_:_::_?_{i-_ "_'_._ _._:_'"'::::_:::::::-_:-
_. _ ._ . - :_ _ _:-_._ -_ ._- -:_ ..::-:::$_._..:_._:o:_:_::-..-:_.._ :_.... ..::x.:.':_:_-:.._:.:_:::.'._::::: ._:-_:::::_:::
::_i:_:.::_::_i _ilil:::::_i_:-_$_i:_:l._::_-_:_!_:_._._:_i_:::::::::-::i$::l
I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101
Figure 3. Simple Numerical Example
The assumed physical properties were defined to be typical of an aluminum rod. The length
was 228.6 mm (9") and the modulus E =68.9 GPa (10e6 psi). The concentrated masses at each
node were those given in Table L This model was then employed to generate eigenvalues and
eigenvectors which were used to represent "measured" test results. In all the cases presented in
this report, the calculations were done in US customary units and the results converted to SI units.
As a result, some of the percentage figures may be slightly in error due to numerical roundoff in
the conversion of units.
TABLE 1.


























The objective of the identification was to determine the physical parameters such as damping
constants (c or _) and the cross section area for each rod element. There are three different cases to
start to consider with this system. In the first case, the mass and the stiffness matrices were
assumed to be accurate, and four damping parameters were identified assuming zero as initial

















































The second case was to identify the stiffness parameters assuming accurate values of mass and
damping parameters which were the same for all elements ki - 376.5 MN/m. The identified
stiffness parameters are listed below.
TABLE 3.
CASE II: IDENTIFYING STIFFNESS PARAMETERS
Stiffness Exact Initial Identified
Parameter (MN/m) (MN/m) (MN/m)
kl 367.7 376.5 367.7
k2 369.5 376.5 369.5
k3 371.3 376.5 371.3
k4 373.0 376.5 373.0
k5 374.8 376.5 374.8
k6 376.5 376.5 376.5
k7 378.3 376.5 378.3













In the third case, both the damping and the stiffness parameters were identified under the
assumption of accurate mass value alone. The elements of the initial damping matrix were
assumed to be zero, and the stiffness parameters were assumed to be the same for all elements














































CASE I/I(B): STIFFNESS PARAMETERS
Stiffness Exact Initial Identified Error
Parameter (MN/m (MN/m) (MN/m) (%)
kl 367.7 376.5 367.700 0.0000
k2 369.5 376.5 369.492 -0.0019
k3 371.3 376.5 371.285 0.0094
k4 373.0 376.5 373.044 0.0112
k5 374.8 376.5 374.763 0.0028
k6 376.5 376.5 376.521 0.0047
k7 378.3 376.5 378.290 0.0093
k8 380.0 376.5 379.964 -0.0111
k9 381.8 376.5 381.908 0.0394
All the results were obtained after only one iteration. For these simple cases the method
accurately identified the selected physical parameter values (damping and cross section areas).
Aaalication to AH-1G Model
A NASTRAN f'mite element model (FEM) for the AH-1G helicopter airframe has existed for
a long time and was originally developed by Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. It is basically composed
of two parts, one is stiffness modeling for idealizing the structures and the other is weight
modeling for distributing weights to grid points. There are 4405 different elements with a total of
2764 degrees of freedom in the basic full model. A reduced model, based on Guyan reduction,
contains only a total of 63 physical degrees of freedom.
Normally, the input and output data files from NASTRAN dynamic analyses are specially
formatted and are quite large for a large finite element model such as the full AH-1G model. For
convenience and accuracy, the present system identification programs were designed to
automatically read NASTRAN output files and create NASTRAN input data deck files. At each
step in the iterative identification procedure, the new modified physical parameters were put into
the NASTRAN model bulk data in order to generate the required analytical results, such as
eigenvalues, eigenvectors and other parameters, for the next iteration.
The mass, stiffness and damping matrices defined with respect to the internal degrees of
freedom are not normal NASTRAN output data. However, such results can be developed by
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usingappropriateDirect Matrix Abstraction Programming (DMAP) utilities so that the
identification program can automatically get this NASTRAN output data (see Appendix B).
Results Usin_ Simulated Test Data
The NASTRAN model of an AH-1G airframe includes 4405 different dements with a total of
2764 degrees of freedom. In order to make sure that the identification procedure was appropriate
to a such big model, the use simulation has been chosen to begin with. For this identification, the
mass and stiffness properties of the analytical model were considered to be accurate, and
nonproportional damping properties were identified. The physical damping parameters were
associated with 8 distinctly different types of materials and structural fabrication techniques used in
the airframe (e.g., aluminum, steel, riveted, welded, bolted, etc.) and one of these damping values
was associated with each of the model elements using Eq. (11).
For this case, the test data were synthesized from the original NASTRAN model assuming
small values for the extension and rotation viscous damping coefficients (kN-s/m and N-s/tad
units):
TABLE 6. ASSUMED INITIAL PHYSICAL DAMPING VALUES
Extension Rotation
C1 = 5.253 C5 = 93.4
C2 = 8.756 C6 = 155.7
C3 = 1.751 C7 = 31.14
C4 = 1.226 C8 = 21.80
The synthesized data included 24 modes of which 6 were rigid body modes, and the frequency
range was from 0.0 to 30.2 Hz. The dimension of the mass, stiffness and damping matrices was
2764 x 2764. The initial values of the physical damping parameters for the analytical NASTRAN
model were ta_ken to be zero, and the results for the identified values are shown below:










The error in the identified damping parameters as a function of the number of matrix elements for
each of the 8 damping types is shown in Fig. 4. The error for those element types with more than
100 dements present is quite low, but it is much larger for those types with only a few elements
present in the complete finite element model. The largest error was associated with what appeared
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Fig. 4. Error in Damping Estimate as a Function of Number of Matrix Elements in Model
This simulation confirms the identification procedure for a complicated but yet well-defined
example. If the assumptions such as nonproportional damping are correct for the airframe and if
the experimental data are of high quality, the physical damping parameters can be identified from
the test data.
Actual AH-IG Data
Actual test data for an AH-1G airframe were provided by Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. based
on ground vibration tests and included both resonance dwell and FRF (frequency response
function) data. The experimental data were available for 8 different configurations of the AH-1G
that were tested. The principal difference between the tests concerned the degree of complexity of
the actual airframe tested. At one extreme, the bare airframe without most attachments was tested
while at the other extreme the complete airframe with all attached mechanical components was
tested. The test data from the most complex airframe configuration (with all difficult components
present) showed the poorest agreement with the corresponding analytical model, while the data
from the simplest test airframe showed the best agreement.
For this study, the test data from the most complex airframe configuration was used. Only the
FRF data were employed, and the complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors for some 7 triaxial
modes were obtained from the FRF data by using the TDAS ® curvefitting program 29. The
experimental data were provided as FRFs in TDAS universal file format, and the results generated
by TDAS were complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Before use in the identification program, the eigenvectors were normalized. Two options were
used to normalize both experimental and analytical eigenvectors. One was to normalize the
eigenvectors to the same point, and the other was to normalize based on the minimum deviation
between the analytical and experimental eigenvectors.
The full finite dement model for AH-1G airframe, as mentioned in the previous section, has a
total of 2764 degrees of freedom which is very large for the identification procedure. In order to
keep the problem tractable, a Guyan reduction was used in the present application to reduce the
analytical model to a total of 63 degrees of freedom, which corresponded to the 23 distinct
locations on the airframe at which experimental measurement were made. The error due to the
reduction in degrees of freedom from 2764 to 63 is shown in Table 8.
® TDAS (Test Data Analysis) is a part of I-DEAS which is a computer-aided engineering product






















17.2174 17.3701 17.784 3.294
23.7396 20.7955 -12.392 22.881 -3.606
24.6675 25.7955 4.573 28.238 14.475
32.6848 31.7526 -2.852 33.786 3.369
Initially, both the fulland the reduced models were used as analytical models. Using the actual
experimental data, the physical parameters in the analytical models were obtained using the
iterative procedure outlined earlier. The initial results for both the full model and the reduced
model included several negative identified damping parameters which were obtained using the
singular value decomposition method when either zero or positive initial guess values were
assumed for the analytical model. Physically of course, the damping parameters should be greater
than zero, but mathematically, the identification procedure is oblivious to this constraint. The
constrained optimization procedure outlined earlier was therefore used in order to overcome this
problem. In addition, the reduced model was used in most of the identification cases, expect when
otherwise stated, because of the small error and big savings in computational time.
The complete system identification was carded out in two steps. The first step was to identify
the stiffness, and for this process the initial damping values were assumed to be zero. The second
step was to use the stiffness values obtained from the first step to identify the damping values.
This was done under the assumption that the greatest change in natural frequency can be obtained
by changing the stiffness parameter, while changes in the damping parameters will only fine-tune
the eigenvalues but will obtain accurate modal damping estimates for the structure.
At the first step, four stiffness parameters associated with elastic moduli for four principal
materials used in the airframe were selected to be identified. After two iterations, the differences
between the identified and the initial moduli and the analytical and experimental eigenvalues were







Initial After Change After Change
(GPa) first from initial second from initial
iteration value (%) iteration value(%)
(GPa) (GPa)
22.1 21.7 -1.81 3.937 23.03
72.4 72.5 0.19 9.417 -10.41
200.0 190.5 -4.75 28.435 - 1.95

































As the second step, the damping parameters were identified for the previously identified
stiffness conditions. Initial estimates for the damping parameters were developed by assuming a
nominal damping ratio, _--5%. For the extensional elements, it was therefore assumed that th6
initial viscous damping values would be CE=17.5 for all extensional viscous damping, and that for
the rotational elements (assuming the cross section area to be a circle) it would be CR=222 for all
rotational damping.
After one iteration, the results shown in Table 11 were obtained.
TABLE 11.















































A structural dynamic system identification procedur_ that is capable of identifying physical
parameter changes has been developed. The changes in physical parameters of the system can
therefore be related to observed e_ental data. In the examples considered, physical
parameters, such as the damping constant of a material that will result in a nonproportionally
damped system, the modulus of elasticity of a material, and the dynamic stiffness of a beam
element have been identified by using the experimentally obtained frequency response functions,
modes and eigenvalues.
Following the validation of the developed procedures by using synthesized data on a small
model, the mvthod was applied to a large-scale NASTRAN finite element model of a helicopter
airframe. Both synthesized data and observed experimentally identified modal data were used.
Again, modulus of elasticity, stiffness and damping constants were the parameters considered for
the four representative materials used in the airframe. With the exception of one material that had
been used to construct a very small number of components, other material constants were
identified reasonably accurately where synthesized data were used. When experimental modal data
were used, the modal parameters calculated from the identified model did not yield the
experimentally observed modes only in cases where the initial a priori finite element model output
and the experimental model output differed considerably. When experimental output and the a
priori model output were reasonably close, the results of the identification were satisfactory.
Even though the method was shown to work and the difference between the identified model
and the experimental observations were considered satisfactory in some cases, there are some
other cases that need improvement to make the procedure applicable to a structural dynamic design
process:
(1) While the numerical processes were improved and refined, no similar improvements in the
quality of the test data could be realized. One result of this problem was that it was relatively
difficult to match measured eigenvalues and eigenvectors with corresponding analytical
values. Quite often, the measured and initial eigenvalues matched closely while the
eigenvectors diffe_,.d considerably, and the identified eigenvectors were not significantly
closer in agreement. For this reason it is necessary to consider other experimental data, such
as the AH-1G dwell data, which have been acquired by other means.
(2) In cases where selected portions of experimental data and a priori analytical data differ
significantly while a large amount of experimental and analytical data are close together, it is
necessary to minimize first the large errors by using H** type of identification before using the
least square analysis with singular value decomposition.
(3) It is important that a larger group of identifiable parameters be considered.
(4) It is necessary that we examine the convergence and accuracy of the complete process.
(5) We have used linear sensitivity coefficients. Accuracy and convergence may require
nonlinear sensitivity coefficients.
(6) The real damping in a structural dynamic system may not be linear viscous damping with a
nonproporfional behavior. It is necessary to include other types of damping mechanisms.
(7) As pointed out by Bell's DAMVIBS conclusions 1, nonlinearity is important in considering
selected components of the airframe.
(8) We should also examine the experimental parameter estimation processes used to determine
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM LISTING
The following pages contain a listing of the current version of the program used to carry out
the structural system identification described in this report. The program is written in the CDC
version of Fortran 77 and was run on a CDC Cyber 180-990 running under the NOS/VE
operating system. The program requires the use of the IMSL Scientific Library (Version 11) in
order to carry out the singular value decomposition and the constrained optimization procedures.
The program was used with Version 66C of MSC/NASTRAN which was also run on the
same computer system and was used to solve the structural dynamic eigenvalue problems.
MSC/NASTRAN was used to run the initial eigenvalue problem and all subsequent iterative
solutions. As a result, the program listing also includes the necessary I/O calls needed to operate
directly with MSC/NASTRAN input and output data files. The program also requires the
experimentally detemained eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be present is separate input files for
each eigenvalue.

































real and imaginary parts of analytical eigenvalues _-A
real and Imaginary parts of test eigenvalues
real and _magmary parts of analytical eigenvectors WA
real and imaginary parts of test eigenvectors W
real and Imaginary parts of VA
real and unagmary parts of U-UA
real and unagmary parts of V-VA












test measurement location definitions
numbers of test eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvectors of NASTRAN model
vector indicating the type of constraints exclusive of
bounds, where IRTYPE(I)=0,1,2,3 indicates .EQ., .LE.,
.GE., and range constraints respectively
vectors containing the lower and upper limits of the
constraints
matrix containing the coefficients of the constraints

























TEST EIGENV 1.... , TEST_EIGENV7
TEST EIGENVAL
value of the objective function
vectors containing the lower and upper bounds on the
variables
vectors containing the primal and the dual solutions
order of the system, default = 63
order of the system, (inpu0
modes used in the identification, default = 25
modes used in the identification, (input)
number of physical parameters, default -- 12
number of unknowns to be identified (input)
number of stiffness unknowns
number of damping unknowns
number of rigid body motion modes
number of test modes
choice of solving techniques




files containing 3 different test measurement location
definitions
NASTRAN output data file including analytical mass,
stiffness, damping matrices, eigenvalues and eigenvectors
output file including results
NASTRAN output data file including the grouped element
matrices ei
NASTRAN output data file including the grouped element
matrices k i
files containing the test eigenvectors
file containing the test eigenvalues

C. Program Or_,anization
initialize the mass, stiffness and [damping matrices
read in mass, stiffness and I
damping matrices I
and ei _)envec.tnr_
[ normalize the analytical eigenvactors ]
read in test eigenvalues and eigenvectors [and normalization
output normalized analytical and test eigenvectors !
[ compute dU, dV, dW ]
.t
[ assembly coefficient matrix I
LP-1
call IMSL subroutine LSVDF, for
using singular decomposition
technique to solve the equations
I
call IMSL subroutine DLPRS, for
using constrained optimization
methodto solve the equations
I
! stopl
output the identified physical parameters

This program is to identify the stiffness or damping parameters
by using AHIG NASTRAN finite element models. The solution can
be accomplished using singular value decomposition or constrained
optimization.
Written by Weiyu Zhou, March, 1990.
REAL
t¢
PROGRAM DATAPP (INP, OUTP, TAP ES" INP, TAPE6=OUTP)
PARAMETER (ND=63,MD=25,1D=12,
NV=ND_ (ND+I)/2, ID2=2_I D, NM-ND_MD_2)
LAMBDR (MD) ,LAMBDI (MD) ,LAMBDTR (MD) ,LAMBDTI (MD),
W'rR (ND,MD) ,w'rl (ND,MD) ,WAR (ND,MD) ,WAI (ND,MD),
DUR (ND,MD) ,DUI (ND,MD) ,DVR (ND,MD) ,DVI (ND,MD),
DWR (ND,MD) ,DWI (ND,MD) ,VTR (ND,MD) ,VTI (ND,MD),
MASS (NV) ,STIFF (NV) ,DAMP (NV) ,DC (NV) ,DK (NV),
COEFF (NM, ID) ,Y (NM) ,WK (ID2) ,BETA (ID) ,GAMMA (ID)






CHARACTER *66 MAT ID
COMPLEX SQU,SQUT,Cl ,c2,c3,c4
EQUIVALENCE (DC (I) ,DK (I))























































GENVAL ',STATUS-' OLD ')
,IOSTAT=IOS)
ERROR IN OPENING F06 FILE"/)')
READ(5,*)N










OF MODES USED IN IDENTIFICATION ",I4)')NMODES
OF MODES OF RIGID BODY MOTION ",I4)')NMR







WRITE(12, i(1X,"NO. OF UNKNOWNS TO BE IDENTIFIED ",I4)')NUNK
READ (5,*) (NT (I), I=1,7)












C ........ ---- ........ -- .................... D--w------_----





I F (I DATA (51:62) .NE. ' INTERMEDIATE') GOTO 3
I F (I DATA (75: 76) .EQ.'MA') NU=7
I F (IDATA (75:76) .EQ.' KA') NU=8
IF (I DATA (75:76) .EQ.' BA') NU=9
IF(NN.NE.O)THEN
IF(NU.EQ.7)WRITE(12,' (" MASS MATRIX")')
IF (NU.EQ.8)WRITE (12,' (" STIFFNESS MATRIX")')
IF(NU.EQ.9)WRITE(12,' (" DAMPING MATRIX")')
ENDIF
READ(IO,'(A)') IDATA
4 READ (I0, '(16,E21.6,5E19.6, 19) ',ERR=5) II, (DA (i), I=1,6), 12





5 DO 6 I=1,4
6 READ (lO, '(A) ') IDATA
GOTO 4
7 DO 8 K=1,6
IF (DA (K) .EQ.O.O) GOTO 8
IF((II+K-I).LT.13)GOTO 8
IF (NN.NE.O) WRITE (12, '(216,E19.6) ') 13, I1+K-1 ,DA (K)
Jl=13
J2=l l+K-1
IF (NU.EQ.7) MASS ((JI-I)*N+J2- (Jl-l)*Jl/2) =DA (K)
IF (NU.EQ.8) STIFF((JI-I)*N+J2-(JI-I)*JI/2)=DA(K)
IF (NU.EQ.9) DAMP ((Jl-l) _N+J2- (Jl-l)*Jl/2) =DA (K)
8 CONTINUE
IF(12.NE.63.0R.13.NE.63) GOTO
2 CONT I NUE
C
C .... _ .........
C READ IN ANALYTICAL EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
C .........
C
lO READ(IO,' (A)') IDATA
I F(IDATA(18:21).NE.'ROOT')GOTO lO











I1,12,LAMBDR (J) ,LAMBDI (J) ,DA (1) ,DA (2)
IF (J.LT.NMT) GOTO 11
GOTO 20
WRITE (12, '("ERROR IN READING EIGENVALUES")')
READ (]O, ' (A) ') IDATA
IF (IDATA(51:62) .NE.' INTER/_EDIATE')GOTO 20
DO 21 I=1,4







25 READ (10, '(A)')IDATA
IF(IDATA(5:G).NE.' I')GOTO 25
BACKSPACE 10
I F (J.LT.NP, T) GOTO 22
GOTO 28
26 WRITE (12,' ("ERROR IN READING EIGENVALUES")')
28 CONTINUE



































READ (8,_) (NTEST2 (I ,J) ,J=1,4)
CONTINUE
DO 202 1=1,22



















IF (I I .EQ.NT (1))THEN
READ (28,*) LAMBDTR (I I) ,LAMBDTI (I I)
READ (21,*) ((MODES (I ,J) ,J=l ,2), 1=1,22)
DO 212 KK=I,N
DQ 211 JJ=1,22
I F (NTEST5 (J J,4) .EQ.KK) THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, I I)**2+WAI (KK, I I)*_2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (J J, l) *_2+MODES (J J, 2) *_2)
IF (ABS ((R-R J)/R) .GT.O.2) GOTO 251
WTR (KK, I I)=MODES (J J, l)




WTR (KK, I I) =WAR (KK, I I)




IF (I I .EQ.NT (2)) THEN
READ (28,*) LAMBDTR (I I), LAMBDTI (I I)
READ (22,*) ((MODES (I ,J) ,J=1,2), 1=1,20)
DO 214 KK=I,N
DO 213 JJ=l,20
IF (NTESTI (JJ,4) .EQ.KK)THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, II)*_2+WAI (KK, II)*.2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (JJ, I)**2+MODES (JJ, 2)**2)
I F(ABS((R-RJ)/R).GT.O.2)GOTO 2.52
WTR (KK, I I)-MODES (J J, l)




NTR (KK, I I).=WAR (KK, I I)




IF (I I .EQ.NT (3)) THEN
READ (28,_) LAMBDTR (I I) ,LAMBDTI (I I)
READ (23,*) ((MODES (I ,J) ,J=l ,2) , 1=1,22)
DO 216 KK=I,N
DO 2]5 JJ=l,22
IF (NTEST5 (J J,4) .EQ.KK) THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, I I) _2+WAI (KK, I 1) **2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (J J, ]) *_2+MODES (J J, 2) _,2)
IF (ABS ((R-R J)/R) .GT.O.2) GOTO 253
krTR (KK, II)=MODES (J J, 1)




WTR (KK, I I) =WAR (KK, I I)




IF (! I .EQ.NT (4)) THEN
READ (28,*) LAMBDTR (I I) ,LAMBDTI (I I)
READ (24,*) ((MODES (I,J) ,J=l ,2), l=l ,20)
DO 218 KK=I,N
DO 217 JJ=l,20
IF (NTEST1 (J J,4) .EQ.KK)THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, I I)*_2+WAI (KK, I I)*,2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (J J, 1) _2+MODES (J J, 2) *_2)














WTR (KK, II)-MODES (JJ, l)




W'FR (KK, II)-WAR (KK, II)




IF (I I .EQ.NT (5))THEN




IF (NTEST5 (JJ,4) .EQ.KK) THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, II)*_2+WAI (KK, I I)*.2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (JJ, I)**2+MODES (JJ, 2) **2)
I F (ABS ((R-R J)/R) .GT.O.2) GOTO 25.5
WTR (KK, I I)-MODES (J J, l)




WTR (KK, I I) -WAR (KK, I I)




IF (I I .EQ.NT (6))THEN
READ (28,*) LAMBDTR (I I), LAMBDTI (I I)
READ(26,*) ((MODES(I,J),J=I,2),I=I,20)
DO 222 KK=I,N
DO 22] J J=1,20
IF (NTEST2(JJ,4).EQ.KK)THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, I I)*=_2+WAI (KK, I I)*_2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (J J, 1)**2+MODES (J J,2)*.2)
I F (ABS ((R-R J)/R) .GT.O.2) GOTO 256





W'FR(KK, I I) -WAR (KK, I I)




IF (I I.EQ.NT (7)) THEN
READ (28,*) LAMBDTR (I I), LAMBDTI (I I)
READ (27,*) ((MODES (I ,J) ,J=l,2), 1=1,22)
DO 224 KK=I,N
DO 223 J J=],22
IF (NTEST5 (JJ,4) .EQ.KK) THEN
R=SQRT (WAR (KK, II)**2+WAI (KK, II)*.2)
RJ=SQRT (MODES (JJ, I)**2÷MODES (JJ,2)*.2)
IF (ABS ( (R-R J)/R) .GT.O.2) GOTO 257
_rrR (KK, II)=MODES (JJ, I)




WTR (KK, I I) -WAR (KK, I I)




























































OUTPUT THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
WRITE(12,'(/1X,"ANALYTICAL EIGENVALUES (REAL IMAGINARY) ",























SQU=CMPLX (LAMBDR (I) ,LAMBDI (I))*CMPLX (LAMBDR (I) ,LAMBDI (I))
SQUT=CMPLX (LAMBDTR (I), LAMBDTI (I)) *CMPLX (LAMBDTR (I), LAMBDTI (I) )
DO 1000 J=I,N
C I=CMPLX (LAMBDR (I) ,LAMBDI (1))*CMPLX (WAR (J, I),WAI (J, I))
C2=CMPLX (LAMBDTR (I) ,LAMBDTI (1))*CMPLX (WTR (J, I) ,W'FI(J, I))
C3=SQU*CMPLX (WAR (J, I) ,WAI (J, I))
CL_=SQUT*CMPLX (WTR (J, I) ,WTI (J, I))
V'I'R (J, I)=REAL (C2)
VTI (J, I)=AIMAG (C2)




DWR (J,) =W'FR (J, I)-WAR (J, I)












C ..... w_ .....
C RIGHT HAND SIDE Y







Y ((I-1) _NMODES+J) =Y ((I-1) *NMODES+J) -DUR (KK,J) *MASS (IK)
* -DVR (KK,J)*DAMP (IK)
* -DWR (KK,J)*STI FF (IK)
Y (NC+ (I-I)*NMODES+J) =Y (NC+ (I-I)*NMODES+J) -DUI (KK,J)*MASS (IK)
* -DVI (KK,J) *DAMP (IK)





C ASSEMBLY OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX
C
DO 1200 I I=I,NNC












IF (KK.GT. I) IK=N*(I-1)+KK-(I-1)*I/2
COEFF ((I-1)*NMODES+J, I I) =COEFF ((I-1)*NMODES+J, I I)
* +VTR (KK, J) *DC ( IK)
COEFF (NC+ (I-1)*NMODES+J, I I)-=COEFF (NC+ (I-I)*NMODES+J, I I)










READ (15,*) J,K,DK ((J-1)*N+K- (J-1)*J/2)




I K,=N=_(KK-1)+1- (KK- 1) *KK/2
IF (KK.GT. I) IK=N*(I-1)+KK -(I-1).1/2
COEFF ((I-1)*NMODES+J, I I+NNC),=COEFF ((I-])*NMODES+J, t I+NNC)
* +WTR (KK, J) *DK (I K)
COEFF (NC+ (I-1) tcNMODES+J, I I+NNC) =COEFF (NC+ (I-1)*NMODES+J,











k (I ,J) =0.0
DO 1320 K=I,NC2




C CHOICE OF SVD OR LP (LP=O, SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION






















CALL LSVDF(A, IA,M,N,B, IB,NB,S,WK, IER)
LSVDF COMPUTES THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF
A REAL M BY N MATRIX
A = U * Q * V**(T) WHERE
U IS AN M BY M ORTHOGONAL MATRIX,




















Q IS AN M BY N MATRIX WITH ALL ELEMENTS ZERO EXCEPT
Q(I,I) = S(I) I=I,...,MIN(M,N).
V IS RETURNED IN THE FIRST N ROWS OF A.
U IS OBTAINED BY SETTING Y TO THE M BY M IDENTITY
MATRIX, ON INPUT, AND SETTING NB=M. ON OUTPUT, B IS
REPLACED BY U**(T).
THE NOTATION U**(T) AND V*_(T) REPRESENTS U
TRANSPOSE AND V TRANSPOSE, RESPECTIVELY. Q**(+)
DENOTES THE GENERALIZED INVERSE OF Q.
LSVDF IS USEFUL IN ANALYZING AND SOLVING THE LEAST
SQUARES PROBLEM A_X.APPR.B (WHERE .APPR. MEANS
APPROXIMATELY EQUALS). IN THIS CASE B IS A VECTOR OF
LENGTH M AND LSVDF IS CALLED WITH IB=M, NB=I. THE
SOLUTION IS X=V*Q*_(+)*U*_(T)*B, U*_(T)_B REPLACES










IF(IER .EQ. 129) THEN
WRITE(14,' (2X,"THE CONVERGENCE NOT OBTAINED BY LSVDF")')
STOP
ENDIF
IF (IER .EQ. 33 ) THEN
KRANK=-I
RHO=IOE-1G
















IF(KRANK .LT. NCOEFF) THEN
WRITE(12,'(5(lX,E13.6))') (BU(I), I=KRANK+I,NCOEFF)
ENDIF


























C- PRINT THE NEW DAMPING MATRIX
WRITE(12,'(//3X,"IDENTIFIED DAMPING VARIABLES")')
WRITE(12,'(5(1X,E14.7))') (BETA(J),J=I,NNC)
C........ PRINT THE NEW STIFFNESS MATRIX
WRITE(12,'(//3X,"IDENTIFIED STIFFNESS VARIABLES")')
















BL (I)=BL (I)* (1.0-EC)








READ (5,*) WUSTI FF,WLSTIFF
DO 1410 I=I,NNC




XLB (I+NNC) = (-I)*WLSTI FF*GAMMA (I)
XUB (I+NN C)=WUST IFF,GAMMA (I)
CONT INUE
DO 1430 I=I,NCOEFF


















C........ PRINT THE NEW DAMPING MATRIX

.WRITE(12,' (//3X,"IDENTIFIED DAMPING VARIABLES")')
WRITE (12,' (5 (IX,El4.7)) ') (BETA (J) ,J=I,NNC)
PRINT THE NEW STIFFNESS MATRIX
WRITE(12,' (//3X,"IDENTIFIED STIFFNESS VARIABLES")')





MSC/NASTRAN INPUT FOR FINAL
AH-1G SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION RUN
The following pages include the listings of the input file for the final MSC./NASTRAN runs










$ The following 8 Cards ar_ adOed by Weiyu Zhou for the output of











T]TLE:AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
SUBTITLE=DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURAT]DN #1 [FULL-tIP)
LA_THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
MAXLINES:SOOOOO
$ ................









$ " EASE CONTROL BECK FOR NORMAL 1







$ The _ollowing ca.ds ape added by Weiyu ZhOU for the ouCput o_
$ th_ eigenvector5 haven 0 a11 the physical Degree of freedoms
$ ................
SET 1_1001 THRU lOOT EXCEPT 1002,1005,1012,1013,











$ UPDATE 11/30/84 (R. OOMPKA-RESEAREHI
$ RIGIB ELEMENTS ( RBE2 ) INPUT TB REPLACE MFC EOUAT]ONS WHICH WERE
6 USED AT MODEL INITIATION BECAUSE NO RIGID ELEMENT8 EXISTED 11973)
$ NODE 1002--?033.703"/.9533.8537 DEPENDENT NOOSE
$ NOOE 16212--14603.14823,16603.16623 DEPENDENT NODES
$ NOOE l$216--1490T,1492T, ISSOT,lSS2T DEPENDENT NODES
$ NUDE 30045--29921 ,2B929.29961 , 1009 DEPENDENT NODES
$ BOTH METHODS ARE EQUIVALENT BUT RIGID ELEMENTS AVOID PROBLEMS
$ IN FUTURE USES OF THE MODEL BY ALLOWING MOVEMENT OF ATTACHMENT
$ GRID POINTS WITHOUT RECALCULATION OF MFC EQUATION COEFFICIENTS
$
S GRID POINT DATA





$ STA 33 DO BULKHEAD ............
................................................. 2o-S.;-_S.8-o;os _ ................................................................................ .
$
GRID 3331 0 33.00 4.90 49.80 0 466
GRID 3339 0 33.00 -4.90 49.80 0 46E
GRID 3341 0 33.00 6,96 59.85 0 466
GR|D 3349 0 33.00 -S,96 ES.B5 0 456
$
$ STA 46.00 BULKHEAD ...............................
................................................ _§;O_:SS2:OS_ ...............................................
S
GRID 4831 0 4800 11.46 49.B0 0 4BE
GRID 4633 0 46,00 9.OT 46.00 0 458
GRID 1001 O 4600 "9.07 4B.OO 0 4BE
GRID 4639 0 4600 -11,46 49,60 0 459
GRID 4B41 0 4600 12.34 S?.O0 0 459
GRID 4649 O 46 O0 -12 34 57 O0 0 466 .........
_ib ........ _BS_ ......._ ................ _S_6o ..... SYo _/6_o ................... 4S_ ....................................................................................
GRID 4889 0 4S00 -9.70 BE.O0 0 AGE
$
$ FORWARD FUSELAGE SUBASSEMBLY
$
$ ETA 81,29 BULKHEAD
$ 20E-030- 0 -001 ....................
........................................................._-9.:-o_-_-=._¥ ..........................................................................................
$
GRID 6123 0 61.25 IO.O0 40.91 0 456
GRID B12_ 0 81.25 -I0,00 40.61 0 4SO
GRID 8131 0 81.25 13.62 48.00 0 458
GRID 6133 0 61.25 10,00 48.00 0 4SO
GRID B13_ 0 81.25 -10.00 48.00 0 456
GRID ,,. o ,, ,E -,3 . ,6 DO o ,,B ORIGHNAL-PAC;E-iS
_'_b ..........._|'__ ......._ ..................¢'_/_ .......i'4"T_ ......_4T'_'_'"_ ......................_'_ ......................................................
,Rio ,,43 o B,.,, ,o.oo E,.,s o ,,B Ur-"_-""- QUALR'Y
GRID 5147 0 81.25 "10.00 54.15 0 4B6
GRID 5149 0 B1.25 "1464 54 15 0 456
GRID 6151 0 81.25 15.06 GO00 0 486
GRID 6183 0 6125 1000 EO.O0 0 458
GRID 8157 0 81.25 -I000 80.00 0 455
GRID 8159 0 61.25 -1506 50.00 0 456
GRID 8171 0 53.9B 1000 5542 0 456
GRID 6179 0 53.95 -I0 O0 6942 0 456
$
$ ETA ?0.79 PSEUDO-BULKHEAD
$ ........................ FORWARDTURREYATTACH P0]NTS .................................................................................
$
GRID 7031 0 70 79 15 04 45 00 0 3465
GRID ?033 0 7079 1000 4500 0 455
G_R'_D 7037 0 7079 -1000 4500 0 455
GRID 7039 0 7C79 -1504 4500 0 3456
GRID 7043 0 70 ?9 1DO0 5438 0 2456
GRID 7047 0 7079 -rOOD 54 38 0 2456
GRID _081 " 0 .... 70_79 "iS"i_ED 60_38 0 .... 459 ......................................
GRID 7053 0 ?O.?B 1000 50.36 0 488
GRID 7067 0 ?0.79 -I0 O0 50.36 0 456
GRID 7069 0 70.76 -1560 60 36 0 455
GRID 7071 0 70.78 1580 5164 7071 2456
GRID 7079 0 70.79 "1580 51 84 707E 24E6
$
$ XM-28 ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEM
$ ......... ?J?060 ......................................................................
$
GRID I00_ 0 7550 OC 2900 0 0
$
$ ETA 8826 PSEUDO'BULKHEAD
5 AFT TURRET ATTACH POINTS
$
GRID 8831 O 6526 1660 46 O0 0 3456
CRID 8S33 .... b .... $S_26 ...... _0100 ...... 46_00 b .......... 4SS ...........................................................
GRID 6537 0 85.25 -1000 4500 0 458
GRID 8539 0 85.25 -15 60 45 O0 0 3466
GRID 8543 0 55.25 1000 54 ?2 0 2468
GRID 8547 0 55_26 "10.00 54_72 0 2456
GRID 8561 0 55,26 t6 565 60.95 0 486
GRID 5563 0 85.26 10 O0 5056 0 455
GRID 855? 0 55.28 -1000 5096 0 455
GRiO " "5569 0 " 85.2_ -'isSUE SOss'o ....... 456 .................................
GRiD 8571 0 65.25 15865 84 64 7071 2456
GRID 8579 0 55.25 -16 855 6454 7079 2456
$
$ ETA 9300 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-I02-323
6
GRID 8303 0 9300 1000 21 ?? 0 456
GRiD .... 83o? .... 6 ............ i3_bo :i00o ...... 2_i?_ o ............. 4_'6 ..............................................................
GRID 9313 0 93.00 1000 2?,00 0 455
GRID 9317 0 93.00 -10 O0 2? O0 0 456
GRID 9331 O 93.00 17 59 46.00 0 456
GRID 8333 0 93.00 1000 45.00 0 4SO
GRID 1003 0 93.00 -1000 46.00 0 456
GRID 9339 0 93.00 -I?.89 46 O0 0 455
GRID 934_ 0 95.41 1799 55_00 93?3 1485
GR'ID "" 9343" O ...... 95141" I000" 55"160 6 ...... 45"E ...................................................
GRID 5347 0 9541 "1000 55.00 0 456
GRID 9349 0 9541 -17.99 55 O0 9373 1456
GRID 9361 0 9714 1754 61 44 0 456
GRID 9383 0 97.14 10 O0 8144 0 456
GRID 9357 0 97 14 -1000 61 44 0 486
GRID 9389 0 B?.14 1784 51 44 0 458
GRID 9371 0 95.69 17 90 57_23 0 455
GRID 8373 0 98.59 IO00 87_23 93?3 1456
GRID 937? 0 95.69 -1000 5?.23 93?3 14E6
GRID 9379 0 9669 -1?90 6?.23 0 456
$ ......... STA 115_8"PSEUDO'BULkHEAb .............................................................................................
$ FORMER-PWD FACE OF ]NET PANEL / MAIN BEAM REF PLANE INTERSECT
$
GRID 11503 0 115.58 1000 2?00 0 3466
GRID I1807 0 118 56 "10.00 27.00 0 3466
GRID 11531 0 115.58 17.91 4600 0 3455
GRID 11533 0 115.56 1000 4600 0 456
GRID 11537 0 11558 "10.00 4600 0 456
G'RiD ..... i'1S'3"9 .... 0 ............ i'1"5_'S8 "i?'i§I ..... 4"6_00 0 ........... 3"4_6 ................................................................................................................
GRID I1E43 0 115,55 1000 55.00 0 456
GRID 11547 0 115.58 "1000 55.00 0 456
GRID 11561 0 115,55 17 91 82.172 0 456
GRID 11563 0 115.58 10.00 62 172 0 458
GRID 11567 0 115.58 -10 O0 62 172 0 456
GRID 11559 0 115.55 -1791 62 172 0 456
GRID 11571 0 114_04 17.91 ?0 9 11571 2465
GRiD ...... iiSi'9 .... o .............. ii4L04 ":i?i'91 ...... 70)19''V|S?9 ........24S6 ........................................................................................
$
$ ETA 135 ?O BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-103-156
$
GRID 13501 0 13570 15.51 25.00 0 455
GRID 13803 0 13870 10.00 2?00 0 4E5
GRID 13807 0 138.70 -10_00 2?00 0 456
GR'|'b ...... 1"_'8"O9 O ........... 13"_'_'70 :iS_8"I .... 2_8_0b" 6 .................... 4"_'_ .............................................................................................................................
GRID 13821 0 136.70 17.68 35,97 0 456
GRID 13823 0 136.70 I0.00 35,97 0 486
GRID 13827 0 135.?0 -10.00 38 9? 0 455
GRID 13529 0 13B.?O -1766 38 97 0 456
GRID 13831 0 138.70 1794 4600 0 458
GRID 13833 0 138.70 000 46_00 0 456
GRID 1004 0 135.?0 - 000 4600 0 455
dRib 13_39 0 ............ _3s/?o:?__4 .... 4s_b__ ................ ___ ................................................................................................................
GRID 13641 0 13570 ?99 55.00 0 1456
GRID 13643 0 135.70 0.00 85 O0 0 456
GRID 13547 0 138,?0 - 0 O0 85,00 0 466
GRID 13848 0 13B.28 -10.00 54 903 0 468
GRID 13549 0 135.38 "17.98 84 903 13849 14B6
GRID 13861 0 138.?0 18.00 63.09 0 466
GRID 13883 0 135+?0 1000 63+09 0 466
GRIO ...... _36k_ 6 ............... _32__":'_/0_ ...... km2T_o .................... 4S_ .......................................................................................................................................
GRID 13659 0 132.25 -15,00 62.84 0 456
GRID 13871 0 135,70 18.00 74.95 1157I 2456
_RID 13879 0 126.37 -I?.86 ?2.96 11678 24B6
$ CENTER FUSELAGE SUBASSEMBLY Ut_I_!I_/_L i'_(_ j,_
............ "'" OF POOR QUALITY
............ SY_ t_._ S_£K_e_O ..............................................................................................................................................................................
$ 209"030"104"011
$GRID 148010 148,5015,61 28000 456GRID 148030 14650 10,00 2700 O 456
GRID 14807 0 148.50 -t0,00 2700 0. 455
GRID 14809 0 14650 -1581 28.00 0 455
14850 17.67 3597 0GRID 14821 0 455
GRID 14823 0 146 50 10,00 35.97 0 456
GRID 14827 O 14850 -1000 35.97 0 456
OHIO 14829 0 14550 -1767 3597 0 458
GRID 14831 0 146.50 17.84 46.00 O 456




148.50 "10,00 46.00 0 456
146.50 -1794 46.00 0 456
146.50 17.59 5E.OO O 1456
4S6GRID 14643 0 148.50 10 O0 55.00 0
GRID 14847 0 t48.50 "10 O0 5500 0 456
GRID 14849 0 148.50 "17.99 55.00 0 1456
GRID 14861 0 148.50 17.99 63.49 0 456
GkJ_ ....... i4663 ...... o ...... _46:S_ ......._O:OO 63:89 o .................. 4SS .................................................................
GRID 14867 0 14860 -I0.00 6349 0 496
GRID 14869 0 148.50 -17.99 63 49 0 456
GRID 14861 0 152.27 1800 7757 0 4E6
GRID 14883 0 152_27 100-0 77.5"_ 0 456
GRID 14887 O 15227 "10.00 7757 0 456
GRID 14889 0 15227 "1800 77 57 0 456
$
$ .................. #O'k'WARb'"S'KI'b'GEAR" ATYA_ P'biNY"/''RiU_'S|bE ......................................
S
GRID 15212 0 15245 1350 3034 0 0
S
$ FORWARD SKID GEAR ATTACH POINT / LEFT S1DE
$
GRID 15216 0 152 45 "13,50 30.34 0 0
$ 208"030"105"001
$
GRID 15601 0 15641 16.39 2E.OO 0 486
GRID 15603 O 156.4; I0.00 27 00 0 456
GRID 15807 O 15541 -I0.00 27.00 0 455
GRID 15609 0 15641 -16.38 2900 0 456
GRID 15521 O 15641 17.64 3597 0 456





15541 0.0 3897 O 455
15541 "11.582 3697 0 455
15641 "17.64 35.87 0 456
15641 11.582 4600 15633 2456
GRID 15637 0 15641 -11.582 4600 15637 2458
$
$ ETA 164 O0 BULKHEAD
....................................................... 2o9_o3o':_s_o2¥ ...............................................................................................
$
GRID 16481 0 16400 1764 77.57 0 456
GRID 16493 0 164,00 12.376 77,57 0 ]456
GRID 18465 0 154.00 O.O 77.5? 0 3456
GRID 15467 0 164.00 -12375 775? 0 3456




$ FORWARD W]NG CARRY-THRU SPAR
$ 209-030-140
$
GRID 18601 0 86.25 1561 29 O0 0 456
GRID • 18803 0 86.25 6.31 27 O0 0 456
GRID 18607 0 88.25 -6.31 27_00 0 455
GRID 18609 O 86.25 -15,61 28.00 O 456
GRID 18621 0 86.25 17.55 35 97 0 456
GRID 18823 0 86.25 10,00 35.97 0 456
GRID 18825 0 8"6.25 0.0 35.97 0 456 ........... : ...............................................................
GRID 18629 0 86.25 -17.55 35.67 0 456
GRID 18631 0 86.25 17.58 46 00 0 456
GRID 18533 0 86.25 I0,00 46.00 0 1456
GRID 18635 0 86.25 0.00 4800 0 1456
GRID 16837 0 86.25 -10.00 46,00 o 1456
GRID 18639 0 86.25 -17.88 46.00 0 456
GRID 16841 o 86.25 17.850 58.20 0 0
C'R'i'O ....... _6"S'4"2 ....... b ................ _d'6":_ ......._'S':'SS_'"S'S:2"O''0 ..... 0 .........................................................................................................................
GRID 16843 0 185.25 12.375 86.20 0 4
GRID 19644 0 I98.25 5790 56.20 0 45
GRID 18645 0 186.25 O0 66.20 0 45
GRID 18646 0 185.25 -E7go 56.20 0 45
GRIO 18847 0 188.25 -12.375 5620 0 4
GRID 18646 0 186.25 -15,850 8620 0 0
GRID 8849 0 186,25 -17,850 56.20 0 0
GR_O ........ _'6kS_ ...... o ................ _aS':2S .... __:6s_66:39o ...... o ...................................................................................................................................
GRID 18652 O 18625 16.860 5839 0 0
GRID 18853 O 186,25 -15.880 5839 0 0
GRID 18854 O 185.25 "17,850 58.36 0 0
GRID 18656 0 186.25 17.850 8312 0 0
GRID 18857 0 186.25 15,850 8312 0 0
GRID 18858 0 168.25 "16.850 83.12 0 O
GR O 8658 0 166 25 "17.860 83.12 0 0
_k_b ......... _666_ .... _ ................ _s:2S ...... J_:s_ ds:so_ ......... o ................................................................................................
GRTD 18862 0 186.25 16.880 85.60 0 0
GRID 18883 0 186.25 12375 8560 0 0
GRID 18864 0 185.25 E.7'O 8580 0 45
GRID 18886 0 186.25 O,O 85 ,80 0 45
GRID 8686 0 18825 -8,790 65.80 0 48
GRID 8667 0 188.25 -12.375 85.60 0 0
GRID 8665 0 188.25 -15_850 85.80 0 0
GRID 8873 0 186,29 5.00 87.07 O 0
GRID 8877 0 186.25 -9.00 87.07 O 0
GRID 8681 0 186.25 17.86 77.57 O 456
GRID 8683 0 186.25 12.375 77.6? 0 0
GRID 8685 0 186.25 0.0 77.57 0 456
GRID 8687 0 106,25 -12.376 77.87 0 0
GRID 8889 0 166 25 "17.88 77.57 O 4SB
$ ETA 188.84 PSEUDO'BULKHEAD
$ CENTERLINE OF FWD MAIN ROTOR PYLON MOUNTS
S
GRID 18983 0 189.94 12.375 7?,57 0 4
GRID 18987 0 185,94 "12.375 77.57 0 4
S
$ ETA 18 24 PSEUDO-BULKHEAD
......................_k _ Y _ _c tN_ __ _ _c _ k_ _ _ktk _ E _ "6"0g_'"_ V _ _ N'b6"_ _ i"vOt-_ _ _ N _ "S..................................................._e'_,_ _ _ "_'_'"'"_ _ =::__:,: _ ................................
GRID 19173 0 191.24 SO0 68?? 0 0
GRiD 19177 D 19t.24 -900 68.?? 0 0
$
$ CENTER WING CARRY-THRU SPAR
$ 20E-030"141
$
GRID 19741 0 196 90 17.730 55.390 0 0
GRID lg742 0 196 EO 1Dogo 54 ?5 0 0
GRID 18743 0 lg6 9O ?_920 54 T5 0 4
GRID 19745 0 19680 O0 54.?5 0 49
Gr|_ ..... _g747 0 ............... _gGISO :?192o 's4_796 ............ 4 ....................................................................................
GRID 19748 0 lgGgo -10090 54 TE 0 o
GRID 19749 0 196 go -17730 S5.390 0 O
GRID lg?EI 0 196 go 17 ?30 62.160 0 0
GRID O197•2 0 18680 10080 G2.16 D
GRID 19758 0 19690 -10090 62 16 0 0
GRID 1975g 0 196.90 -17.730 62150 D 0
GRID 19761 0 165 90 17 73O 64.83 0 0
GRID 19762 0 ..... tg'6_g'o lOiOgO 84_S3 0 " 0 .................
GRID 19763 0 196.90 ?.920 6463 0 4
GRID 19765 O 196 90 0 0 6463 0 45
GRID tOO6 0 19E 90 -T 920 6463 0 4
GRID 19798 O 196.•0 -tO.090 6463 0 0
GRID 19769 0 lEE.go -1T 730 84 89 0 0
GRID 19'I"/3 0 t96 go g O0 66 43 G D
GRID 19777 0 Ig6 90 -g O0 66¸43 0 0
$ ......................................................................
• ETA 20g.go PSEUDO-BULKHEAD
$ CENTERLINE OF COLLECTIVE CONTROL ROOST CYLINDER PIVOT POINT
GRID 209?? 0 209¸90 -9.00 65¸69 0 0
$
$ ETA 211 ?2 PSEUDO-BULKHEAD
$ CENTERLINE OF APT MAIN ROTOR PYLON MOUNTS
$ ............................................................................................
GRID 21163 0 211¸72 12.375 ?T 5T 0 4
GRID 21187 0 211 ?2 -12.375 ?? 5T 0 4
$
$ AFT FU•ELAGE SUBAS•EMBLY
$
$ ETA 213¸94 BULKHEAD
S ................. 205 : 03o_ los :c_O? ...........................................................
$ AFT WING CARRY-THRU SPAR
$ 209 -030- 142
$
GRID 45621321 0 21394 1686 35.g? 0
GRID 21323 0 21394 10.00 3$.g? D 4EG
GRID 21325 0 21394 O.D 35.g? 0 456
GRID 21327 0 21394 -10.00 3$.97 0 456
_i0 ..... 2_325 _ 0 2_3_54"_S'r85 .... ]S_S_ 0 ..... 45_ .............................................................................
GRID 21341 0 21394 17560 54 ?8 0 O
GRID 21343 0 21394 12.000 54_T8 0 4
GRID 21346 0 21394 0.000 54 76 0 4
GRID 21347 213 94 -12.000 54.76 40 0
GRID 21349 0 21394 -17.590 54?6 0 0
GRID 21361 0 213 94 17.73 6500 0 456
GRID 21363 0 21394 12.375 6500 0 8
_R_D 213_4 0 ..... 2i3 94 glEE SSlO0O ............ 4ES ............................................................
GRID 21366 0 213.94 -555 6500 0 456
GRID 21367 O 213.94 -12 3TE EE.O0 0 6
GRID 21369 O 213.$4 -17 73 85 O0 0 456
GRID 21377 0 213_94 -9.00 6541 0 0
GRID 21393 0 213.94 12.375 ??.67 0 C
GRID 21367 0 21394 -12 3?5 77.97 0 O
$
$ CENTERLINE OF AFT PYLON MOUNT CROSS BEAM
$ 209-031-344-001
$
GRID 21486 O 214.50 O0 ??.57 O 156
$ ....................................................................................................................................................................
$ ETA 218,97 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-109-005
S
GRID 21801 0 21897 13.96 2900 0 456
GRID 21803 0 2t8 97 8.82 2700 0 496
GRID 21607 0 218 g? -6 62 27.00 0 466
GRID 21809 0 218 97 -13.98 28.00 0 468
GR|D .... 2"1"8"21 ...... 0 "'2i81"9"7 _" J6"_'_2 ..... _s_g'_'O ................... 4"96 ............................................................................................
GRID 21823 0 218.97 1000 35.9? 0 466
GRID 21825 o 21897 00 35.9T 0 456
GRID 21827 0 21897 -1000 35 9T 0 456
GRID 2182g 0 218 9T -18 ?2 35.9? O 498
$
$ AFT •KID GEAR ATTACH POINT / RIGHT SIDE
$
GRXD ....... 22312 _" "0 ........ 22_'i_g ...... 13"_'_0 "''3i_00" 0 ............... 4'58 ................................................................................................................
$
$ AFT SKID GEAR ATTACH POINT / LEFT SIDE
S
GRID 22319 0 22329 -t350 31.00 0 4$6
$
$ ETA 227,52 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-110-005
$ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................
GRID 22701 0 22T 62 1342 29.00 0 456
GRID 22703 O 227.62 ?,86 27.00 0 456
GRID 22?0? O 22?62 -T.86 27.00 0 456
GRID 22?09 0 22?.82 -13.42 29.00 0 4•6
GRID 22721 O 227_82 16,43 35.9? 0 456
GRID 22723 0 227_62 I0,00 35.97 0 456
GRID 22725 O 22?62 0,0 35.97 0 456
GR_O 22_27 .... 0 ...... 22"?'6_:_0_0_ ...... _S_g_ o ......... 4S_ ....................................................................................................................
GRID 22?29 0 22?62 -16.43 3G.97 O 456
$
$ ETA 25000 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-111-107
$
GRID 25001 0 25000 11.63 29.00 0 456
GRID 25003 0 250,00 ?.83 27.00 0 486
GR'|D ........ 250"0"? .... 0 ............... _'_'00 ....... _'S'_'1"8 .... 27_00''_ ..................... &'6_ .............................................................................................................................
GRID 25009 0 250.00 "11,93 29.00 0 466
GRID 25021 0 250.00 16.S2 35.•? 0 499
GRID 25025 0 250.00 0.0 35.9? 0 496
GRID 25029 0 250.00 -19.•2 35.9? 0 466
_RID 2•041 O 250.00 16.20 $2,69 0 496
GRID 2•045 O 250.00 0.00 E2,E9 0 14E6
GRIO 25046 0 29000 -1920 82.59 0 4. ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_Rlo 1oo, o .0.°0 0.00 84.o? o 4. OF POOR OUALrrY
GRID 25069 0 250,00 -lS20 54.07 0 456
$
$ GTA 2E8,25 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-112-013
S
GRID 26801 0 288+25 ?.80 28.08 0 456
28805 0 268+25 -S,21 28.06 0GRID 856
GRID 26621 0 268.25 1456 38 57 0 458
GRID 26825 0 288.25 O0 35 g? 0 458
GRID 26529 0 268 25 -14.56 3997 0 455
_ki'O ...... 2Be41 ..... 0 .......... 268129 + i4289 .... Si_4"9""0 ........... 4"8"6 .........................................................................
GRID 28845 0 28625 0.00 51 49 0 148E
GRID 28845 0 288.25 -14.59 5149 0 456
GRID 268Sl 0 268.25 14.T9 8359 0 456
GRID 26865 0 26825 0,00 6359 0 486
GRID 1006 0 26825 -1479 63 59 0 455
S
$ TAILBOOM JUNCTION BULKHEAD ......................
$
GRID 29905 0 300.83 o C 31 87 0 456
GRID 29521 0 3O0.3? 1192 35 97 0 456
G"RI-D- 2992S 0 300.3? 0 0 35,g? O 456
GRI_ 29529 0 300.3? +1192 3597 0 456
GRID 29941 0 299 53 1429 4635 0 456
GRID 29948 0 299 53 0 0 45 38 29945 1486
G'Ri'D'" 21949" "O ..... 2§g'253"''=i'429 49138 O ................... 45"£ .............................................
GRID 29g61 0 298.?0 I2,29 62,80 0 486
GRID 259E5 0 258?0 OC 62.80 0 456
GRID 1009 0 258 70 -12.29 62.80 0 456
$
$ BS 4132 BULKHEAD
$
$ 0LD E_V_TO_.CON.EC_7.0_..P0]N_KEP T FROm E.LAST_H.U.NE _E_ ..........................................................................................
$ BS 143.25 BULKHEAD
$
GRID 1011 0 401,333 0.0 SS.910 0 0
$
$ OLD T/R MAST CONNECTION POINT KEPT FROM ELASTIC LINE FEM
$
................................................ FS O.:00 BULKHEAD ..........................................
S





GRID 1012 0 401.33 3125 55910 0 O
GRID 40142 0 401,33 20,8? 55910 0 0
GRID 4b_43 ..... o ............ 46i23_ ....... STS_ 58_91_ o ............. _ .............................................................................
GRID 40147 0 401.33 -968 55 610 0 0
GRID 40148 0 40133 -2087 55g10 0 0
GRID 1013 0 40133 -31.25 55.910 0 0
$
$ WING / RIGHT SIDE
$ 209"020"001
$
$ WS 1919 RIB
$
GRID 51912 0 186,25 1915 8560 0 0
GRID 61913 0 186.25 19 18 6431 0 0
GRID 61914 0 186.25 Ig 19 63,12 0 0
GRID 61916 0 186.25 19 lg 58_39 0 0
GRID 61917 0 186.25 Ig lg 57.39 0 0
GRID E1918 0 186.25 19 Ig 56.20 0 0
GRID 81922 0 195.90 19 19 63,04 0 0
GRID 61923 0 196.90 lg 19 6216 0 0
GRID 61524 0 198.90 IS 19 61.35 0 0
GR'I'D ....... 6+_926 ....... 6 ......... t9"6":'g'O ....... _§'t§ ...... S$'2OT'+O ............... O ...........................................................................................
GRID 61927 0 196_g0 Ig 19 S5.3g 0 0
GRID 61928 0 lEE 90 1915 54.3? 0 0
GRID 61934 0 213,94 tE 19 95.42 0 0
GRID 61939 0 21394 1919 94.78 0 0
GRID 61938 0 213.94 19 19 54 08 0 0
$
............................................ WS 22,1g RIB ............................
$
GRID 62211 0 186g3 22.19 56.08 0 4SS
GRID 62213 0 186.93 22 15 84.31 0 0
GRID 62217 0 18693 2219 57.35 0 0
GRID E_219 0 186.93 22 19 96,00 0 456
GRID 62221 0 19744 22 19 63.95 0 0
GRID 82224 0 197 44 22,19 81.38 0 0
GRID 82226 0 lET 44 22 19 85.07 0 0 ............
GRID 82231 0 213 94 22 9 56.35 0 0
GRID 62239 0 213.94 22 9 54.08 0 0
$
$ WS 28,00 RIB
$
GRID S2811 0 188 25 25.00 SS+OS 0 456
GRID S28 9 0 88 25 28 O0 ES T3 0 458
_R+ib ......... d2S+2i ..... o ........... _9848 ....... 2a_bb ....... S3U_S o ...... 45_ .........................................................................................................................
GRID 82829 0 198 48 2800 54Tg 0 6SS
GRID 62831 0 213 54 2800 ES,gl 0 456
GRID 52838 0 213 E4 2800 54+T1 0 458
$
$ WS 34 O0 RIB
$
GRID 834 0 159 82 34.00 86.05 0 458
_RiO ....... 534_g' o ............... _2+S'_ ....... _42o_ ...... _7219+_ ..................... 4s_ ................................................................................
GRID 63421 0 169.9$ 34,00 $3,9$ 0 488
GRID 83429 0 199.9$ 34.00 89.50 0 456
GRID 63431 0 213,B4 34.00 57.49 0 496
GRID 63439 0 213,94 34.00 55+3S 0 45$
$
9 WS 42,S0 RIB
$
_R_b ......... 64_i+ ....... _ .............. _9+|_'_ ...... _:_ ...... _S__¥+_ ...................... 4S_ ..............................................................................................................................................
GRIO 64219 0 191.SS 42,50 58,B6 0 4B6
GRID 64221 0 201.08 42.80 83,95 0 496
GRID 64228 0 201.06 42.80 86.80 0 0
GRID 84231 0 213.B4 42,50 56.31 0 4S8
GRID 84239 0 213,94 42.50 66+28 0 456
$ WS SO... 7.S...R I.B ............................... .2 ...2..2 _... :..: _..+ +I_i.% _ _... _ _,,T,+ ...............................
GRID .011 0 ,.3.. ..?S . 08 + .B ' _ rv_.._._.
GRID 85019 0 193.42 E079 9960 0 458
GRID GS021 0 202S8 5075 93.95 0 4SO
GRID 8S029 0 20258 5075 57.48 0 458
GRID 8S031 0 21394 50 75 5911 0 855
GRID 99O39 0 213 94 SO 75 E? t? 0 4SS
$
$ W$ 9900 RiB
$
GRID 65911 0 195.30 89 00 68 05 0 458
GRiD 88919 0 19S.30 5900 8084 0 4SO
GRID 85929 0 204 04 59 O0 5845 0 0
GRID 85931 0 213 94 59 00 5991 0 458
GRID 6593S 0 213,94 59 O0 5806 0 458
$




$ WS -1919 RIB
$
GRID 71912 O 882S "1919 8560 0 0
GRID 71913 0 89.25 19 19 64.3t 0 0
GRID 71914 0 8825 -1g 19 83 12 0 0
GRIO 71916 0 8825 19 19 5539 0 0
GRID 7t917 0 8S.25 1919 57,39 0 0
86Z25 _i9_ig SGI20"_ .... 0 ........................................................................
GRID 71923 0 9890 "19.19 6304 0 O
GRID 71923 0 9890 "19 19 82 18 O O
GRID 71924 0 199.90 -18 19 8135 0 0
GRID 71926 0 198.80 1919 9807 0 0
GRiD 71927 0 19890 -19 19 5539 0 0
GRID 7t928 0 19890 -19 19 5437 0 0
GRID 71934 0 21394 "19 19 5542 0 0
Gk]_ 7"_'935 - 0 .... _i3_94 :19_ig 54_7_b .......... 0 .......................................................................................
GRID 71938 0 213,94 -19t9 54.o8 0 0
$
$ WS -2219 RIB
$
GRiD 72211 0 188 93 -22 19 66 OS 0 458
GRID 72213 0 199 93 -22 15 64.31 0 0
GRID 72217 0 18893 -2219 57 39 0 0
GR|D "'_'2"2t"g ..... 0 18"e_93"':22119 SG'_O0"b .............. 4S'6 ..............................................................................
GRID ?222; 0 197 44 -2219 83.95 0 0
GRID 72224 0 197 44 -22 19 6;35 0 0
GRID 72228 0 19744 -22 19 5607 0 0
GRID 72229 0 197.44 -22 19 S410 0 0
GRID 72231 0 21394 -2219 5635 0 0
GRID 72239 0 21394 -2219 8408 0 0
$
............................ WS :28"00 RiB .................................................................................................
S
GRID 72811 0 159,25 -2800 8605 0 458
GRID 72819 0 18925 -29,00 96.73 0 458
GRID 72821 0 19848 -28,00 93.98 0 4SG
GRID ?2829 0 198 49 -2800 94 79 0 498
GRID 72831 0 21394 -2800 5691 0 498
GRID ?2839 0 21394 -2800 54 _1 0 4S9
$ ..................................................................................................................................
$ WS -3400 RIB
$
GRID 73411 0 18982 -34.00 85 OS 0 458
GRiD 73419 0 189 62 *]4.00 57 49 0 456
GRiD 73421 0 199 56 -3400 63.95 0 458
GRiD 73429 0 199,58 -3400 58.S0 0 495
GRiD 73431 0 213.54 °3400 $7.49 0 456
GRID 73435 0 21394 -3400 55.3G 0 496
S
$ WS -4250 RIB
S
GRID " 74"211 .... 0 ............ I91_'$S ":42_S0 ..... $6"/05_'0 .................. 4"S[ .......................................................................................................................
GRID 74219 0 191.S5 "42,90 SB.58 0 496
GRID 74221 0 20108 -42 SO 63.99 0 458
74229 0 20108 -42 90 SESO 0 0GRID
GRID 74231 0 21394 -4280 5931 0 458
GRID 74239 0 21394 -4250 6828 0 456
S
S W5 -50.75 RiB
GRID 79011 0 19342 "SO 75 6605 0 458
GRID 75019 0 193 42 -SO 75 59 60 0 458
GRID 75021 0 202.58 -SOT5 53.95 0 498
GRID 79029 0 20298 -9075 97.48 0 496
GRID 75031 0 21394 -5075 S911 0 498
GRID 75035 0 213.94 -SOTS 5717 0 8S6
$
$ ................................................. WS":S_'OO'Ri"S ...........................................................................................................................
$
GRID 7Sgll 0 195.30 -59.00 EGOS 0 458
GRID 75919 0 19S+30 -59.00 60,84 0 458
GRiD 1019 0 20404 -58.00 83.95 0 4SO
GRiD 76929 0 204,04 -99.00 59,45 0 0
GRID 75931 0 21394 -59.00 59.91 0 458
GRiD ?5939 0 213.94 -59,00 58.08 0 458
$ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................
$ MAiN ROTOR MAST
$ 209-010-450
$ MAiN ROTOR TRANSMISSION
$ 204-040-009
$
GRID 200070 0 200,00 O0 ?0_00 0 0
GRID 2OOO78 0 200.00 0,0 ?7.57 0 0
_W_b ......... 2o0b_79o ............ 2o0_oo • olo ........ ___o_b ........ o ..................................................................................................................
GRID 1021 0 200_00 0.0 88.26 0 0
GRID 200087 0 200.00 0.0 85_25 0 0
GRID 200095 0 200,00 0.0 99,00 0 0
GRID 200098 0 200,00 0_0 99,00 0 0
GRID 200101 0 200.00 0.0 lO0.GTS 0 0
GRiD 200106 0 200,00 0.0 105.70 408 0
GRID 200112 0 200.00 O0 111.50 0 0
G_|b ......... 20b'|__o ............... _00i'0_ ........ b_'6 ...... _T4_boo .......... _ .................................................................................................................................
GRID 200121 0 200.00 0.0 121.00 0 0
GRID 200129 0 200.00 0.0 129.00 0 0
GRID 200137 0 200,00 0.0 137.00 O O
GRID 200145 0 200.00 0.0 14S.O0 0 0
GRID 200153 0 200.00 0.0 192.7_ 0 0
_RIO i022 0 200,00 0.0 194.97 O O
_RIG 200182 0 200.00 0.0 192.00 0 0




GRID 186073 0 18994 12.375 77.57 O 0
GRID 189077 O 18994 "12_375 ??.ST 0 0
GRID 211073 0 211 72 12375 ??5? 0 0
GRID 21107? 0 21172 "12.375 TT.5? 0 0
GRID 214075 0 214.50 O0 77.57 0 0
$
$ MAIN ROTOR CYCLIC CONTROL LEVER
$ 209-010"402
$
GRID 192111 0 19205 799 111.90 0 0
GRID 193111 0 19205 "?,96 111.50 0 0
GRID 200111 0 20000 O0 111S0 O O
$
$ MAIN ROTOR COLLECTIVE CONTROL LEVER
$ 209-010-406
$ ..................
GRID +" 194i00" 0 ........... 194_'29 ...... 278""'108_26 b ........... 0 ...........
GRID 200105 0 20000 O0 10570 406 0




$ TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX
$ ................ 290-o4o:P!2 ...............................................................................................
$
GRID 520018 0 520 67 180 119.27 0 0
GRID 520024 0 520 67 242 11602_ 0 o
GRID 520057 0 520 57 5,69 118.27 0 0
GR]D 520065 0 520 57 6.45 118.27 0 0
GRID 520066 0 520 ST 6.82 116.27 0 0
GRID t027 O 520 67 ?.go 118.2T 0 0
GRID 52O135 0 520 67 1347 T18.27 0 0
GRib ..... 520t_§ _ ....... $26 S_ f37_5 '_+i8_2_o ........... 0 .....................................................................................
GRID 520152 0 920 S? 15 Im 118.2T o 0
GRID 1028 0 520 67 1849 118 2+ 0 O
S
$ SKID LANDING GEAR
$ 209-050-002
$
GRID 1024 0 110+20 40.00 7.35 0 0
GRIb .... 2"|4902"0 ............ i4§:_ ...... 40166 ........ 7_3S 0 ....... _ ...................................................................................
GRID 222002 0 220.3? 40.00 7,39 0 0
GRID 1026 0 234+92 40.00 7,35 0 0
GRID 215102 0 151+85 29.00 26.00 0 O
215202 0 152 49 13.S0 3024 0GRID 0
GRID 222202 0 22267 29 O0 2600 0 0
GRID 222302 0 22329 13+50 3100 0 0
GRID 023 0 0.20 -40.00 T3E 0 0
GRID" " _i496+_ ............. i4§:63 :4o:06 ..... _:3g o ............. o ..............................................................................................
GRID 22200i 0 2203? -40 O0 ?.35 0 0
GRID 1029 0 334.92 "4000 ?.35 0 0
GRID 215101 0 191 85 °29.00 26.00 0 0
GRID 215201 0 152.45 "13.50 3034 0 0
GRID 222201 0 22267 "29.00 25.00 0 0




GRID 123487 0 234089 -949 51 760 0 495
GRID 125383 0 253326 11731 80438 0 455
GRID 125367 0 2S3326 -I1 731 50438 0 456
GRID 123497 0 234420 "12 931 65.309 0 455
GRID 126867 0 267.474 °9.688 84,451 0 455
GRID 125067 0 250163 -13.008 64901 0 455
GRID 125086 0 250168 "1.93T 64,901 0 458
GR1D 125063 0 250183 13008 64,901 0 455





GRID 1019 0 224+10 0.0 86.00 O 0
GRiD 1029 0 24800 0 0 86.00 0 0




GRID 08300 0 83.00 0.0 70.00 0 486
$
$ INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE IN AMMD BAY
$
GRiD 11700 0 116.00 0+0 35_00 0 123456
$ ..........
5
GRID 13500 0 135.00 00 76 00 0 456
$
$ FORWARD FUEL CG
$
GRID 17100 0 169,00 O0 53.00 0 0
$
............................................................... __t_UEC CG ........................................................................................................................................................
S
GRID 23100 0 232.00 O0 51.00 0 O
$
• = * * • • • • • = • • * + • • _ = • • • • * * • = • + • • • • • = • • • • *END
$ GRID POINT DATA
$
$
$ , • • • • • _( • _- • s • • • • • • ZB_G_N*' • I( • • z :'I • • • * = • *( " " z _( •St
$ WEIGHTS DATA (CONM2 CARDS)
$ '_..._'..._...._..._...f..._.. "+..'. +'...*.+_. E.+f.+ _'.++?.?f.+ 'L..'+..." .*.. f...f'..._...* ..'L.2'. 'L+.". : *.._..._ .ft.. '.,_ .". ' .+'_ .......................................................................................................
$
$
BASIC MISSION WEIGHT EMPTY
$ 5"/59 . B LE
$
$ FUSELAGE
CONM2 83335 3331 3 . 221
OF PO0_ QI.IOJ_ITY
CONM2 93341 3341 1,982
CONM2 93349 3349 2701
CONM2 94631 4631 0.922
CONM2 94633 4633 4,428
CONM2 91001 1001 5.641
CORM2 94639 4639 2.876
-_-_M2 94641 4641 0.621
CONM2 94649 4549 og2s
CONM2 g4661 4661 9249
CONM2 94666 4669 6663
CONM2 " 96123 " 6123 .... 3694 .............
CONM2 9612T 6127 3845
CONM2 98131 6131 1 113
CONM2 96133 6133 6 068
CORM2 98137 6137 5 058
CONM2 65139 5139 C ?55
CORM2 96141 6141 19S0
CORM2 98143 8143 8711
CONMZ 96147 614_ " " 3 597 .......................................................
CONM2 96149 6149 0821
CONM2 96161 6161 2947
EONM2 96163 6183 9.863
CONM2 98169 616s 2029
DONM2 96171 6171 7951
CONM2 961T9 61T9 5802
S REMOVE MAssEs FkOMUNSUP#bkYEb ...............................
$ ON THE GUNNER FLOOR AND REDISTRIBUTE TD GRIDS
5 t7033 AND T037 RESPECT]VEL¥) AT INTERSECTING POINTS
$ RV DOMPKA 8/9/87
SDNM2 97031 703t 2.264
$ONM2 9?033 7033 6 434
CDNM2 9T033 7033 ID T16
$ONM2 g?03T ?03? 6.669
coMM2 ....... 97037 ..... ?03_ " _:337 ......................................................................
$ONM2 91039 ?039 1652
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED EXTERIOR GRIO8 [?031,T036)
$ ON THE GUNNER FLOOR AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GRIDS
5 (?033 AND 703? RESPECT|VELYI AT INTERSECTING PO]NTS
S R.V DOMPKA 9/9/8?
CONM2 97043 7043 9612
CONM2 97047 ?04? ?T96
CONM2 97061 "?061 3578 ..........................................................................
EONM2 9T063 ?063 14650
EONM2 97067 7067 13 585
EONM2 97069 7069 2.574
CORM2 97071 7071 2.916
CORM2 9?079 7079 1882
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED EXTERIOR GRIDS (8531,6539)
$ ON THE GUNNER FLOOR AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GR|DS
$'{8533 ANO 8_3?'R'ESPE_1(VS'LV_"_'|NYERSEC't|_C_G'|N_S .........................................................................................
$ RV DDMPKA 9/9/67
$ONM2 98931 6531 2,399
$ONM2 98933 6533 10570
CONM2 96533 9S33 12969
$ONM2 98537 653? 9864
CONM2 98537 8531 t2267
SONM2 96539 8539 2403
$ REMovE MASSE$#ROMUNSUP#ORTED EKTERIOk GRID_ (8S31",8539) ...........................................................................
$ ON THE GUNNER FLOOR AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GRIDS
$ (8533 AND 8537 RESPECTIVELY) AT INTERSECTING POINTS
$ R,Y. DOMPKA 9/9/8?
CONM2 98543 6543 9724
CORM2 95547 8547 6.931
CONM2 98561 8591 4_317
DONM2 98563 8963 22_532
CONM2 98567 856T 24.136
CONM2 98569 8569 9TI6
CONM2 98571 8571 6.222
CONM2 985T9 8579 6408
CONM2 .... 99303 ....... 1303 .......... 3"I'_0 .............................................................................................................................................
CONM2 99307 9307 3.957
$ONM2 99313 9313 6.067
$ SEE BELOW FOR MASS REDISTRIBUTION TO 9313 AND 9317
$ONM2 99317 9317 6 089
CONM2 99331 9331 3 I?0
CONM2 99333 9333 13.973
EONM2 91003 1003 13.744
CONM_ ............. 0S339 ........ i339 .......... 3:14¥ .............................................................................................................
CONM2 99341 9341 2554
CONM2 99343 9343 11064
CORM2 99347 9347 10663
CONM2 99348 9349 2147
CONM2 99361 9361 2380
CONM2 99363 9363 6351
CONM2 99361 936? 9072
CONM2 99369 ........ 9369 ............. 2"1335 ...........................................................................................................................
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED INTERIOR GRID ON BULKHEAD STA 93
$ AND RED]STN|BUTE TO GRIDS AT INTERSECTIONS
3 R.V, DOMPKA 9/9/81
CORM2 99371 9371 56.072
9371 8.911$ONM2 99371
$ONM2 993T3 9373 49 181
SONM2 99377 9371 $4.864
$ONM2 ......... _i_! ....... g_ ...................... |'2:o3_ ....................................................................................................................................
EONM2 99379 93T9 66 931
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED _NTER]ON GRID ON BULKHEAD STA 93
$ AND REO]STR|BUTE TO GRIDS AT INTERSECTIONS
$ R,V DOMPKA 9/9/8_
$
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED GRIDS ON AMMO FLOOR(11503,11507
$ AND UNSUPPORTED GRXDS ON AMMO COVERIllS31.11539)
$ AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GR|DS(11531''11533; 11S39''1153T)
$ R.V 0DMPKA S/S/6?
$ONM2 101603 11503 9063
$ONM2 101907 IISO7 9.128
CONM2 99313 9313 12629
CONM2 99317 9317 12,652
CONM2 103803 13803 9.480 ...................................................
CO'NM2 .......... iO_O_ ...... |'_I0¥ ............... _:'SS_ ......................................................................................................
$ONM2 101931 1II31 5,659
$ONM2 101933 11533 19.722
CONM2 101933 11533 25.S91
$ONM2 10193T 11537 21.I05
CONM2 10163? 1163_ 29.381
$ONM2 101939 llI3B 7.973
REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED GRIDS ON AMMO FLOOR(11S03.1150T O.RIG!NAL PAGE I_l_$
$ AND REGZSTRIBUTE TO GRIDSIIIS03-'9313, 13803; 11S07--931T. 13507) _""C POOR QUALn'Y
$ AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GR[DS(11531"-11533; 11539"-1t537)
$ RV DOMPKA 9/9/87
S
CORM2 101543 11543 14.344
GONM2 10154? 11547 14791
CONM2 101561 11581 9470
CONM2 101583 11563 21,598
CDNM2 10158? 11567 18154
CONM2 101569 11589 5911
CORM2 101971 11571 5.536 ..........................................
_6_NM2......... I01s79 .... 1I_¥9 .............. Sa26 ......................................................
CONM2 103801 13801 1113
$ONM2 103803 13803 6138
$ SEE ABOVE FOR MASS REOISTRIBUT]ON TO 13803 AND 13801
$ONM2 103807 13B07 5002
CORM2 103809 13809 1052
CORM2 I03821 13821 1512
GONM2 103823 13823 5508 ..........................
CONM_ i03S27 i382_ ............_0_ ...............................................
CONM2 103829 13829 1649
CQNM2 103831 13831 3656
CORM2 103833 13833 13.472
CORM2 10383? 1004 15 662
CONM2 103839 13839 8126
CONM2 103841 13841 tBE?
CONM2 103843 13843 7291 ...........
CONM_ i03_4_ .... i3847 ............... §s3d .......................................................................
CORM2 103848 13648 4.889
CORM2 103849 13549 2018
CONM2 103861 13861 9666
CONM2 103863 13883 40.094
CONM2 10388? 13881 14S71
GDNM2 103B69 13889 3.301
CONM2 103871 13871 1E_714 .......................................................
¢ONM_ .......... i038_§" _3_#_ .................. fo 3_ .......................................
CONM2 104801 14801 1.098
CONM2 104903 14803 4.057
CORM2 104807 14801 4.022
I og2GONM2 104809 14809
CONM2 104821 14821 1,980
CONM2 104823 14823 7.770
CONM2 0482? 482? B 254
CONM2 ...... 104829 ....... 14"829 ............ 2_424 .....................................................................................................
CONM2 104831 14831 4.888
CONM2 104833 4833 14138
80NM2 104837 483? 15385
CORM2 104839 4839 5,565
CONM2 104841 4641 3991
CONM2 104843 4843 15512
GONM2 104847 4847 IT932
CONM2 104881 4861 5 066
CONM2 104863 4863 33.238
CONM2 104867 4587 38135
CONM2 104869 4869 8111
CONM2 104551 4881 4.845
CONM2 104883 4583 17.628
CONM?........ !.04SS_.. 45B7 ................ !.S.!Es .............................................................................................................
GONM2 104889 4889 5,338
CONM2 105801 5601 1.680
CONM2 105603 15603 6 518
CONM2 10560? 15607 7.003
GONM2 105609 15609 2098
CONM2 105621 15621 2,669
$ REMOVE MASSE5 FROM UNSUPPORTED INTERIOR GRIDS (19633,15637)
$ ON THE MAIN BEAMS ETA 156 AND RED)STRIBUTE TO GRID5
$ (15623 AND 15621 RESPECTIVELLY) AT INTERSECTING POINTS
$ RV, DOMPK8 9/6/9?
$ONM2 106623 5823 2463
CONM2 05623 5623 90?4
_bkM2 ........... ib_S_ ....... _s_ .................... i6_sa ...................................................................
CONM2 10562? 8627 9.355
$ONM2 10562? 5627 3.439
CONM2 105629 5629 3.448
$ONM2 105633 15633 5611
$GNM2 10B631 15637 8.916
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED INTERIOR GRIDS (15633,15637)
$ ON THE MAIN BEAMS ST& 66 AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GRIDS
_"ligS23_NDYiS_?RESPEC'?igELLVIA?INYERS'ECYING#OiNYS .......................................................................................................................
$ R V. DOMPKA 8/9181
$
REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED FUEL CELL COVERAND REDISTRIBUTE TO GRIDS AT INTERSECTIONS
$ R.V DOMPKA 9/9/8?
CORM2 106481 16481 27.B68
$0NM2 0648 648 8156
_oNM_ .......i_bsk_ ......._S4_3....................._ss .............................................................................................................
$GNM2 106485 16485 20.106
$ONM2 10648? 16481 10.054
$ONM2 106489 1009 9.779
CONM2 106489 1005 39.888
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED FUEL CELL COVER
$ AND REDISTRIBUTE TO GRIDS AT INTERSECTIONS
S....R.:._:.DOM_PK_..9!9/.8._ ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
$
DONM2 108601 18601 1073
CQNM2 108603 18603 4.685
GONM2 108807 18601 4,556
CDNM2 108806 18609 1986
CONM2 108621 18621 3,668
CONM2 108623 18623 13.684
EONM2 10862S 18825 20981
CONM2 108629 18629 5.952
CONM2 108631 18631 S.948
CONM2 108533 18633 16.695
CONM2 108535 18635 22.634
CQNM2 108537 18837 26.279
CONM2 108639 18639 7945
CQNM2 08B41 18641 1.269
CONM2..........Io8s4_ .......I86_ ......................i__a_ .....................................................................................................
GONM2 108643 18643 2.285
EONM2 108644 18844 8.294
CONM2 108B45 16645 8.960
CONM2 108646 18648 8.13E
CONM2 I08647 16641 2.B78
CONM2 108648 16648 I.?OS
GDNM2 108649 18649 I 610


















CONM2 108663 18582 ? 944
CONM2 108664 18684 8.??8
CORM: ' "_¢SSSS 16565 ...... 13 015 ..................................................................................
CONM2 106866 18688 8 161
CONM2 10866? 18667 ? 302
CQNM2 108668 18868 2.013
CONM2 108889 18669 1 998
CONM2 108681 18681 8_893
CONM2 I08683 18683 32,324
CORM2 109685 18585 60.323
CONM2 i'08887 18687 ......... 2"7285 ...................................................
CONM2 106689 18889 9604
CONM2 109741 .9741 2346
CORM2 109742 19742 4409
CORM2 1097_'_-- "19743 5156
CONM2 109745 19745 11.232
CONM2 109747 19747 4231
CORM2 109748 16748 3¸642
CORM2 ......... _&9_4g ...... 19745 ........ 2_3b§ ........................................................................
CONM2 109751 19751 2757
CONM2 109T52 19752 5133
CONM2 109T58 19758 3995
CONM2 109T59 19?59 2544
CONM2 109761 19761 2221
CONM2 109?62 19762 4633
CONM2 109763 19763 5832
CONM2 ......... 10§765 19785 i2"_SS_ .......................................................................
CONM2 109767 1006 4 155
CONM2 109768 19788 3600
CONM2 09769 19789 2.303
CONM2 11321 21321 5.859
CONM2 11323 21323 9.994
CONM2 11325 21325 20 033
CONM2 11327 2132? 18.946
CORM2 ...... 111329 "'2i'329 ......... ?.'S_4 ......................................................................................................
CONM2 11341 21341 4.530
CONM2 11343 21343 6886
CORM2 11345 21345 11.857
CONM2 11347 21367 5713
CONM2 11349 21349 4675
CORM2 11361 21361 17,886
CORM2 11363 21363 23.858
CONM2 11388 21188 27471
CONM2 11387 21367 28408
CONM2 11369 21369 21881
11183 21383CONM2 48.827
CONM2 11387 2138T 54371
CONM2 189411801 21801
CORM2 lt1803 21803 3639
CORM2 lt1809 21809 1953
CORM2 182t 21821 5997
CONM2 1823 21823 7.188
CORM2 t825 21825 10.613
CONM2 1827 21827 ? 871
CONM2 1629 21828 8.220
CONM2 12701 22701 3,043
CONH2 112703 22?03 3,691
CORM2 112707 22?0? 368?
CONM2 112709 22?09 1998
CORM2 112721 22721 7817
c'ONM2 ............ 12_23 ...... 22_23 ............... i__922 .............................................................................................................
CONM2 12726 22725 15296
CONM2 12727 22727 12,589
CORM2 12729 22729 7,921
CORM2 115001 25001 1,93_
CONM2 15003 25003 2.877
CONM2 15007 25007 3,006
CONM2 15009 25OO9 1,528
CO'NM2 _ " :'16021 "2S02"1 ................... 6"_31"8 ......................................................................................................................................
CORM2 15025 25025 12787
CORM2 15029 28029 6632
CONM2 15041 25041 10.475
CORM2 115045 2504E 22.?89
CORM2 115049 25049 10010
CORM2 116081 25081 25,414
CONM2 118055 1OO? 58155
CONM2 ....... _iSoI9 25059 ........ 3_95§ ...........................................................................................................................
CONM2 116801 28601 2583
CONM2 115809 26809 2+656
$ • • _s CONF|C #1 z_• INITIAL CONF|GURATION--REMO¥E BATTERY AC_ PAN
$ONM2 116821 28521 ?.919
CORM2 116821 26821 6.969
$ ¢*_* CONFIG #1 _*_ INITIAL CONFIGURATION--REMOVE BATTERY ACC PAN
CONM2 116825 28825 28.633
CORM2 ........ _is_2§ ...... 2ka_ ................... ls_lo ........................................................................................................................
CONM2 116841 26841 ?.840
CONM2 116845 25845 17.307
CONM2 118849 26649 8,427
CONM2 116881 29681 17,883
CONM2 115865 28485 37,580
_0NM2 116869 1OO8 I7941
EONM2 119905 29905 2.139
SONM2 119921 29921 8.430
CORM2 119921 29921 ?.480
$ =t== CONF]G #1 _ |NZTIAL CONFIGURATiON--REMOVE BATTERY ACC PAN
CORM2 118925 29825 22.915
CORM2 119029 29925 13.202
$ REM0VE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTEO INTER|OR GRID (29848)
$ AT THE TAZLBOOM JUNCTI0N BULKHEAD AND PUT AT OUTER
$ R,V DOMPKA 9/9/8?
$ONM2 119941 29941 10.447
CONM2 118941 28941 24.158
$ONM2 119945 29945 27.421
CONM2 118949 29849 28.984
$ONM2 ,115949 26948 I5.273
CORM2 119981 29981 10.173
_="-'--p(_2R QUALIFY
$ REMOVE MASSES FROM UNSUPPORTED |NTER]OR GR]D (25949)
$ AT THE TAILBDOM JUNCT|ON BULKHEAD AND PUT AT OUTER
$ ]NTERSECT|NG PO|NT5 [26941.29949)





CONM2 130141 1012 3541
CONM2 130142 40142 9.93? ........................
CO_N_2 ......... i36143 ..... 40i4_ ........ iOY'TO_ ......................................
CONM2 " 130147 40147 9503
GONM2 130148 40148 5867




CONM2 15 912 GI912 0.201 .................................
DONM2 151914 61914 0201
CONM2 151916 61916 0184
CONM2 151917 61917 0 179
CONM2 151918 61918 0 172
CONM2 151922 61922 0??4
CONM2 191523 61923 0 689
CONM2 151924 81924 0910 ..............................................
CONM2 ......... is'I_26 ..... SlS2S ..... b'_OS .......................................
GONM2 15192? 61927 0289
CONM2 151928 61926 0.259
CONM2 151934 61934 0.164
CONM2 151935 61935 0160
0 157CONM2 181535 61936
CONM2 152211 92211 0463
CONM2 152213 62213 0480 ......................................................
CONM2 192219 82219 0 492
CONM2 152221 62221 1537
CONM2 152224 62224 1,539
CONM2 IE2226 62226 1135
CONM2 192229 62229 0,865
CONM2 192231 62231 0,393
CONM2 152239 62239 0.3?4 ...................................
CONM2 ............ _s_81I ...... 62aIi ................... b_gS_ .............................................................
CONM2 192819 62816 1111
CONM2 152821 62821 1.904





CONM2 153411 63411 1 989
CONM2 153419 83419 2.323
C'Ok'M2 ............ _'S'_42"I ...... G'_42"I ................... 3_b4"I .......................................................................................................
CONM2 153429 63429 2.881
CONM2 153431 83431 1 144
CONM2 153439 63439 I 118
CONM2 194211 84211 2314
CONM2 194219 64219 3050
CONM2 194221 64221 3.2?9
CONM2 194229 64229 3561 ...............................................................
CONM2 ........... _942_I ........ s4231 ................. i_2s_ ...........................................
CONM2 154239 64239
DONM2 155011 65011 352
CONM2 155019 68019 039
CONM2 158021 65021 ,737
°oH.2 199029 65026 ;::CONM2 155031 95031
CONM2 199036 85039 .790
CONM2 155911 65911 893
CONM2 155919 85919 957
CONM2 155921 1017 009
CONM2 195929 65929 298
CdNM2 ....... iss§31 ........ sss31 ................. ,s_ ......................................................................




CONM2 161912 71912 0,251
CONM2 161913 71913 0,249
DONM2 619 4 719 4 0,249
_ONM2 ............_STSIS" _igI_ ................. 0___ ........................................................................................
CONM2 16191? 71g17 0.208
CONM2 161918 71916 0.199
CONM2 151922 71922 0866
CONM2 161923 71923 0.723
DONM2 161624 71924 0.623
CONM2 181926 71926 0.314
CONM2 16192? 71927 0.294
CONM2 ............ 1$_g_ ......._I928 ................ OY2S§ ......................................................................................................................................
CONM2 161934 71934 0 171
CONM2 161935 71935 0 187
CONM2 161936 71939 0.164
CONM2 192211 72211 0.517
CONM2 162213 72213 0.530
CONM2 16221? 72217 O.SO9
CONM2 622 9 72219 0.488









CONM2 162239 ?2239 0,381
CONM2 162811 72811 0,960
CONM2 192819 72819 1111
CONM2 162829 72829 1,798
CONM2 182831 72831 0612
CONM2 182838 ?2839 0595
CONM2 163411 73411 1.989
CONM2 163419 73419 2.323
CONM2 183421 73421 3.041
CONM2 163429 ?3429 2.881
_'ON'M_ ........... _'S'_'f ......._'3_'f ....................... |_T_ ................................................................................................................................................................
CONM2 163439 ?3439 1.116
CORM2 184211 74211 2.314
CONM2 164219 74219 3.090
COHM2 164221 74221 3,27E
CONM2 184229 ?4229 3,561
CONM2 184231 74231 1.265
CONM2 164239 74239 1.243 __ _ ...................................













ESgtl 79911 018g 3
85919 78519 0.557



















312002 222002 6 ?44
313402 1028 6142
CONM2 305202 215202 0.961
$ONM2 312202 222202 9554
GONM2 312202 222202 5 594
$ONM2 312302 222302 4 535
CONM2 312302 222302 1.535
CONM2 301001 1023 4993
CONM2 304901 2149O1 13024
CONM2 312001 222001 5?44
CONM2 313401 1025 5142
CONM2 305101 215101 3.8?6
CONM2 305201 21S201 0952
$DNM2 312201 222201 9554
CONM2 312201 222201 6 554
SDNM2 312301 222301 4 619
$
$ MAIN ROTOR MAST AND TRANSMISSION
$
CONM2 2900?0 2000?0 34 485
CONM2 290075 200078 22.?40
CONM2 2900?9 2000?9 51.048
CONM2 290085 1021 50.052
CONM2 25009B 200095 84933
CONM2 290099 200095 84.933
CONM2 25010t 200101 5?.27?
CONM2 290108 200105 47013
CONM2 250114 200114 86.625
CONM2 290121 200121 S4350
CONM2 290129 200129 13810
_6NM2 ........ 29o+3_ 2bo]3_ ................... 0_S3 .............................................................................................................
$ +18, GONFIG 81 +_* INITIAL CONF|GURATION'*REMDVE PITCH LINKS
$ONM2 290145 200145 12055
CONM2 290148 200145 8+085
$ "_" CDNF|G NI ,m_ INITIAL CONFIGURATION--REMDVE PITCH LINKS
CONM2 290153 200153 5.852
CONM2 291153 200153 455 000 MR BLADE
CONM2.. 292153 200153 489 500 MR HUB
CONM2 ........ 2901+S_ 1022 ...... Ei24 .................................................................................................................................
$
$ TAIL ROTOR MAST
$
CONM2 610015 520018 9 682
GONM2 610024 520024 5.53?
$ ss*I CONFIG #1 ,Be INITIAL CONFIGURATION--REMOVE GEARBOX FAIRING
$0NM2 810057 62005? 4.820
CONM2 61005? 52008? 3.020
$ _i=m CONFIG #1 +++ INITIAL CONF]GURATION--REMOVE GEARBOX FAIRING
CONM2 510085 520065 O0
GONM2 810058 520088 0819
CONM2 51013S 520135 1.007
CONM2 810139 920139 0.249
GONM2 ?10139 520139 16.500 TR HUB
EONM2 610152 520152 0.588
CONM2 ?10152 520192 16.300 TR BLADE
CONM2 510189 1028 IS83
$
$ ........................ XM:2_WeA-pbNS.ZN-sT_LL_YjON ..........................................................................................................................................
$
CONM2 91002 1002 1000 FLUID
$ONM2 97S08 1002 124.500 TURRET
GONM2 $?S06 1002 124.500 TURRET
+TURRET ?00+4 800+4 8.96+4
CONM2 97807 002 2.300 CLOSUREL
CONM2 9?508 002 2.300 ELOSURER
CONM2 97510 002 40.800 LAUNCHER
DONM2 97511 002 10.300 CRADLE
CONM2 57812 002 9100 G/BMOTDR
CONM2 97913 1002 48.300 MZNIGUN
CONM2 97514 1002 1.000 CABLE
CONM2 5T515 IOO2 1,9OO GEARBOX
CONM2 57518 1002 ?.700 MOTOR
S
$ ENGINE AND ENGINE-SUPPORTED WEIGHT ITEMS
$
CONM2 124800 1029 530.000 ENGINE
+NGINE 1.7884 II086 943+4
CONM2 124801 1025 45.000 STARTER
CONM2 124802 1029 S.O00 RESFLU|D













CONM2 12480E 1029 21.200
CONM2 128808 1029 2.200
+ ,= ,.0 EoOEGBE,GEAR,0. ,LU,OS ORIGINAL PAGE IS
n= POOff. _,_l rr.-
$
CONM2 946445 2620 0150
CONM2 548445 2642 ¢ 150













CONM2 975929 75620 20.000
$ ........................
S













DONROO 0020061 7033 08300 2014 1.0
_oNeob"'O0"20082"'7"O"3_ ....... 08300 ..... 2bi4 ....... +b ...............................................................................
CONROD 0020083 6333 06300 2014 1.0
CONROD 0020084 1003 08300 2014 1.0
CORM2 900300 08300 175,000
COBM2 908533 08533 25.000
CONM2 906537 08537 25000
$
$ PILOT £G
CONROD 0010091 14843 13S00 2014 1.0
CONROO 0010092 14647 13500 2014 1.0
CONROO 0010093 14883 13500 2014 1,0
CONROD 0010054 14881 13500 2014 1.0
CONM2 913900 13500 175000
CONM2 911543 11543 251000
co,M? ....... s.?.!.s_ .... ?_54_ ..................... 2s-9o o ..................................................................................................
$
$ FORWARD FUEL DG
S
$ONROD 0031071 14823 11100 2014 1.0
$ONROD 00310?2 14821 11100 2014 1 0
$ONROD 0031073 18621 18100 2014 I 0
$ONROD 0031074 18629 18100 2014 1.0
CONM2 917 O0 17100 266.O00
_bkM2 .......... i___oo ..... i?Ib6 ....................... 4_2_0 ......................................................................................................
$
$ AFT FUEL CG
$
$ONROD 0031081 21321 23100 2014 I0
$ONROD 0031062 21329 23100 2014 1 0
$0NR00 0031063 25021 23100 2014 10
$ONROD 0031084 2502g 23100 2014 1,0
CONM2 g23100 23100 280 000
DONM2 10231O0 23100 4,250
S




$ • • = • • • • • • = • 1 = • • • • • + • • 1 = * • + • • • • = • • s • • • • • ............................




$ UPPER MAIN BEAM CAP / RIGHT-HAND SIDE
$ 209-030-157"003
$ ETA 81,25 TO ETA 186125
................................................... _S-:o3_:.I.So+;-OO_ ........................................................................................
$ STA 186.25 TO ETA 296 _5
$
CONROD 1570031 61E3 7063 ?o_s 0.196
CONRBD 15+0032 1063 8863 +016 0,195
¢ONROD 1570033 8583 9383 ?O+S 0192
CONROD 1970034 9363 11B63 ?075 0325
DONROD 970035 1563 13863 ?075 0.284
CO_RbD + "fS?+OO36""i3"8"S'3 .... _4+8S'3 ....... 70"_S ...... 0":30_ ...........................................................................................................................
CONROD 157003+ 14083 16661 7075 0.285
CBNROD 1800091 18681 lg181 _075 0.411
CONROD 1600052 19161 21361 _076 0.444
CONRDD 1800053 21381 28051 ?075 0404
COBROD 1800084 2B051 28861 _076 0.390
CONROD 1600095 26861 29961 ?075 0+647
$ ..............................................
$ 209"030-158-004
$ ETA 61.25 TO ETA 148.50
$
CONROD 1580041 6133 ?033 ?0?5 0,24?
CONROD 1580042 ?033 8533 7016 0,246
CONROD 1580043 8533 9333 +075 0,249
CONROO 1580044 9333 11533 ?075 0.344
CONROD 1880046 13833 14833 ?075 0.22?
$
$ LOWER MA|N BEAM CAP / R|GHT'HANO S|OE
$ 208"030-155-007
$ ETA 138.?0 TO STA 186.25
• 209"030"161"028
ETA 185.25 TO ETA 300+42
COBRBD 1E90071 13823 14623 7075 0.264
OF POE_t' OI_!_.I_R'Y
CONROD 1590072 14823 15623 7075 0,285
GONROD 990073 15623 18621 7075 0.309
GONROD 810291 18621 21321 7075 0.513
CONROO 810292 21321 21821 7075 0,545
CONROD 610293 2i821 22721 7075 0640
CONROD 610294 22721 25021 7075 0420
CONROD 610295 25021 26821 7075 0410
CONROD 610299 28821 29921 ?075 0 480
S
$ LOWER MAIN BEAM AUXILLARY CAP / RIGHT-HAND SIDE
$ ............................... 20_:O]6:lSi-oYs ............................................................
$ ETA 13670 TO ETA 186 25
S
CONROO 161O151 13821 14821 7075 0128
CONROO 1610152 14821 15821 7075 0128
CONROO 1610153 18621 14621 7075 0 128
S
$ LOWER MAIN BEAM AUXILLARY CAP / NIGHT-HAND SlOE
................ 209_036J2ii.010 .............................................
$ ETA 4600 TO ETA 148.S0
$
GONNOO 2110101 4633 8131 7075 0,089
_OD" 2110102 9131 7031 7075 0 187
GDNROO 2110103 7031 8531 70?5 0189
CDNROD 2110104 8S31 9331 7075 0 193
CONROO 2110105 9331 11531 7075 0.243
CONR'bb 2"i_0105 (iS3i i383_'" _07S ..... 0_'24i .................................................
CONROO 2110107 13831 14831 7075 0.174
$
5 UPPER MAIN BEAM AUXILLARY CAP / RIGHT-HANO SIDE
$ 209-030"290"017/091/171
5 ETA 6125 TO ST_ 18625
$
CONNOD 2500171 6161 7061 7075 0.054
CONROD 2500173 8561 9361 7075 0.054
CONROD 2800911 9361 11561 7075 0053
CONROD 2500912 11561 13861 7075 O.OSO
CONROO 2500913 I3891 14861 7075 0067
COHROD 2501711 14861 18681 7075 0104
$
$ COWLING ATTACH ANGLES - RIGHT SIDE
S ................................................... 26i.:.03o:i36_0_i ......................................................................................................
$ ETA 186,25 TO BS 4132
S
CONROD 1360711 18661 1976t 2024 0.378
EONROD 1360712 19761 21361 2024 0.399
CONROD 1360713 21361 25061 2024 0.162
CONROO 1360714 25061 28861 2024 0082
CONRO0 1380715 28861 29961 2024 0_071
$ ...................................................................................................................................................................................
$ MAIN BEAM CHANNEL - RIGHT S[OE
9 209-030-182-005
$ ETA 186.26 TO ETA 213 94
$
CONROD 1820051 18641 19741 7075 0288
CONROD 1820052 19741 21341 7075 0,288
.................. MAIN kEAM WEE /'RiGH'f:HAND_SIDE .........................................................................
$ 209-030-129-207
$ STA 6125 TO ETA 9300
S
$ OOUBLERS
CDNRO0 1290231 6163 7063 7075 0_046
CONROD 1290232 7063 8563 ?075 0.047
CONROD 1290233 8863 9393 7075 0,046
_NROD 1290251 6133 7033 7075 0072
CONROD 1280252 ?033 8533 7075 0_075
CONNOD 1290253 8533 9333 7075 0077
C_NROD 1290211 6133 6143 7075 0035
co_obVdl_i_-di_43 ........ slk3 ...... _d_S ....... 0i035 .............................................................................................................................
CONROD 1290271 9333 9343 7075 0,098
CONROD 12902?2 9343 9363 7075 0.098
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-129-209 025 ALUM|NUM
_HEAR 1292090 02S?O?S 6133 7033 7043 6143
EONROD 1290901 6133 7033 7078 0 073
CONROO 1290902 6143 7043 ?075 0 122
CONROD 1290911 8133 6143 7075 0.118
E_NR'_ "(_'9"6"S'Y_'"'?'0"33 ...... _043 ..... _0"?'$ ......... O/|Y8 ............................................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 1292091 02S7075 8143 7043 7063 6163
EONROD 1290903 8143 7043 ?078 0122
CONROD 1290904 8163 ?063 7075 0_033
CON900 1280912 8143 6163 7075 0.116
CONROD 1290918 7043 7063 7079 0.116
_5HEAR 1292092 0257079 7033 8533 8943 ?043
CONROD 1290921 7033 8533 7075 0.075
:'_'NR'09""12509"_2"" _'0"4"3 ....... 8543 .... ?O?S ...... 0.i26 ....................................................................................................................
CONROD 1290931 7033 7043 7075 0.181
CONRDD 1290933 8S33 8583 7076 0.181
CSHEAR 1292093 0257075 7043 8543 8S83 7093
CONROD 1290923 7043 8543 7075 0.126
CONRO0 1280924 7063 8563 70?5 0.034
CONRO0 1290932 7043 7063 7075 0.181
CONROD 1290934 8543 8563 7075 0.191
CS'H'_'"'1_'9"2094"'0"2"S'_0_''"_'S'33 ..... §'_'_'3 .......... 9"343 ....... 854"3 .........................................................................................................
CONROO 1290941 8533 9333 7075 0,078
CONRO0 1290942 8543 9343 7075 0,130
CONRO0 1290951 8S33 8543 7075 0.123
CONROO 1290953 9333 9343 7075 0,123
CSHEAR 1292095 0257075 8543 9343 9363 8583
CONROO 1290043 8543 9343 7075 0.130
CONROD 1290944 8563 9363 7075 0,035
_O_&bb12sO__2 8_43 ......... _'s_3 ..... _7S ......... 0;i2_ .............................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1290954 9343 9363 707E 0.123
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209-030"129-041 ,016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1290411 0167075 ?033 8533 4983 7043
CONROD 1294121 7033 8533 7075 0,011
COMROD 1294122 7043 8543 TOTS 0.057
CONflOD 1294131 7033 ?043 7075 0.116
CONROD 1294133 8533 8543 7075 Oils
CONNOO 12i4123 7043 8943 7075 0.057
CONROD 1294124 7063 8593 7078 0.001
EONROO 1294132 7043 7063 7076 0.116
CONROO 1294134 8643 6983 7078 0.116
$ |NTER_OR SKIN 209-030-129-1S9 ,016 ALUM[NUM
CSHEAR 1291991 01870?5 7033 8933 8543 T043
CONROD 1219901 7033 8533 7075 0.024
CONROO 129E911 7033 7043 ?O?S 0+116
ORIGINAL PA_ !?
OF POOR QUALITY
CONROD 1255913 8533 8543 7075 0,116
CSHEAR 1291552 0167075 7043 5543 8553 7083
CONROD 1295903 7043 9543 7075 0071
CONRO0 1295904 7063 8E53 7078 0001
CONRDD 1295913 7043 7063 7075 0116
CONRDD 1295914 8543 8583 7075 0,116
$ OUTER SKIN 206"030-126-183 016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1291831 0167075 5133 7033 ?043 8143
CONROO 1266301 9133 7033 7078 0026
OONRDD 1299302 6143 ?043 ?07S 0.071
CONROD 1298313 ?033 7043 7075 0.065
CSHEAR 1291832 0167076 6143 ?043 ?063 6163
CONROD 1298303 6143 7043 7075 0.071
CONROD 1298304 6163 7063 7075 0.003
CDNROD 1298312 EI43 6153 7075 0.085
CONROD 1298314 7043 TOG3 7075 0,065
CSHEAR 1291533 0157076 7033 8533 8543 7043 ...........................................
_o'NkoD i'2"§8"321"?033 " 8522 .... ?076 ..... 0,028 ................................
CDNROD 1298322 ?043 8543 7075 0074
CONROD 129833t 7033 7043 7075 0115
CONROD 1298333 8533 8543 7075 0115
1201834 0167075 ?043 8543 9553 ?063
DONROD 1298323 7043 8543 7079 00?4
DONROD 1298324 7063 8583 7079 0003
CONROO 1298332 7043 7093 7075 0116 ................................
DSHEAR 1291835 016707S 8533 9333 9343 8543
£ONROO 1298341 8533 9333 7075 0033
CONROD 1298342 8543 9343 7075 0,079
CONROD 1296351 8533 8543 7075 0062
CONRDD 1298353 9333 9343 7075 0 062
CSHEAR 1291836 0167075 8543 9343 9363 8963
CONROD 1298343 6543 9343 7075 0.079
£ONkbbt29834_ 8S$3 ..... 9_393 ....... ?o?s ......... 0_007 ..........................................................................................
CONROD 1298352 8543 6583 7075 0 062
CONROD 1266384 9343 9363 7075 0.062
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / RIGHT-HAND SIDE
$ 206-030-129-207
$ STA B300 TO ETA 138.70
S DOUBLERS
CONROD 1290234 0363 11563 7075 0024
CONRO6 1200236 11563 13863 7079 0 O24
CONROD 1290331 9343 11543 707S 0090
CONRDD 1261971 11533 13833 7075 0044
CONRD6 1290254 9333 IIE33 ?0?5 0 046
CDNROD 12919?2 11543 13843 7075 0090
CONROD 1290273 9333 9343 7075 0043 .......................
cON'RO_'"f_'§02"¥4"93"43 "" 9_36"3 ....... ?O?S ........ 0,043 .................................................................................
CONROD 12913?3 13833 13843 7075 0.054
DONROD 1291374 13843 13863 7075 0.054
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-129-209 - 025 ALUM|NUM
CSHEAR 1252096 025?0?5 9333 11533 li543 9343
CDNROD 1290961 9333 11533 ?0?5 0079
CONRO6 1290962 9343 11543 7075 0,134
CONRDD 290971 B333 9343 7075 0256
CSflEAR 1292097 0257075 6343 11543 11563 9363
CONROD 1290963 934] 11543 7075 0.134
CONROD 1290984 9353 11563 7075 0.042
CONROD 1290672 9343 9353 ?0?5 0,256
CDNROD 1290974 11543 11563 7075 0.256
DSHEAR 1292096 0297075 11633 13833 13843 11543
CONROD 1290961 11533 13833 7075 0.077
CONROD 1290982 11543 13843 7075 0.140
DONROD 1290993 11533 11543 7075 0.289
CONROD 1290995 13833 13843 7075 0.289
CSHEAR 1292009 0297075 11543 3843 13863 11563
C'O'NR'OD""12"§O'g'83 1"1"543 ........ 1"3843 ?o?s "_014"0 .......................................................................................................................
CQNROD 1290984 11563 13853 7075 0,054
CONROD 1290994 11543 11583 7076 0,289
CONROD 1290996 13843 13863 7075 0,289
OUTER SKIN 209-030"120"149 .016 ALUMINUM
DSHEAR 1291491 01670?5 9333 11533 11943 9343
DONROD 1284901 9333 11533 7075 0030
CONROD 2B4502 9343 1543 7075 0.080
_O'k'k'OD'"'_2"9"4"g]'_"9_33"_ ......... 9"3"4"_ ...... _0"7"S .... _';'_'5 .......................................................................................................................................
CONRDD 1294913 11533 11543 70?5 0,155
£5HEAR 12g14g2 0167075 934] 11543 11553 9363
CONROD 1294903 9343 11643 7075 008O
CONRDD 1294904 9363 11553 7075 0007
CONROD 1264912 9343 9353 70?5 0155
CONRDD 1294914 11543 11563 7076 0 155
CSHEAR 291493 0 670?5 11533 13833 13843 11543
C'0"NR'0_'''"1"2"§4"g'21"I"|S'3"3 ...... 1"383"3 " _0_75 ........ 0""02"8 ................................................................................................................
DONROD 1294922 11543 13843 7075 0.084
CONROD 1294931 11533 11543 70?5 0.176
CONROO 1294533 13833 I]643 7076 0176
CSHEAR 1291494 016T075 11543 13843 13883 11563
CONROD 1294923 11543 13843 7075 0.064
£ONRGD 1264924 11563 13853 7075 0.014
EONRDD 1294932 I 943 1593 7075 0,176
CONRb_ _ _949_4_3S93 ...... 13893 .... _O?S ......... _Y___ ............................................................................................................................................................
S
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / RIGHT'HAND SIDE
$ 209-030-129-207
$ ETA 138,70 TO ETA 148,50
S
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 201985 13863 4883 7075 O,O?S
CONROD 12912?3 13833 14833 7075 0.084
OONROD 1291274 13833 13843 7075 0.044
DONROD 12B1986 13843 13863 7075 0.08?
CONROD 1291275 14833 14843 ?0?5 0,036
CONRDD 1291987 14843 14883 7075 0,083
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-128"209 .025 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 129210 0257075 13803 14803 14023 13823
CONRDD 1291002 13823 14823 ?O?S 0,158
CONROD 1291011 13803 13823 7075 0,120
CGNROD 1291015 14803 14523 7075 0.120
CSHEAR 1292102 02570?5 13823 14823 14533 13833
CDNROD 1201003 13823 14023 ?O?S 0_158
CONRDD 1291004 13833 18033 ?O?S 0,088
CONRDD 1291012 13823 13833 ?O?E 0.120
CSHEAR 1202103 025?075 13833 14833 14843 13843
C_NAL PAGE I_
CONROD 1291009 13833 18833 7075 0 078
CONROD 1291006 13843 1464] 7075 0.144
CONROD 1291013 13833 13843 ?015 0.120
CONROD 1291017 14833 14843 ?015 0.120
CSHEAR 1292104 025?075 13843 14843 14883 13863
CONROD 1291007 11843 14843 ?075 0144
DDNROD 1291008 13883 14863 7079 0063
CONROO 1291014 13843 13853 7075 0 120
CONROD 1291016 14843 14863 7075 0120
$ INTERIOR 5KIN 209-030-129-191 O4O ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 12919810407015 _13803 "'i48"03 14823 i"382"3 .....................................................
CONRDD 1299801 13803 14803 1076 0 18?
CONROD 1299802 13823 14823 T076 0 191
CONROD 1299811 13803 13823 ?076 0 191
CONROD 1299814 14803 14823 ?016 0 191
CSHEAR 1291982 040?075 13823 14823 14833 13833
CONROD 1299803 13823 14823 ?075 0201
CONROD 1269804 13633 14833 7075 0.201
CoNROD i2998_2 13823 13833 7015 0 i91 ......................................................
CONROD 1299615 14823 14833 7015 0 191
CSHEAR 1291983 04070?5 13833 14833 14843 13843
CONROD 1299805 13833 14833 1075 0142
CONROD 12996O8 13843 14843 7075 0t42
CONROD 1299813 13833 13843 7075 0 191
CONROD 1299816 14833 14843 7075 0 191
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030-129-121 020 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR "i291271"020107_ _3803 i4803 ..... 148"23 .... i3823 ....................................................................
GONROD 1292701 13803 14803 7019 004?
CONROD 1292102 13823 4823 7075 0122
CONROD 1292111 13803 3823 7075 0096
CONR00 1292113 14803 4823 70?5 0.096
DSHEAR 1291272 0207075 3823 14823 14833 13833
CONROD 1292103 13823 4823 7075 0 122
CDNROD 1292104 13833 4833 7076 0.034
CON'R'Db "'i29211213823 ..... "3833"" 7075 0_096 ...........................................................
CONROD 1292114 14823 4833 1019 0 096
$ OUTER 5KIN 209-030-129-017 .016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR |290171 01670?5 13843 14643 14863 13963
CONROD 1291101 13843 14843 ?015 0,0]5
CONROD 1291102 13883 1486] ?0?5 0_036
CONROD 1291103 13843 13863 ?075 0055
CONROO 1291704 14843 14863 ?0?5 0 099
S ouTe_ SKIN 20i:03o:i29:016 ...... _O_'_L'U'_INUM ............................................
CSHEAR 1290191 0151076 13833 14833 14643 13843
CONROD 1291901 13833 14833 ?015 0 013
CONROD 1291902 13843 14843 ?0?5 0_013
CONRDD 1291903 13833 13843 7075 0_055
CONRDD 1291904 14833 14843 7015 0,059
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / RIGHT'HAND SIDE
$ .................... 209_030_i30_005 .....................................................................................
$ STA 148.60 TO STA 18625
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1300231 I4883 18661 ?0?6 0082
GONROD 1300352 14823 15623 ?0?5 0_095
CONROD 1300211 19623 18621 ?075 009?
CONROD 1300353 14823 14833 7075 0109
Cd_'R'o0""_'3"O0_411 i463_ ..... _4_43 ...... _7S o io9 ..........................................................................................................
CONROD 1300412 14843 14863 ?075 0109
CONROD 1300211 14621 18631 ?O?S 0.i08
CORROD 1300212 18631 16641 ?0?5 0 108
CONROD 1300213 18641 18451 7075 0.105
CONROD 1300214 18651 18659 7015 0 108
CONROD 1300219 18666 16861 ?075 0,105
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-130-039 .020 GLASS FABRIC
CSHEAR I300391 0200076 14823 16823 19633 14833
CONROD 1303901 14823 IS623 0018 0,096
CONROD 1303902 14833 15633 00?6 0_096
CONROD 1303903 14623 14833 00?6 _014
CSHEAR 1300392 0200076 15623 18621 1863_ 15633
CONRDD 1303911 15823 16621 00?6 0_096
CONRO0 I]03912 16633 18831 0016 0.096
CONROO 1303921 16823 15833 0016 0.282
CONROO 1303924 18621 18831 0015 0.282
CTRMEM 1300393 02000?6 14833 15633 14843
CSHEAR 1300394 0200079 15633 16631 18641 14843
CbNROb'"i8"O8_Rf8*'iS$33 ...... i"8"$3"i ....... O0"?'S ........ 0_0_95 .......................................................................................................
CONROD 1303914 14843 18641 0015 0096
CONROD 1303922 I6633 14843 0015 0.320
CQNROD 1303825 18631 18641 0016 0.320
CSHEAR 1300396 02000?6 14842 18651 16656 14863
_ONROD 1303915 14843 18651 0016 0083
_ONROD 1303916 14863 16555 0078 0063
CONROD 1303923 14843 14863 00?6 0 357
¢O'N'ROD 1363925i_Si ...... ia$$S " ooTd ...... 0_35_ ................................................................................................................
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209-030-130-029 029 TITANIUM
CSHEAR 1300291 0259046 14823 15623 15633 14813
_ONROD 1302901 14823 15623 9046 O.OSO
CDNROD 1302902 14833 18833 9046 O.OgO
CDNROD 1302903 14823 14833 9046 0.044
CONROD 1302904 15623 15633 904S 0,044
INTERIOR SKIN 209"030-130-035 .032 TITANIUM
¢S'H_AR"''i800"35"1_032904_6""i4"_'2"3 ....... i"5"62"3 ....... i$93"3 .... i48"3"3 .......................................................................................................................
CONROD 1103501 14823 IS823 9046 0.069
CONROD 1303902 14833 15833 9048 0.089
CONROD 1303503 14823 14833 9046 0.090
CDNROD 1303504 18623 15833 9046 0.080
$ OUTER SKIN 208"030"130"033 .012 TITANIUM
CBHEAR 1300331 0128046 14823 15623 15633 14833
CONROO 1303301 14823 15623 9046 0.067
CO'N'kOD'''i30"3"3"02"l_'43"_ ..... i"_'3"3 ...... 90"4"6 ......... 0."087 ............................................................................................................................
DONROD 1301303 14823 14833 9046 0_045
CONRDD 1303304 15623 15633 9046 0_046
CSNEAR 1300332 0129048 1S823 18821 18631 15633
CDNROD 1303311 15623 18821 9046 0_081
GONROD 1303312 1S633 18831 9046 0061
CONROD 1303321 15623 15933 9046 0.189
CONROD 1301324 18621 18831 9046 0.169
CSHEAR 1300334 0129046 19833 18631 18641 14843
CONRDD 1303313 15933 18831 8046 0,056
CONROD 1303314 14843 18941 8046 0.058
CONROD 1303322 16833 14843 9046 0_192
CONRDD 1303325 18631 18841 9046 0_192
_SHEAR 1300338 0128046 14843 18651 18856 14863
DONRDD 1303315 14843 18851 8046 O_OEO "_-- ..... _a_'_ |_
CONROD 1303323 14643 14883 9046 0.214
OF POOR QUALITY
EONROD 1303328 18651 19595 9048 0.214
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEE / RIGHT'HAND SIDE
$ 209"030"137-032
$ STA 186.25 TO STA 21364
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1370354 19741 21341 7075 0.089
CDNRDD 1370385 19781 21361 7078 0.097
CONRAD 370355 674 1975 7075 0_155
CONROD 1370358 21341 21351 7076 0.089
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-137-024 012 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1370241 0127075 19741 21341 21391 19791
CONRAD 1372401 16741 21341 707E 0.020
CONROD 1372402 19751 21381 7075 0020
CONROD 1372403 19741 19751 7076 0075
CONROD 1372404 21341 21361 7075 0.076 .......................................
_yR'MEM'_370242_OJ27d75"_?'Si "2i36_ ....... i'9761 ....................................
$ INNER SKIN 206-030-137-035 040 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1370351 0407075 18541 19741 18551
CSHEAR 1370352 0407075 18951 19781 16751 18556
CONROO 1373801 18651 16741 7075 0138
CONRO0 1373602 18656 19751 7075 0 117
EONRDD 1373911 18651 18655 7075 0213
CONROD 1373513 19741 19751 T076 0.213
CSHEA_ i37O383640?0_S18_SS ...... _878i ..... tgTs_ ....... _868i .....................................
CONROD 1373803 18558 19791 7076 0117
CONROD 1373604 I8861 19751 7075 0.001
aONROO 1373612 18556 18651 7076 0.213
CONROO 1373814 19751 197EI 7075 0+213
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030"137"005 040 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1370051 0407075 18541 16741 18551
CSHEAR 1370082 0407079 18851 19741 19791 18856 ....................
CONROD'" 137080118881 ...... 1974i ....... 70_$ ..... 0_143 ..............................................................
CONROO 1370602 18656 19751 7075 0 095
CONROD 1370611 18851 18658 7075 0213
CONRAD 1370513 19741 19761 7075 0+213
CSHEAR 1370053 040T075 18856 19751 16751 18851
aDNROD I370903 18656 19751 7075 0.059
DONRDD 1370504 18851 19761 7076 0.109
aONRDD 370812 18556 18551 7075 0.213
CONRbb13YOSY4l_TS_ ....... 197S_ ....... _dTS ....... o___3 ......................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 1370054 040?075 lg741 21341 213SI 19761
CONROD 1370821 19741 31341 ?075 0148
CDNROD 1370622 19751 21381 7075 0,146
CDNROD 1370623 19741 19751 ?076 0.341
CDNROO 1370624 21341 21361 7075 0.341
CTRMEM 1370065 0407075 19751 21361 19761
$ .............................
$ 209-030-180-019
$ STA 186.25 TO STA 213194
$
CONROD 1800191 21321 18541 2024 0 491
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / RIGHT-HAND SlOE
$ 209"030-120-027 .
............................................ SY_2_3S4 YOST_2g_60 .....................................................................................................
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 200133 21321 21821 7075 0.279
CONRAD 200134 21821 22721 7075 0.294
CONRAD 200135 22721 2S021 7075 01351
CONRAD 200151 213_1 2S061 70?5 0.238
CONRDD 200135 21321 21341 7075 0178
CONROD 200137 21341 21381 7075 0175
OONRDD 200061 2902_ 25041 7075 0.183
CONRAD 200092 25o41 25061 7075 0_153
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-120-007 .020 GLASS FABR]C ...................
_-T+R.ME-M-+-12OOOTI-O20.O-0_B-_.j3_ ..... 2+_82+_ ....... _'g41 .........................................................
CTRMEM 1200072 0200079 21821 22721 21341
CSHEAR 1200073 0200076 22721 25021 25041 21341
CONRO0 1200701 2272; 25021 0075 0.131
EONROO ]200702 21341 25041 0076 0,203
CONROD 1200711 22721 2134 0076 0292
CONROD 1200713 25021 2504 0076 0.282
aSHEAR 200074 02000?6 2 34 2S041 2B09 21351
CONROD 1200704 21361 2508 0075 0034
CONROO 1200712 21341 2138 0075 0361
CONROD 1200714 25041 2508 0078 0381
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209-030-120-013 .032 TITANIUM
CTRMEM 1200131 0329046 21321 21821 21341
CTRMEM 1200132 C329048 21821 22721 21341
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030* 20"0 018 TITANIUM .....
C'T'R'M_M-'"i'20"O_i'l"'CiSS'046 "2"i_32i ...... _'i8"2"i ..... 2"|_34i .........................................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 1200112 o169048 21821 22721 21341
CSHEAR 1200113 o169046 22721 25021 25041 21341
CONROD 1201101 22721 25021 9048 0105
+CDNROO 1201102 _1341 25041 9048 0 182
CONRDD 1201111 22721 21341 9048 0.234
CONROD 1201113 25021 25041 9048 0,234
CSHEAR 200114 0189048 2134 2B041 25091 21381
CONROD 1201104 21361 25081 9048 0.02?
CONROD 1201112 21341 21361 5046 0+288
CONROO 1201114 2S041 25051 9048 0.288
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / RIGHT-HAND SIDE
206-030- 1 I 8- 063
i ............................................. s._rA+2s_.:._.._P..+e.s ,_ . _.? .........................................................................................I
S INNER SKIN 205-030-118-0?1 .005 ALUMINUM
OSHEAR 1180711 0082024 25021 26821 26841 25041
OONRDD 1187101 29021 28521 2024 0.034
CONROD 1187102 29041 26841 2024 0.074
CDNROD 1187111 25021 25041 2024 0.0S1
CONROD 1187113 28521 26841 2024 0.061
CSHEAR 807 2 0082024 2$04 2884 29851 2S061
_I_N k b b 'iil_Y i+ ++++ +B4 i ..... +'JBI_+4i ....... _+++ ........ O1:O+_14 .........................................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1187104 2$051 28851 2024 01011
CDNROO 1187112 2$041 25051 2024 0.051
OONROO 1187114 26841 28981 2024 0.081
$ INNER SKIN 209"030"118"045 +008 ALUMINUM
"SHEAR 1180451 0082024 28821 29921 2E641 28841
CONROD 1184501 28821 29821 2024 0_023
CONROD 84502 2684 29041 2024 0+099
CONROD 1184513 2$E21 29881 2024 0.118 O_!_P_IAL p_n:;E ;.q
CSHEAR I180452 0082028 28841 29641 29981 28881
CONROD 1184503 28841 25841 2024 0.059
CONROO 1184504 26861 29961 2024 0,014
CDNROD 1184512 26841 28851 2024 0.118
CONROD 1184614 29941 28981 2024 0118
$ 0UTER SKZN 209-030-118"069 0?1 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1180661 0?17075 25021 26821 26841 2E041
CONROD 1188801 26021 28821 7075 0415
EONROD 1188002 25041 2886 7079 0878
CONROD 1188911 25021 2504 ?070 0845
cON'ROD 1|869132"6821 .... 2684 7076 0.948 .....................................................................................
CSHEAR 1180892 0717O?5 2504 28841 25881 25081
CONROD 1188903 25041 2684 7078 0.578
CONROD 1188904 25061 2858 7075 0.209
EONROD 1188912 25041 2505 7075 0.846
CONROD 1188514 26841 2598 7075 0.546
CSHEAR 1180893 0717075 2682 29921 29541 26841
CONROD 1188921 28821 2992 7079 0.358
CoNROD i|86922 26841 2994; _07S 6649 ........................................
CONRQD 1188931 28821 2884 7075 1 100
CONRDD 1185933 29921 2994 7075 I 108
CSHEAR 1180804 0717075 2884 29041 29961 28881
_-_NRO0 1185923 26841 2994 7075 0 849
CONRDD 1186924 25861 2995 7075 0276
CDNROD 1188932 26841 2686 ?O?E 1100
CDNROD 1166934 29941 2996 ?075 1109
$ ..............................................
5 SIDE PANELS AND FRAMES / R|GH? SIDE






CONROD'"'500"_I1f 616] ?07i 707_ ........ 0_234 .....................................................
CONROD 5003112 7071 8571 7075 0230
CONROD 8003113 8971 9371 7075 0227
CONROD 8003114 9371 11571 7079 0,213
CONROD 5003116 11571 13671 70T5 0.201
CONROD 5003118 13871 14861 ?076 0 200
S
$ SK]N
$ .................... 209_03b._?§_81 .................................................................................................
$
CTRMEM 1791611 0322024 6181 7071 7061
CSHEAR t791612 0322024 7061 7071 8571 8561
CDNROD 1798101 7081 8581 2024 0.040
CDNROD 1796102 7071 8571 2024 0_040
CONROD 1796103 ?061 7071 2024 0232
CONROD 1798104 8861 8571 2024 0232
_SHEIA_'l"I_'9_6_'03220_4 "" 8S$_ ......... 851?1 .... 9_71 ....... 936i .........................................................................................................
CONRDD 1796111 5681 9361 2024 0072
CONROD 1796112 8571 9371 2024 0072
CDNROD 1796113 8581 8971 2024 0202
_NROD 1798114 9361 9371 2024 0.202
CSHEAR 1791614 0322024 9361 9371 11571 11561
CDNROD 1796121 9361 11561 2024 0.102
CONRDD 1796122 9371 11571 2024 0102
CONROD i_96i23 93"61 9"3_t ..... 2024 .... 0_2"?0 ......................................................................................................................
CONROD 1758124 11561 11S71 2024 0.2?0
CSHEAR 1791515 0322024 11561 11671 13871 13861
CONROD 1795131 11561 13861 2024 0 140
CONRDD 1768132 11571 13871 2024 0.140
CONRDD 1796133 11581 11571 2024 0.382
CONflOD 1795134 13861 13871 2024 0,382
CSHEAR 1791516 0322024 13861 13871 14881 14861
CONRDD I755141 13861 14861 2024 0.155
CONROD 1796142 13871 14881 2024 0.195
CON-ROD 1?98143 13861 13871 2024 0_18?





CDNROD 1281491 14861 16661 2024 0140
CONROD 1291571 14881 18481 2024 0 112
CDNROO 1251572 16481 15681 2024 0111
CONRO0 126|$1/J446] ....... 14881 2024 ....... 0_i21 ............................................................................................................................................
CDNRDD 1251581 18661 18681 2024 0.121
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-125-027 0O8 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1250271 0082024 14861 14881 18481
CSHEAR 1260272 0082024 14881 16481 18681 16681
CDNROD 1262701 14861 18661 2024 0.035
DONROD 1252702 16481 18881 2024 0035
CONROD 1282703 14861 18481 2024 0.120
_ONkOb_262_O_1866l ...... i8ssi 2q24 ......... o/i2o .................................................................................................................................
$ OUTER SKIN 209"030"379-001 021 ALUMINUM
_TRMEM 3790011 0212024 14861 14851 16481
[:SHEAR 3?90012 0212024 14861 18481 18681 18661
CONROD 3790101 14661 18661 2024 O.f21
CONROD 3790102 16461 18881 2024 0.121
CONROD 3?90103 14861 16481 2024 0.315





CONROD 1250671 14881 16481 2024 0.116
CONRDD 12S0672 16481 18681 2024 0.115
$
$ UPPER MAIN BEAM CAP / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ ............................................ 269:o_d:ig_=_ol .............................................................................................................................................
6 ETA 61.25 TO STA 186.25
$ 209-030"180"006
$ ETA 185.28 TO STA 255.75
$
CONRDD 570011 6167 7067 70?6 0.198
CDNRDD 570012 7087 8867 ?O?S 0.194
CONROD 570013 856? 936? 7076 0.191
CONRbb ...... g?00Y8_36_ .... _i$$_ ...... __S ..... 0_32$ ...........................................................................................................................................................
CONRO0 670015 11567 13887 70?6 0.285
CDNROD 670018 13867 14867 7076 0.278
CDNROO 670017 14867 18669 7076 0,348
CONR00 1800011 18855 19799 7078 0.407
CONROD 1600062 18789 21389 ?076 01461
CDNROD 1600063 21389 26069 ?OTS 0,392
CONROD 1800064 25089 1008 7075 0.390
$ ORIGINAL PAGE IS
$ LOWER MAIN BEAM CAP / LEFT'HAND SIDE
$ , 208"030"158"003
$ ETA 81.25 TO ETA 148.50
$
CONROD 1580031 6137 ?037 ?075 024?
CONROD 1580032 ?03? 853? TOTS 0.248
CONRDD 1580033 853? 1003 ?0?5 0.248
CONRDD 1580034 1003 11537 70?5 0344
CDNROD 1580035 11537 1004 7075 0.346
CONROD 1550036 !074 ..... 1683.7 .TOTS.... 0_,_1 ................................................................
5 LOWER MAIN BEAM CAP / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209"030"155-005
$ ETA 13870 TO ETA 188.25
$ 209-O30-181-O19
$ STA 18625 TO ETA 300 42
$
CONROO 1590051 13827 14827 ?O?S 0.274
CONRO0 15_go0521482_ lS527 ..... _075 .... C_303 .............
CONROD IE90053 1562T 18529 70?5 0315
CONROD 1810191 18829 21328 ?078 0 412
CDNROD 1810192 _1328 21829 7076 0445
C(J'_D 1810193 21829 22?29 ?0?5 0 522
CONROD 1610194 22729 25029 TOTS 0.348
CONROD 1610195 25029 28829 ?O?S 0.341
CONROD 1610196 28829 29929 70?5 0.351
5 LOWER MAIN BEAM AUXILLARY CAP / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209-030-161-0t_
$ STA 13870 TO ETA 188_25
$
CONROD 1610131 13829 14829 TOTS 0 128
CONROD 1610132 14829 15629 TOTS 0128
CON_OD I_!o!33 _SS.?._......_527 . ?o?s .......o :.!78.............................................................................................
$
$ LOWER MAIN BEAM AURILLARY CAP / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209-030-21_-053
$ ETA 46.00 TO ETA 148.50
5
EDNROD 2110531 1001 6139 7075 0099
CONRDD 2110532 8138 T039 ?o?s 0.187
CONROD 21 0533 ?039 8539 ?0?5 0190 ..........................
_b'Ne0D'"2"J'i'0_34""BS'39 .......9339 ...... _'?S ..... 0"_'19"3 ..........................................................................
CONROD 2110535 933g 11539 ?075 0.243
CONRDD 2110536 11539 13839 7075 024?
CONROD 2110537 13839 14839 ?075 0.188
$
$ UPPER MAIN BEAM AUXILLARY CAP / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 206"030"210-085/055/071
s ........................STA 61_29 T0..S_.._BS_.2s ...........................................................................
CONRDD 2100451 6189 ?069 ?0?5 00S5
CONRO0 2100452 ?089 8569 ?075 0054
CONROD 2100453 8589 9389 ?0?5 0054
CONROD 2100551 9369 11559 T075
CONROD 2100552 11589 13888 ?075 0.054
0054
CONROD 2100953 13869 14888 7075 0.084
C.0.NROD 2!0.??.!.1..L4886 . _.a.Ss.e...... _o.76 ....... o:.!.!9 ........................................................................................................
$
$ COWLING ATTACH ANGLES " LEFT SIDE
$ 209"030"136"089
$ STA 186.25 TO BS 41.32
S
CONROC 1380891 18889 19789 2024 0.386
CONROD 1380592 19789 21369 2024 0.41t
CONROD 1360893 21369 25069 2024 O 162
CDNRDD 1380894 25069 1009 2024 0082
CONROD 1360695 1008 1008 2024 0,071
$
$ MAIN BEAM CHANNEL - LEFT SIDE ...............................................
....................................... 20"9:O30":i"82:'O01 ...........................................
$ ETA 188.25 TO ETA 21364
5
CONRDD 1820011 18649 16749 70T5 0.288
CONROD 1820012 19748 21349 ?076 0.285
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEE / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209-030-129-199 . . ...............................
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROO 1290754 6187 7087 ?075 0.033
CONRO0 1290755 7067 8587 ?075 0033
CONRO0 1260731 896? 8387 ?0?5 0_034
CONRDD 1280756 8137 ?037 ?0?5 0038
CONROO 29099 ?03? 8537 ?075 0.041
CONROO 1280757 6137 8147 ?075 0.035
CONROD 1280756 8147 8187 70T5 0 035
CONROD 1250791 1003 9347 7075 0.122
CONROO 1280792 934? 8387 ?075 O.122
$ [NNER SKIN 209"030"129"205 .025 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1292050 0257078 8137 ?037 ?04? 8147
CONROD 29050 6 3? 703? 7075 0.0?2 •
OONRDD 1250511 6137 6147 TOTS 0118
DONROD 1290513 7037 7067 7075 0.118
CSHEAR 1252051 025?078 8147 ?04? T067 5187
DONROD 1250503 8147 ?04? 70T5 0122
CONROD 1290B04 8187 7087 70T5 0033
CONROD 1290512 8147 8167 7075 0118
CONROD 290B14 ?047 7087 ?0?5 0t18
CONROD 1290521 ?03? 8537 ?0?5 O.O?S
CONRDD 1290522 ?047 8547 7075 0.128
CONROD 1290531 ?03? ?04? ?0?5 0,151
CONRDD 1290533 8537 8547 ?079 0,181
CSHEAR 1292093 025?0?5 ?04? 8S47 8557 T067
CONROD 1290523 ?047 5547 ?075 0,125
CONRDO 290524 ?067 8567 ?0?5 0 034
C0NkO_-_9OS_?O4_ ......... _6S? ....... _O?S ........ _:iS_ .......................................................................................................................................................
CONRDO 1290834 884T 8567 70?5 0181
CSHEAR 1292054 02B?079 8E37 1003 8347 8947
CONROD 1290E41 8537 1003 ?O?E 0.0?8
_ONROD 1290942 5847 934? 7075 0.130
CONROD 1280851 5837 8547 ?0?5 0.123
CONROD 1290E53 1003 5347 7078 0.123
CSHEAR 128205B 028?0?5 8E47 934? 9387 8B87
CONROD 1290544 5557 9367 TOTS 0.035
CONROD12908524547 8687 70?5 0.123
CONROD 12606S4 9347 838? 7079 0.123
$ INTER[DR SKIN 209"030"128"075 _019 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1290761 0187075 8137 ?03? 7047 6147
CONROD T287S01 8137 7037 7075 0.023
CONROD 1297502 8147 7047 7075 0.089
CDNROD 1297511 8137 8147 7076 0061
CONROD 1297S13 ?037 704? 7075 0.091
CSHEAR 1290752 0167079 8147 ?047 7057 8187
CONROD 1297503 6147 7047 7075 0069
CONRO_ "i29_504 9197 _06_ ..... ?o?s o0o_ ......................................................................
CONROD 1297512 9147 8167 7079 0091
CONROD 12976i4 ?047 ?067 7079 0051
CSHEAR 1290753 0167078 ?04? 8947 8587 ?067
CDNROD 1297521 ?047 8547 7078 0011
CONROD 1297522 7087 856? 7075 0011
CONROD 12g7523 7047 708T 70?5 0102
CONROD 1297924 8547 8587 7079 0 102
S ...... INTERIOR SKIN 209-030_129J07_ .... 0i2 ALUMINUM ..................................
CSHEAR 1290771 0127079 704? 9547 8557 7087
CONROD 1297701 704? 894? ?0?5 0.008
CONROD 1297702 ?097 8967 ?078 0.005
CDNRDD 1297703 704? ?OG? 7079 0.055
CONROD 1297704 8547 8567 ?075 0.088
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030-125-201 .016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1292011 O1870?9 8137 ?03? 7047 6147
CDNRbO 129oi01 6i37 "703_ .... 7079 .... 0.026 ...........................................................................
CDNROO 1290102 6147 704? ?075 0071
CONROD 1260111 6137 6147 7079 0085
CONROD 1290113 7037 7047 ?079 0.069
CSHEAR 1292012 0167079 9147 704? ?06? 8197
CONROO 1290103 8147 7047 7075 0071
CONROD 1290104 9167 708? ?0?9 0002
CONROD 1290112 6147 6167 ?079 0.089
CONROD"''i_00_i"4 704Y ....... _o87 .... _o?s ........ __oss ............................................................................................
DSHEAR 1292013 0187075 703? &837 854? ?04?
CONROD 1280121 7037 8537 7075 0.028
CONROO 1290122 7047 8647 ?075 0.074
CONROD 1290131 ?037 704? 7075 0.118
CONROD 1290133 8937 854? 7075 0115
CSHEAR 1292014 0187079 704? 894? 8SB? 7067
CONROD 1290123 ?047 854? ?075 00?4
CONRbb"i2S0124 _0G_ ...... 8"SS? "_O?S ...... O'003 ...............................................................................
CONROD 1290132 ?047 7087 ?O?S 0.118
CONROD 1260134 8847 8587 7075 0.118
CSHEA9 1292019 0187075 8637 1003 9347 8547
CONROD 1290141 8537 1003 7075 0.029
CONROD 1250_42 8547 9347 7075 0.077
CONROD 1290151 6937 8547 7075 0082
CONROD 12S0153 1003 9347 7075 0.0S2
C'gH'E_AR _1292016"0167075 8S47 .... 93"4"_ g3"S'? ......... 868_ ..................................................................................
CONROD 12D0143 8647 9347 7079 0.077
CONROD 1250144 8597 9367 70?9 0.003
CONROD 1290152 884? 8967 ?0?5 0 082
CONROD 1290154 934? 5387 7079 0.082
$
$ _AIN BEAM WEB / LEFT-HANO SIDE
$ 209-030-129-199
................................ stY d31bo TO St_i3670 ...................................................................................................
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1250732 9367 11867 ?075 0044
CONROD 1290733 11867 13867 70?5 0044
CONROD 1291431 9347 11547 7078 0.093
CONROD 1251432 II947 13847 ?075 0.083
CONEOD 1291111 1003 IIE37 ?075 0082
CONROD 1291_12 11937 1006 7075 00S2
£ONROD 1290793 1003 934? 7075 0058
CONROD 1280794 9347 938? 7075 0.058
CONROD 1260851 1004 13647 70?5 0.058
_0NR00"'"12"S'0_'_2"'1"3"8_'_ ........ 13_'$? ....... _0"7"5 ...... _'_$'8 ...........................................................................................................
$ INNER SKIN 209-030"128"205 025 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1252055 0257079 1003 11537 1tS47 934?
CONROD 1250581 1003 11537 70?8 0 076
CONROD 1280592 9347 i1887 7075 0.134
CONROD 280S71 1003 9347 70?5 0.256
CONROD 290573 11837 11547 70?8 0.258
CSHEAR 2820S7 0297075 5347 t1947 11567 9367
CONROD 290564 9387 11567 7075 0.041
CONROD 2S0572 9347 5387 707S 0.258
CONROD 2S0574 11S47 11S87 7075 0.255
CSHEAR 292058 02870?5 11537 1004 13847 11547
CONED0 290561 11S37 1004 7075 0.076
CONROD 290582 11547 384? ?075 0.139
CONRDO 280591 11537 1847 7079 0.249
_O'NR'_o "(2d'6_k'_"'iS"6* ........... 3d4"_ ..... _O'_S 0T'2"4"S ...................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 1292068 0257079 IS47 13847 13687 11887
CONROD 1290583 11587 3847 ?078 0 136
CONRDD 1290584 11567 386? 7075 0.052
CONROD 1290592 11547 11E67 707S 0.249
CONROD 1280S94 13847 13867 7075 0.249
$ OUTER SKIN 208-030-129-169 .016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1291851 0187075 1003 11537 11547 9347
¢ONkbb12i_S_ii_03 ........ _i$3_ ....... __S o_o28 ..............................................................................................................
CONROD 12ES802 534? 1154? ?075 0.028
CONROD 1268503 1003 934? ?075 0159
CONROO 1268504 11537 11547 7075 0159
CSHEAR 1291852 019?07S 11837 1004 13847 11547
CONROD 1296511 11S37 1004 ?O?S 0.031
CONROD 1268512 11847 13847 ?075 0.031
CONROD 1288813 11537 11547 70?5 0154
_ONkbD_29_'$T_"1_04 ......... f314_ ....... _o#5 ...... 0:|$4 ...............................................................................................................................................
$ OUTER SKIN 206-030"125"137 .018 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1291371 0197075 $387 11547 11S87 9387
CONNOD 1283701 9347 11587 7078 0.012
CONROD 1293702 93_7 11597 70?9 0.012
CONROD 1293703 9347 9367 70?5 0.159
CONNOD 1293704 11547 11967 7076 0 1E9
CSHEAR 1281372 0167075 11B47 13897 13887 11567
CONROD 1293712 11567 13867 ?O?S 0.011
:ONROD 1293713 11847 11967 70?5 0.184
ONROD 1293714 13B47 13887 7075 0.154
$ MA|N BEAM WEB / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ * 209"030"128"199
STA 138.70 TO ETA 148 SO ---- m_lt_'_ |S
:_ DOUBLERS v,--_
OF pOOR QUALIFY
CONRO0 290896 13567 14567 7075 0097
CONROO 290696 13848 13847 7075 0.104
CONROD 290697 13847 14547 7079 0.104
CONRDD 291253 1004 14837 7075 0.090
CDNROD 290696 13867 13848 ?0?5 0.060
CONROD 291254 13847 1004 7079 0.041
CONROD _i290699 14857 14847 ?075 0081
CONROO 1291255 14847 14637 70?5 0037
INNER SKiN 209o030-129-141 025 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1291411 029?0?5 13507 14807 14827 13627
cO'N'_OD" 1294"101""1"3807"" 1480_" _075 ....... 0_067 ...............................................................................................
CONROD 1294102 t3827 14827 7075 0196
CONROD 1294111 13807 13627 7079 0.120
CONROD 1294119 14807 14827 7076 0120
CSHEAR 1291412 02570?5 13827 14827 14837 1004
CONROD 1294103 13827 14827 7075 0 158
CONROD 1294104 1004 14837 7075 0086
CONROO 1294112 13627 1004 7075 0120 ...........................................
_ONROD" _12"§'411"6"1402"_ 14837 ...... _0"?'$ ....... 0.i20 .....................
ETRMEM 1291413 025?079 1004 13847 13848
£SHEAR 1291414 025?0?9 1004 14837 14847 13947
CONROO 1294105 1004 14837 ?075 0079
CDNRDD 1294106 13847 14847 7075 0143
OONROO 1294113 1004 13847 7075 0 121
CONROD 1294117 14837 14847 7075 0.121
CSHEAR 1251415 0257075 13846 I]847 14867 13867
C_ONRbD" 129410_'13"848 ....... 13847 .... ?O?S " 0"_1"43 .............................................................................
CONROD 1254108 13887 14867 ?076 0.061
EONROD 1294114 13848 13607 7075 0 122
CONROO 1294116 13847 14667 7075 0.122
CTRMEM 1291416 025?076 13847 14847 14667
$ INTERIOR SKiN 209-030-t29-069 .040 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1290691 040?075 13607 14807 14627 13827
CONROD 1296901 13607 14607 ?0?5 0.156
GONROD 1296911 13807 13827 ?075 0 |91
CONROO 1295914 14807 14827 ?075 0.191
ESHEAR 1290692 040?0?5 13827 14827 14537 1004
CONROD 1296903 13827 14827 7075 0.201
EONROD 1296904 1004 14637 ?075 0.201
CONROD 1298912 13827 1004 7075 0191
CONROD 1296915 482? 4537 ?075 0 91
_R'ME_"_'1266"S'9_"_'4"070¥S"i_O'4 .... _36"4_ ...... i'3"8"_e ............................................................................................
CSHEAR 1290694 0407075 1004 14837 14847 13847
CONROD 1296909 1004 14637 7079 0.191
CONRDD 1296906 13847 14847 7079 0191
CONROD 12969_3 1004 13647 T079 0194
EONROD 1296916 14637 14847 7079 0194
$ OUTER SKIN 209"030-129"129 020 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1291251 0207015 13507 14607 t4827 13827
CONROD 1292902 13827 14827 70?5 0122
_ONROO 1292511 13807 13627 7079 0.096
_ONROO 1292513 t4807 14827 7075 0 056
CSHEAR 1291252 02070?9 13827 14627 14837 1004
DONROD 1292503 13627 14627 70?5 0.122
CONROD 1292504 1004 14637 7075 0.033
CONROD 2925 2 3827 004 7079 0.096
CONRbb_292sY4 _48_ i4_83_ ....... _o7s ....... o_096 ............................................................................................................
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030-129-057 016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1290971 0167075 1004 14837 14847 13547
CONROD 1299701 1004 14837 70?5 0.014
CONRDD 1295702 13647 14847 ?075 0.014
CONRDD 1299703 1004 13847 ?079 0.056
CONRO0 1295704 14937 14847 ?075 0.056
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030°129-059 _029 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1290E91 025?075 13848 13847 14887 13867
CONROD 1295921 13845 13847 7075 0053
CONRDD 1295922 138S? 14867 ?075 0.053
CONRDD 1295923 13848 13857 ?0?5 0.094
_oNRoo_2_S9_4_3S4_ ..... __8__ ....... _6_S ........ 0_69_ ............................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 1290592 025?0?5 13847 14847 14867
$
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / LEFT-HAND 5]06
209-030-138-005$
$ 9TA 14890 TO STA I86.29
$
$ DOUBLERS
CO'N'R'ob""l"38"o2"91"148"$_ .... 1866"9 ....... ?0"_'5 ........ 0_'|39 .......................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1380433 14827 15627 7075 0.182
GONROO 1380311 15627 16629 7079 0_186
CONROD 1380432 14827 t4837 7075 0.075
0.075
0.075
CONRDD 380191 8629 18639 7075 0.070
CONROO 1380491 14837 14847 7079
CONROD 380492 4847 14867 7075
CONROD 360 92 8639 18649 ?075 0.070
CONkO_ ...... 3_b_9_8gk9 ...... _SSS4 ..... _b75 ....... o o7o .......... . ......................................................................................................................
CONROD 380194 8654 18659 ?076 0.070
CONROD 380195 8659 16669 70?5 0.070
$ INNER SKIN 209"030"138"041 020 GLASS FABRIC
OSHEAR 1380411 0200076 1482T 15827 16637 14837
CONROO 384101 14827 19627 0076 0.088
DONROD 384102 14837 19637 0076 0_088
CONRO0 384 03 4827 14837 0076 0 071
_kRO_ "'3J41O__Sg2_ ........_S3_ ....._O_S ......... 0;6__ .....................................................................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 380412 0200075 15627 18629 15639 15637
CONROD 384111 15627 18629 0076 0.088
CONROD 384112 15637 18639 0076 0.088
CONRO0 384121 1S52? 1563T 0076 0,286
CONROO 384124 18628 18639 0076 0.298
CTRMEM 380413 0200076 14637 15637 14847
CSHEAR 3804 4 0200079 19637 18639 15649 14847
_OWRO_ ...... _8k_l_iSe3_ ...... lss3_ ....... _o7s ....... o_'g_ ..........................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 384114 14847 18649 0076 0.096
CONROD 384122 15637 14847 00?6 0.334
CONROD 384125 18636 16649 00?6 0.334
CSHEAR 1350415 0200076 14847 18654 18659 14867
_ONRGD 1384119 14847 16654 0076 0.0?5
_ONROD 1384118 14857 18659 0076 0.075 "
CONROD 1384 23 4847 14867 0076 0.399
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209"030"138"035 .016 TITANIUM
CSHEAR 1380351 0169046 14827 16627 IS537 14837
_ONROD 1383501 14827 15527 8046 0.031
CONROD 1383502 1483? 1S537 8046 0.031
CONROD 1383503 14827 14837 5045 0.086
CONRO0 1383504 15627 15637 5046 0.066
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209"030-138-043 .040 TITANIUM
_H_K_""i_'b'_i""_U6__4_2"_ .......i_'s'2"_ .......__ff_ ........_4_3_ ................................................................................................................................
DONROD 1384301 14827 I6827 5046 0.096 _,_-_;#_-_|
Og. t_,,._.)_. . _'_ ._"_""...
CONROD 1384302 14837 IS637 9046 0,098
CONROD 1384303 14827 14537 9046 0183
CONROD 1384304 15627 15837 9048 0 183
$ OUTER SKIN 205"030-136"04S 012 TITANIUM
CSHEA9 1380451 0129046 14927 15827 15637 14837
CONROD 138450t 18827 15627 9046 0.053
CONROD 1384802 14837 1$637 9046 0063
CONRO0 1384503 14827 14837 9046 0042
CONROD 13846O4 15627 15637 9046 0042
CSHEA9 1380452 0129048 15627 18829 18639 15637
CONROC" 1364511 15629 ..... 18629 "904_ ........ 06053 .......................................................................
CONROD 1184512 15637 18639 9046 0053
CONRQD 1384621 15627 18637 9046 0 179
CONROD 1384524 18629 16639 9086 0 179
CTRMEM 1380883 0125048 14837 15837 14847
CSHEA9 1380454 0129046 15637 18636 1B649 14647
CONROD 1384813 15637 18639 9046 0058
CONROD 1384814 14647 18649 9046 0,058
_0N'ROC+_384522 15637 "1464_ .... gGAE ¢200 .....................................................
CONROD 1384525 18639 18649 9048 0200
_SHEAR 1380459 0129046 14847 16654 18669 14667
CONROD 1384519 14647 186S4 9046 0045
CONROD 1364518 14867 18659 9046 0045
CONROD 1364523 14847 14867 9046 0221
CONROD 1384926 18654 18659 9046 0221
....... M_'JN" eEAMWS_ /_EFt;HANO sibE ..................................................................
$ 209-030-137-031
$ ETA 18626 TO ETA 21394
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1370355 19759 21369 ?0?5 0.084
CONROD 1370354 19749 21349 ?075 0156
CDNROD 1370356 19749 19759 ?079 0¸158
CONROOi3_O3s_'tJ?S9 ...... lg_69 " _075 ....... Oi'SS ............................................................................................
CONROD 13703S6 21349 21369 7079 0089
$ iNNER SKIN 209-030-137-023 012 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1370231 0127075 19749 21349 21369 19769
CONROD 1372301 19749 21349 ?0?5 0.016
CONROD 1372302 19759 21369 ?0?5 0016
CONRO0 1372303 19749 19759 ?075 0076
CONRDD 1372304 21349 21369 ?0?5 0.076
CTRMEM i_?0"_]2"'012707519"_$9 2|359" "i9_69 .................................................................................................
$ iNNER SKIN 209"030"137-036 040 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1370381 040?O?9 18649 19749 18654
CSHEA9 13703S2 040?0?5 18854 18749 19789 16659
CONRDD 1373601 186S4 19749 ?075 0.139
CONROD 1373502 18659 19759 ?0?5 0117
CONROD 1373611 18654 18659 ?079 0.213
CONROD 13735t3 19749 19759 7079 0.213
CSHEA___O3S_O4070_S18eS9 I9?SS .... 19_S_ ...... lSSS9 ............................................................................................
CONROD 1373503 18659 19759 ?076 01t7
CONROD 1373504 18669 19769 7079 OO01
CONROD 1373512 18659 18669 ?079 0.213
CONROD 1373514 19759 19799 ?076 0213
8 OUTER SKIN 209-030-137-006 040 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1370061 040?0?5 18649 19749 18654
CSHEAR 1370052 040?0?5 16654 19749 19756 16859
CONROD + I]7050118G54" i9749 7075 0_1"43 ..............................................................................................
CDNRDD 1370502 18659 19759 70?5 0 096
DONROD 1370511 18654 18659 ?0?5 0213
CONROD 1370513 19748 19759 ?075 0,213
CSHEAR 1370053 040?0?9 18659 19756 19769 18669
CONROD 1370503 18659 19759 ?0?5 0.095
CONROD 1370504 16669 19769 ?079 0 109
CONROD 1370912 18659 16669 ?0?6 0.213
CONROD 1370814 19789 19769 ?0?5 0.213
CSHEAR 1370054 040T075 19749 21346 21369 19759
CONROD 1370921 19746 21349 ?0?5 0143
CONROD 1370622 197S9 21369 ?O?S 0 143
CoN_ODY3_S_3_d74_ ....... 19?SS ....... _o?s ..... b:34i .............................................................................................................
CONROD 1370524 21349 21369 ?079 0341
CTRMEM 1370099 040?075 19759 21389 19769
S
$ MAIN BEAM WEB / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209"030"180-017
S ETA 166+28 TO ETA 21394
S
_NRO0 '+_OO1¥1+_862_ .... 21346 " 2_24 ....... 0:4_1 .......................................................................................................................
$
$ MAiN BEAM WEB / LEFT-HAND SIDE
$ 209-030"119"001
$ ETA 213.94 TD STA 25000
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1190211 21369 35069 ?0?5 0229
CONR09"i|90171"2"|3"2"9 ....... 21829 .... _0_5 ....... ................................................................................................................................
CONROO 11901?2 21629 22?29 ?O?5 0.300
CDNROO 11901?3 22729 25029 ?079 0.353
CONROD 1190231 21329 21349 ?0?5 0,179
_ONROD 1190232 21349 21369 7079 0.176
DONROD 1190191 25029 25049 7076 0 187
CONROD 1190192 25049 25069 ?079 0.167
$ INNER SKIN 209-030-119-009 .020 GLASS FABRIC
CTRMEM 1190092 02000?8 21829 22?29 21349
CSHEAR 1190093 02000?6 22729 25029 25046 21349
DONROD 1190901 22?29 25029 0076 0.131
CONROD 1190902 21349 25049 0076 0,203
CONROD 1190911 22?29 21349 0076 0.292
CONNOO 1190913 25029 25049 0076 0,292
CSHEAR 1190094 02000?6 21349 28049 25089 21369
C_NRbb"''_i9090_'2|'3"4"_ ...... 2S_b ...... _O_'G ...... o:2"_ ....................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1190904 21369 28069 0076 0034
CONROD 1190912 21349 21389 0078 0361
CONR00 1190914 26049 29069 00?6 O.361
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209"030"119"013 032 TITANIUM
CTRMBM 1190131 0329048 21329 21629 21349
CTRMEM 1190132 0329046 21829 22?29 21349
$ OUTER SKIN 206"030"I19-009 016 TITANIUM
C_kM_Mi'i'_Y_i'_i_'+_J3_ ...... __81_g ...... _i34_ .....................................................................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 1190053 01EI086 21829 22729 21349
CSHEAR 1180053 0169048 22729 25029 25049 21349
CONROD 1190901 22?29 25029 9046 O,lOS
CONRDD 1190502 21349 25049 9086 O.162
CONROD 1180811 22?29 21349 9048 0,234
CONROD 1190513 28029 25049 8046 0+234
CSHEAR 1190064 0188046 21349 25049 2S068 21389
_okk_b'"'_ii_o__t___ .... _4s ....... 9_'4"_ ........ _':'J'_ .......................................................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1160904 21389 2S069 9046 0,027 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF P_O0__._ri.j._ r'_.
CONRDD 1190512 21346 21369 g04B 0.288
CONROD 11B0514 2s04g 25069 9048 0.288
$
$ MA|N BEAM WEB / LEFT'HAND SIDE
$ 209-030"117-047
$ STA 250.00 TO 85 41.32
5
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 1170191 1008 1008 7075 0 069
CONROO 1170211 26626 29929 ?075 0.058 ..............................................................
CONRDO 1170512 26849 1008 7075 0.043
CONROO 1170231 29929 29949 7075 0 053
CONROD 1170232 26949 1009 7078 0053
$ INNER SKIN 206"030"117"011 ,016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 170111 0157075 26026 28829 26848 25049
CONRDD 171101 25029 26829 7075 01068
CONROD 171102 25049 28849 7075 0 148 .........
CDNROD 171113 28529 26849 ?0?5 0.116
CSHEAR 170112 0187075 25046 28849 1008 25089
CONROD 171103 25049 28849 7075 0145
DONRDD 1171104 25089 1008 T076 0.020
CDNROD 1171112 25049 25069 7075 0t18
CONROD 1171114 26849 1008 7075 0115
$ INNER 5K]N 209-030-117"039 008 ALUMINUM
_S+HE_R'I"+'7"03g'I + 00"_2"024"268"29 .... 25929 ....... 2"59"4"9 26_49 .....................................................
CONROO 1173901 28829 29929 2024 0023
CONROD 1173902 26849 29949 2024 0089
CONROO 1173911 28829 26866 2024 0116
CONROO 1173913 29929 29946 2024 0,118
CSHEAR 1 70392 0082024 26849 29949 1009 1008
CONROO 1 73903 26549 29949 2024 0069
CONROO 73904 1008 1009 2024 0014 ..................................
cO'NROD'_"I"'+73"§1"228849 100"8 ......... 20"24 O_i$ ...........................................
CONmOD I ?3914 29949 1009 2024 0116
$ ZN?Bm OR SKZN 209-030-117-051 .040 ALUmINUm
CSHEAR 70511 0407075 25029 26829 25849 25049
CONROD 75101 25026 2E829 7075 0225
CONROD 75102 25046 28849 7075 0381
CONROO 75111 25029 25049 7075 0365
CONROD 75112 26829 28849 7075 0365 .................
C_Ht_R ....... ?_S_2O467o?_ 2904_ ..... 26849 .... 10o8 " 2S669 .................................................................
CONRO8 75103 25049 28849 ?075 0391
CONROD 75104 25089 1008 7075 0118
CONROO 78112 25049 25069 7075 0,365
CONROO 1175114 26846 1006 7075 0.365
$ OUTER SKIN 209-030-117"005 .019 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 1170051 0167079 25029 28829 26849 25049
CDNRDO 1170501 25025 26826 7075 0.094
cbNROO _|705O2_SO49 .... _J849 ...... _?S DiS2 ...................................................................
CONROD 1170513 25029 25049 7075 0146
CONROD 1170515 26829 26849 7075 0.146
CSHEAR 1170062 0167075 26049 28849 1005 25089
CONROD 1170903 25046 26849 7076 0.152
CDNROD 1170504 2S089 1008 7075 0 047
CDNROD 1170514 25049 25089 7075 0.146
CDNROD 1170515 28849 1008 7075 0 145 . ................
C_'H'£'AR'"'+'|Tb'o53"O+'670?5"2"6"8'_'+ ..... 2§92§ .... 29§49" 26849 ......................................................................
CONRDD 1170521 28829 28929 70?5 008t
CONROD 170522 28849 29949 7075 0148
CONROO 170531 26829 28849 7075 0250
CONROD 170533 29929 29649 ?0?5 0.250
CSHBAR 170054 0167075 26949 29949 1009 1008
CQNROO 170523 26849 29949 7075 0146
DONROD 170524 1008 1009 7079 0082
CONRO0 1170532 28849 1006 7075 0 250
CONROO 1170534 29949 1006 7076 0.250
$
$ S[DB.PANELS AND FRAMES / LEFT SIDE






CONROD 8003091 5169 7079 7075 0191
CONRDD 5003092 7079 8579 7075 0.192 ..........................
_O+k'k'b_'"'S+0"3"09_'++8"579 .......... 937"9 .... _O?S ......... 0"_'+'9"3 .......................................................................................
CONROD 5003094 9379 11576 7075 0.205
CONROD 5003095 11579 13876 7075 0.208





__MSm(_9_6_1O322_ SiS§ 767_ _Oe9
CSHEAR 1791632 0322024 7089 7079 8579 8589
CDNRD8 1798301 7089 8589 2024 O 040
CDNRDD 1796302 7079 8578 2024 0.040
CONROD 1796303 7066 7078 2024 0.232
CONRD8 1798304 8589 6578 2024 0,232
CSHEAR 1791633 0322024 8569 8579 9378 9369
CONROD 79831 8859 9389 2024 0.072 .....................................
CBNRb_+_+'_S_3Y___'__ ......... _3+_'9 ....... _24 ........ __672 ...............................................................................................
CDNRDO 1758313 8569 8579 2024 0.202
CONROD 1768314 638B 9379 2024 0.202
CSHEAR 1791634 0322024 9369 9379 11579 11596
CONRDD 1785321 9386 11566 2024 0.102
CONRDO 1796322 9379 11579 2024 0.102
CDNROD 1796323 9389 9379 2024 0.2?0
CONRDO 798324 1559 1 579 2024 0 270
_kE_i_9_S_ _322'_4ii__g ........ f'i'S'_g ........ i_a__ _3859 ...............................................................................................................................................................
CDNRDD 1796331 11559 1386E 2024 0.130
CONROD 1786332 11579 13876 2024 0.130
CONROD 1786333 11589 11579 2024 0.248
CONROD 1796334 13869 13879 2024 0.246
CSHEAR 1791636 0322024 13869 13879 14889 14869
CONROD 1798341 13859 14869 2024 0+183
CONROD 1796342 3879 14889 2024 0+183
CBN-RO_.--._-d-S-3_3+--i-3869 ..... _-a-?-_ ....... _O-2-4 ......... O-.-.3-2-_ ................................................................................................................................................






CONROD 1250971 4869 _6BB 2024 0+084
_'k_bUf___'_'"f_'8S+k ........ __ ......... _2"4 ......... __6_4 .........................................................................................................
CONROD 1260132 1005 I_BBR 2024 0.064
CONROD12S017114869148892024 0O?OCONRO012S01B11988918689 2024 0.070
$ INNER SKiN 206"030"12E-023 ,008 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 1250231 0082024 14869 14889 1005
GSHEAR 1250232 0082024 14888 1005 18889 18869
CONROD 1252301 14889 18869 2024 0036
"_-NROO 1252302 1005 18686 2024-- 0.035
CONROD 1252303 14989 1005 2024 0 120
CONROD 1252304 18889 18688 2024 0 120
$ OUTER SKiN 209-030-129-091 01G ALUMINUM
CT_MEMf'2S09"i_ 0i82024(4"_8_ ...... i4689 .... I005 ..........................................................................
CSHEAR 1250912 0182024 18889 1005 18889 18889
CONRDD 1259101 14889 18688 2024 0098
CONRDD 1299102 1005 18889 2024 0098
CONRDD 1259103 14889 I009 2024





$ ...... 209_0361f25_07_ .......................
S
CONROD 1280T7t 14889 1009 2024 0 119







CBAR 4014345 4014345 40143 I011 O0 O 0 1 0 I ELEV R
+ELE¥ R 55
PEAR 4014345 2024 2.3140 1.3529 1.3529 2.?058
CBAR 401454? 4014547 1011 40147 0.0 O0 1.0 I ELEY L
+ELEY L 96
PEAR 401454? 2024 2.3140 1.3S29 1.3529 2,7098
GEAR" "'40i4142 40|4142(OJ2 40i'42 ....... O_0 _" 6"0 ..... f.b ........ f .........................................................
PEAR 8014142 2024 09471 04907 0.450? 09014
GEAR 4014243 4016243 40142 80143 0 0 O0 t.0 1
PEAR 4014243 2024 18748 0.8938 0,8938 17875
CBAR 401834? 401436? 40143 40147 0,0 O0 10 I
PEAR 401834? 2024 23140 1.3S29 1,3E29 27058
CBAR 6014748 4014748 40147 40148 0.0 0,0 10 1
PEAR 8018748 2024 16745 0.8838 0.8636 I.T875
CiAR ........ 4Ofi84§4Oi4"849_4Of'A& .... 1OJ3 ....... O'_6 ..... 6"_0 ...... fib ...... f ................................................................
PBA8 4014849 2024 0,9471 0.450? 0 450? 09014
$
MAiN ROTOR PYLON SUPPORT STRUCTURE
$
$ PYLON BEAM - RIGHT SIDE
$ 209-030-121-081
................................. ST_I_S/2SY6 sx_ _13S4 ..................................................................................................
$
GBAR 1210811 1210611 18683 18983 O.O OO 10 I
PEAR 1210811 ?078 0843 0,3418 2.0812 O0
_AR_'A'_O---_2 1210812 18983 21183 O.O O.O 10 I
REAR 1210812 ?O?S 0.643 0,3418 2,0812 0 O
CBAR 1210613 1210813 21183 21383 O0 O O 1 0 I
PEAR 1210613 ?079 O 643 0,3418 20612 0_0
$ ..........................................................................................................................
$ FWO PYLON POST - RIGHT SIDE
$
CBAR 1070321 1070321 18683 18883 1.0 O0 O.O I
PEAR 1070321 ?O?S 2 100 13.035 6.442 O0
MPG 1000 18683 8 1,0 18687 1 - 040404 RFPOST6
+RFPOST6 18683 I .040404
S
$ AFT PYLON POST - RIGHT SIDE
$
GEAR 1210101 1210101 21383 21383 1,0 O.O O0 t
o_BA.R.... 1210_?.1 707 s...... 1.843 ....... S_._,?O ..... S:2.0.S ...... O.O ...........................................................................................................
$ AFT PYLON POST LEG - RIGHT SIDE
$
CONROD 1210102 21363 21383 ?075 0_473
$
$ DIAGONAL - RIGHT SIDE
$
CONROD 1210591 21368 21384 7075 0137
CbWRb_ _f2iOs02 2i3k* " _i363 ....... _76 0:i3_ .......................................................................................................................................
$
$ WEB " RZGHT SIDE
$
CTRMEM 1210590 090?079 21383 21384 21383
$
$ MAIN BEAM CAP AXIALS - RIGHT S[OE
$
CbN'Rbb'"'f2_lO32T'faSSl ..... f9791 ...... ?_'?'S" "0_'2"4"i .....................................................................................................................................
CONROG 1210322 19781 21381 ?076 0.241
$
$ PYLON BEAM " LEFT SIDE
$ 209-030"121"021
$ ETA 186.25 TO ETA 213.84
$
GEAR 1210211 1210211 18887 18987 0_0 O.O 10 I
#_A_ ........ f2ib2_Y_o?$ ...... o.643 ....... o_'XA"ia__oBi_o_o ............................................................................................................................................
GSAR 1210212 1210212 18887 21187 0.0 O.O 1.O 1
PEAR 1210212 ?O?I 0.643 0.3418 2.0812 0.0
GBAR 1210213 1210213 2118T 21387 O,O O.0 1_O 1
PEAR 1210213 ?076 0.843 0.3418 2.0812 0.0
$
$ FWO PYLON POST " LEFT SlOE
$
_A'R ........ fO_b31T_(OTO311"fB"616_ ...... _8.6._...f_O .......... _,_ ......... 0._ ........... 1 ..............................................................................................................
PEAR 1070311 ?0?5 2100 13.039 6442 00
MPC 1000 18887 6 1.0 18883 8 -1_0 LFPOST8
$
$ AFT PYLON POST - LEFT SIDE
$
CBAR 121OO91 121OO61 21387 21387 1.o O,O O.O I
PEAR 1210091 ?075 1.683 5,??0 5.208 0.0
$ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
$ AFT PYLON POST LEG " LEFT SIDE
$
CONRDD 1210092 21347 21387 7078 0,?07
$
$ DIAGONAL " LEFT SIDE
$
CONROD 1210471 21345 21368 70?6 0.137
' ORIGINAL PAGE IS
C,'F PCK_I_ _qJALITY
$ WEB " LEFT 51DE
S
CTRMEM 1210470 0607075 21366 21387 21387
$
$ MAIN BEAM CAP AKIALS - LEFT BIDE
$
CONROO 1210311 18669 19789 7078 0.241
CONRDO 1210312 19769 21369 7075 0241
5
$ AFT PYLON MOUNT CROSS BEAM ...........................................................
.................................. _o9-O31-344:661 ....................................................
$
CBAR 3440011 344O011 21383 21485 010 O0 1.0 I 2 3440011
+3440011 0 5S O0 -2.96 O0 0.0 - .96
PBAR 3440011 20t4 1405 2.216 0.0 O0
CEAR 3440012 3440012 21488 21387 O0 O0 _ 0 I 3440012
0.0 00 -2_95 0,56 0.0 -2,96+3440012
PEAR ....... 34&001.220.14 ........ !.;405 ..... 2_215 OO ........ OO ...........................................................................................
$




CBAR 3020O11 302001 18873 19172 O 0 0.0 1 0 1
CBAR 3020012 3O2O01 19173 19773 0.0 O0 t 0 I
CBAR 3020015 302001 18677 19177 O0 0.0 I0 1
tsAR ..... 302"001"S'36200i''i9_'77"" "iS'77_ .... 0:0 ....... _:_ ......... i:&" "f ................................................................
CBAR 3O2O017 302001 15777 2O5?7 O0 0.0 I0 I
CBAR 3020018 302001 20977 21377 0 0 0.0 1.0 1
PBAR 302001 ?0?5 163 130 8,34 9.64
$
RBE2 3020021 18673 13 18663 16664
RBE2 3020022 18677 13 18B85 18667
RBE2 3020023 19773 13 19752 19763 ..
RBE2 ......... 362602_ i977_ ...... i3 ........ iO06 " i§_8B ................................................
RBE2 3020026 21377 13 21356 21387
RBE2 3020031 18873 2 18853
RBE2 3020032 18677 2 18857
RBE2 3020033 19773 2 19752
RBB2 3020034 19777 2 15768
21357RBE2 3020036 213?7 2
RBE2 ?505 002 2] 7033 ?03? 8532 853?
RBE2 ..... iS2_'_iS2i'2 .... i23 ....... i4803" i#823 ...... iS'6"_3 .... i'6623 .....................................................................................
NEE2 15215 15215 123 14807 14827 15607 15827
$BE2 30045 30045 123 29921 25625 29S81 1009
RED2 124600 1029 123 123487 125383 |2B38T
$
$ AMMUNITION FLOOR " WL 2700
$ 209-030-219-005
$ STA 93 O0 TO STA 38.?0
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONR00 2190311 9313 11503 2024 0196
CONROD 2190312 11503 13803 2024 0.196
CONROD 2190313 9317 11507 2024 0.198
CONROD 2190314 11S07 13SOT 2024 0 195
CONROD 2190271 9313 9317 2024 0 045
CONROD 219043 3803 3807 2024 0.04?
....... L'bw_R'_gkZ'_ ....... 2"0§='b3o':'2"i9:619 ..... O_A£'O'M_'NU_ .......................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2190151 0202024 9313 11503 11507 9319
CONROD 2191503 5313 11503 2024 0186
CONROD 2191B0d 5317 11507 2024 0.185
CONROD 2181501 9313 0317 2024 0233
CONROD 2191502 11503 11507 2024 0_233
CSHEAR 2190152 0202024 11503 13503 13807 I1S07
CONROD 2181507 11503 13803 2024 0_186
CONROD 2191608 11507 13807 2024 0.188
CONROD 2191605 11B03 11507 2024 0.235
CONROD 2191506 13803 13807 2024 0.238
$ UPPER SK N 209"030"219-019 .025 ALUMINUM
_'HeAk 2id6i91b25202iQ3__ iiso3 ........ iis6_ ....... 93i7 .........................................................................................................................
CONROD 2191903 9313 11503 2024 0.045
CONROD 2191904 9317 11507 2024 0.044
CONROD 2191901 9313 9317 2024 0.272
CONROD 2191902 ILS03 11507 2024 0.272
CSHEAR 2160182 0252024 11503 13803 13807 11507
CONROD 2191907 11503 13803 2024 0044
CONROD 2 81508 1507 13807 2024 0044 ..............................................................................
_oNkab' 21D19og'iiS63 ........ 1_s07 .... _o24 ......... b.27_ .......................................................................................
CONROD 2191905 13803 13807 2024 02?9
$
$ FORWARD FUEL CELL FLOOR - WL 36.97
209-030-212-001$
$ ETA 136.70 TO ETA 14860
$ 209-030-204"063
............................................ ST_.A_s.:.5.°._° sT_ ._8_.:Z_ ....................................................................................................................................
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 2044711 14821 15821 ?0?5 0,019
CONROD 2044712 14823 15823 ?0?5 0,205
CONROD 2044713 14827 15827 7075 0.205
CONROD 2044714 14829 15629 7075 0.019
CONROD 2044715 14823 14627 7075 0176
_ONRDD 2044716 1562 1S823 7075 0 296 ....
CONROD 2044718 15525 15827 7076 0.294
CONROD 2044715 1$627 15629 ?075 0296
CONRO8 2044720 15821 16621 ?075 0_050
CONROD 2044721 1E823 18821 ?075 0195
CONROD 2044722 15827 16629 7075 0195
CONROD 2044723 15529 18629 ?075 0050
CONROD 2044724 18621 6623 7075 0180
cb_'Rb__o44?_g"i$k23 ....... ¢862_ ....... _07$ ........ _So ...............................................................................................................................
CONROD 2044?26 18625 18627 ?075 0.160
CDNROD 2044?27 18627 18629 7076 0.180
$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-212"001 .040 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2120011 040?0?5 13823 14823 1482? 13827
CONROD 2120101 13823 14823 2024 0.133
CONROD 2120102 13827 14827 2024 0.133
CONROD 2120 03 ]823 382? 2024 0.392
$ LOWER SKIN 208"030"204"081 .016 TITAN]UM
CSHEAR 2040811 0159048 14821 15621 18623 14823
CONROD 2048101 14821 1B62t 9048 O,OEO
CONROD 2048102 14823 15823 8048 O.OEO
CONROD 204810E 14821 14823 9048 0.062
CONROD 2048107 1E621 16823 8046 0.062
CTRMEM 2040812 0169048 14823 15823 18625
_Y_'_"_'b'&_'__'t"_'_'_]____ ....... _'_'_k ........_4__ .....................................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 2040814 0169046 14827 15625 15827
:SHEAR2040816 0169046 14827 15827 15629 14629
CONROD 2046103 14821 16621 9045 0050
CONROD 2046104 14629 IS826 6046 0 OSO
CONROD 2068105 14821 14629 9046 0052
CONROD 2046108 16621 15829 6046 0,062
CTRMEM 2040821 0169048 19821 18821 15823
CTRMBM 2040622 0169046 IS623 18821 16823
CSHEAR 2040823 0169046 15823 16623 18626 16625
CONROD 2046201 16623 18823 9046 0 061
CONROD 2048202 16625 16625 9046 0 115
CONROD204S209 19823 15626 9046 0238 .................................................................
CONROD 204620? 18623 16825 9046 0.235
:SHEAR 2040624 0169046 15625 18625 16621 16627
CONROD 2046203 15526 16625 6048 o116
CONROD 3048204 IS921 16621 6048 005?
CONRDD 2046206 15626 15621 9046 0236
CONROD 2046208 18626 t9621 6046 0.238
CTRMEM 2040625 0189046 15821 18627 18629
CTAMEM 204o8260i66046 1562_ .... 18629 16629 .....................................
$ INTER|OR SK]N 209-030-204-041 080 TITAN|UM
CSHEAR 2040417 0609048 14621 15621 t6622 14823
CONROD 2044101 14821 16621 9045 0152
_-_-_-'0"--_44102 14623 1S823 9046 0162
CDNRBD 2044?05 14821 14623 9046 0195
CONROD 2044?0? 15621 6623 9046 0,195
:SHEAR 20404?2 0509046 4627 t5621 15629 14629
CONkOb''204410] 14621" 1962_ .... 9046 " 0)$2 ...................................................................
:ONROD 2044?04 14829 5529 9046 0152
CONROD 2044706 t4821 4829 9046 0 195
:ONROD 2044706 16621 5629 6046 0 165
S UPPER SKIN 208-030-204-075 .020 GLASS FABRIC
CTRM5_ 2040191 020O0?6 4623 15623 15625
CTRMBM 2040?92 02000?6 4623 IS625 14821
CTRMEM 2040?93 0200016 4621 IS525 15627
_TRM_'2040194 020"0076"'5623" 18_2"1 ....... 16"623 ...............................................................
:SHEAR 2040?65 02000?6 5823 18623 16626 15625
CONROD 2041901 16823 6823 00?8 00?2
CONROD 204?902 15625 8626 0018 0144
CONROD 204?908 15823 15625 0016 0.29_
CONROD 204?90? 16623 18626 O0?S 0266
:SHEAR 2040766 02000?8 16625 16626 18621 15621
CONROD 2047903 16625 18626 0018 0 144
CONROD 204?606 15825 16821 0018 0298
CONROD 204?906 16625 16621 00?6 0268
CTRMEM 2040?9? 02000?6 1S521 16921 16629
$
$ PYLON FLOOR - WL 3691
$ 206°030-206-056
ETA 186.25 TO ETA 213.64
$ DOUBLERS
CONRDD 2050431 19621 21321 ?o?s 0 024
CONROD 2050651 16621 21321 ?o?s 0.193
CONRDD 2O60662 18629 21329 ?015 0.053
CONROD 2060432 18521 18623 7016 0.040
CONRDD 2050433 18623 16625 ?0?5 0040
CONROD 2050434 18625 18621 ?0?5 0040
CONROD 20S0438 21321 21323 ?0?6 0 104
CONROD 2050437 21323 21325 ?0?6 0 I04
CONROD 2060438 2132S 21321 ?015 0.104
CDNROD 2050439 21321 21329 ?O?S 0104
$ LOWER SKIN 209"030-206-055 016 ALUMINUM
:SHEAR 2060651 0161015 "16621 21321 21323 16623
CONRDD 205S601 16621 21321 ?0?5 0.019
CDNROD 2055502 18623 21323 ?O?S 0.094
:ONROD 206S811 18621 18623 ?0?6 0221
CONROD 2056616 21321 21323 7015 0.221
:SHEAR 2050652 0161015 16823 21323 21_28 18625
CONROD 2055504 1862S 21328 ?016 0069
CONRDD 2055512 18823 16828 ?016 0.221
CONROD 2056S16 21323 21326 ?015 0221
CSHBAR 2050553 0161016 18625 21325 21321 16621
CONROD 20E8605 16825 21325 1015 0069
CONROD 2056506 16621 21321 7076 0 094
CONROD 2055513 16625 16621 ?015 0221
CSHEAR 2050664 0161016 16821 21321 21329 18829
CONRO6 205560? 14627 21321 ?016 0094
CORROD 2065508 16629 21329 ?019 0016
CONROD 20B6614 19621 15629 ?016 0 221
CONROD 2066518 21321 21329 ?015 0221
$ UPPER SKIN 209"O30-206-O63 012 ALUMINUM
DSHEAR 2050631 0121016 18621 31321 21323 I6623
CONk-OD--.-2_SS-3_-.-_a-6-2_ ....... _-_13.21 _ ....... 70_ ..... b_O0 4 ....................................... . ...............
CONROD 2056302 18623 21323 ?076 0069
CONROO 2056311 16621 18623 ?O?S 0145
CONROD 2056315 21321 21323 ?076 0145
:SHEAR 2050932 0121015 16623 21323 21328 18628
CONROD 2056303 18523 21323 ?0?5 0069
CONROD 2056304 18626 21326 ?0?5 0045
CONROD 2058312 18623 18825 ?0?5 0145
:SHEAR 20S0633 0121079 18625 21325 21321 16527
CONRDD 20S6305 18825 2132S ?O?S 0.046
CONROD 205$306 18821 21321 ?0?5 0.066
CONROD 20S9313 18826 18927 ?076 0145
CDNRDD 205831? 21325 21321 1076 0146
:SHEAR 2050834 01270?6 18621 21321 21329 18626
CONROD 209830? 16627 21321 7075 0,069
CONROD 2066314 16621 18629 1015 0.145
CONRDD 2068318 21321 21328 7015 0,145
$
$ AFT FUEL CELL FLOOR - WL 35.91
$ 209-030"206-063
$ ETA 213.94 TO ETA 250.00
......bbUB_e_s ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
CDNROD 2080850 21321 21821 ?015 0.180
CONRQD 2080051 21326 21829 ?015 0 180
CONROD 2090862 21321 21323 7016 0.205
CONROD 2080653 21323 21225 7075 0.20B
CONROD 20808B4 21325 21321 7075 0.205 ORIGINAL PAGE ISCONROD 20BOISE 21321 21329 70?8 0.206
:o.Roo20909.21621 21823 ?o. !!!! OF POOR QUALITY
CONROD 2060668 21629 21621 ?016 .
CONROD2080659 21627 21629 7079 0.242
CONROD 2080501 21621 22721 7075 0174
EONROD 2060271 2162g 22729 7075 0.;74
CONROD 2050231 22721 22723 7078 0.145
£ONROD 2050232 22723 22729 7075 0 149
CONROD 2080233 22725 22727 7078 0145
CONRO0 2080234 22727 22729 7075 _ 145
CONROD 2060211 2272_ 25021 7075 0.084
CONROD 2060191 22729 25029 7075 0.064
OONROD 2060391 25021 25025 7075 0.111
CONR00"2060392"260"2"5 ....... 25"029 ..... 707_ ......... O[i'il ....................................................................................
$ LOWER SKIN 209"030"206-087 .016 TITANIUM
CSHEAR 2060671 0169048 21321 21821 21823 21323
CONROO 2068701 21321 21521 9048 0.017
CONROD 2086702 21323 21823 9046 0.083
CONROD 2058711 21321 21323 5046 0040
CONROD 2086715 21821 21823 9046 0.040
CSHEAR 2050572 0169045 21323 21823 21625 21325 ........................
CONROD 2068704 21325 21525 9048 0.059
EONROD 2058712 21323 21325 8048 0.040
CONROD 2088716 21623 21525 9046 O.040
CSHEAR 2050673 0169048 21325 21825 21827 21327
EONROO 2056705 21325 21525 9046 0.O59
EONROD 20557O6 21327 21527 5045 0093
CONROD 20557 3 2 325 2 327 8045 0040
CSHEAR 2050674 0165046 21327 21627 21629 21329
CONROD 208570? 21327 2;827 9045 0.093
EONROD 2088706 21329 21829 9046 0.017
CONROD 2055714 2t327 21329 9048 0.040
CONROG 2055715 21627 21529 9045 0.040
CSHEAR 2060875 0159046 21821 22721 22723 21523
£ONROD 2055721 2182_ 22721 9046 0.014
CDNROD 2065731 2152_ 21823 9046 0 066
CONROD 2065735 22721 22723 9046 0.069
CSHEAR 2060676 0165046 21823 22723 22725 21525
EONROD 2068723 21523 22723 8046 0.092
CONRO0 2068724 21829 22725 9045 0.059
CONROO 2058732 21823 21825 904E 0.059
CONROD 2055735 22723 22725 9046 0069
_SHE_" 20"S68"7¥"O'iSg'b46""2"J'82S ...... 227"2_ _2727 ....... 2i827 .......................................................................................
CONRDD 2068?25 21525 22725 5045 0059
CONROD 2065?26 21527 2272? 9046 0.092
CONROD 2069733 21525 21827 6046 0089
CONROD 2068737 22725 22727 9046 0.059
CSHEAR 2060878 0169046 2t827 22727 22729 21829
CONROO 2068727 21527 22727 9046 0.052
CONROD 2068728 21529 22729 9046 0014
_ONRbb_06873_ _i627 ..... 21__S 904S ....... o_bss ................................................................................
CONROO 2065736 22727 22729 5045 0.059
CTRMEM 2060881 0169046 22721 25021 22723
CSHEAR 2060862 0159048 22723 25021 28025 22725
CONROD 2068801 22723 25021 9045 0065
CONROD 2068802 22725 25025 9045 0136
CONROO 206881_ 22723 22725 9045 0.179
CONRO5 20665 3 25021 25029 5045 0.179
_SHEA__osb_ 0_¢9_4S2_7_5 ..... _Sb2S ....... 2S029 .... 22727 ...................................................................................
CONROD 2065603 22725 25025 6048 0 136
CONROD 2068504 22727 25029 9046 O.O65
CONROD 2068512 22725 22727 9046 0.179
CONROD 2068814 25025 25029 5046 0.179
CTRMEM 2060584 0155045 22727 25029 22729
$ UPPER SKiN 209-030"206°091 .010 GLASS FABRIC
CSHEAR 2050511 0100076 21321 21821 21623 21323
CONROD 2069101 21321 21521 0076 0.011
CONROD 2089102 21323 21523 0076 C.068
CONROO 20691_1 21321 21323 0075 0.028
CONRUD 20691 5 2 82 2 823 0076 0.026
CS'HeAR 20g0_"_2"_i'0007_-_132"3 ....... _'i'_'2"S .... _2S'''2i'3"2"S ...................................................................................................................
CONROD 2069103 21323 21823 0076 0.055
CONRO0 2089104 21325 21825 0076 0.037
CONROD 2055112 21323 21325 0075 0.025
CONRUO 2058115 21523 2;828 0075 0.028
CSHEAR 2060913 0100075 2;325 21825 21827 21327
CONROO 2059105 21325 21826 0076 0.037
CONRO0 2089106 2 327 21527 0076 0.085
CONRO0 2069117 21825 21527 0076 0.025
CSHEAR 2060914 0100075 21327 21827 21829 21329
CDNRO0 2058107 21327 21527 0075 0.085
CONROD 2059105 21328 21829 0075 0.011
CONROD 2089114 21327 21329 0075 0.029
EONROD 2055118 21627 21825 0076 0.029
$ UPPER SKIN 209-030-206"089 020 GLASS FABR|_
CS'HE'AR'20608g'I 0_2_00076"2"|'3"21 ..... 2|82_1 ..... 2J623 ....... 2|'323 ...................................................................................................................
CONROO 2068901 21321 21821 0075 0.021
CONROD 2068902 21323 21823 0076 0.115
CONROD 2068511 21321 21323 0075 0,050
CONROD 2068615 21521 21622 0075 0.050
CSHEAR 2060592 0200078 21323 21823 21825 21325
CDNRDD 2088903 21323 21823 0075 0119
CONROD 2068904 2 325 2 825 0075 0.074
_0"NR'_"-_0669i"_-_1"3"2"3 ....... 2"i3"25 ...... 0076 ........ O';'O'SO ................................................................................................................................................
CQNROD 2086916 21823 21628 0076 0.060
CSHEAR 2060883 0200075 21325 21825 21527 21327
CONROD 2068905 21325 21628 0076 0.074
0,115CONROD 2086905 21327 21627 0075
CONROD 20869;3 21328 21327 0076 0.060
CONROO 2086917 21525 21627 0075 0090
CSHEAR 2080894 0200076 2 327 21827 21528 21329
CONRDD 2066505 21329 21625 0076 0.021
CONROD 2068814 21327 21326 0076 0.050
CONROD 2066915 21827 21829 0075 0.080
CSHEAR 2080895 0200076 21821 22721 22723 21823
CONRO0 2066821 21621 22721 0075 0.018
CONRO0 2058522 21523 22723 0078 O. 115
CONRO0 206683 21821 2 823 0076 0.087
CSHEAR 2080855 0200076 21823 22723 22725 21625
CONROO 2068923 21823 22723 0078 0.115
CONROD 2068924 21825 22725 0076 0.074
CONROD 2068932 21823 21625 0076 0.087
CONROD 2061936 22723 22725 0075 0.087
CSHEAR 2060697 0200076 21625 22725 22727 21827
CONROD 2068826 21828 22726 0076 0 074
_o-,_o,l___-_-_-_v*_-_......__**-_......_-_6........._:_-__...........................................................................................................:.,._.._= ; ;_ _
CORROO 2068833 21528 2,627 0076 0.087 _,RIGJ'"_re',L :'%_'_k_ IS
CONROD 206883? 22725 22727 00?6 0.087
CSHEAR 2080698 02000?6 21627 22727 22729 21829
DONROD 206B827 21827 22727 0076 0115
CONROD 2068928 21829 22?25 0078 0.018
CONROD 2088838 21827 21829 00?6 O 087
CDNROD 2068936 22727 22729 0076 0087
CTRMEM 2080901 02000?8 2272t 25021 22723
CSHEAR 2060902 02000?6 22723 25021 25025 22?25
CONROD 2069001 22723 26021 00?6 0 091
CONROD 2089002 22725 25025 00?5 0 170
CONROD 2069011 22?23 22725 0075 0 224 .............................................
CONROD 2059013 25021 25025 0076 0.224
CSHEAR 2060903 0200076 22725 25025 25025 2272?
CONROD 2069003 22725 25025 0076 0_170
GONROD 2069004 2272? 25029 00?6 0 061
CONROD 2069012 22?26 2272? 0076 0 224
CONROD 2069014 25025 25029 00?8 0224
CTRMEM 2060904 02000?6 22?2? 25025 22729
$ ....................................................
$ FL0OR PANEL - WL 359?
$ 209-030-207-0??
$ STA 25000 TO STA 26825
$ DOUBLERS
CDNROD 2070091 25021 2662_ 2024 0025
CONROD 2070811 25029 26825 2024 0068
CONROD 2070231"250"21 2502S ..... 2024" 0_044 ....................................................
CONR00 2070232 25025 28025 2024 0044
CDNROD 2070551 28821 28825 2024 0041
CONR00 2070652 28625 28629 2024 0,041
$ LOWER SKIN 208-030-207-027 016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2070271 0162024 25021 28821 28625 25025
CONROD 2072701 25021 2682_ 2024 0073
CONR00 2072702 25025 28825 2024 0 180
c0NRbb _o_2__I_s021 26026 2o24 .... oi44 ...................................................................
CONROO 2072713 26521 26825 2025 0144
CSHEAR 2070272 0182024 25025 28825 28829 25029
CONROD 2072703 25025 28825 2024 0160
CONROD 2072704 26029 28826 2024 00?3
CONROD 2072712 28025 25029 2024 0144
CONROD 2072714 2552S 28826 2024 0144
$ UPPER SKIN 208-030-207-061 012 ALUM[NUM
_SNE'Ak''2070811012_024"2S'02i 26821 26825 ...... 2_0"26 .............................................
CONROD 20?8101 25021 28821 2024 0 040
CONROD 2078102 25025 26828 2024 0 1t8
CONROD 2078111 25021 28028 2024 0.080
CONROD 2076113 26821 28825 2024 0_090
CSHEAR 2070812 0122024 25026 26625 26829 25029
CONROO 2078103 25025 26825 2024 0119
CONROD 2078104 28025 26829 2024 0.040
CON'Rbb 20"78ii2 2S025 ..... 26029' 2024 ....... 0.'090 ...............................................................................................................
CONROD 2076114 28625 26629 2024 0 090
$
$ FLOOR PANEL - WL 35.8?
$ 209-030-207-085
$ STA 26625 TO B9 41 32
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONRbO _ 207bS_t26_2_ " 2692_ ?O_S O:iS6 ...................................................................................................
CONRDD 2070151 28829 28629 2024 0028
CONROD 2070131 28821 28828 2024 0041
CONROD 2070132 28825 28829 2024 0041
CONROD 2070211 20021 28525 2024 0039
CONROD 2070212 2992S 29929 2024 0039
$ LOWER SKIN 209-090-207-065 009 ALUMiNUH
CSHEAR 2070651 0082024 26821 28921 25926 26825
CONROD 2078501 28821 28921 2024 0018
CONROD 20?6502 26825 29525 2024 0.065
CONROD 2075511 26821 28825 2024 0 I11
CONROD 2078813 25121 29628 2024 0_111
_SHEAk "20"7bS'_2"008202"_'26"8"2"S ..... 29825 "'2"!929" "2682S ....................................................................................................
CONROD 20?8603 28825 29825 2024 0.065
CONROD 2075804 26829 29929 2024 0.013
CONROD 2076512 28825 28829 2024 0.111
CONROD 2076814 29925 28828 2024 0111
$ UPPER SKIN 208-030-207-087 .016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2070871 0182024 26821 29821 2662S 29825
CONR00 2O78701 26821 29621 2024 0063
CONROO 2078711 26821 28825 2024 0248
CONROO 2076713 29921 26625 2024 0248
CSNEAR 2070872 0182028 26825 29925 29929 26829
CONROD 2078703 28825 29825 2024 0141
CONROO 2078704 26829 29629 2024 0.083
CONR00 2078712 25625 28829 2024 0.248
_0.,.Ro0 2p787142592 s .....?_9.2.9...2p24 ........_ : 2.4.8. ........................................................................................................................
$ GUNNER'S FLOOR - WL 46.00
209-030-201-089STA 48,00 TO 5TA 93.00
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 2010181 4633 5131 2024 0.018
CONROD 2010102 1001 6138 2024 0.016
d0NkO'D 20i021I4633 ........ J_61 ...... 2024 ..... 0:024 ..................................................................................................................................................
$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-201-057 .012 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 2010871 0122024 4833 6131 6133
CSHEAR 20108?2 0122024 4833 8133 9137 1001
CONROD 2018701 4833 6133 2024 0,029
CONROD 2018702 1001 6137 2024 0.029
_ONROD 2018703 4633 1001 2024 0.076
CONROD 2018704 8133 6137 2024 0,079
_I'R'M_M"_O|O_'_3"0"12"_'024''l'O_01 .......... 61"37 ...... 6i3"9 ...............................................................................................................................................
$ LOWER SK|N 209"030"201"085 _032 ALUM]NUM
CSHEAR 2010681 0322024 6131 7031 ?033 6133
CONROD 2018601 6131 7031 2024 0.032
CONROD 2018502 8133 7033 2024 0.032
CONROD 2018507 8131 6133 2024 0127
CONROD 2018510 7031 7033 2024 0.127
CSHEAR 2010852 0322024 8133 ?033 7037 813?
CONROD 2018804 6131 7037 2024 0.320
CONRO0 2018808 6133 8137 2024 0.127
CONRDD 2018$11 ?033 7037 2024 0.127
CSHEAR 20108$3 0322024 6137 ?03? ?039 8139
CONROO 2018808 6137 ?03? 2024 0.032
CONROD 2018806 6139 7039 2024 0.032
_:ONRO0 2018609 6137 8139 2024 0_127
co,_u"'_o_*;_=__i ........_'_* ......._*, ........._:,i_.......................................................................................................................(]I_II_II_AIz"PAt_P"m
CSHEAR 2010854 0322024 7031 8821 8533 ?033
OF POOR (_H.JALITY
CONROD 2018521 7031 8531 2024 0.052
CONROD 2018522 7033 8533 2024 0.082
CONROD 2018525 7031 7033 2024 0232
CONRAD 2018527 8531 8533 2024 0.232
CSHEAR 2010856 0322024 7037 8537 8539 7039
CONROD 2018523 7037 8537 2024 0.082
CONROD 2018524 7039 8535 2024 C082
CDNRDD 2018525 703? 7035 2024 0.232
CONROD 2018528 853? 8539 2024 0.232
CSHEAP 2010857 0322024 9531 9331 9333 8533 .......
c'ONROD" 26"i'89_1"'"d53_ ....... 93"3"1 ....... _6"24" " 0_0_2 ................................................................................................
CONROD 2018532 8533 5333 2024 0082
CONROD 2018637 8531 8533 2024 0098
CONROa 2018540 9331 9333 2024 0.088
CSHEAR 2010858 0322024 8533 9333 1003 85]7
CONRAD 2018533 8533 9333 2024 0.320
CONROD 2018534 9637 1003 2024 0.320
CONROD 2018538 9633 8537 2024 O.OgE .................................
CONROD 20i&_419333 ...... i003 ....... 202A 010§8 ................................................................
CSHEAP 2010859 0322024 8537 1003 9339 8539
CONROD 2018535 8537 1003 2024 0.082
C0NRAD 2018535 8539 8339 2024 0.082
CONRAD 201853_ 8537 8539 2024 0 Og--_
CONROD 201_542 1003 9339 2024 0.098
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209-030-201-063 .019 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2010531 0152024 513_ 7031 ?033 5133
CONROD'_616301" 6Y3"_ ....... 7"O'ffi ..... 202_" "0_029 ............................................................................................
CONROD 2015302 6133 ?033 2024 0.029
CONROD 201530? 6131 6133 2024 0075
CONROO 2015310 7031 ?033 2024 0.075
£9NEAR 2010532 0182024 9133 ?033 7037 5137
EONROD 2015303 6133 ?033 2024 0.180
CONROD 2015304 6137 ?03? 2024 0180
CONROD 2015308 6133 5137 2024 0.076
EONROD" 2016311"'"_033 ..... 7037 ....... 20"2"4 ...... 010_6 ..................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2010633 0162024 5137 ?03? 7039 5139
CONROD 2015305 6137 7037 2024 0029
CONROD 2015305 6135 7039 2024 0,029
CONRAD 2015309 6137 613g 2024 0075
CONRDU 2015312 7037 7039 2024 0.075
CSHEAR 201O534 0162024 7031 8631 8533 7033
CONROD 20 5321 7031 8531 2024 0 044
CONROD 2015325 ?031 7033 2024 0115
CONROD 2015327 8531 8533 2024 0116
CSHEAR 2010539 0162024 ?037 8537 8539 7039
CONROD 2019323 7037 9537 2024 0044
CONROD 2016324 7039 8639 2O24 0 044
CONRAD 2016325 703? 7039 2024 0116
CONROD 20 5328 8637 6639 202d 0.119
CSk'EAk'20iO$3_'o'i62024" "8S3"1 ........ 93"31 ..... _333 ..... 8533 ..................................................................................
CONROD 2015331 8531 9331 2024 0.054
CONROD 2015332 9933 9333 2024 0064
CONROD 2015337 9531 9933 2024 0082
CONRAD 2015343 5331 9333 2024 00fi2
CSHEAR 2010538 0162024 8533 9333 1003 8537
CONRAD 2015333 8533 9333 2024 0160
CONROD 2015334 8537 1003 2024 0160
coNROD'20"i533_" 8633 ......... 8"5"3_ ....... _0"2"4 ........ 0_062 ..........................................................................................................
CONROD 2015341 9333 1003 2024 0082
ESHEAR 2010939 0162024 853? 1003 5339 9535
CONROD 2015338 8639 9339 2024 0.054
CONROD 2015335 853? 1003 2024 0.054
CONROD 2015335 8537 8936 2024 0.082
CONRAD 2016342 1003 9339 2024 0_082
$ UPPER SKIN 205-030-201-099 .020 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 2010691 0202024 4833 5131 8133
CSHEAR 2010892 020202A 4633 6133 9137 1001
CONROD 2019901 4533 8133 2024 0.082
CONROD 2019902 1001 8137 2024 0.062 •
_0NR0O2OiSEo_ 4S33 .......... i66_ ...... 2d24 ..... o_is_ ........................................................................................................................................
CONRAD 2019504 8133 8137 2024 0.151
CTRNEM 2010683 0202024 1001 6137 6139
CSHEAR 2010894 0202024 613t 7031 7033 6133
CONROD 2016911 6131 7021 2024 0.038
CONRAD 2019912 8133 7033 2024 0.036
CONROD 2016917 8131 6133 2024 0.056
CONRAD 2016920 703 7033 2024 0.056
_S'H'SAR'"'_'6fb'g#g"_20"2024"" $i'_'3 ......... _b'3"3 ......... _'637 .......... si3_ ................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 2016913 8133 7033 2024 0.200
CONROD 2016514 8137 703? 2024 0.200
CONROD 2018918 9133 6137 2024 0.095
CONROD 2018921 7033 ?037 2024 0_056
CSHEAR 2010895 0202024 5137 ?03? 7035 6139
CONROD 2016919 6137 ?037 2024 0.035
CONROD 2015518 6139 7039 2024 0.036
CONRDD 2018522 7037 7039 2024 0.059
ESHEAR 201085? 0202024 7031 9531 8533 7033
CONROD 2015831 7031 8531 2024 0.055
CONROD 2018932 7033 8533 2024 0.065
CONROO 2018835 7031 7033 2024 0.148
CONROD 2018937 8531 9533 2024 0.148
CSHEAR 2010899 0202024 7037 8537 8539 7039
EONROD 2018534 7039 8539 2024 0.055
CONROO 2015638 7037 7039 2024 0.148
CONROO 2018538 8537 8539 2024 0.148
CSHEAR 2010701 0202024 8531 9331 9333 8533
CDNROO 2017001 8531 9331 2024 0087
CONRAD 2017002 8933 9333 2024 DOS?
CONRAD 2017007 6631 9633 2024 0077
CSHEAR 2010702 0202024 9633 9333 1003 8537
CONROD 2017003 8633 5333 2024 0.200
CONROD 2017004 8637 1003 2024 Or200
CONROD 2017008 8533 8537 2024 0.077
CONRO0 2017011 9333 1003 2024 0.077
CSHEAR 2010703 0202024 9537 1003 8339 8539
CONROO 2017005 8537 003 2024 0,057
_ONkOff__YO__$3g ....... _33S ....... _0_4 ......... O;OS_ ..............................................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 2017008 8537 8535 2024 0.077
CONROD 2017012 1003 5335 2024 0.077
$
$ TURRET SUPPORT FITTINGS - FWO
$ 209-030"251"002
$
CONROD 2510021 ?033 7043 2014 0.$95 --ns_l_lA|_L41___
$ TURRETSUPPORTFIT 1NG5- AFT$ 209"030"187-003$CONROD1870031 8533 8543 2014 0 581
CONROD 1870032 8537 8E47 2014 0 574
3




............ AMMUNITION CbVER - WL 45_00 ...................................................................
$ 209-030-219-005
$ ST_ t02.00 TO ETA 138 70
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 2170171 9333 11533 2024 0 027
CONROD 217010) 9333 11533 2024 O 052
CONROD 2170172 11533 13833 2024 O_02T
C'b'NR'_b 2i?'0"1021i53"3 ...... 1_3833 5024 oos_ .................
OONROD 2190291 1003 11537 2024 002?
OONROD 2170091 1003 11S37 2024 0 052
CONROD 2170292 $1$37 1004 2024 0.029
_'NROD 2170092 11539 1004 2024 0.052
CONROO 2170191 9333 1003 2024 0 032
CONRO0 2380031 5333 1003 7075 0108
CONROD 21702TI 13833 1004 2024 0032
$ LOWER Ski'N ...... 209:030:2i1-007 .o32 ALUMINUM .................................................................
CSHEAR 2110071 0322024 B331 6333 11533 11531
CDNROD 2110701 5331 11531 2024 0109
CONROD 2110704 5333 11533 2024 0109
CONROD 2110707 9331 9333 2024 0361
CONROD 2110908 11531 11933 2024 0351
CSHEAR 2110072 0322024 11531 11533 13833 13831
CONROD 2110702 11531 13531 2024 0109
CO'Nk'OO'2"iJ070S 1"iS3"3 ...... t"3&'33 .... 2024 "0|0§ ................................................................................
CONROD 2110709 11$31 I1E33 2024 0,370
CONROD 2110710 13831 13833 2024 0.390
CSHEAR 2110073 0322024 13831 13833 14833 14831
EONROO 2110703 13831 14831 2024 0109
CONROD 2110708 13B33 14833 2024 0109
CONROO 2110711 13831 13833 2024 0_159
CONROD 2110712 14831 14833 2024 0157
CSH'EAR'2iio0$'I 0322"024"'"10"0"3 ...... _3_S ltS3_ 11537 ..............................................................
CONROD 2110501 1003 11537 2024 0109
CONROD 2110504 9339 1'1539 2024 o109
CONROD 2110507 1003 5339 2024 0.381
CONROD 2110S08 11537 11935 2024 0.391
ESHEAR 2110082 0322024 1539 11535 13835 1004
CONROD 2110502 11E37 O04 2024 0106
CONROD 2110S05 IIE39 3839 2024 0109
CONROD 2iiOSOS"_t$3_ "iS3"S ...... 2024 61370 ..................................................................................
CONROD 2110510 1004 3839 2024 03To
CSNEAR 2110053 0322024 004 13835 14835 148].7
CONROD 2110503 1004 4839 2024 0109
CONRO0 2110506 13835 14839 2024 0109
CONROD 211051t 1004 13839 2024 0157
CONROD 2110512 14839 14839 2024 0159
$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-217-011 016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2170111"0i6"2024 9333 "1iS33 ...... ti539 i003 .................................................................................................
CONROD 2191101 9333 11533 2024 0 053
CONROD 2171 t03 1003 11537 2024 0053 .
CONRDD 2171 los 5333 1003 2024 0 106
CONROD 2171106 11533 11537 2024 o 109
CSHEAR 2190112 0162024 11533 13833 1004 11537
CONROD 21TII02 11533 13833 2024 0053
CONROD 2t71104 11539 1004 2024 o 053
CONROD 217110.7 11533 11937 2024 0183
CONROD 2171108 13833 1004 2024012 0.183$ UPPER SKIN 209-030-217-033 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2170331 0122024 9333 11533 11S3'7 1003
CONROD 2173303 1003 11537 2024 0,028
CONROD 217"]305 6333 1003 2024 0 075
CONROD 2173306 11533 11537 2024 0.075
CSHEAR 2170332 0122024 11$33 13533 I00_; 1153'7
CONROD 2173302 11533 13833 2024 0.028
CONROD 2173304 11537 1004 2024 0.028
CONROD 2173307 11533 11539 2024 0131
CONkbb 2i'Y'_3i:18 i3833 ibb_ 262_ ......... 6 i3i ............................................................................................................................
$
$ PILOT'S FLOOR - WL EE O0
$ 206 - 030 - 202 - O0 I
S ETA 55.44 TO ETA 14850
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROO 2020291 9343 11543 2024 0.02.7
CONROD"" 1560041 9341_ ..... 1"154_3 " "'?0"_'$ ........ 0 i'32 .......................................................................................................................................
CONRO0 2020292 11543 13843 2024 0026
CONRDO 1560042 11543 13843 7075 0 130
CDNROD 2020293 13843 14843 2024 0030
CONROD 1560043 13943 14843 ?07$ 0 194
OONROD 2020271 5347 11547 2024 0,027
CONROD 1560031 9347 11547 ?075 0. 124
CONROD 2020272 11547 13547 2024 0.025
_iON'l_l_ "" f_$b'Ci'_;"'i i $'4'_ "" " i3"_-'il';/ ....... 7_"?'S .... b _ i2"2 ..........................................................................................................................................
CONRQD 2020273 1384.7 14849 2024 0.030
CONRQD 1590033 13847 18849 7075 0.200
CONRQD 2020171 9343 9347 2024 O_ 183
CONRQD 2020172 13843 13847 2024 0.041
CONROD 2020173 14843 14847 2024 0.02.7
$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-207-077 016 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 20'70771 0162024 9343 11543 11549 934'7
C(I'N'k'/'_'D""2C,")_';/'CI'I "93"_[3 ...... il l_ 'k_e ....... 2_024 "'" 0 0"t4 ...............................................................................................................................
CONROD 207??04 934.7 11547 2024 0.034
CONRDD 207?.707 9343 9347 2024 O. 150
CORROD 2077708 11E43 11S47 2024 0_160
CSHEAR 2090T92 0182024 11543 13843 13849 1I$47
CONROD 2077702 11543 13843 2024 0_031
CONROD 207T709 11S4'7 1384'7 2024 0031
CONROD 2077?09 1 IS43 11$4'7 2024 0 175
CSHEAR 2070773 0162024 13843 14843 14547 1384'7
CONROD 207.7703 13843 14843 2024 0.029
CORROD 2077709 13847 14849 2024 0.029
CONRDD 2097711 13843 13849 2024 0.063
CONRO0 209?712 14843 14847 2024 0.083
$ UPPER SKIN 205"030-202"073 ,020 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 2020731 0202024 9343 11E43 1154? 934?
_dN_o b _ " _ _,':__:_b f" _i3"4:_ ........ Vi$ ,v;, ....... _ _,")'o, ......... _,'; bk_ ........................................................................................................................................................................................
CONRDD 202?304 5347 I1547 2024 0.08$ ORIGINAL PAGE IS
...... _JALiTfur I"Uuli_
CONROD 2027307 9343 E347 2024 0.200
CONROD 2027]08 I1542 11547 2024 0.200
CSHEAR 2020732 0202024 11S43 13843 13847 11547
CONROD 202?302 11843 13843 2024 0.065
CONROD 2027305 11547 13847 2024 0.085
CONROD 2027305 11543 11547 2024 0,231
CONROD 2027310 13843 13847 2024 0,231
ESHEAR 2020733 0202024 13843 14843 14847 13847
CONROD 2027303 13843 14843 2024 0,065
CONROD 2027305 13847 14847 2024 0085 .........
CONROD 2027312 14843 14847 2024 0057
$
$ GUNNER/P|LOT CONSOLE WEB " R|GHT SIDE
$ 208"030"250"177
$ ETA 61 25 TO ETA 186.25
$
$ LOWER SKIN 209"030"250"177 032 ALUMINUM ..........
CONRDD 2507701 6161 7061 202_ 0084
CONROD 250?707 6153 ?063 2024 0 08A
CONROD 2507713 6161 5193 2024 0 153
CONROD 2507714 7051 70113 2024 0.153
CSHEAR 29017?2 0322024 ?061 7063 8553 8561
CONROD 2507702 7061 8561 2024 0058
CONROD 2507706 7083 8563 2024 0096
CbNAO_ 2So__is_b_ _063 ...... _24 ........ _:232 .................................................
CONROD 2907716 6581 8563 2024 0232
CSHEAR 250177] 0322024 8561 8563 9363 9361
CONROD 2507703 8561 916t 2024 011]
_NROD 2607708 8563 9353 2024 0113
CONROD 2507717 8581 8553 2024 0190
CONROD 2507718 9381 9363 2024 0190
ESHEAR 2501774 0322024 9361 8363 11563 11561
CONROD""250770_9351 ....... f'_561 ..... 2024 ...... 0":120 ...........................................................................
EONROD 2507710 9363 11563 2024 0.120
EONROD 2507719 8361 9383 2024 06255
CONROD 2507720 11561 11563 2024 0.255
CSHEAR 2501775 0322024 11561 11563 13863 13851
EONROO 2507?05 11561 13861 2024 0,121
CONROO 2507711 tl563 13883 2024 0.121
CONROO 2507721 11581 11563 2024 0.370
coNRbD'_'25"O?_22"13861 .... I"_8"6"3 ....... 2o'2"_ ......... 0":3_0"
CSHEAR 2501776 0]22024 13861 13863 1485] 14961
CONROD 2507706 13881 14861 2024 0.121
CONROO 2S07712 13883 14883 2024 0.121
CONROD 2507723 13861 13863 2024 0.157
CDNROD 2507724 14881 14883 2024 0.157
CTRMEM 2501777 0322024 14861 14883 18651
$
$ .................................. GUNNE'RY#'I'LOT'"C'bNSOLE WEB - LE#TS]'D_
$ 209-030-210-089
5 ETA 61,29 TO ETA 186.25
$
$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-210-089 032 ALUMINUM
CSHEAR 21O0891 0322024 6167 6169 ?069 706?
CONROD 2108501 8167 7067 2024 0084
CONROD 2108907 6169 7069 2024 0084
CbNRO__fO_SY2 6|s_ ....... sis§ ........ _o_4 ...... o_53 .....
CONROD 2108914 706? ?069 2024 0153
CSHEAR 2100892 0322024 7067 7069 8669 856?
CONROD 2108802 706? 856? 2024 0.058
EONROD 2108808 7089 8566 2024 0,098
CONROD 2i08915 706? ?059 2024 0232
CONROD 2108916 856? 8589 2024 0,232
CSHEAR 2100893 0322024 856? 8569 9389 936?
CONROD 2108903 8567 9367 2024 0 113
EONROD 2108808 8569 9389 2024 0113
EONROD 2108917 856? 8568 2024 0 190
CONROD 2 089 8 9367 9369 2024 0 90
CSHEAR'"'2"|'O'08"§4"O'322024 "'9367 .......... g'3"6§ ........ 1"iS'S§ "1i'55"? ........................................................................................................
CONROD 2108904 935? 11567 2024 0120
CONROD 2108910 8389 11589 2024 0120
CONROD 2108519 9367 9369 2024 0.295
EONROD 2108620 11567 11S69 2024 0,295
ESHEAR 2100895 0322024 1S87 11569 13869 13867
EONROD 2108905 11567 386? 2024 0121
CONROD 2 089 1 1569 3869 2024 0.121 .....................
CONR+Oo+2iOg9211isS_ ......... isS's ....... _024 ....... _:2k7 ...................................................................................................
CONRO0 2_08922 1286? 3B69 202+ 0.267
CSHEAR 2100m86 0322024 3867 13S89 14869 14867
CONROO 2108906 13887 4867 2024 0.121
CONROD 2108912 13869 4859 2024 0.121
EONROD 2108923 13867 3869 2024 0,260
CONROD 2108924 14897 4869 2024 0,260
CTRMEM 2 00897 0322024 14887 4869 18689
S
5 ENGINE DECK * WL 65 O0
$ 209"030-209-119
$ ETA 213.84 TO ETA 25000
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONRO0 2091270 21361 25061 70?5 0.038
CONROD 209127 2 367 25069 70?9 0 094
_ON_o2og_2_2_i3S_ ....... 2i3¢3 ....... _S ........ _:+|ss .........................................................................................................................................
CONROO 20912?] 21363 21364 7075 0.188
CONR00 2091274 21384 21386 70?9 0.188
CONNO0 2091275 21366 21367 70?5 0.188
CONRO0 2091275 25051 1007 ?0?5 0.051
CONROD 2091277 1007 25069 7076 0.051
5 LOWER SKIN 209"030"209"129 ,020 GLASS FABRIC
CTRMEM 209129 0200076 21361 2E081 21383
_ske+_'"'_i'|'_k__6o_2"f3k'3 ..... 2_bk_ ........ __ ........ _i354 .....................................................................................................
CONROD 2092+01 21283 25061 00?8 0,085
CONROO 2062902 21384 1007 0076 0,085
CONROD 2092911 21363 21364 0078 0.359
CONROD 2092913 25081 1007 O0?S 0,3S9
CTRMEM 2091253 0200078 21384 1007 21386
CSNEAR 2051294 0200076 21355 1007 25069 21367
CONRO0 2062803 2 388 1007 00?5 0080
CONROD 2062812 21385 21367 00?6 0.359
CONROD 2092914 1007 25089 0076 0,359
CTRMEM 209129E 0200075 21357 25089 21315
$ UPPER SKIN 205-030-209-125 .016 T_TANIUM
CTRMEM 2081281 0188045 21381 28081 21383
CSHEAR 2091252 0169046 21383 28081 1007 21384
CONROO 20E2S0 2 363 25081 9048 0.068
++l+k#bi+tl6_+ii+li ...... f+++l ......... i+4+ ......... +;+'Sl .......................................................................................................................
CONROD 20E251, 21383 21384 9048 0+287 _I_|_I_AL PAGE IS
OF POOP, ,_-+J'LFTY
CONROD 2092S13 26081 1007 6046 0,26?
CTRMEM 2091283 0166046 21364 iO0? 21366
CSHEAR 2091284 0169046 21366 100? 2S069 21367
CONROD 2082603 21386 1007 9046 0064
CONRQD 2092504 21367 25069 9046 0064
CONROD 2092812 21366 21387 9046 0.267
CONROD 2092514 I007 28069 9048 0.267
CTRMEM 20912S5 0169045 21367 26065 21369
$
$ ......... ENGINE DECK - WL 55.00
$ .............. 209"030-209:_19 ..............................................................
$ ETA 260.00 TO BS 41.32
S
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 2091031 25061 26861 2024
CONROD 2090051 25061 28861 7075 0035
0071
CONROD 2051032 t007 28555 2024 0071
CONROD 2090052 1007 26865 7075 0.036
coNROD'2061011 _00_ 2686"5 2024 0_049 ................................................................
CONROD 2090053 100? 25665 7075 0025
CONROD 2091012 25069 1005 2024 0.049
CONROD 2080054 25069 1008 ?075 0 025
CONROD 2060411 2E061 100? 2024 0.408
CONROD 2050055 28061 1007 ?075 0283
CONROD 2090412 I007 25065 2024 0408
CONROD 2090056 1007 25069 7075 0283
CONROD 209043"1"2886_ 288&5 "2024 0273 ................................................................
CONROD 2090057 26861 26865 7075 0268
CONROD 2090432 26865 1008 2024 02?3
CONROD 20500E8 26865 1008 70?5 0.258
CONROD 2091281 28681 29961 ?075 0031
OONROD 2091282 1008 1005 70?5 0047
CONROD 2091283 25881 28865 ?075 0 054
CONROD 2091284 26855 1008 70?5 0.054
CONR'DD 20"g'i2"852996i 29965 _075 Om03S .............................................................
CONRO0 2091286 29565 1005 ?0?5020 0.036$ LOWER SKIN 209-030-209-129 . GLASS FABR]C
CSHEAR 2091296 02000?6 25051 26661 26865 1007
£ONROO 2062621 26061 28861 0076 0099
CONROD 2092922 1007 26865 00?6 020?
CONROD 209263; 25061 1007 0076 0.183
CONRO0 2092933 26881 26855 0076 0183
CONROD 2092923 I00? 26885 0076 0207
CDNROD 2092924 25069 1006 0076 0099
DONRDD 2062932 1007 25089 0076 0183
CONROD 2092934 2686E 1008 0076 0183
CSHEAR 2091298 02000?6 26661 29961 29965 26865
CONROD 2092941 25861 29961 0076 0.088
CONROD 2092942 26865 29965 0076 0 181
CONROD 2052853 29561 2R565 0075 0.303
CSHEAR 2091299 02000?6 26865 29885 1009 1006
CONROD 2092943 26865 25955 0075 0161
CONROD 2092944 1006 1009 007£ 0086
CONROD 2092982 26865 1008 0076 0303
CONROD 2092554 29565 1009 0075 0303
$ UPPER SKIN 209"030"209-125 OlD TITAN]UM
CONROD 2052521 26061 26661 9046 0079
CONRO0 2092S22 1007 26865 9046 0.165
CONROD 2092531 26081 1007 9046 0148
CONROD 2092533 26861 28885 9046 0_146
DSHEAR 209125? 0169046 1007 28866 1008 25065
CONROD 2092623 1007 26865 9046 0165
CDNROD 2092524 25069 1008 6046 00?9
CONROD 2092532 1007 28089 9048 0146
CDNROD 2092634 25865 1008 R046 0146
CSHEAR 2091258 0169046 26661 29561 29965 26865
CONROD 2092841 26861 25951 9046 0,089
CONROD 2092861 28661 26885 9046 0.242
CONROD 2092653 29961 29965 9046 0242
CSHEAR 2091269 0169046 26885 29965 1009 1005
CONROD 2092842 25866 29965 9046 0.145
CONROD 2092544 1008 1009 9046 0069
CONROD 2052552 26865 1008 9046 0242
CONROD 2092884 29565 1009 9046 0,242
CSHEAR 2091278 0129045 25061 26881 26865 1007
DONRQD 2082701 28051 26881 9046 0.050
CONROD 2052?02 1007 26865 9046 0.124
CONROD 2092?11 25061 iO0? 9086 0.110
CONROD 2062713 26861 28865 9048 0.110
CSHEAR 2091279 0129046 1007 26865 1008 25069
CONRDD 2092?03 1007 26865 9046 0.124
_OkR_b"_O'i2?_2sbSQ " 1005 ..... S04S O_OSO ..........................................................................................................................................
CONROO 2062712 1007 25089 6045 0.110
CONROO 2092714 28865 1008 9046 0110
S
$ FORWARD FUEL CELL COVER " WL 77.5?
$ 209-030-208-075
$ ETA 152.27 TO ETA 18525
$
...... b_SLe_S ..............................................................................................................................................................................................
CQNROD 2084501 14881 16481 2024 0.045
CONROD 2064611 14889 1005 2024 0.044
CONROD 2064621 14881 14883 2024 0.0?6
CONROD 2084522 14663 14867 2024 0.076
CONRQD 2084623 14687 14869 2024 0 076
CONROD 2084631 18451 16483 2024 0 060
CONROD 2084532 16483 18485 2024 0.090
CONROD 2084834 18487 1005 2024 0.080
CONROD 20845O2 16481 18681 2024 01045
CONROD 2080231 16483 18683 7075 0.476
CONROD 2080232 16467 18887 7075 0.475
CONRO0 2084E12 1005 18689 2024 0.045
CONROD 2084E41 18881 18683 2024 0.064
CONROD 2084642 16883 18685 2024 0.054
CONROD 2084544 18067 18689 2028 0_064
$ LOWER SK]N 209-030-208-011 .008 ALUMINUM
CTRMEM 2080111 0082024 14883 16483 18486
CTRMEM 2060112 0082024 14883 1688S 18867
CTRMEM 2080113 0082024 14887 1848S 18467
CSHEAR 2080118 0082024 14887 18487 1005 14889
CONROO 2081101 14867 18487 2024 0.016
CONROO 2081103 14687 14866 2024 0.038
OR!GINA_ PAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALTI'Y
CONRDD 2081104 16487 1006 2024 0.035
$ LOWER SKIN 209"030-208"013 .008 ALUMINUM
CSflEAR 2080131 0062028 16481 18681 18883 16483
CDNRDO 2081301 16481 18881 2024 0.014
CONROO 2081302 18483 18583 2024 0014
CONROD 2081309 18481 18483 2024 0,0?5
CONROO 2081313 18681 18683 2024 0,0?8
CSHEAR 2080132 0082024 18483 16683 18885 18485
CONROD 2061303 18483 18663 2024 0060
CONROD 2081304 18485 16685 2024 0050 .............................................
CONROD 20813"I0 i6483 .... 16485 .... 2024 .... 0":6"_S ........................
CONROD 2081314 18653 16685 2024 0075
CSHEAR 2060133 0082024 1648B 18565 18687 16487
EONROD 2081305 16468 18665 2024 O.OEO
CONROD 2081305 16487 18687 2024 0.050
EONROD 2081311 16485 t8487 2024 0 0?5
EONROD 2081315 16885 18687 2024 00?5
OSHEAR 2080134 0082024 18487 18887 18689 1005
co'NRD'D'208|30?'J6487 .... 18587 2024 ..... 0.0i4 .......
CONROD 2081308 1005 16689 2024 0 014
CONROD 2081312 15487 1005 2024 0.0?5
CONROD 2081316 18687 16889 2024 00?5
---_UP-PER SKIN 205-030-208-079 018 ALUMINU_
CSHEAR 2080791 0162024 14681 16461 16483 14883
EONROD 2087501 14881 18481 2024 0047
CONROD 2087902 14683 18483 2024 0067 ...............
_OkROD2OS_SOg 1488I ........ 14883 2024 0:093 ........................................................
CONROD 206?50? 18451 18463 2024 0063
CTRMEM 2080?52 0162024 14883 16483 18485
CTRMEM 2080?93 0182024 14863 16485 14857
CTRMEN 2080?94 0162024 14887 16485 18487
CSHEAR 2080?95 0182024 14867 16487 1005 14885
£ONROD 2087603 14887 18487 2024 0.04?
CDNROD 206?604 14689 1006 2024 0,047 ...........................
CONROD'"208_S06 14667 ........ J4889"'" 20_24 "" 0":09"3 ...........................................................
CONROD 208?608 16467 1005 2024 0 053
CSHBAR 2080?88 0162026 16481 18581 18863 16483
CONROD 2087521 16481 18681 2024 0.040
CONROD 208?922 15483 16683 2024 0.040
CONROD 208?925 1648; 16483 2024 0175
CONROD 208?533 16661 16883 2024 0175
CSHEAR 2080?9? 0 62024 18483 18683 18885 18465 ............................................
EONROD 206?924 16485 16885 2024 0082
CONROD 208?930 16483 16465 2024 0175
CONROD 2087936 18683 18665 2024 0175
CSHBAR 2080?88 0162024 16666 18585 16867 18487
CONROD 208?525 18486 18865 2024 0062
CONROD 2087926 18487 18867 2024 0082
CONROO 2087631 19488 16487 2024 0t78 .............................
CONROb 2bbTs_i_6aS ...... i_Sa_ ...... 2024 .... 0:_?_ ..................................................................................
CSHEAR 2080?85 0)82024 16487 18867 18685 1005
CONROO 205?92? 18487 18687 2024 0040
EONROO 208?528 1005 18689 2024 0040
OONR00 208?932 18487 1005 2024 0 175
CONROO 2087936 16687 16685 2024 0 175
S
S LOWER $K[N5 AND AXIAL MEMBERS
$ .................................... gY__3:O6Y0ST_i_7_ ...................................................................................................
$
$ AXIAL MEMBER5
CONROD 2030521 8313 11503 2024 0.302
CONROD 2030522 11603 13803 2024 0_302
CONROD 2030523 9303 13803 2024 0_065
CONROD 2030811 5317 11507 2024 0302
CONROD 2030E12 11507 13607 2024 0,302
CONROD 2030513 9307 13807 2024 0055
$ LOWER 5K]NS
CSHEAR 2030291 0252024 5303 930? 13607 13803
CONROD 203290 9303 13803 2024 0.250
_bNRbD 20329o_ 93b7 ....... I__b_7 ..... 2024 ........ 6:260 ..............................................................................................................
CONROD 2032503 9303 5307 2024 0,578
CONROD 2032604 13803 1380_ 2024 0.675
5
$ LOWER SKINS AND AX|AL MEMBERS
$ ETA 13870 TO ETA 148 50
$
$ AXIAL MEMBERS
C'O'NRO'D "'220"0441"'"13"8"0"1 .... i4801 ....... 20"24 ......... 0"_046 ...........................................................................................................
CONROD 1180311 13803 14803 7075 0.521
CONROD 1150231 13807 14607 ?07_ 0.455
CONROD 2200431 13609 14808 2024 0.048
$ LOWER SKINS
CSHEAR 2200821 0322024 13821 14821 14801 13801
CONROD 2206201 13821 14821 2024 O 131
CONROD 2208202 380 480 2024 O 31
_ON'k'b'D'"_'2"66"2"_'" 13"8"2"_ ....... l'i'b'O'_ ...... 202"n ...... ()':I"_ ........................................................................................................................................
EONROD 2208204 14821 14801 2024 0 157
_5HEAR 2201011 0252024 13801 14801 14803 13603
CONROD 2200101 13801 14801 2024 00?4
CONROD 2200102 13803 14803 2024 0.074
OONROD 2200103 13801 13803 2024 0 123
CONROO 2200104 14801 14803 2024 0 123
ESHEAR 2201012 0252024 13803 14803 480? 13807
C 0 t;lKbD2:_'(_b i_Y -l__kb3 ........ iii. ff,b3 ...... 262,_ ....... _ :_S b ....................................................................................................................................................................
CONROO 2200112 13807 14807 2024 0,250
EONROO 2200113 13803 13807 2024 O. 123
CONROO 2200114 14803 14807 2024 0 123
CSHEAR 2201013 0252024 13807 14607 14809 13809
CONROD 2200121 13807 14507 2024 00?4
CONROO 2200122 13809 14809 2024 00?4
CONRO0 2200123 3807 3608 2024 O. 123
CONKbb" 2_00i _ 'iKSb7 ..... _sb9 ....... _o24 ......... _ : _2'3 ...................................................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2200811 0322024 13829 14829 14808 13808
rONROD 2206101 13808 14809 2024 0 131
CONROD 2208102 13829 14829 2024 O. 131
CONROD 2208103 13809 13829 2024 O. 157
CONROD 2208104 14809 14629 2024 O. 157
$
$ LOWER 5K|N5 AND AXIAL MEMBERS
.............................................. ,ry:-:'"f _ 6": 4" _" y o "s'I"'_. i iS _'. '_ S ...................................................................................................................................................................
$
$ AXIAL MEMBERS
CONROO 2200E81 1B803 16603 7075 0_117
CONROD 2200B51 1B607 18607 ?O?g 0 117
$ LOWER SKINS
CSHEAR 2200_.r71 0252024 15621 18621 18601 15601
CONROD 2207701 15821 1862 2024 0089
_.(lkkb'b"''rEff6"l_f_,__IV#;6i ........_l'_'b_i ....... _524 ......... _':6kil ..........................................................................................................................................................................
CONROO 2207?03 -15621 1B601 2024 0,373
ORIGINAL P/_,,:_I.__
_ POOR ru,_, ,-_-_
CONRDD 2207?04 18521 8801 2024 0,3?2
CSHEAR 2200?72 0252024 6801 18801 18603 15803
CONROD 2207711 15801 8801 2024 0,063
CONROD 2207712 15603 8603 2024 0.083
CONROD 2207713 18601 5803 2024 0.373
CONROD 2207714 16801 5803 2024 0272
CSHEAR 2200?73 0252024 ISS03 15507 18807 15803
CONROD 2207721 15803 18803 2O24 0 241
50NROD 2207722 15507 18607 2024 0 241
CONROD 2207723 15603 IS807 2024 0.3?3
coNRoD 2207724 i8g03 18607" 2024 0_373 .........................................................................
CSHEAR 2200??4 0252024 _$607 18607 18809 15809
CONROD 2207731 36807 15607 2024 0 053
CDNROD 220??32 15809 15809 2024 0083
CONBOO 2207?33 15507 15505 2024 0.3?3
CONROD 220?734 18807 18808 2024 0373
CSHEAR 2200?79 0252024 15828 16625 16609 15809
CONROD 2207741 15608 18808 2024 0089
CONROD 2207742 1562S i8529 "2024"" _08S ................................................
CDNRDD 220??43 15808 15829 2024 03?3
CONROO 220?744 18609 18829 2024 03?3
$
LOWER SKINS AND AXIAL MEMBERS
$ STA 188.25 TO 5TA 21897
$
$ AXIAL MEMBERS
¢ONk_D 2_boso¥;_8o3 2iSo3 7o35 o;ii_ ......................................................
CONROO 2200551 15607 21807 7075 0117
$ LOWER SKINS
CSNEAR 2200721 0252024 18621 21321 21801 18601
CONROD 2207201 15821 2132t 2024 0.092
CONROO 2207202 18501 21801 2024 0.092
CONROD 2207203 18521 18801 2024 0378
£ONROD 2207204 21321 21801 2024 0,378
CTRM_M'2200722"02S2024 2i'321 ..... 2i'52i" "2i801 ....................................................................................
CSHEAR 2200723 0252024 18501 2180T 21802 18603
CONROD 2207211 18801 21801 2024 0077
CONROD 2207212 18803 21803 2024 0.077
CONROD 2207213 18601 18603 2024 0 409
CONROD 2207214 21801 21803 2024 0 409
CSHEAR 2870011 0242024 15603 18607 21807 21803
CONROD 2570101 15803 21803 2024 0.215
_O'N'RO_'''2_'70i02_'Ss'O'_ ..... 2iS07 26"24 ....... 0:215 .................................................................................................
CONROD 2570103 18903 18E07 2024 0.393
CONROD 2570104 21803 21807 2024 0_393
CSHEAR 2200713 0252024 18607 21607 21608 16809
CONROD 2207101 18807 21807 2024 00??
CDNROD 2207102 18809 218O8 2024 O0?T
CDNROD 220?103 16807 18809 2024 0409
CONROD 2207104 21807 21809 2024 0409
CSHiAR'"2"20"071_I 0252024i8528 _2i329 ..... 2"i8_0_§'_18609 ..........................................................................................
CONROD 2207111 15805 21608 2024 0.052
CONROD 2207112 18829 21329 2024 0.052
CONROD 2207113 18609 18629 2024 0.378
CONRO0 220?116 21609 21328 2024 0 378
CTRMEM 2200712 0252024 21329 21829 21809
S
$ LOWER SKINS AND AXIAL MEMBERS
$ ............ SY6227_62 TO sTA'250".O0 ............................................................................
$
$ AXIAL MEMBERS
CONROO 2200881 22703 25003 7075 0 117
CONROO 2200571 22?0? 25007 ?075 0117
CONROD 2201151 25003 25007 7075 0 119
$ LOWER SKINS
CSHEAR 2200871 0252024 22721 26021 25001 22701
CONROO 2205701 22721 25021 2024 0.097
CONROD 2205?02 22701 25001 2024 OOg?
CONROO 22O8?O3 22721 227O1 2024 O.26O
CONROD 2208704 28021 25001 2024 0.250
CONROO 2208711 22701 25001 2024 0084
CDNRDD 2208712 22?03 25003 2024 0.084
CONROD 2208713 22701 22703 2024 0.280
CONROD 2208714 25001 25003 2024 0,260
CSHEAR 2580011 0242024 22?03 22707 2S007 25003
CONROD 2680101 22703 25003 2024 0172
CDNROO 2880102 22707 2500? 2024 0172
CONROO 2550104 25003 2500? 2024 0.285
CSHBAR 2201032 0252024 22707 26007 25009 22709
CONRO0 2200301 22707 2500? 2024 0078
CONROD 2200302 22709 25009 2024 O0?g
OONROO 2200303 22707 22709 2024 0,280
CONROD 2200304 25007 25009 2024 0.280
ESHEAR 2201031 0282024 22729 26029 25009 22709
_ON__b _ 2200311227'09 ...... 28009 ...... 2024 ...... 0_09_ ........................................................................................................................
CONROD 2200312 22728 25029 2024 0.09?
CONROD 2200313 22?09 22728 2024 0.260
CONROD 2200314 26008 2S029 2024 0.280
$
$ LOWER SK]N8 AND AXIAL MEMBERS
$ STA 250O0 TO STA 266.25
$
..... A_Z_'ME'MIERS ..........................................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 2201171 25003 25801 7075 0118
CONROD 2201191 25007 25809 7075 0 115
CONROD 1330101 28821 26601 7075 0.055
CONRO0 1330102 28801 26609 7075 0,085
CONROD 1330103 26808 26629 7078 0055
$ LOWER SKINS
CTRMEM 2200675 0252024 25021 28821 25001
_ikM_M 2_0o¢_so_$2_4 28001 ......28821 2866_ .................................................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 2200877 0252024 25001 28801 25003
CSHEAR 1201211 0322024 25003 28007 28809 28801
OONROD 1202101 25003 25801 2024 0.208
CONRO0 1202102 26007 28808 2024 0,208
CONRDD 1202103 2S003 25007 2024 0.292
CONROD 1202104 25501 28809 2024 0.292
CTRMEM 220103? 0252024 2500? 25809 25009
CYkMEM'22_ioasO_S20__O_ ...... _S_ ....... 2_82S ............................................................................................................................................................................
CTNMEM 2201035 0252024 25029 26529 25009
$
$ LOWER SKINS ANO AXIAL MEMBERS
$ STA 258.25 TO BS 41.32
$
$ A_,,_ MEMSERS ORIGINAL PAGE IS
CONNOD 1330104 25821 25521 70?8 0.055
CON'kODI(_3"6i_"_'¢I_'_9 ....... _g2l ....... _i_ ........ o;o'S'_ ............................................................................................................................................ i_L_-]_J,/"'_"_/"_tl_lr'rv
CONROD 1330105 25521 29806 7075 O.OS$ Ik_ r1_r_ _q_FJl_l| |
CONRDD 133010? 25906 2982g 7079 0055
$ LOWER SK|NS
CTRMEM 1330011 0250057 28821 26601 29921
CTRMEM 1330012 025005? 28601 29521 25505
CTRMEM 1330013 029005T 26801 28609 25909
CTRMEM 1330014 028005T 26809 29905 25929
CTRMEM 1330015 02500$T 26805 28829 29929
$
$ HOSE STRUCTURE
....................... sTA, _3 oo Tg,_sTA 46._ oo ................................................................................................................
$
$ BULKHEAD DOUBLERS
CCHROD 5890751 3341 3331 2024 0,035
CONROD 5850752 3331 3339 2024 0.035
CONROD 5850?53 3339 3349 2024 0,039
COHROD 585O754 3349 3341 2024 0 0]5
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 5850771 3331 4631 2024 0_067
E'ON'RO'D "58$0"772 ""33"39 ....... 483"9 2024 "0_067 ................................................................
$ INNER SK[N 205-030"585-089 ,010 GLASS FABRIC
CTRMEM 5858901 0100076 3341 4861 4841
CTRMEM 5858902 01000?8 3341 4641 4831
CTRMEM 5958903 0100076 3341 4631 3331
ETRMEM $658904 0100078 3331 4631 4833
CODMEM $658906 0100078 3331 4533 1001 3335
CTRMEM 5856906 0100078 3339 4639 1001
_TR'MEM''_SS896_ di_6"O_'" "3"3"49........ 4"63"9 .... _'3g .........................................................................................
DTRMEM 5898908 0100076 3348 4645 4835
CTRMEM 5856909 010007E 3349 4689 4649
$ |NTERIOR SK[N 209"030"$65"005 ,010 CLASS FABRIC
CTRHEM 5850501 01000?8 3341 6661 4641
CTRMEM 5850502 01000?6 3341 4841 4631
CTRMEM 5850503 01000?6 3341 4631 3331
CTRMEM 5650504 01000?8 3331 4631 4633
coDMEM 68$_0s050i000_s3331 " 4633 ....... i0_01 ...... 3339 .....................................................................................................
CTRMEM 5850508 01000?8 3339 4639 1001
CTRMEM 585050? 01000?8 3349 4839 ]339
CTRMEM 5850508 01000?6 3349 4848 4835
CTRMEM 5850509 OtOOOT6 3349 4889 4949
$ OUTER SK]N 209-030-565-003 .010 GLASS FABR[C
CTRHEM 5850301 01000?6 3341 4681 4641
CTRMEM 5850302 01000T8 3341 4841 4631
cYkMEM_AS63o3_Oi6oo_s_34_ ....... 4631 " _33_ ............................................................................................
CTRMEM 5860304 01000?6 3331 4631 4633
CQOMEM 5860305 01000?6 3331 4833 1001 3339
ETRMEM 5650308 01000?8 3339 4839 1001
3339
4639
CTRMEM 58$0309 01000?8 3349 4889 4649
CTRMEM 585030? 01000?8 3345 4539
CTRMEM 5660308 01000?6 3349 4849
$ BATTERY SHELF
_'b'ME'M''"Sg'S02_l"_I"O'i'2202_"]33i "'" 4_31 .......... 4"6"39 .......... 333"g ..............................................................................................................
CODMEM 8950271 0202024 3331 4831 4835 3339
CONROD 8810351 3331 4631 2024 0054
CONROD 5610251 3339 4639 2024 0,054
$ BULKHEAD OOUBLERS
CONROD 5650811 4581 4641 2024 0,053
EONRDU 5650812 4841 4631 2024 O,053
CONROD 66$0813 4631 4533 2024 0053
CCNROD 6850815 1001 4639 2024 0,053
CONROD 5850816 4639 4649 2024 0.053
CONROD 555081? 4649 4669 2024 0.053
CDNROD 58S0818 4669 4661 2024 0.053
$
$ HOSE STRUCTURE
$ ETA 48.00 TO ETA 81.25
$
$ DOUBLERS
CONROD 5690651 4641 6161 2024 0.053
CONRDD 5690652 4649 8169 2024 0.053
CONNOD 5880T91 1001 8139 2024 0.0595
$ INNER SKIN 208"030-585-089 .010 GLASS FABRIC
CODMEM 5858821 0100078 4661 8171 8178 4689
CTRMEM $558922 0100078 4661 6171 8181
CTRMEM 5858923 0100079 4861 8181 4641
CTRMEM $968924 0100078 6161 8141 4841
ETRMEM 5858925 0100078 4841 8141 4831
_TRMEM_S4_8_S_|OO0_S|4_ ....... _i3| ......... _S3| .......................................................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 5856527 01000?6 4831 9131 4633
CTRMEM 5858928 0100078 8131 8123 4833
EOOMEM 9858829 0100076 4633 8123 8127 1001
CTRMEM 5858830 0100078 8138 8127 1001
CTRMEM 5858931 01000?6 4839 8139 I001
CTRMEM 5856532 01000?6 6149 6139 4639
ETRMEM 5858933 0100076 4849 9149 4639
EfRMEM_8S_9_4 _i_O0_S|S§ .......... _ikS ......... 464_ .................................................................................................................................................
ETRMEM $556835 0100078 4669 9159 4645
CTRMEM 5696938 0100078 4865 8179 6189
$ INTERIOR SKIN 209"030"689"005 .010 GLASS FABRIC
_00MEM $880821 0100076 4861 81TI 8179 4689
CTRMEM $690822 0100078 4661 61T1 5161
CTRMEM $850523 0100076 4661 6161 4641
CTRMEM $850524 0100078 9 8 8141 4841
CTRMEM 5690526 0100076 6141 6131 4631
ETRMEM 589092? 0100078 4931 6131 4833
ETRMEM 5890526 010007E 5131 8123 4833
_ODMEM $850529 0100079 4833 8123 8127 1001
CTRMEM 5890530 0100076 8139 9127 1001
CTRMEM 5650531 0100076 4839 9135 1001
CTRMEM 5850932 0100078 6149 6139 4639
CTRMEM 5850534 0100076 6169 8149 4649
DTRMEM 5850539 0100076 4669 6169 4649
CTRMEM 5850538 0100076 4665 8175 8158
OUTER SKIN 209"030"$86"003 .010 GLASS FABRIC
COOMEM 9880321 0100078 4661 8171 6175 4688
CTRMEM 5850322 01000?6 4681 8171 8161
CTRMEM 5850323 01000T6 4861 8161 4841
CTRMEM 5860325 OIO00T6 4641 5141 4531
CTRMEM 9880328 0100075 8141 8131 4831
C_RMEM $850327 0100078 4831 6131 4833
ETRMEM E850328 0100076 6131 8123 4833
CQDMEM 5850329 0100076 4833 6123 6127 1001
CTR.EM--'033001000786199 ',2T 1001 O_!._!NAL P--'_E ;sCTRMEM 8E50331 0100078 4839 8139 1001
_M""_'6__'_b-66_e'ii'g .......... _'t_'D ......... _s$t ..............................................................................................................................................
CTRMEMS$E0333010007648. 5,46 463B OF POOR .rWjP.LrrY
CTRMEM 51S0334 0100076 EIE9 6149 4649
CTRMEM BEE033B 0100078 4889 6166 4849
CTRMEM E8$0336 0100078 4869 6179 8199
$ FRAME
DTRMEM 5940041 0322024 4641 8161 6163
CTRMEM 5940171 0322024 4649 8167 8189
_---"_UL_EAD DOUBLERS
CONROD 9850871 6179 6171 2O24 0044
CONRDD EESOB?2 6171 6161 2024 0.044
CONROD 6650873 6186 6179 2024 0.044
CONROD S860792" SJSl ..... 61"41 2024 0_034 .......................................................................
CDNROD 5850793 6141 6131 2024 0 034
CONRO0 5850794 6131 6123 2024 0.034
CONROD 5850?95 6123 6127 2024 0.034
CDNROD 5850_6 6127 S139 2024 0034
CONRDD 5850797 6139 5149 2024 0.034
CONRDD 5650?96 6149 6169 2024 O O34
$
$ ...... i_ 0 S'E _;(JmX$sEMB [. Y ..............................................
$ = * •
$
$ ETA 3300 BULKHEAD
209 -030- S60-06_---
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 333141 3331 3341 2024 0 052
_ ON_R O D 333949" 3339 3349 2624 0 052 ....................................................
CONROD 333931 3331 3339 2025 0.092
CDNROD 334149 3341 3349 2024 0092
$




CQDMEM C,463i37' 0252034 04631 046"_9 0i001 ....... 04633 .............................................................
CQDMEM 0463149 0252024 04831 04541 04649 04639
CODMEM 0464169 0252024 04641 04861 04869 04649
$
$ FORWARD FUSELAGE SUBASSEMBLY
$
$ STA 61 25 BULKHEAD
$ ......... :)og .0._0 _ lOi : c,_1 ......................................................
$ 209 -030-510-007
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 613123 6123 8131 2024 0.030
CONROD 613141 6131 8141 2024 0 064
DONROD 614161 914t 6161 2024 0.064
DONRDD 616171 6161 6t71 2024 0.282
(_NR_D E | 3341_" "6" "i3 .... 61"_.3 ....... 20"2 :_ ...... 0_030 ..............................................................................
DONROD 814363 6 43 6163 2024 0.030
CONROD 616371 8 63 6171 2024 0,012
CONROD 613747 6 3? 6147 2024 0.030
CONRDD 614767 9 4? 8197 2024 0030
CONROD 61796? 6 67 6179 2024 O.O12
CONROD 612739 6 2? 6139 2024 0030
CONROD 613949 6139 8149 2024 0.064
r'dNR'0D 61496_) 6149 IS i'69 ..... 202"it ....... 0"06 "k ...........................................................................
DONROD 816979 6169 6179 2024 0.262
CONROD 61232"7 6123 612"7 2024 0 105
CONROD 61333? 6133 6137 2024 O.OSS
CDNROD 617179 8171 6179 2024 0 262
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 612331 0402024 6123 6131 6123
CODMEM 6123:37 0402024 6123 6133 6137 612"7
CTRMEM 61273? 0402024 612"7 8137 5139
COOMEM 613143 0402024 6131 6141 6143 8133
CODMEM 613749 0402024 6137 614"7 6149 6139
CODMEM 614163 0402024 6141 6181 8163 8143
COOMEM 01476§ 04020_z4 614? " 6iB'Y ......... 01i)0 ......... m_i4g ...................................................................................................................
CTRMEM 617161 0322024 6161 6171 6163
CTRMEM 616779 0322024 6167 6179 6169
$
$ STA 93.00 BULKHEAD
$ 209 -030 - 102 - 323
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
_'O'kkbb .... f13"b_16¥'"9]03 ..... d'i'O "t ....... 2;0"2"il ......... 6_b_l'g .............................................................................................................................................
CONRDD 93131? 9313 9317 2024 0 151
EONROD 933133 9331 9333 2024 0.39?
CONROD 93333? 9333 1003 2024 O. 1SV
CONROD 933'1'39 1003 9339 2024 0,261
CONROD 934143 9341 9343 2024 0.242
CONROD 93434? 6343 934? 2024 0.3?4
DONROD 934?49 934"7 9349 2024 0,36"7
CONROD 636163 9361 9369 2024 0,164
CONRDD 936?66 9367 9369 2024 0 194
CONROD 9271"73 9371 9373 2024 0202
CONROD 63737? 9373 93?? 2024 O. 186
DONROD 937779 93?? 9379 2024 0,202
CONRDD 930313 9303 9313 2024 0+051
CONROD 933113 9313 9331 2024 0,080
CONROD 934161 9341 6361 2024 0.333
CONROD 936171 9361 9371 2024 0092
COHROD 931333 9313 9333 ?075 0,209
CONROD 933343 9333 9343 7075 0.333
CONROD 934363 9343 9363 ?078 0 , 242
-CONRDD 936373 9363 9373 707S 0 100
CONROD 930717 930? 9317 2024 0.051
_.b'k'R'bb" ..... 9"t'_; ')" i" "Y" 9 "3" 1"_ ..... |003 ..... _rO'_'S ......... 0_20"g ..............................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 933747 1003 9347 7075 O510
CONROD 93478? 934? 936? ?075 0 , 3?4
CONROD 936??7 9367 93"7"7 7075 O. 100
CONROD 931739 9317 9339 2024 0 080
CONROD 933646 6339 9349 2024 0.314
CONROD 934969 9349 9369 2024 O. 188
CONROD 936979 9369 9379 2024 0,092
$ ..... SHEAR V_i_eg ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
CODMEM 93031? 0252024 9303 9213 9317 930?
CTRMEM 931331 0242024 9313 9331 9333
CODMEM 93133"/ 0242024 9313 9333 1003 9317
CTRMEM 93173? 0242024 9317 1003 9339
CGDMEM 933143 08B707$ 9331 9341 9343 9333
CTRMEM 934361 0402024 9363 9361 9383
_OOMBM ,34347 0242034 ,343 m363 m3$? $347 _"t'::_,'12/ PLI.P.I:' IS
CQDMEM 936173 0492024 9361 9371 93?3 9363 QUALITY
CQDMEM 8383?7 0282026- 9363 8373 937? 6367
CQDMEM 9357?9 0492024 9367 8377 9379 6369
$
$ STA 138.?0 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-103-189
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 1380103 13801 13603 2024 0076
CONROD 138030? 13603 13607 7075 0184
COHROD 1380709 13807 13609 2024 0076
CORROD 138232? 13823 13627 7075 0"130
CONROD 1382729 13827 13829 2024 0.070
CONROD 1383133 13831 13833 7076 0186
CONROD 136333? 13833 1004 7078 0.188
CONROD 1383739 1004 13838 ?075 O,224
CONROD 1364143 13841 13843 2024 0 058
CONRDD 136434? 13843 13847 2024 0108
£O'NR_Ob'"13"KS193"1"3&S'1 ........ 1"3"_93 ..... 262_ _ O.OSG ..............................................................................................
DONROD 1286769 13867 13869 2024 0.04?
CONROD 1382101 13801 13821 2024 0 0?8
CONROD 1382131 13821 13831 2024 00S?
CONROD 1383141 13831 13841 2024 0.104
CONROD 1364161 13841 13861 2024 O 104
DONROD 1380323 13803 13823 ?075 0 663
CONROD 1382333 13823 13633 7075 0 118
CON'ROD _ "'_'13"&3343 13833 ....... 1_3"154"3 .... ;)O_'S " 0_244 .....................................................................................
CONROD 1364383 13643 13863 ?075 O. 128
COHROD 1382707 13807 13827 ?075 O_ 118
CONROD 1382737 13827 1004 7075 0 118
CONROD 1383741 1004 13847 7075 O. 115
CONROD 1363746 1004 13648 ?075 O 128
CONROD 1384867 13846 13667 7075 0 128
CONROD 1380925 13809 13629 2024 0.07_
CDNROD " "_38_1939" "1_8"29..... _383"9 ..... 202"4 ...... O_SSi ..........................................................................
CONROD 1383849 13839 13849 2024 D 104
CDNROD 1384969 13849 13869 2024 0 104
S SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 1380121 0402024 13801 13821 13623
CTRMEM 1380123 0402024 13801 13823 13803
CQDMEM 1380327 0402024 13803 13623 1362"/ 13807
CTRMEM 1380727 0402024 13807 13827 13809
C T[_'ME_i 1"3 &O'S 2_ "0_'0"20"_4""J 3 I_b 9 ...... f"i8"27 ....... i'3_ 25 .....................................................................................................
CODMEM 1382133 0402024 13821 13831 13833 13823
CQDMBM 1382337 0402024 13823 13833 1004 13827
CODMBM 1382738 0402024 1382"/ 1004 13839 13828
CQDMEM 1363347 0402024 13833 1384] 13E47 1004
CQDMEM 1383749 0322024 1004 13848 13848 13638
CODMEM 1384183 0322024 13841 13861 13853 I]643
CQDMEM . 1384689 032.20.24..!384. _ ..... !3.887 ...... !.3889 . 13649 ......................................................................................................
S
$ CENTER FUSELAGE SUBASSEMBL Y
$
$ STA 148 50 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030- 104-011
S
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 1480307 14803 14807 707S 0 130
CONRDD 1480709 14807 14809 ?075 0 130
CONRDD 1482123 14621 14823 7075 0 293
CONRDD 1482327 14823 14827 7075 0,3t8
CDNROD 1482729 14827 14829 ?0?5 0.293
CONROD 1483133 14831 14833 70?8 0.195
CONRDD 148333? 14833 14837 70?5 0.289
CONROD 1483739 14837 14836 70?5 0,195
CONROD 148434? 14643 14847 ?o?s 0152
CONROD 1485183 14861 14863 70?5 027?
CDHROD 1488357 14883 14867 707S 0.249
CONROD 1486183 14681 14883 70?5 0.155
CONROD 1486387 14883 14887 70?5 0.155
CONROD 1486789 14887 14886 7075 0155
CDNRDD 1482101 14801 14821 7075 0.130
CONRDD 1482131 14621 14831 7075 0.130
CONROD 1483141 14831 14841 7075 0.130
CONROO 1484161 14841 14861 7075 0.130
CONROD 1480323 14803 14823 7075 0234
DONRO0 1482333 14823 14833 7076 0.284
DONROD 1483343 14833 14843 7075 0334
CONROD 1484363 14843 14863 7075 0.334
CONROD 148270? 14607 14827 7078 0.234
CONROD 148273"/ 1482"/ 14837 7076 0,292
DONROD 1483747 14837 14847 707S 0,342
_ONkob'"i4a_4_s¥ i4_4_ ....14ss_ ......._o_S ........_:_42 ........................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 1480929 14809 14829 7078 0.130
CDNROD 1482939 14825 14839 7079 0130
CONROD 1483949 14839 14849 7078 0.130
CONROD 1484968 16848 14866 7075 0.130
CONROD 1486989 14869 14889 70?5 0.121
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 1480121 0727075 14801 14821 14623
CODMEM 148032? 0727075 14803 14623 14827 14807
CTRMEM 1480727 0?270?5 14807 14827 14808
DTRMEM 1480927 0727075 14608 14627 14829
CODMEM 1482133 0327078 14821 14831 14833 14823
CODMEM 1482337 0168048 14823 4833 483? 14827
CODMEM 1482739 03270?5 14827 483? 4839 14829
CODMEM 1483143 032?0?5 14831 4841 4843 14833
_Q'D'M_M''-J'4"8"334¥"O'|'6"g'049"_4"83"3 ....... 4843 .... 88"47 ........ _'4"_'3"_ ...................................................................................................................................
CODMEM 1483749 03270?5 14637 484? 4849 14839
CODMEM 1484183 0327076 14841 4861 4863 14843
CODMEM 148438? 0169046 14843 4883 4887 14847
CQDMEM 1484769 0327075 14847 14857 14859 14849
DODMEM 1488183 02270?5 14881 14881 14883 14883
CODMEM 1488387 0227075 14853 14883 14887 14887
--------------------------------'----'--_U.M_M....._."._.._./_..._P._... !4.9_ ? .... !_8 ....... _.8._? .....................................................................................................................................................
$




CTRMEM 1580121 03270?5 1B801 15821 15623
CTRMEM 1B80123 0327078 15801 15823 15803
CTRMEM 1580323 0327078 "1B803 15823 16628 g'%_'_':_'_---_--._--" r_.
........_s__'_ .......f_'s'6_....................................................................._'",'" _"":_"'_._._'_'"__ ................................................................
CTRMEM 1660725 032707g lgiO? 16626 IS827 _'__'_'_ |_'_
CTRMEM 156072? 0327075 16807 16827 19805
CTRMEM 1560527 0327075 15809 19927 15626
s
$ STA 186.25 BULKHEAD
$ 209"030"107"009
S
S FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 1580103 18801 18503 2024 0123
CONROD 1860307 18603 18807 2024 0123
CONROD 1860709 18607 18609 2024 O 12_
CONR+bb + 1882123618621 |8623 ....... ?078 o_276 ..................................................................................
CONROD 1682325 18623 18825 ?0?5 0 278
CONROD 156252? 18625 18827 ?075 0.276
CONROD 1882729 18627 16829 7075 0.276
CONROD 1888183 18881 18883 70?5 C328
CONROD 1886166 I8683 16685 ?0?5 0 328
CONRO0 1866587 18665 18657 ?075 0 328
CONROD 1886789 16687 18889 7075 0.328
CONROD 1&621011860i i"882_ ....... 2024 0 _23 ..........................................................
CONROD 1862131 18821 18831 2014 0 652
CONROD 1883141 16631 1684t 2014 0 852
CONROD 1864151 16641 18651 2014 0585
CDNROD 1886158 16651 18658 2014 0548
CONROO 1865661 I6656 16661 20t4 0648
CONROD 1666181 18661 18681 2024 0203
CONROD 1660929 IS609 18629 2024 0123
CONROD + i882939 68629 + +68638 2¢i4 1514_? ............................................................................
comnoo 1883949 16B39 16849 2014 0.487
COmR00 1564654 16849 18854 2014 0688
COHmOD 1686459 16684 16669 2014 O.5Sm
CONROU 1686969 18869 18889 2014 0.568
CONRQD 1866689 18869 16689 2024 0203
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 1660121 0125046 168O1 18621 8623
CTRMEm 1660323 0125086 18603 8823 8625
CTRMEM 1880325 0128046 16603 5625 8807
CTRMEM 1860725 0129046 18607 8525 662?
C?RMEM 1860727 0129045 18607 8827 8609
CTRMEM 1880527 0125046 ISB09 8627 8629
CQDMEM 1962133 0129046 18821 8631 18633 19523
CODMEM 1862335 0125048 IS823 8633 18635 18525
CODMEM '862537"0|28046 '882+ ";8636 ....... +61_137 ...... 618626_ ..........................................................................
CODMEM 662739 0129046 8827 6637 16639 16829
ctmmEm 663141 0129046 S§31 6641 16642
CDDmEm 863143 0129045 8631 8642 18643 18633
C?RMEM 1863343 0129046 18633 18843 I8844
CODMEM 1663345 0129046 6633 18644 18846 16635
CQDMEM 1863546 0129046 8835 18645 18646 16637
CTRMEM 1863746 0129048 8837 18646 18847
CTmMEm 1863948 0129048 653m 18646 15Sm6
EOUmEm IS65582 032B046 65S6 16661 1S552 laBS?
CQDMEM IS86157 0329046 6651 18656 16657 18652
CODMEM IS64162 0320046 18841 18651 18852 19642
CTRMEM 1885782 0329046 18657 18662 IS863
CODMEM 1865263 0329046 16652 16657 16663 18643
CTRMEM 1664252 0329046 18642 16652 16643
C¢+bME'M""+B84354"0328065"+B843" "+'88_3 + ++$6"4 ..... +'66"4"4 .................................................................................
COOmmm 1858465 0329046 18644 18664 15555 16845
CQDMEM 1664558 0329048 18645 18665 18666 18646
CQDMEM 159466_ 0325046 16445 18615 18687 18947
CTRMEM 1895887 0329046 18658 18667 18666
CQDMEM 1864758 0329045 16647 18887 15655 16653
CTRMEM 1884753 0329046 18847 18653 18846
CODMEM 1865669 0329046 16656 16668 18689 16659
CODMEM 18653S9 0329046 IS863 I6686 18659 18654
CODMEM IS64864 0325046 IS648 18663 18654 16649
CTRMEM 1666181 0959046 18661 16681 16682
CQDMEM 1886283 0869046 18662 18681 16683 18663
DTRMEM 1688486 0129046 16884 16685 18866
CTRMEM 1666886 0129046 18665 18685 16666
CQDMEM 1866667 0129086 15866 18886 16887 18667
CODMEM 1868785 0955046 18687 16687 18689 18669
CTRMEM 1686869 0959046 18668 16689 18669
s
$ FORWARD WING CARRY-THRU SPAR
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CBAR 1874142 1874142 18841 18642 0.0 t.0 1+0 1
PEAR 1874142 2014 1,628 0.067 0574 0.20
CBAR 1574243 1874243 18642 18643 00 10 10 1 1874243
÷1674243 6
PBAR 1874243 2016 2 133 0+537 1937 0453
PEAR 1874344 2014 0.9275 010 040+ 0,0
CBAR 1874445 1874445 18644 16645 O0 1.0 10 1
PEAR 1678445 2014 0.9275 00 0 40? 0 0
CBAR 1574S48 1874546 18845 18848 0.0 1.0 10 1
PEAR 187464G 2014 0.9275 0.0 0+407 0.0
CBAR 1874647 1874647 18646 18647 0.0 1.0 1.0 1
PBAR 1674647 2014 0.9275 0.0 0.40? 0.0
÷1674748 6
PEAR 1874748 2014 2133 0,537 1.937 0+453
CBAR 1874849 1874849 18648 18649 0.0 1+0 I0 1
PBAR 1878849 2014 11928 0.087 0.574 0+26
CBAR 1875152 1876152 16651 18652 0.0 1+0 I0 1
PEAR 1875192 2014 1.5 0_0703 0.5 0.215
CEAR 1875243 187S243 18852 IS643 0.0 1.0 1+0 I 1875243
REAR 1875243 2014 1.5 0.0703 0.5 0.215
CBAR 1874753 1874753 18647 18653 O0 1.0 1.0 1 1874753
÷1874753 4E6
PEAR 1874753 2014 1,5 0.0?03 0+5 0.215
CEAR 1875354 1875354 18853 18654 0+0 1.0 1.0 1
PEAR 1879354 2014 15 0,0703 O+S 0.219
DBAR 1875957 1879697 16698 15697 0,0 1.0 1.0 1
_SAR 1875783 1875763 18657 18683 0.0 I+0 1.0 1 1875763
+1675783 498
PEAR IA76763 2014 1.E 0,0703 O+S 0,215
_BAR IA78758 t879756 18857 15898 0,0 1+0 1.0 1 1878766
+1878768 459
11:: 1:_:11: _:11858l.:,, o,:1:3 _ _.919 1o 1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
CBAR 1576182 1678162 18861 18862 0+0 1.0 110 1 II_F_ I _k_._l_ "_- "
PBAR 1376162 2014 1.828 0.08? 0.$74 0.26
CBAR 1876263 1876263 18662 18863 0,0 $.0 1.0 1 1876263
+1876263 6
PBAR 1878283 2014 2133 0.637 1937 0483
DEAR 1676384 1876364 18663 18664 00 10 10 I
PBAR 1878364 2014 1.1325 0.0 0497 0.0
DEAR 1876865 1876465 18684 18665 0.0 1.0 1.0 1
PBAR 1878485 2014 1.036 0 0 0.403 0.0
DEAR 1878586 1875566 18666 18656 0 0 1_0 10 1
PEAR 1676565 2014 I036 0.0 0.403 0.0
CeA_" " iS_6gg_iB_gSs_iSSS_ ...... iad__ o:b ........... _:'6 ........ i;0 _ .........................................................
PEAR 1876887 2014 11325 0.0 049? 0.0
CBA6 1876768 1876768 18667 16656 0 0 1.0 10 1 1876788
÷1676766 5
PBAR 1876766 2014 2133 0.837 1937 0453
DEAR 1876869 1876869 16668 18669 00 1.0 10 I
PEAR 1876869 2014 1.826 0087 0.574 0.26
DEAR 1874151 1874151 18641 18651 0.0 10 10 I
PBA'R ....... 16"_4161 2014 .... 0"/S'688" ob'ob_4 o981 "'o'00"3 .......................................................
CHAR 1875156 1675166 18651 1865S 00 1 0 I 0 I
PBAR 1875156 2014 0.8575 00036 107 0015
CBAR 1878257 1575257 18652 18657 0.0 IO 10 I
PEAR 1675257 2014 0,512 00027 0.179 001
DEAR 1874363 1874363 18643 16663 0 0 I0 1 0 I
PEAR 1674363 2014 O.512 O O O 179 OO
CORROD 1674464 18644 18664 2014 0.88125
CBAR 1674767 1874767 18647 18867 0.0 1.0 IO 1
PBAR 1874767 2014 0512 O0 0 179 O0
CBAP 1875358 1875356 18653 18656 O0 I0 10 1
PEAR 1875358 2014 0512 00027 0 179 001
CBAR 1674954 1574954 18649 18654 O0 1 0 Io 1
PBAR 1674954 2014 0¸5686 0.O0O74 0¸981 O¸OO3
DEAR 1875456 1675459 18894 16659 O0 10 1.0 1 .......................................
#eAR ..... 187S4_9"26"i4 .... 0_$675"010"b38"'i'6+ ..... _Oi_ ..........................................
$ SHEAR WEB5
CSHEAR 1874251 1252014 18641 18651 18652 18642
CONROD 1874241 16641 18642 2014 0.0456 WED
CONROD 1875242 18642 18652 2014 0.125 WE8
CONROD 1875141 18641 8651 2014 0.125 WEB
CONROD 1875251 186SI 8652 2014 0.t441 WEB
CSHEAR 1875256 1252014 8651 18656 18657 16662
_ONROb""i_S_gg'la'k'g_ ...... 569_ .... 2Oi4 " "0;0"g_S ..... WEe
CONROD 1875651 18651 8656 2014 0 125 WEB
CONRDD 1875752 18652 8657 2014 0.342 WEB
CTRMEM 1875763 1252014 8657 18652 18663
CSHEAR 1874357 1252014 8652 18657 18663 18643
CDNROD 1876357 18657 8563 2014 0147 WE8
DONROD 1874352 18652 8543 2014 0.147 WEE
CONROD 876343 18643 8663 2014 0.217 WED
CTRMEM"i_'_4352 12"520"f4"'"8"G4"2 ..... 1"&662 ....... i'8"64"3 ..................................................................................................
DTRMEM 1878888 1252014 6658 18668 18667
DSHEAR 167584? 1252014 8653 18656 18667 18647
CONROD 1878747 18847 9667 2014 0.217 WEB
CONROD 1878347 18647 18863 2014 0.147 WEB
DDNROO 1676657 8667 18688 2014 0.147 WEB
CTRMEM 1874853 252014 18647 18648 16653
CSHEAR 875953 252014 18654 18659 18656 18653
c6ffRO_iS_gESe __ESS ....... ieSsg 20i_ ...... o/O§SS ...................................... WEe .....................................................................













6654 18659 2014 0129
252014 18649 18654 18653 18648
8653 18654 2014 01441
8849 18654 20t4 0128
8648 18653 2014 0.125







$ LUGS / FORWARD DARR¥-THRU SPAR
$ ETA 18625
$ .............
C'd'A'R" "jSS_41_b"f'8"$'4i'bo'isS'_'1 ....... siS'iS "'o'0 ........ i.0 .......... i/0 ....... i ..... _6 LUG_ ........................
PBAR 1864100 2014 0.3672 0.0488 0433 0.146
CBAR 1865100 1685100 18651 61816 O0 10 1.0 1 F4 LUGR
P_AR 1865100 3014 0.4237 0.0703 0.9 0.215
CBAR 1865600 1865600 18855 61914 0,0 1.0 1.0 1 F3 LUGR
PEAR 865600 2014 0.4237 0.0703 05 0.215
CBAR 866100 1866100 18661 51912 O0 1.0 1.0 1 F1 LUGR
PEAR 686100 2014 0.4237 0.0703 0.6 0.215
_eAk ......... _648_is¢49oo'i_'6_'§ ....... _i9is ......._;o ......... i;6 ........... _o ...........i ........... #6_LUG_ ............................................................................
RBAR 894900 2014 03672 0.0458 0433 0 146
CBAR 868400 1865400 18654 71916 0.0 10 1 0 1 F4 LUGL
PBAR 889400 2014 04237 0.0?03 05 0.215
CBAE 1868900 1885900 18859 71914 O0 1.0 10 1 F3 LUGL
PEAR 1865900 2014 0423? 0.0703 OS 0.218
CBAR 1856900 1866900 18669 71912 O0 1.0 10 I F1 LUGL
PEAR 866900 20 4 0 4237 0 0703 05 0.215
5
$ CENTER WING CARRV-THRU SPAR
5 209-O30-141
S
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
DEAR 1974142 1974142 19741 19742 0,0 1.0 1.0 I
PEAR 1974142 2014 2.453 0.985 10,405 0487
CBAR 1974243 1974243 19742 19743 0.0 1,0 1,0 1 1974243
;ibTk_4_ ..................... 6 .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
PBAR 1974243 2014 1.69 0.0495 1,04 0 171
1974346 1974345 19743 19745 OO 110 I.O IDBAR
PEAR 1974345 2014 1.65 O0 1.04 O0
CBAR 1974547 1974S47 19745 19747 0.0 10 1.0 1
PEAR 1974547 2014 1.65 00 1.04 0.0
CBAR 1974746 _974748 19747 19749 0.O 1,O 1.O I 1974748
÷1974748 6 ................................
DEAR 1974649 1974846 19749 19749 O.O 1,O 1.0 1
PEAR 1974649 2014 2.453 0,965 10405 0.497
DEAR 1975152 1975152 19751 16752 0.0 1.0 1.0 I
PBAR 1975152 2014 1.283 0,113 2,156 00?49
CBAR 1975859 1978859 19758 19759 O.O 10 1,O 1
PBAR 1975859 2014 1.283 0,113 2.156 0.0?49
CBAR 9?6 62 976162 1976 9762 0 0 0 1 0 I
PeAR ......iS_k}__i4 ........._;__b....._;43_........i_;g_3_;ii4 ..................................................................................................................................................
CBAR 1976263 1976263 19762 18763 0.0 1.0 1,0 1 1978283
+1976263 6
PEAR 1976263 2014 2,0625 0.0967 1.3 0+32
DEAR 1978385 1976365 19763 19785 0.0 1.0 1_0 1
PBAR 1976385 2014 2.0625 0.0 1,3 0.0
:,R ,,788,7 1,78,,7 ,8765 1oo8 o.0 1.o 1.o. , ORIGINAL PAGE ,o'°PEAR 1878587 2014 ' 2 0829 0 0 1 3 0.0
_ ........._wkm_k_-_i-,_i_-_s ..........____ ......_;o............_;_ ........._;o ........._ .............____i ....................._._:_::_ .........._ ....................................
167,78, , uh POOR I_,_.LF'T'Y
PBAR 1919786 2014 2,0625 0,0967 1.3 0.32
CBAR 1876869 1878869 19768 19769 0.0 1.0 1,0 1
PBAR 1976889 2014 2,019 043? 13513 0.174
GEAR 1914151 19741S1 19741 19781 O0 1,0 1._ 1
PEAR 1974151 2014 11845 0.0258 3t13 0.103
CBAR 1911161 1979161 19781 19781 0,0 1,0 1.0 1
PEAR 1975151 2014 1.846 00286 3 113 0103
CBAR 1974252 1974252 16742 19752 O0 I 0 10 1
PBAR 1974252 2014 0825 0 0062 052 0023
CBAR 9?5262 197S262 15752 19762 O0 10 10 1
PBA'R 916262201& ..... 0_825 0_0062"0"S2 0_023 ..................................................
CBAR 974363 1914363 19743 19763 00 I 0 10 1
PEAR 974]63 2014 0825 O.O 052 O0
CONROD 974565 19745 15765 2014 0825
CBAR 87476? 1974767 19747 1006 O0 10 1,0 1
PBAR 974?67 2014 0925 O 0 0 52 O0
GEAR 974856 1974958 19748 19766 0.0 I 0 1.0 I
RBAR 974858 2018 0825 00062 0.52 0023
PBAR 975888 2014 0.925 00062 052 0023
CBAF 974959 1974959 19749 19799 0_0 1,0 IO I
PEAR 1974959 2014 1.649 O 0258 3 113 0.103
_mAR 1975989 1816969 19159 19799 _0 ]_0 1.0 1
PBAR 1915989 2014 1845 0 0258 3113 0 103
$ SHEAR WEBS
CSHEAR 1914152 2002014 19141 19751 19752 19142
CONAbD 1974241"19741 "1914"2 ....... 20i4 0241 ......... WED
CONROD 1975251 19751 19752 20t4 04117 WEE
CSHEAR 1915162 4002014 19151 19161 19762 19152
CONROD 1916261 19761 19762 2014 01647 WEE
CSHEAR 1914352 2002014 19742 197_ 19763 1974]
CONROD 1914342 19742 19743 2014 O 288 WEB
CONROD 19163S2 19752 18763 2014 0.298 WEB
CONROD 1975867 1006 19768 2014 0.286 WEB
CTnM_M 1975253 20620_4 i9752 19152 1§163 ..........................................................
CSHEAR 1974365 2002014 19143 19763 19765 19745
CONROD 1974543 19743 18145 2014 03293 WEB
CONRDD 1976563 19763 19795 2014 03293 WEB
CSHEAR 1914567 2002014 19141 1006 19165 18745
CDNROD 1974745 19745 19747 2014 03293 WEB
CONROD 1576186 19765 1008 2014 0.3293 WEB
CSHEAR 1914796 2002014 19748 19799 1005 19747
CONRO0 ie7484¥ _g747 _s?Bi _bi4 .... O_2&S ........................ WEe ............................................................
CTRMEM 1975897 2002014 19158 19786 1006
CSHEAR 1974859 2002014 19149 19159 19759 19746
CDNROD 1974546 19748 19749 2014 0.247 WEB
CONROD 1975886 19758 19789 2014 0.4111 WEB
CSHEAR 1675868 4002014 19759 19769 19796 19758
CONRQD 1918996 19766 19769 2014 0 1541 WEB
GONROD 1675141 19741 19781 2014 0.764 WEB
GONRDD 1975242 19142 197E2 2014 0.991 WEB
GONROD 1976252 19192 19182 2014 _,52& WEB
GONROD 1976343 19743 16183 2014 1009 WEB
CONRDD 1918949 19148 19189 2014 1584 WEB
CONROD 1918147 19141 1006 2014 1009 WEB
CONROD 1975849 19749 19758 2014 0981 WEE
CONROD 19168S9 19158 19168 2014 1528 WEB.
CbN'Rbb'_97594§'19"?BS ..... _S_S 20i4 0 ?'64 ............................ WEB ............................................
CONROD 1516959 19159 19789 2014 1.528 WEB
$
$ LUGS / CENTER CARR¥-THRU SPAR
S STA 197 107
$
CBA9 1914100 1974100 19741 6192_ O0 1.0 1,0 I C5 LUGR
PEAR 1974100 2014 0.694 020_ 1.302 0824
CBAR 1675100 1675100 197SI 61923 O0 1.0 10 I E2 LUGR
PBAR 1975100 2014 0.684 0205 1.302 0.624
CBA9 1514900 1914900 19749 719_? O0 1.0 I0 1 C5 LUGL
PEAR 1914900 2014 0.694 0.2_ 1302 0.624
CBAR ....... 1"91"590019"_S'90_"_9"?59 ...... _9Z3 _ O_O .... 1"_'0 ............ i_O ......... I ........ C2"LbGL ...........................................
PBAR 1975900 2014 0.694 02_ 1,302 0.624
S
$ AFT WIN_ CARRY-THRU SPAR
S 209-030-142
$
$ FRAMES _ND DOUBLERS
CBAR 2124143 2124143 2134_ 21343 00 t.0 1.0 1 2124143
;2124143 _ $ ..........................................................................................................................................
PEAR 2124143 2014 1,592 0725 1422 00634
CBAR 2124349 2124345 21343 21349 0 0 1,0 10 I
PBAR 2124345 2014 08124 0 _ 03427 0,00758
CBA_ 2124547 212484? 21346 21347 O0 1.0 10 t
PEAR 2124547 2014 08124 O :, 03427 0.00196
CBAR 2124149 2124749 21347 21349 00 ID !.0 1 2124749
+2124749 £
PBAR ' 2i24749 2014 ........ 1_2 o 72S ...... 1_.42"2 .... 0"_0"6"34 ............................................................................................................
$
$ LUGS / _FT CARRY-THRU SPAR
$ 5T_ 213.94
S
GBAR 2134100 2134100 21341 _1935 0.0 1_0 1.0 1 92 LUGR
PBA9 2134100 2014 0.4893 0 04?2 0.8992 01843
CBAR 2134900 2134900 21349 71935 0.0 1.0 I_0 1 92 LUGL
PEAR ......... 2"134_S+00"20"1"4 ..... 0['4"6"_"0 0"4"12""0"/8"9"9"2"'"0"_'|6143 ....................................................................................................................................
$
$ AFT FUSELAG_ SUBASSEMBL_
$ = =
$
$ STA 213.94 BULKHEAD
$ 209"030"109-007
S
$ ...... #kAkds'ANo_oueL_ks ......................................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 2132123 21321 21323 7075 0.302
CONROD 2132326 21323 21325 7075 0.302
CONROD 213252? 21325 21327 7075 0,302
CONEOD 2132729 21327 21329 7075 0+302
CONROD 2138143 21341 21343 7075 0 131
CONNOD 2134345 21343 21345 7075 O 131
CQNROO 2134E47 21345 21341 7076 0 131
CONROD 2138183 21381 21383 2024 0 101
CONROD 2138384 21383 21384 2024 0 101
CONROD 2138489 21384 21388 2024 0 101
CONROD 2138887 21386 21367 2024 0 101
CONRDD 2136788 21387 21369 2024 0 101
CONROD 2132141 21321 21341 7075 0,309
CONROD 2134181 21341 31381 7078 0.182 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_o.,_-2____-_¥__ .......___,,.......w_-_........_:_o......................................................................................................................................._-_---_----_-l=_-rrv
CONROD 2134989 21349 21389 7078 0.182 ur r-wrt ,¢,., rtl,,,..t i 6
$ SHEAR WEBS
CQDMEM 2132143 0129048 21321 21341 21343 21323
CQDMEM 2132345 0129046 21323 21343 21345 21325
CQDMEM 213264? 012604S 21325 21345 21347 21327
CODMEM 2132749 0129046 21327 21347 21349 21329
CODMEM 2134183 1007075 21341 21361 21383 21343
CODMEM 2134364 050?075 21343 21363 21384 21345
CTRMEM 2134564 050?0?5 21345 21364 21366
CODMEM 213456? 0507075 21348 21388 21387 21347
_pO.ME._ ?_3476_._007075 2134_ ? .... _1.387 .... 2_389 2_3.4.9 ............................................................................................................




CTRMEM 2180121 0262024 21801 21821 21823
CTRMEM 2180123 0262024 21801 21823 21803
CTRMEM 2180323 0252024 21803 2 823 21625 ................................
CTRMEM 2160728 0252024 21807 21825 2182_
CTRMEM 2180T27 0252024 21807 21827 2tJ09
CTRMEM 2180B27 0252024 21809 21827 21829
$
$ STA 227.62 BULKHEAD
$ 208-030-110-005
$
...... _-HE_R_ WS_mS .......................................................................................................
CTRMEM 2270121 0252024 22701 22721 22?23
CTRMEM 2270123 0252024 22701 22?23 22703
CTRMEM 22?0323 0252024 22?03 22?23 22725
CTRMEM 22?0325 0252024 22?03 22?25 22?0?
ETRMEM 2270725 0252024 22707 22?25 2272?
£TRMEM 22?0?2? 0252024 22?07 2272_ 22709
CTRME_ 2270827 0252024 22?08 22?2? 22?29
$
$ 5TA 250.00 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-111-107
$
$ FRAMES AND DBUBLERS
EGNROD 2500103 25001 25003 2024 0035
CONRDD 260030? 25003 2800? 2024 0039
CONROD 2500?09 2500? 28009 2024 0_039
_BN'RDD'"2"$O2"12_ 2502"1 ....... 2"5"02"5 70_$ ....... 6"_'2"95 ......................................................................................................
CONROD 2502528 25025 26028 ?0?5 0.299
£ONRGD 2608165 25061 1007 ?075 0_469
£ONRDD 2508569 1007 25069 ?o?s 0 489
CDNRDD 2502101 25001 26021 2024 0.039
CBNROD 2502141 25021 25041 ?0?5 0.266
CONROO 250416} 25041 25061 ?0?5 0.265
CDNRDD 2500929 25009 29028 2024 0 039 ............
CONROD 2504689 25049 2508B ?075 0256
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 26OO121 0252024 25001 25021 25025
CTBMEM 2500125 0262024 25001 25025 28003
CTRMEM 2600325 0252024 26003 25025 2800?
CTRMEM 2500725 0253024 2500? 25025 25009
CTRMEM 2500528 0252024 25009 25028 25028
CODMEM'"250"2"1"45"0129046"25021 ...... 25041 .... 2504_5 ....... 2$025 .................................................................................................
CQDMEM 2502549 0129046 25025 25048 25049 25029
CGDMEM 2504185 0129048 25041 25061 I007 25045
CQDMEM 2604569 0129046 25045 1007 25089 25049
$
$ STA 268.25 BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-112"013
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROD 2682125 26821 28825 2024 0 225
GONROD 2882629 26825 28829 2024 0225
CONROD 26861B5 28881 28865 2024 0446
CGNR00 2882141 28821 28841 2024 00?2
CONROD 2884161 28841 28861 2024 0+072
CONROD 2882B49 28929 28848 2024 0.0?2
CONRDO 2684899 26849 1008 2024 0,0?2
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 2680121 0282024 28801 28821 26825
_TRMEM 2680125 0282024 2880 26825 28809
CQDMEM 2682146 0282024 26831 28641 28845 26825
CQDMEM 2682549 0282024 2682B 28845 28849 28829
CQDMEM 2684185 0282024 26641 28881 28885 26845
CODMEM 2584589 0282024 28845 28888 1008 28849
$
$ ?AILBDOM JUNCTION BULKHEAD
$ 209-030-113-001
$
$ FRAMES AND DOUBLERS
CONROO 2892125 29921 29925 TOTS 0.265
EONRBD 2992528 29925 28929 T075 0.268
CONROO 2998185 29B81 29965 ?078 0.460
CONRBD 2995589 29885 1009 7078 0.480
CGNROD 2992141 29921 29941 7075 0.335
GONROD 299418 2994 28961 ?0?5 0.335
CDNROD 2994965 25549 1008 ?o?s 0.338
$ SHEAR WEBS
CTRMEM 2690521 032?0?5 29B08 25821 28525
CTRMEM 2690525 03270?5 28808 29B25 29628
CODMEM 2692145 032?0?5 29921 29541 29945 29925
CQDMEM 2992549 032?0?5 29925 29945 29948 29929
CODMEM 2994 65 032?0?5 2884 29961 28665 29945
$
$ TA]LBOOM ATTAEHMEH7 TO FUSELAGE BULKHEAD
$
$
$ WING / RIGHT SIDE
$ 209-020-001
$ FORWARO SPAR / RIGHT WING
$ 209"020"101
$
CONROB 82_811 82311 82611 2014 0.43811
CBAR 8222813 6222813 82213 62811 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 8222613
;:1126'38222613:_?, 1?8o o 2o8,8 o228, o o8.,2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_kR#o"s_2"_'b'__s____ ....... $_'8"i'_ ....... _i4 ......... b!i'a_ ....... :............................................... W_'d ..........................................................................................................................
CONROB 8283411 62811 83411 2014 0.41182 CAP OF _ _)U_LF_
CONROO 8283412 628 I 63411 2014 0.19328 WEB
CONROD 0344211 634 1 84211 2014 0.40701, CAP
CONROO 6344212 634 I 64211 2014 0.1T038 WEB
CONROO 6425011 842 I 65011 2014 0.40060 CAP
CONROO 6426012 842 1 65011 2014 0.144 WEB
CONROD 6505911 8B0 1 65911 2014 0.39249 CAP
CONROD 8$05gl2 6B0tl $5911 2014 0116 WEB
CSHEAR 6221119 150 62213 62611 62819 62217
CSHEAR 6261119 12966 62811 63411 63419 62819
CSHEAR 8341119 12728 6341_ 64211 64219 63419
CSHEAR 642111§ "i23"61 64211650ii" 690i9 64"21"9 ...............................................................
CSHEAR 6501119 11916 89011 65911 65919 69019
CBAR 622281? 622281? 62217 62819 O0 0.0 I0 1 6222817
÷822281? 456
PBAR 622281? 2014 1.359 007213 06?966 0.045?2
CONROD 6222819 62219 62819 2014 0 43886
CONROD 6222819 G2217 62619 2014 01675 WEB
CONROD 8283419 62619 63419 2014 0.40783 CAP
COHRob 628341B 82619 " 634i9''" 2014 " 0 1932_ ...... WEB ....................................................
CONROD 8344219 63419 64219 2014 040412 CAP
CONROO 6344216 63419 84219 2014 017038 WEB
CDNROD 6425019 _4219 65019 2014 039680 CAP
CONRO0 8428018 84219 85019 2014 0.144 WEB
CONROO 6505915 65019 85919 2OI4 039083 CAP
CONROD 6509918 65019 65919 2014 0 118 WEB
$
$ ..................... CENTER $#AR't'R|GHT WiNG ..............................................................
$ 209-020-102
$
CBAR 9222821 6222821 62221 82821 O0 O0 1.0 I 6222821
+6222821 456
PBAR 6222821 2014 134056 0 52308 099567 0 00910
CBAR 6222824 9222624 62224 82821 0.0 0 0 I 0 I 6222824
+6222524 456
CONROD 6222822 62224 62821 2014 0.21959 WEB
CONROO 6283421 62521 63421 2014 1.24010 CAP
CONROD 6283422 62821 63421 2014 0.28034 WEB
CONROO 8344221 63421 84221 2014 0.94412 CAP
CONROD 8344222 63421 64221 2014 0.23200 WEB
CONROO 6426021 64221 65021 2014 050059 CAP
CONROD 6425022 84221 65O21 2014 02020? WEB
¢ONRob 656s921 Ss021 10i? 2014 014396a ..................... _A# ..................................................
CONROD 6505922 65021 1017 2014 017075 WEB
CSHEAR 6222129 18157 62224 62621 62829 62226
CSHEAR 6252129 17735 82821 63421 63429 62829
CSHEAR 6342129 17490 63421 64221 64229 63429
CSHEAR 8422129 17410 64221 65021 85029 64229
CSHEAR 8802129 17088 B$021 1017 85929 BE029
CBAR 6222828 8222826 62226 62829 0 0 O0 t.O 1 8222826
16_2_826 ......... 4S6 ............................................................................................................................................
PBAR 6222828 2014 141 0 14961 085619 000910
CBAR 6222826 6222829 62229 62829 O0 O0 10 1 8222829
+S222829 456
PEAR 6222829 2014 0.97873 021703 088284 0.00910
CONROD 6222826 62228 62829 2014 021559 WE9
CONROD 6253429 52829 63429 2014 123420 CAP
CONROD 8283426 82629 63426 2014 028034 WEB
coNRob"'63_4422§ 63429"642"2"9 ....... 20"i4 .... 0_9"B586 .................... _# ................................................................
CDNROD 6344228 63429 64229 2014 0 23200 WE8
CDNROD 6825029 64229 95029 2014 0.634?3 CAP
CDNROD 6425028 64229 95O29 2014 020207 WEB
CONROD 6505929 85029 65929 2014 0.44318 CAP
CONROD 6505925 65029 65929 2014 017079 WEB
$
S AFT SPAR / RIGHT WING
$ 209-020-103
$
CBAR 6222831 6222831 $2231 62831 0.0 O.O 1.0 1 6222831
+8222531 455
#B'AR ........ 62"22&3"1"'20"i'4 ......... 6_422J5 0_04445 0/3"2"1"48"0_'00§0_ ...............................................................................
CONROD 8222832 62231 62631 2014 0.02998 WEB
CONROD 6283431 62831 83431 2014 0_10275 CAP
OONROD 8253432 62831 63631 2014 O.02?58 WEB
CONROO 6344231 63431 64231 2014 010213 CAP
CONROD 6344232 83431 84231 2014 0.02642 WEB
CONROD 6425031 64231 6$031 2014 010110 CAP
CONROD 6425032 64231 65031 2014 0.02482 WEB
........ 69d3_ 2614 0110019 ............................................ _A'p ....................................................................................
CONROD 6505932 65031 65931 2014 0.O2329 WEB
ESHEAR 6223139 08416 62231 62831 62839 62239
CSHEAR 8283135 O?505 62831 63431 63439 62839
CSHEAR 6343139 0?402 63431 64231 642_9 $3439
CSHEAR 8423139 0?2?8 84231 65031 65039 84239
CSHEAR 6503139 07149 65031 8$931 65939 85039
CBAR 6222839 6222839 62239 B2839 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 8222839
;522_83g ............ 4ss ...........................................................................................................................................................................
PEAR 6222639 2014 0.25928 0.01150 0.11687 0.01365
CONROD 6222638 62239 62839 2014 0.02998 WEB
CONROD 6283439 62839 83436 2014 O15381 CAP
CONROD 8283435 82839 63439 2014 0.02?88 WEB
CONROD 6344239 83439 64239 2014 01B210 CAP
CONROO 6344238 63639 68239 2014 002642 WEB
CONROD 642$039 84239 95039 2014 0.15044 • CAP
CONRbD 64290_8"6"42"3"_ ...... 8_'03"§ 2014 0.'0"24"82 ........................ WE'B ..........................................................................
CONROO 6605939 65039 65939 2014 0.14855 CAP
CONROO 8505938 65039 65939 2014 0.02329 WEB
$
$ TOP SKIN / RIGHT WING
$
COOMEM 6221121 063?0?5 62211 62221 $2821 62811
CQDMEM 6281121 083?0?5 82811 82821 83421 53411
cobM_M S34i121653?o_s$34ii ...... 6342i $42"2_ ........d__ii ....................................................................................................................
CODMEM 6421121 063707S 84211 84221 85021 65011
C00MBM B501121 083?0?9 65011 85021 1017 65911
CODMEM 6222131 063?0?$ 82221 52231 $2831 82821
COOMEM $252131 0B37075 B2$21 82831 $3431 B3421
CODMEM 8342131 0B37075 83421 83431 $4231 84221
CODMEM 0422131 06370?5 64221 64231 65031 66021
C00MBM 8502131 063?0?5 65021 85031 $5931 1017
$ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
$ BOTTOM SKIN / RIGHT WING
$
CQDMEM 6221929 083707B 62218 62229 82829 $2819 #qkl_|f_|_|X| PACE _o'_CODMEM 8281929 0|3?0?5 62819 62829 63429 63419 Vltl_ll 1fib
COOMEM 6341829 063?075 83419 $3429 84226 $4219
COOMEM 6421929 0837075 '4219 '4229 $'029 8S019 OF _ _UALrTY.
CQDMEM 8601929 0637075 $_019 86029 6$929 65919
_b_M_M_2_'_b_"_'S3__¥_'d__'_'g ....... __'_ ......._'__ ......._d__9 ................................ _.....................................................................................................................................
C00MEM 6282939 083707S $2429 62839 63439 63429
CQDMEM5342939 0537075 63429 53439 842]9 64229
DODMEM 8422938 0837075 54225 84239 8E036 6E029
CODMEM 6502939 063?075 85029 65039 65939 65929
$
$ W5 22.19 RIB
$
CQDMEM 6221124 252014 52211 82221 52224 82213
CODMEM 8221326 252014 62213 62224 52226 62217
CODMEM 6221726 252014 62217 62226 82229 62219
CTRMEM 6222n31 252014 52221 62224 62231
_OOMEM'_'2"224"3_'_2"52_'6_224 .... S'2231 62"239 ....... 622_k .............................................................................................
CTRMEM 8222835 252014 82226 82229 52236
$
$ WS 28.00 RIB
$
CQDMEM 6281129 1252014 82511 82821 62829 62819
CQDMEM 8282139 1252014 82821 52831 82839 62529
$
$ ........................ wS _'34"_ RIB .......
$
CODMEM 6341129 1252(_14 53411 63421 83429 83419
CODMEM 8342139 1252014 63421 63431 63436 83429
$
$ W5 42 50 RIB
$
GODMEM 6421129 1252014 64211 64221 54229 64219
CO'DMEM 6422139 125"201"4"_'4221 ..... 64231 _ 642"39 ...... 64"229 .....................................................................
$
$ HARD POINT FOR ATTACHING INBOARD WING STORES " RIGHT SIDE
$
MPC 1000 84229 4 1.0 64221 2 13423 R l/E 4
+R I/B 4 64229 2 "13423
MPC 1000 64229 5 10 64219 3 _ 10493 R I/E 8
+R ]/E S 54226 3 .10453
MP'C .... i000 ......... 64"229" _'8 ......... (.0 ..... 642i9"" 2 ......... i0493 .......... R I/B'6 .......................................................................
+R [/B 6 54229 2 " 10493
$
$ WS 50.75 RIB
$
CODMEM 6501129 1252014 65011 65021 65029 65019
CODMEM 6502139 1252014 5E021 85031 65039 55029
$ ...............................................................................................................
$
CODMEM 6S91126 1252014 65911 1017 65929 65619
COOMEM 6592139 1252014 1017 65931 65939 65929
$
$ HARD POINT FOR ATTACHING OUTBOARD WING STORES - RIGHT SIDE
$
MPC 000 86929 4 10 1017 2 16182 R O/B 4
*R O/m4 ............ sS§2e ..... _ .......... :;_8_82 ..........................................................................................................
MPG 1000 65525 5 10 85919 3 -.11442 R O/B 6
÷R O/B 6 65929 3 11442
MPG 1000 55926 5 1.0 55919 2 11442 R O/B 8
+R 0/6 6 65925 2 -.11442
$
$ FORWARD SPAR LUGS / RIGHT WING
$ ........................ ' .....................................................
GEAR .... 61"31922 6"i3")§22"'S'19"i3 622 3 0 0 0 0 I 0 I F2 LUGR
PBAR 6131622 2014 1.32135 043256 0 91617 099515
CBAR 6171922 8171922 61917 62217 O 0 0.0 1 .0
PBAR 6171922 2014 1 5498 0.16642 066633 045"/18
$
S CENTER 5PAR LUGS / RIGHT WING
$
GBAR 6221922 6221922 61922 5222_ O.O 0_0 1.0
0 0 0.0 0 0 0_0 0.0
I F5 LUGR
t 0 CI LUGR
- .91+C1 LUGR
PEAR 6221922 2014 0 54346 0.02804 065104 0.0910_
GEAR 8241622 5241622 61624 62224 0.0 O_O 1.0 I C3 LUGR
PEAR 824 522 30 4 0 54348 0 02604 0 58 04 0 09104
_AR ........ _2Si9_"_26i_92_S_925 .... G222S ....... 0"_0 ........... 0_0 ....... 1_0 ......... f ............. C4LUGR .........................................................................
PEAR 6261522 2014 0.8333 0.02804 0.65104 0.06104
CBAR 8281922 6281922 61625 52226 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 C6 LUGR
+CS LUGR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2?
PBAR 6281922 2014 0.5333 0.02804 085104 0.09104
$
$ APT SPAR LUGS / RIGHT WIN_
$ ..............................................................................
÷AI LUGR 0.0 O0 O0 0.0 0.0 -093
PEAR 6341622 2014 0E32 0.02781 0.32006 0.0_055
COAR 8351922 6361922 61938 62239 O0 00 I0 1 A3 LUGR
PEAR 6361922 2014 0,98648 004325 0.37096 O.I_EES
$
$ FORWARD SPAR LUG PIN / RIGHT WING
$
......... REP[A'CE''M_E'o'U'_Y)bNS'WI"YHR_'G'lb E[EM'E'NT'S"§yI"'EV .....................................................................................................................
$ R.V DOMPKA TO REMOVE N-SET PROBLEMS
$ FOP 61913,51917 (FRONT LUGS ON WINGS)
$
ROE2 81613 61913 123 61912 61914 MPGFRU1
$
_BE2 616 T 81617 123 619 6 8 6 8 MPCFRU1
$
$ CENTER SPAR LUG PIN / RIGH_ WING
$
$ REPLACE MPC EQUATIONS W;TH RIGID ELEMENTS 9/17/87
$ R.V, DOMPKA TD REMOVE N-SET PROBLEMS








$ AFT SPAR LUG PIN / RIGHT WING
$
_B'e'2 .............. S'_'_'""¢'i'S'3_'"'i_'3 .............. di'§_ .......S'i'9"3_ ................................................... _#'_'¥kU'f ........................................................................................................
$
$
_PG 1000 61535 I 1.0 81935 1 -,477812 MPCARCI
"+MRCARCI 61634 I -,522368
MPC 1000 61935 2 1+0 81538 2 -.477612 MPCARC2
•.PG.C2 ,,,34 2 -5223,8 ORDINAL p_._ ,_
MRC 1000 E1E3E 3 1.0 SlE3S 3 -1.0 ---- T.._.?_ L_I ............
M#_ ............__ ........ _'i'o'34 ....... _ ................ _'; .............._ d_g3"_ ...... _ ................ :_'_'_ ....................................................................... vFrl_"I___
.Rc 1ooo .,.35 , I.o 51E. 4 -1o _ _UAL_ry
MPC 1000 $1934 4 1.0 61539 4 -1.0
MPC 1000 61936 S I 0 61635 S 1.O
MPC 1000 61934 S 10 61935 S -10
MPC 1000 61935 4 IO 61930 2 .746269 MPCARC4
+MPCARC4 61934 2 748269
MPC 1000 61935 5 I0 61636 I ?48269 MPCARC5









$ FORWARD SPAR / LEFT WZNG
$ 209-020+10l
CONROD 72225II 72211 72811 2014 043811
CEAR 7222513 7222413 72213 72611 O0 0.0 1 0 I 7222613
+7222413 456
_t_'-+ _222813 2014 1.790 0.20SSg 1,02299 0.0E95"2
CONROD 7222512 72213 7281 2014 01575 WEE
CONROD 72S3411 72411 7341 2014 041192 CAP
CONROD 7283412 72811 7341 2014 019325 WEE
_ONRO_ _4"4211734iI 74"2"I; ..... 20+1"4 ++ 0_4"0_01 ................ _A# .....................................................
CONROD 7344212 73411 7421 2014 017036 WEB
CONROD 7425011 74211 7501 2014 040060 CAP
CONROD 7425012 74211 7901 2014 0 144 WEB
CONROD 7$09911 79011 7SgIt 2014 0.39249 CAP
CONROD 7509912 ?S011 79911 2014 0118 WEB
CSHEAR 7221115 150 72213 72811 72519 72217
CSHEAR 7281115 12556 72811 73411 73419 72519
CSNEAR 7141111 +2"7"21"" _34ii ...... _421i .... 7421§" V3411 ...................................................................................................................................
CSHEAR ?421119 12341 74211 ?S011 75019 74217
CSHEAR ?S01119 11516 7S011 75911 75919 79019
DEAR 722281? 7222817 72217 72819 0.0 00 1+0 1 722281?
+7222817 4S6
PEAR 7222817 2014 1.399 0.07213 057965 004572
CONROD 7222819 72219 72619 2014 0 43668
CONROD 7222818 72217 72819 2014 0 1875 WEB
CONROD 72S3418 72819 73419 2014 0 19325 WEB
CDNROD 7344219 73419 74219 2014 0 40412 CAP
CONROD 7344215 73415 74219 2018 0.17035 WEE
CONROD 74290i9 74219 75019 2014 0,39860 CAP
CONROD ?425015 74219 75019 2014 07144 WEB
CONROD ?505919 75019 75919 2014 0,39083 CAP
CONROD 7505918 75019 75919 2014 0.118 WEB
$ ...........................................................................................................................................
$ CENTER SPAR / LEFT WING
$ 209-020-102
$
CRAR 7222521 7222821 72221 72821 O0 0 0 1.o I 7222821
+7222421 456
FIAR 7222521 2014 1.]4056 052306 099557 000910
CBAR 7222624 7222824 72224 72821 0,0 O0 10 1 7222824
_7222"824 499 .....................................................
PEAR 7222824 2014 1 45 014717 0 53501 0 00510
CONROD 7222422 72224 72821 2014 0.21595 WEB
CONRDD 7283421 72921 73421 2014 1.24010 CAP
CONROO ?283422 72821 73421 2014 0.26034 WEB
CONROD ?344221 73421 74221 2014 0 94412 CAP
CONROD 7344222 73421 74221 2014 0 23200 WEE
CONROD 7426021 74221 75021 2014 0.90055 CAP
CONROD 7425022 74221 75021 2014 0.2020? WE9
CONRO0 7S0E921 79021 1018 2014 0.43588 CAP
CONROD 750E922 7602_ 1018 2014- 0.17075 WEB
CSHEAR 7222129 18157 72224 72421 ?2829 ?2225
_S'H'E'AR"'?28"212§'"17"?'3( .... 728_21 .... 7342"i .... 734"29" "_'2_20 ...........................................................................................................................
CSHEAR 7342129 17490 73421 74221 74229 73429
CSHEAR ?422129 17410 7422t 75021 75029 74229
CSHEAR 7S02129 17088 75021 1015 75929 75029
CBAR 7222826 ?222826 72225 7262g 0.0 0.0 1.0 I ?222826
+?222426 496
PEAR ?222826 2014 1,41 014991 0.65619 0+00910
CEAR 7222829 7222829 72229 72829 0+0 0.0 1.0 1 7222829
FEAR ?222829 2014 0.97873 0.21703 0.862S4 000910
CONROD ?222828 72226 ?2829 2014 0+21659 WEB
CDNROD 7283429 72829 73429 2014 1.23420 CAP
CONRO_ 7283428 72829 73429 2014 0.26034 WEB
CONROD 7344229 73426 74229 2014 0.98586 CAP
CONROD 7344228 ?3429 7422E 2014 0.23200 WEE
CONROD 7428029 74229 75029 2014 053473 CAP
C_NAbD + +_S+__42_S ....... _S029 ....... __4 + +02020¥ ....................................... _ ..... wsb ................................................................................................
CONROD 7S06629 1E026 79929 2014 044318 CAP
CONROD 7505928 79029 75929 2014 017075 WEB
$
AFT SPAR / LEFT W|NG
$ 209-020-103
$
CDNRDD 7222632 72231 72831 2014 0,02598 WEB
C_AR ..... _2_8_I__+2S_¥++_23_ ....... _'2d+3i ...... o:o ........... o;¢ +i_ ............ _ ........... _2+_+_ ...........................................................................
+7222931 4S5
PEAR 7222831 2014 042265 0.04445 0+32148 0.00906
CONROD 7263_31 72831 73431 2014 0.10276 CAP
CONRDD 7283432 72831 73431 2014 0+02786 WEB
CONROD ?344231 73431 74231 2014 010213 CAP
CONROD 7344232 73431 74231 2014 0_02642 WEB
CONROD 742E031 74231 79031 2014 0.10110 CAP
CONk-Ob+-_42SO_2-+#4-231 ....... _SO+3._ ...... 20i-&+- +o+;o-2-&_ ..................................... WE+B ...................................................................................
CONROD ?sosg31 79031 79931 2014 0.1001E CAP
CDNROD ?S09932 76031 79931 2014 0.02329 WEB
CEHEAR ?223139 06416 72231 72531 72839 72239
_SHEAR 7283139 07SOS 72831 73431 73439 72439
_SHEAR 7343139 07402 73431 74231 74239 73439
_SHEAR 7423139 07278 74231 79031 75036 74239
GSHEAR 7S03139 07149 ?S031 75931 75939 ?5039
÷7222836 4E8
PEAR ?222139 2014 0.25925 0.01190 0.11E87 001385
CONROD 7222838 72239 72839 2014 0.02$$8 WEB
CONROD 7213429 72839 734]9 2014 0.t$381 CAP
CONRQD 7283438 72139 ?3439 2014 0,02788 WEB
CGNROD 7344239 ?3439 74239 2014 0.15210 CAP
_ONROD?34423473436 74239 2014 0.02.2 WEE ORIGINAL PAGE IS
WEB
_ONROD 742S038 74236 7E03I 2014 0+02482 _..jr i_._i,i,_ _LJrlLII I
CONROO 7505939 75039 75939 2014 O.148BF CAP
CONROD TBOEg38 75039 ?Bg3E 2014 00232E WEB
$
$ TOP SKIN / LEFT WING
$
CQOMEM ?221121 083?0?5 72211 72221 72821 72B1
COOMEM 7281121 0837075 72811 72821 72421 7341
COOMEM ?341121 0637075 73411 73421 74221 7421
COOMEM 7421121 0837075 74211 74221 7S021 7501
CODMEM ?50 21 0637075 75011 75021 1018 7591
c00ME_7222i31063_0_g 72221 _22]I ....... 7283i .... 7282 ................................................................
CODMEM 7282131 0637075 72821 72831 73431 7342
COOMEM ?342131 063?075 73421 73431 74231 T422
CQDMEM 7422131 0637075 74221 74231 75031 7502
CQBMEM ?502131 0837075 75021 75031 T5931 1018
$
$ BOTTOM SKIN / LEFT WIND
$
CODME_ 72218"2g 0537079 722_19 .... _2229 ..... 72"829 .... 728J9 .......................................................................
CODMEM 7281829 063?0?5 72819 72829 73429 73419
CODMEM 7341929 0637075 _3419 73429 74229 74218
CODMEM 7421929 08370?5 74218 74229 75029 75018
COOMEM 7501829 0837075 7S019 75025 75929 75918
CQDMEM T222938 06370?5 ?2229 7223E ?2839 T2829
DQDMEM ?282539 0837075 ?2829 72839 73439 73429
CODMEM 7342938 0837075 73429 73439 74239 74229
COD'ME'M'_4"2293968"37075 74229"'7423§'" _s03g _02§ ...............................................................................
CODMEM 7502538 0637075 75029 75039 75939 75829
$
$ W9 -22.19 RIB
$
COOMEM ?221124 1252014 72211 72221 72224 72213
DODMEM ?221326 1252014 72213 ?2224 72226 73217
_P0.Me.M. _2_.I_.!2S2°_.4 722!.?.....7_.2.?_....._ 2.227......_22!9.................................................................................
CTRMEM 7222431 1252014 72221 72224 72231
CODMEM T222439 1252014 72224 72231 72239 72229
CTRMEM 7222639 1252014 72228 72229 72238
S
$ WS -2800 RIB
$
CODMEM 7281129 1252014 72811 72821 72829 72819
CODMEM T282139 12B20_4 72821 72831 72839 72829
$ WS "34.00 RIB
$
CODMEM T341129 1252014 73411 73421 73429 73419
CODMEM ?342139 1252014 73421 73431 73439 73428
$
$ W5 "4250 RIB
$
cOD'ME'M'"'_4"2"iI"2§'i2$2Ol"4 74211 ..... _4221 ......._4"2"2"g ....... 7"42"i'g .................................................
CODMEM 7422139 1282014 74221 74231 74239 74225
$
$ HARD POINT FOR ATTACHING INBOARD WING STORES " LEFT SIDE
S
MPC 1000 74229 4 1.0 74221 2 .13423 L I/B 4
+L I/B 4 74229 2 -.13423
MP_ 1000 74228 S 1,0 74218 3 -.10493 L I/B 8
• L'i_e g ..... _22e ..... _ ................ :i04g_ .............................................................................................................................
MPD 1000 74229 8 1.0 74218 2 .10493 L I/B 9




CODMEM 750112E 1252014 7501






$ WS -59.00 RIB
$
CODMEM 7591129 1252014 7551 1018 78928 75g19
_O'OME_"TSS'2_'39"'i'2S20"f_'"_0"18 ......... _S'g3i'" _593S "TSd2g .......................................................................................................
$
$ HARD POINT FOR ATTACHING OUTBOARD WING STORES " LEFT SIDE
S
MPC 1000 75928 4 10 1018 2 18182 L O/B 4
+L O/E 4 75929 2 "19182
MPC I000 7592E 5 10 7591g 3 -11442 L O/B 5
+L O/S S 75928 3 11442
MPC ......... _bO'_ ....... _S§2§ ......._ ................ i'7_ ...... _'SSlg " 2 ......... :'_'|'4"_2 ................. _ 0/B _ ...........................................................................................
+L O/E 8 75928 2 "11442
$
$ FORWARD SPAR LUGS / LEFT WING
$
CBAR 7131g22 7131922 71913 72213 O0 0.0 1,0 1 F2 LUGL
PEAR ?131922 2014 1.3213g 043258 09161? 0.99515
CBAR 7171E22 ?171922 71917 72217 oo 0.0 1.0 1 F5 LUGL
PB'Ak ......... _'i7"i'b'22"'_i'4 ..... i+:S4"gg'"Oi6S4_"b':'S'gS'3_"O':'4971_ .......................................................................................................................................
$
$ CENTER SPAR LUGS / LEFT WING
$
CBAR 7221922 7221922 71522 72221 0.0 0.0 I0 1 C1 LUGL
+C1 LUGL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0,51
PBAR 7221922 2014 0.54348 002804 0.65104 0.09104
EBAR 7241922 7241922 71924 72224 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 C3 LUGL *
PeA'k ........ _4"i'g'_2oi'4 ....... _':S4"34_"O':O'2SO_"_':'ffS'i'O_'_:'O'gi_4 ...........................................................................................................................
CBAR 7281g22 7381922 71928 72228 O0 0.0 1.0 1 C4 LUGL
PEAR 7281932 2014 0.$333 0.02804 0.85104 0_09104
CBAE 7281922 7281922 71928 72229 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 CB LUGL
+CS LUGL 0.0 0.0 O0 0.0 0.0 0.27
PBA9 ?281922 2014 0.8333 0.02804 065104 0.09104
$
$
DEAR ?341922 7341922 71934 72231 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 A1 LUGL
+At LUGL 0.0 0.0 O0 0,0 0.0 - O.g3
PBAR 7341g22 2014 0.B32 0.02781 0.32005 o.ogos8
CBAR 7381922 ?381922 71936 72_39 O0 0.0 1.0 1 A3 LUGL
PEAR 7381522 2014 0.98648 0.04328 0.3?098 0.13855
$
$ FORWARD SPAR LUG PIN / LEFT WZNG
$ REPLACE MPC EOUATIONS WITH RIGID ELEMENTS 9/17/87
$ R.V. DOMPKA TO REMOVE N'SET PROBLEMS
$ FOR 71913.7191T (FRONT LUGS ON WINGS)
$
$
REE2 ?,,13 ?1,13 133 ?19,4 ,1,12 ,PCFLU1 QRIQINAL P._-GE ;._RBE2 71917 711117 123 71918 71818 MPCFRU1
$ :,.,,R SFARL_GFIN, LEFTW'"G OF POOR QIJ/_L_'!''(
$
$ REPLACE MPC EQUATIONS WITH RIGID ELEMENTS 9117187
$ RV DOMPKA TO REMOVE N-SET PROBLEMS
$ FOR 71923,T1927 (CENTER LUGS ON WINGS)
$
$
ROE2 71523 71923 123 71924 71922 MPCFLUI




$ AFT SPAR LUG PIN / LEFT WING
$
SEE2 71935 71935 123 71934 71936 MPCFLUI
$
MPC 1000 71935 I 0 71936 1 -477812 MPCALC1
÷MPCALC1 71934 t .522388
MPC i0OO ?iS3S 2 " :_'0 ..... _|SBS 2 : 477612 MPc_L'c2 ...............
+MPCALC2 71634 2 .522388
MP_ 1000 71936 3 0 71935 3 1.0
MPC 1OOO 71934 3 O 71535 3 1.O
MPC IOOO 71938 4 _-0 _ 4 _-
MPC 1000 71934 4 0 71935 4 1.0
MPC 1000 71538 S 0 71935 S IO
MPC 1000 71934 5 o 71935 5 1,0
MPC " i000 " _(§39 2" ":.0" ?i'936" 2 ....... 74626§ ..... MP'C'AC'C4 ...........................................
+MPCALC4 71934 2 ?46289
MP[ 1000 71935 S I 0 71938 1





S MAiN ROTOR TRANSMISSION
$ ....................... 264:o4o:009 .....................................................
$
CBAR 353025I 252025 200070 200078 10 0.0 0,0 1 MR G/B
CBAR 3530252 3S3025 200078 2OO075 1.0 O0 0.0 1 MR G/B
CBAR 35302G3 3G302G 200079 20008? IO 0.0 0.0 1 MR G/E
GEAR 3530254 353025 20008? 200096 10 0,0 O0 1 MR G/B
GEAR 3530255 353025 200096 200101 I0 O0 0.0 1 MRBRG2
÷MRBRG2 456 .............................................
PBAR ...... 353025 f ..... I00_ ..... 1_§S0 .... 196o 1480 .....................
$
$ MAIN ROTOR MAST
$ 209-O10-450
$
CBAR 4800050 4SO00T 200075 1021 I0 00 0.0 1 MRERG1
+MRBRGI 56
CBAR 4800070 450007 1021 200095 1,0 O0 O0 1 MR MAST
CeAR .... _SOOb_l 4sbOb_ 2ObOes 2boJo_(:b ........ oi_ ...... oo ........... i .... MR''MASY .............................................................................
GEAR 4500072 4S0007 200101 200106 I0 0.0 0,0 _ MR MAST
CBAR 4500073 450007 200106 200112 I 0 O0 0_0 1 MR MAST
CBAR 4500074 480007 200112 200114 1,0 0.0 0.0 1 MR MAST
CBAR 4500075 4S0007 200114 200121 1.o O0 0.0 1 MR MAST
GEAR 4S00075 4S0007 200121 200129 1.0 0,0 0.0 1 MR MAST
CBAR 4500077 4B0007 200129 200137 1 0 O0 O0 I MR MAST
GEAR 4500078 4E0007 20013? 200145 1 0 O0 0,0 1 MR MAST
CB'Ak 4SOO'dYS'_5"b'obY'"'2_'b'i'4g'"2oots3"_':o ......... _':b ......... o_o ...... _ ............... M'R'"MAST ................................................
CBAR 4500080 460007 2OOIS3 1022 10 O O GO 1 MR MAST
GEAR 4500081 4S0007 1022 200162 10 O0 0.0 MR MAST
PEAR 450007 I I00, t2007 12007 91,08_,
$
$ MAIN ROTOR CYCLIC CONTROL LEVE_
$ 209-O10-402
$
CBAR 4020011 450007 192111 200111 O0 O,O 1,O
CBAR 4020012 480007 193111 200111 O0 0 0 1.0
$
$ CYCLIC CONTROL BOOST CYLINDERS
.................................................. 209;07"8"02i ..................................................................................................................
$
CONROO 0760211 192111 19173 10 447490.
CONROD 0780212 193111 19177 I0 447490.
$
$ MAIN ROTOR COLLECTIVE CONTROL LEVER
$ 209-010-406
$
cBAR" 406bd114_O'60_'"'lg"4168 2OOtOSO:d ......... 0:0"" 1"_0 .......... i ..............................................................................
CBAR 4060012 450007 200105 211104 O O GO 1.O 1
S
S COLLECTIVE CONTROL BOOST CYLINDER
209-075-021S
$
CONROD 0T60213 211104 20977 10 390970
$
S .................. CVC£'iC'CbNYROL LEVER _YTACHMENY'YO"M_'|'N"ROYOR"MASY .................................................................................................
$
MPC I000 200111 1 10 200112 1 -1.0
MPC tO00 200111 2 1.0 200112 2 I 0
MPC 1000 200111 3 1,0 200112 3 -I.0
MPC 1000 200111 S 1.0 200112 6 -I,0
$
$ .. COLLECTIVE CONTROL LEVER ATTACHMENT TO MA|N ROTOR MAST
$ ............................................................................................................................................................
MPG 1000 200105 I 1.0 200106 I -I.0
MPC 1OOO 200IOS 2 10 200106 2 10
MPC 1ooo 200105 4 1.o 200106 4 -1,o
MPC 1ooo 200105 6 1.O 200108 5 -10
$
$ COLLECTIVE CONTROL LEVER ATTACHMENT TO MAIN ROTOR TRANSMISSION CASE
$
CB_R 4os_ol_3_3_2ooogs 198_o_ "_:o .......... o':_ ....... _:_ ........... 1 ................ _L'XM_ ............................................................................................
÷COL_MSN 458 -8.78 2.784 7.50 O0 OLO 0.0
$




CBAR 3570001 3670001 200078 19785 1.0 0.0 0.0 1 LLINK
PEAR 3570001 4340 0,89 0.0 0.0 0,0
$
MAIN ROTOR TRANSMISSION CASE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY204-040-384-009
x
REPLACE MPC EQUATIONS WITH RIGID ELEMENTS 5/17/57R,V. OOMPKA TO REMOVE N-SET PROBLEMS
'$ FOR 20007' (C.G, FOR TRANSMISSION) O_G_NAL ----_ '_.................................................................................................................................................................................. I".l_',o_,. -.i ,_
ROE2 200078 20007B 1234S6 185073 1S9077 211073 211077 214075 .....................................................
MAIN ROTDR PYLON MOUNT SPRINGS
204"031"928-005
CELAS2 89831 28125 189073 1 18983 1 FWD R [
CELAS2 89832 28125 1890T3 2 18983 2 FWD R Y
CELAS2 89833 4500 189073 3 18983 3 FWD R Z
CELAS2 8957 28 29 89077 1 8987 FWD L X
CE£KS2 _g'SY_-_SY2S ...... _59O_ 2 .............. i_9_ ....... _ ............................ _WD L¥ ...................................................
CELAS2 89873 4500 189077 3 18987 3 FWD L 2
CELAS2 211831 28125. 211073 1 21183 1 AFT R X
CELAS2 211832 28125 211073 2 21183 2 AFT R Y
CELAS2 211833 4500 211073 3 21183 3 AFT R 2
CELAS2 211871 28125 211077 1 21167 I AFT L X
CELAS2 211872 28125 211077 2 21187 2 AFT L Y
21187 3 AFT L 2CELA$2 211873 4500 21107T 3
_E'LAS_" 2i'4553 _ 2000_" _4075" 3 ........ 2i_4aS ...... 3 .................... Art C _ ...............................................................
S
S TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX
$ 204-040-40D
CBAR 4000071 400007 52045 520024 O0 O0 10 I TRBRGt
CBAR 40O0072 400007 52045 520068 0.0 O0 10 _ TRBRG2
÷TRBRG2 458
_8"AR .... 40000_ 4526 " 16_0 .... 3_2"$ ........ 3":25 .... s'sO .......................................................................................
$
9 TAIL ROTOR MAST
5 204-040-402
$
GBAR 4020091 4020091 $2OOI9 520024 O 0 00 10 1 TR MAST
PSAR 4020091 4820 11090 0.2393 O 2393 04?8?
GEAR 4020092 40200S2 520024 $200S7 0 O 0 0 0 1 TR MAST
PBAR- 4020o92"482"O ...... O_9162""o_i9"o9 0_ig0s O_'38"iT ................................................................................................
CBAR 4020093 4020093 $20057 520065 0.0 0,0 10 1 TR MAST
PBAR 4020093 4820 09442 0.1835 0.1638 0.3289
CBAR 4020094 4020094 $20085 920068 0.0 O.O 1.0 1 TR _AST
PBAR 4020094 4620 |.0034 0.1750 0,1790 0.3S80
CBAR 4020095 4020095 520088 1027 0,0 O0 10 1 TR MAST
PBAR 4020095 4620 |1242 0.1838 01838 03975
CBAR 4020095 4020096 02? 920 3S 0 0 0 0 .0 1 TR MAST
PBAR ........ 40"2"OO96 4620 "O'_8"|'?S" O_|i4"g"'O'_i'149 _ O_'2"2"g'_ ...........................................................................................................................
CBAR 402009T 4020097 520139 520139 00 O0 1.0 1 TR MAST
PBAR 402009? 4820 0.8437 0.07945 0.07945 0,1589
CBAR 4020098 4020098 520139 520152 O0 0,0 1.0 I TR MAST
PBAR 4020098 4620 0.6611 0.080?4 0.06074 01615
CBAR 4020099 4020099 $20152 1028 0 0 O0 10 1 TR MAST
PBAR 4020099 4920 0,8511 O.08O74 0 08O74 0,16|5
$




$ RIGHT 5K|D TUBE
5 209-050-002-052
S
CBAR 002082 002052 024 2 4902 0 0 0 0 1.0 I
P'BA'R ......... 00"20521202"4 ......... O:T?g'" 1":51"0''i":sT0 ..... 3"_'0"2"_ ..............................................................................................







0020522 2024 0?79 1510 1.510 3020
0020523 0020523 222002 1026 0.0 00 10




CBAR 0020511 0020511 1023 214901 0.0 0,0 10 1
PBAR 0020511 2024 0.779 1.510 1.510 3.020"
CBAR 0020512 0020512 214901 222001 0.0 0.0 10 1
PB'_'R ......... 00205i"_"2_'24 .... _'/_'?'§ ........ f'.'Sld" I"S'i"0 .... 3_020 .................................................................................................................
CBAR 0020513 0020513 222001 1025 O0 0.0 10 1
PBAR 0020513 2024 0 ?T9 1.910 1510 3.020
$
$ FORWARD CROSS TUBE
$ 209-050-002-045
S
CBAR 002045 0020451 2 4902 2 5102 0.0 0.0 1.0 I
_SAR ....... 0_2045__9s ....... t_|3_ ...... _/_$_ ...... o/a3s ....... _57_ ...................................................................................................................................................
CBAR 0020452 0020452 215102 215202 O0 O0 1.0 1
PBAR 0020452 TOTS 1686 1.312 1.312 2.824
CBAR 0020453 0020453 215202 215201 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
PBAR 0020453 TOTS 1.964 1.949 1.549 3098
OBAR 0020454 0020454 215201 219101 O0 0.0 1.0 1
PBAR 0020454 7075 1.686 1.312 1.312 2.824
CBAR 0020455 0020455 2 5 0 2 450 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
_BAR ...... oO2O455__S .......... f_i32 ..... __a_ ...... o_8"3'_ ........ iG_2 .................................................. _ ...................................................
9
5 AFT CROSS TUBE
209-050-002-041
$
CBAR 0020411 0020411 222002 222202 0.0 0.0 1,0 1
PBAR 0020411 ?075 1.5|8 1090 1.090 2.180
CBAR 0020812 00204 2 222202 222302 0 0 0.0 1.0 1
_SAR ........ _0"2b_t2_YS ......... __$_i ........ i_i_ ....... i__|2 ..... _/4_4 ........................................................................................................................................................
EBAR 00204|3 0020413 222302 222301 0.0 0.0 1.0 1
PBAR 00204|3 ?07S 2.798 2022 2.022 4.044
CBAR 0020414 0020414 222301 222201 0.0 0.0 1.0 t
PBAR 00204|4 7075 2.371 1,712 1712 3.424
CBAR 0020415 0020415 222201 222001 0.0 0.0 1,0 1




MPC 1000 15212 1 1.0 215202 1 -1.0 RFG
MPC 1000 15212 2 1 0 215202 2 -1.0 RFG
MPC 1000 182|2 3 1.0 215202 3 -1.0 RFG
$
$ FORWARD SKID LANDZNG G_AR MOUNTING STRUCTURE / LEFT SIDE
............................................................... _o-g_.o_o_3o-2.:-o_ ........................................................................................................................................................................
$
MPC 1000 19218 1 1.0 219201 1 "1.0 LFS
_PC 1000 15218 2 |.0 215201 2 -1.0 LFS
_PC 1000 15218 3 I,O 215201 3 -1.0 LFG
$
S AFT SKID LANDING GEAR MOUNTING STRUCTURE / RIGHT SIDE
$ 209-030-172"002 _,_,_,_____--
CTRMEM 1220021 1552014 21821 22312 21903 •
•OF POC_ _.._,IJY
CTRMEM 1720022 1552014 21821 22312 22721
CTRMEM 1720023 lS82014 22721 22312 22703
CTRMEM 1720024 IS52014 21603 22312 22703
CTRMEM 1720025 1552014 21623 22312 21801
CTRMEM I720026 1552014 21823 22312 22723
CTRMEM 1720027 IS52014 22723 22312 22701
CTRMEM t?20026 1852014 21801 22312 22701
MPG I000 22312 I 1.0 222302 I "10
MPC 1000 22312 2 10 222302 2 1 0
MPC I000 22312 3 1_0 222302 3 "I,0
$ .................................................................................................................................
$ AFT SKiD LANDING GEAR MOUNTING STRUCTURE / LEFT SIDE
$ 206-030-I72-001
$
CTRMEM 1720011 IS520t4 21826 22318 21807
CTRMEM 1720012 IS52014 21829 22311 22729
CTRMEM 1720013 IS52014 22?28 22316 22?0?
CTRMEM 1720014 1562014 21807 22316 22707
CTRMEM f72001"_15_201"4 2i_2"? "223"|E" 2i809 ........................................................
CTRMEM 1720016 1562014 21627 22316 22?2?
CTRMEM 1720017 1552014 22?2? 22318 22709
CTRMEM I720016 1552014 21806 22318 22?09
MPE 1000 22316 I 10 222301 1
1000
MPC 1000 22215 3 1.0 222301 3 -10
-I 0
MPC 22318 2 I 0 222301 2 t 0
$
$ .......... E NG'i NI_ MOUN¥S .............................................................................
$ 20g "080- 106/ 10"7/ 106/ log
$
$ REPLACE MPC EQUATIONS WITH RIGID ELEMENTS 9/17/8"7
$ R V DOMPKA TO REMOVE N'SET PROBLEMS
$ FOR 123467, 12S063, 125055, 12506?, 128663. 12688"/ (ENGINE MOUNTS)
$
REEl 126063 25081 123 25861 3 26665 23 FEM FI
;FEM F'I " UM'" (2508_ 123 ......... 1285i:'3 " ..... i'_3 .............................................................
RBEI 124667 25089 123 25046 2 1008 23 FEM F2
÷FEM F2 UM 12685"7 123 125O65 123 126067 123
RBE1 12348? 21386 123 1007 3 21351 13 FEM F3
÷PEM P3 UM t2348T 123
$
CDNROD 106001 12348? 123467 4130 0.0887
CONROD 1070012 125063 125383 4130 O1261
_oNRoD 10"8o01"'i2$05_ _2538_4i3"0 _ O'_t2Sl ....................................................................................
CONROD 1070011 125067 12536? 4130 01261
CONROD 1050012 126883 125363 4130 01261






$ R.V 00MPKA TO REMOVE N-SET PROBLEMS
$ FOR 1029--I019 AND 1020 (ENGINE LUMPED MASS MODEL;
$
5








RODMEM 0082024 2024 0.008
PODMEM 01000?6 00?6 0,010
PODMEM 0122024 2024 0012
MEMBRANE PROPERTIES
POOMEM 0127075 ?076 0.012
PODMEM 0129046 5045 0 012
PODMEM 0152014 2014 0.015
pOONEM''6ts2_2__O_4 "O.OVs ................................................................................................................
PQDMEM OISB04E 9046 0.015
PODMEM 0200076 0076 0_020
PODMEM 0202024 2024 O.020
PQDMEM 0212024 2024 0.021
PODMEM 022?075 7075 0022
POOMEM 0242024 2024 0024
PODMEM 025 2024 0025
PQDMEM 0252024 2024 0025
POOMEM 0282024 2024 0026
POOMEM 0267075 ?075 0.028
POOMEM 0288046 9046 0 028
PODMEM 03000?6 0078 0 030
PODMEM 032 2024 0.032
POOMEM 0322014 2014 0032
Pb_M_M_32_2o__02_ o;03_ .....................................................................................................................................
PODMEM 0327075 ?o?s 0032
PODMEM 0220O48 6046 0 O32
PODMEM 0352024 2024 0,036
RODMEM 0802024 2024 0,040
PODMEM 0607075 7075 0.040
PODMEM 0492024 2024 0.049
PQDMEM 06070?5 ?o?s 0.050
PODMEM O522O24 2024 0.052
PODMEM 083?0?5 7075 0_063
PODMEM 0556046 9086 0_068
PODMEM 0882024 2024 0.068
PODMEM 072?075 70?5 00?2
PODMEM 0557075 ?075 0.085
PODMEM 0658048 9046 0065
PODMEM 12$2014 2014 0 12S
PQDMEM 2002014 2014 0.200
PQONEM 8002014 2014 0 400
PTRMEM 0082024 2024 0 008
PTRMEM 0100079 DOTE 0 010
PTRMEM 0122024 2024 O,O12
PTRMEM 0127075 ?078 OO12
PTRMEM 0152014 2014 0.O15
PTRMEM 0152024 2024 O.O16
PTEMEM 0167078 7075 0.O15
_TRMEM O18SO48 8049 0,O18
PTRMEM 0200078 0076 0.020
PTRMEM 0202029 2024 0,020
P?,.,, 020,075ToTE 0.020 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
PTRMEM02270?5?0, 0.022 OF POOR (_JALITY
PTRMEM 0242024 2024 0+024
PTRMEM 025 2024 0.025
PTRMEM 0250057 0057 0,025
PTRMEM 0252024 2024. 0.025
PTRMEM 0257075 7075 0 025
PTRMEM 0255048 9046 0,025
0028PTRMEM 0262024 2024
PTRMEM 0300076 0076 0.030
PTRMEM 032 2024 O032
PTRMEM O322014 20!4 ..... O 032 ...................................................................................
PTRMEM 0322024 2024 0032
PTRMEM 0327075 ?0?5 0032
PTRMEM 0329046 9046 0032
PTRMEM 0402024 2024 0.040
PTRMEM 06070?5 7075 0040
PTRMEM 0492024 2024 0049
PTRMEM 0507075 7075 0.050
PTRMEM 0505049 9049 0.050
PfRME'M''0S'2Y0_S'_S ..... 6:652 ..........................................................................
PTRMEM 083?075 7075 0.053
PTRMEM 0557075 7075 0.066
PTRMEH 0717075 7079 0.071
PTRMEM 0_ 7079 0.072
PTRMEM 0807075 7075 0.080
PTRMEM 0857075 7075 0.085
PTRMEM 0959048 9046 0.095 ..........
PTRMEM''IO0707_ ?075 ....... O'_iO0 ..................................................................
PTRMEM 1252014 2014 0.125
PTRMEH 1S0 2014 O.tSO
PTRMEM 1552014 2014 0155
01815?PTRMEM 18157 2014
PTRMEM 2002014 2014 0200
PTRMEM 4002014 2014 0400
$
$ SHEAR PANEL PROPERTIES
$
$
PSHEAR 0082024 2024 0008
PSHEAE 01000?6 0076 0010
PSHEAR 0122024 2024 0012
PSHEAR 0 27075 7075 0012
_SkE'A_'"O'i'2"§'04$'904'$ .... 0_'0"|'2 ................................................................................
PSHEAR 0152014 2oi4 O OI5
PSHEAR 0182024 2024 0016
PSHEAE 01870?5 ?O?S 0016
PSHEAR 0189046 9046 0016
PSHEAR 0200076 0075 0020
PSHEAR 0202024 2024 0.020
PSHEAR 020?0?6 ?O?S 0,020 ........
PsHEAR 62i2o24"2_24 ......... _:o2_ ..........................................................................................................................................
PSHEAR 0227075 7075 0022
PSHEAR 0242024 2024 0.024
PSHEAR 0250057 005? 0025
PSHE&R 02S2024 2024 0.025
PSHEAR 0257075 ?075 0025
PSHEAR 0255046 9048 0025
PSHEAR 0282024 2024 0026
_SHEAR 629202_ 2_24 ......... 6:b25 ............................................
PSHEAR 0300076 0079 0030
PSHEAR 0322024 2024 0.032
PSHEAR 0327075 ?075 0.032
PSHEAR 0325046 6048 0.032
PSHEAR 0402024 2024 0.040
PSHEAR 0407075 7075 0.040
PSHEAR 0409066 9049 0.040
PSHEAR 0417075 ?0?5 0.041
PSHEAR 0492024 2024 0.049
PSHEAR 0607075 7075 O.OSO
PSHEAE 0509046 9046 0.050 . .........................................
PsHe__6_s_o7s ......... 6_052 .................................................................................................................
PSHEAR 083 707S 0.063
PSHEAR 06416 2014 0.06416
PSHEAR 065?075 7075 0.065
O.O71PSHEAR 0717075 7078
PSHEAR 07149 2014 0.07149
PSHEAR 0727075 7076 0.072
PSHEAR 07278 2014 0.07278 . .
PSHEAR 0?505 2014 00?505
PSHEAR 08O7075 70?5 0080
PSHEAR 0817075 7076 0081
PSHEAR 100 2014 0 I00
PSHEAR 100707E 7075 0 100
PSHEAR 11916 2014 0 11916
PSHEAR 12381 2014 0 2381
pSIHIEIARI--I-12-_ .......... _O_-4 .... O---i2_S ................................................................................................................................................................
PSHEAR 1252014 2014 O 125
PSHEAR 1272_ 2014 O 12728
PSHEAR 12956 2014 0 12556
PSHEAR 1$O 2014 0.150
PSHEAR 17058 2014 017066
PSHEAR 17410 2014 017410
PSHEAR 7490 20 4 017490
_'k'E'AW'""_'_'3"g ...... 20i4 ...... o"i'_3_ ........................................................................................................................................
PSHEAR 18157 2014 016157
PSHEAE 200 2014 0.200
PSHEAR 2002016 2014 0.200
PSHEAR 400 2014 0400





MAT1* 1 1.O+5 1,0*6
MATlz IO 1.O 1.O
MAT1= 0057 3.9368+6 0.8+6 0.32
MATlz 00?6 3.0388+6 0,8+6 0,32
MAT • 2014 9 4059+9 4.0+6
MA't'i"; ......._2i ......................... V:4_so;_ ............... _:_*_ .........................................................................................................................................................................
MATI_ 7075 9.2065+$ 3,9"6
MAT1* 4130 28.43S÷6 11.0+6
MATII 4340 28.435÷8 11.0+6
MAT1 s 4520 28.43S÷6 11.0+5
MATI_ 9046 19.398÷6 6.5÷6
,.,T1 oo,? 3.2.5 o.9.5 o.32 .ORIGIN;_L PP,G-E IS
SMATt 0076 3 2+5 0 8÷9 0.32
SMAT1 2024 10.9÷5 4.0+5 _ %_ " " '" -
SMAT1 7075 IO.358 3.9÷$
SMAT1 4130 290+6 11.055
SMAT1 4]40 29.O56 11.055
$MATI 4520 290+6 11.O56
$HAT1 5046 17556 8556
$ ................
$ The following cards arG added by Woiyu 2hou to d_¼ne th_
$ v+scous _amplng _ropertes
$ ................
PVISCv 1 0.0 O0
PriSe, i0 ....... oo ........ oo .............................................................................
PVISC$ 0075 1547589 OO
PVISC* 2OI4 98 13055 34.85055
PVISC* 2024 58.13098 34.85099
PV]SC+ 7075 98 13058 34.85099
PVISC+ 4130 9928947 O 0
PV[SEz 4340 9928947 O O
PVlSC_ 4520 9926947 O O
PV]5C+ 9046 .... 2000 ....... O 0 ........................................
5 ................










20411 7075 222002 222202
20412 ?0_5 222202 222302
20413 7075 222302 222301
2Onl4 .... ?_0_S 222301" "22"22OI ..............................................................................
20415 7075 222201 222001
20451 7075 214902 215102
20452 7075 215102 298202
20453 7076 215202 295301EVISC
CVISC 20454 7095 215209 295101
CVISE 20455 ?O75 215101 214901
CV150 2O511 2024 1023 21490_
tV'is_ 20_12 .... 2"024"'214"g01 222001 .........................................................................................
EVISE 20513 2024 222001 1025
CVlSE 20521 2024 IO24 214902
EV]SC 20622 2024 214802 222002
CVISC 20523 2024 222002 1025
CVlSC 101102 2024 2501 2502
CYISE 101113 2024 35OI 2513
CViSC 102103 2024 2502 2503
EVISC 104105 2024 2504 2505
CVISC 105106 2024 2605 2505
CVISE 10610? 2024 2506 250?
CV|5C 107108 2024 2807 2505
EVIS_ 108109 2024 2506 2509
CV15_ 109110 2024 2509 2510
CVISC 110111 2024 2510 2511
...... tVJS_ iil9f2 ....... _6_4 ......... 2511 2512 ............................................................................................................................
CVlSC 112113 2024 2512 2513
cv[sc 114115 9075 2514 2615
cvIsc 194126 7075 2614 2625
cvIsc 115119 7075 2515 2516
CVISC 115117 7075 2516 2517
CVISC 117118 7075 2517 2518
CVISC 118115 7075 2518 2515
..... C'V150"'1i9120 ........ _'075 ..... 2519 " 2920 ...............................................................................................................................
CV]S£ 120121 7076 2520 2521
CVISC 21122 7075 2821 2522
CVISE 22123 7078 2522 2523
CYISC 23124 7075 2S23 2524
CVISC 24125 7075 2524 2525
CVISC 26125 7075 2525 2528
CYlSC 27128 2024 252? 2528
CVISC 127139 2024 2827 2535
CV[SC 128129 2024 2528 2525
CV|SC 129130 2024 2529 2930
CVISC 130131 2024 2530 2531
.... CVIS_31"132 ......... 2"024 " 2S31 2532 ..........................................................................................................................
CV[SC 32133 2024 2532 2533
CVISC 33134 2034 2533 2534
CVXSE 34135 2024 2534 2535
CV[SC 36135 2024 2535 2635
CVISC 36137 2024 2538 2537
CVISC 37138 2024 2537 2538
CV[SC 38139 2024 2538 2539
CVISC 40152 2024 2540 2552
_V[SC 141942 2024 2541 2542
CVISC 142143 2024 2542 2543
CV|$E 143144 2024 2843 2544
CV|$C 144145 2024 2544 2545
CVISC 145146 2024 2845 2546
CVI$C 14814? 2024 2545 2947
"" CV]g_"+4_+i_ _624 ....... 2_ .... 254_ ....................................................................................................................
CVISC 148949 2024 2548 2549
CV]S[ 149150 2024 2549 2550
CVISC 150151 2024 2550 2551
£V|SC 151152 2024 2551 2552
EVISC 153154 2024 2S53 2554
CVISC 153165 2024 2553 2585
CVISC 154155 2024 2584 2555
CVISC 158157 2024 2556 2687
CVISC 187158 2024 2557 2955
CVISC 168159 2024 2558 255g
CVISC 155180 2024 2659 2580
CYISC 160151 2024 2580 2551
CVISC 161162 2024 2561 2562
EVISC 162163 2024 2562 2563
" C'_j-S_1-'j6-3i'S_ ......... _024 ........ _ ..... 2_ ....................................................................................................................................
CVlSC 184165 2024 2584 2559
CVISC 155167 2024 2566 2587
CV|SC 166178 2024 2566 2578
CVISC 157168 2024 2557 2588
CV[SC 168165 2024 2588 2599
CVISC 189170 2024 2888 2570
CVISC 170171 2024 2570 2571
CV|SC 172173 2024 25?2 2573
CYISC 173174 2024 2573 2574
CY|SC 174178 2024 2574 2575
CYISC 175175 2024 2576 2576
CVISC 178177 2024 2876 2577
CYISC 177178 2024 2577 2578
CVISC 179180 2024 2579 2580
CYISC 180181 2024 2880 2581 Wl_lS_611ld_l_b Ir%%_llm I,I_I
_F POOR QUALITY
CVISC 181192 2028 2581 2582
CVISC 182183 2024 2582 2583
CV]5C 193184 2024 2583 2584
CV]9_ 184166 2024 2584 2585
CY]S£ 186186 2024 2588 2588
CVISC 18818? 2024 2586 258?
CVISC 167185 2024 2567 2586
C¥]SC 188189 2024 2568 2589
C¥15E 169190 2024 2585 2590
CVISC 190161 2024 2550 2591 ...............
.... c¼1__92_§3 " 2o24 2sS_ 2s53 ...............................................................................
C¥ISC 192204 2024 2692 2604
CV|SC 153194 2024 2693 2594
CY[SC 194195 2024 2594 2595
2596
2024 2897
CVISC 197196 2024 2597 2698
CVXSC 165198 2024 2596
CVISC 19619? 2596
. c.y_.s_.....!.gs19, 2024 ......... ?sss. ?ssS ...........................................................................
CVISC 199200 2024 2599 2800
CV195 200201 2024 2800 2601
CVISC 201202 2024 2801 2602
CVISE 202203 2024 2602 2603
CVIS£ 203204 2024 2603 2604
CVISC 20S208 2024 2805 2606
CVISC 20821? 2024 2606 2617
CV]SC 20620? 2024 2605 2807 ....................
.... CV']SC'207208 2024 ...... 2607 "" 2608 .............................................................
CV1SC 208209 2024 2606 2609
Cvlsc 209210 2024 2609 2810
CVISC 210211 2024 2610 2811
CV]S£ 211212 2024 2811 2812
CVISC 212213 2024 2512 2813
CVlSC 213214 2024 26t3 2614
CV SC 214219 2024 2814 2619
CVlSC 21621? 2024 2616 2517
CVISC 229230 ?075 2629 2630
CVISC 229242 ?076 2629 2842
CVZSC 229258 ?075 2629 2856
CVISC 230231 70?5 2830 2831
CYISC 231232 ?076 2631 2632
CVZSC 232233 ?078 2632 2833
" 'CVTS_23_3_ ....... _o_s ...... 2533 ........ 2s_4 ......................................................................................................
CYISC 234235 ?0?8 2634 2636
CYISC 234251 ?076 2634 2661
CV[SC 236236 ?075 2635 2838
CVl5£ 23623? 70?5 2636 2637
CVISC 236263 ?0?8 2636 2683
CVZSC 23?239 ?076 263? 2636
CVISC 238235 ?O?S 2636 2635
...... CVTS_23g24o .... ?o_s ....... _s_g ......... 2_o ........................................................................................
CVISC 240241 ?076 2640 2841
CVISC 241242 ?076 2641 2642
CV[SC 243244 2024 2543 2644
CV[SC 24326? 2024 2643 25$?
CVISC 244245 2024 2844 2649
CV[SC 245246 2024 2645 2646
CY SC 24624? 2024 2645 2647
..... CVTS_2472_ .... 2o2_ ....... _6_ ....... 254_ .......................................................................................................
CVISC 248249 2024 2848 2849
CVZSC 2482?0 2024 2646 2870
CVISC 249260 2024 2849 2850
CVISC 250281 2024 2850 2651
CVISC 2502?2 2024 2850 26?2
CVISC 251292 2024 2851 2652
CVISC 252293 2024 2662 2653
CVISC 253254 2024 2553 2964
CVISC 254265 2024 2854 2655
CVISC 255286 2024 2865 2956
CVISC 25625? 2024 2556 285?
....... CVT_ '25726¥ ....... 2024 ....... 2SS_ ....... 2ss_ ....................................................................................................................................................
CV|SC 258269 ?0?5 2858 2859
C¥19C 266260 ?075 2599 2660
CVISC 260261 ?079 2550 2851
CV;SC 281282 2024 2551 2862
CVISC 282283 2024 2862 2983
CVISC 263284 ?076 2663 2864
CVISC 264255 ?079 2664 2665
.......CVI_C2SS2_S .... _O_s ........ 2s_ ...... 2ss_ ..........................................................................................................................................
CVISC 268242 70?5 2896 2942
CVISC 26?258 2024 2657 2868
CVISC 258285 2024 2968 2689
CVISC 2692?0 2024 2665 26?0
EVISC 270271 2024 26?0 2671
CYISC 271272 2024 2671 26?2
CVISC 2?22?3 2024 2672 26?3
...... CV_C273_¥4 .... 2o2_ ..... 25_3 ........ 2S_ ...............................................................................................................................................
CVISC 2?42?8 2024 26?4 2575
CVlSE 2?5286 2024 2876 2666
CV]SC 288296 2024 2566 2896
CVZSC 28929? 2024 2685 2897
CVISC 292286 2024 2692 2666
CV|SC 293294 2024 2693 2694
CVISC 29329? 2024 2893 2667
CV15C 1070311 ?0?5 18867 18887
CVlSC 1070321 ?075 18883 18683
CVl6_ 1210091 ?075 21357 21387
CVISC 1210101 7075 21383 21383
CV|SC 1210211 ?0?5 18597 19987
CV]SC 1210212 70?5 16587 21187
CV]S£ 1210213 ?075 21187 21387
..... C'VTS_|2iOslI .......... _¥S ....... i_8_ ...... iai83 .............................................................................................................................................................
_VlS_ 1210612 ?075 18593 21183
CVISC 1210613 ?0?5 21183 21383
C¥15C 1864100 2014 18641 81916
CVISC 1864900 2014 16849 71918
CY]$C 1895100 2014 8691 91919
CV]8E 1855400 2014 8854 71919
CV]SE 895800 2014 6568 81614
CVISC 1655100 2014 6861 81912
C¥]SC 1899900 2014 8889 71812
CV|SC 1874142 2014 8641 18842
CVISC 1674191 2014 18641 16851
CV]SC 1874243 2014 18642 18643
C¥|SC 1874344 2014 18643 19544
CV]$C 1874383 2014 18643 18663 r_l_.
=,,5_ 1678585 2o14 16968 16585 O:.._[NAL PAC-E _S
OF PC___ _r_JAL,,r_f
CVISC 874647 2014 15649 16847
CYISC 674748 2014 18847 18848
CV[SC 874793 2014 18847 18663
CV|SC 674787 2014 18647 16867
CVISC 674549 2014 18648 18649
CV]SC 874954 2014 18849 18684
CYJSC 1875162 2014 15651 18662
CVISC 1875198 2014 14661 18558
CVISC 1675243 2014 15692 18643
[VISC 1875257 2014 14652 16657
• C'vzsc i6763S4 201_ i'866_ ....... _8664 ..........................................................................
CVISC 1675356 2014 18853 18858
CV|5C 1675459 2014 18854 1865g
CV15C 1675657 2014 18856 16897
CV|SC 1875763 2014 18657 18663
CVISC 1876859 2014 16668 14889
C¥|5C 1878182 2014 18861 15862
CV|SC 1878263 2014 18662 16883
.... CV]sc]_76_B4 2014 ISSS_ ;_S84 .........................................................
CVISC 1676485 2014 9694 8685
CV|SC 1876586 2014 8865 8686
CY]SC 1676667 2014 8666 6687
CV|SC 18"-a_8766 2014 8667 6658
CVISC 1976766 2014 8667 9689
CYISC 1976669 2014 8665 8689
CYIS[ lg74100 2014 5741 6tg27
"C¥]5_1974142 2014 .... '9741 _ i9742 ................................................................
CVISE 1974161 2014 9741 19751
CYZSC 1974243 2014 9?42 16743
CVISE 1974252 2014 9?42 19752
CVISE 1974345 2014 9?43 t9749
CVISC t974363 2014 19743 19763
EVISC 197454? 2014 15745 19747
CVISC 1974746 2014 19747 19746
.... cvls_Ig?4_S_ 201_ ig?4_ ..... 10o6 .......................................................................
CV|SC 1974849 2014 19749 19749
CVISC 1974856 2014 19748 19756
CvISC 1974900 2014 19749 71927
CVISC Ig74559 3014 19749 15768
CVlSC 1979100 2014 1975t 81923
C¥ISC 1978192 2014 19751 19752
C¥18C 1978161 2014 19751 19761
CV]s_|9?S26_ ...... 2Ol4 igVS2 ..... i5762 .....................................................................................................
CVISC 1975899 2014 19758 19759
EVISC 1975868 2014 19758 19786
CViSC 1979900 2014 19759 71923
CY|5C 197_989 2014 19759 19789
CY|SC 1976162 2014 19761 19782
CVISC 1978283 2014 lg782 19763
CVISC 1976385 2014 19763 19765
....... CV]SC''ig'?6567 2014 ....... ig785' 1006 ................................................................................................................................................
CV]SC 1976766 2014 1006 19768
CVISC 1676889 2014 15768 19769
CYISC 2124143 2014 21341 21343
CVISC 2124345 2014 21343 21349
CVISC 212494?
EVlSC 2124749 2014 21347 21349
2014 21345 21347
CVISC 2134100 2014 21341 81935
"'CV'lSC "2_34900 2014 " 21349 7i935 .............................................
CVlSE 3020011 ?0?5 18673 19173
CVISC 3020012 7075 19173 19773
CVISC 3020015 ?075 18677 19177
CVISC 3O2OO19 7075 19177 19777
EVISC 3O2OO1? ?079 19777 2O9?7
CVlSC 3O2OO18 ?075 2O5?7 21377
CVISC 3440011 2014 21383 21465
CVISC 3440012 2014 21465 21347
CV]SC 3930261 1 20OO7O 2O0O78
CV]SC 353O252 1 20OO76 2O0O79
CVlSC 3830293 1 2000?9 200067
"CV)S__saO2s4 ...... I2o_o8¥20009s ...................................... : .......................................................................
CVISC 3530255 I 200098 200101
CVISC 3570001 4340 200078 19789
CYISC 4000071 4620 92049 520024
CVISC 40000?2 4620 52048 520089
CVJSC 4014142 2024 1012 40142
CVISC 4014243 2024 40142 40143
CVISC 4014345 2024 40143 1011
..... CV%sc 4bi434_ '2024 ...... 4014_ ..... 40_4_ .........................................................................................................................................................
CVISC 4014947 2024 1011 40147
CVlSC 4014748 2024 40147 40148
CVJSC 4014649 2024 40148 1013
CVISC 4020011 I 192111 200111
CVtSC 4020012 I 193111 200111
CVISC 4020091 4520 620018 520024
CVISC 4020092 4620 520024 520097
CYISC 4020054 4620 520085 620098
CVISC 4020095 4620 520086 1027
CVISC 4020096 4620 1027 520135
CVISC 402009? 4_20 520135 520139
CVISC 4020096 4620 520139 52O152
CV]SC 4020089 4620 520152 1028
CV]SC 4060011 194108 200105
CVISC 4060014 200095 194106
CV]SC 4500050 2000?9 1021
CV]5C 4600070 1021 200095
CV]SC 4500071 200085 200101
CV]SC 4800072 200101 200108
CV]5_ 4600073 200108 200112
CVISC 4500074 200112 200114
"" CV|'s_'"4"S'O'o_ .............. "" "200i"1"4""'200Y21 ................................................................................................................................................
CVISC 49000?6 200121 200129
CVISC 45000?? 200129 20013?
CVISC 4500078 200137 200145
CV|SC 4500079 200148 2001 53
CVZSC 4500080 200153 1022
CV|SC 4500081 1022 200162
CYISC 6131922 2014 61913 622|3
....C'_I'S_"'Si_'i"_22........._'OYW......6"I"_Y_......S'_2Y_.....................................................................................................................................................................................
CVISC 8221922 2014 61922 62221
CV[SC 6222813 2014 62213 92811
CVISC 822281? 2014 62217 62619
CVISC 8222521 2014 82321 82821
CYISC 8222824 2014 82224 82621
CYISC 8222528 2014 82228 82829
CYlSC 8222829 2014 82228 62829
...... c'_J'i_ _'¢2_'_i _ i ....... i_1i ....... *_ _ ........ *liJ i ................................................................................................................................................ Uf(l_ll_I/IkL"_/_'l]_'"l._
CVlSC 6222539 2014 82239 62839
of Poor  At.rrY
CVISC 6241g22 2014 61928 62226
CVISC 6281922 2014 61929 92228
CVISC 6261922 2014 61928 82225
C¥|SC 8341922 2014 61934 62231
C¥166 6381922 2014 61938 82236
CVISC 7131522 2014 71913 72213
CV|SC 7171922 2014 7t517 72217
C9[SC 7221922 2014 71922 72221
CVISC ?222613 2014 72213 72611
CVISC ?222617 2014 72217 72619 ...........................................
"'_CVISC'7222821 ....... 2014 "_?_222"1 .... 72821 ............................
CVISC 7222824 2014 72226 72821
CVISC 7222828 2014 72225 72829
CViS_ 7222629 2014 7222g 72829
CVISC 7222631 2014 72231 72831
CVXSC 7222839 2014 ?2239 72539
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CVISC 239253 ?075 2839 2653
CVlSC 239286 7075 2639 2565 ..................................................
..... c__++ ___ ......... _ ......... _ ......... _ ............................................................................................... i"_?_ _? _ : _' _ _' +_
CVI$C 240286 ?0?5 2540 2556 '" .." _ _,._,. r.,_
CVISC2412557075 2641 2655
CV]SC 242256 7075 2842 2669
CVISC 282276 7075 2842 2895
CVISC 244287 7075 2848 2687
C¥15C 245231 2024 2831 2685
CV15C 245258 70./6 2845 2685
CVISC 248232 2024 2532 2848
CVISC 245289 7075 2845 2559
CVISC 249290 7075 2847 2870
CVISC 268300 7076 2586 2700
CV)S_ 2452_1"" 7b_S _ 2545 ...... 2"S_1 ...............................................................
CV]SC 250300 ?075 2850 2700
CVISC 251272 70./5 2651 2692
CVISC 262238 2024 2638 2652
CVISC 252273 9075 2852 2693
CVISC 253239 2024 2539 2853
CV15C 253274 ./0./5 2853 2674
CVISC 2642./5 ?0'/5 2854 25./5
Cvlsc 2562¥6 ?079 .... 2899 2679 ................................
CvISC 256300 7075 2656 2?00
C¥|SC 2592./8 7075 2857 25./8
CVZSC 2593OO ./0./5 2557 2900
CV|SC 258265 ./0?5 2659 2888
CVISC 260265 ./0./5 2660 2884
CVESC 2782./9 70?5 2696 267?
CVISC 276279 2024 2696 26./9
.... CVis_27S280 _O¥s ...... 2s_s _ 2880 .............................................................
CylSc 299298 2024 28./7 2896
CV]5C 299281 TO./9 2677 2681
CVISC 2982./9 7076 2698 28?9
CVISC 276282 ?0./6 26./8 2682
CVISC 278300 2024 26./6 2./00
CVISC 2?8283 9075 29./9 2883
CVI5C 299300 2024 28./9 2?00
" CVlSC 2So281 ......... 707s 268o ......... 2SB_ ..........................................................
CVlSC 260263 7075 2680 2683
CVISC 280284 770?5 2680 2684
CVlSC 281282 ./0?5 2681 2682
CVISC 281265 ./075 2681 2855
CYISC 282283 7075 2682 2883
CYISC 262256 70./5 2882 2865
CVISC 282302 ?075 2682 2./02
CVZSC 28328_ ?O?S .... 2683 ........ 268_ ........................................................
CVlSC 283302 ./0./5 2683 2702
CVISC 284285 70./5 2684 2685
CYISC 25428? 7075 2664 2889
CVISC 254318 7075 2684 2718
CVISC 286258 70?5 2885 2686
CVISC 285319 9075 2685 2719
CVISC 28929? 9075 2888 2689
cvisc 2863o4 ..... _b_s 2SSs 2904 ..................................................................................................................
CVISC 288320 70./6 2688 2720
C¥]SC 28./304 ./079 2587 2704
CVISC 28./321 7079 298./ 2721
CV]SC 288289 70./6 2688 2689
C¥]5C 288291 ?075 2668 2691
CV1SC 268292 ?0./5 2888 2692
CVIS[ 289290 9075 2689 2690
CVISC 290291 9095 2690 2691
CVISC 280294 70"15 2690 2694
CVISC 290306 7075 2690 2706
CVISC 291296 ?0?5 2691 2695
CVISC 291306 ?075 2691 2./06
CVISC 292293 7075 2692 2693
CVISC 294295 ?075 2694 2695
CVISC 294308 70?5 2694 2708
CVISC 294310 7075 2694 2710
CV]SC 295308 7075 2695 2708
CV]SC 296311 ?075 2895 2./11
C¥ISC 300302 2024 2?00 2./02
CVISC 302304 2024 2702 2704
CVISC 304308 2024 2704 2"105
-- CVISC 306308 2024 2708 2708
CVISC 308312 2024 2?08 2"112
CVISC 310312 ./O95 2910 2912
CVISC 310314 ./0./5 2710 2714
" C V __; _ '"_i :_3 _ _, ....... '_b_S; .... _t'_ f 1 ...... 2_10 ................................................................................................................................
CVISC 311312 ./075 2"/11 2712
CVISC 311315 "1075 2711 2915
C¥1SC 312316 2024 2712 2?15
C¥_SC 314316 2024 2"/14 2"/15
CVISC 315316 ?075 2715 2"/14
CVISC 315316 2028 2'/19 2716
CV[SC 316288 70"/9 2'/18 2688
...... _'_t I _;C "'"3181 t 9 "_0'# 5 _'718 ....... 2";? "1" S ...................................................................................................................
CVISC 319289 70?6 2719 2689
CVISC 319320 2024 2'/19 2./20
CVISC 320290 7075 2?20 2690
CVISC 320321 ./0?5 2?20 2921
CVISC 321291 ./079 2921 2891






BUILT-UP TAILBOOM / NASGTS0308
$
$ CONNECTION OF BUILT-UP TAILBOOM TO AH'IG FUSELAGE AT STATION 300
$ MPC EQUATIONS REPRESENT A ONE-TO-ONE CONNECTION OF LONGEAON POINTS
$
MPC 1000 29921 I 1.0 2505 1 -I.0
MPC 1000 29921 2 1.0 2505 2 "I.0
_PC 1000 29921 3 1.0 2505 3 "1,0
MPC 1000 29929 2 1.0 2509 2 "I,0
_PC t000 29828 3 1,0 2S09 3 -I.O
!4PC 1000 28851 1 1,0 2502 1 -1.0
MPC 1000 29881 2 1.0 2502 2 -1_0
_PC I000 29961 3 1.0 2502 3 -I.0
_PC 1000 1009 I 1.0 2512 I "1.0
MPC tO00 1009 2 1.0 2512 2 "1,0
' ORIGINAL PAGE iS
$ CONNECTION OF TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX AND MAST TO BUILT-UP F|N AT STA 521
$ T/R MAST MODEL G|RECTLY FROM PREV[DUS AH'IG FEM FOR 6LASTIE L[NE
S
ROE2 E2065 52065 123488 2685 2852 2693 2894 2566
RBE2 52545 52045 123 2890 2706
OR|GO1 52045 92085 286 297
$
CONNECTION OF TAtLBOOM ELEVATOR TO THE BUILT'UP TR1LBOOM AT ETA 402ELEVATOR MODEL D]REETL_ FROM PREVIDUS AH-1G FEM FOR ELAST]C L|NE
$ ..........................
ROE2 ............ 40Y_s "+_'6"1"fi'23455 2558 2SS§ 25_ 2578
S
$
CBAR 114115 114115 2514 2515 2815 2 +CE1008
+C61001 O.1408 -I 3356 -22835 01406 -1.3386 -2 2838
PEAR 0001 +PEIO01ll41157075 .225 .824 004
+PBtOOt -2.6320 2.3860
CBAR 114128 114128 2514 2526 2615 2 +CE1002
+C61002 ..................... '6"]'i'3SS" "0"i0 ..... _2i539"011"355 0.0 ...... -21"1838 .........................................
PBAR 11412670?5 198 451 0O4 .O001 +PB1002
+PElO02 -21880 19120
CBAR 115116 1151;8 2515 2516 2619 2 +CB1003
0.023? -2.0481 -0,3611 0.0237 -20487 +0.3611+CBIO03
PEAR 1151161075 150 433 004 O00t +P81003
+PBIO03 -20840 1.8150
CBAR 115117 18 ? 2518 2511 2619 2 +081004 .............
;c8i_o4 .............. 0/0'6o_ _i_sYb-OLo'sS_Oo'6o_ _ii_s#o":o/_s_ ........................
PBAR 118117?0_5 185 271 ,004 0001 +PB1004
+PBIO04 -I.7910 14930
CBAR 117118 111118 2511 2518 2619 2 ÷C81008
+CB1005 -00220 -1 ?204 0,3562 -0,0220 -17204 0.3952
PBAR 1171|87075 185 .271 ,004 000I +PBIOO5
+PBIO05 -17510 14930
CBAR 116115 118119 2518 2519 2619 2 +06100E
;'Ce'i'O'6_ ......................... :'6T'Ee"6_'":'i_i _ i_452 _01'6_'6_|/_s_§'_46_ .............................................
PEAR 1181197075 ,171 32? 004 0001 +PEIOOE
+PBtO06 -18840 I.GI50
CBAR 119120 115120 2616 2520 2819 2 +CSIO0_
-0.1082 -0.2022 I _420 -01082 -0,2022 1.7420÷C61007




PB_R 1201217075 169 211 004 .0001 +PBtOO6
+PB1006 -17510 1483O
CBAR 121122 121122 2521 2522 2619 2 +C61009
+C81009 -00911 1.177E 14675 -0.0911 1,1_7E 1.4678
PBAR 121122?075 t?? 32? 0O4 .0001 +PBIOOS
+POLO09 -1,6640 16160
CBAR 122123 122123 2522 2523 2819 2 +051010 .....
• CBi'6Yo ....................... _'6T_'621S iL?222 0L_47_ _0_021sii_2226_4_ ............
PBAR 122123?075 .169 27t .004 0001 +PBIOIO
+POLO10 -I.7570 14930
CBAR 123124 123124 2523 2524 2919 2 +CSI011
+CB1011 0.0004 1.7570 -0.0098 00004 17570 -0.005S
PBAR 12312410_5 189 271 .©04 .0001 +PBIOI1
+PBI011 -17570 1.4930
CBAR 124125 124125 2E24 2525 261911 002_? 2048_"'6""3"811 _'CB'!"OI_ ..................................................
;CBi_2 ........................... 0_'6_ 2_o4s_-O73s
PEAR 12412510_5 190 433 .004 .O001 +PE1012
+P81012 -2.0540 1 .8160 .
GEAR 125126 125125 2525 2528 2619 2 +C81013
+001013 o.1406 1.3385 -2+2635 0.1406 1.3356 -22835
+PB1013P BAR 1251281015 .225 824 004 .0001
+P81013 -2.6320 2.3560
CBAR 127126 121128 2527 2528 2620 2 ÷C61014
+061014 0.05g8 -05712 -! 1208 0.0658 -0,S';'!2 -I 1205
PEAR 12? 1282024 066 052 .002 0001 +PB t014
+P81014 -13040 3820
CBAR 127135 12?1]S 2527 2E3S 2520 2 :_Ce ?.+s .........................................................................
_e'l)i6Y_ ......................... 676_i_++ '6T'6 ...........1/3'6s_O_<_e,l_ 6_6 ..... :1 3o58
PBAR 12113g2024 098 092 ,002 .0001 +PBI01S
"÷P81015 -1,3080 3520
CBAR 128129 128125 2528 2529 2820 2 +CB1018
÷C81018 0.0141 "1.2881 -0.2371 00141 "1.2651 "0,2377
ROAR 1281292024 098 .092 .002 . O001 +PB 1018
"('P6 I016 1 .30&O ,3820
CBAR 129130 129130 2528 2530 2620 2 4"cO 101"_ .................................................
_,_ei'6_¥ ............................ d7'6o0_ .-i_3"6iib-0]0"64_ ,6 C,'6'6_ -|/'¥c;s'6 -:6_o'64o
÷PBIOf?PEAN 12g 1302024 .095 . og 2 .002 .0001
+PBI01? 13050 .3820
GEAR 130131 130131 2530 2531 262O 2 +C61016
+CB1018 -0+0165 -1 2807 02851 -00165 -I 290";' 02851
PBAR 13O1312024 .096 .og2 .002 0001 +PE1016
+PB1018 I +3060 +3520
-_-_-7o,........!-_-!.-1-_--_3 "3_-:_ _-:_--_-o-::-H+"+ __l?+_0_0.9:+:.-_, _o,_/_*!°"_........................................................................
+PB1019PEAR 1311322024 og 8 062 002 .0001
÷PB1015 1 .3060 3920
CBAR 132133 132133 2532 2533 2620 2 +081020
+C61020 -0.0906 "0.1522 1.2988 -0.0806 -0.1622 1.2955
PBAR 1321332024 .098 .092 .002 .0001 +PE 1020
÷P51020 1 .3080 .3620
CBAR 133134 33 34 2533 2534 2820 2 +CE1021
<;_I_ :I<__,"_................................... ":0 _ b_a.'6i+;6 / VS 2 _" " i ;2 e is(, _';0 _ '6a;¢'_'6 7:m_ 22 " i/_l_ ....................................................................................................
PBAR 1331342024 . og 9 + 052 002 .0001 +PB 1021
÷PE 1021 1 . 3080 . 3920
CBAR 134135 134135 2534 2835 2620 2 ÷CB1022
+C61022 -0_0531 0.9211 1 .0182 -0,0631 0.8211 1 .0162
PSAR 1341352024 . 096 . Og 2 . 002 0001 +PB 1022
+P61022 1 ,3080 •3920
CBAR 135138 35136 2535 2536 2620 2 ÷e61033 .................................................................. .+ .
.,';l_li 'i'6.__ ................................... -._,_ '6 _i; _ " i_T_,'il 2 _6/2"s g _ "-:O ] O I s _ "iT_i_ 2 _,'"6 ;_"P;ii _ .......................................
PBAR 1351362024 . 096 092 . 002 000 I +PB 1023
+P61023 1 .3080 ,3920
CBAR 138137 13613? 2536 2531 2620 30802 +C61024
+C61026 0,0002 ! ,3060 "0.0040 0,0002 I . -0,0040
PBAR 13613?2024 .056 . O92 .002 • 000 I +PB I O24
÷PB1024 I ,3050 .3920
+ _+i+o'+ s"................................. d 7+:m_,Y ++ + '/'+ +'6+_:_;_ ¥'I;676+ 1_; + " i7_' i_ii I -o. _iYh i
POAR 13? 1382024 ,095 .052 .002 ,0001 ÷PE 1025
+PBI025 1 •3080 I .3620
DBAR 138139 138139 2535 2539 2820 0+9'7122 " +C61026
÷C81026 0.0698 0.8712 -1,1206 0.0898 1.1205
PEAR 138 I 392024 + 09 E + 092 . 002 , 0001 ÷ PB 1028
I .3620÷PBI026 1 +3080
CBAR 140141 14014 2540 2541 262 2 '('CE 1027
_l_Clli-i-O._ ;_......................................... 6-+-l_-_i-+--_---B-j_.-..+i..l_-:l-]_-l-'_-"'66-g-_''-:_+'-'_-i_4_ ."":'j+-- +1"_ ..................................................................... _II_1_I)I_I_" _'_I_ _'_''"'_" _1"_+_'''i" _ ......




CBAR 140152 150152 2540 2582 2821 2 +£B1028
4C81026 00811 0.0 "1.3055 0.0811 0.0 -1.3055
PEAR 1401522024 123 116 002 .000t +P81026
+P81026 "13050 1 3E20
CBAR 141142 141142 2541 2542 2521 2 ÷C51029
÷C_1029 00148 -I.2864 -02382 0.0146 -1.2584 -0.23E2
PEAR 1411422024 .123 116 003 _000; +PSt02S
+PEI02g -I 3080 1.3920
CBAR 142143 142143 2542 2543 2621 2 ÷C5 030
+csi030 ................. 0_G00_:i_3080_000346_0002.ii308_ _0_0034 .......................................................
PHAP 1421432O24 123 118 O03 0001 +PEt030
• PBI030 -1.3080 1,3S20
CBAR 143144 143144 2543 2544 2521 2 +C91031
-00184 -1 2808 02649 -0.0164 -12806 0.2849+C81031
PBAR 1431442024 123 116 003 0001 +PEt031
• P81031 -1 3080 3920
CBAR 144145 144145 2544 2545 2621 2 +CB1032
;C81032 .... -0062_ _01828S 1[0i02 _00027-01828_ii0102 ..................................
PEAR 144_452024 ;23 115 003 .0001 ÷P81032
÷P51032 -13080 3920
CBAR 145148 145146 2549 2548 2821 2 +C51033
+C81033 -0O&O_ -_071543 1.2964 -00805 "01543 1.2954
PEAR 1451482024 .123 I1_ 003 000_ +P8t033
+PB1033 -13080 .3920
CBAR 14814? 146147 254S 254_ 282t 2 ÷E81034
PEAR 14814?2024 123 118 003 .0001 +PB1034
+P61034 -1 3060 .3920
CBAR 141148 141146 2541 2546 2621 2 +C81035
+C81035 -00525 05250 I0130 -0.0528 0 8250 10t30
PBAR 1411452024 123 118 003 0001 +P81039
+P61035 -1.3080 3920
CBAR 148149 148149 2546 2549 2821 2 +C81038
+C61036 .............. :0"_0"151 i.2519 OI2sgs _0_0161""'J'_2_19"""0"i'_5"99 ..............................................................
PBAR 1481492024 123 116 .003 ,0001 +PBI038
+P51038 -t,3080 3920
CBAR 149150 149150 2549 2550 2521 2 +CBI03?
+C8103_ 0.0002 I 3050 "0.0034 00002 1.3060 "0.0034
PEAR 1491502024 123 1t8 003 0001 +PE1031
÷PB1031 -I.3080 3920
COAR 150151 150151 2550 2581 2621 2 +C81038
_Cel03S ........... 010146 i12894 _0_239_010149 ;_2es_ _0_39_ ............................................................
PEAR 1501512024 .123 115 003 0001 +P91035
+P81038 -I.3O50 3920
CBAR 151152 151152 2551 2552 2621 2 ÷C51039
+CB1039 0.0693 0.6906 -1.1146 0,0893 0.6905 -1.1146
PBAR 1911522024 123 115 003 0001 +P51039
+P81039 -13080 t,3920
CBAR 153154 153154 2553 2554 2822 2 +C81040
;C9i64o ..................... o o988_o_692_:i1_79" 6_s_:076_29z17i6¥s ............................................................
PEAR 1631542024 .096 092 002 000t +P_1040
+P81040 -1.3080 1.3820
CBAR 153165 153165 2553 2865 2822 2 +CB1041
÷CBI041 0,0811 0.0 -13055 0.0811 0.0 -1,3055
PEAR 1531852024 098 .092 0O2 .0001 +P51041
+PEI041 -13080 1,3920
CBAR 154159 154159 2554 2566 2822 2 +CB1042
_C0164_ ................ 016145z1_2_ss _6233§ o]014_;i_969 ;6_2_s ................................................................................
PBAP 1541552024 095 .092 002 0001 +P91042
IP|1042 13080 1.3920
CEAR 155158 155156 2585 2556 2622 30802.0. +CB1043+CB1043 0 0002 -13080 -00O29 0 0002 -I. 0029
PEAR 1591582024 .og6 092 002 ,0001 ÷P51043
+P81043 1.3060 1.3920
CBAR 15615? 15615_ 2586 2551 2822 2 +C81044
+CB1044 -0.0164 -1.2906 0.2848 -00164 -12806 0,2646
PEAR 15619?2024 098 .052 002 .0001 +P_1044
+P81044 1.3080 3920
CBAR 151156 15_158 2951 2558 2822 2 +C8t046
POAR 1911562024 068 .092 002 .0001 +PBl04S
+P81048 1.3080 .3920
CBAR 154155 185159 2558 2569 2822 2 ÷C81048
+C51046 -0,0505 -0.1556 1.2961 -0.0805 -01589 1.2661
PBAR 1561592024 096 092 002 .0001 +P81048
÷P81048 1.3050 .3920
CEAR 159160 159160 2559 2580 2822 2 +CB1041
_cdio4_ .................... :oiOsos oilsser/_6l" :o/ososo]__B_ i_2g6f .......................................................................................
PBAR 1591602024 .096 092 002 .0001 ÷P8104_
+P51041 1.3080 ,3920
CBAR 180161 180181 2550 2581 2622 2 +C81048
+C61048 -0.062_ 0.8295 1,0094 -0.062_ 0.5295 1.0084
PEAR 1501812024 .096 .052 .002 0001 +P81046
+P81048 1.308o 3920
CBAR 161162 161152 256T 2562 2822 2 ÷CBI04g
PEAR 15_1822024 .055 092 002 0001 +P_104g
÷PBl04g 1.3080 .3920
EEAR 162153 182153 2582 2553 2622 2 +CBIO50
÷C51050 0.0002 1.3080 "0.0025 0.0002 13080 "00025
PBAR 1821632024 .068 .082 +002 .0001 +PEtOSO
+PBIOSO -1.3080 .3520
CBAR 163184 193164 2563 2564 2622 2 +CBIO5
+C_'i'OS'I ................................ 0":'01"45""'I:'2_$8"":0":'2"3_§'"'0":'01"4_"'"j':'_68";'0":'2"_I ..........................................................................................................
PBAR 1831842024 .0g6 .092 ,002 .0001 +PBIOSI
+PB1081 -13080 .3920
CBAR 184165 164165 2554 2585 2822 2 +C81092
+C81052 0.09A6 0.8925 -1,10_5 00888 0.6925 "1.10_6
PBAR 1641652024 .098 .082 .002 .O001 _P81052
÷P51052 -1.3060 1.3820
CBAR 16515_ 19818? 2588 2681 2823 2 ÷C51063
;C'B'i'os3 ................................... _:osa_";_:_68s;_:o#¥f_:os_f;o:_oa9 ;i:osYf ............................................................................................
PEAR 15516?2024 .154 .141 _003 .0001 +PB1053
÷P81053 -I,3080 1,3520
.CBAR 166118 155115 2588 25?8 2623 2 +CB1054
_CB1054 0.0810 0.0 "1.3055 0,0810 0,0 "1.3055
PBAR 1561182024 .154 141 .003 .0001 +P81054
÷P81054 -1.3080 1.3920
CBAR 151156 181188 2561 2568 2823 2 ÷C81055
;C'_'I"O_S .................................. O:'01"43"'='i':'2a¥3"";O':2_Y_'"'6":'_Y4_"';'|':'_":'6":2_'16 .........................................................................................................................
PEAR 1571882024 .154 ,141 .003 ,0001 ÷PB1055
_P81059 "1.3050 1.3520
EBAR 155189 188159 2598 2589 2823 2 +C81058
+C81055 0.0001 -I.30A0 "0.0023 0.0001 "1.3080 "0.0023
PEAR 18819_2024 .154 .147 ,003 .0001 +PB1056
÷P81058 "1.3080 1.3920
CBAR 169110 189170 2589 2510 2623 2 +CBIO5?
i__i5_¥ ...................................... ;_':5__:i:_5_'o:_4_;_:__'";'f:*__o_""_:_ ................................................................................................................................
_.,E 1,1,02026 .15, .18, .00= .0001 .P,,05, ORIGIN_L PAGE i_
OF pO@R ,--,_l _r!"Y
÷P81057 "1.3080 1.3920
CBAR I70171 170171 2570 2971 2823 2 +C91058
÷C81058 "O.O823 "O.8378 1_OO25 "O.O623 -O8375 1.OO25
PBAR 1701712024 158 .147 .003 ,OOOI ÷P91058
_P81058 -I.3060 1.3520
CBAR 171172 17t172 2971 2672 2823 2 ÷C51069
+CB10g "OI193 "O_2374 1.9197 -O.II93 -O.2374 1,6197
PBAR 1711722024 204 384 .004 OOO1 +PBIO59
+P81059 "19380 20320
CBAR 72 ?3 72 73 2572 2573 2523 2 +CBIO90
_CeIi1060 .............. _0_'19_ 6_237_'" _9_g_ iO_'9_'_'_ "; _'g'19 _ ............................................................
0001 +PBIOSOPBAR 1721732024 204 _364 004
÷P61050 -I,9360 20320
£BAR 173174 173174 2573 2574 2923 2 +C91081
_'CB1OE1 -00924 0.6354 I.OO45 -0.O524 O 8354 1.OO45
PBAR 1731742024 154 147 003 .ooo1 +P81091
÷P91091 -1.3050 1_3520
CBAR 174 75 74 75 2574 2575 282_ 2 4C81082 ...........
+Cb1652 ................ ...............................
+PB1OE2PBAR 1741752024 154 t47 003 .OOO1
÷P61082 -1.3060 1.3920
CBAR 176175 175176 2575 2576 2623 2 +CB1063
+CBIO83 O.OOOI 1,3080 -o.oo23 O.OOOI 1.3080 -O 0023
PBAR 1751782024 154 147 003 OOO1 ÷P81063
+P91063 -13080 13620
[BAR 175177 178 ?7 2578 2877 2623 2 +C91084
+_Sl0S_ .................... 6"_OY43 _2_3 ':0"_231"6 0_oI43i/2_'-:0"_23_6 ................................................................
.003 .0001 ÷P91084PBAR 1761772024 154 147
+P81084 -13060 13920
CBAR 177178 177178 2$77 2875 2523 2 +CBIOG5
+C91066 0,0881 0.7089 -1.0971 0.0881 07089 -I 0671
PBAR 1771762024 t54 147 003 OOOI +PBIO65
+P81068 -1.3080 1,3920
CBAR 79 80 179160 2579 2580 2624 2 ÷C91065 ...........
;CSiOSS .......................... 67os_I:6_7329 .....................................
PBAR 17g1802024 .068 052 002 0001 ÷P81085
+P91068 1.3080 13920
CBAR 179191 179191 2579 2591 2824 2 +C91087
+C51097 0.0809 O.O -I.3OSS 0.0609 O.O -1.3065
PBAR 1791912024 .O99 .092 .002 OOO1 +PB1OS?
+PB1067 13080 1_3920
CBAR 180181 18Ol61 2580 2581 2624 2 _C9108£ .....................................
;COI0S_ ......................... 6YOI4O:i_29_8 :622890.oI4O :i/28¥_:o_z299 ..............................
PBAR 1601812024 .O99 092 .002 OOO1 ÷PB1OE8
÷P91068 1,3080 1.3520
CBAR 181182 181182 2581 2582 2824 2 ÷CB10?g
O.OOOO -1.3080 -O.OO15 O,OOOO -13080 -OOO15÷C81089
PBAR 1611822024 .o59 O52 002 OOO1 +P81089
+PBtO?g 1.3080 1.3920
2CBAR 182183 182153 2562 2583 2824 ÷C51070 ...............................
WCffIo_o .................... :0_IS_:_12_090_2949 :0_OlS_:J2a6s6_2s_g .........................
PBAR 1821632024 .098 092 002 OOO1 +PB1OTO
+P81070 13080 13920
_BAR 163164 183184 2583 2564 2824 2 +C91071
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CROO 2832879303 2663 2689 .................................................
CR00 ............ 28330_7000 ................ 2683 ....... 2_o2 ......................................................
CROD 2552869000 2685 2686
CROD 2853199302 2685 2719
CROD 2842579000 2684 2667
CROD 2873219303 2687 2721
CROD 2863047O00 2686 2?04
CROD 2892909504 2689 2690
CROD 2892939000 2689 2693 .................................................................................................
CR'OD ...... 2"88291_6_04 ........ 218_ "'2191 ...............................
CROD 2912957304 2691 2695
CROD 2903067503 2690 2706
CROD 2942957OO0 2694 2895
CRDD 2943067000 2694 2905
CROD 2943107304 2694 2710
3153147601 2715 2714CROD
CROD 3 03 29000 27 0 2712 ......................................................
CROD ............ ffio3Y4_64 .............. 2_+0 ....... 271_ .........................................................
CROD 3143167501 2714 2716
CROD 3192867306 2719 2659
CROD 3193207505 2715 2920
CR50 3212917303 2721 2681
CROO 32131875O6 2721 2918
CSHEAR 2302593006 2630 2631 2659 2656
CSHEAR 23 2603006 253 2632 2680 2659 .............
CS+HEAR ........ 2322_f_o6i ............... 2S32 ......... 2633 ......... 2661 ........ 2660 ................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2292553001 2829 2659 2665 2642
CSHEAR 2592543001 2659 2660 2664 2665
CSHEAR 2802633001 2660 2661 2663 2664
CSHEAR 2612383006 2661 2634 2635 2662
CSHEAR 2352623006 2682 2835 2636 2663
ESHEAR 2402423006 2642 2666 2640 2641
CSHEAR 2882393005 2666 2665 2639 2640 .............
_'H'e'_R .... 28S'S_38_O_+S ............... _SS ......... 2"SS_ ........ 2S3d ......... _'g39 .................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2642393001 2664 2663 2639 2638
CSHEAR 2432673008 2643 2844 2667 2857
CSHEAR 2682443005 2644 2845 2658 2867
CSHEAR 2452693005 2645 2646 2669 2668
CSHEAR 2462703005 2646 2849 26?0 2669
CSHEAR 25?2723005 285% 2670 2672 2656
CSHEAR 2702483006 26?0 2648 2849 2691 ............
CSHEAR 2542583005 2656 2675 2884 2585 _jir_lll,,]ll_l-5_ |r,l_ ,_
OF POOR _JALITY
CSHEAR 2532753005 2575 2574 2653 2954
CSHEAR 2622743005 2574 2673 2662 2553
CSHEAR 2612733005 2673 2672 2551 2852
CSHEAR 1011163001 2501 2502 2515 2514
CSHEAR 1021163002 2502 2503 2515 2515
CSHEAR 10311?3002 2503 2504 2617 25t5
CSHEAR 1041t83002 2504 2505 2518 2517
CSHEAR 105116]003 2505 2508 2519 2518
CSHEAR 1081203003 2505 2507 2520 2515
CSHEAR 1071213003 2507 2608 2521 2520
£SHE_R .... 1081223003 ....... 250_ ........ 2_0§ ........ 252_ ....... 252_
CSHEAR 1091233002 2609 2510 2523 2522
CSHEAR 01243002 2510 2511 2524 2523
CSHEAR 11263002 2511 2512 2525 2524
CSHEAR 21283001 2512 2513 2626 2525
CSHEAR 31143001 2513 2501 2514 2525
CSHEAR 41283001 2514 25t5 2525 2527
CSHEAR 51293003 2516 2518 2529 2528
CSHEAR ;;63303003 2516 "" 2517 ..... 2"530 _ "2529" "
CSHEAR ?1313003 251T 2515 2531 2530
CSHEAR 81323003 2515 25t9 2532 2531
CSHEAR 91333003 2519 2520 2533 2532
_$HEAR 1201343003 2520 2521 2534 2533
CSHEAR 1211363003 2521 2522 2539 2534
CSHEAR 1221353003 2522 2523 2536 2535
CSHEAR 1231373003 2523 2524 253? 2938
Cs'HEAR ....... i241383003 _ 2524 2525 ..... 2538 25]_ ....................................
CSHEAR 12613930O1 2825 2628 2539 2538
£5HEAR 1251273001 2625 2514 252? 2535
CSHEAR 1271413001 2627 2525 2541 2940
CSHEA_ 1281423003 2628 2525 2542 2581
CSHEAR 1291433003 2529 2530 2543 2542
CSHEAR 1301443003 2530 2531 2544 254]
CSHEAR 1311453003 2531 2532 2545 2544
CSHEAR I]31473003 2533 2534 254T 2548
CSHEAR 1341453003 2534 2539 2648 254_
CSHEAR 1351493003 2535 2538 2649 2546
CSHEAR 1351503003 2536 2637 2550 2949
CSHEAR 1371913003 253? 2535 2551 2550
CSHEAR 1381523001 2538 2535 2552 2551
CSHEAR 13914O3OO1 2539 2527 2540 2552
CSHEAR 1411563003 2541 2542 2565 2554
CSHEAR 1421563003 2542 2543 2555 2555
CSHEAR 1431573O03 2543 2644 2557 2595
CSHEAR 1441583003 2544 2545 2558 2657
CSHEAR 1451593003 2545 2546 2559 2558
CSHEAR 1461503003 2546 254? 2580 2559
CSHEAR 14_1813003 264? 2548 2551 2560
CSHSAR ...... i46816523003 ........... 254& ..... 2549 ...... 25_2 "'255"1 ...................................................................................................
CSHEAR 1491833003 2549 2550 2563 2552
CSHEAR 1501843O03 2550 2551 2584 2563
CSHEAR 1511853O01 2551 2552 2565 2564
CSHEAR 1521533001 2552 2540 2553 2585
CSHE_R 1531673001 2553 2554 256? 2585
CSHEAR 1541683001 2554 2555 2568 2557
CSHEAR 1551593001 2556 2558 2589. 2568
CS'HEAR "1551_0300_ ....... 2SSS .... 2SS_ ..... 25_0 255_ ...................................................................
CSHEAR 1571713004 255? 2558 2571 257_
CSHEAR 1881723004 2865 2659 2572 2571
CSHEAR 1591733004 2555 2580 2573 2572
CSHEAR 1801743004 2660 2551 2574 2973
CSHEAR 1811753001 2561 2562 2575 2574
CSHEAR 1521763001 2562 2583 2575 2575
CSHEAR 1631773001 2583 2584 2577 2878
CSHEAR 1841783001 2564 2586 2578 2977
CSHEAR 1851653001 2665 2553 2586 2578
CSHEAR 166180300 2566 2567 2580 2579
CSHEAR 187181300 2597 2855 2581 2550
CSHEAR 185183300 2555 25?0 2583 2882
CSHEAR 170184300 2570 26T1 2584 2583
CSHEAR 171185300 2871 2572 2985 2984
172185300 2572 2573 2886 2586
=SHEAR 1731573O0 25_3 25?4 2587 2856
CSHEAR 174188300 2574 26?5 2588 2557
CSHEAR 175189300 2S?S 2576 2589 2958
CSHEAR 1771913001 2577 2575 2591 2990
CSHEAR 1781753001 2575 2568 2975 2591
CSHEAP 1791933001 2679 2580 2593 2592
1801943001 2580 2881 2564 2853
CSHEA_ 1811953001 2591 2582 2595 2594
CSHEA_, 1821963001 2582 2583 2665 2595
CSHEA_ 1831573001 2583 2584 2557 2598
CSHE_I! 1551993001 2866 2886 2595 2558
CSHE_R 1852003001 2685 2687 2500 2559
CSHEAR 1872013001 2657 2588 2601 2600
CSHE_ 1882023001 2585 2585 2602 2601
CSH_AR 1892033O01 2589 2590 2603 2802
CSHE_R 1902043001 2590 2851 2804 2503
CSHEAR 1611923001 2551 2579 2592 2604
_SHE_ ......... ie2_o_3o0_ .......... 2s_2 ......... 2_9_ ....... 2_6 ........ 2s_ .......................................................................................................
CSHE_ 1932073001 2593 2594 2807 2906
CSHEAP 1642083001 2554 2565 2808 2807
CSHEAR 1952053001 2595 2596 2809 2808
CSHEAR 1862103001 2598 2657 2610 2506
CSHEAR 1972113001 2597 2598 2811 2810
CSHEAR 1962123001 2898 2566 2812 28tl
CSHEAR 1992133001 2699 2600 2813 2612
CSHEAR 2012153001 2801 2502 2615 2614
CSHEAR 2022153001 2802 2603 2816 2615
CSHEAR 2032173001 2803 2604 2817 2816
CSHEAR 2042083001 2804 2S92 2605 2617
CSHEAR 2052303005 2805 2606 2630 2626
CSHEAR 2082313006 2806 280? 2631 2630
CSHEAR 20?2323005 280? 280& 2532 2631
CSHEAR 2092343005 2509 2610 2634 2633
CSHEAR 2102353005 2610 2811 2636 2834
CSHEAR 2112383008 2611 2612 2636 2835
CSHEAR 21223?3005 2612 2613 263? 2836
CSHEAR 2132383006 2513 2614 2838 253?
,5.8,9 2142383006 281, 2815 2535 2638 ORIGINAL PAGECSHEAR 152803008 615 616 540 539
_S._Ak .........2"__V_'S ..................__ ....._Y_ ........_k4_ .........2_ ...............................................................................................................................................................,m
CSHEAR 2172263OO8 28t7 2605 2625 2641 OF e_ QUA_I_y
CSHEAR 2262443005 2828 2830 2844 2843
CSHEAR 2282783401 2829 2887 2878 2877
£SHEAR 2302453005 2830 2831 2845 2844
CSHEAR 2312483005 2831 2832 2848 2548
CSHEAR 2322473005 2832 2533 284? 2845
CSHEAR 2332453005 2533 2834 2648 254_
CSHEAR 2342493005 2634 2835 2649 2646
CSHEAA 2352503005 2836 2636 2880 2649
CSHEAR 2362513005 2636 2637 2851 2650
£SHEAR 2372523005 2637 2636 2652 2651 ...................................................
CSfi'e'_ .... 2_2_3300_ ....... 293_ ......... 2"S_ " "2SS_ .... 29S2 ............................
CSHEAR 2352543005 2839 2640 2554 2853
CSHEAR 2402553005 2640 264; 2655 2884
ESHEA9 2412563005 2641 2642 2858 2658
2642 2828 2557 2656ESHEA5 2422573005
CSHEAR 2422?73301 2642 2629 2677 2676
CSHEAR 2562?63401 2655 2642 2676 26?9
CSHEAR 2572793303 2657 2856 2879 2678
_SHE_R ........ 2762_3"S0"_ ...... 2S¥S " 26_ ...... 25_ 2S_S .............................
ESHEAR 2762813301 2676 2677 2681 2680
CSHEAR 2772623401 2677 2678 2682 2681
CSHEAR 276283]303 2578 2679 2683 2697
CSHEAR 27630234OI 2876 270"O" 2702 2682
ESHEA9 2792803402 2675 2676 2680 2663
C5H5A9 25026230O0 2880 2681 2682 2683
CSHEAR 26028533OI 2660 2881 2685 2684 .............................
ESH'EAR ..... 2"81"28_340i ........... 268_ ....... 2682 2686 ....... 2685 ....................................
CSHEAR 2822873303 2882 2683 2887 2686
CSHEA9 2823043401 2682 2702 2704 2886
CSHEAR 2832843401 2583 2680 2884 2857
CSHEA9 2842863000 2684 2685 2688 2687
CSHEA9 2843193301 2664 2685 2719 2715
ESHEA9 28832034OI 2885 2566 2720 2719
CSHEAR 2863063401 2666 2?04 2706 2890 ........................................................
CSHEAR 28731634O3 2857 2684 2718 2721
CSHEAR 2862903502 2888 2665 2690 2691
ESHEAR 2882933000 2886 2889 2883 2892
CSHEAR 2882573302 2888 2869 2867 2895
CSHEAR 2892643000 2689 2650 2884 2693
ESHEA9 2902553304 2590 2661 2696 2654
CSHEAR 2903083401 2690 2705 2708 2694
CS'HE'AR .... 2"9Y2923000 ............. 259f ..... 25_8 ...... 26§2 ..... 2B§S ...........................................................................................................
CSHEAR 2922943000 2882 2693 2664 2695
CSHEAR 2943123401 2684 2708 2712 2710
CSHEAR 2953103304 2895 2694 2710 2711
CSHEAR 2982833000 2696 2687 2693 2692
CSHEAR 3002933401 2700 2679 2883 2702
5SHEAR ]022573401 2702 2883 2667 2?04
CSHEA9 3042913401 2704 2687 2891 2705 .......................................
_S'H'EAR ........ 368_§S_46_ ................ _OS + 1259"_ ....... 2S_S ...... 270_ ........................................
CSHEAm 3053113401 2706 2655 2711 2712
CSHEAR 31O3163401 2710 2712 2716 2714
CSHE_m 3123153401 2712 2711 2715 2716
CSHEAR 3182693301 2718 2719 2689 2688
CSHEAR 3183203503 2718 2719 2720 2721
CSHEAR 31929034O1 2719 2720 2590 286g
ESHEAR 32 288340 272 2? 6 2666 2691
Es'HE'AR ...... 3"2_O29"133b_3 ............. 2720 ........ 2_2"! ..... 26§1 ......... 25§0 ........................................................................
ESHEAR 3113143304 2?11 2710 2714 2715
CTR]A3 19001 2629 2830 25580
CTR]A3 59001 2833 2634 26510
CTR]A3 159001 2836 283? 2863 0
E79]_3 209002 2647 2648 2670+0
CTR]A3 289OO2 2860 2651 26?2 O
ETRIA3 22824379002 2629 2643 2657.0
CTRIA3 24628708401 2646 2887 2700
CTRIA3 25025809401 2660 2656 2700
CTR]A3 25627509401 2656 2579 2700.0
CTRIA3 25727609401 2657 2675 2700.0 ..................................................................................
CT+R|'A3 ...... 27"92_BO95"0+3 ......... 2ST§ ......... 2"fi+_ .... _TOO.O .............
CTRIA3 28328229000 2683 2682 27020
CTRIA3 28725845000 2887 2886 27040
CTRIA3 25129069802 2891 2890 2706.0
CTRIA3 29828488000 2895 2694 27060
CTRIA3 311310290O0 2711 2710 27120
ETR|A3 31531425601 2715 2714 27160
EONM2 20 0 250 0+617 .................................
CO+N+M2 ........... i'20102 ..... 2_0_ ................... O'T'E'I_ .....................................................................
CONM2 120103 2603 O617
CONM2 120104 2504 O617
CONH2 120105 2505 O.617
CONM2 120106 2505 O.617
CONM2 120107 2507 O.617
CONM2 120108 2608 O.617
CONM2 120109 2505 0,61? ...............................................................
_N_2 ..... 16111 ........ 211_ .................... &FgY+ ..........................................................................
CONM2 20111 2511 O617
CDNM2 20112 2512 O617
CONM2 20113 2513 O,817
CONM2 21114 2814 2,582
CONM2 21115 2515 2+562
CONM2 21116 2516 2,562
CONM2 21 17 25 7 2582 .....
cONm2 .............. 2__11d ........ 281_ ................... 2.s_2 ................................................................................................
CONM2 21119 2515 2562
CONM2 21120 2520 2,562
CONM2 21121 2521 2,562
CONM2 21122 2822 2.582
CONM2 21123 2823 2.562
CONM2 21124 2524 2582
CONM2 2 125 2825 2.582 ........................
_bNM2 ....... 2+t_s ......... 2s_s .................... 2':+ss_ ........................................................................
CONM2 23127 2527 3,384
CONM2 23128 2528 3.384
CONM2 23129 2528 3.384
CONM2 23130 2530 3.384
CONM2 23131 2531 3.384
CONM2 23132 2532 3,384
£0NM2 23 33 2533 3.384
CON+M_ .............. 2_Y_4 ......... _g_4 .................... 3_384 ..................................................................................................................
CONM2 123135 2535 3,384
CON_2 123136 2536 3+384
CONM2 123137 2837 3.364
CONM2 123138 2536 3+354
CONM2 123139 2538 3.364
CONM2 125140 2640 4.657
CONM2 125141 254 4.857 ....
_ONM2_ ....... i'_g__ ......... _84_ ...................... 4+_.s_ ........................................................................................................................................
+oNm2 12,163 2543 4,88+ ORIGINAL PAGE PS
CONM2 125144 2544 4.667
CONM2 125145 , 2545 657
CONM2 125146 2546 65T
CONM2 125147 2547 657
CONM2 125148 2648 657
CQNM2 12514S 2S49 657
CONM2 125180 2550 657
CONM2 125151 2551 657
CONM2 125152 2552 657
CONM2 128153 2953 598
CONM2 i26154 "2_$4 ........... _ 55_ ...........................................................
CONM2 128155 2955 598
CONM2 125156 2558 556
GONM2 12815? 2557 .598
CDNM2 126156 2659 .598
CONM2 128158 2559 .598
CONM2 128190 2560 998
CONM2 128161 26G1 598
COHM2 126162 2562 : 598 ................ ......
CONM2 ;26163 2563 $96
CONM2 ;29164 2564 998
CONM2 ;28185 2569 598
CONM2 130166 2586 502
CONM2 130167 2567 602
CONM2 130168 2S88 602
CONM2 I]0169 2589 802
CONM2 ++ 30170 " 2570 ........ .602 .......................................
CONM2 30171 2571 .602
CONM2 30172 25?2 602
CDNM2 30173 25?2 602
CDNM2 30174 2574 802
CONM2 30175 2575 802
CONM2 30176 2578 1.602
CONM2 30177 2577 1902
tONM2 ..... 53057_ 3_?a .............. +SO2 ........................................................................
GONM2 32179 2579 1.515
GONM2 32190 2580 1.515
CONM2 32181 2581 1.515
CDNM2 32162 2582 1.519
CONM2 32193 2593 1.515
CONM2 32194 2584 1.515
COHM2 32185 2586 1.915
CONM2 ...... '3219S 268( .............. _51_ ....................................................................
CONM2 32187 258? 1S19
CONM2 32166 2988 1.515
CONM2 32189 2589 1.515
CDNM2 32150 2590 1.515
CONM2 32191 2551 1515
CDNM2 34192 2592 0750
CONM2 34193 2593 0750
CONM2 ....... |34_g4 .... 2699 .......... 6 ¥so ................................................................................................................
GONM2 134185 2595 0750
CONM2 134196 2866 0.750
CONM2 134197 2S97 0.750
CGNM2 134199 2598 0 750
CONM2 134198 2598 0 760
CONM2 134200 2600 0 ?SO
CONM2 ...... 134201 2601 0750
CONM2 'i38202 ........ 2_o_ ............ 0_50 ....................................................................................................
CONM2 134203 2603 O750
CDNM2 134204 2604 0 790
CONM2 135205 2605 O+786
CONM2 135206 2606 0.786
CONM2 135207 2907 o ?98
CONM2 136208 2609 0 766
CONM2 136209 2609 05769
CONM2 135210 2810 0766
CONM2 135211 2611 0786
CONM2 135212 2612 0 766
CONM2 135213 2613 0.T86
CONM2" i3"52"1"4 ...... 2614 ............. O_?BS .......................................................................................................................
CONM2 135215 2615 0788
CONM2 135219 2618 0789
CDNM2 135217 2517 0789
$
$$61, STINGER FAIRING . SHAKE TEST CONFIG • 1 =as=z,=l+s_l*ss_
S A TOTAL OF 17 LBS REMOVED FOR STINGER FAIRING
CONM2 9136229 2929 -.11838
_ON_2 6i36_3o 2_do .......... :_153_ ................................................................
GDNM2 6136231 2631 -11536
CONM2 8136232 2832 11536
CONM2 8135233 2633 -11538
CONM2 8136234 2634 -11639
CGNM2 6136235 2635 - 11538
CONM2 8136236 2636 - 11538
CONM2 9136237 2637 -.11538
_bNM_ + 8+_3623a .... 2639 ............ :_+_S_s ..............................................................................................................
_ONM2 6136239 2636 -11539
GONM2 6136240 2840 "11536
CONM2 6136241 2641 -+t1539
Ii i ii i ii Ii ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 1
S$11l STINGER FAIRING K T ON I • +1t =,= • Ill •
$ A TOTAL OF 1.5 LBS REMOVED FOR STINGER FAIRING
CONM2 136225 2629 1,80k
¢0_ ....... |_0 ..... 2s_O ...................... i'/5_ ........................................................................................................................................
CONM2 138231 2931 1501
CONM2 139232 2932 _SOI
$$+*• LOCAL MODE FIX REDISTRIBUTE MASS FROM GRID 262 TO 233.237 EVENLY
$ONM2 136233 233 I+501
CONM2 36233 2633 2251
CONM2 36234 263A 1,501
CONM2 36235 2635 1.501
_kM2 ......... 35236 +++ 263_ .................. i_50"I .......................................................................................................................................................
CONM2 39237 2937 2.251
$ONM2 36237 23T 1.501
$Ss•• LOCAL MODE FIK REDISTRIBUTE MASS FROM GRID 262 TO 233.237 EVENLY
CONM2 136238 2638 I 501
GONM2 138239 2639 1+501
CONM2 136240 2540 1+501
GONM2 136241 2541 1.501
++IMi ......... i±+++i ......... i+++ .................. i:+6f ......................................................................................................................................................................
CONM2 136258 2lSl 11S0i
CONM2 136269 2686 1.501
CDNM2 136280 2860 1.501
CONM2 136281 3861 1.501
$$_1:' LOCAL MODE FIX REOISTR[SUTE MASS FROM GRID 262 TO 233.23'7 EVENLY
$ONM2 138262 252 1 . 501 .
CDNM2 136253 2963 1.soi /_Dhr__lNA/ D A r_["
+OHm2 ,3625s 3685 15o, OF POOR QU,_LiTY
CGNM2 136288 2888 1.50
CORM2 136226 2829 4.72
CONM2 I36242 2642 4?2
CONM2 138266 2858 4 72
CORM2 138267 2867 4?2
CONM2 138300 2700 4472
CGNM2 t38278 2876 1.508
CORM3 138277 2677 1,308
CONM2 138278 297£ 1 309
CONM2 138279 2679 1 309
C'b'k'_2 ......... J3"8"3_ .... 2_0 ................ 1"_06 ..........
CORM2 139280 2680 2423
GONM2 139281 2681 2 423
CONM2 139282 2882 2423
CONM2 I]9283 2683 2423
CONM2 139302 2702 3 423
GGNM2 140254 2684 1695
DONM2 140285 2885 1 895
_O'NM2 ..... f4b_Bg ...... 2686 ................... i+iSgS .................
CONM2 180287 2657 t.885
CONM2 140304 2704 1895







GONM2 141306 2?06 1169
C'ONM2 ....... i_'2"_§_ ...... 26§_ .............. 2"'S'1"3 ..............................................................................
CDNM2 142293 2693 2513
CORM2 142294 2694 2.613
GONM2 142295 2695 2.513
CONM2 142296 2698 2513
CONM2 142297 2997 2513
CONM2 142308 2708 2513
$5
GRID 2502 0 298 700 12.290 92.800 0 0 0
GRID 2503 0 299288 14.370 63,833 0 0 0
GRID 2504 0 299.789 14.400 49.300 0 0 0
0 ]003?0 11 920 35.8?0 0 0 0GRID 2505
GRID 2506 0 300.598 7.150 32.345 0 0 0
GRID 250? 0 300847 0.000 31 528 0 0 0
GRID 2508 0 300.586 -7150 32.345 0 0 0
_RiO .............. 2g_§ ........... b 366:3i_;ifL920 )$:b¥0 " 6 ....... b ........... 0 .............................................................................
GRID 2510 0 299789 -14400 45,300 0 0 0
GRID 2511 0 299+258 -14370 53833 0 0 0
GRID 2512 0 298.700 -12.290 62,800 0 0 0
GRID 2913 0 398.400 °3870 6?607 0 0 0
GRID 2514 0 318.887 3970 67 801 0 0 0
GRID 2515 0 318.970 I1.886 83712 0 0 0
GRID 2916 0 317.484 13.470 54785 0 0 0
G'R'i'D .............. 25"1"_ ............ 0_'|_':g6_""|'3_'49_" 49"_41 ........... 0" _ ............. _ .....................................................................
GRID 2518 0 3181482 11829 38898 0 0 0
GRID 2519 0 316 719 6 704 34587 0 0 0
GRID 2520 0 318 ?6? 0000 33?92 0 0 0
GRID 2521 0 318 719 -9704 3455? 0 0 0
0GRID 2522 0 318.482 -11.889 ]8.898 0 0
GRID 2523 0 317.982 -13497 49741 0 0 0
GRID 2524 C 317.484 "13 4?0 54.789 0 0 * 0
_R_O ............. _g_ ......... o3i6.GVo";ii._s 52:V12 o ......... 0 ............... 0 .......................................................................
GRID 2526 0 316,687 -3 670 87.601 0 0 0
GRID 2627 0 33?847 3670 67.995 0 0 0
GRID 2628 0 337.922 11.072 83.178 0 0 0
GRID 2529 0 338.378 12434 65638 0 0 0
GRID + 2530 0 338.840 12467 48402 0 0 0
GRID 2531 0 338.302 10.909 40.953 0 0 0
GRID 2532 0 ]36.540 8.191 37,128 0 0 0
GRID 0 339.566 0000 38.402 0 0 0
0 0 0
2533
GRID 2534 0 339.540 -8191 37128
GRID 2535 0 339.302 -10.949 40.953 0 0 0
GR D 2538 C 338 880 o12 487 88402 0 0 0
G_R]D ................ 2"637 ........ _ 338_'37_ :J2"i434"'5"ff_838 ......... 0 ............ 0 .... 0 ................................................................................................
GRID 2938 0 33?.922 -11.072 83178 0 0 0
GRID 2539 0 337.647 "3.870 87668 0 0 0
GRID 2540 _ 358.628 3.870 87,689 0 0 0
GRID 2541 £' 3688?3 10 157 63844 0 0 0
0GRID 2542 C, 399.292 11.]98 86.810 0 0
GRID 2543 _ 39971? 11 418 50081 0 0 0
GRID 2544 0 380 42 9 994 432 0 0 0
_RiO ................ 294g ........... L 3"6"b".'35"1 .... S:'g_8"'"'3"9":585"'" 0 .......... 0 ........... 0 ........................................................................................
GRID 2546 _ 360403 0000 39.012 0 0 0
GRID 2647 C 380.381 -5678 39.685 0 0 0
0 0GRID 2548 0 380142 -10,024 43.211 0
GRID 2549 o ]68.717 "11418 50.061 0 0 0
GRID 2550 C 359.292 11 398 56910 0 0 0
GRID 2951 _ 358.8?3 "10157 83.644 0 0 0
GR D 2952 0 358 828 -3870 97.989 0 0 0
dRlO .............. 2583 ........... 037s:gtg ..... 3g¥os_:982 ........... o ......... _ ............. _ .........................................................................................
GRID 2554 O 3_9.834 9.243 84111 0 0 0
GRID 2SSS 0 380.215 10.381 S?.S83 0 0 0
GRID 2959 O 380.804 10375 51.723 0 0 0
GRID 2857 0 360.692 9+077 45469 0 0 0
GRID 2658 0 381.193 5+184 42.248 0 0 0
GRID 2559 0 381.231 0000 41823 O 0 0
GRID 2580 0 38 163 -5 84 42 248 0 0 0
_tb ............ 2__ ........ o dab:o_:§:Yo_"_g:_9 .............. o ....... _ .............. _ ...........................................................................................
GRID 2592 0 380.804 -10,379 61723 0 0 0
GRID 2563 0 380.215 -10381 5?983 0 0 0
GRID 2564 0 379.834 -8.243 64.111 0 0 0
GRID 2689 0 378.618 -3870 87.562 0 O 0
GRID 2588 0 400.810 38?0 87.675 0 0 0
GRID 2587 0 400.798 8.328 84.577 0 0 0
0 0 0GRID 2588 0 401 39 8.325 58.067
G_ib ............... 2g_ ......... _4___e_ ....... 0":+_3gS3:_8_ ....... _ ............... _ ........... o .......................................................................................................
GRID 26?0 0 401.843 8161 47.728 0 0 0
GRID 2671 0 402.024 4+851 44.809 0 0 0
GRID 2572 0 402.080 0+000 44.233 0 0 0
GRID 25?3 0 402+024 "4881 44.805 0 0 O
GRID 2874 0 401843 -8178 47.728 0 0 0
GRID 2878 0 4014461 "$,335 53,384 0 0 0
GRID 2876 0 40 39 "9 325 59 057 0 0 0
CR/|b ............ _g¥¥ .............. _...4o.o:._t_....;+B.:_2_.....6.4.:._¥_ .......... b ............ o ........... b ........................................................................................................................
GRID 2578 0 800.610 "3.870 87,575 0 0 0
GRID 2878 0 421.801 3.870 87.$69 0 0 0
GRID 2680 0 421+767 7.413 85,043 0 0 0
GRID 2581 0 422.083 8.266 80,130 0 0 0
GRID 2682 0 422.3?6 8.284 66.046 0 0 0
GRID 2583 0 422.693 ?.246 48.985 0 0 0
GRID 2684 0 422 865 4.137 47.367 0 0 0
+m+'+..................++++...............+++2:+*+ .......+:+++++':*++ ...............+...............+...............+.........................................................................................Ul_l_Ip+_++_'^.
0 422.655 -4.137 87.387 0 0 0 -_"_ ' _t" _._
oRIo ..... ,68 OF POOR r_+...,^,f_:+/
GRID 2$87 0 422.$53 "7.255 48.98$ 0 0 0
GRID 2566 O 422.379 *8294 55,045 0 O 0
GRID 2599 0 422.053 -5286 80.130 0 0 0
GRID 2550 O 521 ?57 "7 413 65043 0 O 0
GRID 2591 O 421.501 -3 670 57569 0 O 0
GRID 2$92 0 442.591 3 570 67,$82 0 0 0
GRID 2593 O 4427t9 6 498 65_1D _ _
GR]O 2594 0 462.686 7251 81203 0 0 O
GRID 2595 O 443.286 7253 56.?08 0 0 O
GRID 2596 O 443 543 6329 52_243 0 0 0
GR|D ......... 2_9_ ........... o44368_ 3624&§ 92_ ....... _ b ....... 0 .....................................................................
GRID 2596 0 443716 O O00 49456 0 0 O
GRID 2599 0 443987 -3824 49.927 0 0 0
GRID 2600 0 443,543 "6332 52243 0 0 O
GRID 2801 O 443.286 -7253 86708 0 O
GRID 2602 O 442586 -725; 51203 D 0 O
GRID 2603 0 442 719 -6 498 85510 0 0 0
GR!O .... 29O_.. o 442.591 -3.670 57 552 o o o
GRID 2509 0 45_Y26 3_97b _6_S_9 ...... 6 e ............................................
GRID 2808 0 451843 6 IOO 65.?13 0 0 0
GRID 2607 0 452094 6 8O0 61.871 0 0 0
GRID 2808 0 452.387 8800 57 429 0 O O
GRID 2908 0 452618 5930 53,22? 0 O 0
GRID 26t0 0 452 754 3 400 51 041 0 0 0
GRID 2811 O 452782 0 000 50.592 0 0 O
GRID 2612 o 452 ?$4 -3 400 51041 0 o O
G'R|D 2_'13 " 0"452618 ;$ 930 $3,22_ ..... 0 0 ........................................................
GRID 2614 0 452 357 -6 800 57429 0 0 0
GRID 2615 0 452 094 -6 800 61,671 0 0 0
GRID 2816 0 451¸543 -8 100 65.713 D 0 0
GRID 2617 O 451 ?28 3.870 97.S$9 0 0
GRID 2616 0 299¸851 -0.004 46.291 G 123456
GRID 2819 O 317 ?69 -0.003 49 535 0 123466
GRID 2520 0 338 660 -O.003 $O.968 0 123456
GRID 2522 0 2604?3 -0002 53.634 D 123456
GRID 2623 0 401374 -0001 55,268 C 123456
GRID 2524 O 422,275 -CO01 68,?02 0 123458
GRID 2825 0 442177 G.O00 58.135 O 123466
GRID 2626 O 4S2275 0 DO0 58769 0 123498
GRID 2627 0 464 103 0 DO0 596_2 0 i23466
GRID 2526 0 464 893 O.O00 61103 0 123456
GR|D 2929 ....... 0 472:1o4 3 S#o 6_ss_ .... b .... 0
GRIO 2530 0 470 635 6280 66.132 0 O
GRID 2831 0 466.804 6071 62 425 0 0
GRID 2532 0 482472 8295 58233 0 0
GRID 2633 0 45?857 5698 63.788 0 0 0
















GRID 2638 O 454.841 0000 50890 0 0 O
GRID 2838 O 455 371 "3335 51383 0 O O
GR|O ..... 2637 ...... 0 46"_':'88_';'6698_63:_98 ............. 0 " 0 .......... 0 ..........................................................................
GRID 2638 0 4824?2 "5.296 58.233 0 O 0
GRID 2639 0 456 804 -5071 62.425 0 0 O
GRID 2640 0 470535 "5 260 68.132 0 0 0
GRID 2641 0 4?2 I04 -3,670 6?954 0 O O
GRID 2642 0 472 104 -2_860 6_.554 0 0 O
GRID 2843 0 484 493 3.G?O 67.550 0 O 0
GRID 2644 0 484 582 4 672 68.441 0 0 O
GRID .............. 264_ ..... 0 484:764" $ 182 $3:346 ........... 0 0 ........ 0 ..........................................................
GRID 2646 O 484980 5175 60.022 O 0 O
GRID 2647 0 485 163 4.500 59 752 0 0 0
GRID 2648 0 485 270 2598 58038 0 0 0
GRID 2848 0 485293 O.OO0 $4.667 0 O 0
GRID 2860 0 488.2?O -2 588 S$.038 O 0 O
GRID 2551 0 485,163 "4500 55.?62 0 0 O
GRID 2952 0 484.960 -5175 60.022 0 0 0
GR]O 2653 0 494?$4 -$,I82 63,348 0 O O
GRID 2854 O 454682 -4672 55441 0 O 0
GRID 2555 O 464493 -3,670 57550 0 0 0
GRID 2658 0 484483 °2.260 97.550 0 0 O
GRib ......... 2SS¥ .............. _494:_§3 ...... 3:olo_s_:s_ ............. _ ............ _ .......... b .............................................................................
GRID 2568 O 470936 3.570 66.122 0 O O
GRID 2659 0 486804 3,970 62.425 0 O O
GRID 2880 O 4524?2 3_$?0 96.233 0 O 0
GRID 2661 0 4$8.530 3.970 52.775 o 0 o
GRID 2682 0 456830 OOO0 S2,??S O 0 O
GRID 2663 O 456.830 -2_850 52.?75 0 0 0
GRID 2564 0 4524?2 -2 880 86.233 0 0 O
trio .... 2sgs ............. o466:ao4 ;2:_so 62:426 ............ 6 .......... b ....... o ..........................................................................................
GRID 2866 O 4?0635 -2880 88.132 O O O
GRID 2557 0 484582 303? 48.441 O 0 0
GRID 2888 0 484.754 2916 63.348 O O 0
GRID 2556 O 464,960 2780 80.022 O O O
GRID 28?0 0 485.183 2664 58752 0 O 0
GRID 2871 O 485.163 0.000 $8752 O O 0
0GRID 2672 0 485.183 -2554 58762 0
GRID 26?4 O 484.754 "2.38"? 63.346 O 0 0
GRID 28?5 0 484.582 -2308 56441 0 0 0
GRID 25?6 O 488.718 -2.880 83.927 0 466 O
GRID 2677 0 488,716 3970 83627 O 456 0
GRID 28?8 0 454.430 3080 78.268 0 458 O
GRID 2679 0 494430 I2280 78.258 O 456 O
GRID 2880 O 495?80 -2.880 93382 O 459 0
GRID 2682 0 503420 3.080 882?2 0 456 0
GRID 2683 0 S03.420 -2.250 88.2?2 0 458 0
GRID 2684 0 508.805 "2.890 103 062 0 456 O
GRID 2586 0 $06.805 3.5?0 103.092 O 455 0
GRID 2888 0 512776 3.080 R9.958 O 458 0
GRID 2587 O 512776 "2.280 98.885 0 458 0
GRID 2888 O $18723 "2.850 112.8$8 O 0 0
GRID 2690 0 522.0$5 3.080 109.008 0 458 0
GRID 2891 0 522.055 -2,280 106.005 O 456 0
GRID 2892 0 522,619 "2,680 116.621 O 0 0
GRID 2893 0 522.819 3.970 I16,621 0 0 0
GRID 2894 0 _25.867 2.895 113.2$1 O 0 0
GRID 2866 0 525.667 -2.105"113251 0 O 0
GRID 2896 0 520.841 -2.590 118774 O O 0
GRID 2698 0 522.8tg 0,000 116,621 0 123456 0
GRID 2899 0 620.841 O.O00 118.?74 O 123456 0
GRID 2?00 0 §06.432 -2.845 68,113 0 456 0
GRID 2701 0 $05.432 10.000 99 113 0 123456 0
GRID 2?02 0 515,021 "2,R46 75,846 0 456 O
GRID 2703 0 515,021 10.000 7$,$46 O 123458 0
GRID 2?04 0 523.527 -2,645 86.854 0 488 0
GRID 2706 0 532.002 -2,846 98.123 O 458 O _'_'_ l#_t_Ip.a I'_
OF POOR (_I,/ALIT Y
GRID 2.70.7 0 532002 10.000 98.123 0 123456 0
GRID 2.7705 0 535.42.7 -2,.645 102.E'78 0 456 0
GR]D 2.705 0 535 42.7 10000 102,675 0 123458 0
GRID 2710 0 534.568 2.695 123.044 0 456 0
GRID 2'711 0 534.865 -1_805 123.044 0 495 0
GRID 2'712 0 543.301 "2645 113148 0 455 0
GR]D 2713 0 543.301 10,000 113 148 0 123456 0
GRID 2714 0 543.225 2.345 132 595 0 455 0
GR%O 2'715 0 543,225 "1_555 132 565 0 459 0
GRID 2716 0 55'7'765 "2.845 132 409 0 455 0
GRZD ....... 271¥ ...... 0 SS_TTSS"_'i6 "ddO i'3"2""40_ ....... _'"i'23_SS ......... 0 ................................................................
GR]D 2'718 0 515 469 "2860 109529 0 456 0
GRID 2'719 0 515489 3 5.70 109529 0 455 0
GR|D 2.720 0 519.296 3 080 105.537 0 455 0
2'721 0 519,259 -2.280 105.53'7 0 455 0GRID
PBAR 60002024 0010 .00001 .00001 00001
PBAR 80112024 354 2.320 .011 0001
PEAR 80122024 353 2364 .012 .0001 ...........................................
PB_A_ ....... 80132024 .......... 3"15" 1"313 0_2 .000"1 ...................
PEAR 50142024 322 1434 012 0001
PEAR 60152024 375 2 .73.7 013 0001
PEAR 60152024 398 3425 013 .0001
PBAP 801'72024 341 1,637 012 0001
PBAR 8021'7075 195 491 004 0001
PEAR 5022.70.75 225 .824 004 0001
PBA_ 5023.70?9 190 433 004 0001 ................
#EAR ........ 80_4_0Y$ ......... iSs ....... :27i _ 004 " 0001 ...................................................
PBAR 6025.70?5 1.7.7 .327 004 0001
PEAR 60312024 .095 .092 002 0001
PBAR 50412024 123 .115 003 .0001
PEAR 50512024 154 14_ 003 0001
PBAR 80522024 204 384 .004 0001
PBAR 50612024 150 151 .003 0001
PEAR 60622024 169 .371 004 ODOr
_'BAR ......... Sos32024 _1S7 .... "i_9 ....... .o03 o0o_ ........................................................................
PBAR 80542024 148 130 .003 .0001
PBAR 6056202_ 152 .32.7 .004 .0001
PBAR 60892024 .1.78 .264 _003 .0001
PBAR
PBAR 610270.75 .085 .ooE? 0038 0001
8101.70.75 .112 .0122 .OOgO 0001
PBAR 810370.75 483 .0417 0430 0001
PEAR 8104.70.75 ,362 0329 .0343 0001
#BAR .............. 8YOS_O?'5 ........ _223 ........ 0210 .... "0"1"20" 0001 ...........................................................................
PEAR 8106.70.75 .1.75 .0184 .003? 0001
PEAR 62012024 .080 0052 0053 .0001
PBAR 62022024 .157 02.7.7 ,011.7 ,0001
PBAR 62032024 .095 0052 0094 .0001
PEAR 63012024 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
PEAR 84016051 2.795 .0193 1639 100
PSHELL 400 202A .024 ..............







PROD .700.7?0?5 445 .....................................................



















PROD .7303.70?5 150 ........................................................................







PROD .75052024 040 .........














PSHEAR 34022024 .063 ..........................................





PSHEL L E001.70?6 ,064
PSHEL L 6002.70?5 , 050
PSHEL L 9401 ?0'75 020 .......................
PS'R'E'L'L" .......... {a'_O 12024 .025
PSHEL L 9502.70.75 . 040
PSHEL L 55032024 . 032
OONROD 1 2830 2531 ?0'75 0.04418
CONROD 2 2631 2555 .70.75 O. 17152
CONROD 3 2659 2556 .70.75 0.06418
CONROD 4 2658 2830 .70.75 O_ 17152
CONRDD 5 283 2832 .70?5 0.08043.......................... ........ 01:tIG_T_AL..................................................................................: PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
CONROD 6 2855 2631 70?5 0.19257
CONROD 9 2832 2833 7078 0.04105
CONROD 10 2833 2661 7078 0.11406
CONROD I; 2861 2860 7076 0_04106
CDNROD 12 2980 2832 7075 0.11406
CDNROO 13 2629 2659 ?075 0 10480
CONROD 14 2658 2665 ?075 011801
CONROD 15 2665 2642 ?075 0.10480
CONROD 16 2642 2828 ?0?5 011801
£ONROD 17 2888 2860 7076 0.10480
cONkOD ..... 18 2_6_ ........ 2_SS_ .... 70_6"6"_09546 ....................................................................................
CONROD 19 2664 2665 7075 010480
CONROD 20 2666 2859 7075 009645
CONROD 21 2660 2861 T075 010460
CONROD 22 266t 2663 7075 0.12560
CONROD 23 2663 2884 7075 0.10480
CONROD 34 2684 2860 7075 012560
CONROD 25 2661 2634 7075 0_11337
CONROD 26 2634 " 2635 ........ ?076 0_07721 ................................
EONROD 2? 2535 2682 7076 0 11337
CONROD 28 2682 2891 ?075 007721
CONROD 29 2662 2635 7075 01O073
CONRO0 30 2635 2836 7075 0_07768
CONROD 31 2635 2663 ?0?5 010073
CONROD 32 2663 2662 7076 00??58
CONRO0 33 2642 2686 7075 005104
CO'NRbO 34 2SS_ _546 ..... _'07_ 0";07435 ...........................................................
CONROD 35 2840 2841 7075 0.05104
CONROD 36 264_ 2642 7075 007435
CONROD 37 2666 2666 ?0?5 0.06948
CONROD 36 2888 2636 7075 017182
CONROD 39 2839 2840 7075 0 08945
CONROD 40 2640 2665 70?5 0.17152
CONROD 41 2666 2664 ?075 0.10871
_ONRO_ ...... 42 266_ " 2638 "'?076"'0"_i929_ .............................................................................
CONROD 43 2836 2839 7076 0.105?1
CONROD 44 2639 2665 7075 0 19297
CONROD 48 2684 2663 7075 0.06276
CONROD 46 2683 2837 ?075 0.11406
CON80D 4? 263? 2638 7075 0.05216
CONRDD 46 2638 2664 ?015 0114O6
CONRO6 49 2643 2644 ?0?5 0.02781
CONRbb .......... SO 2"54_ "366¥ ..... ?0_"0"/03250 .............................................................................
CONROD 51 266? 265? 7075 0.02751
CONROD 52 2657 2643 7075 003260
CNROD 83 2644 2645 7075 0.04674
CONROD 54 2645 2668 7075 0.0780?
CONROD 55 2688 2687 7078 0.048?4
CONROD 56 2867 2644 70?5 0.07807
CONROD 67 2645 2646 7075 0.05611
CO'NR'b'b .... 58 "'" 2546 ........ 2_66 .... _'_6"0"_08_32§ .............................................................................................
CONROD 88 2669 2668 7075 0,05811
CONROD 60 2688 2645 7075 006329
CONROD 61 2646 2647 ?075 0.0527$
CONROD 62 2847 2670 TOTS 0.06280
CONROD 63 26?0 2869 7075 0.05276
CONROD 64 2889 2846 7075 0.08980
CONROD 65 265? 26?0 ?075 0.13222
CONROD 87 2672 2656 ?076 013222
CONRO0 66 2668 2857 ?0?5 0 2T061
CONRO0 69 2670 2848 7075 0.06611
CONROD 70 2648 2649 7O?5 0 04760
CONROD 71 2649 2671 7078 0.06611
CONROD 72 2671 2670 ?076 0.04?60
CONROD 73 26?1 2649 7075 006473
CONAOD 74 2649 2650 7075 0.04759
CONROD ?5 2850 2612 ?07S 0.084?3
CONROD T6 26?2 2671 7075 0.04759
CONROD 77 2656 2675 7076 0.04693
CO'NRbb ............. 78 ....... 2675 ........ _'654 " 70_ 0:'b3260 ...........................................................................................................
CONROB 79 2654 2655 7075 0.04993
CONROD 80 2688 2658 7075 0.03260
CONROD 81 2676 2674 7075 0.06449
CONROD 82 2874 2653 ?075 0.07806
CONRO0 83 2653 2654 7075 0.06449
CONROD 64 2654 2675 7075 007806
CONROD 55 2874 2673 ?075 0.06874
CONRbb ........ S_ .... 25_ ..... 2552 ...... _O_S 0_0#32_ ...................................................................................................................
CONROD 81 2652 28S3 ?0?6 0.06874
CONROD 88 2653 26?4 7078 0.0832?
CONROD 89 2673 26?2 7075 0.05812
CONROD 50 28?2 2651 7075 0.08276
CONRO0 91 2651 2652 7075 0.05812
CONRO0 82 2652 2673 7075 0.08278
CONROD 93 250t 2502 7075 0,29141
CdH'k'O_D ......... i4 _ 2502" 25"1"5 ......... _0_ 01"16157 ..................................................................................................
CONROD 98 2515 2614 7075 0.29141
CONROD 9G 2514 2501 7075 016157
CONROD S? 2802 2503 7075 0.36414
CONROD 98 2503 2616 7075 0.18T37
CONROD 69 2516 2815 ?076 0.36414
CONROD 100 2518 2602 ?O?S 0.16737
CON60D 101 2503 2604 7075 0.38408
CONROD 103 2517 2516 ?075 0.36806
CONROO 104 2516 2503 ?076 016589
CONROD 105 2504 2505 7075 0.36421
CONRO0 106 2505 2518 ?O?S 0.16995
CONROD 107 2516 2517 ?076 0.36421
CONRDD 108 2517 2504 7075 016995
CONROD 109 2806 2506 ?0T5 0.22772
_ONROb ....... I1o ........ 2_os ......... _51'§ ........ 7._¥_/o8.so_ ...............................................................................................................................................
CONRO0 Ill 2619 2518 ?075 0.22772
CONROD 112 2518 2505 7075 0,08502
CONROD 113 2506 2507 7076 0.22772
CONROD 114 2507 2520 ?O?S 0,08716
CONROD I18 2920 2519 ?0T5 0.227T2
CONROD 116 2519 2506 7075 0.06716
EONROD 117 280? 2608 7075 0.227?2
_d'kRoU ............. 118 ......... 21o8 ......... _s_'_ ....... _6¥__/o_I6 .......................................................................................................................................................................
EONROD 119 2621 2520 TOTS 0.22??2
CONROD 120 2520 2507 7076 0.08716
CONROD 121 2508 2509 ?076 0.22?72
CONROD 122 2509 2522 7075 0,05548
CONROO 123 2522 2521 ?O?S 0,22772
CONROD 124 2521 " 2506 7076 0.08548
CONROO 125 2506 2510 ?076 0.36421
CONROD 127 2523 _ _2522 7075 036421
02 P_O_ r_J_LiTY
CONROD 128 2522 2505 7075 0,18976
CONROD 129 2510 2511 7075 0.35405
CONROD 130 2511 2524 7075 015585
CONROD 131 2524 2523 7075 0.38408
CONROD 132 2523 2510 7075 0.18589
CDNRO0 133 251t 2512 7075 038414
CONROD 134 2512 2525 7075 0.18737
CONROD 135 2525 2524 7075 0.35414
CONROD 138 2524 2511 7075 01873?
CONRDD 13? 2512 2513 7075 0.25141 ....
_Ok'k'bb ........ 135 251_ ...... 2525" ?O¥S"O_SlS_ ........................................................................
CONROD 139 2526 2525 7075 0.29141
CONROO 140 2525 2512 707501815?
CONROD 141 2513 2501 70750.29145
C-ONROD 142 2501 2514 7075 0.11744
CONROD 143 2514 2526 7075 0,29145
CONROD 144 2528 2513 70750.11764
CONROD 145 2514 2515 7075 0.33558 .............
CO'NkDD ........... 148 "291_5 "" 2_28 ...... ?075" 0"_14820 .....................................................
CONROD 147 2525 252? 7075 0.33566
CONROO 148 2527 2514 7079 014820
CONRDD 149 2515 2518 7075 0.25215
CONROD 150 2515 2529 7075 0.05737
CONROD 151 2526 2528 ?0?9028215
CDNROD 152 2525 2515 7075 0.09737
CONROD 53 25 6 25 ? 7075 0 25211
_ONkbb ....... 2_1_ ...... 253o ..... 7o?s_/096_1 .....................................................
£ONROD 155 2530 2525 7075028211
CONROD 156 2525 2518 ?0?5009681
CONROD 157 2517 2515 ?075 026220
CONROD 158 2518 2531 70?5 0.09509
CONRDD 159 2531 2530 70750.25220
CONROD 150 2530 251? 7075009905
CONRDD 15_ 2618 2519 70750.26229 .....................
CONkOb ............... 52 .... 2_I§ ........ 25_2 ...... ?07501b79I_ ............................................................
CONRDD 83 2532 2531 70?5 O 26225
CONROD 64 2531 2518 7075 007914
CDNROD 65 2519 2520 70750426228
CONROD 66 2520 2533 7075 008114
CONRO0 87 2533 2532 7075 0.26228
CONRO0 68 2532 2519 7075 008114
CONRDD 89 2520 2521 7075026228
C'O'NRbD ....... i'_O ....... 2_2"I .......... 2"534 ...... _0_"0:081"'14 ........................................................................................
CONROD I71 2534 2533 ?075 0.28226
CONROD I72 2533 2520 70750.05114
CONROD 173 2521 2522 70?S 0.26229
CONROD 174 2522 2535 7075 007554
CONROD 175 2535 2534 ?0750.28229
CONROD 175 2534 2521 7075007554
CONROD 177 2522 2523 70750.26220 ..............
_ONROD ........... _8 .........252_ ......... 2S36 70750_09895 .................................................................
CONROD 79 2536 2535 7075 0.25220
CONROD 80 2535 2522 7075005859
CONROD 81 2523 2524 70750.25211
CONROD 82 2524 2537 7075 0.09651
CONROD 83 2537 2536 7075 028211
CONROD 84 2536 2523 7075005681
CONROD 55 2524 2525 _0750.26315
coNRbD ......... 8_ ........ 252_ ....... 25_ ........ _0¥S0:0973_ ...............................................................................................
CONROD 57 2538 2537 7075 0.28215
CONROD t58 253_ 2524 70?S 0 .09737
CONROD 159 2525 2526 7075 0.33566
CONROD 190 2526 2539 7075 014820
CONRDD 161 2535 2538 7075 0.33586
CONROD 152 2538 2525 7075 O. 14520
CONROD 163 2526 2514 7075 0.33558
rONROD 194 2514 2527 7075 0,11744
CONROD 195 252? 2539 7075 0.33558
CONRDD 186 2535 • 2528 7075 O, 11744
CONROD 157 2527 2525 7075 0 33566
CO I;I R'O b ................ _I g" I_ ........ _528 ........ 2"S dl "I.... ';1+075"'0"_'I"25"+'J6 .....................................................................................................................
CONROD 159 2541 2540 7075 0.33566
CONROD 200 2540 2527 7075 012576
CONRO0 201 2528 2528 7075 0+28215
CONRO0 202 2525 2542 7075 0.08962
CONROD 203 2542 2541 70750.28215
CONROD 204 2541 2528 ?0750.08962
CONROD 205 2529 2530 7075 0.28210
P.ONRbb +............... _,_S ....... _ZS+_i_, ......... _,_53 ..... "PO'I_ + _+_beg_ ..................................................................................................................................
CDNROD 207 2543 2542 7075 0.26210
CONROD 205 2542 2529 7075 008@45
CONRDD 20g 2530 2531 70750.28215
CONROD 210 2531 2544 7075 0,09144
CONROD 211 2544 2543 70750.25219
CONROD 212 2543 253O ?0750.06144
CDNROD 213 2531 2532 70750.26229 ..............................
cONROb ........... _z_ :_ ......... 25_ ........ 2sX53 .... 'Po_e_ o_+b+i2e+_ ............. . ..................................................................
CONROD 215 2545 2544 7075 0.25229
CONROD 21G 2544 253t 70750.07255
CONROD 21? 2532 2533 7075 0.28228
CONROD 215 2533 2546 7075 0.07470
CONROD 219 2545 2545 7075 0.26225
CONROD 220 2545 2532 ?075 O.074?0
CONRO0 22 2533 2534 7075 0.28228
CONRbb ............ 2_'_' ......... 2S_4 ......... _zs_+¥ ......... _"c; ¥ _ +_+ _ b"_ +I¥ _, .....................................................................................................................................
CONROD 223 2547 2546 ?O?S 0.26228
CONROD 224 2546 2533 7075 0 07470
CONR00 225 2534 2535 7075 0125229
CONROD 226 2535 2548 7075 0.07318
CONROD 227 2545 2547 7075 0.28229
CONROD 228 254? 2534 7075 0.07318
CONROD 229 2535 2536 7075 0.26219
CONROD 231 2549 2548 7075 0.26215
CONROD 232 2548 2535 7075 0.05135
CONROD 233 2535 2537 7075 0,28210
CONROD 234 253"/ 2550 ?075 0,08545
CONROD 235 2550 2545 7075 0,26210
CONROD 235 2549 2538 7075 0.08545
CONROD 23? 2537 2538 7075 0 28215
CONROD 235 2551 2550 707S 0.28215
CONROD 240 2550 2537 7075 0 .08952
CONROD 241 2538 2535 7075 0.33558
CQNROD 242 2539 2552 7075 O+ 12576
CONROD 243 2552 2551 ?O?S 0.33558
CQNRnD 244 2551 2538 7075 O+ 12575
CIDNROD 245 2536 2527 7075 0 33570
_+III'N'I_+b'I_coNRoD............... 247_4W ......... 2540'_"k" ; J_ ......... 2SS2_'(gW 0 ......... 70755/'0_ [ "" 0":" |" :I'57"+40.33570 .................................................................................................................................................................................. ++1_" 0_! *_i .'1_1 _L _" /% :_'_ _"_ |_
CONROD 248 2652 2536 7075 011744
CONROD 249 2840 2541 7075 0.33682
CONROD 250 2541 2556 7075 0.11332
CONROD 251 2554 2553 7075 0.32582
CONRQD 252 2553 2540 7075 0.11332
CONROD 253 2541 2542 7075 0.26225
CO--OJ_O-D 254 2542 2595 ?075 008168
CONROD 255 2566 2554 ?0?5 029225
CONRDD 258 2554 2541 7075 0.05168
CONRQD 257 2542 2543 70?5 0.26222
CONROD 255 2555 2555 70?5 0.28222
CONROD 250 2555 2542 70?5 006209
CONRDD 251 2543 2544 7075 0.28232
CONROD 252 2544 255? 7075 0.08360
2558
CONROD 2556 2543 70?5 008380
CONROD 253 2557 70?5 026232
254
CDNROD 255 2544 2545 7075 028242
CONRo0 " 256 2545 25Sa ...... _0_6 O:OS6s_ ...............................
CONROD 267 2555 2557 7075 0,26242
CONROD 256 2657 2544 7075 00555?
CONROD 266 2545 2548 7075 0.25241
CONROD 2TO 2546 2556 7075 0_06525
CONROD 271 2559 2558 ?0_5 0.26241
CONROD 272 2558 2545 7075 0.05829
CONROD 273 2546 2547 ?075 0.26241
CONRoD _2_ .... 294_ 2ssO ...... _bTs b_068_ .............................................................................
CONRDD 276 2580 2559 ?075 0,26241
CONROD 276 2569 2546 ?0?5 008625
CONRDD 277 254? 2548 70?5 025242
CONROD 278 2548 2561 ?075 006683
CONROD 279 2Stir 2550 ?0?5 026242
CONROD 250 2550 2547 ?075 OO6583
CONROD 281 2548 2645 7075 026232
CONROO 262 "2549 ..... 2962 ?0_5 0_0837_ ........................................
CONROD 253 2562 2951 7075 026232
CONROD 284 2561 2548 70?5 0 05373
CONROD 256 2545 2550 70?5 026222
CONROD 285 2550 2583 70?5 0.08209
257 2583 2562 70T9 026222EONROO
CONROO 286 2582 2549 7075 006209
CONROD 289 2550 2551 7075 028229
CO,ROD " 200 _SSl 2554 _0_5 bO_la_ ......................................................
CONROD 291 2584 2563 7075 026226
CONROD 292 2563 2550 7075 008188
¢ONROD 253 2551 2552 ?075 0.33562
CONROD 294 2552 2565 7075 0 11332
CONROD 295 2565 2564 ?075 0.33562
2551 ?075 0_11332CONROD 296 2584
CONROD 25? 2662 2540 7075 0.33565
CONRoD Z_8 ..... 2540 ....... 2553 _0_50_1i_44 ......................................................................
CONROD 299 2553 2565 ?075 0.33565
CONROD 300 2585 2552 7075 011744
CONROD 301 2553 2554 70?5 0.33563
CONROD 302 2554 256T 7075 0_09669
CONROD 303 2567 2566 ?075 0.33683
CONROO 304 2566 2553 ?075 009689
CONROD 305 2554 2555 7075 033571
CONROD 306 2555 ....... 2558 "'7075010948_ ................................................................................................
CDNROD 307 2568 2567 7075 0,33571
CONROD 306 2557 2554 7079 0.05486
CONROO 309 2555 2555 7075 0.33555
CDNROD 310 2555 2569 7076 o,ogsss
EONROD 311 2589 2568 7075 0,33555
[ONROD 312 2688 2555 7075 0.05555
CONRO0 313 2556 255? 7075 0.33577
CONROD 314 2957 2570 7075 0.05748
CONROD 315 2570 2569 7075 0.33577
CONROD 318 2565 2556 7075 0.09749
CONROD 317 2567 2558 7075 0.33550
CONROD _ _'18 ........ _SS8 ......... 2"S71 70_'0_0"_15 .....................................................................................................
CONROD ]15 2571 2570 7075 0,33690
CONROD 320 2570 2557 7076 0,07715
CONROD 321 2555 2559 ?075 0.30440
CONROD 322 2555 2572 7075 0.07156
CONROD 323 2572 2571 7075 0.30440
CONROD 324 2571 2558 7075 0.07168
CONROD 325 2555 2560 7075 0.3044O
CONROD 327 2573 2572 70?5 0.30440
CONROD 326 2572 2559 7075 007165
CONROO 329 2580 2981 7075 030441
COMROD 330 2551 2574 TOTS 0.07015
CONRDD 331 2574 25?3 7075 0.30441
CONROD 332 2573 2560 7075 0.07015
CONROD 333 2581 2562 7075 0.33576
C_NROb .... 33_ ....... _'SS2 ......... 2sVs ....... _bYgo/b'9_4_ .......................................................................................................................................
CONROD 335 2575 2574 7075 0,33576
CONROD 335 2574 2561 7075 0.05742
CONROO 337 2582 2553 7079 0,33555
CONROD 335 2563 2576 7075 0.05565
CDNRDD 335 2576 2576 7076 0.33585
CONROD 340 2575 2552 7075 0.09565
CONROD 341 2583 2564 7075 0.33571
cd_ob .......... _42 .... 2554 ........ 25¥_ 7b¥s__o__b8 ..............................................................................................................
CONROD 343 2577 2576 ?075 0.33571
CONROD 344 2575 2563 7075 0,09456
CONROD 349 2554 2585 7075 0,33583
CDNROD 345 2555 2578 7075 0.09886
CONROD 347 2576 2577 7075 0.33583
CONROD 345 2577 2564 7075 0.06669
CONROD 349 2555 2553 70T5 0.33556
CONRDD 351 2555 25?8 7075 0.33586
CONROD 362 25?8 2565 7075 0.11744
CONROD 353 2556 2567 7075 0.33552
CONROD ]$4 2557 2580 7075 0.05045
CONROD 355 2550 25?9 ?075 0.33582
CONROO 355 2575 2566 7075 0.08049
CONROO 397 2587 2585 7075 0.33571
CONROO 355 2581 2580 ?075 0.33571
CONROO 350 2650 2587 7075 0.08456
CONRO0 361 2658 2559 70?5 0.33E55
CONROD 362 2555 2582 7075 0.08823
CONROD 363 2582 2581 70?5 0.33555
CONROD 364 2561 2588 T075 0.08823
CONROO 365 2895 2570 7075 0.33575 _PIt I;_11_l_ | _ : _-_j _, _ _
CO'NkOb ........... _JB ......... _ ......... _ ..... _OV__:OSYV2 ....................................................................................................................................... _r_itx)_.-.1_._l_ ,-'-"I i_- I,S
C_O_OO 397 2583 2552 7075 0,33675 --'
• OF POOR _,_LF_/
CONROD 388 2582 2558 7075 0.08772
CONROD 385 2570 2571 7075 0.33885
CONROD 370 2571 2684 7075 0.08910
CONROD 371 2584 2583 7075 0.33586
CONROD 3?2 2583 2570 7075 0,06910
CONRAD 373 2571 2572 7075 0.33588
CONROD 374 2572 2585 7075 0.07085
CONRAD 375 2555 2584 7075 033558
CONROD 376 2584 2571 7075 00?055
CONRaO 37? 2572 25?3 7075 0,33586 .............................................................................
CONROD 3?9 2585 2585 7075 0.33588
CONROD 380 2589 2572 7075 0.07065
CONRAD 381 2573 2574 7076 033589
CONRAD 382 2574 2587 7075 0.0852?
CONROD 383 2587 2988 7075 0.33589
CONROO 354 2585 2573 7075 0.08627
CONROD 385 2574 2575 7075 0.33577 ...............................................................
CONROD 357 2588 2957 7075 0.335?7
CONROD 355 2587 2574 7075 0,08787
CONROD 389 2575 2578 7075 0.33588
CONROD 390 2576 2589 7075 008823
CONROD 391 2555 2588 7075 0.33885
CONRAD 392 2588 2575 7075 008623
CONRAD 393 2576 2577 7075 0 33571 ...............
cONRO_ ......... 394 2577 "" 2_690 ....... _0750108496 ..............................................................
CONROD 355 2590 2589 _075 0.33571
CONROD 398 2589 2575 7075 0.08496
CONROD 39? 2577 2579 ?078 033582
CONROD 398 2578 2551 7075 0.05049
CONROD 399 2591 2590 ?075 0.33582
CONROD 400 2590 2577 7075 0.08049
CONRAD 40 2578 2566 7075 0.33588 ...............................................
CONROD 403 25?9 2591 7075 033586
CONROD 404 2561 2578 7075 011744
EONROD 405 2579 2580 7O75 0,33582
CONROD 406 2580 2593 7075 0.06412
CONROD 407 2593 2552 7076 0.33582
CONRAD 408 2592 2579 ?075 008412
CONROD 405 2SgC 2581 7O75 O,33571
CONROO 411 2594 2993 7075 0.33571
CONROD 412 2593 2880 7075 0.07504
CONROD 413 2581 2882 7078 0.33585
CONRAD 414 2582 2855 7075 0 07680
CONRAD 415 2595 2584 7075 0.33585
CONRAD 416 2594 299_ 7075 0.07850
CONROD 417 2582 2583 7075 0.33577 ...................................................................................
CONROD 418 2598 2595 7075 0.3357?
CONRAD 420 2595 2582 7075 0,07795
CDNROD 421 2583 2584 7075 0.33590
CONRAD 422 2594 2597 7075 0.08105
CONROD 423 2597 2555 7075 0.33990
CDHROB 424 2596 2583 7075 0.08105
CONROD 425 2584 2585 ?075 0 33589
_bNRO_ ............. _26 ......... 2S8_ ...... 26§_ ........ _O_So_bS2So .............................................................................................
CONROD 427 2598 259? 7078 0,33588
CONRAD 428 2597 2584 7075 0.06260
CONRAD 425 2585 2986 7075 0.33589
CONRAD 830 2586 2595 7075 006280
CONROD 431 255g 2598 7076 0.33588
CONRAD 432 2558 2585 7075 0,06260
CONROD 833 2585 2587 7075 0,33550
CONROD 434 2567 2600 7075 0.06tl3
CDNROD 435 2800 2559 7075 0_33590
CONROD 438 2599 2886 7075 0.06113
CONROD 437 258? 2585_ 7075 0.33578 ..............................................................
CONRAD 435 2601 2800 7075 0.33878
CONROD 440 2800 258? 7075 0.07782
CONROD 441 2586 2589 7075 0.33895
CONROD 442 2589 2602 7079 0.07880
CONROD 443 2802 2801 7079 033585
CONRAD 444 2801 2558 7075 007880
CONRAD 445 2589 2590 7075 0 33571 ...................
CDNROD 447 2803 2602 7075 0.33571
CONROD 448 2802 2589 7075 0.0?5O4
CONROD 448 2590 2581 7075 0.33582
CONROD 450 2591 2604 7075 0,09412
CONROD 45t 2804 2803 7075 0.33582
CONROD 452 2803 2590 7075 006412
CONROD 453 259 2578 7075 0 33564 .....................
CONROD 455 2592 2804 7075 0.33584
CONROD 458 2604 2591 7079 011744
CONROD 457 2552 2593 7075 0.14818
CONROD 458 2993 2606 7075 0.09240
CONROD 459 2806 2805 7075 014818
CONROD 450 2805 2592 7075 0.05240
CONROD 46 2593 2594 7075 0.14813 .....................
CONROD 483 2807 2505 7075 0.14513
CONROD 484 2608 2563 7075 0.08752
CONROD 469 2594 3595 7075 0_14810
CONROD 498 2589 2606 7075 0.07008
CONROD 467 2605 2807 7075 0 14610
CONROD 468 2607 2598 7075 0 07008
CONROD 469 2595 2596 7075 0.14614 .............
_o_k_D ............... _¥_ ......... 2SSS ......... _6o_ ....... _o¥so_o_og2 ...........................................................................................................................
CONROD 471 2609 2608 7075 0,14514
_ONRDD 4?2 2908 2599 7075 0,07092
CONRAD 473 2568 2557 7079 0,14520
CONROD 474 2557 2810 7075 0,05628
CONROD 475 2610 2809 7079 0.14820
CONRAD 475 2809 2598 7075 0.09528
CONROD 477 2597 2568 7075 0.14820 .......
CONROD 478 2811 2610 7075 0,14820
CONROD 480 2810 2597 7075 0.0885?
CONROD 481 2598 2599 7075 0.16620
CONROD 482 2595 2612 7075 0.05887
CONROD 483 2812 291t 7075 0.14920
CONROD 484 2611 2588 7075 0._5987
CONROD 489 2$80 2600 707S 0 18820
co.Roa_ 487 3813 2912 7075 0.18920
OF POOR OUALITY
CONROD 488 2612 2558 7076 0.06630
CONROD 469 2600 2801 7078 0.14614
CONROD 450 2601 2814 7075 0_07092
CONROD 491 2614 2613 ?0?5 0.14614
CONROD 492 2613 2800 7075 00?092
CONROD 493 2601 2602 7076 014810
C'_NROD 494 2602 2615 ?076 0 0?008
CONROD 465 2815 2614 7075 0 14610
CDNROD 456 3614 2801 7076 00?006
CONROD 497 2802 2603 70?5 014813
cONRob .... 49_ ..... 26O_ 261_ _0?50_o8762 .............................................................................
CONROD 499 2818 2618 ?O?S 0.14813
CONROD 500 26t8 2602 70?5 006?92
CONROO 501 2603 2604 7075 0 14618
CONROD 602 2604 2617 70?5 005240
CONRO0 503 2617 2815 ?075 0 14818
CON90D 604 2815 2803 7075 0.05240
CONROD 605 2604 2592 70?6 014819
_6NROD 508 2592 2605 ...... ?075"0"_1t"744 .............................................
£ONROD 507 2808 2617 7075 014818
CONROD 808 2817 2604 7078 011744
CONRO0 609 2506 2606 ?075 048988
CONROD 510 2506 2630 7076 007070
CONRDD 511 2830 2825 7076 0.48888
CONROD 612 2829 3805 ?0?6 0.0?070
CONROD 613 2806 2807 7075 041952
C0Nk0O ..... 61_ 2607 ..... 2631 _0_S 0_i_74 .....................................................................
CONROD 619 2631 263O 7075 041652
CONROD 615 2630 2608 7075 0 11574
CONROD 617 2807 2806 7075 0.31133
CONROD 515 2606 2832 70?5 0 12883
CONROD 519 2532 263t ?0?5 031133
CONROD 520 2631 260? 70?6 012893
CONROD 621 2805 2809 70?5 0.19330
CONROD ........ 522 .... 260_ ...... 2633 70_5 0"|33B3 ..................................................................................
CONROD 623 2633 2832 7078 0.19330
CONROD 624 2832 2608 7078 0.13383
CONROD 525 2808 2610 7078 0.09828
CONROD 528 2810 2834 7076 009463
CONRO0 527 2634 2533 ?0?5 009928
CONRO0 628 2633 2609 ?076 0.09483
CONROD 625 2810 2811 ?0?5 0.05891
COkR'Ob ...... 630 " 2811 ..... 2635 " ?075 008"65_ ................................................................................
CONROD 531 2636 2834 ?075 0.06891
CONROD 532 2834 2610 7075 008857
CONROD 533 2811 2812 7075 005891
_NRDD 534 2812 2836 7076 00855?
CONROD 535 2538 2635 ?076 006891
CONROD 538 2635 2611 7076 0,08657
CONROD 637 2612 2613 70?5 0,09628
CONR'0b ...... S'_S ..... 26_3 ..... 263_ ......... _O¥_-b:'O'S4S3 ...............................................................................................................
CONROD 938 263? 2636 7076 0,09638
CONROD 540 2836 26t2 7075 0.09483
CONROD 54t 2513 2814 7078 0.19330
CONRO0 542 2814 2638 ?0?5 0.13383
CONROD 643 2638 2637 7076 019330
CONROD 544 2637 2613 ?075 013383
CONRO 0 545 2814 2515 7075 0.31133
CONROO ..... 566 "" 2515 "263§ ?0_50:128_3 ...............................................................................
CONROD 547 2639 2638 ?0?5 0.31133
CONROD 548 2638 2614 7075 012853
CONRO0 549 2618 2616 7076 0.41552
CONROD 960 2615 2840 7075 O.11874
CONRO0 551 2640 2838 7075 0.41662
CONROD 552 2638 2815 7075 0.11874
CONROD 583 2816 2617 7076 0.48888
CONROD 684 2817 2841 7076 0.07070
CONROD 586 264t 2640 7078 048985
CONRO0 888 2840 2518 ?075 0.07070
CONROD 597 2817 2605 7075 080940
CONRbb ...... SS_ ...... 2"SOS 2"S_g ........ ?b____836o ...................................................................................................................
CONRO0 569 2629 2641 ?075 0.50940
CONROD 580 2841 2617 7075 018350
CONROO 561 2828 2830 7076 0.32818
CONROD 582 2830 2844 70?5 0 06123
CONRO6 883 2844 2843 7075 0 32918
CONRO6 584 2643 2628 7078 008123
CONRO6 665 2829 2857 7076 018888
CONRO0 .... sss ......... 2s67 .... 2_s .... _o¥s o:_1_9 ...............................................................................................................
CONROD 56? 2678 2677 70?5 018888
CDNR00 588 2877 2629 ?0?6 010128
CONROD 589 2630 2631 70?8 0.39928
_ONROD 570 2631 2846 ?0?5 0.10686
CONROD 6?t 2846 2644 ?076 0.35924
CONROD 6?2 2644 2630 ?075 0.10865
CONROD 673 2631 2832 ?075 0.60?28
coNkO_ ........... S¥_ 2632 ......... 2646 .... _0¥_0Y__¥0_ ....................................................................................................................................
CONROD 576 2646 2645 7076 050728
EONROD 678 2645 2631 7076 011703
CONROD 577 2832 2833 7075 0.82581
CONROD 578 2633 2647 7075 0.12160
CONROD 5?9 2847 2646 ?075 0.82661
CONROD 540 2846 2632 7075 0,12160
CON60D 581 2633 2834 7075 0.71663
CONRbb ........ Si2 .... 2s_ ......... 2_48 ......... _0;0_3 ....................................................................................................................................
CONROD S83 2845 2647 7076 0.71583
CONRO0 S84 2847 2633 7075 0.08483
CONRO0 685 2634 2535 7075 0,76029
CONROD 666 2636 2646 7076 0,07660
CBNROD 667 2845 2648 7076 0,76029
CONROD 688 284A 2634 7078 0.07950
CDNROD 689 2636 2836 7076 0.76026
CON_bb ........... SgO .... 26_8 ........ _S_ ........._¥_b:o_s_o .......................................................................................................................................
CONROD 561 2650 2649 7075 0.76029
CQNROD 562 2646 2836 7075 0.07650
CONROD 693 2636 2637 7075 0.71993
CONROD 664 2837 2651 7075 0.08483
CONROD 665 2851 2660 7076 0.71993
CONROD 596 2650 2636 ?07S 0.06483
CONROD 587 263? 2638 ?076 0.62561
CdN_Ob ....... Sll ..... _a ........ 2SS2 ....... 7bTS6__2Y_ .............................................................................................................................................................
CONROD 669 2882 2851 7076 0.62681
CONROD 800 2661 263? ?075 0,12190
CONROD 801 2638 2636 ?076 0,60728
CONROD 802 2639 2653 ?075 0.11703
CQNROD 803 2663 2662 ?075 0,60728
CONROD 804 2652 2636 ?0?5 0.11703
_0.00 605 3636 26,0 ?0?80.36924 ^mnlNAL PAGE IS
CONk_b ............ s_s ........ _14_ ..... __ ......... q_¥&"_':'i'_[_ ......................................................................................................................... t_lr_ll1_ .............
:°.0° 60, ,66_ 2,3 ?o,8 o.36624 OF POOR QUALITY
CONROD 608 2853 2638 7075 0.10895
CONROD 509 2840 2841 70?8 0.32916
CONROD 610 2541 2885 7075 0.05123
CONROD 511 2655 3654 ?075 0.32916
CONROD 612 2654 2640 7075 005123
CONROD 813 2641 2642 7075 0,30991
EONROD 614 2642 2656 7078 0.02729
CONROD 615 2656 2855 7075 0.30861
CONROD 516 2655 2841 7079 0.02725
CONROD 6 7 2642 2629 7075 0.31006 ................................................
_ONRbD ........... s__ ......... _629 ......... _6_ ..... ?6_:14_ ...........................................
CONROD 619 2557 2686 7076 0 31006
CONROO 520 2555 2842 ?075 0.14887
CONRO0 621 2842 2529 ?075 0 57791
CONROD 622 2629 2577 ?075 0182?5
CONROD 523 2677 2676 7075 0.57791
CONROD 624 26?6 2542 7075 0.15375
CONROD 825 2685 2642 7075 018666 ..............................................
CbNRb6 ...... 62_ ...... 264_ 26_6 " 7076 0_i6_2§ ...........
CONROD 62? 2575 2678 7075 0.18966
:ONROD 628 2675 2656 7075 010129
CONROD 626 265? 2656 70?5 021924
CONROD 530 2656 2679 7075 008040
CONROD 531 2676 2678 7075 021924
CONROD 632 2678 2857 7075 008040
CONROD 633 2578 2577 2024 0 12585 .................................
CONkOD ..... 634 26_? ...... 2678_2024 0_:09528 ......................................
CONROD 635 2678 26?8 2024 012568
CONROD 536 2679 25?8 2024 009526
CONROD 63? 2676 26?7 7075 035001
CONROD 638 2877 2881 7078 016375
CONROD 639 2681 2680 ?075 035001
CONRDD 640 2880 26?6 ?075 016375
CONROD 641 2877 28?8 ?075 0.13725 ..............................................
CONROb 64_ ........ 2"S¥a ...... 26S_ ....... 70_S b:b?3_ ...............................
CONROD 643 2682 2681 ?075 013728
CONROD 648 2881 25?7 ?075 0.0738_
CDNROD 645 28?8 2579 7075 0.20178
CONRDD 648 2878 2683 ?075 0.08040
CONROD 6_? 2883 2682 ?075 0.20176
CONROD 646 2882 26?6 7075 0.08040
CONROD 649 2678 2700 7075 0.11375 .................................................................
Cb'Ne'bo .............. SSO .... 2_0_ ....... 2_02 ...... ?O¥_'O':'|'_g3S .............................................
CONROD 661 2702 2682 7075 0.11375
CDNROD 652 2682 2978 ?075 0.18836
CDNROD 683 2679 2676 2024 0.43234
CONROD 654 2676 2580 202_ 0.23261
CONROD 856 268O 2883 2024 0.43234
CONROD 856 2683 2679 2024 023281
CONROD 657 2680 268 7075 0.00035
CON'RbD ......... 658 ...... 26B1 ....... 2682 ........ T07_ 0":'00030 .............................................................
CONROD 655 2682 2683 7075 0.00035
CONROD 880 2883 2680 707_ 0.00030
CONROD 851 2660 2681 7078 0,34874
CONROD 582 2881 2685 7075 0.18375
CONROD 663 2585 2884 7075 0.34874
CONROD 664 2864 2880 70?5 018375
CONROD 668 268 2882 70?5 0.13675
_6NRbb ........... ss6 2ga_ ........ 2g_6 .... #o?s o:b_426 ............................................................................
CONROD 667 2688 2685 ?0?5 0 13675
CONRO0 668 2668 2581 ?078 0.06425
CONROD 669 2682 2683 ?075 0.21001
CONROD 6?0 2883 268? ?076 0.08040
CONROD G?l 268? 2586 ?075 0.21001
CONROD 572 2586 2662 7075 0.08040
CONROD 573 2662 2702 7076 0.14075
CONRDD 574 2702 2704 7076 0.17630
CONROD 575 2?04 2686 ?0?5 0.14075
EONRDD 876 2686 2682 7075 0.17630
CONRGO 677 2683 2680 7075 0.13975 .............................................................
CON_O0 ............. g_ ..... 2S_ ......... 2gS_ ........ _0¥g0:_642_ .........................................................
CONROD 675 2684 268? 7075 0 13978
CONROD 680 2587 2883 ?075 0.0652?
CONROD 681 2884 2885 7075 0.00030
CONROD 682 2688 2688 70?5 0.00030
CONRDD 583 2666 2687 7075 OO003O
CONROD 684 2687 2684 ?0?5 0.00030
CONROD 885 2864 2685 7075 0.23251
CONROO 68? 2719 2718 7075 0.23261
CONRO0 886 2718 2684 ?075 015375
CONROD 888 2685 2686 7078 009525
CONROD 860 2686 2?20 7075 0.05604
CONROD 661 2720 2719 7075 0 08525
CONROD 662 2719 2685 7075 005604
CONROD 693 2666 2704 7075 0.13690
CONROD 595 2706 2690 70?8 0.13660
_ONROD 696 2680 2888 7075 0.15470
_ONROD 587 2688 2887 7075 014525
CONROD 598 2687 2721 7075 0,08040
CONROD 595 2721 2720 7075 014625
CONROD ?00 2720 2886 7075 008O4O
_ONROD 701 2687 2884 2024 0.23813
CO'NkO'D ............ _ ......... 2"68_ ......... 2_1"_ ......... 2_"0":_&0"1"2 ......................................................................
CONROO 703 2718 2721 2024 0.33813
CONROD 704 2721 2887 2024 0.14012
CONROD ?05 2888 2889 7075 0.09954
CONROD ?06 2689 2690 ?O?S 0.11810
CONROD ?07 2890 2691 ?075 0.09954
CONROO ?08 2891 2688 7075 0_11910
CONROD 709 2886 2689 7076 0.00028
CO'NROD .............. _1"0 ...... 288§ ........ 2"693 .... 70750":00033 ...............................................................................................................
CONROD 711 2693 2892 ?075 0.00028
CONROD 712 2692 2688 7075 0.00033
CONROD 713 2688 2689 ?075 0.32382
CONROD 714 2688 289? 7075 0.32?50
CONROO 718 2897 2896 7075 0.32362
CONROD 716 2896 2888 ?075 0.32780
CONROD ? ? 2689 2890 7078 0.00026
CONRDD 716 2694 2893 7076 0,00028
CONRO0 720 2893 2889 7076 0,00024
CONROD 721 2890 2691 7075 0.07132
CONRDD 722 2581 2895 7075 0,05475
CONROD 723 2865 2584 7075 0.07132
CONROD ?24 2684 2590 7075 0.08475
CONROD 728 2890 2706 7078 0 05703
CONRAD 726 2694 2660 7075 0 15525
CONROD ?29 2981 2688 7078 000029
CONRAD 730 2888 2952 7075 000026
CONRAD 731 2692 2955 7075 000028
CONROD 732 2895 2591 7075 0 00024
CONRAD 733 2892 2893 70?5 000023
CONRD 734 2693 2694 7075 000029
CONRAD 735 2694 2695 ?075 0 00023
CONRAD 736 2886 2662 7075 000029
CONROD 737 2864 2705 7075 013135
CONROD 739 2712 2710 7075 013135
CONRAD 740 2710 2694 7075 0 14791
CoNRaD 741 2695 2694 7076 0.16463
CONRAD 742 2694 2710 7076 0 05875
CONRAD 743 2710 2711 7075 0 16483
CONRAD 744 2711 2695 7075 0 058?6
CONRAD 748 2695 269? 7075 0 00015
cOmRbn ..... 745 269_ ...... 2553 .... _07_ 0100033 .........................................................................
CONROD 74? 2693 2692 ?075 0 00015
CONRAD 745 2692 269fi ?075 0 00033
CONRAD 749 2700 26?9 7075 011375
CONRAD 751 2663 2702 7075 0 1t375
CONROO 782 2702 2700 ?075 0 17577
CONROD 753 27O2 2653 7075 014075
CONRO_ + ?54 ...... 2583 ..... 25_ ?O_S _11651_ ......................... .........
CONRAD ?55 2667 2?04 ?075 0 14075
CONRAD 756 2704 2702 7076 018812
CONROD 757 2704 268T 7075 013990
CONROD ?58 2687 2891 7075 015376
CONRAD ?59 2691 2706 70?5 013990
CONRAD ?60 2?06 2704 7075 0 19376
CONRAD 787 2?06 2691 ?075 0 05?02
coNROD ........ 782 ........ 2691 ........ 2"895 ....... ?075 0 14_1_ ..........................................................................................
CONRAD 783 2695 2706 7075 0.05?02
CONRAD 784 2?08 2706 7075 0,14515
CONRAD 786 2708 2695 7076 0,13135
CONRAD 786 2695 2711 70?5 013723
2711CONRAD ?6? 2712 ?0?5 013135
CONROD 766 2712 2?08 ?0?5 O 13723
CONRAD 169 2710 2712 ?075 018452
CONRO0 _?0 .... 2712 ..... 2_ts .... ?o7_ o_14837 ...............................................................
CONROD ??1 2716 2714 7075 0 18452
CONRAD 772 2714 2710 ?075 0 14837
CONROD ??3 2712 2711 7075 018452
CONRAD 774 2711 2719 7079 013898
CONROD ?76 2715 2716 7075 0 16452
CONRAD 776 2716 2712 7075 O 13898
DONROD 777 2716 2719 7075 0 11250
CONROD ...... 778 ........ 2_19 "2689 ?075"01637_ ........................................................................................................
CONRAD 779 2689 2686 ?075 0 11250
CONRAD 780 2688 2718 7075 0 16375
CONROD 751 2718 2719 2024 0 13170
CONROD 782 2719 2720 2024 0 14887
CONROD ?83 2720 2721 2024 013170
CONROD ?84 272t 2718 2024 0 14887
CONRAD 786 2719 2720 7076 0.04315
c'ON"ROD ........... 786 ...... 212o 2690 ?o7_o_05122 .........................................................................................................................
CONROO 767 2690 2699 ?075 0 04315
CONRAD 788 2689 2719 70T5 005122
CONRAD 785 2721 2718 7075 004315
CONROD 790 2718 2688 7075 005123
CONRAD 791 2668 2691 ?0?5 004315
CONROD 792 2691 2_21 7078 005123
CONROD 793 2720 2721 7075 0.06194
CONRAD 794 2721 2691 7076 008040
CONROD 795 2691 2690 7075 006194
CONROD 798 2690 2720 ?0?5 0.08040
CQNROD 797 2711 2710 ?075 0 16005-
CONRO_ ...... Yg_ ..... 2_o 2714 7075 010_187 ....................................................................................................................
CONROD 789 2714 2715 7078 0.16005











_su#'oRY "21349 ..... 3 ........................................................................................................................................................
CORD2R 406 0 20000 O0 105.70 20000 o.0 200,00 C 406
+C 406 208.985 -4.384 105.?0
$ORD1R 93?3 9333 6373 11563
$ORD1R 5377 1003 6377 11587
DORD2R 9373 0 0.0 090 0.o .28882 090 +96993 C 9373
+C 9373 .58593 O0 -.29882
$OR02R 7071 0 70.79 15+72 61.84 68.86 18,72 71,84 C 7071
CORa2R 7071 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 10 C 7071
÷C 7071 ,997 .077 1.00
$0R026 ?079 0 70_79 -1572 61.84 68,86 "18.72 71+64 C 7079
$C ?079 98.69 "16.03 8?.23
CORD2R 7079 0 0.0 0.0 O0 0.0 0.0 1.0 C 7079
+C 7079 .997 -.077 I+00
$aRO2N 8871 0 85+26 18.72 64,64 83.33 16.72 74.64 C 857
$_'+8"_Y'"VS'_+6g ...... _'_'_'+ ...... d'?'i'2"_ .............................................................................................................................................................................................
$ORD2R 86?9 0 85,26 "16172 64.64 83r33 "16,72 74+64 C 8979
$C 8679 98.89 -17,91 87 23
CORa2R 11571 0 0+0 010 0,0 O0 O,o 1.0 Cl1971
_C11871 ,999963 .00384 1,00
$ORD2R 11671 0 114.04 17.65 70.19 112.11 17.66 80.16 Cl1571
• Cl1571 18227 17.69 ?7.57
CORD2R 11579 O O.O O.O O.O O.O O.O O C 579
+C i_D,+_mg_m3l:_ob_4 "j'_'Ob ...................................................................................................................................................................................
$ORD2R 11576 O 114104 -17,65 ?O.19 112+11 "17,69 80.19 Cl1579
5Cl1816 162+27 *11.65 71+81
_ORD2R 13849 0 0,0 0.0 0.0 -.387978 0,0 +933848 CI3849
+C13949 ".933846 O.O ".387678
$ORDtR 13849 1004 13167 14867
$aRD1R 13871 13861 13111 14881 .......
,oRo,R 13976 13869 13879 ,4899 ORIP+IN_.I pn_" ,,.7,,_
_+kb1k"i+s'_'3 ....... (+323 ........ i+'43_ ....... iis2i ............................................................................................................................................................................. _"++--_-1_-.-J_,.l_u_
+_ORD1R 18837 18627 15937 18829 OF' POOR QUALITY
CORDIR 29945 29925 29965 2588
S ................
$ The follow_ng EIGC cards are aOds_ by Weiyu Zhou FOr _he complex
$ e_genvalue analy51_
$ ................
EIGE 995 INV POINT 1001 I 1 -5 ABE
+De -5 O 0 -5 -10 SO 12 12 DEF
+EF -5 -1 0 -9 -500 80 12 12 GN]
+H! -5 -S0.0 -5 -100.0 60 12 12 JKL
+KL -5 - 00 0 -5 - 35 0 60 12 12 MND ..........
_NO ...... :S_ ...... :i3S 0 -_5 ...... :iSOiO "SO .... 12 ....... _2 ........... POR ..................................................
+OR -5 -160 O -5 -1900 60 12 12 STU
+TU -5 -IgO0 -5, -2200 60 12 12




PARRM GRDPNT O ..........................





$ • , = 2 • • , • • , = • , _ t _ _ s • • = • 1 • , • • _ ! • • • • t • • , • =
$ RBE3 REPRESENTATION OF FUEL
5
17100 123455 _ 0 123 14523 1482"7 SFWDFUELRBE3 333
÷FWDFUEL 18521 15529
$
RBE3 334 23100 123456 1 0 123 21321 21325 SAFTFUEL
÷AFTFUEL 25021 25029
$
$ STATIC / DVNAM|C LOAD CARDS
$
$
SDYNRED 998 50_O 12 .............................................
_'$PDINY'2"bO0 THRU'" 2059 ................................................................
$
$QSET1 0 2000 THRU 2059
SASET1 0 2000 THRU 2059
$ ................
The ¢ollowing ASET card_ are aOded _y Weiyu Zhou for selecting the
coorOinates corresponO_ng to the physical locltlon of th_ Oata
S measurements¸ • .....
_._;_._:_._.:: ................. .....................................................................................................
ASET1 123 1001 1003 1023 1024 t004 1022 101_ +01
+01 1015 1029 1007 2511 2572 2545 269_ 102_ +02
+02 1021 1012 I013 1026 1029




$ • • = • SPEC|AL FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA • • • * _ * •
SDLOAD 110 1 1. Ill
SDLORD 120 1 1 121
SDLOAD 130 I • 1 _3_
SDLORD 140 _ 1 . 141
DLOAD 150 I I, 151
$
SRLOAD2 111 2S01531 O 0 90
SRLOAD2 12 2S0 532 0 0 90 .................................................................
_R_b'Ab_'_'3"i ....... 2"S'bI"53_0 .......... _ ......... 90 .......................................................
$RLOAD2 1_I 2501534 O 0 90
RLOAD2 15t 2501535 0 O gO
$
SDAREA 2501531 200153 I 1 .0
1.0SOARER 2501532 200153 2
SDARE_ 2501533 200153 3 1 .0
$DAREA 2501534 2649 3 .00259 .....
_,AREb_ " 25b_;3_1o2_ ....... 2 ....... ;bO_ZSSi ...............................................................................................................................................




SFREO 56 10.5 21.6 324
216110 .1964500 1_0 DF=O_|H2FREQ1 96
SFREO S 001 4.8 15,2 .....................................................
$
$ DEFINE EXCITATION FORCE WHICH iS INDEPENDENT OF FREOUENCY.
TABLED1 90 B(F)
+B[F} 0_0 1.00 100.0 I_00 ENDT
$
$ DEFINE 4% STRUCTURAL DAMPING WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO 2%
$ CRITICAL V|SCOUS DAMPING
$ ................. _bA'M_ ...................................................................................................YAeDMPISa O
+DAMP 0.0 004 100 004 ENDT
$
$ VERT|CAL SHAKE bUNS
SABDMP1 $5 G SDAMP
SDAMP 0.0 0.025 I0 0_025 10. 055 16.5 055 SDAMP1
$OAMPI 16.5 0.034 20. 0.034 20. .032 25. .032 $DAMP2
SDAMP2 25 12 28 2 28 04 35 04 SDAMP3
$
$ LATERAL SHAKE bUNS
$AEOMP1 S5 G SDAMP
SDAMP 0,0 0.04 10 0.04 10, .06 16.5 .06 SDAMPI
SDAMPI 16.5 O.O_ 20. 0_O? 20 .O6 24. .O6 SDAMP2
SDAMP2 24. .12 28 .12 28 .04 3S .04 SDAMP3
SDAMP3 ENDT ..................... ..............................................................
$
$
$ DEFINE ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS CORRESPONDING TO DAMViBS TESTS
$ D.O.F. RETAINED FOR TEST #I"VERT|CAL INCLUDE:
$ liX,19y.sgZ,l?X,l?Z.18V,lSZ,15Z.142,132.
122.112,10Z,92,82.?X,?V,?Z,BZ,SZ,4Z,3Z,2Z,lZ
i' A:.LERO"ETER_OCATIO"S,DR CON,i0URAT,ON, .,RT,C._ TES'5 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
$$ ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS WITH ZERO APPENDED ARE FOR LATERAL ONLY































































$ • CASE CONTROL DECK FOR STATIC •
$ • ANALYSIS |SOL 24) •













$ • CASE CONTROL DECK FOR STATIC •






















$ _ CASE CONTROL DECK FOR NORMAL
$ * MODE ANALYSIS, SOL 3 •
$ • •




..... +tk +[ +Ac+m_+mkY(++*Y ++_1+_i_sSl ;_ [ [ ....................................................................................................................................................... lqill|Pl IKIAI " D l( r__l="" le







SET 1 INCLUDE ALL
MAXIMUM DEFORMATION 300
$
$ *_ 3-O VIEW
PTITLE=ISOMETRIC VIEW
P'i'k'O"SC_'Le'_ORZ_IN'i':'S'_t I .........................................................
PLOT MODAL DEFORMATION O,RANGE 0 1.350,SET 1.PEN 3,ORIGIN 1,SHAPE
$
$ _== FRONT VIEW
PTITLE=FRONT V)EW
VIEW 0.0.0 0.0.0
FIND SCALE. ORIGIN 2. SET I
PLOT MOOa._ DEFORMA.TION O_._RANG E o_!*350.SET _PEN 3.ORIG]N2.E,APE .........................
$
S _z= SIDE VIEW
PTTTLE:SIDE Y;EW
VIEW -900.0._0.D0
FIND SCALE. ORIGIN 3. SET 1
PLOT MOD_L DEFORMATION O. RANGE OI.350.SET 1.PER 3.0RIGIN 3.SHAPE
$
$ zs, TOP VIEW .........................................................................
PYitLE:YO}''V'i_W .........................................
vIEW O 0.g0 0.0.0
FIND SCALE. ORIGIN 4. SET I





$ • CASE CONTROL DECK FDR MODAL =








$ FOLLOWING SETS CORRESPOND TO THE ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS
$ USED IN GVT FOR LONGITUDINAL (SET 1). LATERAL (SET 2]




















$ ........................... _ .................................................................................................. • ......
........ NbYE'_"'SUkCAS'E'5"'sHOU'LO BE _UN |N_TVIDOALLY FOR PUNCH FlUE
$ GENERATION BECAUSE OF THE SIZE OF OUTPUT REQUESTS
$
SUBCASE t



















NOTE: PLOTTING INFORMATION MUST EE REMOVED IF
S SORT 1 OUTPUT FORMAT FOR ACCELERAT]ONS iS REOUR]ED

















' YVALUE PRINT SK]P:O
$
YTZTLEzACCELERATION RESPONSE " INCHES PER SECOND PER SECOND
TCURVE:R]GID BODY FUSELAGE CG F/A RESPONSE ......................................
..........._Y_t-_EE_'"i'"T_6"l't_1 .............................................................................................................................................
TCURYE,RTGID BODY FUSELAGE DG LATERAL RESPONSE ORIGINAL PAGE !$
OF POOR QUP, LFrY
XYPLOT ACCE 2 / 25OOO(T2J
TCURVE=RIG|D BODY FUSELAGE CG VERTICAL RESPONSE
XYPLOT ACGE 3 / 2SOOOIT3)
YTITLE:ACCELERAT]ON RESPONSE" RADIANS PER SECONO PER SECOND
TCURYE:R|G]D BODY FUSELAGE CG ROLL RESPONSE
XYPLOT ACCE 4 / 25OOOIRll
TCURVE=RIG]D BODY FUSELAGE CG PITCH RESPONSE





$ STRAIN ENERGY DMAP ALTER'-SOL 3
$
$ EXEC CONTROL DECK FOR MULTI-LEVEL
$ STRAIN ENERGY AND CHOLESKY
$ DECOMPOSITION CHECK




















NbRM .... NI/N2 _ ......................................................................
MATPRN KRBN// $





















¢==,.==i +. = *i+**=+==sz=l=ssss=
$ • KINETIC ENERGY OMAP ALTER--SOL 3
$
$ * EXEC CONTROL DECK FOR
........ ; KINETIC E'NSRGY"CHECK ON .... * ...............................................................................................
$ ¢ NODAL CONTRIBUTORS
$






$ OOMMENT+-THE FOLLOWING DMAP PERFORMS THE K|NETIC
$ ENERGY CALCULATION ON CHECKPOINTEO DATA

















MATMOD KNORM ..... /FILTI./2////C.Y+FILTER:O+OBBO $
MPYAD FILTI.SGALE./MAK $
MATGFR GPL.USET.SIL.MAX//H/G//O+O0001 $







.................................................. _ " +.;.:.+.,..;,+p+.i_....+_.r,+c-
..................... !:-7-,:-_ :+,.,+.. ,,-,_ f_
C,F PDC'._ QUALFFY
APPENDIX C
MSC/NASTRAN OUTPUT FOR FINAL
AH-IG SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION RUN
The following pages include the listings of the output files from the final MSC/NASTRAN








• • • * _ • * z = = • z • • • • = * •
N A 9 T R A N E X E C tJ T | V E C O N T R O L D E C K
OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
E C H
ID RVODMPKA,GROUPE5








MATPRT MAA// $ .............................................................................








AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2£, 1990 MSG/NASTRAN I0/lS/87
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #I (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILSDDM MODEL
CASE CONTROL DECK ECHO
CARD
COUNT
I TITLE:AH'IG THREE-DIMENS]ONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
PAGE 2









4 $ • CASE CONTROL DECK FOR NORMAL






22 SET 1=1001THRU 1007 EXCEPT 1002,100S,1012,1013,
23 1017 THRU I02g EXCEPT I01g,lO20,102T,2Sl_,2E?2,264g,2G97,19TT7
24 OUTPUT
25 D]SPLACEMENT(SORTI,REAL)=I
. 26 $ SPCFORCE=ALL







................... 34 ..... sEoLN SULK ..............................
INPUT SULK DATA CARD COUNT : llB6G
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP OYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURAT|ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
S O R T E D B U L K D A T A
CARD
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10115187 PAGE 3
E C H O
COUNT I . 2 . 3 . 4 5 • 5 ? 8 9 10
t- ABET 19777 19 1006 2 " "
2- ASET1 123 1001 1003 1023 1024 1004 022 017 +C
4- +C2 1021 1012 1013 1029 1029
86?5- E]GC 999 ]NV PO NT 1001 1 1.-5 ABC
86?8- +EC -S 0.0 "S -10 60, 12 12 DEF
88?7- +EF -S -1.0 "S "SO0 $0_ 12 12 GHI
8679- +HI "5 "SO.O -S "100.0 60 12 12 JKL
8G79- +KL "5 -1000 -S 135.0 GO. 12 12 MNO
.... 8680- +NO "S *135.0 -5 -180,0 GO. 12 12 POR
8682- +TU -S -190.0 -S "220.0 GO, 12 12
9419- MAT1 _1 1.0*6 1.0÷6
9420- MAT1 110 10 1.0
9421- MAT1 =0057 3.9388+6 O.A÷E 0.32
9422- MAT1 •0078 3.9369÷6 0.8+6 0,32
9423- MAT1 •2014 9.409B÷6 4.0+6
9424- MATt •2024 g.4069+6 4 0+6
9426- MAT1 •4340 26.43S+8 11.0÷6
B427- MAT1 s4620 2B.43S÷6 t1.0+6
9428- MAIl sTO?S 9.2099÷9 3.9+6
9429" MATI s9046 19.3B6÷6 6S+S
9517" PARAM GROPHT 0
991S" PARAM LMODES 35
9S IE" PANAM NEWSEO 3
........................ 9_0: ............ _AkAM _.- WykASsll'_'Ob259 ........................................................................................................................................
10161- PVTSC *1 0.0 0.0
I0162- PV]SC .10 0.0 0.0
10163- PYISC *0076 1.647569 0.0
10194- PVISC =2014 9B.13OBS 34.95099
10169- PVISC 92024 9B.13098 34.95099
10196- PVISC _4130 99.3894? 0,0
10167 PV]SC m4340 0 099.28947
10169- PY]SC _7075 98,13099 34.8S099
10170- PV]SC _9046 200.0 O0
ENODATA
TOTAL COUNT= 10239
s** USER WARNING MESSAGE 23519 ONE OR MORE MATt CARDS HAVE UNREASONABLE OR-INCONSISTENT VALUES OF E G OR NU
]O O_ YIRs'tl"b'_"= ................. i ................................................................................................................................................................................................
=•* USER WARNING MESSAGE 2291B, THE NUMBER OF MAT1 CARDS HAVING UNREASONABLE OR INCONSISTENT VALUES FOR E,G AND/OR NU IS 4
IO OF LAST ONE z ?6
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
u!_ PCK)W QUALITY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS SYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CDNTA|NS A BUILTUP TA1LBOOM MODEL
N a S T R A N S 0 U R C E P R 0 G R A M C D M P 1 L A T ] E N
OCTOBER 26, IBEO MSC/NASTRAN lO/15/BT PAGE 4
DMAP-DMAP iNSTRUCTION
NO
*_* USER WARNING MESSAGE 54,
........ #AR_ME't'E'R"NAM'EOLMObES "NOT'RE'PE_ENC_'D .........................
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ BUILTUP TAILBDOM MODEL
SEQUENCE PROCESSOR OUTPUT
OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE E
CONNECTION DATA
ELEMENT TYPE NUMBER ASSEMBLY TIME(SEE)
ROD 2T2 1,77
SHEAR 540 14,04







TOTAL MATRIX ASSEMBLY TIME FOR 4405 ELEMENTS 1S 46,27 SECONDS
RIGID ELEMENT PROCESSING COMPLETED.
SUPER(GROUP) ID NO GRIDS AV CONNECTIVITY C-AVERAGE C'RMS C'MAXIMUM P'GROUPS P-AVERAGE DECOMP TIME(SECS)
(G 0 DOF/GR]D I
0 T35 E.86 BE.B4 109.03 I70 13 TE.92 410.320
RESEQUENCED PERFORMAIICE DATA
SU#E_|GA00P'Y+'_b ....... NbG_bS ....... _VCbNkE_Y_VI+T_Y ........ C:+A+_kRA_e ....... _RMS ....... _;M_;MUM ...... P:G+_bU_S .... P:AVER'A'G'_ ...... be'c'b'MP Y'IM+e+ISE_S)+"+MEYHOb .......
16+O DOF/GRID )
0 ?35 8,B6 1B+11 20.30 38 0 O.OO 1B.B1B ACTIVE
"_+ USER WARNING MESSAGE 2080. AN OBSOLETE CAPABILITY FOR ELEMENT PROCESSING IS BEING USED
THIS CAPABILITY MAY BE DELETED IN THE NEMT SYSTEM.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR Q+jA;,.;TY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, IRSO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE E
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUiLTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
OUTPUT PROM GR]D POINT WEIGHT GENERATOR
REFERENCE POINT = 0
MO
6.9107109+03 "8.5T31519*14 "26791109"15 1.0973639"11 5225896E+09 3.9805239+02
-8E73151E'14 &.910710E+03 O000000E+00 "E.225896E+OE "10973639"11 1.3644209+06
.... 'd_o_boboE;oo ......................
O000000E+O0 "5+225996E+05 -39805239e02 5.OO9936EeOT -T.165883E+_4 -1.064261E+08
5.22E9969÷05 O.O00000EeO0 -1.3644209+05 -? 1658839÷04 3.853?889÷08 "2.822282E+04
3980B23E÷02 13944209÷06 O.O00000B+O0 "1.0842619+08 -2.6222829e04 3_173401Ee08
S
10000009+00 O.O00000E+O0 O.O00000E÷O0 •
O000000E+O0 I,O00000E+O0 O.O00000EeO0
• O000000E+O0 O000000E+O0 IO00000E÷O0
....... blkECt|oN ..............................................................
MASS AXIS SYSTEM (S) MASS X-EG Y-C,G Z-CG
X 99107109+03 1.587917E-15 -_75E9339-02 7.SE202SE+OI
_r G.910?10E÷03 1.9743569e02 -t.587917E-15 7.56202SE+01
Z G910710E+0_ 1.9743B8E+02 "5.7599139"02 O.O00000E+O0
ZIS)
• ;.OSE098E+O? 1.50248EE+05 3.2482779÷0G
• ;.S0248EE÷OE 5+847515E+07 58321839+04 •






8 596323E-02 -2.9836859-03 9.962941E-01 *
• -5 2422939-03 9.R998079-01 _.346875E-03 .
t_-8962845_-01 _'$/_1"05"5"?E'_03"8/$949459.02; .....................
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MOOEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT CDMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #I (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBDDM MODEL
OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 7
¢** USER INFORMATION MESSAGE 41EE'-'STATIST|GS FOR SYMMETRIC DECOMPOSITION OF DATA BLOCK KOO FOLLOW
PO0 QUALITY
AH-tG THREE-D[MENS]ONAL 8U|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DZFF|GULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFiGURAT]ON #1 [FULL'UP)
THiS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
INTERMED|ATE MATRIX ._ MA_
26, 1990 MSG/NASTRAN 10/15/&7 PAgE 8
COLUMN I
1,079907E'01 295 74E'01 59088319E-03 10480649"01 61 198920T9E'01 E.4880999"02
7 1.2686149"0 "7 8040449-02 -6 9277999-02 ?+038293E-02 1.8004449"02 -39473089-04 12
19 3.SS0359E'02 "$1011419"03 "3 0990209-03 49032599"03 "28806519"02 1.2089469"02 24
2S 2.7429SLE'03 -3.387704E-02 "18814379"02 1.2975939"03 4834658E-03 -? ?ll&9SE'04 30
31 4+2151229-04 -2.1007189-04 34933679"04 4.1899689-04 -S+8796279"04 -5+99G2379-05 36
37 -1.$904849"04 -1.3439249"04 -4.671899E-04 1+8579039-04 -4.9708289-04 -8.499289E-08 42
43 1,389339E'02 -7291807E'03 1.8690169"02 8341331E-D3 "3.3310119"03 29989709-03 48
49 19439828E-05 "1.9979589-05 "11292979"05 71728979-05 "1 702087E-09 4 171297E-09 54
SS 4701922E-02 4.4807249"04 -1,0794049-03 93291319"04 8,5451599-05 4 1974099"04 60
COLU_N 2
1 1,2951749"01 7.1167499"01 "1.191028E-01 3,8991669-01 2,8500439"01 6.S_6729"02 S
7 1.4995869"01 "3.6220869 °01 "3.075277_-01 494632199-01 "7,888Z689-02 2.2892429"01 12
13 "1.2369539"01 8 223223E-02 -2.6646349"01 -6.0308209"03 "31G64099-03 "190399439"02 18
Ig 1.2373199"02 "7,2724919903 "S.2702479"03 -2.S070199"02 -t.089T209"01 73190919"02 24
25 "2.8040759902 "2.3429429-0 - DE4 169"0 -7.1248989"03 19492709"02 1_G07202E'02 30
"" 3"_ ........... _'.ss'S'i36E'-03 ............ _'j_6Y632"_E'_0"3 .......... _,s492"82E'_03 ............ 2""i3"72_0E _'3 ...... _3"_090_59"_':03 ......... -'Y_O30|'g'E-04 " 36"
37 -1.9094079"03 "1.2635639"03 -3,8247189"03 -1,4294499-04 -3409388E'03 2974730]E'04 42
43 29284036E-02 -1.106110E'02 69990339°02 14430849-02 "1.1789099"02 32381439"03 49
4g _,3253499-05 4.9249129-03 -2.2372229-09 10913539"04 4.$246089"03 2.5670999-04 $4
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13 _.927193E-02 "4.288461E°02 ; G423699o01 -60230839-03 3.239043E-03 8+3597359-03 18
S 3884239-02 -2 6789029-02 2419 5,613404E-02 -t+056901E'02 -97783309"04 31886449"02
25 393298379°02 1+31&3899-01 4.9952i09-02 9951437E'03 -g,7777399"03 "2.3228489"02 20
31 -1478269E-03 9+9919089-04 "1.4590719"03 "11170789"03 1.133372E'03 S.0104399"05 36
39 1424944E-03 6.5662279-04 2168026E-0] 5709821E'04 1.6135229"03 -5246248E'04 42
43 -8 576149E'04 "g 543109E-03 " S4347 E'02 4 79589 E'03 1212202E'03 192409529-03 49
55 3,5209309-03 4.4196469"04 "9.219039E'04 24908369"04 3.S059119"05 "2 2287989"0S 60
G1 "4_481931E-05 "1.4827229"04 "3.493303E-05 83
COLUMN 4
1 19892079E°01 3,859186E'01 "2 192326E'01 1.?051159+00 "2.1992749-01 "3,2463359-02 S
7 3.8997S49"01 "3 129793E-01 "t.274801E'01 24250069"01 ?.961G099-02 -5+433597E-02 12
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37 -6.2476109-04 -1146288E-04 -1+1519489-03 5+2909789-04 -9.0813779-04 -23337459-04 42
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$5 965232E-02 393189E-02 -4,3103S7E-03 2.4636989-03 2.8372]09-04 1114213E-03 60
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COLUMN 5
? 6.4880999o02 2.8900439o01 2.4030109"02 "2.1992749-01 1.3138859÷00 19E114469"01 S
? 4_1684119-02 1.9943719"01 -94G61179-02 1,8979G89"01 "2.2640719"02 8.9240739"02 12
-3136807E-03 1813 -2.6534839-02 3.693278E-02 +1+3371769-01 -2.1259579-03 -5.228126E-03
19 68411369-02 -3.8247779"02 "5.339837E-03 -9+8891939-03 -5.608707E'02 3+841716E'02 24
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43 2+488431E-02 -3+1299949"02 4.8739919-02 1+6186039"02 -1+6029S89-02 "3,3164099"06 48
49 -4+037469E-05 3+7188399"03 "2.72§2149-04 1.4907079"04 3+71S5S1E-03 2+544987E-04 S4
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13 -31834909*02 2.613236E-02 -4.8252779-02 -I.740239E-02 °3 104891E-03 -I.8798039-03 18
lg 2.7077199"02 1.6E88999-02 -6.0212409-03 4+1180179-03 -4.4607989-02 2,3338609"02 24
25 -47747989-03 -7,5132919"02 -3,899547E-02 2.?080429-04 3.600816E-03 1+1031279-02 30
31 1,2T34499-03 -5.1241608-04 9,292876E'04 9,539099_-04 -4+6280829-04 -9.7651969-06 36
39 -1+071861E-03 -2.3161159-04 -1.249339E-03 -2.1106499-04 -3.79E2109-04 "S+14S7319°05 42
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? -4.9962799-02 2.0877899"01 2.3979729-01 -5.831024E-01 1.19760&E'01 4.9094929"01 12
13 1.??IBOEE+O0 -5.017389E-02 -4.3922099"01 3.$9483IE'01 g.9273939"03 "1.?074IBE'02 19
II 2.1294089-03 -4.?78545E°03 5.9219999"03 I.Gi4gOIE'02 I.B10043E'01 "E.51B8299"02 24
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31 "2.629869E-03 9.1411669°03 "6.8213149-03 "3.4199E?E'03 1.9E74999"02 2.3043569-03 36
3T 2.313460E'03 E.T328669"03 1,0816319"02 -I.733248E'03 1.267|299"02 6.620902E-03 42
43 "4194017E'02 9.9073479"02 °l.499999E-01 °t.?801BIE'02 S,1934939-02 2.294901E'02 48
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43 "G $69641E'03 I026318_'02 "1.317343E'02 "4361411E'03 602RSSSE'03 Ir215581E-03 48
49 1 ?6ES53E'OS -I80E??2E+03 1195610E'04 -3.423532E'05 "' 80STEOE-03 -9.863923E'05 $4
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19 -46100SSE-03 -3.337705E-02 9.gOTg31E-03 3.gDg2ETE'03 -8.EE2083E-03 -1.15DEOSE-02 24
25 -4113gIBE-O] +2.37E550E-04 1.870978E-02 -S.SR4955E-03 -g.321419E-03 1.gG4T31E-03 30
31 -$620796E-05 1.960440E-04 -1.8T9719E-04 1,882ESSE-OS 5482549E-04 -3 91E302E-04 36
-24013DDEE-04 3.$70440E'04 6.91gO18E-04 423? 4660648E-05 1.SSE271E-04 3.23S133E-04
43 - 620955E-03 1.023_17E-02 -1.13STO4E-02 -1478E395E-03 6,S$8944E-03 1.STE243E-03 48
55 $406050E-04 -358TiEEE-04 9,308&S2E-06 -1239252E-04 -2.215DE?E-OR -3472ESllE-O4 60
61 -ES14215E-05 -1878S41E-04 -259242EE-OS 53
COLUMN 1S
1 -9T61S48E-04 -14035543E'0_ E,35673SE-03 -1.1551T2E-03 "5.22612EE'03 "1 8T9503E'03 6
T -3.STSS55E-03 1E1542SE-02 2,$4778BE-02 "4.019S42E'02 S TogBT3E'03 -4 32T252E'02 12
-TE41452E'0313 " 70T496E-02 3,2E5877E'01 "1.47R7EEE-02 1.718825E-03 2427411E400 18
.... 19 ................ 2"4|§'8"36E:03 ..... 2"_'|'2"0§_2E'_03 ........ 2"'.'078482E;03 ........ 4".'047_3_2E"0"3 ............... _']'_21"04"8E'_'03 ........... _'6"'42"6"§'68E;03 ............ 24""
25 IS40924E-03 24632544E-02 1307011E-01 -1.3574EOE-03 -1.254489E-03 1225237E-02 30
31 "1 093692E-04 2.396592E'04 "2.65BEE?E-04 -1333128E-04 ES1SgEEE'04 9238138E'0S 36
37 g.260219E-05 2239116E404 4,21788DE-04 "6876995E'0S 4.544TOSE-04 2 82S185E'04 42
43 "I.ESODg4E-03 37SST23E'03 -5,89D?45E'03 -?ODT007E-04 3.223047E'03 S 824378E'04 48
49 1.2BET80E-05 -1429B19E'03 5.351071E'0S "B493TS4E'OE -I.429T53E-03 "7 0321ERE'DE $4
SE ESIS967E-04 "3.301048E'04 ?,511343E-0S "Eg30861E'05 "1515936E'05 "24218578E'04 SO
61 "4.25SS64E'05 " 2_493 E'04 -1.8S142tE-05 63
COLUMN 19
I 3_0355E-02 I+23T31SE-02 6,613404E-02 1.21R253E-01 E.54113SE'02 2 ?07719E-02 6
? 3.231S94E-01 4,822880E'02 1,243RILE'02 1.319104E-02 I.R14T22E'01 -4.325E41E'02 12
13 212940EE-02 5+578677E'04 S 239319E'02 "2.SDIIlOE-02 -44100SEE'03 2 41gE3DE-03 18
AH-IG THREE'D]MENSZONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1_90 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/57 PAGE
OIFFXCULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION _1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . MAA
COLUMN 19
lS S,612301E-01 -1,0218D3E-01 -2.ES3464E-02 4050995E-02 -E.3218S9E-02 236053EE-02 24
2S g.gOl139E-02 3 45 80 E-02 -1409TOgE-02 -1030311E-02 4.545550E-02 -_.SR4504E-D2 30
" 31 ................. :I.244933_04 ............. -_/§d'_:04 ............... _ods2e:o_ ........... 4"16_6_2_:04 ............. :_TS_62S:O_ ........... Y_9_3e_o3 ............ 34 ....
3T 1STII_SE-03 -2.S_1195E-04 1.2423TSE-04 2143112E-03 -24E2RE2E-03 14_81S7E-04 4_
43 117S851E-01 -g.s46274E-02 8.2g820EE-02 I 130454E'0| -5.g35708E'02 "32090gEE-02 48
4g 3.SE3116E-04 5.E45373E-04 "1.DiS?ERE'03 1.2EOOEEE'03 E.E48377E-04 1.519157E-04 54
55 g.13E58EE-02 g.2sog7oE-03 "l.80256RE'02 6.051411E'03 2.s57gTgE'04 2ES4458E-03 EO
SI 1.033843E-04 1,580826E-03 8.844580E-04 63
COLUMN 20
.... _ ............. _Sio_i_;e:_3 ............. :__2_4g_S_:03 ............. :_OSS_O_E:O_ ............. _',S_4_¥E:__ ........ :_k_4_e:02 ........... YS¢_i_'_02 ................. S ....
? -142TIISE'03 1.13184RE-02 "1._45055E-02 1.glOEIOE'01 1.$SES$7E'02 "4.91E1E_E-02 12
13 "4.77ES4SE-03 "4.?RSS13E-02 5.347554E'02 2.876103E'04 -3,33770EE-02 21205S2E-03 15
19 -1.021BB3E-01 1.0TE235E÷00 "24T35E42E'02 4 370RO3E'02 1 048480E-01 "3.B585iSE-02 24
3O25 "4.69450EE-02 1.09308DE'01 3.84R227E'02 8.00SSE1E-02 -1.E45323E'01 T.E?31EEE'02
31 T.OIT?I?E'04 -1069294E'04 "2,32244EE'04 "3.E?293TE-04 E.O55925E-03 S 645207E-03 36
37 -9.123712E'04 -1721015E'04 4.SE01T2E-04 "12ES253E'04 E.424E2SE-03 -6 041374E'03 42
43 6 438010E'03 2,4SS70SE'OI "1.20S784E-01 -14953343E'02 3.888389E-02 -1.034879E'02 48
...... 4++ ................... +4_67Ss+:+4 ................ i/4i_)+6e:6) ....... :+IT+++4ii+:+W ........... u+;Si23i++;6i ............... i74+_i_+++:62 ............... Y.i4++I++;++ ++
55 -1.204359E-02 -1+080533E-02 3.040070E-03 -1.553515E-03 -1762804E-04 -1EI$IE2E-O_ 80
8; -2076448E-04 64428EROE-OS 5,874822E-04 63
COLUMN 21
1 -3.059020E-03 -E.2?O247E-03 -8.TT6330E'04 -I.103E3GE-02 -5+33S837E'03 -6,021240E-03 6
? "I.&33887E'02 11205439E'02 2+4541TEE'02 "E.S782DEE'02 -1BEOS77E'02 45DROSSE'02 12
13 5 E2 865E-03 4 0053RRE-03 S.210471E'02 4,$34SS2E'03 R+S07D31E-03 2.075452E'03 15
....... _._ .............. _._34S4_:_ ........... :__7_ss_2_:o2 ............... _L_s+_e:_f ........... _W._S6_':o_ ............ :14T_4_e_+_:lb4 ............. ;2"_g2_ie_o3 ....... 2.4.+.
25 4+430S45E-04 3.415|40E'02 2.34D§OEE'O_ 1.28T4BOE'02 "3.14013TE'02 I+34513SE'01 30
3831 -1+555347E'04 2,E392EEE'04 "2+818000E-04 "1,32GESOE-04 1.29710SE'03 S+0038E4E'04
37 4.664377E'OE 3.868611E'04 4,215504E'04 "3.632615E-04 "?.013314E-05 2+12TT38E'03 42
43 -B&95066E'03 -8.734278E-04 1,278685E'02 E+614771E-03 1.2S1732E-02 E.172142E'03 48
49 I+lE312EE'0E "T.3ESD34E'03 4,3RI?E2E'04 1.071465E-OE "?.3SEE?BE'03 -3,?02ROSE'04 54
SS 2.1E5210E'03 "BI??148E'04 4,884RSEE'04 "E+S1ESEOE-04 -1.374364E'04 -I.274520E'03 80
6 -2 21083EE'04 "E.70423SE'04 -1,40ER14E'04 63
COLUMN 22
I 4.6032S9E'03 -2.RO?O19E'02 3.185644E'02 2_103295E-02 "9.$58193E'03 4,114017E'03 0
7 4,6iOE12E'02 "l,653EEEE'02 S.EDOD4RE'02 "I_2T4332E'01 3.03542EE'02 "t,O08ES1E'01 12
13 1.ED4909E'02 "l.llODTOE'02 140E44ERE'01 "I.E221?EE'02 3.D9926?E'03 4,047332E'03 1S
1E 4.0DOERSE'02 4.370DO3E'02 °4.SS0342E-03 I.$534S5E'01 "24188255E'02 "34S124|RE'03 24
2S 9.1D774EE'04 6.2EOSD1E'02 3.00E79RS"02 I.S7E338E'02 "$.420743E'03 7.?11EEOE'03 30
3 "3 4T548EE'04 3,SDD471E'04 "E.?IED4EE-04 "2.$22101E°04 3.3ETT51E'04 E.?O?ERDE'04 3S
...... 3+_ .............. _.o_dg24e:o_ ............... 2/__Y_'i_':64 ................ _".+_W_i+d3"e;o_ ............... _+.2s_4_0_+:04 ................ i+/__1_aE:6_ ............ :¥._6_Ik__;04 ........... _2 .....
4843 S,4S9109E'03 2.1E4315E'03 -6.SB33E1E'03 5.$E203DE-03 31512TEE-03 E.O13T88E-03
49 $.90233EE'OE -2.44S637E'03 1.S?EDE?E'04 E.93EETIE'OS -2.E46095E'03 "E.512343E'O$ $4
5E S.34704RE'03 -5.74553EE'05 -I,SRR4ERE'04 $,3D145EE'04 2.2D3SOIE'OS "t.834404E-04 40
Sl -1.1407EEE'04 -I.SBSlO2E'04 2.72740EE'OE 63
ORIGINAL PAGE f_
..... 4 ' I OF PO0_ (?JALrTy
AH'IG THREE'DIMENS/DNAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTR0LS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS G¥T CONFIGURATION #I (FULL-UP)
TH]S VERB|ON CONTA1N5 A BU|LTDP TA1LBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATR]X _. MAA
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IS/97 PAGE 14
COLUMN 23
1 -2,880691E-02 -1058720E-01 3.388423E-02 "8770370E-02 -55087079902 "4 4607899"02 6
7 "1.2865399-01 3497395E+01 1.239D12E'01 -3.492575E-01 T+6929939-02 +2 4906779"0 12
19 -9.3218699"02 1.049490E'OI "4.5419049-04 -291992989"02 4523418E-01 -1.970491E-01 24
29 3.0911699"03 4|&93839"01 1.6328979"01 -9,9149989"02 -2.8832479"02 8.3997419"02 30
31 -5.6515919"04 3.2919579-03 "3.19589$E'03 "1.1318989"03 1074675E'02 -1.4191309"03 39
37 "491331169"09 2,849?31E'03 44067099-03 4.5941059*04 11593159"02 2.6354479"04 42
43 -4 5661249"02 9.0328199"02 "12560979-01 "2.273743E-02 6.969214E'02 2 7135659"02 48
49 2 5119189"04 -3.01t2619"02 1.8787919"03 "2.2033529"04 -3.011163E'02 -1.44g418E-03 54
95 9.392gEEE'03 "5.3214139-03 22514019"03 "1.473299E'03 "3,2114019-04 "4?986959"03 90
61 -g.36727_-04 ........ _2_6g'?O45E-O_ .... :4".'280_23"E';'04 ...................................................................... S'3"'"
COLUMN 24
1 12065469-02 T,319061E-02 -3+G769029-02 3,4936299-02 3,941716E'02 2.333880E-02 6
_0595919"02 "1.3$11609"01 "10191439-01 3.ESEEOOE'Ot "5.8489379"02 1.852263E'01 12
13 "9515829E902 49361919"02 "1.6194809-01 -2+4259809"02 -I 1569069"02 "6 4269669"03 19
19 2360536E-02 "3.598916E'02 "2+5352199-03 -3+$124999"03 -1.910481E'0! 2.0699949"01 24
-3485318E'0329 "2031207E-01 -9.243599E-02 1,992315E'02 1.9065909902 "3 599379"02 30
COLUMN 25
..... i ...... 27429919:03 ......... :'2"18040_SE_02 .......... 3.32983"?E_'02 .... 5".'82"33649_03 ........... _'_'_98"E'_02 ....... _4"'_747989_03 ....... G _
? 4 1223449"02 I 1916819-01 80784299"02 "392006389-02 3_363275E-02 -4+340489E-02 12
13 3 4793479-02 "2093422E-02 46421649-02 -3.392147E-04 -4113518E-03 ;.940924E-03 18
19 $901139E-02 -45945099-02 4430545E-04 9.197749E-04 30811659-03 -3,495315E-03 24
25 1_6100809-01 ?_6478969-02 2.4354869-02 "4.049579E-03 ?.39?3539-03 -97835429-03 30
31 -39647109-04 3 8712279-04 -39224019E-04 "2.5496679-04 6092909E-05 -28490269-04 39
37 S,4926199-04 39713419-04 T 103992E-04 4_098810E-04 1935141E-04 31213139-04 42
43 9.2195E5E-03 -1647575E-02 1.0585209-02 9.594890E-03 -3.3891359-03 2 4409799-03 48
4g S"§JO29_E_O0 .... "2_32"4927E"03 ......... S'+.S94+10"2$'_'0_ ......... 1"_33+0790E':0"4 ...... _'2_'32S3"IS"E'_'03 ........... _2.'9_+32E_'0_ .......... _'4 ....
$9 6+254494E'0] 1117451E-03 "1,S06573E-03 ?.434521E-04 7.0754479-05 2889911E-04 60
51 "2 $377499"09 3190891E'06 5.8458299-05 63
COLUMN 2G
1 -3,3977049"02 "2.342942E'01 1.3183999*01 "1+017501E'01 -9.7959519"02 "?.$132519"02 5
T +1.0269449-01 E.G79409E-01 5_2146209-01 -6.9699319-01 19217179-01 -2709321E-01 12
-2045395E-0113 2.868142E-01 6.922199E-01 899301119-02 -2375950E-04 2.6328449-02 18
25 7.847896E902 8 950417E-01 3593299E-01 -5.3434019-02 -3745269E-02 2.6241539-01 30
31 -1+951497E-03 9.6202339-03 -57200849-03 -2,9959639-03 1 740573E-02 1.911959E-03 39
37 1704886E-03 5.2433929-03 9.419029E-03 -5.000422E-04 15150189-02 4.151377E-03 42
43 -4_919674E-02 9.659587E-02 -1_591710E-01 -1_1692429-02 g9051849E-02 3.81]0929-02 48
AH-TG YHREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL Wl CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 29, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN IOJ/S/B? PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENT5 GVT CONP]GURAT]ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAIN5 A BUILTUP TA|LBOOM MDDEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX _. MAA
COLUMN 25
49 3932032E°04 -4+5832169-02 2.6330449"03 "5.382885E'09 -49832769-02 "290901029"03 54
59 2432605E-02 " E ,2682509"03 1,8425029"04 -8.5045079"04 -3.8326409-04 "9.2823179"03 90
...... 6"1 ....... _1J339295_:03 ........... _39_'6_'410_E_03 -4".'9_33"9"4"E'_'b4 ...................................................................................................................... _
COLUMN 27
1 -1.5514379"02 -1.0941199"01 9.995210E'02 "9+560050E-02 "9687178E-02 "3.8595479*02 E
? E.719217E'02 1.864459E'01 2.3229729"01 -E.S045349"01 7829464E-02 "1,2966339"01 12
13 11234209"01 *?.253437E-02 3_3105299-01 2,9639399-02 1.8709789"02 1.307011E-02 15
19 -1.4097099"02 398492279-02 293495099-02 3,005799E-02 1 632897E-01 "9.243699E-02 24
24354969"0225 3,9532999-01 29911539E'01 "2*3299399-02 "2.194550E-02 t 229 879"0 30
31 ..............................
.................... "5.EE3550E:04 ....... 2"_'k1"?93_'E'+'6"3 "2.'_480"29E;03 ............ _"I"';'2"68"I'39E'_0"3 ............... ?'_'1+2S_'E+:03 .......... 6+.00"+'4"_'4"k';'04 .............. 3"6+''
++ +:+++++++:++:i +!+!+:++-++i++++++:+++!+++i++++++. +++++:+++ i+++++++++
95 5.811614E'03 "3,0149999"03 1.1343359"03 -9.6553189"04 "2.1700139-04 "2+977440E-03 60
91 "5.560963E'04 +1.544991E-03 -23697959"04 93
COLUMN 25
T "1.2505959"02 "1.71439EE'02 3.8E5020E'02 1,151285E'01 -1.3399949"02 6.312943E-02 12
13 "5,9058629-03 14932379"02 "3.537113E-02 -?.432739E'03 "E.6949959"03 "1.38?4609-03 18
19 "1_0303119"02 8_0055619"02 1,2974909"02 1,5753369"02 "8.5149989"02 1.9923159"02 24
25 "4.0495?99"03 -S 3434019"02 "2329939E-02 1,7399009900 "9.4499669"02 "1.6645939-01 30
21 -3,3229039"04 "67909519"DS "4,2403379"05 *4.9050719"04 "1.3959|59"03 ?,421991E-04 38
37 2.1801099"04 -I,2914119*04 "4.7553059-07 2,8353439-04 "1.021093E'03 -1.349997E'03 42
43 -6.4999209"03 "2+9712959"02 -9.9505209*02 2.9855199"03 +3+496376E'02 -2.449551E-02 48
....... 49 ....... :I.2932S4E_04 ......... i_68949_E':b'2 ............. :+Y_i+a_22$S:O_ ............... _'_2S+S+__:o9 ............... )/SSS38_E':_ ............. Y+_+k'4_:_ ............. S4 .....
55 "1+2954079-02 2.89933&E'03 2,3234559"0S 2.927484E'06 794854609"05 2,2225279"03 60
6 5+913935E'04 I 187122E-03 2,72E7929"04 93
COLUMN 29
1 4.934698E-03 1.9492709-02 "S.711738E'03 1+405859E-02 1_825E089"02 3.650616E'03 5
? 1.8E48949-02 -30E02279"02 "2,579557E'02 2+5412899"02 -2.9590559"02 2.3739719-02 12
13 "1.9012749+02 296244799"03 -39173046E'02 "S+313211E-03 "E 3214 89"03 -1 2$4489E-03 18
• iS..... +.999..++++2 .............. :i:++932++;+_ ........ :2":YW+T+'i'+;+) ........... _'9+.'_'+'++k)+;++ .............. :++T++3++++:++ ............... +.96¢+¢++_+_ ......... 24 ....
25 73873931-03 "374S2669"02 "2.1945909"02 -9.4459669"02 1703939E900 -4.0818929+03 30
31 5.056259E-09 -4.T9583EE'04 5.3174789"04 1.5755499"04 -2.1033729"03 +2.3796749"04 35
37 S.$510949-09 "4,038399E-04 "5,0329399"04 194575019"04 °294501159"03 ?,2D19859"04 42
43 8.9549949*03 "4,1889979"02 E.OEE61EE'02 t,3889839"02 -294153999"02 -1,2625109"02 45
49 "192440019-04 5*8793759"03 "E.E023989"04 1,4399309"04 599792799"03 3.4191569-04 94
EE 1.099829E°04 2.7951"19E'03 "191505959"03 E.109461E'04 1499252E-04 I.EE94259*03 EO
391909249"0461 7797894E-04 1,1942959"04 63
COLUMN 30
I -T_711595E-04 1,6072029"02 "2.3225459-02 1.330667E-02 -2,9343279"02 1,1031279-02 6
? g.0242599-02 2.4453589-02 "295549559"02 -1.8824179-01 2,8033999-02 4 6721439-02 12
13 -2.924?529-02 "E.20ETE2E-02 3.0991199o01 1 3859009-03 1,9641219-03 1.2292379-02 18
ORiGiNAL PAGE IS
_'_ PCOR _UALITY+ _ %/!
AH'I'G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF|_URATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX MAA
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN IO/1B/ET PAGE 19
COLUMN 30
I9 "1,0949049"02 7.8731969"02 1.348139E-01 T.TllBEOE'03 8]BS7419"02 -3.1999379"02 24
29 "g 7938429"03 2.624tS3E'0 1.2291819-0 "I.96499]E-01 "4 081982E'03 2.409411E+00 30
..... 3"1 ........... I._20"9"3"2_':03 .......... J12140_0 "_'_'_ .......... :'1"_'8668"86_E_'04 .......... _24"i'118_':0"_ ........... _'_'9"66_4"E':'03 .............. _"_'3"4"_'_U_3 ........... _'6 .....
37 -5.298696E-04 78212019-04 7.969519E'04 -tIS09639"03 2.9693349"03 60039979"03 42
43 1965821E'02 1.090969E-01 T.E439TOE-02 -1.0901§99"02 12529119"01 6.6779699-02 48
49 6_0199749-0A "S.T29TSOE'02 38311839"03 "9,3166199-09 "5.7296419"02 "2.937018E-03 $4
95 4.229292E'02 -I.0992249-02 "3,3111949"04 "91049929"04 "E_711144E-04 -9,0598449-03 60
91 "21187989"03 -S.$991189-03 -E.8330449"04 53
COLUMN 31
..... i .......... 4.2iS_2_-0_ .......2_SSSI3SE:63 ......... :_ 4_82sge:_ ............ _76_411E:b3 ........... 2_'_49302_=_4 ............. _ _449E_0_ ....... s
7 3 0035289"03 -41052479"03 "9 0030909"03 92993319"03 -3.0_7_609"04 29273119*03 12
13 "1 288_59E'03 7999429E'04 "2 8298699"0_ 9 3149959"09 -56207989-05 -10939929"04 18
19 -12549339"05 T0117179"04 "1.88834?E-0 r -3.418489E'04 "5.8619919-04 6,1402989"04 24
25- -3894710E'04 "1.8614979"03 "8 963B90E-04 -3.3226039"04 50ES2SEE-05 1.2093279"03 30
31 2950902E'02 "1439703E'04 2 265839E-04 9.9449389-03 -1 4900439-04 60177209-09 39
37 68348929-09 1.62EOTEE-OS 10124169-05 9219403E-05 2742292E-05 3 _142959-09 A2
43 4.9942499-04 S 4513229-04 49503359-04 1.6020309-04 28646909-04 2.483023E-04 49
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55 19854169"04 "3.2023309-05 -24125719"09 1.9545009-05 t.4229899-06 -8 0213999-09 GO
61 -4823935E'0G "1.2237719-09 "61112489"07 93
COLUMN 32
1 -2.100718E-04 -1618321E*03 9 991909E-04 -3201046E-04 -5091809E-04 -S 1241909-04 G
7 -1.$957_1E-03 6.6509919-03 2.0619439-04 -9899104E-03 11965019-03 -46914019-03 12
11789509-0413 1163859-03 *1.8017639"03 6 1411969*03 1.9605409"04 2,399892E-04 18
.... i§ ..... _5,'962930E:04 ............. :J:'O69294E"0"4 ........... 2"'.639"_9"6E'_04 ....35 "_'9"4"_'_ ............ 3.'2_'1"9_'E'_'03 ........ _'1_990"_9E_'03 ..... 24"
2_ 3.871227E-04 5,6202339-03 2.617936E-03 -9 790961E-09 "4.TSEE3BE'04 11214090E'04 30
31 "1.498703E'04 1479460E'02 "1_993031E'03 4.631144E-04 1,2073349"03 -8.6999389"04 39
37 -1.973004E-09 -1.1462779"04 "1.?&3499E-04 2.9471199-04 "6,3376969-06 "1 1408849"04 42
43 -?.1002289-04 3.0929159"04 "1.494917E-03 "2.8193619-04 3.804199E'04 2.645TEEE'OS 48
49 3.041021E-07 -1.8460919"04 B.320996E-09 "1370911E'0E "1.8490929-04 -8674824E'09 54
BS -S.2042G39-05 -11919949"05 2.B?EGT_E-O$ "2041960E'09 "3,559219E-06 "3.207069E'09 SO
E -3 7477089-06 - 0323849-05 -2.03 2289-09 83
COLUMN 33
3.493381E-04 2 649282E-03 -1.4990719-0_ 9.311492E-04 9.7969249"04 9292876E-04 6
? 2.391271E-03 -99256799"03 5,2510279-04 1112930E-02 -1_1815449-03 E.639575E-03 12
13 -1.925959E-03 1799394E-03 -6.8213149-03 -2.6139349-05 -1.8797199-04 -2.EB&E9?E-04 18
19 7300952E-04 -2.3224499-04 -28180009-04 -9716849E-04 -3.1996899-03 18953519-03 24
29 -4240937E-09 5.3114189-04 -I.960086E-04 3D-3.224019E-04 -B.1200949-03 -21480269-03
3 22858359-04 - .98303 E-03 14945929-02 -4_8391839-04 -1,3079119-03 9148342E-04 36
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COLUMN 34
1 41699099"04 2.1312709"03 "1 1170769-03 1 6379419-03 5199S109"04 9939098E-04 E
? 3 399 89E'03 "4 49028 E'03 "6.3887599"03 3.66T6609"03 ?.BE3480E'04 9.8620049"04 12
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19 4.0896329"04 -3.6729]?E'04 "1.3259909"04 -2.6221019+04 "11319989"03 63419419"04 24
25 "2.B4SSETE'04 "2.99S8839"03 "1.2661399"03 -418090719-04 19796499-04 "2,4111839"05 30
31 9.944939E-03 4+6311449"0n -4.839163E'04 312661939"02 2,529095E'04 -1.9069109"03 35
37 3.783098E-09 -2+B929899"04 "314]79769"04 3.489209E'04 "3717]EBE'04 -4.9923989"04 42
43 9.0157899"04 70231169"04 8717071E-04 2744062E-04 2994249E'04 ]196663E-04 49
49 4.2759559-05 -2,6536119-05 6.O]3BBOE-O6 -1.23S866E-07 -2,8541249-09 -1.358964E-06 S4
ES 2 6457339"04 -4 497158E-05 -4.1959609-09 2.1499899-09 2.9095019-06 -3.00S3TBE-OT SO
COLUMN 3E
1 -B.B?S627E-O4 -3+0901999-03 1.133372E'03 -1+232000E-03 -2.3050329-03 -4.628012E-04 S
T -2.0119399"03 11446099-02 1 4132969-03 -I.9149149-02 3.2977669-03 "9.E691309-03 12
1] 2.954334E-03 -3.988607E-03 1.6574599-02 5,0676tlB-0A E.4928499-04 6.5169889*04 18
19 I 29T1969"03-2.6994629-03 6.0999289"03 9,397781E-04 1.0746759"02 -4.6660379-03 24
25 6.092909E-09 1.7409739-02 ? 7 25339-03 -1,39B5999-03 -2.1039729-03 99883349-03 3O
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43 -1.9296359-03 4.360773E-03 -51991419-03 "8.3328049"04 3.1011699-D3 1,0991079"09 48
49 1.3471989"05 "1,27838]E'03 ?,9561419"09 "9,9407979"09 "1.21&362E-03 -8,3020299"09 54
55 4.9283209-04 "2.4201029"04 71100289"05 -9.E03SEOE'OB "1.392796E-05 -2.0911969-04 GO
61 -4,11&361E-05 -1,1406369-04 -I,6992019-0B 63
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? 3.9666429"04 *1,5167989"03 3.6621879-03 4.790051E'09 -2.22394_E'03 94599979*03 12
13 -T.T313919"04 9.946062E-05 2.3043969"03 "3.042234E'04 "3+919302E'04 9,2381389"09 18
19 1.299393E-03 S.6452079"03 5.003694E'0A E.?OTEEEE'04 "1.4151309-03 T.2SBBT4E'04 24
29 "2.845028E'04 1.9119999"03 6.0014549"04 ?.4219919"04 "2.3796149-04 6.2233469"03 30
31 9.O??T20E'OE "9.6B8938E*04 87493429"04 -I.9069109"03 "51619999*03 20933319"02 36
37 3.0614199"09 1,9173829-04 25345199"04 -4.9319919"0_ 30293599-04 9.2213969"04 42
43 S 164066E'06 3,1312799-04 I,B013539"04 8.3943T?E'05 S.2B4B40E'OB "3.3934719"05 49
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COLUMN 37
I -1,990494E'04 -1.9094079"03 t,424_449"03 "B.2476109-04 1.4962499"04 -1.071981E-03 9
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31 9.9348829"09 -1.5T30049"09 3.3142059"05 37930999-05 -4.6BT&?3E'OB 3.0614199-09 36
31 2.9419119"02 1.3497919"04 2_1191809"04 E.E936139-03 1.9339459"04 S.294269E-09 42
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COLUMN 37
49 9 6964418 O? 6 0008828"06 2 101389E 06 2 810708E 08 5 006996E OE 1 8768988 OG 64
55 6 2787788 OS 3 5787178 05 2 6670588 05 1 36578 I E 05 2 + 007360E 06 1 455765E 08 80
• COLUMN 38
1 T 3638248 04 1+2635838 03 G 8882378 04 1 146298E 04 °3 2487068 04 2 316119E 04 6
7 I 4904188 03 S+ 127605E 03 2 0669358 03 8 8294488 03 g 9363328 04 3+6187888 03 12
13 I 2749948 03 I 4424568 03 S 7326S68 03 6 003425E OS I SSE2?IE 04 2 2391188 04 18
19 2 6911898 04 I 7210188 04 3 8686118 04 2 8881818 04 2+8487318 03 1 547$65E 03 24
25 3 8713418 04 5 2433528 03 2 4126858 03 I 2814118 04 4 0383698 04 7+6212018 04 30
37 1 349767E 04 1+4732608 02 1 9725308 03 "4 9641788 04 1 1867668 03 6 ?68244E 04 42
43 "S 0S22018 04 2 668476E 04 1 152616E 03 1 832407E 04 3 8141398 04 5 026070E OS 46
___ 4 8834738 07 1 9737778 04 g 311510E 06 9 2$3670E 07 °; S?3?G4E 04 6 SB78878 06 54
S 294573E 06 g 3203488 06 1 510826E 05 I 489752E OG 2 2887758 OS 2 67629iE O_
E I 3 6497528 OG 1 1 16908E 06 1 852686E 08 63
COLUMN 29
? 2 800384E 03 6 0012438 03 9 838876E 03 +1 769944E 02 2 4102388 03 7 134099E 03 12
13 3 2237668 03 2 7641718 03 I 081831E 02 1 315393E 04 3+2381338 04 4 217886E 04 16
19 1 2423758 04 4 S601728 04 4 216504E 04 I 1461838 03 4 408708E 03 2 853881E 03 24
25 7 103882E 04 9+4190298 03 4 427432E 03 -4 7683088 07 6 0326398 04 ? 568619E 04 30
31 I 0124168 OS ; 783466E 04 2 980929E 04 3 4379768 04 3 0829368 OS 2534515804 36
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1 6878038 04 1 4294491 04 S 709821E 04 _ 290978E 04 7 0219338 04 2 110649E 04 S
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? 1 6493278 03 1 1987938 02 4 6370128 03 1 7744008 02 4 9648398 03 I 437709E 02 12
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COLUMN 42
? 9 9819688 04 1 830641E 03 8 764618E 05 I 0240888 02 4 4486788 04 2 5688818 03 12
13 9 406431E 08 ° 6 6271998 04 6 620602E 03 2 ? 16747E 04 6 + 9190188 04 2 6261868 O4 I B
19 2 459 187E 04 6 04 13748 03 2 127738E 03 7 462961E 04 2 8384478 04 3 388868E 04 24
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COLUMN 43
1 1 3693368 02 3 2940398 02 8 S76148E 04 4 9339478 02 2 4884318 02 1 B08271E 02 6
7 1 3217188 01 4 5704748 02 ? 2291468 02 8 268823E 02 6 9718808 02 S 9826498 03 12
13 t 4384608 02 1 238722E 02 4 1840178 02 6 E88641E 03 820898E 03 1 6509948 03 18
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SG 3 6867248 02 2 3833208 03 1 874462E 02 S SSO064E 03 2 292013E 04 8 378635E 04 60
61 4 474831E 04 2 3238798 03 1 248849E 03 63
COLUMN 44
I +? 2619078 03 -1 + 1061 I0E 02 S+8431098 03 "l 8386868 02 3 129684E 02 3 7126228 03 6
? 9 2333298 03 1 28818SE 02 * 1 1722538 02 1 , 328313E 01 8 671262E 02 9 400140E 02 I 2
13 1 $36801E 02 2 2843048 02 9 6073478 02 1 0263188 02 1 02321 ?E 02 3 1687238 03 I 6
lg E 946274E 02 2 455705E 01 S 738278E 04 2 1643188 03 9 0329168 02 4 1865278"02 24
25 1 S4?ETSE 02 6 685687E 02 G 400487E 02 2 5712988 02 4 • 1886878 02 10SOEEEE 01 30
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49 1 26940 I E 03 1 468217E 02 3 • 8471238 04 1 2974308 03 I 4878878 02 8 9868 I SE OS 54
SE 1 078S738 03 2 00366GE 02 1 9685928 03 9 9917588 04 3 031084E 04 4 083726E*03 60
E 9 + 72296SE 04 I 2717748 03 1 • 9029708 08 83
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COLUMN 45
I 1.86S01BE'02 6.39BO33E'02 -1543471E'02 6.2NIBBLE'02 4.B73BEIE'02 1.BTS23BE'02 8
- 09B323E'Ol 2.3GT443E'OI "2.17057BE'02 110BBO3E'01 12T 1.422S20E'01 -11214391E'01
-S+$833S|E'0319 81298205E'02 -I.20STB4E-O1 1.27BBBEE-02 *I.2SBOE7E'OI 5+9S9124E'02 24
25 1.0ES520E+02 -I.SD171OE*01 -8.03315BE'02 "BIBOS2OE-02 E_OGBSISE'02 ?.B43B70E'02 30
31 4+9S0335E-04 "1454517E-03 I.$25205E'03 8.717077E'04 -S.lSB747E-03 119013S3E'04 3S
37 211B4491Eo04 -11B2BtBE-03 +21123928E-03 9.897BB4E-04 "S 1AO47OE'03 2.SBO703E'OB 42
43 4.154074E'02 "$.B571BOE'02 4254S71E'01 774633SE-03 -4.BS1944E-02 88331BSE'02 48
49 4.392431E-0S 2.009794Eo02 -? 217089E-04 S.SOOBSOE'04 21009162E'02 2.EO3B1BE °03 54
55 2 975010E'02 1.24S351E'02 -t S 21BEE'02 ?.B2S37]E-03 110B7921E'03 7.29S4S3E'03 $0
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COLUMN 46
I E.341331E'03 1.443094E'0_ 4.70S891E'03 3.033989E-02 I.SIBBO3E'02 S.3B4712E'03 S
? T.S$5252E'02 -_.43DISOE'03 -2.&4139IE-02 4.1BBI$$E-02 3+31S31BE-02 1.1BB]41E-03 12
13 "3.328358E'03 5?SIBBEE'03 "17S01S6E-02 "4351411E'03 -;.?BB3BSE-03 -?.Oi?OO?E-04 18
19 11304S4E'01 "1.$933B3E'02 "5.61477IE-03 550203BEo03 -2.273743E'02 8.8BIOSBE*03 24
25 9.B948SOE'03 -1.159242E'02 "1 254956E-02 2.EBS818E'03 1.38BBB3E'02 "l.0BOIESE-02 30
37 2.040445E'04 -11832407E'04 -2.8310BEE-04 5.136538E'04 -5.B23310E'04 -1402647E-04 42
43 5.341736E'02 -2EOAB92E'02 7.746338E-03 1.32249BE-01 "t.S6B]ESE'02 6+973874E-03 48
49 1.799073E'03 -5420938E°03 1.627B36E'04 1.B&OE52E-03 -545SB19E'03 6451775E-05 54
55 4 4S7175E'02 93TBB3?E-03 -S1230BBE'03 4.305953E-02 S.S2SB71E'O5 +2548035E'03 60
$1 °4.gs4940E'03 T4go?ASE-03 6 444202E'03 63
COLUMN 47
? 1.$4924BE'02 384E388E-02 "EI20403E'O4 -I.13G729E'OI E.EOO2]TE'02 -7.747821E'02 ]2
13 1.6BEBE]E'O2 -I.gSo4?BE-02 8193453E'02 6.02B$SSE'03 6.SBB944E'03 3+223047E'03 18
19 -S.936708E'02 3.8BBS89E-02 1.2E1732E-02 3.18127BE-03 B.BBE214E'02 -31B3EIBE'02 24
25 "3+36513SE-03 9.051649E'02 4.27273BE'02 "3.4S6376E'02 -2.418399E'02 1.252811E'01 30
31 2+ES4SBOE+04 3.BB418SE'O4 -374SE91E'O_ 2.SB424BE'04 3.tOt?SEE'D3 B.2B4840E'OE ]S
37 -1+027318E-04 3.814139E'04 8723S23E'04 "3.81429SE'04 2.B2TDS3E-03 B.7E4B42E+04 42
3.41DBSIE'02 4843 2.123EG2E°02 9 06 1ATE'02 -4 891944E-02 -1.8Eg360E+02 1.701347E'01
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61 -8.g74BA?E'04 °1394351E'02 -S.2SSSSEE-03 63
COLUMN 48
1 2.B_6970Eo03 3.238143E'03 1.240962E'03 1+342474E'02 -3.3IG4OBE'06 4 020725E-03 $
? B+47B453E'02 1.297BI3E-02 "2.G7732?E'02 "2.$13454E'02 4.172224E-02 "4.4702B4E°02 12
13 ES2IB3BE-03 -S.651577E'03 2.254801E°02 .2 9S81E-03 I.$78243E-03 8_&243_BE'04 18
...... _'9 .......... ='3"_O'§'O'9a_'JO'2 ...... :'_'0348_§E_'02 .......... 5.+'1"72"i'4"2E;03 .............. 5_0"|_3"788E+:0"3 ........... 2"_'Y_$SSE+='02 ........... :i.'24 .4"_si_'_ ............ 24 ....
2S 244087EE'03 3.6130S2[+02 1.2SITgOE-02 "2.A4GSSIE'02 "I.282510E'02 S.STTBSIE'O_ 30
31 2483023Eo04 2.64S?BBE'OE 2.S37548E-OB 3 lgSBB3E'04 I.OBSlO7E-03 "3.3B317?E'05 38
37 -I.8387G2E-OE E.O2EO?OE'OS 1.2SESgOE-04 1128177IE'04 1,2ETS4SE'03 -4.2B437SE'OS 42
43 3.4532SOE-D3 1.SBI2SAE'02 8.$33166E-02 6973E74E'03 3AIBBB1E'02 2BSE198E'01 48
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 19E0 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/E7 PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS G¥7 CDNFIGURAT|ON #I (FULL-UP)
THIS YERS|ON CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX +. MAA
21
COLUMN 48
S "1.777414E-0249 4693498E-OE -11777B40E'02 +3B6748E'03 "6+06S38EE'OS 43S517gE'03 E4
IE5 "12E7653E-03 341374EE'03 7360S2E-02 4.1637BEE'02 3.43820BE-03 91]E478?E'03 60
....... s_ ....... =+4_6b_SE:o3 ............. i;28_¥=_:03 ............... 4_Sa8i4_;o3 ............................................................................................ S3
COLUMN 4B
1 1.439826E'OS 1.325349E-OS 1.403371E'06 9.SBE?g3E'OE -4+03?469E'0S 4.3BBB73E'O+ S
? 4.BOBBOSE'04 6.1B8OO4E'05 "2.|OB420E-04 -3.773310E-04 $+B_31SIE-04 "4.St344_E-04 12
13 E.97SllSE-OS -8.47047EE-05 3.2701ESE-O4 1.7BESS]E-O5 2+670231E°OE 1.2857BOE-OS 18
19 3.SB311EE-04 S_420785E-04 1.15312EE-05 S.BO233EE-O5 2+EI1BISE-04 -I+]SSSSSE-04 24
25 E.9102E?E-OS 6.01ES74E-04 303 832032E-04 BE3E4BE-04 -1 2B3284B-04 -1.24AOOIE-04
...... 3i ................ _._i4SSg_=_S ................ 3;0_102+_:0_ ............ :+_.Y3_sSbE':o_ ............... _'_Ts_:OS .............. i__¥l_a+E:6_ ............. 4".sS_S3sE_o_ ............... 3s .....
37 -D+BE6441E'07 4.BB3473E'07 t.SBSE3SE-OS -I+_OSl_I_'OS 1.3BOOBIE-OE _IT]I_SE-C? 42
43 I+2583B3E'03 1.2BOBBLE'03 4.352431E'0S I.?BIO73E'03 2.30SBS3E+04 45934BBE-05 48
49 112220S4E-02 -I.13S472E'OA 7.B4823SE'O$ "3.3BB810E'04 "t.21B21SE'O& -1108470BE'05 S4
55 1.41821BE-03 -8.74BO24E'04 -S.2031GBE'OS 8.471982E-OB -I.053E72E'OB -l+T437BOE'04 BO
SI -7.48131EE*05 "l.0B1231E'04 B.3212?|E'OT 63
COLUMN SO
? -t.940B23E-02 -2+4S93SBE'02 8+I023BTE'OA 4.BOIS21E'02 °2.18|_22E°02 34BTSS2E'02 12
13 +E.B3AD3SE-03 8.3498S4E-03 "3.E40841E'02 -1.BOE772E'03 "2.335122E'03 +1.429819E'03 IS
19 5.B4E373E'04 1+4B3210EoO2 "7+3SGE34E'O] "2.B4EE37E'03 "3.011281E'02 1.347380E'02 24
25 "2.324027E-03 -4+BB327BE-02 -1+83BBB9E'02 1.BBg497E'02 B.B?|375E-03 "S.72B7BOE'02 30
31 -B.337803E-OE -1.B4SO81E-04 1E121EIE-04 o2.0S3817E-0S -1.2783B3E-03 -7.$SBS47E-OE 38
37 -5.000892E-06 -11873777E°04 -3+224290E'04 -2.E18030E-OE -1.1EOSBEE-03 -2.0843ETE-04 42
43 1.994SBBE-02 1.46S217E-02 2.009794E*02 -E.420B]BE-03 -2.S34IBSE'02 °1.777B40E°02 48
...... 4"9 .............. :+Y+."fd'a'4"Y_':_ ............. 8";'_'1"_0"1"2E+:'b'2 ......... :+3"+.'_S_'7"8"E:'O_ ............ =_.'_'_8+_'_':O'd ............... _+_OSI21_'_+02 ............ 2+'87"71+2"3"E=03 ............. S4 .....
55 -I.DO4BTIE'O2 2.2BIOSSE'O2 -1.34033BE'02 3.BO37&IE-03 1.82B331E-03 11307782E-02 EO
$I 3_510730E'03 S.023922E-03 1.535104E'03 B3
COLUMN 51
1 -1.125297E-05 -2.237233E-OA 11140222E-04 1.3S2EBSE+OA -2.72E214E-04 3.172S13E-05 S
7 I 270050E'03 1.24BOA2E-03 "3+28BB32E'04 "2.7B5319E'03 1.S72SBSE-03 -227BS45E-03 12
13 4.70B$TBE-04 "E.22BS42E°04 2 2BG82E-03 1.1BSBIOE'04 141S17EE'04 B.3B1071E-OE 1B
......i9...............:f,MS_i'_:o'3 ..............:_;_s_E=o4 .............4T_i'is+2"_=oi................f/¢_Sk8¥_:_4 ................i7_aYgit:o_ ...........;+8 +2__6i_:o_ ..... _4.....
2S S.SI4102E-05 2.S]3044E-03 10981EOE-03 -1.18022SE'03 *B.BO2298E'04 3.831783E-03 30
31 7.31708BE-06 9.320BS6E'OS -8+OSABBSE-O$ 6.033880E'0S ?.SES141E'OB 3.ABOO2BE'O$ 36
37 -211013EBEoOS g.311SiOEo06 IBBS3SBE*OS -1.B4?SSOE'OS ?.4BBEBBE'OS 1.0264S9E'0S 42
43 -$.9410BOE'04 3.647123E-04 -?.2170BtE'04 1.627B36E'04 4.S$000BE'03 6.3B6748E'03 4B
AS 7.B4S2]SE'OB -316_87BE-03 1.247B20E'02 "4.46&740E'06 "3.167SBBE-03 -E.OIOSSBE-04 $4
EE 7.012S73E-04 "8.23B472E°04 1.007140E'03 2.003142E'04 -I.433BEBE'OS "S 041S27E'04 SO
.......s._ ...........; _..._+.4._7E:°_............_ : !.8_.!E:_ ...........;._:._.!_ee_°s ............................................................................................................................6_
COLUMN E2
1 7.172BE7E'OS 1.0S13E3E-04 B.272S20E'OB 2183734SE-04 1.4S0707E'04 31BB72BOE'OS S
7 S.BS121BE-04 S.2S7372E'0S "2.1BI421E'04 3.4BO218E-04 1 30S177E'04 S.3BOS1SE'OS 12
13 "7.02734EE-0S B.]772EBE'OS "2.14SS10E-04 °3.423832E'0S -2.1BSBSSE'OE "B.SB37B4E'O$ 18
ORIGINAL PAGE I:
_'_ OF POOR QUALiT'
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
O|FF|DULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURAT|ON #1 (FULL'UP)
TH[S VERSION CONTAIN5 A BUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
|NTERMEO|ATE MATRIX . MAA
22
COLUMN 52
19 12500858"03 -8B823988"04 107|459E'05 S 9358718*05 "2203382E-04 8.9552918-08 24
25 1.3307E08-04..... "53828688"05 "1.2134868"04 2.2551158-05 |.4388308-04 "S.31881EE-OE 30
!i iiiii!ii:i!_ :i:_i!iiii:ii i i_!_ii:ii !ii_!!!!:ii :!!!i_!!:i! .o....o_,-..,-o0._._
" -3.75130RE-07 $4
58 12D?0EOE-02 9 IG4?DSE-04 -5.4S38048-04 2.002044E-04 3 B?STI4E-OE 2,SE11008-04 B0
51 E428227E-05 9.525143E-05 2164D728-05 53
COLUMN 52
T -1.94115EE-02 -2459304E-02 89112728-04 4 801481E-02 "2189S828-02 2487942E-02 12
IZ -5.835080E-03 8,349808E-03 -3,5407758-02 o18057808-03 "2.3351_?E-02 -I 4297D38-03 18
15 5S483778-04 14931238-02 -T.356675E-03 -2.846099E-02 -3.011163E-02 ;.347341E-02 24
25 "2,3253188-03 -48832788-02 -1.838844Eo02 1.889384E-02 E.87-_2?DE-03 -5,?2E6478-02 20
Z • " " " " " " .... " "
43 1992256E-02 146796_E-02 20091828-02 -54559198-02 -2 5352238-02 *1 T?_4148-02 48
4_ ............ -_12192198-04 "'_058293E-02 _3"1"6_9"8"E-0_ -7"5028_48_05 ........ 8_296299"E_02 ........ _.'8_'68_988=03 " 5"4
55
-1,$071258-02 2+2910388-02 -13399178-02 3601213E-03 1.5278238-03 1307492E-02 50
81 3$10892E-03 8 023912E-03 1 535117E-03 C3
COLUMN 54
1 4,17126TE-05 2 S67059E-04 "IOOTB?6E-04 4.3132418-05 2544987E-04 1520228E-05 £
7 -4 ?475TIE-04 -1 0566128-02 -7877511E-05 2.3584258-0_ -9_641201E-04 187457RE-03 12
13 -3 9295098-0_ 41443108-04 -1 ?897DIE-03 -i.863923E-05 - 7667EE-04 -7.032t85E-08 1_
lg ..... Igi91878-04 ........ i74"g$§38-04 ......... -3"+702g$SE_'04 ...... _8"."g'1"2"3+4_E'_08 ........ :'_1"4494_88_03 ..... 6+45864"7_'04 24
!i -i:iii}i!i:ii :i i!iiiii:ii i iiiiiii:ii -i}!iiiii:ii :i ili!iii:!i -..,..,..-o.'_'_'°'"°__'°
" "1_157_328"05 42
43 SLE75888°04 -5.BgSSlDE-OS 250351EE'02 E.4EI?7EE-OE "4.3S3297E-03 4,3651798"03 48
89 -10847098"05 2.8T71238-03 "5 010SIRE'04 "375130RE-07 2,8788958-03 1241901E'02 54
55 1 1784608°02 8.S449448-04 "54332308"04 6801828E-04 13053028-04 57188t2E-04 50
COLUMN S$
I 4701622E-03 52tD893E'03 3 8208308"02 1.965232E-02 S7188838"02 5,366013E-03 5
? 6.170752E-02 8.955787E-03 -2.2909828-02 -9+3234488-02 40789278-02 -27t5283E-02 12
19 3T331968-03 -2785351E-03 1.4144018-02 -?,87326EE-04 84080S08-04 551B987E-04 1E
19 S 1388888-02 -1204358E-02 2 1582108-03 5.3470458-03 9.2829888-0] -9.2684398-03 24
28 6.2844848-03 2,4326058-02 5.8716148-03 -_,298407E-02 1,08E8258-04 4229252E*02 20
1 140129E-04 2.84E7338"0_ 3S
42 3.8897248-02 10785738*03 2.R75010E-02 4.457175E'02 2.185171E'02 "1.257853E'03 48
49 1418219E-03 "1,9049758-02 ?0126738-04 1,297080E'03 -1.907125E-02 "1178480E-03 84
SS 10551868"01 "2.729118E-02 "1,4898788-02 "1,245660E-02 -2.144583E-03 -17864809-02 50
81 5750925E-03 -1 886504E-02 -9.7024098-03 E3
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROL5 MODELED OCTOBER 2E, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (_ULL-UP)
THIS VERSION DONTA|N5 A 8UILTUP TAILOOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX ., MAA
29
COLUMN 89
1 4.460724E-04 7.40081SE-04 4 4186458-04 1 ,383189E-03 1 5045208°03 °1 .468737E-04 6
7 -7 050E?8E-OE -I .0362758-03 9 8211938-04 T 266 DE-03 -5 512737S-03 9.449083Eo03 12
• |3 ......... = _._4_ | $ 2i_ - ;o_i ............... i'_ I;'_g,_ s _iE : b 3 ............ _S_S_:_b_lr._;O_i ...... _;_,__t43_:04 ..... :3_SO¥2_;dt=_64 .......... _ _ . ;i ;Oi 04tl t=" = 0 _ .......... _d ....
19 9 280D?08-03 -1 +0808339-02 -8 1771488"04 -8. TS_E3BE-OE "5.3214138-03 2.4131088*03 34
i; ......:iiiiiiii::ii iii ::il:iiiiiiii iiiiiiii!::il,iiiii;iii il,!iiiiiii,i!._..o.ii
ES -2 7291188-02 9. 8E58388"02 -5 288782E-02 2 86245E-02 1 .0S36408"03 2_T170_8E'02 50
.... 61 .... _] "iS'i33"S[":03 ............ 2" "_'S_Se_':b2 ............. i'_'_>1"1_'4"_'_'_'0_ ............................................................................................................. S_ .....
COLUMN ST
I " I 0784048 -02 " 1 , 847 I B7E -03 -S 2150358 " 04 " 4, 310357E -03 - t . 7912 ! 1E -03 " 1 , 0057 I OE -03 6
7 " 1 . 14049BE - 02 ? , 4184808 " OA 4 , 5538708 " 02 " 3 . 7531908 "03 " 5 . 8877 t EE " 02 7 _ ?472278 "04 12
13 I 5922? 1E " OS " 6 2820528 " 04 1 8964 ESE " 03 3 . SRSA8 I E " 04 E . 3088528 ° 05 7 . S I 13438 "05 18
19 -1 502858E'02 3 040070E°03 4, 8848888*04 "9 ,699489E'04 2.281401E-02 "E.9478138-04 24
25 1 .8425028-04
ii ......iiiiiiii:iii-'3'i°'...........:iii iiii:iil..................iiiiiiiii'i'3' 3"!°13..................i'iiiiiiiiii"°'"'is°3.......S siliiiiii:ii.........ii'°
COLUMN B8
7 16 , 5983368 "03 - T . 9868738 -04 " 2 . S32944E'03 3 , 248EBEE -03 3 , 112236E -03 - 4 ?4$OESE °04 12
13 " ! , E? I ?0 | E "04 4 . 3604248 -04 " t . ?E 13588 * 03 " 2 . GEE?SEE " 04 " I . 2392528 "04 * S . 920861E " 05 18
1S 5 . 081S I I E *03 " 1 . 593818E - 02 " 5 . 51EE 60E " 04 S . 9914808 " 04 " I 4732898 "03 S , 2003358 "04 24
29 7 4348218"04 "E , 8046078"04 "9 . 6553188"04 2. D27484E'08 5 . 1084818"04 "9 . 1049528"04 30
3 1 1 , SSBSOOE'05 "2 04 IE80E "OS 2 . ?08525E-05 2 . 7465898 "OR "8 8038808"05 -4 . 4848908 -OE 35
37 1 + 365?018"05 " 1 . 4587528 "OR "2 • 1479 I?E "05 3 . 9575788"05 "3 • 67485 BE'OR -2 . 260780E "OR 42
43 $ , 6600548"03 "9 . 9O 1758E-04 T . 9253738*03 4 , 3059538"02 "8 089443E'03 4 . 1E3TBDE "02 45
...... 4e ..... 8_i_|ia2E=os ............. "i•i e03'_.i E_: 03 ...... _ _ i:;;o _r f_i-:_i=; 0 ;i ........... 2 -. 06-2b_ _ _ -: ;0 _, .......... :l 7i;_ _ _ f :id:03" .............. 6 . _ ;_rs"_a_ = o _4 ......... s_
$5 "l 2458608°02 2 166246E'02 I .409573E'02 1 .0400838-01 1 .961058E'03 2 1390888"03 50
81 E $ 42 SE'03 1 734D288"02 I .276540E'02 53
COLUMN 59
1 4. $48 ISSE-OE 1 . 7068438"04 3 , SOS911E'OE 2 .&372308"04 1 . 888848E'04 O , 1$8281E'05 6
7 E . 4042838 - 04 - 1 . 6 170 lOS "04 " 2 . 71843RE " 04 5 , 841B DEE * 04 B . 7788828 " OE I . 4981738 "04 I 2
13 -6.34$438E-0E 1 ,0942198"04 -3,8460878"04 "4 88 7738"05 -2.218S57E'05 " $16E36E'OS 8
...... hi ............. 2". "d S"}"iI'Yi E = _i ....... ='f_'YiS_iiO_i_';'6"4 ............ :'_:'=i¥ _'¢'4"i=':'G;_ ............... _'.'_'d'3"_;1" E'.: O_t, ............ ='.t _'2"Y'f _iiP'#'li";.'6"il" .............. i'"=i_'li'8"il'_l'i:'=;_, ............... _" ""
25 T .07844TE-05 -3, 6325408"04 -2. 1700138"04 7 ,4884508-06 1 , 4982828"04 -5 .7171448-04 30
!i _:i ii!iiiiii: ::iiiiiiiii: -:i iiiiii!ii: i iiiiiiiii- :i i!!iiiiii: -i iiiii!i-ii: _i
...................................... _ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... , _', _._ ......(")R]'.:_I,',_;_EPAGE IS
OF POOR .C'_JALITY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUZLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DiFFiCULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)




2D, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 24
GOLUMN 59
49 -1_053672E-05 t,628331E'03 -1.433669E'0S 3.57E714E'05 1627823E-03 1,305302E'04 S4
55 "2 44953E'03 053640E-03 6 759 5E'03 gB 0S8E'03 2.63S535E'02 2794921E-02 60
, COLUMN 60
I 4,tg740GE-04 1 178903E'03 "2.228798E-05 1.114213E'02 1.379EOTE'03 3,238162E'04 8
7 7 84193SE'04 "2.824498E'03 -?,1S0746E-O& 8.056993E'03 -2.705443E-03 4,768728E°03 12
13 -1.1|9304E'03 1.440300E'03 "S.E42955E'03 -4.339129E-04 "3726S81E'04 "2218878E-04 18
15 2.854488E-03 "1,61S862E'03 "1.274920E'03 -t,834404E'04 -479866BE'03 2.1BO237E'03 24
25 2 889E E-04 -6,282317E'03 "2 977440E'03 2.222527E'03 1,86S426E-03 -90S8644E°03 30
37 1.4ss?gsE'OS "2676291E-OS -4.777839E'05 3 lgS2SOE'O5 °l.T93593E'04 -3116771E-05 42
43 "8 37BG35E-04 -406372EE-03 71295453E'03 *2.548035E'03 "l.391083E-02 9.354787E'03 48
49 -1"743750E'04 .307752E'02 "5.04 E27E'04 2 56 OOE'04 1.307492E-02 8,?18E12E-04 54
SS °1.786450E'02 2.717086E'02 1.992985E'02 2,12gOSSE'03 _ 794921E'02 2.119200E'01 60
61 1.DGEOOEE'03 -6,224317E-03 2.279433E'02 O3
COLUMN E1
.... 1 .......... :1"7"?'34"84_:06 ............ _614i72"E'_05 ......... -4"4816"31"E-05 " _'1 IG'lI"24E_O_ .... l_3"g563"3"E :_ ........... _360"9900E_05 .... 6 ....
-A.466193E'04 "5.46851&E'04 3.007463E-04 l+3ESEOEE'03 "1108744E-03 1.253322E'03 12
°5500888E'05 "651421EE'OE -4.289564E'05 1813 -2.167402E'04 2831S6_E'04 "1,092240E'03
19 1.033643E'04 "2,07844SE'04 "2.21083EE-04 -1.14076EE'04 "9,3E?277E-04 4.332DOSE'04 24
-2.118796E-03 3025 -2.537748E'05 "1,338295E-03 -S+SSOGG3E'04 SEt383SE-04 _180524E'04
31 -4823535E'OG "374770EE-06 3241851E'OS -5 OBEO4OE-OS "4116361E'OE -23715ESE'OD 39
3_ l_6245&OE'O8 °3649752E'OD "7358002E*OS 1684616E'O£ "38ES846E'05 °3932061E'O6 42
-9722955E'0443 -4 478631E'04 g421360E'04 -4,9S4540E'03 -E.g?464?E*04 "4 t]EO?DE'03 4_
....... 4"9 ......... ;7"481"315E'-05 ........... 3"_1+O730E'_'0_ ...... _1".75440 _?s_ ............ g','42"8"227E_OS "315tO592E'_b3 1"_20"l"S'42E'04 54
S5 5 7EO525E-03 "3159335E-03 1.081EEtE-02 9.S14219E-03 8 425412E-03 1SGSOOEE-03 60
61 4.353014E'02 "t,911794E-Q2 -9065923E'03 63
COLUMN 02
1 5.8ES406E-06 271626EE-04 -1,483722E'04 -1.45i]59E-04 3478709E-04 -1 007628E-04 6
? -1744601E-03 "1.69ES30E'03 E,O29782E-04 3771887E-03 "2,226886E'03 3,300540E-03 12
3 -S 80937SE-04 7.668S83E-04 "5 OgBEgSE-O] "1415864E-04 "1,878981E'04 -1+214931E-04 t8
"'|g ................. 1.'980"826_03 .......... 6_4"286§0E:05 ............. :_",'70§23SE:04 ............ "1"._a_8"5"1"O2E'_0"4 .......... :'2"_'Gg?O4S'E':'O_ ........... I"'"18"4"_72_03 ...... 2"4""
25 31sOSglE-06 -3,824107E'03 "1544957E-03 1.787622E-03 7,76?984E-04 "5,89971EE-03 30
31 °1.2237?7E'05 "l,032384E'OS 8855172E'08 -1.104216E'OS "t 140936E-04 "8S33196E-06 36
3T 445GEE9E-06 "I,I16908E'OS "2.0AO936E'05 4.182308E'06 "1,054117E-04 "lSt1969E'OS 42
43 2323E?GE-03 "1271774E'03 3_808014E'03 7490746E'03 "1.394351E-02 1_285795E'03 4_
45 -1051231E-04 _023922E'03 "4.987391E"04 9.529|43E'05 8.023912E'03 4,404967E'04 54
55 "1666604E'02 2,958666E'02 "3.918910E-02 1724928E'02 2,941578E'03 -D.224317E'03 GO
6 " 9 1784E-02 BS4349E'O 7 IBO409E'03 83
COLUMN E3
1 3_837750E'0_ 9.6980B4E'OE -3.493303E-OD 1444678E'04 5.93079_E'05 2.02ES24E'05 S
T 2.303055E'04 "2.64913BE'04 -1.240044E'04 D.O41464E*04 2.528618E'05 3.E29170E-04 12
13 "6536462E-05 1.191926E'04 -4.789749E'04 "2.644167E'05 -2.S9242SE-Og -1.981421E'05 18
AH'IG THREE'DiMFNS[ONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1990 MSE/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
DiFFiCULT COMPONENTS DVT CONFiGURATiON #1 IFULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATR]X ., MAA
29
COLUMN E3
15 8+B44660E-04 5.874622E'05 -1.406914E-04 2,72740EE-0S -4.260523E-04 1696EOEE-04 24
25 5.846829E-O5 , -4.ES3994E-04 "2 366759E'04 2,725792E-04 1.1_4269E-04 -8._33044E-04 30
37 144S035E-06 -1.952666E-08 *3.290126E-06 2.70771EE-05 -1.356251E-09 -3.332386E-0G 42
43 1.248848E-03 1,902970E-0S 1.378576E-03 6,444202E-03 -S.26868EE'03 4458814E-03 48
49 8.3212TIE-07 1,93SIB4E-03 -7.89EtODE-OE 2,164672E-05 1.535117E'03 1.368982E-04 54
55 -9.702409E-03 1,306649E-02 -1.BB4861E-02 1.276940E-02 3.987S26E-03 2.279433E-02 60
61 -9 065923E-03 7.15840EE-03 3.933924E-02 63
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................OP,_C_I_L PPCE IS
OF POC_R QU,_,LiTY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP OYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROL5 MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS OYT CONFIGURATION N1 (FULL-UP}
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A |UILTUP TAILBOOM MOOEL
INTERMEDIATE MATR|X .. KAA
25, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/$7 PAGE 2E
COLUMN t
I 2.205376EeOS 1364769E+04 t 324322E+04 "l.6E717EE+05 "2.311843E+04 "I.S6ESESE÷04 G
? "3 152227E+04 7 184660E*03 3BOSO§4E+03 0 5174E+03 "5.5477|3E+03 2 730839E+03 2
..... i3 " :2324i08E;03 ....... l]43_78E+O2 ........ _&220ii__02 ......... 1_24983_02 ......... _l_313g_2E+01 .......... ;_.'2_2____01 .......... i8 ....
Ig -SE1711tE÷03 4 653g13E+02 2.437304E+02 "1.509241E+03 1.7gSt6gE÷03 "l.2440EGE+O 24
25 "l.T21263E+03 -1.843476E+03 143110TEJ02 "4.876462E+02 "1.514234E÷02 4.$433S3E÷02 30
........ -1_OSSBO4E÷01 "4 1411S2E_01 60
E1 IOBOE"73E+O0 9.393456E+00 ;1.158817E;00 ............................................................... 63"
COLUMN 2
t 13647EBB+04 4.370855E÷04 2.768704B_03 2700249E+04 "7.308588E÷04 "2.04a?2EE÷03 6
-1916010E+04 2.26895SE÷04 "4.386230E+02 2_2S?E7E÷03 "3.?E4502E+03 2_24942SE÷02 12
13 "1 ESSB34E÷03 263?486E÷02 7.845gS3E+02 1 16639SE÷02 "3141000E÷01 3.218g15E+01 1B
IS *?.837643E÷03 1.095415E+03 2.162464E+02 -1.4S2243E+03 24S253ge+03 "3_99SB29E+02 24
25 "2 169639E+03 "l.6BO443E+03 4.802780E+02
°5.406864Es02 "34007SIE+02 5 31E 05E+02 30
37 "2.123E91E+01 1.046793E+01 2.0RSO44E+O0 "3.424660E÷01 IES3$STE÷01 2.$86243E÷01 42
43 "1 OBOEEIE÷03 1.082478E+03 -1.916634E_03 "I.296B27E+03 2.937432E+02 "3.2263SOE÷02 4E
49 "1.629110E÷00 9102444E+01 -I.4SB491E+O0 "T.SE3459E+O0 9.IOOBOEE+01 "1115TSIE÷OG B4
ES "T,21ETOOE÷02 "l.489620E+01-464S212E÷01 1.33GOOSE÷02 "8.123986E+01 "6.290474E+01 60
1.957112E÷0061 5139922E-01 I 028533E÷01 - 63
COLUMN 3
T -IES4?O?E+04 -2.925335E+03 6.553607E÷03 6047014E+02 "3T95874E+03 31T8162E+03 12
13 -200714&E+03 1 3E44ETE*O_ "S02A431E÷02 1.01544EE+02 -1027?EBB+D1 -2 Eg4924E÷01 18
19
-3017413E+03 2 488GIBE+02 1.BTBSOOE÷02 "9.215015E÷02 _.370S72E÷02 1.342582E+02 24
25 9 519923E÷02 -1.07024TE+0_ 4.082SEEE+01 -3 2E2698E÷02 -5.4EEB40E+01 G.IR$4BEE+02 30
31 I 4517S7E_01 -311BlS3E+O0 9.854053E÷00 E.OE7017E*O0 8.?B9867E÷00 3723932E_00 3E
3T "1 9B&330E÷01 "2.E337SSE+O0 -1.OSO13EE+01 -I.B?8255E÷01 -3 ?03SSEE_O0 1.325536E÷01 42
43 -6 404031E÷02 3.301817E÷02 -4.277288E+02 -4 327921E÷02 8.642166E+01 -1.008254E÷02 48
"4§ .......... :'6"'O'SO'2"99E"Ot ....... 3:6"37503"e+0i ......... ;'_:3s'(O4"7"E':O'I ............ :2.54_648E+00 .......... 3":'6"3_j'6_E+01 ........ ;4"'f2"Ib'3"SE':02 ......... 54
65S -2394987E÷02 - 1442596E+0_ 4.343528E+01 -2+644591E÷OI -4_877562E+00 -1 996E83E+01 60
3 14S2TEE-OI 3 821419E+00 -S_EO5580E-O) $3
COLUMN 4
I "1.68717SE+05 2.700249E+04 1.SS819OE+04 S.421ESEE+05 "I_879591E+04 I.BBS559B÷04 6
? -2.G8583?E÷05 -I.225975E+04 "4.09GOlOE+04 E.E47BE7E÷02 3.598306E+04 1.720BEER+04 12
6.513124E÷0213 -1.2T4092E÷04 1.7ES243E+02 -4.$55920E+03 " 06 344E+01 " EEO24EE+02 1B
25 "9 02B94gE+03 "IOBO222E+04 3.S05545E+02 "2.57224EE÷03 "5.05707BE+02 .E28676E÷03 30
31 -E.129247E+O0 "222590SE÷01 E.750841E+O0 "3.234049E÷01 5884551E+01 t720021E+01 3E
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTDEER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT DONF]GURATION #I IFULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAIN5 A EU]LTUP TAILBOOM MDOEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX • KAA
2S, 1BED MSC/NASTRAN tO/lS/ST PAGE 27
COLUMN 4
49 "1.05TEEEE+01 S.510211E÷02 "1.990444E÷0t "2.E33434E+01 5.SOS5?EE+02. 734170EE÷00
55 "28EO897E+03 "1.132902E+02 S.021679E+02 -2.994T23E+02 -5+5261E3E+01 -2020752E÷02 _
.... G1 ...... 9.082)09E+0_ ...... 5:910877E+01 ........ :_.os6232"E_oo ........................................................................ 63 ....
COLUMN S
I "2311843E+04 "7.2085SBE+04 -1.000607E+03 "I.879EEIE÷04 1.EE4?SOE÷OS -£.6E2014E÷02 E
T 4.83824EE+04 "l.0S2122E+OS 2.E15510E÷03 3.0EE257E÷03 2.1$4002E+03 "l.348499E÷03 12
13 -1717348E+02 "S.?87812B+01 1.281BS2E+03 2.87003EE÷01 "I.SBEO3SE+O0 S.O33252E+OI 18
19 -4E3540EE+03 2.80?3S5E+03 -1.27960SE÷02 3.861437E+02 7 7SO6OSE÷02 -$035719E+02 24
25
........ :1',ls7l_.77.3_o_ ........... :4:338o28_*o2 ............. s.]_s_97e+o_ -1.SS5379E÷02 -S.OSS392E÷02 1 3 4514E÷03 30
31 116SO48E+02 1.31EOSOE+O0 _:'?S_'6"?'k'E+O'l ............... _:_i'S'1"a_'i .............. $:|'Y21"4"7"E+'01 ............ _'.'§0"6"_'$3E_0"_ ........ _6 ....
37 -I 466002E+02 S.490064E+O0 -4.423482E+01 -9733224E+01 E.1zaSo2E+OI -2.124440E÷0 42
43 -I 133843E_03 1.74129ZE÷03 -2.105070E+03 -SEB1306E÷02 5.872556E+02 -S 026442E÷01 48
49 145S729E OO "5.SS910BE÷O_ E.SO757?E+O0 "G.T476OEE+00 "E.S?OOIOE+OI -E.&$5976E+OC $4
E5 "3739R39E+02 "6.310731B+0t 8.404624E+01 -5.350046E÷01 "9.609312E+00 "S.?E3132E+OI 60
61 "3.$47152E+00 -466S494E+00 "2.4476E2E+O0 83
COLUMN 6
i " :1.86886BE_04 ............. :2:044725E_03 ........ :2_?0941"3E_0_ ............. {.SES99EE_04 ........... ;8:652014E+02 ........ V.934_5OE_04 .......... S .....
? 3.0EO288E÷04 ?.161BooR+03 -5.941579E÷04 -2.2§E488E+03 -1.132627E+04 8491E35E+03 12 "
'iiiiili!ii!:]ii!iiiii!i':!i!!ii!iiiil: iiiiiiiill:iiiiiii!iii ii2E31 - . . • .
37 $1B60353E÷Ol
43 "8730944E÷02 -3.448200E+02 3.3S6832E÷02 "$.2613?2E÷02 - S40 05E+02 -1 E87 T4E+02 4S
.... 49 ......... :2.49246iE_00 ............. 1:|ko264E+02 ....... ;S:824d27_'_O0 ............ :1:d?9_oE+_b ................ ]:i80fSSd+02 .............. ao54d'2J[_ ........... _ .....
55 -34B?994E+02 5.08?2SEE+O0 5.294330E÷01 -3.106478E+01 -5.glo144E÷O0 -1 294234E÷O 60
61 2961871E+O0 1.21036BE+01 9.3093B3E-02 . E3
COLUMN 7
1 -3 152227E÷04 "1.91EgtOE+04 -1.654707E+04 -2.$ESB37E+05 4.83E248E+04 3.0BO20BE+04 6
T 5.400?E4E+05 1.886310E*04 9.044010E÷03 "1.078331E+04 "O.475579E+04 1.679839E+04 12
13 "1249270E÷04 -t437S88E+O] "5.$63794E+03 6.715266E÷02 1.23?2E6E*02 -2 094S01E+02 18
.... i9 .......... ;'6",'ES'4S'SB_+0"4 ...... :S':'_'SbO_Se;'b'3 ............ i"."f_'_'i's'_;03 ...... :2."_'_'SS2SE;0"4 ............... 2":'4i_'_';'04 ........ ;'2:_64"fk'ke_o2 ........... 24
25 "1.3S9812E+04 -I.B31852E+04 3.ITiEOGE+Ot -2.41048_E+03 1170317E+02 " S4EEgTE÷04 30
31 "3B?2104E+02 "3.4421BSE+OI -1.3657E3E÷02 -3.934BEEE÷02 -I.00444EE÷02 "4.84274EE+01 36
37 "1.l$SiSEE+02 4.962324E+01 -2.14TERSE+01 "2.361041E+02 "1.349019E+02 1424504E÷02 42
43 -2.293E24E÷04 "1.809BITE÷03 °l.50GO48E+04 "1.2BE?tee+04 "2.589797E+03 "5600097E+03 48
49 "4.ES419EE÷01 2.441161E÷03 "I,234122E+02 "E.lOE822E÷O1 2.440ETOE+03 EEOISB|E÷01 54
$5 -8 ?91Et2E÷03 "S.704381E÷01 1+460063E÷03 "8.365040E÷02 "I.5S1334E+02 °428256 E+02 60
61 5.709007E÷01 2EEl?TIE÷03 -5.043ESSE+O0
COLUMN B
I 7.1|4EOOE+03 2.2869SSE+04 -2.92S23SE+03 -122BETEE+04 -1.052122E+05 7.161BOOR÷03 6
? "l.G$1310E÷04 1.519179E+05 "$.45830EE÷03 "90?1?BIB+03 1.4070E1E+04 1.$22094E_04 12
13 "1.0t113GE+03 1.400197E+03 "I.BBIO3OE+04 °3.272S36E_02 2.907S48E÷01 "6.271919B÷02 I&
_G|N_:_e. PAGE IS
OF PO0_ _JALITY
AH'I_ THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS G¥T CONF]GURAT]ON #1 (FULL'UPI
TH]$ VERSION CONTAINS A OUILTUP TAILOOOM MODEL
]NTERMEOIATE MATR|X KAA
2G, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/|5/87 PAtE 28
COLUMN B
19 3,938325E÷03 2.9120TOE+03 "1.T88590E÷03 1096511E+04 "3,334644E+04 ? 029242E÷03 24
-3.E29009E*04 -8.48?294E÷03 2265836E+03 11$4940E÷03 3025 "9.523S88E+03 1.310476E+03 ....................
37 -6131721E+01 "2+588985E+02 S.g57894E÷00 "2.792034E+02 "2.088148E+02 -E?20824E+01 42
43 3 ?43672E÷03 767844E÷03 E.O2800TE+03 7.365980E+02 "1.319869E+03 -3.328243E+02 48
44 2 923210E+00 1.0593S8E÷03 -4.607108E+01 -2.6566SSE÷00 1.059359E+03 4105931E÷01 54
55 -1.011101E÷02 "5.G?4724E+01 "4T36967E+01 S,]?94EEE+01 g.sg8642E+00 1136403E+02 80
61 1.621016E+01 5 OE&22SE_01 _.305831E÷00 63
COLUMN 9 ..................... 2":'8"IS410"E;03 -g §4"iS_g'_O_ ........ S'"
7 9.044810E+03 -E.458_69E+03 1 118662E+05 -5 tOEt?TE÷O3 4+_30126E÷03 -S42_222E+04 12
13 -4.896825E÷03 "1.24077TE+03 "132697EE+04 "t.241119E+01 ? 6661EEE+Ot -51_%0008E+02 18
19 1.643996E÷04 1.E31?G?E+O_ 5,4481T8E+02 1911_31E÷03 1.34454EE+04 "4 TEO253E+03 24
25 "1.88122EE+03 -5.52EE18E+o3 -2.t0162?E÷03 "22EG_?EE÷03 -6.584635E+02 _515EE2E÷03 30
3E
31 107rETIE+02 -5.907694E+01 -2.567900E+02 2 72S544E+02 2,672243E+02 180523TE*02
31 9409448E÷00 1.392049E+02 "1574914E+02 2 37G?37E+02 3.EG2212E+01 1 660646E÷01 42
b.390593E+03 1.039532E+0_ 6.670ETBE+03 4 181268E÷03 1,B7368EE÷03 2 828432E+03 4843 ....
4§ .............. 2 i3773_ ...... ;J:3S_41iE+03 ...... T_daSegE+O_ 24142__E+6_ ........... :_:3g_332d;b_ ........ :4204g'_2_;0i " " s4
SE 3.692T86E÷03 1.0T7225E÷01 "S.958313E+02 3 320299E+02 6+10324EE÷01 12987E4E+02 60
61 -3.112284E+01 -1.289459E*02 -_.260996E-01 63
COLUMN 10
1 1015174E+03 2,3287GTE÷03 6047014E+02 8.E47EBTE+02 3 OE625?E+03 -2258488E+03
? -1,076331E+04 -90T_TEIE÷03 -5.108111E+03 7.609326E+0E -IEE9642E+04 -13T8232E+OE 12
2 1 242671E÷04 "4 29788SE+04 1.389672E÷OE 2 488882E÷03 3064BODE+03 5.428283E÷03 18
..... _'9 ............. _':Bg?24GE_03 .......... ;_':'05033_E÷0"4 ............ 1".'405_'1_E'+04 ..... _.'g'lB_l"6E;0"4 ....... :3:'51"5§2JE$05 ..... 1" 7872"47"E;04 24
25 -G.EOI364E+04 -2943579E+05 -1.293067E+04 -7 7894GBE+03 "4317041E+02 -1.31210EE+04 30
31 "7291643E÷01 1.365359E+02 -1,270606E_02 8257979E÷01 lOE4SIOE+02 -E270108E+02 36
37 9 368429E+01 _768592E+01 2,427083E÷02 -2,089674E+02 "7,SE2939E÷01 88T1033E+02 42
43 "1.21844GE+03 3.BE6499E+03 -6,332673E*03 -?,675E26E+02 4.214224E+03 1101170E+03 48
49 1.2E3170E+01 "1.80718&E+03 9784664E+01 "GOB8892E÷O0 "1.007176E÷03 -8.313681E+01 54
55 E 272420E+02 "1403242E+02 "7757639E-01 -B,044171E÷01 -9.?589E8E+O0 -2238933E+02 60
-4 32349E+01 -1248522E+02 "1822920E÷01 83
COLUMN I!
| -5,547713E+03 -3764E02E+03 -3794874E_03 "3E98306E+04 2 154002E+03 "1 132827E+04 6
7 "847EE79E+04 1407091E+04 4.83012EE+03 -tGB9842E÷04 3.TEOEOOE÷05 "5.959710E÷03 12
S 4545E2E÷01 -2.E85630E+02 "G3945EOE+02 1813 -t.262590E+04 3.&43582E+03 -1,G4BSTOE+04
19 -1450045E+05 -E.00EO41E+02 g+I429?EE+03 1029665E÷04 2.430836E+04 "I.Bg4926E÷03 24
25 "1.$04S92E+04 -1.150864E+04 2.658177E÷02 1948141E+04 5744E2EE+03 23§4074E÷04 30
31 "8 _29598E+01 "2 4t4404E+01 -3811484E÷01 2899086E÷02 1.922781E+02 8223143E÷02 3G
.... _'? .............. ;_'I'257226E+OJ ....... 2:$00584E';'01 ....... 14""_43S'1"3E+0"1 ............ 4663"B'86E_00 ........ ;'2":4"84949"E'$'02 ...... ;'4_37044E÷01 ..... 4"2 "
43 "2.G89E69E+04 -1.EES136E+04 4.627311E+02 1174589E+04 -4172874E÷03 "3833361E+03 4_
49 "7170717E+01 I_E04870E+03 "989E?22E+01 2388691E+01 1.EO4EOEE+03 6 413133E+01 44
45 "7.SE223EE+03 4.264074E+02 1.17ESTEE+03 4902445E+02 -1,31_619E+02 -3130071E+02 60
G! 6.089SIDE+El 2.42E787E_02 "2182796E+00 83
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL OU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
O[FFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF]GURAT|ON #1 (FULL-UP]
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILDOOM MODEL
]NTERMEDiATE MATRIX ... KAA
2E
COLUMN 12
1 2.73083EE+03 2.24E42EE+02 317&1E2E+03 1120488E+04 -1.3484EEE403 8 49153EE÷03 6
7 1 ETg830E÷04 4220444÷04 "5 427222E+04 "1 3TE233E+05 "5.9S4710E÷03 5,2E?EITE÷OE 12
19 "3 424173E+03 -6.0238lEE÷03 3.0EE104E+02 "4.BB87E3E÷03 1.042009E+05 -2.918E29E+04 24
25 6.43472EE+03 2.708263E+04 1456704E÷04 *6.OEE269E÷03 -T4E1E29E+03 "3.917EEOE÷04 30
3 -E 70S226E-02 6.225700E+01 -4.EE85EEE+01 1403138E+02 -B,944401E+01 -9.1ElSE?E÷02 28
21 -g,38130EE+01 3.917923E+01 4.487EB|E+01 4.3EE291E+01 1.004019E+03 -4.611772E+02 42
43 1.802090E+03 7.6EB491E÷03 -9.194S?OE+03 1.112583E÷03 5.$17212E+03 3.393224E÷03 48
49 2.949713E÷01 -2.437734E+03 1 42S?09E+02 -1S60216E÷00 -2437646E+03 -1017224E÷02 S4
5E 2 S42372E+03 -2 42 576E-02 -2 70044 E+02 1 20tG21E÷02 2.209744E+01 -1.717983E_02 60
....... S_ ............ :'g'."I"BS_SE_'i .......... :'2":'0_'t'427E÷'62 ............. 11":S_S_'6"6_'_0_I .............................................................................................. s3 ....
COLUMN 13
1 -2.224108E+03 "1,844834E+03 -2,007148E÷02 -1.274092E÷04 -I.71134EE+02 "5.640725E+03 6
7 1,2492_0E+04 -1.01ll35E+02 4.&gEE25E+03 1.242871E+04 I 262590E÷04 -1,955617E+04 12
13 B,6S4410E+04 -1.225084E÷01 2.659680E+04 "3.$47224E+03 2.1ELIDED÷01 9_970088E+02 18
tg -6,082304E+03 4,600043E+02 4.013S04E+02 "1.$45813E+03 "3.T636EOE+03 2.3g3763E+03 24
-6.000170E+03 3,120878E+0325 -2 349070E÷03 -1 3S4343E*03 -4.18941EE+02 3.674456E+02 30
......3_ ................ _._238_E;oo ............. :_:_e÷'o_ ............... _"4_____t ............. _o0_9'_3E-66 .............. :_:_4go__+_o ............... _,'o3_$__;o_ ............ 36
37 °1.843304E÷01 -?.0139SOE+00 -3.373884E+01 -2.0EI408E÷01 -?.EGIOEOE÷OI 52817E_E+01 42
43 "1.059980E÷03 1142901E÷02 1.454204E÷02 -?,EO50S4E÷02 "I.ES3096E÷02 -31409S0E+02 44
49 -2.E28649E+00 2.023761E÷02 "E,OO6029E+00 "3,97EO69E÷00 2.02364EE+02 $.02022EE+00 $4
55 "5.18689SE+02 -1.029010E+01 EI4989TE+O! "4.727024E+01 "8.E3E96?E*00 -21142ETE+01 GO
El 3.986545E+00 1.137929E+01 9.000296E'02 82
COLUMN 14
T -1,437E88E+03 1.4001E?E÷02 *1.240177E÷03 -4.3_788SE*04 3.643§82E÷03 -1.391316E÷04 12
12 -I,225084E÷01 E.112SO3E+04 1.267002E÷04 3.6E267EE÷02 -4.740040E÷03 E.24332?E÷02 1E
19 "1,009106E+03 -£.41534lE+03 2.2E871BE+02 E.O?lE01E÷02 "E.§82652E+O! -2.528361E÷03 24
25 -6.216884E+02 1,20TllTE+03 390882SE+03 -1.165327E÷02 -1.341El?E÷03 2.435219E÷02 30
31 3,E?E042E+00 2.362713E+01 -IEES36TE+01 14G1459E+01 1.03E28EE÷02 -84402E4E÷01 24
37 -2.OE2163E+00 I.EBSTE2E+01 3.38&24SE+O_ -4.159104E+01 E,O?lB38E+01 _ 48849TE÷02 42
42 "2 E8415SE+02 2.1840 4E+03 °2482921E+03 "3.0861E4E+02 1,4338SEE÷03 3.901754E+02 48
.... 4_ ................ g"_2|_o_E;_6 .............. :_:_'_g9_;_2 ............... 3._S___! .............. ;_:9'_3__;0b ........... :_:_]_SgE+02 ........... ;_.S_2722E_b( .............. s_ ....
E5 2.341880E+02 -7.44098EB+01 6.868S15E+00 "2.066341E+01 -2.2gEE?BE÷DO -7.43E_BEE+0! 60
61 "l,3E7403E+01 "4.010633E+01 -E.IO7403E÷00 83
COLUMN 15
1 -6.220118E+02 7.84EOE3E÷02 "4.024431E+02 -4.905920E+03 1.281962E+03 -3.048401E÷02 6
7 "S.S62794E÷03 -1.EE9030E+04 "!.326975E÷04 1.389ET2E÷OE -1.E4&ETEE÷04 "3.964EO2E÷OE 12
1.267002E÷04 1.996362E+06 -T.064ETTE+023 2 6S9680E÷04 7.273561E+03 -!.$47714E+06 18
'|s .................. ;_:_3e_2_63 ............... 2:'s3128_;63 ............ ;a:_o'2"E';o_ ........... s:_____¥_;03 ........... ;$:__'i_E;o4 .............. _.0_i'_'_'4_;_ ................_ ....
25 "T.77023EE+03 *?,994047E+04 -2.70528EE÷04 3.3_998EE÷02 3,011162E÷02 -2.882E74E+04 30
31 -4.933127E+01 "8,0C2SSEE÷O! _.286421E+01 6.816237E÷01 -8.2104|SE+02 "3.374174E+02 36
97 S.011837E÷00 "T,441913E+01 -1.208883E÷02 1.411384E+02 -2.310642E÷01 -T,037867E+02 42
43 1.TE3|_IE+03 *E,427796E+03 $.0EOTS4E÷03 9.174404E÷02 -4.218801E÷03 -$,404051E+02 4E
AH'ICTHREE-O|MENS|ONALBUiLTUPDYNAMICSMODEL_/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE M_TRIX . KAA
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/97 PAGE 30
COLUMN 15
' 9.9933559+00 17T29889÷0349 -I 4167479÷01 t772893E+03 "9.452459E+01 8.5306999_01 54
95 -6 106931E_02 17995499+02 "5159988E+01 9.253778E+01 1.4890749÷0 246736&E÷02 60
COLUMN IS
I 1.2499399+02 II593989+02 1.OIS449E+02 S.9131249+02 2.870036E+01 2.?790399÷02 $
? 67152669+02 "3.2729369+02 "1.241t199÷01 2.488882E+03 5.4945529÷01 -9.1126279+03 12
13 -3.S472249+03 36928769+02 72739619+03 1.123039E+03 -21980489÷01 29388109+02 IS
19 39592009+02 38155909÷00 -? 220209E,01 2.6345969+02 -1.334542E÷03 42075409+02 24
25 -25441189+01 -1224999E÷03
-41951T6E÷02 1.048392E+02 8 9446789+01 5.699109E÷01 30
37 139T279E÷00 -5 T002939-01 -13893639÷00 2.48T4199÷00 "73142219+00 "3 3697709+00 42
43 1009437E÷02 -1395997E÷02 1.995045E+02 9.3351989÷01 "8.224911E+01 -1 4914469÷01 49
49 -2.13S1029-01 2.499084E+01 -1.9932&09+00 4.S4S6009-01 2 4961259+_1 1.33T4589+00 54
5-S 1.2859779÷01 5.040?799+00 -4.9203579+00 3.ESEEEEE+O0 6+907798E-0t 99317529÷00 60
61 6 912T93E-01 1 743682E÷00 3.2609659-01 63
COLOMN 17
9+5110129÷00 "" G + ""
7 1.2372569+02 2 9079489+01 7.6691599+01 3.094899E+03 -2.599630E_02 7 4422499÷02 12
13 2 151196E÷01 -4 740040E÷03 -70949779+02 "=.1890499+01 78903909+02 -3.0769309+01 18
19 5 2261349÷01 5.002614E+02 -1.3824179÷02 "5.389E679+01 25224039÷02 1.0989899÷02 24
2S 75841729÷01 2 1444939+02
-1.938938E+02 6,5503129+01 6.9772849+01 2.448210E÷01 30
3t 10390039-01 -1364361E÷00 1.0919409+00 "9.369990E-01 -4.340392E+00 54S7036E÷00 39
37 -12T294?E-01 -9493249E-01 -21391289+00 24960949+00 -1999104E+00 -9708458E+00 42
43 S 441946E+00 -1.214491E+02 1.235838E+02 1789199E+01 -7.429281E+01 -19675169+01 49
95 -1092499E+01 41994549÷00 -5770348E-01 1.204953E+00 I.OSISOIE-Ol 38759519+00 90
61 69021189-01 1.99G7299+00 2+5966349-01 93
COLUMN IS
I -2 262037E+01 3 218919E+01 "2.9949249+01 "18502489+02 5.033252E÷01 "1 I942239+02 6
? "20949019+02 -6 2719199+02 -9.1900099÷02 54292939÷03 "6.394950E+02 "t.5969739_04 12
13 99?00889+02 5 29332TE+02 "1.5477149÷06 2.9368109+02 "3.0769309+01 1.5693969+06 18
...... 19 ...... _2821"878E;0"2 ....... g SS4_30"E;'01 ..... :3""'34"4g'O'E+02 .......... 2"4"32"82§E_02 .... :2"1"9"2"139E';'03 ...... 7"§59"?'82E+02 ....... 2_""
25 "303TE61E+02 -3 133344E+03 "IOESO3EE+03 1.3529429÷01 I1178364E+02 "11290469+03 30
31 "1.940494E+00 "314391EE÷00 24464749÷00 2_6684929÷00 -321139EE+01 "13223999÷01 3E
37 23429099-01 -29079359÷00 -47131569+00 5.6237199÷00 -9t214889-01 -2.7488659÷01 42
43 69997009+01 "2 1229939_02 3 158275E+02 3.645279E+01 "1.6476379+02 -2487288E÷01 48
49 -9.9201679-01 692117SE÷01 "3691122E+00 3.931244E'01 8.9211479÷01 33322049+00 94
SE "2.390745E+01 ?0415919÷00 "20T7605E+00 3.6521489+00 99899499-01 9669309E+00 60
61 t.$23824E÷00 4.7645399+00 6743093E'0t 63
COLUMN 18
1 "9.9471119+03 -?.837|439÷03 -3 0174139+03 "3.044204E+04 "4535409E+03 "4 776901E+03 6
? 8.9949889÷04 3.938325E÷03 18439969_04 8.997246E+03 "14900499÷05 "3.424173E÷03 1_
13 -6.082304E÷03 -1.0091099÷03 -7 3363289+03 39992009+02 5 2261349+01 "2 921978E+02 18
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU_LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28. T990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/19/E? PAGE
DIFFICULT COMFONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION _1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBO0_ MODEL
• INTERMEDIATE MATRIK ... KAA
COLUMN 19
19 9.0276119_09 -3.9969339+03 "1.8348709÷04 "1.6324039÷04 21296119+04 -2.129740E+03 24
25 -I.7701869÷04 "2.8951299÷04 - -2.022428E+03 "$.3477N?E+04 -3 182E709+03 _ 8708999+03 30
37 "1.9163199+02 1.5217939÷01 "2.0007099+01 "2.5943889÷02 13929R29÷02 3.6719449÷01 42
43 -9.1799179+04 5.714742E÷03 1.01405tE+04 -4.489529E+04 93104519+03 5.]961569+03 49
49 -9.7977989÷01 3.059037E÷02 1.2622919+02 -I.887435E+02 3.0S44449+02 -I.]044339+01 94
SE "1.9493919_04 "4 430143E÷02 3.3234699+03 "1.9699139+03 "3.E£40929÷02 "1.7239019÷03 60
-I 7790949÷0061 . 2.036_549+02 "4.4481909+01 53
COLUMN 20
..... i............ _ss3$13_;02 " " " K:b__4i_;63 ................ _'_i_'i'8"E'¥_ ............. I"':'|'32"_03 ............ 2:'a'_SS'S';'_ ........ :T'.'_'2"s'i2_O_ ............... S'"
7 -5160079E+03 29120709÷03 I931787E+03 "T0503379÷04 -S.OOBO4IE+03 -8.0239189÷03 2
13 4.9000439÷02 -64153459÷03 2.535287E+03 3.8155909+00 9.0026149÷02 9.564130E+0 18
19 -3.969633E_03 19657429+09 "5.6337409÷03 -1.4141469÷04 "1.3089909+04 E.14221_E+03 24
25 t.2998479÷04 -1.949483E+04 "4.76T348E÷03 3.4974099÷03 "3.164S70E+04 1.4279219÷04 30
31 -9.43ETS9E÷01 4 1647649+01 3.900573E+01 -1.0749999÷01 "7.4598499+02 "9.525552E+02 36
37 92575819+01 4.579718E+01 "453797SE+01 2.1879399÷01 "7729691E÷02 9.851350E÷02 42
43 9 t279809+03 -9.29$7939+04 -8.2146699÷03 "8.9091289+02 2.6898019+03 2.5762939+03 48
-49 " :s.i3s_3_;oi ............ :_;'i'soss_;O_ ........... }__s_2ke_o2 ............. _.__k_;_i .......... :_;is_*_ .......... :S.i_3oss_;_f .......... s_
99 1.4395019÷03 1.25372TE+93 "3.0428399÷02 4.1482479÷01 "6.482399E-01 *E.9099799÷01 gO
61 "110004469÷01 -95404909÷01 -1.3699409+01 83
COLUMN 21
1 2.4373049+02 21624649÷02 1.87S800E+02 1.3779219÷03 "1.279N059÷02 8.2928389+02 6
7 1.1431159+03 "1.7889909÷03 S 4491789+02 1 405716E÷04 9.1429799+03 3.0851049÷02 t2
3 4.0139049+02 2.298719E+03 "4.0270029+03 "7_220209E÷01 "1.3824 7E÷02 "3.134490E+02 18
25 "?.0697299÷01 "4.1T$E4IE÷O3 "2.4631609+03 2.596?I6E+03 "35398719÷03 "1.7756999÷05 30
31 -6.485764E_00 "2.196184E÷00 1.9351189÷00 "9.3892599+00 "8.5865379+01 "7.8283749÷00 36
37 -7.900339E÷00 "1.6992S89÷01 1.0364769+01 4.0090139+01 1.EE92099÷02 "3.EE77619÷02 42
43 9.27S2759÷02 E.T24S439÷02 "1.4280889+04 4.9702189÷02 "t.8888249÷03 1.3093079÷02 48
49 9.7684899-01 1.0462409÷03 -4.6701929÷01 "4.3877§19+00 1.046234E+03 474263SE+01 94
95 -4.347312E÷02 "4.91§808E+01 3.3134349+01 8.?719019+01 1.231184E÷01 1.2702339+02 SO
61 1.8993409÷01 9.2790659÷01 9.329841E+00 63
COLUMN 22
1 -I,$092419+03 -1.4622439÷03 "9.219019E+02 -S.9043099+03 3.S9143TE+02 -2.618612E+03 6
T "21199299+04 1.096511E÷04 "1.911931E+03 7.910719E+04 "1.02919SE÷04 -4.8997939÷03 12
13 *t.949_139÷03 5.071801E+02 6.1635779+03 2.9345669+02 "5.3EE$E?E÷01 2.4328_99÷02 16
19 *1,6324039÷04 -I.414148E÷04 2.9307319÷03 5.]249909+04 "8.SS219TE+04 2.8971849÷03 24
2S I,_037199÷04 1.0359049+04 "7.9595139+02 "2.666147E+03 9.0299339÷01 "1.3365059÷02 30
I.EEESBSE÷O031 "7.S8_&349÷00 5.4445139_00 "2 E0309SE+O " OIE4E4E÷Ol "9.4828649+00 36
43 -3.9819099+03 "E.9790|79÷02 -4.N27542E÷02 "2.040904E+03 -I.692969E+02 *6.9111169÷02 48
49 "T.TS?173E÷O0 2 4491iEE+02 "1 199992E+01 "S.2917039_00 2.449399E÷02 $.7913119*O0 94
SS "1.2912979÷03 21232399_00 2.08432NE÷02 -1.2722199÷02 "2.3797399÷01 *?.9391339+01 EO
El 6.E74099E+O0 3.2113909+01 "1.SE92T49÷O0 63
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL EU|LTUP OYNAMIDG MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFICURATIDN #1 (FULL'UP)
THiS VERSION CONTA|NS A BUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
INTERMEDZATE MATRIX .
2E, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN I0/lS/87 PAGE 32
COLUMN 23
1 I.TgB16BE÷03 2 492639E÷03 86370872E÷02 9.E70706E÷03 7.79080EE÷02 1+g47168E÷03 $
? 2 4BO264E+04 "3 33484EE+04 t 3E4E4gE÷04 +3.516921E+05 2.B3OE]EE÷04 1.04200EE÷OE 12
....... _63 ....... ;_+_83_86E+03 .......... ;8!$82652E;01 ......... ;5:581+6|0E+04 ........... :_3634+642E;0_ ............... 2:522403E+02 ............ ;26619213i+_;03 ............ 18 ....
19 2"129611E+04 "1 308980E+04 "2 352439E÷03 "8.S62167E+04 4 943167E÷05 -E.3933IEE+04 24
25 "1:142599E÷04 "1:01324EE+06 "2:308976E÷04 6.EOEEOEE+03 4.879173E÷03 T.6738T2E_03 30
31 -4.$TE244E+01 -5.3003ERE+01 1.228601E+01 6+078624E+O! -4.R946T4E+02 ?.EO4271E÷01 36
3? 1_118467E+02 -4.072752E+0! -2.E2T&9OE÷Ol "2.20TEOEE÷01 "?+5]SEEOE÷02 2602299E+02 42
43 6910743E÷03 -2066323E+03 9.993925E÷03 2.394246E÷03 "3.TE49E3E+03 "1 25E193E÷03 48
49 "4146642E+O0 IR949ABE÷03 -9.S3248EE+01 8".STEEOEE+O0 1.BB4996E÷03 6108378E÷01 $4
55 3 205362E+0 8 40864E÷0 -I 482834E÷02 1.301452E÷02 2.348716E÷01 2733768E+02 60
61 .................. 3"k'EST'EVBE_O" + ........... i'_'i'095_E+6+2 ........ _''_47_'idS'_O" _ ........................................................................... 6_'"
COLUMN 24
I "1.244088E+01 "3.99§926E+02 1.342E82E÷02 3.900974E+02 "E.O3B71BE÷02 4.2EIEOEE+02 ____6
? 2.364166E+02 ?.029242E÷03 "4_?$02B3E÷03 1787247E+04 "l.E94E2$E+03 "3.918629E÷04 12
13 2393763E+03 -2536361E÷03 2031964E÷04 4.207540E+02 lOEEiEEE+02 7.ES9782E÷02 18
19 "2 129740E+03 5 14221]E+03 29173R5E÷02 2.EET184E+03 -5.39331EE÷04 2_013534E÷04 24
25 21621EgE÷02 2682038E+04 S.190E91E+03 "1418119E+03 -1.S262E4E+03 "3 183869E÷03 30
................ I.Si4912E÷02
_1 +I_5_I0§E;0i + 2:814538E;01 ........ ;13346643E+01 .... _§8028_4E;01 ...................................... ;S+?oIgI3_+01 38 ....
37 "2.687884E+01 I 518611E+01 311+417E+01 1409029E-01 2.?20RSIE+02 "7.376528E+01 42
43 9237235E+02 1816527E+03 "3649652E+03 "2420992E÷02 1.628843E+03 6873721E+02 4_
49 56&I?TEgE÷00 -T.467897E*02 4108gOOE+01 "2.263382E+00 "7.487E3EE+02 -3227468E+01 54
6OE5 4.006348E+02 "5.983726E÷01 +l.1077ESE+01 "8.863295E÷00 "1.218171E+0C -81ES74EE÷01
61 "17303T4E+OI *5.319169E÷01 "6 112326E+00 63
COLUMN 25
.... I ............ _I+72i283E+03 ...... ;2:169639E+03 ......... ;9:5196926_E _'+ -96028949E_03 :i+:+6_8_3E_03 ;1423364E+03 ........... 6
7 -1.359612E÷04 "9.523ERRE÷03 -I.881226E÷03 -6.801384E÷04 "1EO4§i3E÷O4 643E72BE+03 12
13 "2.349070E÷03 "$.216EE4E÷02 -7.TTO33OE÷03 "2.644136E÷01 T.EE41T2E÷01 "3.03?Bite÷02 18
19 "1.770186E+04 1.296E4?E+04 -7.ORE72OE+OI 1.603719E÷04 -1+142EEEE÷04 2.t$216EE÷02 34
25 S.247486E+04 T.TET330E÷04 2.3B$4EEE÷03 "1.618233E÷03 -1.714627E602 sg84288E+03 30
31 -9.E13303E+00 -2.090031E601 "t.36911EE÷01 1 41TEEOE+00 7.034486E601 $223120E+01 36
37 -2.725373E+01 +7.719612E600 -I.070105E+01 -5.886379E601 2.8BO10SE+00 373EB44E+01 42
43 "3 E32tG4E+03 1969956E603 "2 3E21S2E÷03 "2.374079E÷03 5.603057E+02 -4404274E+02 45
....... 49 ............. ;_?S_tlS_oo ............ Y++?+oYE_S_+02 ............. :_¥_5_646;00 ............. :_07646E_0i .............. i:_f_2_S+_2 ......... :Y+_s_3ss_;o_ ...... _4
55 "1:270142E÷03 -84415TEE+OI 2.322714E÷02 -1407857E÷02 -2.4029TgZ+01 -1106229E602 60
61 ?740497E'01 17843786÷01 "3.303330E÷00 $3
COLUMN 2E
1 -1843476E+03 "1.660443E÷03 "1.07024?E603 "1080222E÷04 -4633802RE+03 -2.392406E+03 $
7 +1.E]18E2E+04 -3629006E÷04 "E.E26518E÷03 "26943E?EE+O$ -16168064E+06 3.70E253E+04 12
3 "66900170E+03 .207117E÷03 "7.EREO47E+04 "l+224EEEE+03 2.144483E602 "3 133344E÷03 18
..... i9 .......... ;2 S_St2+SE_O_ .......... :i:S_8i_3_;04 ........... :4 Y¥sa4+_E_3 ........... f 0_SS04_;O4 : :_3_4_S+06 .......... _.sa20_se;o4 ............... 24
25 ?.?47330E+04 4439984E+05 4.SEE?DEE÷04 "1613437E+03 3.93E3tlE÷03 "1.845421E÷04 30
31 "g.gs4743E÷01 -46568666E÷01 2.4B1304E+Ot 1184E26E+02 -g.S?O71EE+02 "4.308t44E602 3$
37 2.482792E÷01 "6.231026E*01 "1.017544E+02 "3.880EG3E+01 -4044846E+02 "1.7]0314E_02 42
43 -12B34TTE+03 "?E88377E+02 7.5]E$21E÷03 "2T?2812E+03 -3.408150E÷0] -t.95416EE+03 44
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUXLTUP DYNAM)C$ MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UPJ
OCTOBER 26, 1490 MSC/NASTNAN 10/15/87 PAGE 33
TH]5 VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAiLEOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . KAA
COLUMN 26
-I.49 -t.70$33$E÷01 2.725T94E÷03 "t.269881E÷02 883T?4E÷01 273573$E÷03 1.044887E÷02 44
55 -2 930902E+03 "6 332 E E÷OO 36348467E÷02 "l.38T323E÷02 -267T2014E÷01 1+10681EE÷02 60
COLUMN 27
1 1.431107_÷02 4.BO2780E+02 4.063889E+01 3.E06545E+02 _.378797E+02 -5.6911EEE÷01 G
7 3.17940EE601 -E.48T294E+03 "2.101$27E+03 -I.2930ETE+04 2.BS01T?E+02 1456704E÷04 12
13 -1.354343E+03 3.904824E÷03 -2.706285E÷04 -4.195176E_02 -1.838636E÷02 -I.049034E+03 18
IE -2.022428E÷03 -4.767348E+03 -2+463180E÷03 +7.EBgS13E÷02 -2.3086TSE÷04 $.190691E603 24
25 2.3864EEE+03 4.644706E÷04 1.E42157E÷04 3.EEE444E÷02 1+ES998EE÷03 -9.803327E+03 30
37 11430971E601 -2.83290EE÷01 -5.100677E+01 3.B$6985E+01 -I.372306E÷02 -1_704426E+02 42
43 1.026479E+03 -2.01940EE÷03 4.033334E+03 2.733771E+02 -I.936180E÷03 -4.8466BEE+02 48
49 -6.270117E÷00 9.1S0334E+02 -4.7446E3E+01 2.$64844E÷00 9+tE0272E÷02 4.118374E+01 54
ES -4.173710E÷02 E.E14E99E+01 -1.EE$465E÷O0 2.7E3153E÷01 4.210616E÷00 1.074TIRE+02 60
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31 2,242983E+00 -2152045E+00 2,7595875+00 9.9427365÷01 -1.2753575÷01 -t+5402475÷02 35
37 -5,176347E+01 T.3854315+01 -4,092275E÷01 -6.2844585÷02 "1,894B425÷03 28015545÷03 42
43 -1 045 gOE+O -4.4940535+0D -5155951E+01 3 2864_75÷01 -I+5577405+01 2,5627955÷01 48
-"4+s .................... _+o_s_ssE_o2 ........ _s+/24_a_ee;66 .............. Y.+_S'42___ ............... _"_'__'4"_0_':0i .......... :s__|S;oo ........... K.+BOS_2_02 ........... s4 .....
55 2.0005015÷01 1.0616365+00 -3.441165E+00 2,599771E+00 5.242257E-01 1,BE2g2BE+O0 60
61 -T+0574085-02 -4.8143315"01 6 7538005"02 63
COLUMN 43
1 "1,419EERE+03 -I,960991E+03 -6.404031E+02 "7+624378E÷03 *1.1335435÷03 -6+7309445+02 5
7 -2.2936245+04 3.7438725÷03 B.390593E+03 "1,2785465+03 "2 58B6_9E+04 t,8020905÷03 12
13 -1,0B99805+03 "2.S841555÷02 1,7636715÷03 1.005437E+02 5.4418485+00 6.998700E+01 18
...... +'g .................. ;'_'."V_'g'S+_+_E;_ ............... Q'_'_'_S_'E'+'_3 ............ _S'2"_'S'E_O_ ............ _'_':S+6_+_'Ob_b3 ............ 6"_'_'_'0¥_+e';'_ ............. _'_+-'_3_'_'_'_0_ ........... _4 .....
25 -3,6321B45÷03 "1,2034775÷03 1,0284795+03 +6+2359955+03 -2.085737l+02 -4.0R47325+03 30
31 -3,2065245÷01 5,593991E÷00 -18457255+01 "N.4SE4BEE+01 B.4225225÷01 7.2714205+01 36
37 -4,447750E÷01 1,1038595+01 2.2012775+00 "5.5387005+01 $.407766E÷0t "1.0451905+01 42
43 2,3786255+05 5,070981E÷03 -8,75097RE+03 -5.3125215÷04 "g.0210865÷03 -9.1058335+02 4_
49 -2.387760E÷02 -6,941597E÷03 1.515723E÷02 -I.1372705÷02 "G.9422045*03 -10700535÷02 S4
55 -2.044495E+04 1,2745245+03 4,857BI85÷03 -2+736723_+03 -$.32028BE+02 "2+2553355÷03 60
6 056133E+01 2 5744085÷02 "8 10R376E÷01 63
COLUMN 44
I E+0056205+02 1.0824785+03 3.3018175÷02 2.2038305+03 1.7412B25+03 "3.4452005+02 6
? -1+8095875+03 1.7678545÷03 1.0395325÷03 3.5554995+03 "1.55R1365+04 7.6594915+03 12
13 1,1429015+02 2.1840145+03 -E.427798E÷03 "1,385997E+02 "1.2144B15÷02 "2+1225835+02 15
19 E,714742E÷03 "B.2BETR3E+04 8+7245435÷02 "5.97B0675+02 "2,0053235+03 1,8155275+03 24
25 _,9699565+03 -7.888377E÷02 -2+0198085÷03 1.120115E÷03 2.798575E+03 "6,8123595÷03 30
31 "4 6765285+01 & 5 02615+00 5.3856355+00 -1,109252E÷02 "2.1160725+02 "6.395740E+00 36
....... __ ................ _/s'34b_oi ................ J;_2_o_E+6_ ............. _YTO_O_S'QE';_f ................ _':___iY_'2 .............. :2_'_2_J_e+'_ ............ ;_'.'4_4_S__0_ .............. _ ....
43 8,070081E+03 5+5575605÷04 3.52_633E÷03 -4.5733135÷02 "6,3170855÷03 -?.E572575+02 48
45 "1 6647525+02 "4 5303585÷03 7.S027N45+01 I S$2246E÷02 "4+5303705÷03 -5.426957E÷01 54
55 "11104T005+03 216726715÷03 1.650145E÷02 "3.80EEOBE÷01 -I.4354565÷01 1 09R9435÷02 50
61 4.379578E÷01 4+0012175+01 "1+036218E+01 R3
AH'IG THREE'DIMEN210NAL BU|LTUP DYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROL2 MODELED OCTOBER
D[FF|CULT COMPONENT2 DYT CONFIGURATION Wl (FULL'UP)
TH12 VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . KAA
26. t900 MSC/NASTRAN 10/12/27 PAGE 38
COLUMN 4S
I "1 122861E÷03 -1916B34E÷03 "4+277288E÷02 -2342252E+03 "2102070E+03 3,388832E÷02 G
7 "t.EO|O48E+04 EO26OOTE+03 8.8?DE?BE+03 -8,3326_3E÷03 4827311E+03 "9, 94279E+03 2
19 1 014051E+04 "8 214629E÷03 -1428088E+04 -4.92TSA2E÷02 9,99392BS÷O3 -3.6496S2E÷03 24
25 -2.362122E+03 ?.23B221E+03 4.033334E÷03 2,|12OBOE+04 "?,428174E+03 -4.978183E_04 30
31 6.SEI?O3E*O0 8.852673E+00 "l.929822E+01 -3.059600E+01 2+B9849?E÷02 4.037657E+01 36
3? -T.45ES?BE+OI 3799097E+00 2.0EtOO4E+01 -EEOETOIE+01 3+30gg34E+02 "2+16SBSlE÷O1 42
43 "8?20S?EE+03 3622633E+03 ?,124767E+04 2.06677EE+03 l 6S8232E÷04 "1.246312E+04 48
49 "3,22EBEOE+O1 -?,22307_E÷03 2+$8851|E+02 -6 293274E+01 "?.2232S3E+03 "4.245126E+02 24
2E -87936E3E+03 "3351EO?E÷Ot 3,S22223E+03 "9.EO381?E+02 - 177744E+02 - 02T534E+03 50
" S+ " -I 2s3_e+o2 .... :31_ssJ_sS+o2 ..... -g.¥oa+8|_+dl .................................................................... s3 ....
CDLUMm IS
1 -9 197125E+02 -I,29892?E+03 -4m27921E+02 -4.+82715E+03 -8+2S1306E÷02 -5.261372E÷02 S
I "1,28|710E÷04 ? 3S$_OE+02 4 ?Et268E+03 -?672&28E÷02 "I.174589E÷04 1112S83E÷03 12
1] "?EO2024E+02 -3 086164E+02 9t74404E÷02 (,312198E+01 1785159E÷01 3.645272E+01 18
19 448252SE+04 -B909t29E+02 4.670218E+02 -2040904E+03 2,394246E+03 -2 420992E+02 24
• 22 -2374079E+03 -27T2B12E+03 2733_?1E+02 -3+24843ge+03 -4.169616E+02 1017722E+03 30
+3) +1 S'Jg'240E+O+ ............ +.++'9++4+++b'b .......... +'b'"§+2§+6+++'++0 +" '2+"+'+'0"283+;6J ......... 2"_b'+3+6"it';++ ......... §+.+3"+'+38"3++++
3? "2 B47040E+01 2,03902BE+00 -2.E&4972E-OI -5,896976E÷01 3.???B?EE-01 3,2864T?E+01 42
4] -S_II2921E÷04 "4 273313E+02 2.06E??2E+03 2,319323E+05 2.501583E+03 1,340649E+0: 48
4g -4.22E923E+02 1 447319E÷03 -6,122498E+OI "4,223442E÷02 1442792E+03 -2022762E+01 54
52 "?120Eg2E÷04 24gg100E+02 -4647970E_03 "2.248386E+04 "4636242E+03 "1773330E+04 60
61 4429644E+02 3524707E+03 -4+467833E÷02 63
...... COLUMN 4T
? -2 20979?E÷03 "t ItS+SEE+03 1+873665E+03 4+219224E÷03 -4.172274E+03 2 617212E÷03 12
13 "12530SEE÷02 1433229E+03 "4.216801E+03 "2.224911E÷01 "7429221E+0 -I.$47237E÷02 lS
19 9,310461E+03 2,269601E+03 "l.826624E÷03 "_.622S6BE÷02 "3.794iSIS+03 1.629643E÷03 24
25 560302?E÷02 "3,908120E÷03 "1,936180E+03 4.61EOTGE+03 1.641534E+03 -1.456726E÷04 30
31 -2521081E+01 "49DE?lee'03 1.1203S2E+OD -3.324657E+01 "1510SE4E+02 "1 2 298E÷01 35
37 1720172E+01 1020102E+00 "6,02011EE+00 2.S12943E+01 "1292228E÷02 " .227740E+01 42
43 -902 OBSE+03 -6.31_022E÷03 ;622232E+04 2+SO1223E+O_ ?§20707E÷04
.......... "2 723526E÷03 48
4g ........... l+ OS1411E;O_ ....... :3:IS'24_E';'6"4 ...... "+E_1272E'_O_ ........... _+I_+lO_BSSe;02 -3_IS_'BE+04 ..... +.SI'3"$4"OE_3 ....... _4"
22 "2931931E+03 "6 724479E÷03 "3.955354E+03 1.324392E+03 2,165501E÷02 3.]4E45BE+O] 60
61 3 921920E÷02 2429404E÷03 5.382288E+02 63
COLUMN 42
I "2.4224SEE+02 -3+226380E÷02 "100822BE÷02 -t,43S382E÷03 -2.028442E÷01 -I,287174E+02 E
? "5.600097E+03 -3+322243E÷02 2828432E÷03 1,101170E÷03 "3 233361B+03 3393229E+03 12
I] "3.1409SEE+02 3901724E+02 "6404951E+02 -1.49144EE÷01 "1.867516E÷01 +24B_268E+01 18
..... 19 ............. 53S6"I56E;03 .... 2/S?6293E+03 .......... J,30gi"oTE+02 ..... _'.'8+i+11_8E÷0"2 ........... :'j'_'2+SS"193"E;_ ......... 6+'.'87_7"21_+o2 2"4"
22 -4 409274E÷02 "1922128E+03 "4 8482SaE+02 222_329E÷03 8.026091E+02 -3.077883E+03 30
31 3+463342E-01
-1 292274E÷01 -4081622E+00 -2522416E÷01 -4177229E+01 I 110761E÷01 3E
3? -3.029223E÷00 3.124229E+00 "2,632402E÷00 -1599028E+01 -9839725E+01 2262795E+0_ 42
4_ -9108833E+02 -?.597227E+02 -1 246312E*04 1+340649E+04 -2723229E+03 3025290E+04 48
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
DIFFICULT CDMPDNBNTS GVT CONFIGURAT|ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAIN2 _ 2UILTUP TAZLBODM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX KAA
DDLUMN 4_
1962329E+01 1 523772E÷0349 1.633229Ee01 t.223_lBE+03 -1 113922E÷03 -9+202340E*02 24
55
............ 4".2._.I,72_E_0+ ..... 4 63347!E÷0! ..... T?,066020E+03 -I+20S304E+04 -2+2E3643E+03 -?+EB3SI4E+03 60
61 3 89260E+02 .249724E+03 +3,]+04J'bE'++2 ................................................................................... +3 .....
COLUMN 49
1 "t.$92S92B+00 -1.920110E+00 "2_OBO292E-01 "1.057922E÷01 14E872EE_00
? 4,9541EEE+01
"2.4E2429E+O0
2.923210E÷00 2,137731E+01 1.293170E÷01 -?170717E+01 2.949713E÷01 1_
13 "2 228249E÷00 2721EO2E÷00 "141E?4?E+01 -2.132102E'01 -3049122E-Or "5.520127E-01 1_
19 -9797798E+01 "E832733E÷01 9,792499E-01 "?.757173E+00 "414EB42E+00 5.817759E+OD 24
27E_IIBE÷00 1.392232E'0125
......... "1705332E÷0! "6.270117E+00 8 047072E+00 "3.492632E+01 30
++ ++++++++++++++++++++++] ++++++++++++++++++ii+++++++++++++++
COLUMN SO
1 ............. _',g_sk_s_;6"| ............. 9__;'b_ ............... 3_[3_6__'_X ............... __'i"_Y1_;_2 .............. :'S_gS§iOe_E+_I ........... y_2k4E;o_ .............. 6 .....
? 2.441161E+03 1.0293i|E÷03 -1.IS?411E+03 -1,B0?I_BE+03 1,204E?0E+03 "2.437734E÷03 12
13 2.023761E+02 "5.235499E+02 1.772293E÷03 24920E4E+01 2 53E402E÷OI 2.921175E÷01 18
19 3.05903?E÷02 "3.15022EE+03 1.048240E+D3 2,44EEB2E÷02 1.2949BEE÷D3 -?4E?227E÷02 24
2S 1.?ELSISE÷02 2.725794E÷03 9.150334E÷02 "1,EB]?92E+03 "6.313B4OE+02 E+E??294E÷03 30
31 1.072220E÷01 8.3051EBE'O: E.S62722E'O1 2.22411BEtO0 8.921797E÷01 t.E2T923E+01 3E
3? "2_090821E÷O¢ "4.E92041E'02 2_E40172E+00 ?.E1443BE÷O0 G.OESEEBE÷OI -E.24482EE÷00 42
43 "6.E41BB?E_03 "4.5303EBB÷03 "?.223077E+03 1.44731EE÷03 "3+322447E+04 1.S2371EE÷03 42
22 2,847SOEE÷03 "?go1322E+02 1,291642E+D3 -E 099240E+02 "S BSBE49E+O "2 044599E÷03




1 "2+471744E+00 "I,429491E÷00 "?,321047E-01 "1+990444E÷01 2.BO?2??E+O0 "2,22462?E÷00 6
T -1.234122E+02 "4.207102E÷01 ?,128289E+OI 9.784229E÷01 "9.BBB?22E÷01 1.422709E+02 12
13 "9.086029E+00 3,07270EE+01 "9452429E+01 " +5932BEE÷00 " 23 82EE+00 +3.691122E÷00 18
25 "1?12IBIS÷00 +1229861E+02 "4,?59823E+01 1+121706E+02 4,03242EE÷01 "].4120BEE÷02 30
31 "9.3339EIE'Ol -2.287917E-02 "2.E31982E'02 "2.862222E'01 "3,2E??0BE÷00 "5.239849E-Ol 36
3? 2.117E32E-01 2.El1420E-02 -1.S9211EE-01 -2+923292E'02 "3.41454EE+00 1.947B22E'01 42
43 1.EIE?23E+02 ?.202794E÷01 2.EB6511E+02 "6+16249EE+01 " S?1872E÷03 "1 113926E÷03 48
49 2.BE843?E'01 ?_1$8870E+02 1.t6AESEE+03 "2.1BE229E'01 ?_168671E+02 3.2029SOE÷OI _4
22 "4.i34410E+O1 "I.BEESIiE÷01 "1.312152E+02 "2.727736E÷01 "E,E83750E+O0 S.B2E?46E+Ol
2 60
1.04??BEE÷El 6.?02430E+01 ?.286402E÷O0 83
COLUMN 22
1 -2.303072E_00 "?.8234EBE+00 "2.E47248E+00 -2.633434E+01 "6.74760EE÷00 "1.279370E÷00 $
? -9_10E822E_01 "2.BSEEEOE+O0 2,414218E+01 "6.02B&92E+00 "2.36B691E+OI "I.BEO219E+00 12
13 "3.97EO29E÷O0 -3.E73930E÷O0 " 9.2833SOE+00 4.E4E200E-01 2.33227EE-01 3.931244E-01 IE
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ORiGii_/_I_++PAG E IS
OF POOR r_JALiTY
AH'!G THREE'D]MENSIONAL IUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONF|GURATION #1 (FULL*UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILEOOM MOOEL
|NTERMEDIATE MATRIX ... KAA
26. 1990 MSD/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 40
COLUMN $2
19 -I.A874354÷02 S.3704934+01 -43877514+00 -8.261703E÷00 E.57490SE+00 -2.2S33824+00 24
24 - 40?04 E+OI -1.8S37744401 2.6844484+00 -5.2048034+00 -E.8034034+00 ..... _._-8872.0_.E+0 _ ........ _0 ....
37 "2 086944[*01 S 3163404-03 9.6535024"03 -SIS7317E-Ot 1.7865394-01 1.S774704"01 42
43 -1 137270E÷02 1 $82245E+02 -8.293274E+01 -4.5434424_02 -1 1074854+02 1.985384E+01 48
49 21152?264÷00 E.3257444+01 -2195229E-01 1.2134T34+03 E.E]S178E+01 8.4784714"01 54
SS -2.84185£E+02 -1.8330704+02 ?.4423474+0t -3.72974SE÷01 -5.g?72594÷00 -E.0211334+01 _
61 *S.804_174_00 -77843474+00 -14220094÷00
COLUMN 43
7 2.4409704÷03 i0693SEE+03 -13673324+03 -I.80717$E+03 1.60450SE+03 -2 4376464÷03 12
13 2,023649E+02 -6.2364694+*)2 ;.7728444+03 24DSI2SE+01 2.5341904÷01 $.9211474÷01 14
I$ 3.054A444÷02 -31508394+03 1.0462344+03 2445389E+_2 l*_4ESGE÷03 -7.46?4304_02 24
25 I 7015264+02 2.72573s'_+03 91S02724+02 -I.843_14+03 -S.313&074÷02 $.57721SE 03 30
31 t072246E+01 8.305326E-01 55613404-01 5.2238034+00 8.9217S84+01 1 5279324÷01 36
37 -2.0909614+00 -4.$84705E-02 29401374+00 _S_3680E+00 6.0858124+01 -S.2444514+00 42
43 -6 9422044÷03 -4 530378E+03 -72532534+03 14457924+03 -3.3524484_04 1.S237784÷03 4_
55 2.844515E÷03 -?.9014014+02 1.8414074+03 -_.0904324+0_ -5.841S734÷07 -2.0444724+03 SO
81 -4.30434GE+02 -1.1975414÷03 -1425_534+02 63
COLUMN E4
I 3.9718494-0_ -1.1157EIE+00 -4 12t0354-02 7.3417084÷00 -_8S54764+00 4 0544294+00 8
? S.8018864+01 4 TOE,lIE+01 -4.204972E÷01 -_3136814+01 5413T]]E÷01 o1.0172244+0_ 12
1.2?742SE+0013 S.020225E÷00 -2.SE2722E+01 8.E3058gE+01 13374S$E÷00 3.3322044+00 .... _$
.................................................................il iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iili iiiiliiii iil iii}iiiil.......! iiiliiii! iiiiii!i:°-o
• " $3
S - S244444+0 *4 gS04244÷01 *1.0742084+01
COLUMN SS
I -5.2635314+02 -?.215700E+02 -23449874+02 -2.8508974+0] -3.7399394÷02 -3 4879944+02 S
? -8791912E+03 -I.011101E+02 34927864+03 8.2?24204+02 -?.S822354÷03 2.5923T24+03 12
13 *SlIS894E+02 23418804+02 -61069314+02 1.2859774+01 -_.0524994+01 -2.35074SE+Ot 1_
19 -1.94818IE+04 1439S01E+0] -4.3473124+02 -1.2512974+03 32051524+01 4 0063444+02 24
25 -Ir270142E+03 -2930402E+0] -41737104+02 43400304+01 3.026722E+02 *44830054÷03 30
43 "2 6444984÷04 -1104700E÷03 -S.7936634÷03 -7.1808924+04 -2.9314314÷03 42190244÷03 44
49 -2_9069674+_2 2.A4?S05E+03 -4.934410E÷01 -2.8418564+02 2.4464154+03 16448394+02 54
55 1_G293344+04 1.7562804÷03 3.3097484÷04 -1.133836E+04 -S.2213864+03 *3.0028224+04 GO
Sl -4.S463434+02 4.184336E+03 1_2427164÷03 63
AN-1G THREE-DIMENS|DNAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 199 _ MSC/NASTRAN 10/14/8T PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TA[LBO0_ MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX ... KAA
COLUMN S4
t -2 7IS070E+O -4.6482124÷01 -I.4420464÷01 -1132902E+02 -6.3107314÷01 S.OB?2ESE+O0 S
? -5 ?043814+01 -S.G?4T244+01 1.0772254+01 "1.4032424+02 4.28B0744÷02 -2.431476E÷02 12
lg -4"430t434+02 1.24372TE÷03 -4_1§8084+01 2.1232344+00 8 1408844+01 -5.9837244+01 24
25 -814415794+01 *8.3321614÷00 E.5144494+01 -2.3644334÷01 "1.0715924+02 171830SE÷02 30
31 1.32241AE+00 "2,3872704-01 "2.6129114-01 3.8688724÷00 G.3173424+00 "5.7242454 °01 3S
3? -I.S013494÷00 *2.ESESESE-01 3.1SS$OEE-01 -4.843944E+00 S.0121474+O0 1.OE1S3SE+O0 42
43 12745244+03 2.6724714÷03 "3.3S18074÷01 2_4951004+02 -$.7E44794÷03 4.5334744÷01 48
49 1.82454§E+02 -7.9013AEE÷02 "l.$EES3SE÷01 -1.8330704÷02 "7.9014014+02 1.i974244+01 54
SS 755240E+03 S 37826_E_03 4 9858944÷03 -2.94]094E+03 8.3328S04+02 -3.9455454+03 EO
COLUMN ST
1 9.$17247E+01 1.33880$E÷02 4.]435284÷01 S.021478E+02 8.4045244÷01 512943304+01 S
7 1.480083E+03 "4.738967E+01 -5.0$8313E÷02 -?lTS7839E'Ot 1.1?SO?BE+03 *2.700441E+02 12
13 4.1498974+01 6.SSES15E+00 -5.1489884+01 *419203474÷00 "5.??03444-01 -2.077605E+00 18
19 3.3234644÷03 "3.0428194÷02 3,]13414E+01 2.0843244÷02 "14428344+02 -I107755E÷01 24
24 2.3227744÷02 3 3408474+02 "1,ES94854+00 S.3588434+01 S.9236124+00 41773414÷02 30
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COLUMN 11
1 -957S92SE+00 "1.673498E+00 -6 2285SSE+00 -EI4?SG2E+Ol 9.GT?101E÷00 "1303498E+01 6
? TSOISOSE÷OI 1.342198E÷01 3 079506E+00 2.338133E+0! 3.943447E+02 tO?BE54E+O0 I2
13 "181SSE2E_00 "?.2S4364E'01 "6 320S03E+00 2.440B44E-01 4 49617SE-02 "2.4E2004E-01 I8
19 "2.2?RETIE+02 1,288_0RE+01 "S 204S97E-01 31S9940E÷01 "5.183141E+01 3.240S32E+00 24
2S 6108194E+00 t.236588E+01 1 0S0572E_00 -1.3S3T34E+01 1.612S48E+00 4.T2036EE+O0 30
..... 31 ..... 6.250.SSEE'02 -t,223117E-02 ...... S4SS?RSE-02 2.1S474BE-01 "122E0SBE-01 -2.20560EE-01 36ii iiiiiiii ilili!iiii il;iii!ili il! .......................:i!iiiii! !......i...............! i ..................................!............. ii!ili!iiiiiiiiiiil.ii ii
- . - . - ,
AH-tG THREE'DIMENSIONAL SUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
OIFF]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION NI (FULL*UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . BAA
I
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1S/S? PAGE 4'7
COLUMN 12
1 S.743931E-01 -l?E3074E÷00 ?.056736E-01 -3,873S81E+00 3.SOB103E÷00 -S.0597TBE÷00 6
? "S.SOgS?GE÷O0 6,2236BTE+00 "2.200400E÷0 "I.327739E÷01 07REBEC÷00 ? 00593?E+01 12
|3 _1"'.'34"45"16_;0"_ ........... _':'6"_SS_E'_'_ ......... _'2"'.47_1_'1"9E¥01 ............. I"':'i'93"2_0E;00 ....... _2" 087662E_'0_ .......... :'b'_'$O$'8"3"b'E;O_ .......... 18"
19 1.171gSOE+01 -S.9S2SS?Z-01 4169332E+00 2.874225E+00 -2.9S8808E÷00 ?.9868BBE-01 24
2S 1.028248E+00 S.SSIB12E÷O0 1.ST305SE÷O0 4.880394E*01 -2.0005R2E÷00 "2.0SS442E+01 30
31 6.138734E-02 2.431961E-02 ?.73833SE-02 -4,28494SE-02 "E.33S366E-02 1.388S72E-02 36
3? 8.4Bt3B3E-02 "4.231472E-02 3.$7541BE-02 -S.14BK14E-02 -1.4490SRE-01 R.BB?44BE-02 42
43 "g.EBS39IE-01 1.E24312E+00 "8.4054B3E+00 9.32B374E-01 -t,1E4789E÷O0 ?.S4E2BSE-01 48
49 -2,3034SOE-02 _.SSRAETE÷00 "8.3E4314E-02 °3.047835E-02 I.BSS?BTE+O0 E.334S3EE-02 54
5S 4,19EB23E+O0 -5.BSSSDSE-01 t.2BEO43E+00 "2 E313R?E-O -2 494032E-01 -1.030676E÷00 60
COLUMN 13
1 -1.tR01SSE÷00 -I.E?SE43E-01 -?.908689E-01 3.23BElIE-Or S.336gOSE-01 -3.08SS3?B-OI 6
T S.0T09SEE÷00 1 243113E÷00 A,I?3?SSE+O0 2.2100|8E+00 "1.81EOE2E÷00 -1.34461BE÷01 12
13 8.603S82E+00 2.486211E'02 8,721S04E+00 -S.S3EEBOE'01 3.015$?SE-03 3.33E144E-01 18
19 -S 4039B3E+O0 "3,21197TE'01 °E.346161E-OI "2.72304TE'01 -2547781E-01 3.2S0311E-01 24
2S 261EB38E'01 -1,33543SE÷OD -5.GO8144E-O "t.S09T2GE+O0 943115E'0 8,EBEESSE'O 30
31 ...... _Y,oo9e_se_02 ..........._:27g¥_0_63 ........ :9__3_63E_0_ ..........._.s3o3_Y_:_3 .............._i_s_s__E:b2 ............;_ _'(s_4"_ ..............._S
3? 9.7SS20BB'03 1.34BEg?coO3 8.4164S?E'03 1.3642T?E-02 t.BSOBTRE'02 "4.19074EE'02 42
43 "$.318128E'01 "1.18S221E'01 1.2|884BE+00 "l,3SB65BE÷00 1.4944SIE-01 "I.48SS32E-0 40
4g "E.144S47E-04 -1.B142STE'02 2.SSTS94E'03 S.3051BBE'03 -t.B1354BE'02 -2.100SS8E-03 54
E_ "I,4B3B3?E÷00 2.SIS?gEE'02 "I.E4El?4E-01 3.84727EE'02 4.S622BEE-02 2.011167E-01 60
5t 4.01042EE'03 -2.ROB?21E°02 "1.04042EE-02 E3
COLUMN 4
T °S,6492BBE'01 7,12471SE'02 -t.641B24E-01 "2.4513BOE'01 "?.2543B4E-01 3 6T2SEOE'01 12
13 2.EBE211E'02 1.2E4013E+00 3.TS45TSE'01 "S.1634EOE'03 "9.86SSOEE'02 1.524124E'02 16
lg 2.3523EBE+00 -E,SIOB22E-OI -1.146809E'02 2.83741BE°01 "8 400BG3E-01 8,62631BE-02 24
2S 2.SI0053E-02 I.BBBBBEE'O! T.S28203E'02 -9.ODT820E-OI "2.4EB373E-O "3.63834BE'01 30
31 -t.3SOS01E'03 -1,47S91BE-03 3.23S213E'03 -8*E489B3E'03 "1+2??EELS'02 "1.432311E-03 3S
3T 1,OEE419E-03 -1.E322?TE'03 -2.839869E'03 I+ITS294E-02 "1,3E1336E-02 1.8ST?42E'03 42
43 3_6062EGE-01 -S+BO3?TTE'02 -3.124001E-01
-4.0636TOE-O *S E?B458E'02 I 648E36E'01 48
"'4b ..... _4".?'2"95_E':0_ ........... 2"_'_'S'SO_9_':'O'_ ............. _'_'_'_'S_'8"S'?'E'_'02 .......... {'."39"9"034_:0"3 ............... 2"_'8(4984"_;'01 .............. _".'3_'4"i'0E_0_ ............ S4 ....
55 4.2?4EETE'01 "1,12970SE'0t T.3SB149E-02 -2.458185E'02 -I.SIEK2IE'D2 "1+012630E-01 80
61 1.0ES?4?E'02 1.515124E'03 4.3S410EE-03 63
COLUMN IE
1 "1.074447E+00 1.232ROSE'01 -?,4TT3ITE'01 -1.80SRIIE+O0 -t.3971E1E+O0 -S.BE4274E'02 6
? S.R01104E÷00 "G.TS217TE÷OO "2.8E20B4E÷O0 1.1B?T3BE÷01 "S.320803E÷00 °2.47171BE+01 12
13 S.?21SO4E÷00 S.?64E?EE'01 3 IE4372E+01 "?.S05847E'01 "3 ?BEBOIE'02 1.226762E÷00 8
.....1,9..............:_ ig$9/1.k_OO .............S'_6/_ST_';'O_ .............._23_82kE_0 .............:_ :_.7._._0_.;0._..............;/i___*_ .............¥ _9.a.4._. _..........._ .....
2S t.4BES2RE÷O0 1.2BOB63E-Ot 3.BT1BRSE-OI 1.??BE4SE+00 9,224313E'01 "S.T34B32E+O0 30
31 3.00E44SE-02 1,401CORE*02 4.$38174E'03 -6.214S1|E'02 R+E3?TE3E'02 1.2B4114E-Ot 36
37 S.E12201E'03 I.B2BBESE*03 I.T327EEE'02 "3.49B30SE'03 2.SO?SITE'02 "3.0B888EE'02 42
43 "2.939T4?E+O0 "2.BB4694E+O0 t.OBIOSBE-01 T.B?O4B2E-01 "6,988BEBE-O1 °8.021335E-01 4B
OF POOR t_/ALI_
AH'_G THR[E'D|MENS]ONAL 6UILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONF|GURAT|ON #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
INTERMED|ATE MATRIX , BAA
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/67 PAGE 46
COLUMN 16
49 -1.375102E-03 -3,8412506-01 1.0196346"02 "10T26876-03 "3.647297E-0t -2.0156786"02 54
BB -2 0765B6E+00 4 4331166"0 - 263293E'02 6 44B622['02 4,523460E'02 3,2063636"01 60
....... 91 ............ :'f'._g_4"Si'g2E:6_ ........... 4iS_3sg_?e :_ ......... :8_iS77S:_3 ....................................................................................................................... S__
COLUMN 1E
1 3,891164E-02 E.230296E-03 2,3S11366-02 -9,5971586-02 -?.7242686*02 -I.TOTTSGE-02 G
7 -4 637826E*02 -20951416*02 -I 647075E-01 "3176682E'01 2.A40A44E'01 1_t93260[+00 12
13 -5.6388806"01 -61834606*03 -7.80964TE'01 6636901E-02 -8_1697666-04 -2,9716666"02 16
19 2.262276E-01 6.0323016-03 "3.G88372E'02 -S.6223716"02 2,292729E'01 -S.687467E-02 24
25 1.616468E-02 2,2969046-01 8,4067146-02 2.6822256"02 5,636417E'03 -1.3463046"01 30
37 -G.0309616"04 "4 529633E'05 5.421621E-04 -64631696"04 3,0768746-D3 -1306229E-03 42
43 3 83 482E°03 "2 175615E'02 "3.0492266-02 9,1941636"02 -3.330766E'03 S 641063E-03 48
49 2.2413606"04 -2.016838E'0_ 7,3789856"04 -2.2490316"04 *2,016632E'02 -7.7389686-04 54
SB 5SOSET?E'02 _.6273176"03 2,3166666"03 -8.452191E'04 *1412964E-03 -45606016"03
61 -8751410E'04 1508623E'03 2,6362696"04 63
..... COLUMN 17
..... _ ............ 9.S6S-).ygE.6_3 .............. _2940_4E_03 ...... _S'S6_S_g?E_'OS ............. ¥_2"2_i'i'fE'_62 ......... _+_'34_E:'02 ........ 2_'f4"d'$'_'6E'02 ........ _'"
7 4.049II86"02 1,8333606-03 1.2441046"02 24168656"02 4,4961766"02 "2 067662['02 12
13 3.0165156-03 -9.SESBOEE-02 "3.1846016-02 -6189796E'04 6425807E-03 -1.627359E'03 16
19 "1,972913E'01 3.7120766-02 *6.226623E-03 "1.4338T2E'02 1.668873E-02 3.3124596-03 24
26 -1401606E-02 "B 9898916-02 "1.6663386-02 6.19T3946-02 t.2026696-02 3594201[-02 30
31 -1 189518E-04 -2668090E-09 -1 7A6609E-04 8.011433E-04 -2.833168E'06 -2833302E-04 35
37 1473101E-04 22924106"05 91070416"05 -BTSEA?8E'O4 7,867912E'05 16093946"04 42
43 -T6833026-02 287360TE-02 1.7195966"02 2,3612626"02 3,1967926"03 -7.864076E'03 4_
SS -t.6994316-02 4,95394IE-03 -30043296"03 11424856"03 S.8972106"0_ 4511382E-03 60
81 -S.?34BOSE'04 I1060996"05 -16169076-04 S3
COLUMN 1S
1 -4.1465216"02 4,9221146"03 "2.8833676"02 -7.2189B2E'02 -5566113E-02 -24931606"03 E
7 3.8478326"01 -2,6523226"0t "I.0BSEBEE'O_ 4.B259|1E'01 -2462004E-01 -S.506839E'01 12
13 3.3361446"01 1.6241246"02 1.3267926+00 "2.6116666"02 -1.6213596"03 4.766997E*02 18
..... |s ............ :__4_s3_E_i .............. 2_43o4_E:_ ........... _2_4_2SE:Of ........ __7_Ys_g_:02 ............ :6_4_1_aS=o_ ........ 2_|___b2 ............... 24 ....
25 5 1424S?E-02 7.8250866"03 1.496813E-02 69195246"02 3.991B826"02 "3.4310B46-01 30
31 1384375E'0] 55316326-04 2,01636SE'04 "2436960E'03 3.6665206"03 4.8656866-03 36
37 2,472988E'04 7.4539606-06 6+7624396-04 "1393020E'04 |,D34330E'03 -1,167672E*03 42
43 -1.145367E'01 -10048076-01 3+365630E-03 3114619E-03 "27412016"02 "3.1197866"02 48
49 -E435648E'OS -1.5055096-02 3,$804446-04 -4447961E-09 -I.E05S28E'02 "7.8724396"04 54
5S -S.O0?S9EE'02 1.1334916-02 -36491286-04 24919656"03 11333486-03 1.2391666 °02 60
El -18347386"04 1,839926E-03 -3,26250TE-04 ......... 63.
COLUMN 19
1 -I.4229436+01 -l,852774E+01 -61441356+00 -64110976+01 1.2787216÷00 -10015906+01 6
7 -8,9400926+01 6.7314106÷00 6.59E2086"01 "2.303898E+01 "2,2796716÷02 1.1716806+01 12
13 -5403953E+00 23523566+00 -11669196+00 2.282276E'01 -I.972613E'01 "2 1416346"01 18
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMIDS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MOOELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IS/87 PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF|GURAT]ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TA[LBDO_ MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX BAA
COLUMN 19
19 57146266+02 ? 2224166+00 "1.030126E+01 "31339966÷00 I 1290816+01 -10670626÷00 24
26 "2 1839466+00 4 8300066÷00 6 B814616"01 -1.4004766÷01 "111076896÷00 1.0613576÷01 30
37 -409_0366"02 3,1045166-03 "3.5191236-02 4,4626066"02 SI67211E-02 -I.1281046"01 42
43 -3 582130E+01 3 4348926÷00 4.9252306÷00 -5,2770676÷01 3,STS?BSE+O0 2489168E+00 46
49 "1144785§E-02 5,5140006-01 5,6934866-02 1.1699586"01 5,$16449E-01 4,5307206-02 54
SS -6.0358736+01 -I,2303446-02 "4,6497606+00 3_118133E+00 2,1406666+00 8.6132716+00 60
61 2.032474E'01 -1.6161486+00 -3.3606696-01 63
COLUMN 20 ......
7 -1 0116166_01 "2 SS96246_00 S.91t8436"01 -8,0106346+00 1.2881086+01 "S,9626676"01 12
13 "3121197TE'0 -5S406226"01 6.6765146"02 6.0323016-03 3,71207BE'02 2.4304876"03 18
19 7.2224166+00 S.?SO072E÷OI *4.2041946+00 1.026B896+00 -9.6342476+00 1,5364606+00 24
26 -2 144893E+00 -1.2906986+01 *19402946+00 2,60362SE+00 "1.3013226+01 8.2656516÷00 30
31 "1.062291E'03 "1,2493226"02 -14058016"02 1.1167636"01 -5.9415666"02 "S.6730626"02 36
3T 1 6402486"03 "1+3711666-02 1.6522646"02 "I,tB&S03E'01 "6.SA41|iE-02 S.6260676"02 42
43 "1.2121706+0! "8784649E+00 "2,461E396÷00 "1,0339176+00 -2,B66629E_00 1,236511E÷00 48
SS 26126016+00 1.5313386+00 4,0014186"01 -3.4617806"02 -I.1464446"01 -5.602484E'01 60
61 "2.6S3557E-02 E.SOS7B2E'02 5.9113566*02 63
GOLUMN 21
1 4.6074656"01 2,I4166SE-01 2.8B2687E-01 2,4686246÷00 "5,9443216"01 ?1813356-01 6
7 7.14868AE+00 -1.1061936+00 -1,6491796+00 4,776117E÷00 "S.204&B7E'01 4.1693326÷00 12
13 "S 34616 E-O - 1468096-02 3,236B286÷00 "3,B883126"02 -6.22E5236"03 1.2646266-01 18
25 -9.9732106-01 I?3BS4BE÷O0 1,0A3A01E+O0 "3.IOB??SE÷O0 -1.§IBOSBE÷00 -4.033006E÷01 30
31 1.863624E-02 -1.1176676-02 "7_9437466"03 "1.2571166"03 1.7064716"01 1,9511046"01 36
27 4,1610366-03 8_294461E-03 "1.227A216"02 "9,9293476"03 -9.0931996"02 t,4693716-01 42
43 3,679654E+00 4_7029766"01 2.6708746÷00 3.1229426÷00 1.0986636÷00 -I.3643826+00 4_
49 4_2044086-03 "6_9399966"01 2,1463876"02 7,7853826"03 -69391946"01 -4.1860676"02 S
SS "6.2457296"01 3.97B4346"03 -1.S953666-02 1,233042E'01 4,7156036"02 2,344S436"01 GO
61 - 840176E'03 "3 8961166"02 -1,4547406"02 ................ 63 ....
COLUMN 22
1 -2,9783016+00 -1.4261966+00 -1.EESB466÷00 *1,62B4626÷01 2.6192066+00 "4.0644966+00 6
? -2,6619626÷01 S.6376466_00 B.8714936-02 1 2916346÷01 3.18B9406÷01 2.8742266÷00 12
13 -2.1230476"01 2.8374196"01 "?.0730906"01 -E.6223776-02 "1,433A126"02 -2.?S16266-02 16
24
9 -3.1339666+00 1.026689E÷00 -S.OSBESSE'01 2.1469066+01 -2.3116016÷01 7,4219916"01
25 9 0900436+00 2 7043276÷00 -1 1473696*00 "2 3 ?BSOE÷00 1,9638626"01 2.76032BE÷00 20
3 1 6305066"03 "7 337230E'03 966296E'02 3.OESBOSE'02 -1,3462616"02 -1,83B5966"03 36
43 -1 II43816+00 "E S138466"03 2.2II7106+00 -3,1AiBBSE÷00 4,3666736-01 *4.0376666"01 46
49 2170136BE'03 -218936166"01 1.42466BE'02 1.1366B?E'02 -2.BS33646-01 "1,2A27336 °02 B4
ES *3,3311376÷00 4.2314416"02 "4 1096IIE'01 6.1312936"02 1,2066636"01 4.S?B2656"01 SO
61 S.4101236"03 -9.1361926"02 "2.6773066"02 63
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ORIGINAI_ PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL 8UXLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPDNENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL'UP)
THIS ¥ERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBODM MODEL
iNTERMEDIATE MATRIX BAA
26, 1990 MSC/NA$TRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 50
COLUMN 23
i 2 4334665+00 " 5 . 3B52245 + 02 1 . E80S20E+O0 I . SE 11855+0 I " ? , 4254145+00 E 7778205÷00 B
........... 4 0555.$25 O! _ 3g.g2BSE+O ! "7 .5594925500 -4 .3740405501 -S 831415501 "2 BBSBOEE+O0 12
1 g 1 I 2g08 I E+O 1 " g 8342475÷00 2 07775 BE -O I " 2 + 3719075501 B . 3872175 +0 " 1 , 008551E 'tO 1 24
25 " 1 . 2852905"t00 +4 . 5333015+00 -2 401728E'01 " t 1495445+00 1 552258E'('00 - 1 . 4370975÷00 30
3 ) 8 • 3640245 "02 I . 464455E -02 " 3 7gTBEgE " 02 " 9 . 5818945 "02 1 35841AE- 0 t T 7549865 " 02 36
COLUMN 24
I 2 . G4ESg4E -0 ; 1 + $461435 +O 1 2 . 44813 I E "01 B 124410E "0 I I . 24093 I E500 " 2 + 1442725 "01 E
"7 "4 . 21 g?g3E+O0 2 . sgog?2E+OO " 3 . 28 17305+00 2 7264745+00 3 2405325_()0 7 . 966SBSE -01 I 2
13 3 25031 IE'01 B 6263185"02 7.3098405 "01 -8 88"74075-02 3 3124595-03 2 7713"775+02 18
19 " 1 0670625÷00 1 5384805+00 4 1357615-01 7 4215515-01 "1 006851E+01 2 75?121E+00 24
2_ -1 t24982E÷OD 4 .53516"75"01 2 870459E'01 8.5602335-01 "S 845115E-01 "E5395008E-01 30
3? 2, I531145"02 "85903028E-03 "4 B3?OBOE'04 - 1 ,4858545"02 "5 g736525-02 4 , 3553835-02 42
43 " 9 + 2003E05 -02 I + 3&TOG6E+O0 " I. 309 BODE +00 " 2. 1185 I TE " 01 " 1 0132BTE - 0 I I , 224450E - 0 I 48
49 " I . 4028595 -02 4 . 00"772 I E " 0 I " t , 654728E - 02 " B . '7312 I 2E " 03 4 +007585E - 01 1 BE 2703E - 02 54
ES 5.5219545"01 "1 9357285"01 I 94g258EoOI "4.2421455-02 "355782525°02 "1 7573g35-01 GO
01 g 8011055"03 8 2151215-03 8 1198105-03 63
COLUMN 25
? "?. 821033E+00 " 1 18BE 175÷00 -4 4084"775-01 - I . 2850105501 8. 1081945÷00 1 .0352445÷00 12
13 2 619534E-01 2.610053Eo02 I 4843295÷00 1 61844AE-02 "1 4018045-02 S.7424575"02 18
19 ° 2 183949E+00 - 2 ?448935+00 " 4 . 9722105 "0 I g , 040043E+00 - 1 , 2862905"_00
- 1 + 1245825+00 24
25 2 1032645 +0 I 2 . 4222 BSE+O 1 1 . 216242E+OO " 4 . 02319 SE " 0 ; 1 18g 1 SEE " 0 I " T . 2071435 " 02 30
31 1. $1250?E'02 1 +4185965"02 3.0415585-02 "2 1485135"02 I .4252305"02 4 _5232035"02 36
3"7 1 042641E " 02 2. 24 "71 TOE " 03 2. 13 I E 1 I E "02 S 54118BE " 02 4 $ 120555 " 02 " B. SOT4BBE - 02 42
43 7 1250145"02 "9 465tlBE-01 2. 4449395÷00 "2.7119855.100 "3 1961385"04 "4 1_1556E-01 48
SS "3 2"r14015÷00 S 483643E°03 -4 BlEET2E'01 1 .583972E-01 t +33385 E-01 S 436930E-01 60
B I 1 873O85 E " 02 - B BEg 4 I 2E - 02 " 2 416540E - 02 63
COLUMN 26
1 - 6 . 2175405÷00 " 8 , $ 280535+00 - 2 4540145+D0 " 2 542088550 _ " 3 8445845+00 - 2 , 0086055÷00 B
7 - 1 . 0362485+00 - I . 035028E÷0 I - 4 4042015+00 " 2 6268135501 1 . 2385885÷01 5 85 I B 125÷00 12
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CDLUMN 41
15 &IE72T16"02 -&.5841116"02 "BO53196E-02 -1,196420E-02 1,792111E'01 "&.5725626-02 24
2E 4+6130SS6-02 2.2245346"01 4692651E-02
"S E12792E-02 4 09SS33E'02 &.SSOOBS6"03 30
++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++is++++ ++++++++is ++++.+.
" " " - - - i - " " . " 60
63
.... COLUMN 42
+ 240_4i'_'-_ ........... _;_SI_8E:02 ............. _+7__$e'E-_ .............. f+_o+2+6"k_s___ ............. s_i_E':03 ........... _'.'¥_sSS_-_o_ ............ d ....
T 3611OO&6"02 6.441?2SE-02 -1.1324S9E'01 1+36040BE-01 -&S?82116"02 5 $&74466"02 12
13 "41907466-02 I.&8??42E-03 "3,066E85E'02 -1.30922BE-03 160_3S46-04 "_1576726-03 18
19 -1.12&lO4E-01 9.8258576"02 1,4&B3TIE-01 "2+E1BOESE'03 "l.249T62E-01 4+3E8382E-02 24
_ "_'::::_:':: "_:_::::'3: "4+416S03E-02 1.413S106 .... 2.3121B86-02 107B1786o02
" " • " 6+6&B3736-04 -E+EA6753E-03 -?.SS58&2E-04 -3.BO4731E-03 36
37 -4TE?BBE6-02 "10047036-03 -1?2SO?&&-03 4,3246A3E-02 -t,40?2&EE-02 2.024EB4E-02 42
43 -5,60lEE?E-02 8+308TOE6-02 -I.1584226-01 3,644TO7&-02 -&r&42SE4E-03
-2 24S?$4E-02 45
.... 4_ ............. I_S_323_E_°4 .......... s_222sa_:03 ............. :3_392"aOgE:o4 ......... _¥._4ai_'_04 ................ SI2_i+SSO_:_ ............. :_+_B_S2BE+_O_ ......... S_+
SS 2.071070E*02 -4,977181E'03 1,593491E-02 -3.2BOiSOS-03 +2 2&/BOSE-03 "g Oii&?7E'03 60
61 "3_1400026"04 ,E24&lBE-03 3,4TGS57E'04 E3
COLUMN 43
1 "3,04427S6÷00 "3+$1323EE+00 "8.EOIBB76"O| "t+49161SE+01 1.7272346_00 -2.237362E+00 S
T "3.64&?&3E+01 76S8642E÷00 7.23593&6+O0 14074S76+00 "21E1S766_01 "9.E683916"01 12
13 "6+318|256"01 3+6052SE6"01 -2.93E7476÷00 3_&31482E'03 "1E&3302E-02 "l 453876"01 I&
31 ?+1Z801+6-02 4,3430006"01 -4.013039E-01 "44177156÷00 8.4919S?E-Ot -2 74209&E÷00 30
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CDLUMN 44
1 1 16E28?E+O0 2.?4BE2OE+O0 3+173797E-01 3+S04872E+00 2,4422S6E÷00 "1,I&3036E+O0 6
-- ? -6.BO2E936+O0 &+92?STEED01 2,2B4349E+O0 "I.1023&TE+O0 "1,lS3916E÷Ot 1.624312E÷00 12
13 -1.1832216-01 -9+803T?TE*02 "2+O64Sg4E+O0 -2.1TSETSE-02 2.E?380?E-02 -1.004807E-01 l&
IS 3,434692E÷00 "8+?&I64EE+00 4.7029766"01 "6,813849E-03 "4+ES3034E+O0 1_3&?OGEE÷O0 24
2E +9.46&119E*01 "T,SBTtO3E+O0 °l,BSl131E÷00 4,64114S6"0t &.?21737E*01 "T+?SO3ESE'01 30
31 "2,8?32SEE-02 "5+142301E-03 -S 6AE??SE'03 ?,4263S86"02 -1.3022E3E-01 "1 OS3BIDE+01 36
...... 3+ ............... _+.+0+-$-+-_+_+_ .............. ++$+_9+4S+++_+:-03 ................ 0-_-_¥_-+-+_;-++ ............. _8+_-3-2-0-3+_,_ ............. :+_--_-_._._._ ................ +-.-_+_,+.+k-_+_ ............... _ ....
43 I0313SIE÷01 2+200220E÷0t 8.125147E-01 -3,I042&OE÷O0 "1.68412&E÷O0 "?.715822E-01 4&
45 1.E2404T6-01 "2.ESOO36E÷O0 ?.883E?E6-02 -1+SS1773E-0! "2.BBOE62E+O0 "6.3042SEE-02 $4
ES "4,2441S16+00 1.273836E÷00 4.170353E+03 ?+322176E-02 1.1000086-0 2,5764176-01 SO
61 "I.OE??]SE-01 "9,960424E-02 3.021780E-02 63
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COLUMN 45
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COLUMN 6E
1 -31957845÷00 -4,5444925+00 "I.142565E+00 -1.523030E*01 -S.ETS417E-01 -1.EESES4E+O0 £
? -3.356338B÷01 2,SESS49E+00 S.SS4SSIB+O0 31433T15"01 -14807165+01 g32SJ74E °01 12
13 "1.3S8658E+00 -40E3670E'01 7.8794525-0) giS4153E-02 2381252E-02 3.1755195"02 l&
19 "5.2_TOSTE+O! -1.03391TE+00 3.122942E+00 "3 ISSEEBE+O0 3491525B+00 "3 115517E'01 24
25 "2 7119655+00 "2.627352E+00 4.8638345-01 "5 015554E+00 - 331232E'01 5580972E+00 30
" 3i ........... :3 oSaSl_:_2 ........ :___6i_23E:03 ......... :_-.23_isSE'_d_ .... _4 4§_3255:6_2 .............. __'2i85555:02 ...... 24280_SE'0_ 3S
37 -4 543t44E-02 1.401_845"02 -7119451E-03 "59_7635E-02 8,3132775"04 3.84470TB'02 42
43 "5.9908395÷0t -3_1042805+00 -4820158E+00 47883095+02 30g3435E+00 31284485÷01 48
49 11631R45-01 1.2T8547E+00 -I 4967415"01 17368085"01 1279035E+00 -1449025B'01 54
55 "2.7016945+02 "3_297093E-01 -455_3195÷01 -I 786_395÷0) 3_356945÷0D 2.98E9405÷00 tO
E3
6t 963_4125-01 -3125438E+0O -1344228E+00
COLUMN 47
7 -1.6582885+00 2472950E'01 8.222201E'01 4.293497E'02 8 tOB81EB'01 "1 tB4789E÷O0 12
13 1 494451E-01 -S.BTS4E&E'02 -E_BEEE59E'01 "3.230759E'03 3 155752E'03 -2.7412015"02 t8
24
19 3.&_9755E+00 -2.995529E÷00 t.0585535+00 4.3689735"01 -1.291525E'01 -1.01329_E'01
25 -3.198_38E'04 -577_3255"01 "2.8905985"01 1 1173495+00 2 _39821E-01 -4.06450_E+00 30
31 -1,8258755"03 -2165354E-03 "3.156132E'03 1334192E-02 -S.OlBOS2E'04 -1.9956715-02 36
37 I._065635"04 S.8777555-04 -1.238703E'03 3 756165E-03 217R885E*02 -8+8425645-03 42
43 -3318470E÷00 -1.584125E+00 5.7735935+00 3 093d35E+00 11E4432E÷01 -6.792495E-01 48 .
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B1 -31753585-01 1,08052_E+00 -2.4891055-01 63
COLUMN 48
1 -7.9_48565-01 -1_134484E+00 -1.808_315-01 -3.541331E+00 -t428575E-01 -t._58268E-01 6
-1.2855815÷01 8_480085E-01 5251574E+00 4.505485E-01 -1454_91E-01 ?.S4S2SSE-OI 12
3 -1 4898325-01 G48938E-01 -S 021335E-01 5.5410825-03 -7.A940_SE-03 -3119_88E-02 19
...... |g ........... 2489188_+00 ............. J_23551_E;00 ....... ;1.3_43_2E+00 ......... _402__89__0_ ....... :i_212054E_01 .......... 1__2244S°E_°_1 ........ 2_4_
25 o4.151556E-01 -1.2703735÷00 -3.21243_E-01 43382705÷00 2045_3EE-01 -B_82245tE÷00 30
31 -2.03547?E-02 -2.4090135-04 -I.0E_GTSE-02 -2101200E-02 -2700850E-02 *E.R903525-03 35
37 -I.587155E-02 S.3205_gE-03 -2.13883_E-03 -1430802E-02 1.4585255-03 -2.2457545-02 42
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COLUMN 45
49 "3 2547215"02 S 4223965"01 1.3775015-01 -4.554259E'02 54210945"01 1.8200155"01 S4
55 08498E÷00 ? ES4_ 95"0 -E 4942E15+00 - 4052555+01 -8_2745505"01 "1_115724E+01 SO
.... _I ................ _.9_'6895_-_ ............. 4_o45415_:b_ ........... _S_4_SO76E:O_ ....................................................... 63
COLUMN 49
1 -3.783535E-03 -3.7497045-0_ -1.199490E-03 "1.9202285"02 2.8_632tE'03 -3.512E005"03 5
? -4.713454E-02 1.4_8350E'03 6.2815_2E-03 "5 497524E'03 3.2783015"02 -2.3E3480E-02 t2
13 -%1844475-04 -4.7295335-03 -I.37E102E-03 2.241190E-04 3.098188E-04 -5.4158465-05 18
19 -1.4478E5E'02 -1.0452305"04 4.2044085"03 2.70539EE'03 -E.520237E'03 -1.4028595"03 24
25 "2 899381E'03 "1 42204 B'02 -! 52_8755"03 -S 455535"03 -4._484225"03 1.830531E'02 30
.......3i .................. _/sb414SE:b_ ............ :4_s_4"_ss_:65 ........ :3._S_6_E:0_ ........ _._9gIso_'-04 ............. :___3_E_:0_ ......... :4S_'_YE_04 ....... 35 ....
37 -4.020049E-05 -1+587727E-05 -7.9_31465-05 -2.$4538_E-04 2145475E-04 1.5S32375-04 42
43 3843g88E-01 1.$24047E'0| 3.5S33075-02 1.183194E-OI -1,E53189E-02 -32547215-02 45
k9 2.072014E-02 -T.28559_E*02 2.553408E-03 -1.3508305-02 -_.289449E-02 -3_835315-03 EL
EE -E.2378515*01 2.9314505-02 -1.4210745*01 8.227445E-02 3.91430?5-02 1.4382825-01 EO
61 -9.1505965-03 -2.3812205-02 7.ISSS07E-OE 83
.............................. COLUMN EO
7 1.0027585+OO 4.5135525"01 -1.700825E-01 S.831041E'02 -4.20_2445+00 1.99985TB+00 12
13 -1.R192875"02 2.8550355"01 -3.847250E-01 -2.0166355"02 -1.3152295"02 -I.SOSSOEE'02 IE
19 5.$140005-01 "2.245272E+00 -S.E3BEBEE'01 -2.SE3STSE'01 -S.$900935-01 4.007_215"01 24
25 1,212S3ge*01 -4,2418525-01 "2,$312045"01 -4.7857535-02 3.106478E'01 3.54559EE-01 30
31 -5,537_785"03 1.8083575"03 1.EOS03RE'03 -1.52857_E-02 -2.835312E-02 I0155895"02 36
37 1011375E-02 -2.728826E'04 5,8E52_25"04 7.SBSS|2E-03 -4.1412515"02 E.2225845"03 42
43 "S.8345235÷00 -2.9906385+00 *2,0?EBBEE+O0 1 3_8847E÷00 -1.B033035e00 5.4223985"01 45
..... 4b ................. :'¥"_d____E:_ ................d_k__d;'6_ ............ _Y__44_E;02 ............. _';dk_4__:o'2 .............. :'I_8_e'_0i ............. _'I__'305;_02 .............. _4 .....
55 8_6E66625+00 -2,0879195+00 1,91E6985÷00 -6.4925725"01 -2,552443E'01 -I._1174_E+00 60
51 2.3698225"01 -4.4085745"01 2.91511SE°03 63
COLUMN E1
1 -7.241451E'03 -1.0150535-02 -1.1522425-03 -3.2820235"02 -6.A918355"03 4.042032E'03 6
7 8.38S8_7E'02 -S.EBT4?SE'_3 2.841005E-02 "1.1351T15"02 1.EEEOSEE'O! -S.3543145"02 12
3.9&04445"0413 2 E579945"03 "1 1508575"02 0158345-02 7 3759555"04 S_4505125"04 18
25 -3.EA40355"03 1.SOE?SBE'02 8.010154E'03 2.810478E'02 -E.8_E??_E'03 -S.BSS_SEE'02 30
31 2.209585E-04 -5_8854915"05 -I.2E?SOBE-04 7_5057185"04 1.0032075"03 -5.218R745"04 35
37 -3.B034705-04 2.9030105"05 -2.1630535-05 "2.5603325"04 1.762E39E-03 -3.352509E-04 42
43 1,395451E-01 T.BB39TBE'02 4.8687505-02 "1.4967415"0_ -1.7662S05-02 1.377501E-01 4A
49 2.BS]40&E-03 -_.032441E'02 9.850$225-03 -2.0BBE3SE-03 -_.032252E-02 -5,4045845-03 54
SE -?,E222E?E-02 3.229714E-02 -9.2896305"02 -3.962850E-02 4.5854355-03 1.3951125-03 EO
6 - 1405T95-02 TS 9355"02 -1.7t52325-03 ...... 8.3 ....
COLUMN $2
1 -4.6471515-03 -4.5707155"03 1.3375255"04 -1.317E455-02 2.5232835-03 2.3440885"03 S
? 2.153839E-02 |.S085325-02 -2.377817E-02 S.EgBSSEB'03 T.$I01455-02 -3.04_835E-02 12
13 5.3051985-03 1.3550345-03 -1.0725875"03 -2.2450315"04 -1.85_2925-04 "4.44T887E-05 IB
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COLUMN 52
19 1.T598588"01 "2.6786138"02 7.7B53828"03 1.1359578"02 1.544921E-02 "6.7312128-03 24
29 2 024787E-02 5.4234548"02 5.276565E-03 6 7097948"03 "5 138933E-04 6.S387998-03 30
37 8.0A93428"09 2.1E71348-05 "1.012694E-05 8038804E'04 7.6194928"04 "7.7489S28-04 " 42
43 "1.3557508-01 -1.6587T3E-01 8.3685108*02 1736608E'01 5.2899618"02 -4rE942S9E-02 49
49
-I.3508308-02 43884158-02 -2.0989358-D3 2.252931E-02 4405288E-02 1.7498E8E-03 54
SS -4.2_8723E-01 -4 0012128-02 -1.3910578-01 5.608784E-02 3.513209E-02 14987308-01 SO













1002898E+00 4.5138778-01 "1 ?OOE?3E'OI 8.931161E-02 "4 2090698+00 198976TE÷00 12
"1.913545E-02 2.9S49848-01 -3.8L7297E-01 "2.018632E'02 "131E205E-02 "15055288-02 18
55194498-01 -2.2493178÷00 -5.939794E'01 "2.8533548"01 -5,5F99348-01 4.0079858-nl 34
1.2128198"01 4.2412088"01 "2_9311298-01 -47659788"02 "-3 '1063918"01 3.849068E'01 30
"8 E3TE4EE'03 1.60829TE-03 19090208-03 -19289208-02 -2 9352498-02 1.015980E-02 35
1.0113808"02 -2.728492E'04 56949348"04 ?.8667528"03 "4 141089E-02 S.221950E-03 42
"5_834!.398 _00 -2.9906628*00 -2 0788028+00 1.2T9035E+00 "1 9032408+00 5.4210948-01 48
6.694994E_00 "20879388_DD 1 9152298+00 "64900908-01 -2,55|1788-01 -1 7112478+00 60
2.3698768"01 "4.4078998-01 2 903892E-03 63
COLUMN 5_
1 2 1t6832E-03 2 699139E'03 6 747322E-04 71602998"03 6.929140E-03 "3752603E-02 S
7 "1.674961E'02 1.3443858"02 1 5947548-02 1 4651598"02 "1.292688E*01 8.3349358-02 12
13 "2.100966E'03 13274108"02 -2 0199?8E-02 "7.738556E'04 "S 392935E-04 -78724398-04 18
"iS 4".530720E:02 ...... _21"98_6648"L0"2 ........ L4"_18508_E_02 .......... _'_8"2_33_':02 ............ L'2_'60_9_2"_'_02 ...... _'.'6927038;'02 ..... 24""
25 4.3796258"03 "2 1591938-02 -IIS71E6E'02 2 7581988"02 1.0S3SSBE-02 -4.1705738"02 30
31 -3E05813E'04 65442768-05 3 5E9?T3E'OE "8.821S218"04 "13028688-03 4.3880458"04 38
37 2.709450E*04 10653788-05 9157148E-09 2.517316E'04 -1.584475E-03 -6,0646288"05 42
43 "1.2461988"01 -8.3042588"02 "11152528"DI "1.449029E*01 I151184E-02 1.9200 68-01 48
17498B88"03 ? 1344978-02 9.8995008-0349 "31838218-03 7.1347308"02 -64048648"03 54
S5 41314T38"01 -2.3190378"02 4 1431328"02 "?9499508"02 "10971008-02 *11983478"01 SO
COLUMN 59
t -2.945322E+00 "3,5496?8E+00 -9 401190E-01 -12702418+0_ -97719808-01 -1.2102998÷00
7 3.322528E_01 1.021241E_00 1 197670E÷01 2,567177E÷00 -1.8182388÷01 4.198923E÷00 1_
13 t.45353TE÷0D 4.2T48578-0t -2.0T5598E+00 SS6857TE-02 -1.8994378-02 -8.00TSSEE-02 18
19 6.0358738÷01 2.612801E+00 -5.2457298-01 -3.3311378+00 1.2765398÷00 5.9319948-01 34
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1 -S 1960888-02 - 1 3288948-01 - 1 . 9109558-02 - I 88894BE-01 - 1 . 3172898-01 E. 804021E-02 S
7 3.9947308-01 9.4T5871E-02 - 999939E-01 -2.81T4898-0 A.765011E-01 -9.995993E-0 2
'_3............2.eiS"_g8i*-02 .......:'__'_:_'9¥0i;S:O _...............4_4;*_t'7iI;__0I..........¥.S_"73"'_¥ E__3.............._,_9 _2_;_E:0"3............_ __';49 E ;02 .........Ia.....
19 - 1 . 230344E "02 1 . S373388+00 3. 578434E-02 4 . 231447E- 02 4 . 8674678 "01 - 1 . 939T288 "0 I 24
25 S , 8839B38 "03 8 . 804474E- O 1 2 . 2902278"01 " I . 28841SE°O I - 1 . 880904E-01 E . 4303438 "0 I 30
ii :iii!!!iii!iiii iii!ili:iii!!iii!iii!iiiiiiiilii iiiiiiiliiiiiiiii!ili!
................ ........... : -:................. .. .. _ ......... . _ ..............................:........ _ ................
COLUMN 57
I 2 .0888748"02 4 .5170"r28-02 -3 .02BSSOE*02 *7 .0"79BS98-02 -1 . 3999848-01 -S. 272T918-02 5
T - I . 2108828+00 - 2 . 698335E -01 8 . 920889E -01 1 . 17S832E-01 - 2 . 7338208÷00 1 . 2E$0438+00 12
13 -I.6481748-01 ?.3981498-02 -I .2B3283E-02 2,31S988E-03 -3 0043258-03 -318497288-04 18
19 -4. 6497908+00 4 .0064788-01 - 1 . 555389E-02 4 1658918-01 " I 8899468-01 1 9492S6E-01 24
29 -4.611$972E-01 -1 0510118+00 - 233133E-0 1. 14S0768-01 1 7274?$E-0 -3.9 9t 18-01 30
ii i!iiiiii ii! i i iiil ! i! iii iii:ili ii iiiiiiiiii:ii
.. COLUMN $8
................ - _I i d6_ 74i_ _:;_:z........... i _68_408_:0i ............ : "/ _i_Ii_ d a E ::_;i ......... ;_oi41il_:oi .............. K_ 4_s _d ;-02 ............. : _ g_664_: _,;* ............. S .....
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AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERB]ON CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . BAA
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AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP]
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBODM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRI_ . EAA
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AH'IGTHREE'DIMENSIONAL8U LTUPOVNAMICSMODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2E, IRSO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 62
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 |FULl-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBDOM MODEL
0 M P L E X E ] G E N V A L U E A N A L Y S ] S S U M M A R V (INVERSE POE_V_ER_WI-T'HSH|FT$)
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES EXTRACTED ....... 12
NUMBER OF STARTING POINTS USED .......... 1
NUMBER OF STARTING PO]NT OR SHIFT POINT MOVES O
........................ TOYAL NUMBER OF TRIANGULAkDECOMPOSIT[ONS ....... _ ........ 25 .......................
TOTAL NUMBER OF VECTOR ITERATIONS ........ 257
REASON FOR TERMINATION S
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, lEO0 MSC/NASTRAN tO/1S/S7 PAGE 63
D[PFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 IFULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
C 0 M P L E X E 1 G E N V A L U E A N A L Y S I S S U M M A R Y ]INVERSE POWER WITH SHIFTS]
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES EXTRACTED ....... IS
NUMBER OF STARTING PO|NTS USED .......... 1
NUMBER OF STARTING POINT OR SHIFT POINT MOVES 0
TOTAL NUMBER OF VECTOR ITERATIONS 85




AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. IEgO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 64
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF|GURATION #1 (FULL-UP]
THIS VERB]ON CONTAINS A OUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
C O M P L E X E ] G E N ¥ A L U E A N A L Y S I S B U M M A R Y (INVERSE POWER WITH SHIFTSI
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUE$ EXTRACTED ........ 26
NUMBER OF STARTING POINTS USED ...... 1
NUMBER OF STARTING PDINT OR SHIFT POINT MOVES . 0
TOTAL NUMBER OF VECTOR ]TERATIDNS 104
REASON FOR TERMINATION 7
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL DU]LTUP DYNAMICS MOOEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED ODTOBER 2B, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1S/B7 PAG_ 65
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION M1 (FULL-UP)
TH]S VERSIDN CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
C O M P L E X E 1 G E N V A L U E A N A L Y S ] S S U M M A R Y [INVERSE POWER WITH SH|FTS_
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES EXTRACTED ....... 30
NUMBER OF STARTING POINTS USED ..........
NUMBER OF STARTING POINT DR SHIFT PO|NT MOVES 1 O
TOTAL NUMBER DF VECTOR ITERATIONS ........ ST
REASON FOR TERMINATION ............ T
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AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1BED MSC/NASTRAN 10/1E/87 PAGE 66
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUR TAILBOOM MODEL
C O M P L E X E ] G E k V A L U E A N A L Y S ] S $ U M M A R Y (INVERSE POWER WITH SHIFTS)
NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES EXTRACTED ......... 33
NUMBER OF STARTING POINTS USED .......... I
NUMBER OF STARTING POINT OR SHIFT POINT MOVES 0
........... TOYAL ........ S ....................
TOTAL NUMBER DE VECTOR |TERATIDNS ....... 37
REASON FOR TERMINATIDN ......... 7
.........................................................................................................................................................
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 _FULL-DP|
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
OCTOBER 26, IRRO MSC/NASTRAN to/1s/8? PAGE 67
C D M P L E X E I G E N v A L U E A N A L Y S I S S U M M A R Y (INVERSE POWER WITH SHIFTS]
NUMBER DF EIGENYALUES EXTRACTED ........ 34
NUMBER OF STARTING POINTS USED .......... !
NUMBER OF START|NO POINT OR SHIFT POINT MOVES 0
TOTAL NUMBER OF VECTOR ITERATIONS ........ 13




AH'I"G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #l (FULL'UP)
THiS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILEOOM MODEL
E 0 M P L E X E ] G E N V A L U E A N A L Y S I $
OCTDEER 2S. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE ES
S U M M A R Y IINVERSE POWER WITH SHIFTS)
...................................................................................... ............................
NUMBER OF EIGENYALUES EXTRACTED .... 35
NUMBER OF START|NG POINTS USED .... 1
NUMBER OF STARTING POINT DR SHIFT POINT MOVES 0
.......................... TbTAL"NU'MbEh O'F 'T_R]ANGO£Ah DECOMPOSITIONS " 3 ...............
18TOTAL NUMBER OF VECTOR ITERATIONS
REASON FOR TERMINATION 7
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AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUE TAILBOOM MODEL
C O M P L E X E ] G E N V A L U E
OCTOBER 26. 1990 M$C/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 69
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29 4 -1.5009919"03 1.8782729"02 2.6710S29"0] 17888879"01
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TH]_ VERSION CONTAINS A 8U]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
OCTOBER 26, |lSO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE TO
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MDDELED OCTOBER
O|FFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF]GURAT|ON wI (FULL'UP)
THiS VERSION CONTA|NS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
|NTERMEDiATE MATR]X . . UAV
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 71
COLUMN I
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55 "3.6861408"02 -I .2633188-12 3.T174718-03 8.893319E-13 i 0022298-01 "1. 130354E-12 57
58 " 2 16"r0028 -01 - 3. 3343068 - | 2 5. 869"_0GE " 03 1. 2350258 " I 2 1 O00000E+O0 0 OO0000E÷O0 GO
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1 -8.6613738"03 4.4130178- 1 4 33877IE-05 "S.4795 18"1 "2.713220E-01 7 03DSSEE" 0 3
7 "O.66ISISE-03 4.417955E-11 8.S10014E'06 -1.0028388-1 "3 9534418-02 S 8713E08-10 g
10 1.7316128-04 2.112424E-11 -6.370II38-02 7.4217718"11 I 2728848"01 4.8098318-10 12
13 "11710388"01 9.9345818"11 3.895SS2E-04 2.6168338" 1 1.3E53118"01 4.7410368-10 15
I_ "3.02274IE-01 2.0083228-10 1_0784208-03 3.744B308-11 i.3S83118"01 4.7490388-10 l&
|9 -873477SE-02 |.8466048-11 1.4822768-04 4.8863488-11 2.702S898-01 4.009887E-10 21
22 "S.7045878-02 1.4787408-11 1.64S0008-04 2.44S9418-tl 1.4700798°01 4.7881818-10 24
2S "5.7003228*02 3.7809048-11 1.646320E-04 2.4458828-11
......................... 4SB2SOE-01 4.5925188-10 27
ii :i ii!iiii:il !!iii:!!-!.i iiiii:ii. i Hi:ii:iiiiiii-i! i iiii.ii!i
3S ........
"3.2011388-02 5.26$48SE'11 -2.147764E-05 1.5889448-10 9.0425278-01 E 3183 78-1 $7
54 "2.0474838-01 1.46$I318"10 6.0026018"04 1.8S37368"10 i.O00000E+O0 0 O00000E+O0 60
61 "2.0338308-01 1.374O448"10 S.IS270|E'O4 1.8020848-10 9.9939078*01 "2.17IE368"12 63
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ORIGINS,L-PAGE I,'
OF POOR QUALIT_
AH'IG THNEE'DIMENSIDNAL BUILTUP DYNAMIC5 MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENT5 GVT CDNF[GURAT|ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THE5 VENSIEN CONTAIN5 A EUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . UAV
29, IDIO MSG/NASTRAN 10/lS/67 PACE 72
EOLUMN 3
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I 5 5290599"02 4 2762529-03 G,2109829"02 93481129"02 1.0000009+00 0_0000009+00 3
...... _ .............. s 4_-77-S_E_O_ ...... 3/s3_8_.o3 ............. __9"7__-o_ ......... _'(26_2_2 ............... 87iT___;_ ......... 8._4s_'7__ ........ S
7 5.4775039"02 3 637517E'03 1.0894309"02 95416479-03 T.8649069"01 1.564200E'01 9
I0 -2.9638259o02 "2 3426899"02 1.029139E-01 "3.2428179"02 6.51E6229"01 2.713884E-01 12
13 1532E81E'01 "6.3R0539E'02 "A.1062839-02 -3.1134139"02 8.48440EE'01 2.7985989"01 15
IC 3,119721E-01 "1,673515E-01 -T,1866229"02 "5,0990339-02 8,4844069"01 2_795998E-01 IS
t5 10203969-01 "2,3E16829-O2 "E.5146049°02 -4.5441709"02 6.3299989"01 3,8947649-O1 21
22 " 8.9143799"02 "E1874619"02 "3,3280199"02 "29615929"02 6125402E'01 2.69&0379"01 24
2E 1,343829E'0 4.272788E'03 "3 3281119"02 -2 66180EE-02 6.669649E'01 30384739-01 2?
31 -5106959E-02 5912149E-02 4.3993869"02 3.4205799"02 8.3782839"01 1.089183E-01 33
34 -51069899-01 9,9121459"02 "2 4958399"02 "24827759"02 5,4964619"01 3.3081879"01 36
37 "6.6370019"03 9.7051699"02 4.3999269"0_ 3.4°05949"02 6.7372229*01 1.29E6959-01 39
40 -D.538990_'03 9.706150E'02 -249552_E'02 "2,462713E-02 6.9574089-01 3538657E'01 42
43 T.04E101E'02 "1.232038E'02 "5138629E'02 -6.5543169-02 4.1213759"01 4.539125E-01 49
46 5.622251E'02 1.1165559-02 -13391769-01 "1 1481559"01 1.817483E'01 64293109-01 46
49 0047099"0 S $743709"03 - 387E329"01 "1 1783839"01 1.6745359"01 6,$06341E-01 51
SS 5,0321589"02 "?.0069919"03 "1.6481509"01 1 E128549"01 "1.04960&E'02 7,9281209-01 51
55 2.304116E'01 "1.2056299"01 "2,330359E'01 1 9293629"01 "9.096253E-02 8.5755509-01 GO
81 2.3144_39"01 -1,1261689"01 "2,327151E'01 1 E24128E-01 -5,3909429-02 8.616662E'01 93
COLUMN A
REAL ] HAG ! NARY REAL I MAGI NAR Y REAL I MAGI NARY
I 2 768103E-02 1 9726 E'03 -2.8189969"01 I .3081609"05 4.5383409"02 t,3890919"02 3
? 2,9989339-02 1 1547389-03 "4.999455E'02 "2,3D82789-04 3 588902E-02 1 7006679-02 9
10 l, 95542E-0 -6 ,9880089"05 2 955831E'02 4.26751EE-04 3 0642449"02 1 ,509630E'02 12
13 9 . 540643E-03 -2 .6163639"04 1 . SE30449"01 3.0364989-04 1 ,6870509"02 1 .E01852E-02 IE
I G I 761983E -02 - 2 , 6992499 "03 2 . 439692E "01 I . S 16436E -03 I , $87060E -02 1 . 9016829 - 02 I 5
I 9 7 , OE?S 159 -03 S . 3546865 -04 2 • S 178699 " 01 - 2 . 2491S3E -04 I , 306511E -02 2 , 07R 758E " 02 21
22 I ,548691E-01 3.8118219"04 1 .386408E'01 -1 012235E-04 E ,4624359"02 2.0202449-02 24
25 - I 40E6159-01 7 .0437249-04 1 ,3894019"01 - 1 01241 IE'04 -9 ,?120829-02 I .511910E'02 27
......._)_ ..............9 ,si _i_3SE_3 ............._:__42!; __E z04 .............2 ¥_O')S(_I__ _ _ .............f,S___ fii__04 ...........Y_ _'26"¥_;___b2 ......... _ .i_/2S 3_;i_'_O_" " 30 ....
31 1 00E 501E -01 2 449601E -02 - I 7 I 1579E "01 " 6 . 465275E "04 8 . 0900139 -02 I . 6E25 I 7E -02 33
34 1 OOESO1E-01 2 .4466009-03 I .408750E'01 "l 1851409-03 8.8424139-02 2,0967029"02 36
37 -9 .5594449-02 2 .8680969"03 -I. 711577E-01 -6 ,4549809"04 -2.2317319"02 1 .5106279-02 36
40 -9 969445E-02 2 . 6680559-03 I .4057EOE'01 "1.1891369-03 -3.8781419-02 1 .655428E-02 42
ii .i !!!}i!!ii: ! - i  i!i!ii!i: ::ii i!!!iii: :i ii iiiiii: ! !iiiiii!ii : i!
55 5 . 9757769 -03 8 . 1339259 -04 B . 253484E -0 I - I . 034914E " 03 - 1 , 425433E "02 2 , 9177539 "02 $7
55 4 , 2389109 -03 " 1 , 36677EE "03 1 0000009+00 0 , OD0000E+OO - 2 . 3118829 -02 3 0375789 " 02 60
81 -3 290084E "02 " 1.3416509"03 9 9592199"01 -6.4055309 "08 -4.2217909°02 3 01110EE'02 83
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROL5 MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/67 PAGE
OIFFICULT COMPONENT5 GVT EONFIGURAT]ON #1 (FULL'UP}
THIS YERSIDN CONTAIN5 A 6U]LTUP TAILBDOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX .. UAV
COLUMN 5
REAL IMAGINARY REAL • |MAG]NARY REAL IMAGINARY
5.30E5069-01 -2 5452849*02 1.57565 Eo02 1.628940E-03 -5.414810E-01 -i,034417E-02 3
........4 ...............a,30_2__ ...........:2/S4_3_:02 .............8/¥S_8b'_ ............._.s9|a4__o_ .............:3/8"_6_ISE_01 ...........___4_'_469_03 ..... 6
T 8,304161E-01 -2.5489069-02 37774189-03 -1.8031629-04 -2,4037199-01 -8.0630209-03 8
10 -1,9033R69-03 2.3450859-04 7,5423329-01 -2.EE40725-02 -5.0612549"02 -8.7596759-03 12
13 ?0084439-01 -2.5246399"02 -29223619°04 1.5890149-03 -41577599"02 -7.3986869"03 16
16 4.7763609-01 "2.7891159"02 8.0809539-03 7.2437859"03 -4.1517699"02 -?,39RS989-03 15
19 7.730515E-01 -2.6720169-02 -8.7248239-03 -7.719685E-04 1,2060169-01 o8.182355E-03 21
22 7.565410E-01 -2.6754919-02 -2.859553E-03 5.1103229-05 -2.2545049"02 -2.879204E'03 24
25 7,60E8649-01 -2 484074E-02 -2.&52264E-03 5.tS22979-05 -3.3963399-02 -1.1907119-02 2?
..... 2_ ................... _.oi8£i_:_i ............. :2:i_i_a_:5_ ............ :'_".i3_S3iE153 .............. 9"._'_3'Si_E;bi ................ i:ii3_E:5_ .......... :6._i02_iS-O] ........... _ .....
31 9,5235139-01 -2.6095849"02 3.820421E'03 -25860989"03 "3.3064919"01 "6,313115E'03 23
34 9.5236139-01 -2.6068449"02 "1,208817E-02 °4.9392369"03 7.5867229"02 "3.429540E-03 35
37 9.8254259"01 "2.3639639"02 3,536747E'03 -2,8855339"03 "2.3794499"01 "1.293672E'02 39
40 6.826428E'01 -2,363R83E'02 1.208402E'02 -4+9393379-03 8.R215799"02 "6,8944359"03 42
43 8.0448799"01 -2,5737699"02 1.E950819"02 "2477230E-03 2.8209329"01 "3.&45549E'03 46
46 5.3747409"01 "2.E24655E'02 2.E570729-02 "E,1038619"03 8.1480119-01 "2.6642429"03 46
49 6.0354109-01 "2.4954619"02 2.879365E-02 -4.1772019"03 8.0933039"01 "5,016473E-03 91
....... S_ ................ ¥'.'iS'6"S'S_E':O'i ............. :2":'_'019229":'02 ................ 2_'a¥9']'8"S'ff_'02 ............ _'4";'|'_'_'fOT_'_0"3 ................ _':'_'_T3_'E:'_ ............. :'T'.27"_'a'l"S'E'_04 ............ 64 .....
55 8,0355999-01 -2+546525E'02 3.982313E'02 "S.8084949-03 " 8.9489889"01 "5.9325379"04 57
95 S.SGST1SE'01 -2,E95185E-02 3,5210549o02 -1.442000E-03 trO O0000E+O0 OvO000_OE_O0 SO
81 5.9E39949"01 "2,EE7694E*02 3,8235499"02 "1.4783059--03 6.6505589--01 "1.1631779"03 63
COLUMN 8
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL ]MADINANY
1 "2 916735E'02 "34658709°03 2,9496629--01 3.2002679--03 1.0352219"01 4137701E'03 3
"'" _ ................. ;'_'."(_'2"I_VG'2 ............ ;_';'_'_'i81"}E';'0"3 ............... Y_'_}_'S'_:O'I ............. V'I';'3"I'O'3S6E';0"3 ................ (':'_'3_'1"2"3"E';'01 ............... 3".'§'IS'2"i'OE;03 ................ d .....
7 -3,169539E'02 -3,5766659"03 -1.0010349"02 "5.861671E-03 t,1310079"01 3.90053?6"03 9
10 21131529"02 -9.8880199-03 -2.6742719"02 "3.3401219-03 1.0147139-01 3.0845605"03 12
13 "1.1746609"03 "_.324R579"03 2.4837409"01 "7.4347029"03 3,020714E'03 2.0505609"03 1E
IC -1,0842989"03 "1,8665069"D3 1.0000009÷00 0.000000E+00 3,0207849-03 2.090660E°03 15
Ig -2.0645879"03 -2,4792359"03 -1.4293769-01 -1,4735009"02 2.4123119-03 1.739160E-03 21
22 -1.7713205-01 -6.244117E'03 -7,4884399-03 -1.0290109-02 5,4616499-01 8 4166769-03 24
25 1.7301675-01 3,291614E-03 -7.4884739-03 -1.025003E-02 -5,4220669-01 -4,3525969-03 27
.....2_..............='T.8___8_=o_ ..............:_':'3"_¥_:o_ ...........___i_'d'i'E=_1 ............='_';2(i_:_2 .............._:ST_'_:_ ...........T._2S24_=_ .............3_ ...
31 -I,212ER79"01 "6.7659729"03 -3.4844639-01 "7.324000E'03 4.411250E-01 7.1078699"03 33
34 -I.2127049"01 "E,71100EE'03 -7.1604939"01 -1,5462669"02 4.4008049"01 8.2164419"03 38
37 1.19R332E-01 1,0371819"03 -3.4844719-01 "7.3239079"03 "4.335E579"01 "1,714415E-03 38
40 1.1693399"01 1.031161E'03 -7.1904939-01 "1.9462689"02 "4.3450049"01 -2.$32DS49-03 42
43 -4.479994E'02 "2.5456209"03 -4.0063119-01 -2.0658119"02 1.9911139"01 2.9740429-03 4E
48 -2.2649159"03 "2.51174EE'03 -5,1053319-01 -3.17E8779"02 *S.193487E'04 7_004640E-04 46
49 g.0580599"02 S.20Ii219"04 -i.8077429"01 "3.0405499"02 -3,4084609"01 -2.7141809"03 $1
....... s_ ............... ;_._as'2_;o'2 .............. :_':'l'_b_a__63 ............. __.a_'_'_';'_f ............. _':_4ob_aE_02 .............. _:'_i_2___ ............... _._'2"_Vo_ ............... _'4 .....
5E -2.194267E'03 "2.5404129"03 -g.4349479"01 "3.5751759"02 -3.213565E'08 1,3181079°04 57
58 1,4198299"03 "1.7315499"03 "3.4712719"01 "3,ELI0799"02 "4.0614309"02 "S,19000IE'04 80
51 5,3386169"02 "2.6339199"04 "3,9213189"01 "3.9211849"02 "2.02E7839"01 "2.165025E'03 93
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP OYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #l (FULL-UP)
THIS ¥ERS]ON CONTA|NS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX +. UA¥
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/19/87 PAGE 74
COLUMN T
REAL IMAGINARY REAL |MAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
-1.293299E-03I -2116519E*02 9190297E-01 2,6634439-02 -4 98713&E-02 4 S4&BG1E-03 3
...... _2_i_7_Je_02 ...... :fv4__aE+e:O3 .......... 8"/l_SEi'_e:01 ...... _.o3s_s4__0"2 .............. :s/41_f'f_:6_ ............. _,i_S±IE:03 .............. S
? -2.3244419-02 "1.4176199-03 7 130508E'01 1,4244989"02 "S+S02497E'02 4.8094209"03 9
10 47816609-01 1,516969E-02 -290933&29-02 -1.2414639-03 "S,0733809-02 4.2319169-03 12

















1.0609569-03 1.4593989-04 "47928739-02 5.7229209-02 B.5912499-04 9,7237449-06 18
"1.0586179-03 -4.4691839-05 3.6ST61SE-OI 7,8102109-03 -2.2180449-04 "9,2973039-05 21
-1.2920739-01 -7,92499TE-03 4.6695219-01 13897459-02 "33799489-01 2+7633059-02 24
1.2711329-01 7.5358599-03 4.6899029o01 1 3897369-02 3 394892E-01 -27631089-02 27
"_.?08t689_Oi ............. 7_7231"_'iE;07 ......... 2_'4_'§'#'j'E';OI ........... I'L8"34_68E'_02 ...... :'i'_'6829_29"W04 .......... _"69_3"3"69_09 .... 30 ....
-8,9648349-02 -SS14]939-03 10000009_00 O.O00000E+O0 -29303173E-01 1,8879959-02 33
-|9843669-02 +55143939-03 7,2457799-01 +1.67323&E-02 "2.299088E-01 1,$666009-02 39
9+$304299-02 5.1914839-03 9.999049E-01 -3.9796219-07 2.3606779-01 -1.8481239-02 39
:::_:,,,-o, s,,,,,..o_ 7.s,,7,-o, -1+7.,..o_ _.1,,..o, -,s,,oE..o_
+ • 809-02 "198650&E+03 3.1729969"01 -3.56T72TE'03 *8.]891469"02 6 533702E'03 49
"1.4531229-03 "899280799-OS 14954019"01 "21802289"02 -3.4639719"03 "4.044§019"04 48
8.98384NE'02 41159549"03 8.3021149"02 "1.G239909"02 1.?SI5029-01 "1.S029899"02 51
"I.2601669-03 "6.391983E'05 "9.2732209"02 "2.B04104E-02 "5.2416089-03 "S 742889E-04 57
_1007259-03 5,5_11419"04 "53666259"01 -2.842734E'03 1509789E'02 "235633NE-03 EO
40379339-02 2 S269899-03 -53539299-01 -_.0555449-03 1.002929E-01 -92GT1969-03 G3
COLUMN 8
REAL |MAGINARY REAL IMAG]NARY REAL _MAGINARY
290G31319-03I -1.5321749"01 1.004152E-04 9 56945 E'05 "2 414964E'0 397G04E'03 3
7 "1.539240E'01 76837629-09 "7,3999129-04 "6,60E21BE'OG "8.759937E'02 9 061646E-04 9
10 "1.4909379"03 "10541049-04 "I,B4SOSSE'OI 3,9987929"04 S 7780429"03 -2.5704159-04 12
13 "1.1NI2209"01 4,2916369"04 "19359339"03 +1,00864|E'04 -I.8788609"02 "2.9277929-04 15
IS 1.0000009+00 O,O00000E+O0 3,9170249"03 2.070536E-04 ol.8802659o02 -2,9292049-04 19
19 "I98487319"01 1+8416439-04 -822323iE'04 -883171&E-OS 76328189"02 -8+9219999-04 21
22 "18382939-01 2 5149909-04 -17573929"03 -I t15034E-04 9644924E°03 +S,2191419-04 24
25 -18186809-O1 29230569-04 -41047609-04 -9961912E-09 -1010446E-03 +2+4075759-04 27
2S ...... _2.2_35_4E:OJ .... 3"_2"78535"E':'b'4 .......... +''27S_$2[:0_ ...... _'1"_'3238t'E'_4 ....... 7_3"ib2+'ie"b2 .... :'+".'_+_3+10e':'04 .... 3b
31 "I9988909"02 "4404463E-04 -5 291486E-04 54778949"05 -1279860E'01 8.444986E'04 33
34 "91078409"02 "4,3994939-04 -6 629441E'03 2T01IOSE-OS 51604799"02 -9,0390789-04 36
37 "98850279"02 *4.2989219-04 *6.83409&E'03 1217629E'04 -1.3236919-01 1.1326029"03 39
40 -9.8899119"02 "4+2929349-04 "6 2668439+03 102II1BE-OS 4,$499529-02 "7.0913229"04 42
43 "1.8811919-01 1+2249249"04 "9 3183629"04 -I.258971E'OE 1_6940239-01 "I.1521409-03 45
46 -1461949E-01 29656019"04 I 4312049-03 2+4984849"04 3,8491409-01 " 5998889"04 49
49 -17990169-DI -8.1409739-0E 2 2398999-03 2 0747049-04 3 &297729-01 "? 3829019"05 5
SE "1997388E-01 1.9693939"04 4 394588E'03 3,3107709"04 G.OSSSS_E-01 2.7478979°03 57
5E -3602780E-01 -2.9151479-03 "E 6396129"03 "30640299"04 71472029"01 4.B392749"03 SO
El -3,8926S79-01 -].O1BSO1E'03 -S 4934249"03 "2,9937259"04 7.2533609"01 4.&4T234E'03 63
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSG/NASTRAN 10/15/87 RAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #I (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
INTERMEOIATE MATRIX . UAV
COLUMN 9
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL [MAG NARY
I 1.300614E-02 2.1_10019-04 -7.374458E-02 -3 $38177E-03 " 4421389-01 S 0613359"04 3
..... 4 .......... I"'.'_'_0_8"_6E':02 ............. 2"_'3"6'_29"_E'W04 ........... _'_2_fO'3"TE:'O_" " ":2".'$4_8"?'03E':0"3 ......... :'i'_'I4S3_2"E':'_ ........... 3"'0SS$'7"2"_ ............... 6 .....
7 1.3619389-02 1+945979E-04 ?,4023959"02 -1_668591E-03 "1+620S549-0 ,65291NE°04 9
I0 "I,S714SOE'01 "7,&BOS09E-04 1,3402089-02 2,222305E'04 "1.4928669"01 -7.7933479"05 12
13 2.9776279"03 1.387136E-04 "3.1404829"01 6.3230109"09 2.005981Eo03 "G,2030BIE-OS 19
IE "2.1809539"03 -4+0894729"04 6,1300909"01 7.8172899-03 2.0068359-03 +S.2108259"OE 18
19 7.0833239"04 1+1787119-04 -8+4938409-02 *3.7291749"04 "39231959"03 -3.0140439-04 21
22 7.5237049"02 ?-249S699°04 +I.37947BE'01 "_,079447E'04 -S,976|28E'OI *1,6171189"04 24
29 "?.6762999"02 "4.5074939"04 °1.3794299"01 "7126601E'04 1,O00000E+O0 O.O00000E+O0 27
ii !iiii!i!!i:i i!ii:i ! !!i :iiiii !!ii ii!!ii:i+ ii!..o.o.o.
"'sff .......... _._4_405:02 ...... :_27_':64 ................ 2il_S_si_:_f ...... -_.s3_g3e_':_4 ............. :_'i7_le]3E:bl ....... :2.b_i$b6g=o] ............ _4 .....
SS "G.925t759"04 6.4310359"09 2,8716139"01 -2r4685969-03 "I.8573039-02 -3.7256999-04 $7
SB +1190091E-02 -1,60932tE-03 "9.876472E-01 -I,7614199-02 64504299-02 1.8920499*03 60
61 -;.0849939-02 -3.1497989-03 "97751999-01 "1,T446109-02 3.7272559-01 590025459-03 63
COLUMN 10
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 -I,2281189"02 "5.1097869"09 2. 319029-01 3 720 S2E'O] "E 3401989"02 "7.1214279"03 3
7 "1.3166399-02 -1.7931569-04 5,1IS3739"02 563G9969-04 "2,272930E-02 -1.S127379-03 9
10 -8.7931429"02 "197099429-03 -1.2993099"02 "6+4320039"04 "1.0262909"03 9.0740249"04 12
13 "9.6828869"03 "1,1984S59-03 -7.7583229"02 *20050039"03 1,1502639-02 1+37B&27E-03 IS
1E E,4213989-03 1.091007E-03 2,G399739-02 196959319-03 1,1943699-02 351239E-03 IS
lg °194927729"03 °2.3114999"04 "1.1452929"01 "1.8093779"03 2.3|34969"02 2.9249379o03 21
22 "E,OEEOBSE'02 "7.3459539"04 "B.7211929"02 °1,6833179"03 "7.032172E'02 -1.4929779"03 24
25 7.3153109*02 *298289349"04 "I.719491E-02 -1.679220E'03 9.942247E-02 4.5941979-03 27
'2a ............_O,_i_+_'Y_k__ .........:_;2_88_0_'-_ ............:_".+s_i'3i+e:__ ...........:_ 4"sk's'Y_':_ ..............___ff_W:_ ......... 2._i'd'k+4"E_ .............30 ....
31 -].7974849°02 1.075919E'03 1,8332959"01 B,9219249"04 "1,1414719-01 -3.194463E-03 33
34 "3.7507619"02 1.0934979"03 "2,6979509"02 S,7173949"04 "3,G759409"02 5.4111999-04 ]G
37 699591519"02 I.N094729"03 1,7622539"01 T,1046249"04 E,7499089"02 -3.9927959-04 39
40 S.9850&09°02 1.7900219-03 "2.2949509"02 1.0331399"03 8.3036759-02 4,6479379"03 42
43 692131329"03 4,1793569"04 °1.2939199"01
"S,8S1047E-04 2908076NEo02 1.92078IE'03 4E
46 -2,3497079-03 -6.3347419-04 "2.5025029-02 S,0632349-03 992490929-03 -4,5095829"04 48
49 °E.2516909-02 "1.5894379-03 -1 5945999"02 3.3201959-03 "1.9651229-02 4.272903E-03 51
...... _2 ................... _'."ii_f_#_;oi .............. i+;'ii¥si_i'_'o_ .............. :i';+iiil+i-ff:-_i ............ ];_+i+6"i'_uo_ ................ i;'i'iiWi'¢+i:6_ ............ :+(','+f_t'i't_t;_ ............... ii .....
SS 1.551322E-03 "4,N33967E-05 292391429-01 1.371794E-02 "6,E96079E-02 -19230t03E-02 57
99 !.712770E-02 19213109E-02 190000009÷00 O.O00000E+O0 -19929919E-OI -1 8931459-02 SO
91 ,29 026E*02 190469139°02 99140&219"01 2.9411229-04 -39194135E-01 -1,S731579o02 $3
.............................................................................................................. OR!G!_..L.......P_A_E_S
OF POOR QUALITY
AH-IG THREE'O|MENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2G, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE ?E
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAIN_ A BU]LTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX UAV
COLUMN 11
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARYREAL |MAGINARY
1 "2.3197189"02 -2476134E°04 7 289582E'02 7.BS41079"03 3.489790E-01 1.S68S919"03 3
T "1.4E192SE-02 "69485939-05 1075734E'02 1.6970319"03 5.0786829"02 6.I996609-04 9
10 -2.13G2279"02 "21907289-03 1.9508469"02 E.370654E'04 -7.3364669"02 *4.0467279-04 12
13 8.307161E'02 3_66S8209-04 "2.3696?79-02 -2+$48186E'03 "?.3SG1489"02 1.096971E'04 IS
1G "3.9032909"02 "2.S646989-03 E.9777859"03 9.3483&?E'04 "?.416806E-02 1.382639E-04 1S
19 9.S27149E'D3 6.3S4714E-04 "3.8381699"02 "432720SE'D3 -1.3728489-01 "1.3226199"03 21
22 1.9495489"03 "2.2G2126E'03 "2.431331E-02 "29152979-03 "9.1400939"02 -2097497E'03 24
2S 4 740857E'02 3443S20E'03 -2 4418S09-02 -25678159-03 -T.135372E°02 1E31132E °03 2T
" 2"a ............. _.'_'4"?_S'_E'-62 ............... 1/2"_a_20"E':03 ...... :'_'.e8_22_:0_ ........ _'_'_3"eB"SSSE:03 ......... :_34_'_a'S'E':O_ ...... _'296"S'S'SE'O_ ......... 36 "
31 -1.1018429-01 -2.ESI?EBE'04 S.302869E'03 EI25701E'03 1.3702349"01 "T759920E'03 33
34 "1_1004919-01 -2.S976S09"04 "_.4602179-02 "3 29802TE-03 -1.ES?lB?E'OI -E.9ET298E-04 3G
37 -?.$186769"02 3.R289349"03 E.6749799-02 1.31S97]E-03 1.SESBSSE-Ol "3.5818639-03 39
40 -7.514172E'02 3._1214969"03 -3.ES010GE-02 "?.3268309"04 "I.4OSSBSE'01 22S1SI09"03 42
43 1.3g4EGBE'03 9.08060SE'04 -4.0767T59"02 -49959329"03 -1.S22928E-01 "317433SE'03 45
46 3.300672E-02 14244349-03 2053120E'02 3S256119"04 ?.6679329-02 -44?05079"03 48
49 "4.?03041E-02 "1.7639439-03 2.243044E'02 334&9339"04 8.8992389"02 -S.029343E-03 51
..... 5"2 ............. _"4a4"j'_6_'JO_ ............... _'_S817949_03 2_'243043"E'_'02 ............................. 3.348S31E-04 _'_'3_04189"_02 ....... :479304 "i"_'_ .... 54 ....
SS 2 8340999"03 18143719"03 1309097E'01 1050321E'02 G.045728E'01 5.344S31E-03 57
SB -5.925564E-01 "S.071731E'03 23457609"01 32S80819"02 9.3722249-01 9661S719"03 GO
51 "6.791879E-0_ "87204379"03 2.3467599*01 3.250697E-02 1.0000009+00 0000000E+00 63
COLUMN 12
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL 2 IMAGINARY
4353008E-03 ]9492189-04 -S.$14127E-04 - .5299S?E-021 -1.69S131E-04 -210109TE-03 3
......... 4........... _._48"21"TE':03 ................ 3"13730969_04 4.34492"39";09 ...... -_'_5"8"i'321"E_0"6 ......... _'i_21_7638"E'_02 ....... :3._2_'_i'_'E_04 ..... 6"
T 2.8S63349-03 -9180718E-06 4._E7796E-04 9.12S207E-05 -1.447102E-03 7112G479-04 9
10 329GS979-04 5793S949-0S 1.G386169-03 9914947E-0S -8.$19923E-04 3_5945099-04 12
13 E.676310E-04 ?.9IOSG2E-OS 6.793S949-04 9.4839529"0E -I.0705S99-03 3.]94399E-04 1S
I_ -2.9081419-04 -?.S?GE?BE°OE -1.8441449-04 -2.2102089"0S -I.062759E-03 3.4334809"04 18
19 17893S19-03 9.ESSSB6E-OS 1_0106999-04 -2.8466029-0S -I.3736039-03 -4.SE7047E-04 21
22 14617169-03 -3.3280519-09 3.0G04179-04 4.4886S89-05 -I.3S32999-09 31969t4E-04 24
2?2S 2.20782]E-03 .8994149-04 2.S519789"04 4.4790619-05 -I.996003E-03 1.4418489-04
3331 "1.53T8229-01 -6 1885009"04 -8.8GBISBE-OI 1.9574539"03 9.9906689"01 "S 199010E'04
34 "1S32892E-01 -5181S929E'04 -3.3G2581E'02 I.$94395E'03 "I.40?2SEE'O2 "1.S272569"03 36
3T "I.52S0599-01 -4.6668969"04 8.8971119"01 "1.023921E'03 1.000OOOE+00 O.OOOO00E+00 39
40 "1.5231979-01 -4.3014009°04 3.040099E'02 "1.g366G09"03 "l.GS2E31E'O2 -1 790739E'03 42
43 I E024779"03 -6.BS54469"09 "8.6276899"04 "1.953597E'04 -5.7417189"04 "1.086118E'03 45
4G 2.0183169"03 1.2098699"05 -3.4297349"03 °46974749"04 34243879"04 -1.$14127E'03 49
4S 26509079"0_ -4.4295659"05 "2.8_73949"03 -4.19G0889"04 "1.3262329"03 -1.8187969-03 $1
ST$5 1.837T989-03 3.5743039"05 -4.4609499"03 "3.?788459"04 1.8481649"03 3.238637E-04
$8 I IB76099-03 -27738729"03 3.6220939"03 4 6973529"04 1.6007319-03 1.924322E'03 60
61 1.4E9442E-03 -3STSBOSE'03 3_9484929"03 4.7132709"04 -8.5431299"04 2.259S32E-03 63
AH'IG TNREE'D|MENSIONAL BU[LTUP OYRAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILSOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX .. UAV
26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1S/8? PAGE 77
COLUMN 13
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
• 3119014E'03 2_03823_E-03 "4.4938?1E-02. -2.893S949-02 S.4750099"03 70186999-03 3
...... 4 .................... i.iiiEiiE:_3 .......... 2:ii¥i40S:bi ......... ;'_:1¥iiiii;_i ............. ;i':_'iii_ii:o_ .............. ;i:'iiii_E:_3 ........... ;T,i'i?iTi_:o_ d
7 2.3004979"03 1.8278249"03 "21909769-03 67024099"03 "2.21234_E-03 "3.1619739"03 9
tO 1.?E?ESBE-03 ?.$42S839"0] -I.9B41759"03 "E.355491E'04 "2.309892E-03 -54231909"03 12
13 4.2)43179-03 2.4296119-03 3.9S05349-03 4.2001S89"03 -2.3&17819"03 -2.69375ae-03 15
16 -96374889-04 -4.6531879-04 -b.?G?249E-04 -6.302479E'05 -2.379291E'03 -2.7340369-03 18
2119 -6.1386SEE-04 -B.6097399-04 6.9763149*03 6.3331079-03 -3.BIG?BEE-D3 -I.3163489-03
22 7.1894269-03 I.?73401E-03 2.9717319-03 ?.8939649-03 -4.3744939-03 -2.2804619-02 24
?.8993929-03 2?2S -_.389199E-03 -9.8439309-04 2.8085989-03 B.S464109-04 t.B09340E-02
......2a ................. :_.9a|sa_:_ ............ :'2/__i_I_E;_ ............. _T1__i_8_=_ ............... _._4___E:_3 .............. :'$T6___:_ ............ :Y'._bSi_E=o_ ............ _ ....
31 2.2S30989-02 -3.3505939"03 1.0000009+00 O.O00000E+O0 "9.084614E'01 I.S862969"02 33
34 2.232698E-02 "3.3746999"03 3.92S1799"02 3.94K731E'02 -1.6946419"02 -2.4747599"02 36
3? "3.287559E'02 "I.4StSBSE-03 9+6949E99-01 -9.187396E'03 9+00S590E'01 -I.9816999-02 39
40 3.2993379"02 "1.449S979-03 3.1197449-02 3.2304339"02 21S49809"03 1.5181019-02 42
43 "1.0661999"02 "?.1173999"03 "I.8617499"02 "34041679"03 1.1E79139-02 9.353080E'04 45
46 6.4272329"04 2.8]$2409"04 -1.2]92999-01 "8.4929639"02 1.799359E'02 I.?9BOBBE'02 46
49 3.0762979"02 1.8727119"02 "1.094S789"01 "E.06A?04E-02 "3.1390709"02 8.G994949°0] 51
......S_ ................. ;_'.'_782"_0_:0_ ............. :2/2_ke_E';02 .............. :_Y__i_:'0"1 ............. =_____¥_;02 .............. _/__8_:b_ ............ _._i44_=_ .............. S4 .....
55 -1.478370E'03 "1.7990S4E-0] -1.9043829-01 -11189999"01 359S5749"02 2.7282439"02 ST
SB 3.5118979"03 1.29_886E-02 1,223t989-01 E.I0]S979-02 6.0289109"03 1.SOS351E-03 _0
61 1.3476919"02 2.4967409"02 1.195839E°01 ?.924103E'02 "1.0020729-01 "7.4206079-02 63
COLUMN 14
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 "3.5S90199-03 9.?02061E-0] 1.1703709-01 "8.1835S49"02 -8.9334109"02 -1.93S4039"02 3
"4 ........... ;s.af0__¥_:_3 ................ __0_64219:_ .............. _',__i'_;o_ ............. _;_4_S_:0_ ............. :_'T_0"I_'S'_ ......... :_._aETi_o_ ................. 6
? -6.EE71409"03 E.01011_E-03 "3._l19989-02 Ir949_419-02 1.979974E-02 -2.?ES2EAE'O] 9
10 -4.0SO?tEE'02 1.663S149"02 4.SS?3?BE'03 "8.682363E-04 3.95S360E-02 °8.326430E'03 12
13 "1.2236939"02 ?.8766709"03 "2.3272289"02 4.9922389"03 2.193910E-02 9.?034329"04 15
18 2.3116139"03 -1.893S299"03 9.?99S019"04 1.09133SE'03 2.2337S_E'02 9.494280E'04 18
19 7.490149E'03 9.8997919"04 "3.0207429"02 2.2177149"02 1.0S96099°03 "7.321936E'03 21
22 7.6290009"03 1.3992999"02 "4.2033109"02 1.963970E'02 1.2494329"01 °E.992578E'02 24
_s ,.,.?,-0_ -B._O.,E-O_ -,._,.999-0_ ,.B,?O.E-O_ -B..,B.E-O_ ?.,,,..-0_ _
.......2_ .................... 2:_'SiSE_ ............... f/_'_s_e':o_ ........... _/_T_:o2 ..... _;_4o__:_2 ................ _T_E:_ ........... ;9._S_3S_E;'O_ ........... _ .....
31 3.399S399"02 -3.5436069"02 1.0000009+00 O.O00000E÷O0 "9.?|3620E-01 9.30|694E-02 33
34 3.377SS39"02 "3.5394389"02 "1.903S929"01 1.4842749*01 1.4S6S99E-01 "1.1104749-01 36
3? -2.6979939-02 -1.$864099"02 9.6718699"01 "1.23924AE-01 9.7443999-01 "1.0379109-0! 39
40 "2.6421859°02 "1.$831289"02 "I.ESS?OEE'01 1.1149999"01 "9.2857409"02 E.4680739"02 42
43 2.9921919"02 -2.098249E'02 "5.B032119"03 -E.967200E'03 "1.1249099-02 "1.13]B??E'02 4S
49 "?.944409E'04 1.4996309"03 2.]367299°01 -2 I?OSSOE'01 "1.2929499"01 1.039S339"02 48
49 "?.?72S099"02 $.7213439"02 2.2990S39"01 "I.EB1BSBE'01 "1.2256049"01 -4.0493469"02 51
......__ ................... i._i'2"YOEV02 ........... :_;4_lee:'6_ ............. _i"_4_k='o_ ............ v'_':_'_ii_T_:__ .............. :TT_T__:_ ........... _,8_'i__k_=o_ .......... _4 .....
SS 1.17316SE'02 "4.E99S4_E'04 4.4829699"01 "3.7437839"01 "1.33991SE'01 6.4732119*02 5?
59 "1.2999709"01 "2.9492799*02 "3.1308409-01 2.3676809"01 2.0697069"02 2.8746909"02 SO
91 -2.240798E'01 "1.7161339"02 "3.0649929"01 2.3095279"01 3.S?11039"01 "1.979999E'01 $3
AH'IGTHREE'DIMENSIONALBU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DZFF]CULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #l (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA1LBODM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX .., UAV
25. 1590 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/&? PAGE 75
COLUMN IS
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 -S,498273E'02 -SESgR14E-03 1.0001809-01 4,255127E-02 3 EOOA28E'01 3306819*02 3
4 -s,_7i2?!_02 _SI(S3_gE_&3 2_4EETS4E-02......................... _:_il_49_E_d2 ..... iIXO2_E_O_ .............. S".'6_S_bS_;O_ ................ 6 _
? "1.52289BE'02 "79003519"04 "3.520&3TO-D2 "I.2919129-D2 -E.ITIlllB-02 2,1900499"03 S
10 -3.4831709-02 -1.491328[-02 -2_026S109-02 1.3370989-03 "8.8189199-02 3.|72537E-03 I2
13 17990149-02 -10&33589-03 -_.S00355E-02 "$3017959-03 "9.2352989-02 -4.123008E-04 lS
16 "2.$990909-03 6.8448359-04 9.9216969-03 "3T697489-04 -g.410GgEE-02 -1.517890E-04 18
1R
"3.3921119-02 -1 9&842RE-03 -1200032E-03 -I 1112509-02 33941559-02 -1,SO?O?BE-03 21
22 1.2820349-02 -I.4SISBIE-03 -3274&409-02 "19024499-02 "-TR8S01BE-02 3 7458479-02 24
25 -3.?G&7339-02 1.O?TS01E*03 -30B?BSOE-02 "194032TE-02 -?.150874E-02 "4.1RSOS?E*02 27
2S _ _ _1".'|12"i'3_E':0_ .... ;2:'BS'460_E-'O'_ ..... ;'8"_'7"I4i'4"S'S;'O_ _ "9";2"4200_':0"4 ............... 2"_6707"1]'e':02 _1.'3_20_'2E_03 .... 3"0"
• " " " " • " " • - IE?71949"02 30
37 3.51R4009"02 "GSOI03TE-02 3 19TOE29"01 2.9268529-01 I.EAS08SB-0t 3,?TB29EE'01 39
40 3.81706tE'02 "6S80050E'02 "2.5581999-02 "8.2513999-02 -4.839g309-02 -- -721909SE'02 42
43 E.4GADESE-03 10713209"02 $201170E-02 2.BOOST?E-03 1.8025519-01 g,2950309*03 45
49 "S.4EOSBBE-03 8EOE1SIE-04 2024875E-D_ 5.E74301E-02 4,3E85339-01 1.5145929"02 48
49 "4.283464E*02 "21249899"02 1,884R739-01 9.5692999"02 S SBE3?&E-01 •5447489-02 51
$5 -3705245E-02 *382&951E-03 21218259-01 1704677E-01 144191SE-01 -2.4909549-02 ST
58 64956139-01 2.9823029"02 -1 4510129-01 -t 2467819-01 -24433009-01 -I.992B31E-02 60
61 1000000E÷00 00000009÷00 -1494482E-01 -1,2293689-01 -3580432E-01 1 . 124220E-01 63
COLUMN 19
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I.S2SOS1E-O2 -59449499-04 -2.65303RE-01 S,984RI6E-02 5.3R48299-02 -2,6951429-02 3
"_ .............. I._0"8219":02 ..... ;_'i$i'il469_'03 ....... -1"I"tg&339_'0"I .......... _'.'6_7"2459"_02 .............. 3:7"40730£_ ...... -8"'0_g385"_03 ...... S .....
7 1.3912059"D2 -2,25299gE'03 30442059-02 -5949892E-03 2485201E'02 101SEI3E-D3 E
10 1587378E-01 "2,?gIROBE'02 3.E092829"03 -S 455918E-04 I.B29472E'02 9,3141909-03 12
13 "S.308RE1E'O3 "3,51215TE'03 314SS89E-01 -5.5027799-02 "2.219419E'02 E,G4S303E-03 15
15 IIS04S4E'O3 5•0285919"04 "?.1230509"02 8,SOegggE-031195782E-02 -2.254g14E'02 IS
IE "S3B?3BOE*O3 2.82g5&49-03 *OrSQ2_5_E-03 "1.3911829-02 I EGEO?EE02 -I BEE?AgE'03 21
22 "5.8937599-02 -l.0oigsgE'02 14767069"01 "29154059"02 2.&I25419"0t "5 4338929"03 24
25 4.BB388TE'02 1.402458E-02 14Ri3279"01 "29714B5E'02 "3 223392E'01 2 ISBOR3E-02 2?
31 IO]RBS6E'OI "?7395149-02 ?2?$T6TE'01 1,72181TE'01 "6251705E'01 -5.407884E-02 33
34 1.0308929"01 "77229519"02 -12021609"01 "1,5103199"02 22061319"01 "2.6934369-02 39
3? "2,9399849"03 "4,997363E'02 1.00000OE÷O0 O.O00000B+O0 S.TOSIA&E'Ot 1.2755289-01 39
40 "2.7899369"03 "4.977659E'02 "?.620426E-02 -9•4822189"02 "1.788004E'01 "S 8579899"02 42
43 2.9855359"03 96032499"03 2.6g14029-03 -1 7790679-02 2,0737399-03 1,4105839-03 45
45 -1+&754119-03 1.60G796E-03 8 4165029-02 6.202162E-02 E.838087E-02 -3432232E-02 48
45 -3.0?TO$EE-02 -3D43228E-02 G 472255E-02 6.1090059-02
........................... 131E254E01 4071770E02 El
55 -71897539-03 45553809"03 1.328229E'01 1,$?_7749"01 1SR?EBSE-02 -4.477520E-02 5?
55 91370709"02 "3.36S309E'02 -47158AS['02 "9 052384E'02 "312140RE'02 2_4108209"03 SO
51 1.3388799"01 "7,8R89939"02 -416391149-02 "8,8323959"02 "G.8251689"04 1.2710029"01 83
AH-IG THREE'D]MENS|ONAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2_, Iggo MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/S? PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX . UAV
COLUMN 17
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 1.3440059°02 2.S341759"03 S,1472839"03 -4 g 72769-04 -3.6403059"02 -1.$15474E'02 3
? 1009378E'0_ "2,EAERE?E-OS -1•1064539-03 1.2741479-03 8.28792TE'03 4.9233729"03 9
10 "1.?$43539"04 "I,199gREE-03 A.2?gBS4E'03 4.007929E'04 4.SOBBEOE'03 2.2399249"03 2
13 1.I941789"02 ?.5015009-04 4.089469E'03 "3.228028E'03 2.893B80E'03 3.0205TEE'03 IS
16 "2.43909&E'03 -3.?101829"04 "1.2211389"03 ?,98T3029-04 2.7255509"03 3.09046BE-03 IS
lg E.829SE29"03 3,7587749"04 "2.0727099"03 2.54S0949-04 4.3580389"03 "4,1513RSE-03 21
22 ?,3010999"03 358R9549-04 "2.3499iBE-04 "I,1137519"03 1.BT28829-02 "3.30i0309"03 24
25 1.0735469°02 5.5538159-04 "S.0018359-04 " 20 7429-03 -I.09032 E'02 ?.3940559"03 2?
!i iiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiii:ili iiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiii!! iiiiiiiiiiiiii
SS 5.2418099-03 "6.1059199"04 3.1272099"02 -1.3&08009"02 2,2195A19*02 3.SOBEB1E'03 5T
SS 5.2244849"02 "1,252855E'02 "1,677487E-02 0.1275509"03 -8.8415599°03 S.5393189"03 60
61 1.00lOOSE'01 -IS761859"02 -1.6588T29"02 E.8309789"03 -1.2777219"02 5.28484RE'03 63
COLUMN 16
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 "4.0527689"03 "9.IS4136E-04 -2.246099E'03 2 9943929"04 E 7628049"03 7 ?732289"03 3
? "3,3391iEE-03 2.403585E'04 4.?BBISBE'04 "3.978001E'04 1.021B27E'03 "2.8854409-03 E
10 3,174890E-04 6.90?1949"05 "2.RS01989"03 "S.2S?SSOE'OB G.OBTS3BE'O3 "1.1552149-03 12
13 "5.70?BSTE-03 "2,3742499"04 "9.2854859"04 -?.499141E'05 ?.7203189"03 -1.1_07209-03 15
15 2.3482309*03 1.434E869"04 3.2525099"04 2.4SO?SEE'OR ?.R6204EE'03 - IE7419E*03 18
19 "2.402B629*03 17744419"04 3.54B2T69"04 2.2918079*04 5.2652699"03 2.153202E'03 21
22 "3.3099229"03 S.48571BE'04 4.9305149"04 1.0653099-04 3.28B9929"03 "1.070S_89"03 24
25 -3.2230909"03 -3,2388159"04 2.956311E-04 1 3476049"D4 E.SB§S9?E'03 "1. 250919*04 2?
....... 28 .......... _2".'30"i4"ii_:0"3 ......... ;f/i?_o_E':b3 ................ _'.'_SS}'S'e_E'_'O_ ............ _._.;}._.i,_._. 4 ................ S._._S_S.E.:._ ............. _',"_2_'62"_E;03 ............ _0 .....
31 3.3914959"01 -31528402E'03 "?.107471E'01 51647622E'03 "6.32774]E-02 "1,SEEABLE'03 33
34 3.37710SE-01 "3.S&3T77E'03 1.000000E+00 O.O00000E_OO "8.BBNB33E-01 1.332154E'03 35
3? 3.4014339-01 -S.8S3TGBE'03 ?.OBE3ERE'01 -9.2538869"03 -T.8026749*02 5,481084E'04 39
40 3.3970319"01 "6.007T179"03 "E.TE4E10E-01 E.$49302E'03 "8.?EE|81E'O1 S.0222479"03 42
43 -3.3124259"03 4.S3SOBEE-04 -8.2059919-04 2.EBBBOEE'04 1.4319819"03 3.SSSg4BE'03 49
45 "3.E1BSOBE'03 -S.510T409"05 *R.1E4399Eo03 "4.7314119-04 -I.$8034TE*02 S.OOSBB?E'04 45
49 "1.9438099"03 1.0312099"03 "E.213TBIE'03 "$.E$9358E'04 "2.0401909o02 1.BB97949"03 E1
BS -1.26T2149"03 g.2170089"04 *B.395214E'03 4.987795E'04 "1.ST48139o02 -3.$81888Eo03 97
SE "2.E3BEBOE'02 "4,3497999"04 1.0237199°03 "B.S2BS41E'04 "3.0217239"04 -2.4933499-03 SO
91 "S_2709029-02 -S.047422E*03 1.2T$785E-03 "T.8413049"04 1.170224E-02 -2.14439RE-09 $3
r_,:_ _,_:,'_,.., QUALITY
AH*IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYRAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
D|FF[GULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP|
YHIS VERB|ON GONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
]NTENMEDIATE MATRIX ... UAY
26, 1980 MSC/NASTRAN I0/lS/B? PAGE 80
COLUMN 19
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I "2.1981688"03 +1.$930458-03 3.204824E-02 1 3266 SE°02 -3.9888888"03 -E.997258E-D5 3
"'4 ....... L+28."6"3"848988"0"3 ......... :1/S'0_§8(E'_'03 ...... _"'20816"6"28E';'02 .......... ++89"8"0"767E:04 .......... i+'2246_68"_03 ........... 4 +'+_3"03.s_J_ ...... +
? -1.2808828-03 -65333008"04 "41978_08°03 -8.2146478"03 -3+2222448"03 "1.821317E-04 9
10 2 123186E'D3 -1185643E'03 9.140DIEE-04 1,3084488"03 -5_OOET7EE'04 1.17S7178"03 12
13 "383452098"03 -3.598494E-03 -44999268"03 2+391632E-04 2.2577368"03 9 1279488-04 15
IS 8BESIEGE'04 8.3701128"04 1.4733458"03 "1.8721968"04 2.3758428"03 91468887E °04 18
15 6815478E-04 E.2334438-04 1 4951248"02 S.35t260E-03 -1_2192818-03 "3.3040978-04 21
22 1688037E'02 1.0304768-02 4.SGB4S7E'03 44391318-04 "1.9381228"02 $9454118"03 24
25 " 584034E*02 -t 0783818"02 4.3T39228"0] 4.3tBBBEE'04 2.2846188"02 "4.8630408"03 . 27
" "2_ ............. 4_'2"7"34968:03 ......... 2/81_04"18:03 ........ _Y_fs33"g_3"E';'02 ....... '6"-_2_3"_'_ "_3 .......... _2"_4_5Y_$'E':'04 .... 2.2201888-04 ...... 30
31 45708528"01 3838109E'03 "9.4607888-01 1 4888088"02 -5.SS8396E'01 "7.610222E'05 33
34 48311498"01 3.382883E'03 -2.4183738-0; 2.6D28148"02 3.200664E'01 -1.6880148-D2 36
3T -4.5459408"01 -5_863879E'03 "9483565E-01 1.5277468"02 10000008÷00 O.O00000E÷O0 38
1.89S4698-0240 -'T-4"_.510332E-01 -5.4859428"03 "2454105E-01 2.6236328"02 -3.2166948-01 42
43 "3 02605SE'03 1.3348228"04 2 2878738-02 1.348373E'D2 -1.0347888-02 "3.220964E-03 45
46 4 4028978-04 3.321288E'04 "2 0734E1E'02 2181057E-03 -6.8000758"03 -38982358"03 45
2 4022398"02 ;.087899E'02 -2.0063708"02 3.316897E-03 -1.1283658"02 "8.8434818"03 81
$5 2.0926758-04 1.9320838*04 -82108448"D2 "3 2038748"02 I 197044E-02 8.0761628"03 57
$5 -15150288-02 -4.9993088"03 33098428°02 t.0290418"02 1.014832E'02 S.917638E-03 60
61 -81182528"03 t 4834598"02 32138058-02 97412358"03 -4445S97E-02 "2.6BEETEE-02 53
_OLUMN 20
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAG)NARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 -3582538E*03 o3380933E-03 25715458-D2 98086368-03 14095448-02 2.8200418-02 3
..... 4 ........ _'4".'8089848:03 ........ :3 "i'_'_E'_O_ ........ _'S_?S'?S?'E'_'03 ...... _'3'&'$'40408"03 ....... 2_3_750i58_'02 ....... 6".85"92"358"03 S
7 "1 482190E'03 15SBSSSE'03 "3.$58331E'02 "5 897481E'03 -2.855029E o03 -1 400651E-02 g
10 "S.088842E'03 12099788-03 3 132384E-D3 1.2386058-D3 6.4208188"Q3 -3T38199E'D3 12
18I3 -t.730679E-02 "5,7248018-02 2 7178968"02 -2.5873388"04 5.264709E'04 "2.8215188"03
15 43003588"D3 2.0869528-03 -8.2358738-D3 2.086892E'04 E.630003E°04 -26306818-D3 15
19 3 1408518"03 I.BETSIEE-03 -4144598E'03 9.0752848"03 5.830119E'03 1.1TBSOSE-Q2 21
22 14982158-02 t.402260E-02 -1.5410758"03 3.1900688"03 5.1829898"02 "4.982772E-03 24
28 "1.508834E-02 -t4t3SSSE-O2 " 3620808"03 3.2658148"03 -6,033485E'02 3,BEEEIOE-D3 77
__S .................. S.4_2$_S_E_OZ ........... 3;i218_E:08 .... :i_¥_462_E'_'0_ ........... _'S._Ia_(SE_O_ ....... Y__i9_SgE:63 ........ i_ObiS$E_02 30
31 9,44408TE-02 -4038725E-02 "39323408"01 98851888"02 -2.490895E-0t 7970224E-02 23
34 93055798-02 -4017814E-02 99875178oD1 -2.2050908-03 -8.795682E-01 1118806E'02 35
37 "1.286723E'01 3.0968918-03 "3.9618658"01 B.9489268-02 2.5228378*01 -6.9010898"02 39
40 "1.272070E'01 3.067726E-03 1 OOO000E+O0 O000000E+00 S.833824E-01 -5712287E'03 42
43 3.1219858"03 1.271647E'03 -4 4936928-03 1389253E-02 5.26S733E-03 1.044568E'02 45
2.328381E'03 3.825297E'04 "l 9001018"02 "1.385370E'02 -2,308232E'02 "1,558077E-02 484_
49 1. OIEBBE-02 2.039101E-02 -1 4904798"02 -I.3691978"02 -4.9228928"02 "2223T738-02 51
85 5630S068"03 6.0770738"03 -21128228"02 -4.25T9488"02 "2.3271598*02 "2.2888518-02 57
$5 "32232228-02 "3 152901E'02 1457555E'03 t055352E'02 6.9820338"05 -3.00_183E-03 60
51 8,008583E-02 -51011445E'02 16028038"03 t.1276528"02 2.135698E-02 "2.3898288-03 83
...................................................................... ...........................................................................
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1890 MSC/NASTRAN IO/lS/S7 PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UPI
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
|NTERMEOIATE MATRIX UAV
COLUMN 21
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
$494828"D2 -S.178118E'04 51334388-02 2 928975E-02 -2.67683&E'O1 "1.8721248-02 3
..... 4................ 9._48784_._'_ .............. :_/YSo2_e:6_ ........... i'/_'s4sE__ ......... _('._'82"g198:_3 ....... :_/_f04g_:03 .......... _.2a335SE_02 ....... S
7 "I.953397E'02 "7.127639E'03 "|.?ESSOEE-02 -2.12ET40E-02 1.191S31E'01 6.902614E-03 9
10 -1.5911828-02 -4.4680658"03 4.9091748"03 2.943608E-03 4.280362E'02 3.4570158"03 12
13 -7.128087E-03 -5.0145868"03 "7,104949E'03 $4214938-D3 3.701081E'02 E.308802E'D4 16
15 "2.IE31678-03 4.3349758"04 4.8599708"04 "2.0984708"03 3.8742958"02 3.2892628"Q4 18
15 -9.1389468-03 8.3331528"04 1.830937E-O3 I.O7S30EE-02 -11912438"D1 S.7017588-04 21
22 S.4B0513E'D3 2.13TS03E'02 "1.2360378"02 -I.4207948"03 7.84758§E-02 1.7880208"02 24
2E "1 2073298"02 "2 811739E'02 "1.3130088-02 - 0951328-03 -5.661868E'02 -1,3338268-02 2?
...... 2_ ................... _.S__gSTE_02 ............ |/OaS2SSE_02 ..... :S-BSO___E:03 .......... _m:S'_23298:03 ............. :_'_i_S_SE:0i ............... i.___'S_E_O_ ........ 30 ....
31 1.068778E'01 1.5421428"02 "1.7958808"02 "2.9048628"02 -1.148015E'01 "3.5297148"02 33
34 1.052643E-01 1.8329808"02 5 4813208"02 2.0523858"01 -1.3098098"01 -17927778"01 36
37 1.056483E-01 3.828103E'02 1.8830308-02 1.5251488"01 7.R59213E'03 "1.402t498-01 39
40 1.0509218-01 3.770I$7E'02 1.361T708"01 1.8815948"01 1.188517E'01 1.6B8468E-01 42
43 -1,3565188"02 -7.t502258"05 3.687518E'02 2_720843E'02 -1.S21133E'01 "1.3E01258"D3 45
45 S,261518E-03 3.7243688"03 1.0423608"0| i.3824458"03 1.1044878"01 "9.BSOOTTE'03 48
45 "3.8217428-02 27737958-02 1.156835E'01 1.0682818"02 1.1996208"01 °4.4713708"02 51
.......S_ ................. __4_$2__:02 ............ :2:'4__9_:6_ ............. i.f88_'2"4_;0I ................I.O_a2"SSE:O2 .............. 1_k_'_:_ ............ _I.2703028_02 .......... 84 ....
E_ "4983080E-02 -E.8907218-03 -47346848"02 -5.18§8928"02 3.3TI3778-01 2.5186808-02 E?
55 2447T338"01 ?.183753E'D3 57204T2E'02 2.T443278-02 1.190434E-01 5182639E-03 SO
SI 1,0000OOE÷OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 5.6542748-02 2.2468478-02 -3.85853EE'01 -4.072S80E-02 53
COLUMN 22
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
"3.931059E'02 " 2753768-02 24287968"01 -3 7740E8E-02 1.5388318"DI -1.248480E'02 3
? "2.5538678"03 "5.1353338"03 -I.SEST52E-01 3.39t40TE-02 -9.7121t98"02 E.0238888-03 5
10 "1_0514038"02 -I.OTSES1E'02 3.019TI8E-02 "1.0110818-02 1,10923§E'03 "1.7682988-D3 12
13 -I.T161ABE'01 ?059608"01 "6.278184E-02 4,2215018"02 2.1510238"02 "2.294086E-02 IS
16 4.349172E-02 -4.20267TE'02 1.6304748"02 "1,304267E*02 2.2887438"02 "2.425466E'D2 18
15 3.2086378-02 -2.0058278"02 _4SSBSNE'01 "2.4238088*02 4.107488E'02 2.815087E-02 21
22 2.2892888-0| -4.B?84058"02 2415085E'02 -1.8042478"02 2.157886E'02 "2.B085818"02 24
25 "2.207451E-01 8983428"02 2 3051808°02 - 7347138"02 8_SSR4S?E°03 3.4955068"D2 27
31 "1.8198318-01 -1.8937738°01 9A418388"01 1.9833528"01 E.694442E'01 1.5821988"01 33
34 "1.786142E-01 -1.878806E-01 -2_3575888"01 -2.42410RE'01 3.$403018"01 1.4434338"01 35
37 3 0972378-03 2.4092138"01 O00000E÷O0 O.O00000E÷O0 "6.7723528"01 4.1267018°02 38
40 31800;378"04 2.395181E'01 -2.$189198"01 -2.9222858-01 -3.2925578"01 "1.4584588"01 42
43 2.0293_38"02 "1,090228E'02 2.8081708"01 "3,20945|E-02 -4.8174858"02 6.1281538"02 48
45 2.9562738"02 "2.7235898"02 "4.020387E-02 3,$31888E-02 "1.897419E'01 -?,51R408E-03 45
45 3.1851618"01 °?.388T328"02 "1.8574918-02 3.322RESE'02 "3.2883828-01 1.9822648-02 $1
§E 4.24R6838"02 °1.0088098-02 -?.S0129SE'Ot S.216822E'02 5.687973E'02 -6.S027T48"02 E?
58 -2.406023E'01 "4.1870738"02 2,341i28E-0t -3.474892E'02 1.247184E'0| "3.5831808-02 60
61 "1.0587088"01 "1,0889858-01 2.2488148"01 -3.2877848"02 "4.S044088"0! 4.355082E-02 83
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMIC5 MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED DCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS G¥T CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP}
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TA]LEOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX UA¥
25, IgSO MSC/NASTRAN IO/18/S? PAGE 82
COLUMN 23
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAG NAR¥
1 -2.O27405E-O3 E.9348299+O4 1 08955TE-O3 S.06696 E-O4 2.6400819-03 *68311i96E-O3 3
7 -1.O212029-O3 -6292189E-OS -I 1240039-O3 "4.?BEST?E-DE -3.OR9147E-O4 2.9442SEE-O3 9
tO ].EBB98§E-O4 "44850929-O4 -I 99708OE-O3 "1.8489429-O4 "3.9830529-O3 7 RSS2GOE-O4 12
13 "1.23286TE-O2 37021059-03 2?59853E'D4 T.16089?E-O4 -34291D?E-O3 281541429-O4 15
18 2.T351529-O3 "9.EII49OE-O4 "2,3SSBOTE-OS -2.42BO25E-O4 "3+8298949-D2 2 2TE SEE-D4 IS
Ig -21559189-O3 -93IE8399-O4 15170559-03 -t831422RE-O4 -t8625115E-O2 -2.OO3T389-D3 21
22 4.951787E-O4 -14412149-O4 51873249-O4 -41572899-O4 -2.T0340$E-O3 S.472|OSE+O4 24
ii....i IIII!II...............iii!ii! +ii' IIIIIII!...............:!i!iii!i:ii ..:iiiiiii!+ii=.............iiiiiii !i i.....: ..i!
40 2.4982919-Ot 4OSOB_89-O3 *9.3321949-02 3.2298219-O3 28441894E-O2 3.?S13579-O3 42
42 -1028008E-O3 -7.8202519-O4 2.2993919-O3 2.924_199-O4 I.S7251OE-03 -1.1156589-O3 45
45 "21036519-O3 "842772OE-04 "1_4197929-O3 1.5788289-03 5.9844549-O5 2_181881E-03
"2 2R2TESE-O4 48
49 -1.R542459-03 -1.24341OE-O3 I79624OE+O3 "5 3150279-04 27099099-O3 51
52 _15_85049:03 ..... _I18952149_03 "" :1"\'2_3"7"09"_03 ..... 1"7"9_2299_03 .......... $_4"_S_8"E'w04 ........ 4L3"179209-03 "54""
$5 -1.25882OE-03 -13220169-D2 -4.115S?OE-O3 4BTSSS6E-D4 "41574149-03 382848679-03 57
SS -2.8832029-03 2.243236E-03 1.136362E-O4 1.O234429-O4 -278428OE-O3 $10712OE-O4 SO
61 -1.412§4OE-O2 1.0228109"02 2.5807489-04 S.4576DEE'OS -S>4513999-O4 -2.924OIEE-D2 83
COLUMN 24
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
3723782E'011 -7.2530829"02 39680689-02 3.8209579-02 -2.3§86209-01 -2 9795569-O1 3
.... 18'3898_89_O2 ........ 3_2878669_&2 ........... 2"'88"96"9_E_O2" S._233_'379":O'3 ...... 3"/8_1"1_'_'W_ ........ 4.6044229"-03
? -8.9800269-D2 -4193998E-O3 -2134987E-O1 -1.2869429-O2 2.S211829-02 1273110E-01 S
IO -6.6617279-O2 -24817449-O2 -$417817E-O2 "4>116026E-02 3.8941089-O2 -1833]OB29-O2 12
12 S>?BSE$4E-O1 4.591|79E-OI 5.5152319-O2 6.1784199-O2 -483192129-O2 -?.278770E-O2 15
IG -14428229-O1 -I.128084E-01 "2.220S999-02 "1.985387E-02 "486232029"O2 -?+EBSO3SE-O2 18
IS °?O173589-O2 -T.848148E-02 I.S42190E-01 3>O81792E-02 ?BE99279"02 480282949-O2 21
22 22S3S17E-O1 2.9211909-02 -1.8748R49-O2 "17801449-02 2_2807889-02 -2.176OE?E-O2 24
28 -38652318E-01 -8.984249E-O2 -1.9417R69-O2 - SSSSE2E-O2 ?+BBSBI?E-O2 -? 4352 89-O3 27
.... 28 ....... :'I"'_6_b99-0_ ............ :'2"iS'74_7_'E'Wb'i ..... w8"_S_'2"4"_':02 "" -'4".459_'_49":0"2 " "'8"_'2"80"I_SE':'02 ....... _'.'80_7_2_k_02 ..... 30
31 9 $27792E-02 -17STEElE-El IOOOOOOE+OO O>OOOOOOE+OO SESSOS4E-D1 -1+33410RE-01 32
34 9932974E-D2 -1 7558429-01 50632189-O2 -TOOOSOEE-O2 1 7894139-01 -3_SES992E-O2 36
37 81872099-02 31790239-O1 6.872i329-OI 2.O952829-O2 "4.281283E-OI _.224241E-02 39
40 ?.9098219-02 28I$85999-01 -I.402388E-OI "1.O?$SO39-OI -1.597198E-OI *1.291430E-O2 42
43 -?SOEOESE-O2 -683322149-02 2.2394699-01 ?.6114819-O2 5 146TSOE-O2 1.6140479-O1 45
46 "S+3614219-O2 -1 O171189-D1 "?.8483739-O3 15252489-O2 -1.935ES49-O1 "3.4835799-O3
49 2+ITS?SEE-El
48
-4.4ST4SSE-D2 3.1397139-02 2118763E-02 -4.1481539-01 -3 9692969-D2 5
....... 5"2 ........... :'4_7917s4E':O'i ........ :'_';'s'5"7_§a_:01 .......... _'1_8"_'_'#'s':02 ...... 3iiSeo4E+02 .... :i/_4_EW_ ......... 68_8a_0_0_ ...... 54
55 -5488100E-02 -5.6828479-O2 -S.O&ESO29-01 -I.844119E°01 -49577429-02 -1.8218919-OI 57
58 -27785899-OI °2.1154249-01 1.9484829-O1 -51761529-D3 4.322984E-O2 -10070249-OI 80
61 °4.4311S99-O; -S.4TSS??E-¢I 1.BS30099-O1 -?82365899-O4 -5.443564E-D1 -?>O?TSB2E-D2 63
AH-1G THREE-DiMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MDOELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TRILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE-MATRIX UAV
28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/18/87 PAGE $3
COLUMN 25
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 -T.101222E-O3 -9.4849049-O3 4.1862519"02 -5 9?3 99E_O4 2+488421E'O2 2 $589S29°02 3
? -2.1742279"03 "2.SOT?SEE'D3 "282121219-02 3.0391899"O3 -2+3502929"02 "1 381_489-02 9
IO "2.701|18E'O2 "1.3273189"O2 2.2143009*03 -S_DSSTOSE'O4 -8.0212119"03 2 4574|29"O4 12
13 "2.ODB3S3E'O2 S.157104E-O4 8.225582E'02 4.390083E'O2 5+9483899oO3 5 144984E-03 15
15 9.254295E'03 3.684310E-DA "2*8288899"O2 "1.39924OE-02 6.264101E-03 8138853E-O3 16
19 3.14B1479"O3 2.3898149-O3 2.139668E'03 "l.SSOOOBE'02 11295679-D3 +2.3015969-03 21
22 2.9948839"O2 "1.2|37EBE'02 "2+S150999-02 "I.EEEOE7E'O2 °9.1TS3SGE*O2 "4+1213369"02 2A
25 "2.2948889"02 I.31191|E'O2 "2+518048E'O3 "1.8929879-02 9.7888329-O2 4+888493E-02 2?
......ii...............iiii!i!iill ..i iiii!ii!..........iiiiiiii ......iiiiii ...iiiiiiii!ii..........iiiiiii!i!i......ii ...
....... S_ ...... ;t"._$'_'&_l_:Oi ............. 22_S_i__E:b2 .............. _'_a3_'_a'E':_l .............. g."3_24_s_:o'3 .............. :_;kgT"f_tE:o2 ............ :ff._'4_off=o_ ............... s__
55 3.9272889-O3 9.8979149-D4 "4.3818149-O2 4.848OO3E*O2 1.0948329-02 1.088192E-O2 57
58 "15TIlDES-D2 1.388822E-D2 1.58BO029-O2 "6.2032359-02 1.388318E-C2 E 7?8 029-03 SO
81 I.$E24799-O2 S.OSO2TBE-O2 1_5384829-O2 -S+ES44REE-O3 -4.E?ES?BE-D2 9.O18250E-O3 $3
COLUMN 26
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I °2.2224929-O2 "2.39R3S89-03 1.0532449-01 -2 9T74319-02 T 5227989-O2 *2.9871289-02 3
......... 4 ................ :_+.V_'4___e-o2 ............ :_:ii+i+¥2dW;O_ ............. _.___+_;o2 ............. :1:_'Ysk_;__ .............. ;_:_'_e+;'_ ............... _._'(ilk_ .................. $ .....
T +1.33O191E-02 "1.3973099-O3 -S.4IOE3TE-O2 1.8IISSOE-O2 "E7923119-02 2.082227E-02 9
10 "9.S3SEOOE-O2 5.103737E-O2 -8.658224E-O4 "4.9938049-O3 "1.4329489-02 1 7885149-02 12
13 "1.7324019-O2 6,9313249-O2 2.889t94E*01 "1.2781869-O1 2.EEE4BTE-D2 -1 O?TE4OE*D2 15
16 ?.SBBOIOE-O3 "1.64T179E-02 -8+7527039-02 4.2210289-02 3.O615389-02 -1 168925E-02 IS
19 6.749E889"O3 "8.1274889"03 "6.8942199+O2 3.4001549-02 "2.2029389-O2 1.255479E-O2 21
22 2.9304S89"D2 -3.3197619-04 "1+0481E29"OI 5.?92981E-O2 -33282889-01 1.TB3?BSE-OI 24
28 ?.3931919-O3 -i.EB?588E'02 -I.063194E-OI 5.8284489-02 3+8447899-D1 -1.T?S224E-01 27
31 88290234E°01 3.S?S?TEE'O2 $.1180979-O1 S.ET4185E-02 1.OODOODE+OD D.OOOOOOE+OO 33
34 5+39EOBEE'O1 3.8828229"02 "5,958t519"O2 1.1543489-O1 2.283919E'01 -S.187810E'02 36
3? "583921909"01 -2.1638OTE'02 6+8414519"OI 3+EIREEOE°O2 -9.9388499-O1 3.SllEEEE-O2 39
40 -5.3993939"O1 "28t879029"02 °$.278OIRE'O2 9.8889209"O2 "2.2OOOE?E'Ol 5.2t73449"D2 42
43 3872E4329-03 "1sEEDBEDS'D2 "?.SOlO?BE'D2 2.9358109"O2 -6.39TSSEE'02 1.9109319"O2 45
46 9+S171299"03 "?+BE2SSEE'O3 3.1E83299"02 -2.09939SE-O2 1.411698E-O2 -S.T3S3B?E-O2 48
49 -?,OEE1SOE'O2 1.E03208E'02 "2,1987099"02 -T.884417E-O3 1.83291EE-01 -8.1194039-O2 91
51 ............ 8.o_li_t;oi ............. ;i':i'i_iiii;_i ............ ;f:Yii'i'iti';_i ............. :_+:ii+i'i+_3iUo3 .............. ;+i:i'i'_iii:o_ ........... s._i¢o'Uff:o_ ............... ii .....
55 "4.S?$1829"O4 "?.1201879"¢3 1.39130?E'O1 -4.4030749-O2 3.6638829"O2 -1.424028E-O2 $7
BS B.8378999-O2 "1.8291279"D2 -E83329189"O3 4.O532399"O5 4.?13OS3E'O3 "8.2474829"O3 EO
61 1.2449929°O1 "S.D929029"O2 "E.7193249"O2 -18949466E'O4 5.T7261OE'O2 1.137OO2E'O2 63
O_i,i'-:!,.'!._IXl_PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE*DIMENSIONAL 8U|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED O£TOEER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A DU|LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMED|ATE MATRIX ... UAV
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/D? PAGE $4
COLUMN 27
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL ]MAG]NAR¥
-17438019-0 -1+6g4476E-03 -g.3349119-03 - $22033E-02 4.B402309"01 -S.S79192E-02 3
..... 4 .............. :'1"_S08_2§49:01 ........ :i'/#5§_49:'03 ............ _"_238"_E;'02 ............ _3"0"3"_649:03 ............. :'_82429":01 ........... :'_'/4_'_1_E _ ........ S_
7 -7.243070E-02 ?.G396539-03 2.9D3674E'02 1+3590139"02 -2+1805949"01 4+6894159"02 9
0 -S.8722289-03 " 1318 3E-03 "3.0040559-02 -193t4679"03 T.4359&?E-02 5.790206E'04 12
13 1.7212919-01 ?.405064E-02 -2.0223049-02 -I.7129D8E-02 4.0683859-02 -I.9908109-02 15
$ "4.2g2946E'02 "t 9929629"02 448ZOD49"03 4.9312329"03 4389985E'02 -2+229987E'02 18
19 1096139E-02 4.SEOTSGE'03 "4.30E38BE*02 I+0956459"03 1.0118449"01 17S6745E'03 21
22 -12503039-0I 2+5431T6E'03 "1.0596299-02 -12291389"03 2+0241149-01 + E.0384009"02 24
25 -6.3D32639"03 26778129"02 -9.301356E'03 -$9666119"03 °T+5452119"02 -1548449E'02 27
..... 29 ............ _'_6"4_1829:01 ........ :?_12a09379:'0"2 ..... 3".2_899bE'L_02 ..... -l'_4"|'_"f_E'0"2 ...... |'_031"9729"01 .......... 2 _399_0_ .... 30""
31 6.7314299"02 S.3059959"02 9.090103E-02 9943526E'02 32310DEE-01 1019166E-01 33
34 87938599"02 $304877E'02 1.69671SE-01 8.3110109-02 "2.3276689"02 "7.0171959"02 39
3 _ "E.124326E-02 -6.9409489"02 "I.3EgS41E-OI 1.5_7699E'02 1.9939709"01 -3.6123119-02 3g
"S 0300709-02 -6.9t1417E'02 -41891079"02 ?.3_83189"0_ 1.364797E'01 4.2736739"02 4240
43 12955399-02 1.530903E-02 -3.8211589"02 I.?09014E'02 -5.9793329"02 E t377219"02 49
1.2892739"01 3499529E'02 -2.354095E'01 -3.6129399-02 454G 15279919-02 4+519810E-03
49 -3 S 4843E-02 $96901DE-02 5256729o0 S 6022079-02 -$741G23E-0_ oS1381339-02 51
55 ?T35196E-03 1.S45601E-02 4.9768309-03 -793D209E-02 1.9014629-01 -I.3323349-02 57
98 -2.0644559-01 -2741625E-02 87748019-02 1.3708909-02 27274979-01 -2.3107619-03 SO
81 1.0000009÷00 0.000000E+00 7.293D969-02 3.3111279-03 -4.9493419 o01 -S.OEOS4?E-02 $3
COLUMN 28
REAL IMAGINARY REAL ]_AGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
-4+4034959-02 -5.1777309-02 S.127575E-02 $142360E-02 -2.1891899-02 29491949-02 3
7 -4.244696E-02 -3139699E-02 -4.2098419-02 -3.372D?0E-02 -I.$094329-02 -2.843319E-02 g
10 14575069-02 10651729-02 -2.3846869-02 -8.3013279-03 1.083907E-02 2.1937199-02 12
13 2.0193059-02 5+2068489-02 -4.3073179-03 -1.9457999-02 6.7335189-03 1.3157739-02 t5
16 -7.3259449-03 -I.367748E-02 2.8897979-03 5.7669309-03 7.8127529-03 1.439D40E-02 18
lg -I.6904429"02 -3.8358B49"03 2.3217119"02 3.7964399"02 -2.0244699-02 -1.169994E-02 21
2.446196E'02 -3.0049769"03 5.039538E-02 2422 4.69T099E'02 4998314E'02 2.9900119"02
25 "12115129"0 -9+?SI44TE-02 3 3849929"02 2 41701TE'02 -5+317232E'03 -1.9389219-02 27
+2s .................. y _98429_+_oi ............. a_SYgS_E:O2 ...... _+_s_b_S;_ ............ _,_a_+Y_Se_o_ ........... :Jis26_s'sE:_2 ........... :_.0I_+43 _._ ............ 3o+
31 -2186_SEE-03 -2149343E-02 17943969"02 3.3615279"02 1.9262909-02 2.$214009-02 33
34 +2 15798DE-03 "2.1171239"02 11298399"02 1+334204E'02 B.60589DE-02 379291DE'02 36
37 3.2796S29"03 5.2697219-02 4.9117199"03 -7 4G78399"03 1.9379259-02 S.4803479"02 39
40 3.359203E'02 5.2443319-02 6.9463099"03 -I.2397409-02 -4.5033979-02 -1.9337739"02 42
43 -4.4599659"02 -3 06763IE-02 -1.8912319"02 2 t713819"02 -7.DS79409-02 -4.9901809"02 49
46 "3.228211E'02 -9.G18230E-03 -10329299-01 -98257949+02 2.279D91E-01 12 38219"01 49
49 o1.7693669"01 1.952G769"02 - 4944249"01 - 0342999"0 1.0000009+00 O000000E÷O0 91
...... $2 ............ _'_4_ "_+O_'J_ ............. "6/11+$]07E'_02 .... _+'494350E_0"1 ........ _'_'0"34"_'77E+:0"I .............. 4+_1"70_2JE_01 ........ 1"919038E_Of .... S4"
EE -5.607889E-02 -4.1462369"02 1.2964829-01 6.258947E'02 "2.2521IBE'02 "2+3604099-03 S?
EE 3.3788309+01 17221269-01 -6.6000059-02 -4.8939829-02 -2.22340BE'01 -9640332E-02 90
_1 -4.9120089-01 -3+0982999"01 "5.9792149"02 -3+9894699-02 5.226314E'01 2.584912E °01 G3
&H_IG THREE-DIMENSKONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ BU|LTUP TAILBOOM MOOEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX ..+ UAV
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IE/67 PAGE 85
COLUMN 29
REAL ]MAG]NARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
S 529919E-02 -4 299998E-03 D.2121979-02 -$3409099-02 1.000000E÷00 O.O00000E*O0 3
.... 4 .............. _"_?'S'9"_E':O'2 ............. :3_8"4"56_2E:03 ................ 3"+'6"I+39_+_E'_'02 ............ _3.'++'I"_'Y98E+:O'2 .............. 8"_9"]0"(_'3E'_'01 .......... ;+8'+42"4"_'08+_v02 .............. G"
S.47T34&E'02 -3.6451B19"03 1.0D97329-02 -9.5280BOE-03 TBB4E169-01 -1+8643199-01 9
? o2+7139039-01 12
10 °2.9845379"02 2+3394589"02 1+025123E'01 3+2421739-02 6.D196399-01
13 1.5325559"01 6+3605289"02 "4.1091999"02 31092139-02 6.494430E-01 -2+7995869-01 lS
16 31197139"01 1.8738839"01 "7.1901219"02 5089422E-02 G.484430E*01 -27D$$669"01 1_
19 1.0203939o01 2.391643E-02 "5.8799989-02 4.83737DE'02 5.329B999-01 -3.E94TBSE-OI 21
6.1363909"01 -2.6982329"01 2422 6+9134799-02 5.1934309"02 -3.328932E'02 2.6979029"02
25 %.3439 4E'01 -4.2333429*03 -3.32DD249-02 2.69791DE'02 66599239-01 -3+0383$49"01 27
" 2"S ................. 1"'.'S2dg"Ok'E':_'| .............. S_3"3_E|'E_'b'2 .............. :+g_'¥WgSi_4+e':'02 ............. g ,;_+_4.k_+:_'_ .............. 5"_'3¥S?93"E':01 ........... ;3'+SS+d'_'I'I'E_O'I ........... 30"
31 -S.1071429"02 -S.914967E-02 4.4004299"02 -3.4199469"02 83782699"01 -%.0893009-01 33
34 -S.1071429"02 -E 9149579"02 -2.4989449"02 2.4899899"02 5,4994789"01 -3.308319E'01 26
37 -6.8306939"03 -9.7025699"02 4 400DOSE-02 "3.4t9994E'02 6+T372709"01 -1.29B934E'01 39
40 "6.830682E'03 -g+7025699"02 "2.4968299-03 .4889869"02 5.857470E-01 -39398359"01 42
49 1.0047S39-0 -B 5537T3E'03 - 3879999"0 ..176710E'01 1.974811Eo01 -6.E092439"01 91
55 8.032181E-02 7.008483E'03 -1.94D6709"01 .5706599"01 -1+0489229-02 "7.9261429"01 57
5_ 2+3041T2E'01 1.20BSEDE'01 "2.330053E'01 .9239939"01 -9.094629E'02 -S.9759949-01 SO
61 23744919-01 11263259-01 "2.3277469"01 .9214319"01 -8.3900639*02 -8.61EE24E-01 63
COLUMN 30
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 2+78804&E-02 - 1EEIOEE'03 "2.S1BEDSE'O -1+3210T99-05 4.8368DEE'02 -I.3657909"02 3
.... _ .................. _-+-gg_._.g-_-:o-_ ............ :-i-_'_'s_-:+03 ............ :+i+Ts_i-4_:+01 ............ f+i$+4+_a_:__ ............... _T_YW_4_':o_ ............ :+_,_3_0a'__;02 ................ d .....
T 2.99887TE'03 -I.1925909"03 -4.999457E'02 2.3960349"04 3.SS83729-02 -1.6981239"02 9
10 1.1965439"01 9.EGITBDE'OB 2+9D5974E'03 -4.2999679"04 3.0942839-02 -I.D03EEOE'02 12
13 9.6384229"03 2.B590189"04 1.953044E'01 -3.0372379"04 I+$871349-02 "1.8991529"02 1_
16 1.7908D39"02 2.706879E-03 2.439692E'01 -1.9169949"03 1.887134Eo02 -I+BS91529"02 18
19 7.0991939"03 -E.3SBEIOE-04 2.9178599"01 2.2491549-04 T.307089E'03 -2.0774B09-02 21
23 1.9466689"01 -3.?80DEDE-OA 1.3G64089"01 1.0117319 °04 S.4D2B549*02 °2.0177B7E °02 24
25 "1.40964 E'O -7 013D949"04 1.3D94099 °0 1.0119069-04 -B.771D729"02 -1+B093D79*02 37
....... 2"_ ................ _.S0"S'3_3_':_'3 ............ 2"/4"SS_S_'E':'04 ............ _'¥_'t'SE;O_ ............ V'4".'_'a'S'SO_':O'4 ................ 1"I___ ............ ;'2"0_0"$'4"_02 ............. 30 ....
31 1.0096349o01 -2.4493DSE'03 "1.7119799 °01 8+4D6849E-04 8.0992099"02 "I.S4999DE'02 33
34 1.0096349-01 -2.449399E'03 1.4087D09"01 1.18943|E-03 6.$428949"02 "2.0943709 °02 35
3T -9.BS9119E-02 -2+667913E'03 -1.7116779"01 S.499B53E'04 "2.2329499 °02 "1.E079239°02 39
40 -9.999119E-02 -2.6979169"03 1+4067909"01 1.1D94329"03 -3.97D7269-02 "1.9530909-02 42
43 4.183098E'02 -D.6122399"04 3.E1D1D4E'O1 6.4061119"04 2.B99688E'02 -2.2799379-02 49
46 4.7639339"03 -1.2429999"03 6.0954039"01 9.91698DE'04 -4.BD99179-03 -3.$1D8079"02 49
4g -?+2067D3Eo02 -9,1205179"04 6.1B87969"01 ?.8344279"04 -4.490402E'02 -2,5920099"02 51
...... _+2 .................. 8-.4_-0+4+i+s_:0-2 ........... :_-/4+OI2_SE':'_4 ................ _._i_g+#+_Lbf ............ ¥.'_34"4_7_':_'4 ................ _'i+_'_+_'__':02 ............ :+2+++s_$II'_;02 .............. _'4 ....
$5 D.9743979"03 -8.70820DE-04 8.2834D49"0t 1.039228E'03 -lr42294_E-02 -2.9169D19-02 ST
$8 4.229192E-03 1.4095749-03 1.000000E+00 O+O00000E+O0 -2.309449E'02 -3+039D63E-02 60
$I -3.290992E'02 1.3474079"03 9.D892199-01 8.411_21E'06 -4.218D$EE'02 -3.0101849"02 63
O_ i:'(++ +'" ..... +"'
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL DUXLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CDNFIGURATION #t {FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EU|LTUP TA]LEOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX _. UAV
28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE B5
COLUMN 31
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I E.308505Eo01 2.8452808-02 15756578"02 "t_5272808-03 "5_414809E-0 1,034404E-02 3
...... 4 .... 8.304"2"_+E_'+ .......... 2_$469_+E_'0_ ............. 9"_'ig'b2E'_'O_ ......... _'6"'$'9"330d_b. 4 .......... _-3._-88_1.318,:._ ............. #...._+_8.2._+0_ .......... 8 +
? 8.304191E-01 2548801E'02 3?T7387E'03 1+B035808-04 "2,4037188"01 6+0E28548"03 9
10 "1,803277E-03 "234B828E'04 7.6423328-01 2.5840588-02 "5,081253E'02 6+758T208"03 12
13 T 008442E'0I 2.624528E'02 -2.518T988"04 -1.8894238-03 -4157T58E'02 7,388SE38-03 15
_8 4.T?03888-01 27891708"02 6.0818118"03 "7.2453988-03 -4 1577SBE-02 7,]888838-03 18
IE 77305188-01 2.$T200BE'02 "8 T245628"03 ?TB17088*04 1.2080178"01 8.18234EE-03 21
22 T,ESD40§E'0t 2,878S08E-02 "2.888559E-03 "511108218-05 -2.2544378-02 2.8781708"03 24
7.808884E'01
25 2 AB8042E-02 "2 BS2148E'O] "5.1S25968-05 "3.388404E-02 1.190B148-02 2T
28 _'0"{8141iE'01 2_12450iE+_02 ...... _+$+143_'_'27"E'_03 .... _+9-'7"3517858"_0+4 ............ i'/1"4]073"E'_01 ........ $'_40"222"E_+03 ++ 30 .....
ii +++++++++-+++++++++++ +++++++++++++++- ++++:+++ +++++:+++.++'+
51254308-01 2.3835E88-02 -1+2--0-$tS+E-02 4,9384508-03 S.82_838E-02 8.685128E-03 42
43 810446788-01 2.8737588-02 -15P$OTIE-02 2477TE68-03 2 8208348-01 3+889376E-03 45
46 83747388-01 25245ETE-02 -285T103E-02 51044188-03 E.1480128-01 2554200E-03 48
48 S 2495480E-02
..... 12 ..... +.988$57E-01 2.SOS527E-02 "2.8+5403E-02 4 178111"+'U+++ ........ m_+'+'l+3"+'+'+++'+_ .......... +"+_+'+'+'4131114 ....... 14+-
55 8.03589BE-01 2S4951TE'02 -3.9623408+02 58078118-03 E+84898DE'01 518322838"04 57
88 5.558714E-01 2896180E'02 "3.8310138-02 t44234AEo03 I000000E+00 0.000000E÷00 60
61 51E53994E'01 266T8808"02 "3.823508E'02 t4786578"03 9.9A0857E-01 1.1834388"03 63
COLUMN 32
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
1 -25157708-02 34884428-03 2 849882E-01 "3.3002888"03 110382218-01 "4.138030E-03 3
4 _ IS0S648-02 .......... 3_SY_3_48_03 ...... _ 2_4SbSE-O+ ................ i+:_g0381_0_ ......... ii_3_1238+_0_ ....... __-_S-S-_4-_;O_ ........ _ .....
+ -3 189574E-02 3 5TB538E-03 "1.001038E-02 5.8518728"03 113 OODE'01 -3,600784E-03 5
10 2 113180E-02 84B8025E-03 "2.874308E-02 3 340B588"03 10147 48"01 -31084887E-03 12
13 "1.7752348-03 2+3284828-03 2483738E-01 7.4347078*03 3.0208878"03 "2 0805908-03 15
16 "1064?53E-03 1185SLT38-03 1,000000E÷00 O.O00000E÷O0 3.020687E'03 "2.000S808"03 18
18 -2+OSAE21E-03 2 4787748-03 +1 428376E'01 1.4736018-02 2 892528E-03 "1.73508EE-03 2t
22 "11771324E'01 8.244731E-03 -7488486E'03 I0280118"02 888164TE-0 "8.488703E-03 24
+ 25 ..... 173018AE'01 "3.285084E'03 -7 4884DOE-03
......... 102E0048"02 -6 422065E-01 4 3R28788-03 2?
28 "1.82428AE-03 2_3272638"03 ......... 1"'03208"98_0_ ......... 1+2|'4"331"E'_012 ............. 2"'5"1"31(S'4"E'_03 ........... _'11_'5"$_E'¥_ ....... 30
31 "1,212T00E-01 6788821E'03 "3 4844838"01 7.3240008-03 4 4 92508"01 -7 080738"03 33
38 "1.2127078-0t 67886588-03 "TI804948"01 18403008-02 4_400D05E'01 +6.2158088"03 35
3? 1 1593298-0! "1038521E-03 "34844718"0+ ?.3239078-03 "4.3388878"01 1.714219E'03 39
80 1 1593168-01 "1036557E-03 "T 180494E-01 1.84S2978-02 -4.3480038"01 2.5320938"03 42
43 "4.4B0030E-02 318503788"03 "4 008312E'01 2_0888138-02 1,851115E-01 "2.D_38888-03 45
48 "2.2852SSE'03 2.8123218-03 "8 1063328"01 31788808-02 8.755610E-04 "7.0013208"04 48
48 8*0880328"02 -5.2041338-04 "6 8077438-0t 30408828-02 +3.408847E-01 2_7148338"03
..... $2 ..................................................................................................................... 8_
"8+4883_48"02 5.585475E-03 -8 807743E-01 _+0409S28-02 3"42619_'E'_++ ............ _'+""_+''+'4"_+13 ......... 14 ++
55 "21S4848E-03 2541027E'03 -9 434948E'01 3.B751AOE-02 "21815T308"08 " 313012E'04 57
58 g 415410E'03 1_400828"03 -3 479278E'01 3,8180798"02 -40813878-0] 5+185T79E-04 80
61 83385788-02 2.83788RE'04 "3 529320E-01 352158BE-0] "2 025788E'01 ]18S806E-03 83
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL EU1LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROL5 MODELED DCTDEER 20, Ig$0 MS_/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF[GURATiDN #1 {FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ 8UILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
INTERMEDIATE MATRIX .. UA¥
COLUMN 33
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL iMAGINARY
I -2.116511E-02 11293216E-03 811802888°01 "2 8834438-02 -4887108E-02 -4 548778E-03 3
:2"._iT_Y1e:o_2 ......... |_ilS_:o] ......... 8_Y_+S_+S+_E:OI ............. _.03S6_+:_Z ............ _$+_148_|E:02 ....... :'4.I¢_S_-|E_O_ .............. S.....
T "2.324433E'02 114175338-03 T.130$088"01 "1+4244888-02 "S 58247SE-02 "4.8084T28-03 9
10 4.781860E'01 -1,518R68E-02 -2105338RE'02 11241386E-03 -510731888+02 "4.23151|E'03 12
13 "4+EBBEE2E'04 "$,BDi031E'06 314?14EOE-01 "].4883188*02 818807178-04 "8,73T133E-06 15
IS 1.080221E'03 -1.4_44188"04 *4,TS2871E-02 -5.T22920E'02 8 590T228-04 "E_73T162E-08 18
IS +110IB883E'03 4_4884828-05 3,88781SE'01 "71810207E'03 "2.219R28E-04 8.300S238"05 21
22 "1.282072E-01 T.9288898-03 4,68S521E-01 -1.389744E-02 "3378S48E-01 "2,783384E-02 24
25 1,271133E-01 -7.8385538-03 416858028-01 -1.]89T38E-0] 3+384B82E-01 2.783105E-02 2T
28 ............. :_+.+_+4"_'S+SE_'4 ...... :'8+_'1"428+:0_ ................ 2_440+9+7+1_01 ...... ;'1.'a'3+418-_¥_-_-2 ............ :-|-/SS+_S4-E+:_4 ........... 8".+880"4"_0_;05 .......... 30''"
......i i.... .i i!.i.liii i.!.....i iii iii.ii ii!iiii! !! iiiiii-  + iii! ii! ! iiii !i
-8.9303ESE-02 "'_'2"_]+_319_':'013 ............. _".'30i'i'20£+:02 ............ _'+'Si+3"g-$_-_-:_'i ............. :.i-_-_iO_-E+:-gi .......... :.i+.ii.i.i.g.yE:.O_ ............. S_+.
SE "1,280067E-03 83830028"05 -8.2731218-02 2.8041048"02 -5.2424788-03 5.785i848-04 57
8& 8,101031E-03 "58225818"04 "5.3888288"01 2184173BE'03 1 509E898-0] 2 388877E°03 60
81 4.0375848-02 "2.827170E-03 "5.]53828E'01 31088848E'03 1 00281EE-01 $.2878388-03 83
COLUMN 3A
REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY REAL IMAGINARY
I "1*$321818-01 "1.003984E'04 2 073503E-03 -E E1E3SBE*OS "2 4148708"01 - 387_188"03 3
.... 4 ........... :f.s_'2+8SsE_o| ............. _'{+__y_3_:+_4 ............... Y.o00|04_;04 ............. :4+_7S281__S .............. :|+_S'_¥1_+E'_01 .............. L_._]+4-S_ ................. S.....
7 -1.$382428-01 "7+881_22E-08 "7.308450E-04 6.308D708-06 "8,7_DE07E-02 -$.0113388-04 8
10 -I.4BEEB2E'03 1+053t23E-04 -t.84BOITE'01 -3.58B8228-04 E 7TT4188"03 ].B7088DE*04 12
13 -1+1892208"01 "412817488"04 -|,532181E'03 1,0083728"04 -I,87885BE'02 2.8278718*04 15
16 1,0000008÷00 O.OO0000E+O0 315158818-03 "2,079117E-04 - 8DO2DSE'02 ].D290D2E'04 18
18 "118487318-01 +1184183BE'04 -811B2138E-04 81530D418-05 ?.$]28398"02 &18217738"04 21
22 "1.8383088"01 -21E138818"04 -1.T$21828"03 t.1141878-08 E 8403838-03 S,217808E-04 24
2E -1.81SSESE'01
-21D241388-04 "4 0528588"04 5.8532588°08 "1,006280E-03 2 8048818-04 27
....... 28 ............... L2".'2_3S12SE_0i .... _3_'21yS4_Se:_4 .............. _+2_a_4"Y_;03 ....... (+.1413___':_4 ................ Y__'Y__E:O_ ............. _-_4i+S_04 .............. _0 .....
31 "D,EBE848E-02 4.4080T7E-04 "E.1388188"04 -5,53434]E'08 -1,2T§BBBE-01 -8.4428378o04 23!i  +!iiii!ii+ii:i! iiiii ii: 'i!iiiii+i!'i'i iiiii+iii'! iiii'ii:i,iiiiiii'ii ii
T 355314E-08 81
s-_...........:+.1--.._.3._.kk_b.. ...........;g,_-s._3_;-o_ ..............2 _ _.i_-_+i._:._..........: _._.7-4.g._+;_._................3-_._-_-E-;-_ ................_-_-3-S.4._u_ ............._ ....
88 "1,1173888-01 "158817TE'04 413838808"03 "]13t2708E'04 §.08E$EEEo01 "2.74777TE*03 E7
58 "318027888°01 2,IIS044E-03 "S,8418088"03 3 0573108o04 71A7204E-01 -4.E]EODEE*03 80
61 -31BI2882E-01 3.0161E8E-0] "814BilS48"03 2,E770488"04 7.28137DE'0! °4.$48E3AE-03 83
ORIGInaL PAGE IS
OF p(_oR ._J_.LITY
AH-_.G THREE*DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED DCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN tO/15/&? PAGE 88
DIFF|CULT CDMPDNENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP|
TH|S ¥ERS|ON CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TAILOOOM MODEL
[NTERMBDiATE MATRIX .. UAV
CDLUMN 35
REAL IMAGINARY REAL ]MAGINARY PEAL IMAG|NARV
"2 3 67 BE-02 2.478131E'04 7.289E81E-0_ "7.9540988-03 3.489790E'01 "l,EB6692E-D3 3
.... 4 " _2"_'72_488:_2 .......... _'/2_3_2"E:0_ .............. *'"I'O_'_'_'E':O_ .... _ "g$'8820['_'3 ............... i_S'iSR_'E:01 ........... _'_'8447"S08_0_ ........... 6
7 "1.46192EE'02 6946560E*OS I 0757348"02 -1697022E-03 5.076582E'02 "6.1RASE9E'04 9
10 "2+13622TE'02 2 100734E-03 1.R50646E'02 "837055TE'04 -7.3364668"02 4048722E-04 12
13 E.30T161E'02 "3.6E58228-04 -2.3658778-02 2.8481918"03 -7.3861488"02 "1.098870E*04 IS
16 "39032808"0_ 2.864689E'03 E.9TT7868-03 "9,3483998"04 oT.4166068"02 "1.3B28388"04 15
19 6527t47E'02 -E.364715E-04 -3.8301898"02 4+3272098"03 -1.3728468-01 1.322616E-03 21
22 1,549848E'03 2.262125E-03 "24312328"02 25153028"03 "9.1400528-02 2067493E-03 24
25 4,740857E-02 "3 4435188-03 "2,4418808"02 2.SS7821E'03 "T,135372E'02 "1531128E'03 2?
31 -1 101S428"01 2S817898-04 63026888"03 "8 1266698"03 1370234E-07 7788916E'03 33
34 -I 1004918-01 2857841E'D4 -14602168"02 3.208036E'03 -1887167E'01 66572008-04 36
37 "?.516676E'02 -2.528933E'03 8,67497TE'D2 -1.3189618"03 I 5EABESE'01 3.5816658-03 39
40 "TS141T2E-02 -3 8214968-03 -3,9801D7E'02 7326922E'04 -1 408538E'01 "2,251507E'03 42
42 -4 076775E-02 4 5685388"03 "1 522826E'01 3 174334E'03 451,394868E'03 -9,0806108"04
2 0531208-02 7867_328"02 44708DTE'03 &84E 33006728"02 o1424434E'03 "35257908"04
49 "4.?03041E'02 1.7638448"03 2.2430448-02 -33468218"04 6.8992368"02 5.0293458"03 51
_82 .............. 1 48"4|'38[_ .......... _'3_'88_?SS[:03 ......... 224]0"43S_02 .......... _3"_34 "k'_'_dd .......... 813"304_'8"E-02 ...... 4.'?830_88_03 ....... 84
SS 2.634096E'03 "1.6143T28"03 1.308087E-01 -I 0503228-02 6045_28E*01 "5.344632E-03 57
58 °$.825684E'CI 6.0717328"03 23487808-01 -3.2580828"02 93T2224E'0! "8681572E-03 60
El -6.7916_98-01 6 720438E-03 2.346759E'01 "32508888"02 t,DO0000E÷O0 O.O00000E÷OD 62
AH-1G THREE'D|MENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/67 PAGE 89
DIPF]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONPIGURATION #| (PULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TAiLBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE : -1. I89085E-02. "2.397042E'12
E O M P L E X E 1 G E N V E C T C R NO 1
(REAL/]MAG|NARY)
POINT ID. TYPE 71 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
............. 100 _............. G ...... _'_'_ 2 _'I"i='S_'E ;0_ -'_:'_'/_'9"2"_'1"6"E _0_'_" "-"i /33"B_'1348"_'0"i "" " 0"0 ....................... 0"/0 ........................ 0";_ ..........................
-g.800934E- 13 -2.'761S798- 13 -1 .S21828E-11 0,0 0.0 0.0
1002 G -1 210E82E-02 -6.902718E'04 -2.016106E-01 D O O.D 0.0
-9,5T88808" 13 -1.8682078" 13 -1.3703308- 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
1004 G - 1 .210SS18-02 -2 .040"Y628-04 -7.3228238-02 0 0 0.0 0 0
-9 S762ROE-13 -3 918625E-14 -1.223481E-11 0 0 0.0 O,O
1006 G -6.4466258-02 6.75012SE-04 9.0217678-02 0,0 -2_8092868-03 t .069763E-05
"1.861786E'12 1.826658E" 13 -1.037268E" 11 0,0 "3.2131428"14 2 583406E'15
1007 G -6.297781E-02 1 429849E'03 2. 3920048-01 0.0 0.0 0 0
-1.664431E-12 3.1777320"13 -6.096318E-12 0.0 0.0 0_0
10 2 G "4 036792E'02 2 849248E'03 6 6357468-01 -2,4517858*08 -2.6093598"03 1 .0703808-05
........................................ :_/:l_b_i(;E:_2 ....... ¢:"t*/'t S_ifE:___"":_-dS__l_O_.':f2 "__d.dO6"_2"_i[;|'_;"'__.2f$"to'lE:_l_4 ....... 2"','_;_'S4a"/E -lS .......................
1013 G -3.9718958-02 2.840246E-03 6.8810698-01 -2 461767E-OS -2 809369E-03 _ .070354E -OR
-1.2215948-12 S 7718718-13 -3 "712188E'12 -3 ?6S6188-IS -3.2157038-14 2.5768848- lS
1017 G -6,32T21BE-D2 9,348327E-04 1.0663518-01 O0 0.0 0.0
-1,712820E-12 1.9856060-13 -I 040059E-11 0,0 DO 0.0
-1.40836DE-12 1.865iOEE-13 -9,947131E-12 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "1.262867E-01 1.436291E'03 S,ST3263E-02 "2.4810478"0E "2.6003418"03 1.DOiG20E'OE
"2.2772128"12 2.T30222E'13 -1.0303688-11 "3.8303368"15 -3,2131648"14 2.5815G38-16
1022 C -3.1834468"01 3.1232838-03 9.8732038"02 "2.4619728"08 -2.8083398"03 1.069630E-05
"4 4850 8E" 2 E 3798698" 3 - 0303EOE- 1 "3.844428E'15 "3.2tS221E'14 2.S81043E-15
1022 G 9.6703858"02 "1_4868888"03 "1_B25514E'01 "2.4520688"0B "2.A092178"03 1089756E-05
3.8160858"13 "2.6158028"13 "1303417E-11 "3.84389tE*15 -3.2117868"14 2.E80EESE°IS
1024 G 9.593802E-02 "1.4571328"03 -I.E4E1328"01 -2.4B20SBE'OE "2.A09216E'03 1.070235E-08
1 8803848-13 -2.814436E-I3 1.3342158"11 -2.8478808"15 -3,211846E'14 2.87£6468"15
1025 G 9.6793988"02 " 22B832E'04 978143E'01 "2.451798E'D5 -2.8082228"03 1.D70022E-05
1028 G 9.B93802E*02 -I.22B6428"04 1.088631E'01 "2,481811E*08 "2.B092328"03 1.089TE4E'O6
1 6406078"13 S.OOlTBBE'14 -9.336130E'12 "3.8610488-18 "3.2144288-14 2.S62033E'18
1028 G -2.1844288"01 E.EBBS19E'03 9.991682E'01 "2.4618088*08 "2.A093888"03 1.070243E-06
"3.3884118"12 I . 2228888 " 12 "8.18381RE-14 "3.767523E'18 "3.2174828"14 2.S76267E'16
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 90"
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE : "11990856-02, -23970426"12
COMPLEX E_GENVEETOR NO. I
[REAL/ZMAGINARY]
POZNT ID TYPE TI T2 T3 RI R2 R3
-2.2893716-12 3.9702846-13 -S T60543E-12 -3848439E-16 "3.21464SE-14 2.5642216-1E
2511 G -3 4064596-02 1.?057976-03 3_7793616-01 -24520716-05 -2,8093606-03 1.070494E-05
-1_198219E-12 40E5559E-13 "7.057245E'12 -33S12526-15 "3.2149076-14 2.58355IE-15
2572 G -T.248S45E-03 2.570758E-03 6.6629155-01 -2.451775E-05 "2809358E-03 1.0703516-05
"9,28739BE-13 B.3439836-13 "3.807477E-12 -3.84239]E-T5 -3 2 4928E-14 2 5827 4E-15
2649 G -3.666140E-02 3 7174716-03 900222DE-01 "2.4517826-05 -2.8093596-03 1070348E-05
12623686-12 5_8933196-13 -11303546-12 -3831026E-15 -31886766-14 2 584198E-15
2697 G -2.1570026-01 5,869705E-03 1.0000006+0_0-- -_2.451794E-05 -2.D09369E-03 1_0297E-05
-3.334_066-12 12250256-12 00 -3.771717E-15 -3.215800E-14 25840136-15
...... 19777 G "69511466"02 9 1914816-04 9.0244356"02 -2.4519826"05 "2,6093106"03 1069995E'05
................ "i161"98"196:12 ...... 1"'89_§826;1"3"':'(0"3"6"8406_'Ii'" _3,'854"61"?E:i5"'_3".213792EUi4 "" 257"921"66"15 ............
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUF DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 91
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #'1 (FULL-UPJ
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBODM MODEL
COMPLEX E IGENYALUE : -4,2711846"03. -3.631390E- 10
C O 1'4 P L E X E ] G E N V E C T D R NO 2
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
....... 100i " G " 8 _ 6i13"136-'03 _4_#;3"5;_96"_'()'[;'"':_'_"_'9"3220_['_'01 ..... 0.'_) ............... o.'_ ...................... _"_ ......................................
4 413097E*tl -5 4795116-11 7.0398586- 10 0.0 0 0 0.0
1003 G -8 6817596-03 2 6194326-05 - 1,5257166-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
4,4581296- 1I "3_2108826- 11 5.346611E-10 0.0 0 D O.O
1004 G -8,9615885-03 8.5100146-08 -2.953449_-02 0.0 0 0 0.0
4.4579656-11 -1_0028386-II 5.6713606-10 0 0 0 O 0 0
100E G "S, 885950E'02 1.7396126"04 1.2725766"01 0.0 "2 5944535-03 -3,6318436-07
7.II15726"11 2 112424E-II 4.8078596" 10 0.0 1 478111E'12 4.8270426" 13
1007 G -5.7347786"02 I .4922786-04 2 702EE96-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.8465046- I I 4.6f163456-11 4 0098B76-10 0,0 0 0 O_O
I013 G -3,534941E-02 1.311759E-05 6.7770 35-0 " 002229E-05 "2 5945006-03 -3.5893976-07
............................. 3"_'93Y83_'E":('} ....... 1"_'|'_';_';?04)_;'('0 ...... l"_")2;IO,,iS"I_._'l"(_"'"L'1_6_}_ _'0_i1_'.:'I"_ "" " "t".'_"t'8"30_7_::_'2 ....... ,W'.'826J_-_'EE':l" _ ............................
1013 G -3.5371866-02 1 3117595-05 6.782376E-01 - 1 ,0022276-05 -2. 894_006-03 -3.6893096-07
6.9489546-1T I 1837006-10 I .8240356- I0 -1.6404966-13 1 .4783076- 12 4.8289496- 13
1017 G -5.?00322E-02 16463206-04 14582506"01 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 7609046-11 3 4468825-11 4.5925156-10 0,0 O.C 0.0
............ lOiS .......... _ ........ :_;_O_SS_t:O_ ...... iY6d_O_:b4 ....... i;4"_o_e_:_} ..... 0.0 ...................... 0._ ......................... _.0 ...................................................
94767409-I1 244_9416-11 4.7EBISIE-IO 0.0 0,0 0.0
1021 G -1.1710966-01 3.8965626-04 1.3653116-01 -I.0024086-05 -2,694488E-03 -3,6475515-07
9.924S616-11 2.816833E-1I 4.749036E-10 1.6410106*13 1.4782616-12 4,8288906-13
1022 G -3.0227496-01 1.0784206-03 1.3553116-01 -I.0024266-05 -2.5944866-03 -3.6474425-07
2.0093226-10 3.7445306-11 4.7490356-10 -1 6409966-13 1 4762736- 2 4 D26895E- 3
1023 G 9.5467546-02 -3.6871136-04 -I.0502276-01 -I.0025246-05 -2.6943976-03 -3.628018E-07
1.933330E-12 -3.0128636-11 6.141727B-10 I 641276E-13 1.4778886"12 4.827248E-13
1024 G 9.5496486-02 "3.9890896"04 "1,0682486"01 -1,002§176-05 "2,6943976"03 "3.5938986"07
-3,668347E-II "3.0127466-11 6.0104146"10 I 64106_E'13 1,4778596"12 4,8271S36"13
1025 G 9.5467596-02 "4.138780E'04 2.3002266"0 - 0023136"05 "2 694400E'03 "3 6082826"07
1026 O 8.6496406"02 "4.1390006-04 2.2D22096"0! "1,0023196"0S "2.D944086"03 -3.82B31EE'07
"3.D98347E-11 3.0077086-11 4.187228E'10 1,5409956"13 1.4778746"12 4.827200E-13
1026 G "2,033830E'01 5,9527016"04 D,993907E'01 "1.0022536"05 "2.$94499E-03 "3.8938396"07
1,3766446"10 1.8920846"10 "2.1795386"12 "1.D413136"13 1.4783086"12 4.82708SE*13
ORIGI_I_L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH';G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1SSO MSC/NAETRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 92
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #I |FULL'UP)
TH]$ ¥ERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE = "4,271164E-03, "2.$3_3906"10
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO 2
|REAL/IMAGINARY]
POINT 16 TYPE T1 T_ T3 R1 B2 R3
9.8854646"11 49296_16-11 4,0394526"10 "1.6410126"13 14783146"12 4,82690EE'13
2511 G "2.976928E'02 2,8950556"05 4.0312566-01 "1.003407E'06 -2,6645036-03 "3.5356516"07
5.8268476-11 '6.875996E'11 2.305274E-10 -1842026E'13 14782726"12 4,8274S36"13
25T2 G "2_8689496"03 "I.0417466"04 87998146"01 "1002225E'05 "2.694600E'03 "3,E863616"07
................. 3..T.1401.SET.!I 1!6_0626-1 _ .... 1_7619_16_10-1...6609646-!3 " 1 4763016_12 .... 4.,2S$.24E-13 .........
2649 G "3.2011386-02 "29477646"05 9.062527E'01 "1.0022256"05 "26B45006"03 "3,S69531E'0T
5.2564896-11 1586944E-10 5.31531TE-I1 1 6412016"13 1 478239E-12 4 8269226"13
2697 G "2.047463E-01 6,002601E'04 10000006+00 -1_022486"0E "2,6944996"03 "3B915406_07
1655631E-10 18637366"10 O0 "_ 64"11406"13 14752696"12 48269636"13
19777 G "6,370S936"02 1.920035E-04 1.2726846"01 "1.00242TE'05 "26944836-03 "36149326"07
I
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, IS90 MSC/NAGTRAN 10/15/67 PAGE 63
D|FPICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
TH]$ VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBODM MODEL
COMPLEX EXGENVALUE : -1.6009436"03, "I B7S2T4E'O2
C D M P L E X E I G E N Y F D T O R NO ]
|REAL/IMAGINARY ]
POINT [D TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
.................. _o0_ ............. r- ........ s_s_6Sm E': b2 .... SI 2I_4_E:0 _ "_/Obb'oooe_,6"b .... _._ .................... 0_ ..................... _._ ...............................
4.2T6252E-03 5.348112E'02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1003 G 5 . 47775:3E'02 3.6129796"02 8,9101866"01 0 0 0,0 0,0
3. 8383086"03 3. 120232E'02 6 4245176"02 0.0 0.0 0,0
1004 G S 4775036"02 I .0554306"02 7.8549066-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
1006 G 9,8953656"02 "2.9638256"02 6,52046AE-01 0 0 2,306355E-03 "5,52A6276-04
-2,B67906E'02 "2.]4265_E'02 2.7170006°01 0 0 -1 7963756-03 "4 7412756-04
t007 G 1 ,0203686"01 "S,674S046-02 S , 't296686"01 0.0 0.0 D.O
"2,3916826"02 "4.844170E-02 3.6S47846"01 0.0 0.0 0.0
1012 G 1 ,0047086-01 " I .387S326"01 1.5745386"01 4.4855116"06 2 30B8776-03 "5,5265276"04
10_3 I_ 5,5915016"02 - _ .3_575326"01 1,5941106"01 4. 4_88096-04 2,3096776"03 "5,S259276"0_
"2, 6059026"02 "1, 178383E'01 5,3260246"01 2 8560596"06 -1 ,7983366"03 "4,7413426"04
1017 G 1,343829E'01 "3,3281116"02 6.66$8496-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
&.272786E-03 "2,851605E'02 3.0364736-01 0,0 0.0 0.0
................. i'b'1"8 .......... G ............ S'_'g'Y437_'e':'O2""":'3"_32BO'l"JE':'02 ...... _'_i2_4_E':_'| ....... _'.0 ......................... 0._ ........................ 0".'0 ..................................................
-5,1874516"02 "2.6615926"02 2,6980_76"01 O0 0,0 0.0
1021 G 1.5325516-01 "4.1052636"02 6.4844056*01 4.&568266"04 2.3096096"03 "$.$2880SE'04
"6.350S396"02 "3,1135136"02 2.7956586"01 2.8860676-04 "1.7983436"03 "4.7412156"04
1022 G 3_1197276-01 "7.1885226"02 6.4844056"01 4.4855466-04 2.3055146"0] "5,5255046"04
.......................................... _.!.:.6._3_.SE.:._....._.5.:.0.98_33_'.02 ....... 2.:.7.S_.sSse._o.! ....... _.'..8.8.5.°_E_O.4...:._...._.8.34._e_°.3....._6..'.74.1.2.15E:°4 ........................
1023 G "5,1065896-02 4.399386E'02 8,3782836"01 4,486802E'04 2.3090116"03 "5,528S26E-04
5.9121456-02 3,4205766"02 1,0651836"01 2.885118E-04 -I.7584306-03 "6,7412E86-04
1024 G -5+8370016"03 4+3695256"02 8.737222E'01 4.4888076"06 2.3089656-02 "$,5287686"04
9,7051596°02 3.4205$46"02 1,255695E'01 2,S5SI196"04 "1,79542SE-03 "4.7413256"04
1025 G "5,1065556"02 "2.4858356"02 5.45$681E-0t 4.4886956"04 2.30S0206-03 "5.5286416"06
1026 G -6.B]ESSOE'03 °2.4958236"02 5.557408E-01 4.4567056"04 2.309074E-03 "$,B285196"04
6.?051806"02 "2.4827736"02 3 .5388876"01 2,88505|E'04 "1,7B54126-03 *4.7412886"04
1026 G 2.374473E'01 "2.3271616"01 "8.3608426°02 4.488510E'04 2.3068776"03 "5,S288B1E'04
"1,128198E°01 "1.9241286"01 8.SlSEE2E-Ol 2 .BBB0716"06 "1.7583376-03 " 6 ,7413516"04
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE*DiMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE B4
D]PF]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EiGENVALUE : "19009439"03, "16?8274E'02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTDR NO 3
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT 10 TYPE T) T2 T3 RI R2 R]
........ io2_' G.......... i_S2Ssi4E:o_ ':'i;?4_a?bE:_2 .... S_3_:_i ...... _._S'gY49E:04 ....... _.'369_SBe_o_ :g_s2as_se_04 ...............................
"8._3S414E'02 "$.392033E'02 3.EBB?BEE'01 2.8890379"04 "1.7S8328E'03 "4.74133lE'04
2911 G ?.045101E-02 -&1386299-02 4127375E-01 4.485299E'04 2.3096339"03 "5.92824§E-04
-1.232036E'02 "6_88431BE-02 4.53912SE-01 2.884562E'04 "1.7983509"03 "4.7411179-04
2S72 G S.S222919"02 "1 33RI769"01 1.0174S39-01 4.4898099"04 2,30BS779"03 "S.5299299-04
..................... !._._79_8sE:°2..._!-14_tSsE'.01 ..... 6._.4.2.9_1°e_0._ ...... _:8.e.S.°919_°4 _..t.._98_3_E.'E_..:._7_.!_4.?.e'_ _ .........
2649 C 8.0321i8E'02 "1,846180E-01 "1049S089-02 4488805E*04 2.3098779"03 "$52892SE'04
-70069919"03 "1 5128949-01 7,929120E-01 2,8850679-04 "17983369°03 -47413449-04
2697 G 23041T99-0-0_330"_5_'Z0_---9_095283E-02 4.486812E-04 2.3096779-03 -S,5289109-04
"1 2055299-01 -I 9283929-01 8_5?SIBOE-01 28850E4E-04 -I.7983379-03 -47413579-04
19777 G 1029139E-01 -30449879-02 6.51SE22E-OI 44886299"04 2.309459E-03 "55287489"04
............... _3_242a__E':0_ '_I3949209-02 ..... _:_T_S84e_Oi 2.sESos_e-04 _ :__SaSS]E:O_ _ :4"_294e_04 ...................
AH-IG THREE'DIMENSiONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MOOEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 99
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A OUILTUP TAILBODM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "5.869273E'03, "2,339814E-02
C 0 M P L E X E ) G E N V E C T 0 R NO. 4
( REAL / i MAC I NABY )
PO)NT ]D TYPE TI 12 13 R1 R2 R3
......... i"00i G ......... 2"_'_691"0_'E';0"2 _ :'2_'81"81_E':0"_ ....... 4".83"8"3409_02" _0,'0 ....................... 0".'0 ................. _'.'0 .........................................
1 1572S19-03 1 .30EIAOE-O5 1.3810919-02 0.0 O_O 0.0
1003 G 2+9989469-02 -1 .5432949*01 4.41S8289-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
1 _ 1S47A69-03 - 1 . 1_92B29-04 1 ._3B_449-02 0,0 0.0 0.0
I004 G 2.9989339-02 -4 .99945OE-02 3.898902E-02 0_0 0.0 0 0
............................. 1.:_.s4_3S.e.:.°_ "2.:.3.,.8._'(=E:O._. .....L:.7oo=yte'0.? .......E_ °. ....................E o ..................o o ..............................................
1006 G 2. EEI&2_E-02 I 196942E-01 2.944901E-02 0 0 I . 1809189"04 2.S019939-03
4.9E8321E-04 -$ _EBOOAE-OS 1 .I04924E-02 0.0 "],E819?7E'05 -2,?3912BE'06
1007 C ?.O$TBIEE'O3 2.517999E-01 1 .30BSlSE'02 0,0 0.0 0.0
5.3849989"04 "2 2491E3E'04 2.0107589"02 0.0 0,0 0.0
1012 G -? . 2018309-02 6. 1987B79"01 -4 .4824599"02 " 1.2902109-03 1. 1810939"04 2.501B8EE-03
1013 G 4. 4308509"02 B. 198797E'01 3.9813549-02 " I .290210E'03 ! . 1610839"04 2,5019699-03
7.4lESSEE'04 "7.8322819"04 2.8738989-02 1.78B87]E-0S -3.B91506E-05 "2,7389589-06
10t? G "1.4098189"01 1,38E407E'01 -5.??20829"02 0.0 0.0 0.0
T_0437249"04 "1.0124119-04 1.811910E-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
..................i_i_ ..........G ..........i:ii_ii]':Sf .......i/_Sli_i_':_i .......i';liiiiie:_i ......._;_ ..........................5" _ ..............5:o ................................................
3,Bll1219"04 "1,01223_E'04 2.020244E'02 0.0 O,O O,O
1021 E 9.640943E°03 lES3044E'01 1.887060E'02 -1,2102299"03 1,1810679o04 2,S019149-03
-2,$19S839"04 303_4_SE'04 1.S019S2E-02 -1.7651_0I'05 "3,0G17029"05 °2.73_809"0_
1022 G 1.7619839"02 2.4399929-01 1.887080E'02 "1_2002349"03 I1810749"04 2.50191SE'03
"2.6992499"03 1.516436E'03 1.9016829"02 "1_7648619-0S -3.5617249"05 -2,7399239"06
1023 G I.OOESOIE'01 "1,71167BE'01 8.0900139"02 °1,2902209-03 1.1804829"04 2.6019S09"03
2.4498019-03 "8_4SS2799-04 1,652617E°02 ! 767488E-05 °3.§61177E'05 "2.723829E'06
1024 G -9.959444E'02 "1.7116779"01 -2,2317319"02 "1.2902209"03 1.1806419"04 2.S01940E'03
2+084056E-03 "B,4E4DBOE'04 1+6109279"02 "1+7674919-05 -2,BO4350E'OS "2_7243949-06
1025 G 1.00B6019-01 1.4087509"01 8.8424739"02 "1.2902159-03 1.1808679"04 2_I019409-03
.............................................2__4_soo_':_":Ji'ia'_¥_':_ ......._ _:_._._._s.k_s_:_.s_..._:_`_;_._.¥_s_.e_s ........................................
1029 G "I.IESGAGE-02 1.4DS?IOE'O1 -3,1711419"02 "1,2102149"03 1.1102S19"04 2.S011429-03
2
.6680S69"03 -1,18SI3IE'03 1,9B6421E'02 I.TBBIBIE'OS -3.SE]llSE'OI -2.7227179°06
1038 G -3,290084E'02 9.IEI21IE'01 "4.2217IOE-02 "1.290210E-03 1,1610879*04 2.60197IE-03
-I.3418509-03 -B.408130E'OE 3.0111089-02 -I_795023E-05 -3.981418E-05 -2,702141E'09
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................OR IGI_IAL..PA_E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN IO/IS/E? PAGE 96
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX ETGENVALUE = *58882T3E-03, "2 339B545-02
COMPLEX EIGENYEETOR NO 4
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
........ |029 ...... _ ........ e_S_83Se:03 .... 2_?so_soE:b_ ....... _;'329¥4_E:02 _ -f 25b2_eE:63 .... 1__Si___:o4 ....... __oi9s_E_oJ ..................
-2925351E-04 1.9777185"04 20728355-02 "17ES?SIE-05 "3.581564E'05 "2 7383965"05
2511 G 41832185*02 3618199E'01 2.SESSI4E'02 "1.2902205-03 1.151053E-04 2.501985E'03
E.B3?SBBE-04 "54099955"04 22805555"02 t ?EEOESE-OE "3 BEI5255-05 -2 7359855"05
25?2 G 4.T843015"03 6.065403E'01 -4.5902845"03 "t.290210E'03 1151082E'04 2.EOtgESE-03
2699 G 5.975775E'03 8.2834845"0t "14254335"02 -1.2B0211E-03 11610875"04 2.5015665"03
8.7339255"04 -1.0349145"03 2 9177535"02 1 T6588_E'0S "35614755"05 "2 T354285"06
2697 G 4.2369105"03 1.000000_+00 "2_3116825-02 -1.290211E'03 1.1Gl090E'04 2,501969E-03
°1.399T?5E'03 0.0 3 03T876E-02 -1.T650?35-05 "3.5613225"05 "2?236945"06
ST?? G 2,18693 E'02 .2IS?SEE'01 3.0842495"02 "1.290218E-03 1180B495-04 2.5019S45"03
................................... 4_2_'5"E_'04"'':317_99_85-b5 ...... 1"_'906_305-02 '_1.'765_SlE'09"_3_'5618"41_ :_S :2 7383985 _6
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL OUILTUP DYNAM]C5 MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1990 MSC/laAS'CRAN 10/15/57 PAGE 9?
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGUR_TIDN #1 (FULL'UP]
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A1BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODELCOMPLEX EIGENYALOE = " .0921?25"02. "1 _262880E-01
C 0 M P L E X E 1 G E N V E C T D R NO. 5
IREAL/TMAG]NARY)
POINT lO TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
.................. ibb_ .......... C ...... 8_'_lo_sod(=_o_ ........ i/S?(s_i'_"02_:s_ii8lOE=O_ " DO ......................... o,o ....... o.o ..............................
-2.545254E-02 1 .5289405*03 ol 034417E-02 0 0 0.0 0.0
1003 G 8.304237E-01 5 . ?568895-03 -3+888?95E-01 O.O O.D 0.0
-2+E4S9355-02 6.8915435-04 -S 1477405-03 0 0 0.0 0.0
1004 G 8+304191E-01 3 ?TT419E-03 -2 903715E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
................................................. _.2...s.4+69osE._+o2 .._.!:.60.3_25-0_+ ;._+_0_S.3._.:0:_ ..... °._ .................. 0.'._?...................... o,0 ...............................................
1005 G ?.T022IBE-01 -1 +903396E'03 -G,0912785"02 0 0 "3.2515S65"03 - 1.2?lee?E'04
-2.58?812E-02 2 34808EE-04 -S .8433405"03 O.O "2,379891E'05 - 1,8250255"05
100"_ G ?.730519E°01 -5.7246235"03 1 .2080185"01 0 0 0.0 0,0
"2.ST2OIGE-O2 -?.TTSESSE'04 "S. 192398E*03 0 0 0 0 0 0
012 G S 0394 0E-0t "2.87938SE-02 5.093303E-01 "9.2798225-05 "3,247974E-03 -1_2T81415"04
.............................................::___l_,_:_._"i'l_:62_'" :_ _i"_"_"i_:6_l" ":_;_|'_.4"¥_il_:b_" "-'_/;a26I¥_i_ :69" :__Si:__3si_:o_ "_ _._ 443_;*:_c,_; ....................
1013 G ?.gS$BSEE-0t -2 .87g38_E-02 5. 1E13095-01 -9.28155GE-05 -3.2474745-03 - I .2TEglOE-O_;
-2.8099225-02 -9. 1772015-03 -1 2798185*09 -?.819836E'OS -2.3921385-0S - I .82486BE-OS
1017 G 7809864E-01 -2,8822S4E-03 -3.3883395-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
-24640?45-02 5.152297E-05 -1190711E-02 O0 0,0 0.0
......... _18 ...........G ...........?__si_i_E_bl :_S6_S_:b_-_/RS4SO_'02 ......._ _ ..........................o.o .........................o' o ...................................................
2.6794915"02 5.1103225"05 "2.8T9204E'03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G T.0084435"01 -2,9223915°04 "4.1ST?BEE*02 "9.2744755*05 "3.248231E'03 "1.269378E-04
2.6245365"02 1.5890145"03 o7 3885815"03 -?._211085-05 -2.39288?E-05 -1.8274S25-05
1022 G 4778390E-01 5.0808835-03 -41577595-02 -5.2736885-05 -3.2475185-03 -1_255207E-04
2 TOOl?BE-02 ? 243798E-03 -?.3885885-03 -?.8213955-05 -2.35?9175-09 -1.827T195-05
1023 G 9.523513E-01 3.820821E-03 -3.3054915-01 -9.2S9309E-05 -3,2STOSIE-03 -1.2?30935-04
2.509889E'02 -2,SSSOSBE-03 -5.3731195-03 -?_9243085-05 -2.3SB$B1E-OE -1.8230815-05
1024 G E.8294285-01 3.838747E'03 -3.3794495-01 -9.2822485-05 -3.25?015E-03 -1.2763285-04
2.353953E-02 -2.88SE33E-03 -1.2536725°02 -?.8239295-05 -2.3885205-05 -1.822t295-05
1025 G g 523D 3E'01 -I 2055I?E-02 ?.SSET22E-02 -5.280825E-05 -3.255714E-03 -1.275015E-04
1028 G i.82E4295"01 -1+208402E-02 S+8218?95-02 -9.279953E'05 -3.25502BE-03 -1.2733875-04
2.3839835"02 9.93833TE-03 -9.884438E-03 -?.821844E-05 "2.38?173E'06 -1.8225735-05
1028 G $.9939945"01 -3.8235455*02 8.9801985"01 -9.2780225-05 -3.247489E'03 -1.276150E-04
2.987854E'02 -1.479305E-03 -1.18317TE'03 -?_421510E-05 -2.392017E-05 -1.827102E-05
AH'IGTHREE'D|MENSIONALBU[LTUPDYNAMICSMODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26_ lOgO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 98
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL'UP}
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A OUILTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE : "1 0921726"02. "1.2826806"01
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO S
(REAL/|MAG]NARY)
POINT IO TYPE TI T2 T3 RI R_ R3
-2.8245086-02 9.7338836-04 -8.2402146"03 -7.81Bg7SE'OS "2.3E3S016*05 "1.82475SE'06
2511 G 8.0446766"01 "1.5980616o02 2820832E-D1 -g.4IS5236"05 -2.247847E'03 "t.2S98906"04
"2.573T59E'02 2.477230E'03 "3.8898496-03 "7 SfS7S4E'OS -2 .391285E'0S "I.825477E'05
2572 G 8.3747406"01 "2.9g70726-02 61460116"01 "9.280916E-D5 "]2474806"03 "1.275023E'04
"25245656"02 "5.1036616-03 -2.654242E-03 "7.81994&E-05 "2.392095E-05 - 824G746"05
7849 C 8 036669E'01 -366231]E-02 8.848668E-01 "9 2802446"05 "3.247608E'03 -1278028E'04
"25665256"02 -5.8064646-03 "5632837E 04 "716198SIE'05 -2.3920056-05 1.824784E-05
2897 G !,_r_71BE-D; "3.8210546-02 1.0000006÷00 "g.278400E'05 "3.2474886"03 "12760486"04
"269SI686-D2 "1442000E-03 DO *7.620796E-05 -2.362183E-05 "16256586"05
1977_ G 7642332E-01 "1736359E-03 -6081264E-02 -9.272307E-05 -3.250651E-03 -I 2732706"04
AH'IG THREE-DIMENS|ONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS HOOELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/16/67 PAGE 66
DIFF|CULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
TH|_ VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE = -3 8836436-02. -1 481380E-01
C 0 M P L E X E l G E N V E C T 0 N NO. 6
|REAL/|MAGINARYJ
PO|NT |D. TYPE TI T2 T3 Rt R2 R3
....... |Oh 1.......... C ....... :2 i III S "t :ll; E _ 02 ..... 2 i g4_682_:bl ....... _ :_O_$_i_IE _o_ ....... 0,_ .............. oo ................. o. o .......................................
-3146_6706-03 3+2002576-03 4 13770TE-03 0.0 0.0 0 0
1003 G -3 15092RE-02 1 .254905E-01 t . 1371236-01 0+0 0+0 0.0
-3.B78612E-03 -1 .360358E-03 3+g152606-03 0.0 0+0 0.0
1004 G -3. 1865396-02 - I .001034E-02 t . 1310076-01 O.O 0.0 0.0
-3 $7596SE-03 -5.851671E-03 3.6008176-03 0.0 O 0 0 0
1006 G -2 EGG?SEE-02 2. 113182E-02 6.9661126-02 0.0 1 .0846086-0E -2.667316E-03
-3 246_146-03 -9.48801RE-03 2+9668666-03 0.0 6.8724326-06 "R T718646-05
1007 G -2 0545676-03 -I .42E3756-01 2.4923T16-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2 4762366-03 -1 .4736006-02 I 7391S06-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1012 G g 0580666*02 -6.8077426-01 -_.4084S06-01 - 1 .093543E-02 1 .0602566-0S -2 9810966-03
...................................... _._.2-_9_2._._.-04.....-:,_._16.4.0_.4S_._..6.2... "_.'2":i_'_'(6_,_)_'L'_)'_'""_."I"'O'S'4"S';_F%_)" 4 .......6 i-836-¢-4-_ E -._b S - --_.-_.--_ -_,-¢.?._.E _.0 _ ........................
1013 G -g 466268E-02 -6.8077426"01 3.4261926"01 "1 0635436"02 1.0S02SEE'OS "2.9670966"03
"5 .5849186*03 -3.0409486"02 4. 1266226"03 1 .0944846"04 6.8306496-06 "E .7691016"05
1017 G 1.73018TE-01 -7.488473E-03 "6.4220666-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
3289S946"03 "1.026003E-02 -4.39289DE-03 O0 0.0 0.0
............ _Oi_ ........ C -117¥1_3_oEZo__/4'_X31SZo_ ...... _.48"__4eE_oib.o ..................... o.o ..................... _'.o ...............................................
"8.2441876"03 -1.026010E-02 6.4686786"03 00 0.0 0.0
1021 G -1.7746506-03 2.483740Bo01 310207846"03 "1.09370SE-02 1.03S3676"05 -2.9883666-03
-2.324S876-03 -7.4347026-03 2.0BOBEOEo03 1.084S426"04 E.8241686-05 -9.T702876-05
1022 G "1.064298E'03 1.000000E100 3.0207646-03 "I.093782E'D2 1.0333196-06 "2.R883116"0]
"1.8$66086"03 O.O 2+060K606°03 -1.0801236"04 8.8270S16"06 -i 77B4636-0S
1023 G "1.2t28576"01 "3.484463E-01 4.4192506"0t *1.0940446"02 t.587394E°05 "2.9637176-03
S7SSg?2E'03 "7.324000E-03 7 1078696"03 1.0972S56-04 7.1982186-06 "6.73587SE'05
1024 G 1.1693326"01 "3.484471E'0! "4.33868TE-01 "1.0940446"02 6.3928746"06 "2.983709E'03
1.0371816"03 -7.323i076"03 "1.7144186"03 -1.0R72656"04 8.SOSBBSE'OE "9.T3E20IE'OS
1025 G "1.212704E*0t °?.1804936-0I 4.4009046"01 "1.0918056"02 1.233076E*05 -2 982243E'03
.................................... :s/__o_'s_b_""z|/$_i_:b2 .......s:_1g_1__="__._ig_T_:_'4 .......¥.__':_S__'.'_=__3X_os .....................................
1026 G 1169339E-01 *?+tI04S_E-OI *4.3460046"0t "1.093&0iE'02 9.i169736*06 "2,1632426-03
1 0371676-03 "1.946296E-02 -2+S320B46"03 "1.0953266"04 6.003790E'06 "9.7324526-05
1026 G 6+338|196"02 "315293196"0! "2.026793E'0! "1.092574E'02 1.0117426"0S -2.1|73R06-03
"2+63387BE'04 "31621914E-02 -2 • 1660286"03 "1.1083276"04 8 . A963156 " 01 " I . I?IBS4E - OE
O_ pOOR (_K.IALrI'Y
AH'tG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN lO/tS/&T PAGE I00
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E1GENVALUE : "3.ES3643E-02, "I4813BOE'O_
EOMPLE_ EIGENYEDTDR NO 6
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT IO TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
......... i0"29 .......... C ...... :'i'_'8'_88"4"E':03 .... i'_'032089E':b "_ _'$_000E-0"3"'"1 0"93"SS_E':0"2 ........ 1"''_'_'_'_'_'S''''':'_'.'_'_38E:_ ...................
-2.326767E-03 -1.214330E-0_ 1.752824E-03 -1093312E-04 6783624E'06 -9TTOOO?E-OS
2511 G -4.479994E*02 -4.008311E-01 1.591113E*01 -I09353SE'02 1.061631E-05 -2.987089E-03
-3.949820E-03 -2.066611E-02 2974042E-03 1093305E'04 6.8323BSE'O6 -9.?SSI?5E-OS
2572 G -2.26491SE-03 -8108331E-01 E.TS34_TE-04 -I.OB3542E-02 1.060420E-0S -2.967097E'03
-2.811748E'03 -3 1TSGTTE-03 ? 004840E-04 -t.09424SE-04 6.839427E-06 -9.TGESSOE-OG
2649 G -2.1E4297E-03 -9 434947E-01 -3.31]SEEE-OS -I 093S46E'02 I 057474E-0S -2 EG7129E-03
-2.640472E-03 -3.87S176E-02 I 318107E-04 1.096552_'04 G 74834EE-06 -9 TTGOS4E-OS
2697 G =415826E'03 -3479277E'01 -4051430E-02 -1.093BE2E'02 1.0606S2E'0S -2.987229E-03
-I 73ES4SE°03 -351GO?SE-02 -5 180009E-04 1.103786E-04 S.BS33SOE-OS -9 8125GOE-05
197TT G -2 874271E-02 4.08 E29E-02 0 47 3E-O - Og3E]EE'02 1 102702E-OE -2.EG?318E-03
.............................. _3_340'i2|£'_'_3 _9"12"9"1363_b3 30"84860E':b'_ _10"92506E'_0 _ _832432E'_06" :9_2_I0_;05 "
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMIC5 MODEL W/ CONTROLS MOOELED OCTOBER 26. leg0 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/E? PAGE 101
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -8.303528E-03. -6335ESSE-O1
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO ?
[REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE T1 ?2 T3 RI R2 R3
-I.293298E-03 2.$G3443E'02 4.540661E-03 O0 0.0 00
1003 G -2.317779E'02 8.126&S7E'Ol "S.488511E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
"1 418861E-03 3.035094E'02 4.EO7S31E'03 0.0 O0 0.0
1004 G "2.32444TE-02 7_130EOBE'01 -S.E82487E-02 0.0 O0 0.0
" 4 ?G 5E*03 424496E'02 4 80942GE-03 0 0 0.0 0.0
1006 G -1.822262E-02 4 7EISGOE-01 -4.453249E'02 0.0 1.874837E-05 "2 174530E'03
1 100867E-03 1.E18969E-02 3T2GERTE-03 0.0 201447SE'06 -1.336100E*04
1007 G -1.0SESITE'03 3.$57S1SE-01 "2.218044E*04 0.0 0.0 0.0
-4.465183E'OE ?.ElO210E-03 -9.297303E'OE 0.0 O.O 0.0
10 2 G 6 683848E'02 8 302 14E-02 t 761502E-01 E.?471EEE'03 2.136854E-05 -2.178260E'03
1013 G -S.E3036EE'02 8.302114E-02 -1.E30484E'01 S.747182E-03 2135854E-0S "21T82SGE-D3
-4.238491E'03 -1.623960E-02 I 42227EE'02 -4.6EO20gE-04 2.04ESOOE-OS "1.338701E-04
1017 G 1.271132E'01 4.GSSEO2E'01 3.394882E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.835859E'03 1.389736E'02 "2783106E-02 0.0 O0 0.0
-7.924997E-03 1.3ES?4EE-02 2.TG338§E'02 0.0 00 0.0
1021 G -4.SE7927E'04 3.471480E-01 S.SRI244E'04 S.742972E'03 2.22344EE'0$ "2.177184E-03
S.635789E'OG 2.48932$E-02 9.T23723E-06 -4.899972E-04 2.0S8715E'06 "1.33719EE-04
1022 G I.O$OESSE-03 -4752873E'02 S.BE124SE-04 S.7433TIE'03 2.2269T1E'OE "2.17722EE'03
459398E-04 S 722920E'02 9 723744E'06 -4.709087E'04 2.0SE$IGE-OS "1.338120E-04
1023 G -8.984834E-02 1.000000B÷O0 -2.303173E-01 B.783542E'03 -7.38412EE-06 -2.207152E'03
-S.SI4383E-03 0.0 I+GETGBSE-02 -4.6?GRE3E'04 I.GG?429E'OS -1.341188E'04
1024 G 8.53042EE'02 9.EiSS49E'01 2.380677E-0! S.TE3S3SE'03 S.2461E&E-OS "2.20880TE-03
5.191483E'03 -3.979621E'07 -1.GAG123E'02 -4.S7SBEOE-04 2.522694E'06 -1.341073E'04
102S G "8 SS43GGE-02 7.245776E'01 -2 29908GE-01 S 757 SEE'03 7.578721E-06 -2.207140E'03
.................................................. :.s_Tsy4_-E-:_--._-:-i.;-s-_2_-:b-_ ........ f.;.k._._.:.6_-.--_---s-7-_-4._y_:_4 ....... y-..8.|_o6.-.--:.y-.-]i.i-48.6E-_o_ .............................
102S G 8.E30147E'02 ?.24574?E'OI 2.301212E-01 S.?R?I$OE'03 3.S7SOTEE*OS "2.20742SE°03
G.19144SE'03 "l.ST]246E'02 -1.G7SOE4E'02 "4.8794SOE'04 2.340178E'0S -1.341ESOE'04
1028 G 4.037533E'02 -S.35392SE-01 1.00292EE-0I 5.74843SE°03 2.125708E'05 -2.1784?IE-03
2.S2SEESE'03 "3.0SEE44E'03 -9.2$7198E'03 "4.ESOS82E'04 1.BOSSS2E-O$ "l.3320E&E'04
ORIGINAL P,(_CE IS
OF POOR QU_.LII'Y
AN-IS THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION 41 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A 9UILTUP TAJLBDOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE = -8 303928E-0]. -8 338S68E-01
COMPLEX EIGENVECTDR NO.
IREAL/|MAG]NARY)
POINT 10 TYPE TI
28, 1980 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 102 "
?
T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
?7231018-07 1934S888-02 -88573388-05 -4.$820318-04 21194TEE-OS -1,3382118-04
2511 G -3257660E-02 3.172855E-01 -8_385148E-02 8,7484118*03 2.1318828-09 -2.t7&0528-03
-1909508E-03 -3.S67T2TE-03 6.533702E-03 -4,681882E-04 2.048240E-0S -1.336T738-04
25?2 C -I 4831228"03 1 489401E'01 "2.4536718"03 574T086E-03 213SST]E-OS "21742198-03
"8.5280?8E-05 "2 1802288-02 "4044601E'04 "4.6803098-04 2,0427828"08 - 3358 38"04
2849 G "12801858-03 -8 2732288-02 -5241608E'03 5.7475578-03 2125333E-05 "2.178338E-03
-8.391883E'05 "2.I04t048-02 -57426898-04 °4.6?8181E-04 2,172049E'08 -1.3358358-04
269? G 8.100725E'03 -S.388625E-01 1.5097888*02 5748360E'03 2 I260728"05 "2,1T8528E-03
9 521141E'04 -2842724E-03 "23563388"03 "48E7653E'04 1.9431938"D6 "1_324580E'04
19777 G "2.053382E-02 4.S78288E'01 -8 073380E'02 S741949E*03 2.045075E-05 "2 1T408 E'03
") 2414638_03 " 16012_'18"-0"2"" 4.23i_1"68_03-4.6"83502E_'4' "2".'05"3"S098_06"_$0448._4 ...................
Afl-IG THREE'DIMENSZONAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1980 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/57 PAGE 103
OIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 IFULL'UP)
TH[S VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "2.7309588-02, "1.9879108+01
C 0 M P L E X E 1 G E N V E C T 0 R NO 8
I REAL / I MAG] _iARY ]
POINT 10 TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
I .0041928-04 8 S65451E-09 1 .38T804E-03 0.0 0 0 0.0
1003 G - 1 .5328618-01 8,907881E*04 - t .827937E-01 0,0 0.0 0.0
I .0018228-04 4 .S351488-0S 0 .SS41TEE-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G - I .9382408-01 -?.389S128-04 -B,?SES3TE-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
7.&837928°05 -6.80S2188-08 8.0818488-04 0.0 0 0 0 0
1005 G -1 rB22312E*01 - ; .49093TE-03 S .9232098-03 0.0
-1 2'7 1693E-03 -7.9779278-09
3,33S0838-04 -I .0941048-04 -2.EBBSBBE-04 0.0 1 SB08?IE-OS -8.27S9818*08
1007 G -I ,84_7318-0_ -8.2232318-04 ?.6328388*02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 .841S438-04 "8 S31718E*05 °8.g210988o04 0.0 0,0 0.0
1012 G -1 759018E-01 2.22E8988-03 3 8297T28"0 7 2094938"05 "2 394537E'02 S 8211621E'09
................................. ____4o_'3_ _o6 .......2/b_4"¥o_,i_:64 '-_';'_'S2so_'d :_s ......._.b_'s Ii_4E:_S _ ;_'._fOS_TE'-OS ....... 1.¥ii"_i'si_,Ir_os ..................................
1013 G - 1.743458E-01 2.239922E-03 3.873?838-01 "20&44SOE-04 -2.384538E-03 "3.9431558-05
9 . 5280808-05 2.074T038-04 -2,9418718-04 4, 8289388-08 -2. 110927E-05 I .3382208-08
t017 G -I.8188808-01 -4.1047&08-04 "I.0104488-03 0,0 0,0 0.0
2.9230E88-04 9,891932E-05 -2.4075758°04 0.0 00 0.0
...... iOi_ .............. C.... :f_8_a_d3S_O_"_Y/__39_[:o_ ..... _';_44___ ....... o.o ................... o_ ....................... _._ ........................................
2.5149808-04 -1.1190348-04 -5.2151418-04 0.0 0 0 0.0
1021 G -1.188220E-01 "1.5359338-03 "I,8786808-02 1_958825E-04 8456915E-03 -3.149720E-05
4,281838E-04 I 0066468-04 "2,9277928"04 -3.0882008-06 3.593113E-08 "1.0375748-06
1022 G I.OOOO00E+O_ 3.51?0248"03 "1.880298E°02 "I.442T888-04 2.1T37938-02 ?.459E128"04
...... 0.0 2,078S368"04 -2.8292048-04 "$.981E51E'09 -1 3T308&E-09 "1 7052838"06
1023 G "9.8988908-02 "5.2S14888"04 "I.2TBBEOE-01 "4,1780448"05 -1,489855E'03 -4,9901048-05
-4.4044838"04 5.4778948-05 8.4449868*04 2 IT6869E'06 1.284582E'05 -1,2S5T28E-08
1024 G "9,88$0278"02 -8.8340E48"03 "1.3236518-01 "1.3829008"04 -1.5020478-03 6,1821338"05
"4.288921E'04 1,21T8298"04 1.122802E*03 3.2350758"08 1.T98608E-05 "1,6671208"06
1025 G -9.997BA08"02 -8.8294418-03 S.ID0479E'02 -? ?E815E*OS " 3709888-03 "S 433894E'05
............... _4_3_8_a_d_o4 ..... 2/_01S_IE:6S_S:_'_Ob¥_;_'4 ....... _._t4s_':_6 ....... T._tdo3i_:T';e_iS__E_os .................................
1025 G "9.8_$BllE'02 "8.29B9438"03 4.B499B28"02 "T.9509988"0B "1.3880378-03 "2.2982_SE'05
-4.2928348"04 1.0211188"05 "?,091322E'04 1.3201438"06 I.$84137E'05 1.847478E'06
1028 G "3.8B28578"01 -9.483424E'03 7.2533688-01 9.142240E'04 -2.99S4088*03 S.43?833E-04
-3.018S918"03 -2.983725E'04 4.B472348"03 2.272113E-05 "4.886312E'05 1.0221898"05
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF ;-'OOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU[LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS'MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTBAN 10/15/87 PAGE 104
O|FF|CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL-UP)
TH]5 VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAXLBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E[GENVALUE = -2 730955E-02, "19875109+01
COMPLEX EIGENVEETOR NO 8
(REAL/|MAGINARYI
POINT 10 TYPE T1 12 T3 R1 52 R3
..... io2g ....... _ ..... :2/_g_4_:o_ ...... {_b_2_-o_ ...... _Y_io2biE:O__O_ |T_'64:1._i_ ...... _\34S52_E-bg ...................
3.2.755359-04 "1 432381E-04 -E 9'74380E-04 1.8519T2_-06 8,0B11269-06 9.552942E'0"7
2511 G "18811919"01 "9315382E'04 1,9540239-01 -S.980738E-09 "1.599950E-03 -3.3994189-05
12249249"04 -1255571E'06 "1.1521409"03 3.509053E'05 -3 2744529"09 -19916749"0"7
2572 G -I.481949E-01 1431204E'03 3,8491409-01 -.74999559"05 -2.3789'7"79-03 2.5701839"05
284_ G -169T388E'01 43_4588E'03 6_095567E'01 "9 942229E'06 "24403199-03 5298T289"05
1588353E-04 3_310_'709-04 2..74785'79"03 5.18909_E-06 -4.617885E'05 1.9204'799"08
299.7 G "3.9027909-01 -_.6356129"03 7.1412029"01 5S420349"04 -3.0519019-03 3,5200249"04
"2.B151479-03 "3 0640259"04 4_5392_4E-03 2030311E°05 -5 1S1181E'05 8192558E-0_
977.7 G -1.848055E'01 "1.535026E'03 57.75042E-03 1,344131E'04 "1.344803E-03 "4999'7509-05
...................... 16050_E;06 ..... I'"3"320_SE;05 :'I"'.'4_30839106 ........
AH-IG THREE-OIMBNSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1950 MSE/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 105
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE : -1.2521559-01, "244"7569E÷01
CONPLEX E]GENVECTOR NO 9
{REAL/IMAG]NARY;
POINT ]D TYPE 1t 12 13 51 52 R3
.................. I001 ........... G ......... 1"_3005"1"49102""":_13_4458 "E':02_':'_'4_'2"_'_i .... 0_0 ..................... _'"0 .................... 0'_0 ...............................
2,1_10019"04 "3.935t7_E'03 50613359"04 00 O0 0.0
1003 G 1.460826E'02 2,23103_E'03 "16453729-01 0.0 0.0 0,0
2,3642919-04 -2545.7039"03 3,0958'729-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G 1.3619369-02 .7.40239SE'02 "1.6205549-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
9485.79E'04 - 5685919-03 552916E'04 0 0 0,0 0.0
1006 G I 1887559-02 -1,5794559"01 -1.3129_99"01 0.0 1.7993359-04 1.3354959"03
2.039780E'04 ".7.SGOBOBE'04 -T.7514559"05 0_0 4.4_03039"05 1,0139599"05
1007 G 7.0533239-04 -8493840E-02 -3,9231959"03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.I.78_119-04 -3..7251749-04 -3.0140439-04 00 0,0 0.0
012 G -2,4970859-02 2 1459599-01 E.39490_E-0 1 8020149-02 3 918.7059-05 7.712763E-04
1013 G 2,3439409-02 2.145959E-01 -5.7.798339-01 1,802555E-02 3,5159289-05 .7.7119509-04
-4._570289-04 -S.539.7359-04 -2.0735009-03 3,8429859-05 -3.9493919-07 -1._550359-05
101'7 G ".7.6.792959"02 "1.3?9429E-01 1.0000009+00 0.0 0,0 0.0
"4.8074939"04 -.7.125G01E'04 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
...............16__ ..........G ............._:_'_¥94E:0_:f:3714¥_E _'6_:_:'_'___:__ .....°.0 .........................0"° .........................0.0 ...............................................
.7.2485599-04 -?.0_944.79-0_ -1.61.71199-04 0 0 0.0 00
1021 G 2.9775279-03 -3.140482E-01 2,0059519-03 -5._9555.79-03 5.8S22349"05 1.4285239-03
1.3G71399-04 9,323010E-09 -6.2030999-05 -8.7S50229"0E -2,?090199-09 1,22T7_29"05
1022 G .2.160893E-03 6,130890E-01 2.0056389-03 -1.856549E'02 -9.5297899-05 2,929079E°03
-4 0894729-04 7 9 .7299E'03 -G 2108299-05 " 2998529-04 -1.129999E'05 1.5902549-05
1023 G 4,99S2959°02 7.5_52.7_E-01 -.7.3.70_099-01 I,B3&BGOE-02 -1.38148BE°03 -2.2570909-04
3.59.77809°04 -2.589535E'03 t.251.7.7EE-03 -I,850320E-05 2,3S2923E-09 2.0134479°05
1024 G -6.2_95939-02 .7.9831279"01 7,9322299"01 1.5995809-02 1.7.724309"03 -1.800215E-04
-5.0115359-04 -2.9.7.7_109-03 -8,8857409-04 -I 528T319-05 -1 E155129"05 2.B980849-05
025 E 4 9928E3E'02 E BgOB 1E-O -7 000149E-01 82509EE'02 S.13E3999"04 2,130681E'03
................................................. _:_a_s_E;o_':_:6_8_e:_l ....... _':'2"Y__;os :_.2_26_;_s'"':'_'."i_4_'_;_s ....... _.'_'6"___:oI ..................................
1025 G -6.2735299"02 5,8993899"01 5.94B9119-01 1.8299809-02 -3.181332E'04 2,1229049-03
-E,B934159"04 -5.1448999-05 -A,4157589*04 "1 3071229"05 9,E505409"09 T,2998339"05
1028 G - 1 ,0945539-02 "9 .7'761999"01 3 . 72'72B8E-01 2,0647369"02 "2.940222E'04 "1.019282E-04
-3. 1497899"03 " I.'7445109"02 5 .002545E'03 4 . '709B009 "04 -3.4441749"0B I.B29212E-04
OF i_(_" _,_ _jrL._r-t
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, IggO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 105
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF|GURAT]ON #1 {FULL-UP|
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EiGENVALUE : -I.2521&8E-01, +24475885+01
COMPLEX E]GENVECTOR NO 9
[REAL/|MAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPF TI T2 T3 RI R2 R3
• 1029 G ..... 418§57i"65_03"_4_+8145_2E'_'0"_ + _iBS'S8555"_63 ..... 1".'_'g'73225"_62 ..... ?.2954_E:04 .... 1,$115"_SE;03 ......................
28280145"04 "5.1154445-04 -2_7420785-04 S.8SEE03E-OE S.10353EE'05 8,8413075"08
2511 G 19202935-02 1,EogsstE'01 "2.S&81955"01 1+7204405"02 1+3770495"04 1.0311055-03
4.200S545-05 "1,6327245"04 +7.2898075"04 II588575-05 4*1722015"08 -?01462EE-06
2572 G "1253344E'03 4.2233025"01 "19119945°02 1.768872E-02 5,275585E'09 7+82182EE-04
4.82070]E'05 "4.967159E-04 "51665285-04 4.3 3470E'09 "4 349015E'05 "1+517582E*05
2649 G -GB2SI?EE'04 2.8718135"01 ";.8573035"02 1.8824645"02 -1.748S01E-04 5317361E'04
54310355-05 "2.4685865-03 "3725GE9E'04 1.234436E-04 2.1277675-0S "1 324711E'05
2GO? G "1 1900915"02 -9876472E-01 54S04255"02 2.068E415"02 "3.113391E'04 "1+0|2129E-05
"1 905321E'03 "1.781415E°02 1,952049E'03 3 413948E-04 "2.621349E+05 4084818E'0S
19777 G 1.340209E-02 -I.8789515-01 +14529E9E-01 _.EGSEE4E-02 1.883290E-04 t3089495-03
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL RUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26+ 1590 MSC/NASTRAN I0/1E/87 PAGE 107
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION N1 {FULL-UP)
THiS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAiLBDOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE : -13995425÷00+ -4EESS?4E+01
COMPLEX EIGENYEGTDR NO, 10
{REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID. TYPE Tt T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
......... iO0+ ..... G + _1_225_155-0_ ..... 2_1_8_02E_0+1 .S/3+_+019_E_6 _....... 00 ..................... _0 .................. 0+/_ ............................................
-5+10578EE-05 3.7201S25-03 -71214275-03 0.0 0.0 O.O
1003 G -1.387439E-02 1.3137945-01 -4+108133E-02 0.0 0.0 O0
-8+9681215-0S 1.95S8805-03 4.1479175-03 O.O 0.0 O0
1004 G -1.31883EE-02 S,IEE3735-02 -2.2725305-02 0.0 0+0 O0
-1+793E885-04 5.838gS8E-04 -1.5127375-0] 0 0 0 0 0 0
lODE G -1.068420E-02 -5.753142E-02 4.8084435-04 O0 -1.215459E-04 ol.282002E-03
-$7902775-04 -1.7099425-03 9+7019125-04 0.0 +3.030503E-05 -S.927800E-OS
1007 G "1482T725"03 "1+1482525"01 2.38349GE'02 0.0 O+O O+O
-2.31146DE-04 -t8093775-03 2.S245375-03 O.O O0 0.0
1012 G "6.2518905-02 -1.S94SSEE-02 "1+9651225-02 -9 6322005-04 S $33 ?IS-04 2.189108E-03
............ _ ............... _+[g.SB_E_O_ ...... _-_-3-_0¥_Sdy6. _ ..... _;-27"_ES_E_63 ........ I..++}-_S-00_-_ ....... _-.-_-_TSiEUOS ...... _-.-_-_5-9.7-9-E_-0S ..........................
1013 G 7.110330E'02 "1.8945E7E-02 3.953498E-02 "1.010250E-03 E.533247E'04 2.21S2005"03
2_9178_75-03 3+3201S05"03 -5+105938E-03 1.5859405"04 8.047344E'05 8,657S885"05
1017 G ?*3193905"02 -6+719481E-02 9.542247E'02 0.0 O.O 0+0
-2+828S345-04 1.8752205*03 4.SE4187E-03 0.0 0,0 O0
..... |018 ..... G ......... _8+_'_SS08"+'E+02+':B'_'+2"I¥_25"_'0+2" +_'_0"3"_+_25":02 ....... _'j_ .......................... _+.0 ........................ _++'0 ...........................................
-7.3488_]E-04 "1.9833175"03 "1.4629775"03 0,0 0.0 O.O
102_ G "9+582888E'03 "7.7S8322E'02 1.1502935"02 -5+4E40445-04 -1.302788E'0E -1.349038E-03
"1.1884SEE'03 "2+0080835"03 1.3788275"03 "3.8457475"05 S.B03B935"08 -1.22041EE'05
1022 G E4213885"03 28385735"02 1,15438SE'02 "2.IIS0105"03 3.8841485"04 -1.1417185"03
1,0910075"03 1.699639E-03 I 38 2395-03 "E 660934E'05 S 09 925"05 "6 2087825"0E
1023 G "3.7574845"02 1.8332985-01 "11414715-01 1,9734695"03 "1.1239285"03 -2.224250E-03
1.078519E'02 8.621824E-04 "3 t94482E'03 2,$819245"05 1.8172215-0S 3.324217E-05
1024 D $,ESSIE1E'02 1+7S22E35-01 8.7499085"02 1.87729EE'03 2+8102175-04 -2+1132225-03
1.8054725"03 71046245-04 "3.9927595"04 2.T07146E'05 "4.8945TEE'OE 3.?T84885"OS
1025 G "3+7E07515"02 -2+SETEEOE'02 °S.87EE48E'02 1 SOE4785"03 " 333977E-04 - 3745725"03
............................................. i+/08_I_'__'_ ....... 8_7_+_'6"_ _;4iJi_':_'_ ....... _';_%g8__+S'+'"__.OI_S+_:_+"':_]_'4_ ......................................
1026 G E.IE80105-02 "2.214ES05-02 8+303875E'02 1.118789E-03 "8.8731225-04 "1.3707005-03
1.7180215-03 1.0331355-03 4.5475375-03 4.127E915*05 -4.2938S15-05 -2.8249285-05
1028 G 1 .2810285-02 9.940821E-0I "3.8E413EE-01 - 1+288S015*02 2 . 2778575-03 S +8237875-03
I .0488135-02 2. 6411225-04 " 1.ST39E?E-02 1 .4434785-04 2.0385995-04 1 .438821E-04
ORIG]NAL PAGE IS
...... QUALITYUF ru_/l_
AH'IG THREE'OIMENS|ONAL EU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W  CONTROLS MODELED OCTOEER 26, 1990 MSCINRSTRA_ 10/15/87 F_E I0_
DI_FZCULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS ¥ERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA|LEDOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE : +1.3996429+00_ "6.66S5749101
CD_PLEX EIGENVECTDR NO 10
IREAL/|MAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE 11 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
...... |o29 ......... _ ........ :_ISlB_aE-6_ :i;'S'_B_SS':6] ...... _:32_Y(_E:O2 __.22_2949:63 .... 2_S_S_OS' _\_S___E_64 .................
-612589409-04 -24956749-03 2.5719849-03 S.OgESSSE'05 "28572339-05 "4 110E08E-06
2511 G 6.213132E'03 "1.263816E°01 2 060_68E'02 ?.S470309-04 "1.020715E-04 93S0314E'04
41793969"04 "6.851047E-0A 1.920_89E-03 ?.5325789"05 517534269"06 5255296E'09
25?2 G "213157079-03 "2.6025029-02 9,2460829"0_ "819_SSllE'04 6416914E'04 2 04263SE-03
................................:s._3_474!S.:o4 E.:0932_4_.-O3 _S?SS_2_.:_; ...._!4].9_E_0_ S.g_.2!.ZE-O_ ....?.S_60?+E_OS ...........
284_ G 18S12229-03 22361429-01 +6989076E-02 -50S8668E'03 1.48962_E-03 3.2401709-03
-4 833857E-09 1371794E-02 -I.2]0103E-03 2.3599959"04 853434?E-05 1 402G999-04
2S97---- G S 792770E-02 1.0000009100 -1829618E-01 -1.231534E_----02 243389;E-03 6327951E-03
12331069-02 0 0 -1863_469-02 2_882919"04 2 I_59209-04 69660ffE'OS
19777 G "1255306E'02 "6045882E-02 "1029290E-03 1399]09E'03 -2.953469E'04 -13065909+03
i
26, 1990 MSC/NASTR_N IO/fS/9? PAGE 109AH-IG THRES'DIMENS|ON_L DIIILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELE_ OCTOBER
DIFFICULT rOMPGNENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE : -2.305214E÷00+ -5+0821689101
C 0 M P L E X E I G E N V E C T G R NO. 11
JREAL/IMAG]NARV)
POINT [D TYPE T1 12 13 R1 R2 R3
................ I00"+ ......... G ...... + 211":3 YB71_1_'1_ _ 02 ...... "_ _'_'Jt S'_ 82 E _'02 .... 3"i 4 & _1";'7"90E'_+O I" _0 0 .................... 010 ................ 0 0 .........................
-2 4751349-04 ? 95410?E-03 I 9S9591E-03 0 0 O 0 0.0
1003 G -213172469-02 4. 1023369-02 I 9189979-01 0_0 0,0 0,0
-3.27237SE-04 4 +686926E-03 8 s44"r?SE-04 0,0 0.0 0 0
1004 G -1145192EE-02 t , 0797311E-02 5.071_592E-02 0.0 o.0 0.0
................................... _.s,:+,._ ss_3 e: <_s........ !+:,_.9.7.o3 _E :.O._..... S._.! S8690E-?++ + %.? ..................... c_._ ..................... 0.+0 .......................................
1006 G 1 69044?E'02 "2. 1362279-02 "?.3232309-02 0.0 1 .408297E-03 "4 71?43&E'04
S 5231479"04 2.?90729E'03 -3. $271379-04 0 0 3 9025239-05 -4.?E20SSE-OS
1007 G 6.627148E'03 "3_8381809"02 "I .372846E-01 0 0 0.0 0.0
6.3847149"04 -4 +3272059"03 "1 322619E'03 0 0 0 0 0 0
1012 G "4_7030419-02 2 . 243044E-02 6 899238E-02 -1.0333669"04 "4. 113836E'03 I +0736229"03
.................................... :++(" __ i_ =ili _i"i I__._C; _ ....... +i_$ _I _, ";_+# : 04 . * _: _ _ C;_il _ ii 3 E';+_3+" " _" }i +Ii"IS':IO _i E -: _S- " __ "+ 9 S+6 O0 a'_ _ _ ....... _"3_ S i 2'_'E' ." ¢,_ ................
1013 G 1 .4141369-02 2, 2430439-02 + ,3304 lEE'02 "4 ,20843_E-04 "4. f 138309"03 E ?2SilSE" 04
3+861794E'03 3,3468319-04 -4,?|30419"03 4,9172799"05 " 3 . 9SS06i.;E'OS 9+01416SE'0S
1017 G 4._40897E'02 "2.441850E-02 -_.1253729-02 0.0 0.0 0+0
3.4435209"03 2+967915E-03 15311329-03 0.0 DO 00
........ i+i8 ......... + ......... i';519948E_+_:2;'4_1]_iE+02"+:+i140_S_':0_ ....... 0.++ ..................... 0.0 ..................... +.+ ........................................
-2.2821299-03 -2.615297E-03 +20674979-03 O0 O0 0.0
1021 G 6_]071S19"02 "2,3666779"02 "?*38S1489"02 "2,3277_99"D4 21149316E'04 "417030629-04
3.69S620E'04 -2.9461669"03 1+0_65719"04 "2+9719359"05 "3.E07527E'05 "612337319"0S
1022 G -3.9032609-02 5,|??78EE'03 ''?.41£8099"02 "51762909E'04 "2.6293E39"03 "E.SS?El?E'04
-2,8646889-03 9,346387E-04 t,3628399+04 "9.447919E'0§ "5.639539E'05 "S,0466939"06
1023 G -11101642E-01 $3028S99-03 1.3702349"01 "111671199"04 2.958341E'03 -2.0606E89-04
-2.591796E-04 8.1257019-03 -?.?999209-03 g,SSSESOE'05 "114880E5E'04 "110849909-04
1024 G "?+5188789"02 6.5?49?95-02 l+EESOS6E'OI E.SS3SSIE'D4 3,002S6SE'03 -1.0373359"03
3.9289349"03 1.315973E'03 -3,581863E-03 -15931E29-05 -1.1581329"04 "l+O?O0+?E'OS
1025 G "11004_19-01 "1,6802179"02 "1,6971679"0t S,OSSI90E+Q4 2.E0388|E'03 "3,EGOS?RE'OR
1026 G "?.9141729-02 "3.BEOIOEE'02 "1.406535E'01 "3.4179819"04 2.494617E'03 "4.$323999"04
3.821_$$E-03 -?,326$30E'04 212515109"03 6.S??_SSE'OS "4 . SB$609E " 06 "3.?S$478E'06
1028 G "8.?S1S?EE'O1 2.3487999-01 1 , O00000E+O0 S . EBSESOE " 03 "S.O?S??SE'03 8.1370129"03
-8,7204379"03 3.2606679"02 0.0 "6.B|70649"04 "1.2902909"04. 1.1883849"06
ORIO,;NAL P_CE IS
OF POOR _Lhr,...IT_(
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL OU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 110
O|FF[CULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS ¥ERS[ON CONTAINS A 8UILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENYALUE : -2.]05214E+00. -5 0521885÷01
EDMFLEX E]GENVBCTOR NO II
(REAL/]MAG]NARY)
PO|NT IO TYPE T_ T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
........... 1029 C ....... 2":_0475_E';02 ';_4:'885221E';_02"""1":'3"4"4"iB§E'161 "'" 1"'"44_565_E:04 ...... 1"'61_'3"1"_;03'";'_.22_'2S_E'_'0_ ........................
1.2182205"03 "E.3SEBEEE'03 "l.2gEEBBE'03 3 498538E-05 2.9480075"05 "2235163E-0E
251t G 1.3948805"03 "4.0767155"02 "t.5225265"01 1.4305825"04 "5.7544335"04 2.8108325"04
E.OEOBOEE-04 -4E8S532E'03 "3.114335E'03 3.2610115"0E I+B84EB2E'05 3.90S043E'05
G 3.]00612E'02 2.053120B-02 ?.EE?B32E'02 "11371205"04 "4.1625835-03 B.SSIS?OE'04
D 28340955-03 1.30E087E'01 B.0457285"01 "8_8212715-04 "4.BE?EElS'03 17101415-03
1.8143115"03 1 050321E'02 5.344531E-03 "1124884E'04 -SrB|_274B-04 120551BE-04
269_ G -5.A25564E-DI 2.34B150E-01 9.372224E-01 2 4BSO3SE-03--_g.6g40?9E-O3 B.6110165-03
*B.0111315"03 3258081E-02 B.861571E-03 -4 048186B-04 -1 433443B-04 83464BSB-O5
19777 G 1550846E-02 "2.1374035-02 -?.336486E-02 25952S9E-05 16401505-03 -3.3141845-04
............... E_:370_54_E'04 ;2:2B'OOB_E-03 :40"4"6_7_E'10"4" "3.'8"850915105 ..... 2.3'_'1_44BE-05"_154245735-05 ..........
25?2
264S
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1090 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/5"7 PAGE Ill
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF]SURATION #1 IFULL-UP)
TH]5 VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LSOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE = "1 IOSBE'TE'01_ "8.3481835+01
C 0 H P L E X E ] G E N V E D T O R NO. 12
[REAL/]MAG|NARY]
POINT ID. TYPE T1 T2 73 R1 R2 R3
....... ioo_ ........ G ....... 4 ::lS_OO_iI_ :o3 :_:s li;I_'/E ;04 _ :_2"tl'l'S;#_;o_z ..... c; _ ............. o .5 ............... c; _ ................................................
3.5482185"04 " I .SBS. 131B'04 "2. 1010975"03 O 0 0.0 0.0
1003 G 4.24821|E-03 4 .3445235-0S -1.2 l";'B38E-02 O.O 0.0 0.0
3 . 3"730BEE'04 "5+§913215"0£; -3.125?1BE'04 0_¢ 0.0 C. 0
1004 G 2 855334E'03 4. 3877S55-04 " 1 .4411025-03 0.0 0.0 0+0
.............................. :R jao:Ll_;o s.... _ 1252o:7_-0_ ?::1_2_:_:o4 .... _ ° ....................... _._ .................... ° ° ................................................
1006 G 1 . B09052E'03 3.298597E-04 -E , SBE0411E-04 0 0 1 .STOBSSE'OE 3.B8_4015"01
S.TES?37E'OE E ?BTERSB'O5 3.5B3342E'04 0 0 1. 152B205"05 "1.3522435"0_
1001 G 1 . "TSg3E IE'03 1 .01OBESE-04 ol .313B035-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
$.95558BE-05 "2.8488025"05 -4 58104'75-04 0 0 0.0 O.O
10t2 G 2 . $505015-03 -2 . S&'_354E-03 - 1 .325232E*03 "_ 421_',555"0S -I . 72"/2325-0S -3.487351E-05
....................... ;4:4"2g_'#,_;"E:O_"'":4_:'|'_'l_O;S_l£';b'4"'"'v'_':'8"1"8"9i'S#;b'3 "'_; t :'03"/0 I"_'E';O'S"" ";'_'.'S'i_'8"2"il'_;;_(_" "'; '_'" 5_)'_l"4"afb'E'_*O_7 ......................
1013 D I, 3455555"03 "2.84138EE'03 2 .04EgB3E-03 "_ .55£11205-05 -1 .721116E-05 "9 . g3R255E-OD
" 1 . 2_3_J q.';'E " O_ "4 . 1!)60125-04 "1 . 5224"/55 "02 S ._TE&OSE'OS -B .SIOS58§'DS " 2 . BE_,_JEDE- OS
lOlT G 2.2078235"03 2.551678E-04 "1.996003E'_3 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.85g4145"04 4.471081E-OB 1.4418485-04 0 O 0.0 0.0
.................. |'01"e ......... G ...... i':4"i17i'8"E';03 ...... 3":'06"04"1"TE';'b'4""":'l,"TS'_29BE';O'_ .... 0.'0 .................... 0".'0 ......................... 0".'0 .........................................
-332BDB1E-05 _485658E-05 3.1589145-04 0 0 0.0 O.O
1021 G 8.8763305"04 8.7935545-04 -1.070S59E-02 -7.4494225-08 B.262151E-OS "4.SBOO?7E-07
?.910EB2E'OS 9.4S29525-05 3.394358E-04 "t.3030445-01 4.8E40925-06 "1.4905145-08
1022 G -2.B081415-04 -1.844144E-04 -1.082758E-02 2.3?2BOSE-DE -3.0418465-05 -B.322287E-06
-7.E168785-05 -2.210208E-0S 3.4334805-04 2.762721E-0B -6.82281BE'08 -2.4855025-06
1023 G -1.537522E'01 -B.EBE15BB-01 9.990868E-01 -1.433282E-02 1.8661485"02 1.5905555-02
-B.1SSSOOE-04 1.9514535-03 -E.lgOOlOE-04 4.838352E-05 -1.42012SE-05 "3.037312E-05
1024 G -1.S2EOE9E'01 8.a911115-01 1.000000E_OO 1.4311815-02 I.EBBO92E'02 "1.SEE?tEE-02
-4.668696E'04 "1.0239215-03 0.0 "4.303892E'05 2.9144915"01 1.0026895-05
1025 G -1.5328925"01 -3.362E815-02 -I.4012885-02 -3.392045E-03 3.0224825"03 "4.6651895-04
102_ G "_._23151E'01 _.0400ElE-02 -I.1521215"02 3._2A5125"03 2.01_11lE'02 4.0474125-04
"4.2014005"04 "I.I3EIIOE-03 "1.7907395-02 "7.0lEIllE'O! 3.11EOSIE'OS -3.4951535-05
102B G 1.4814425"03 3.S46482E-03 -8.E423285"04 -1.B85852E'04 "6.3702515-05 "2.47BSIIE-05
-3.$75S0_E'03 A.7132705-04 2.2_0G325-03 3.1E02155°05 "4.]SOOSTE-OS T.231_515-05
O_!_If,!AL PAGE IS
OF POOR Q_JALII"_
AH'IG THREE'OXMENBXONAL BUILTUP OYNAM[CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1400 MSG/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 112
D]FF]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF]GURAT|ON #1 (FULL'UP)
TH[S VERS]ON CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TA[LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE : -t.1089574"01, "8+3481434+01
COMPLEX E;GENVECTDP NO+ 12
[RBAL/IMAG[NARY)
POINT IO TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
........... io29 .......... c ........... i_8_o492E_o_ ..... i _s__¥_;_____s_¥_:__'':_'_'___:_s" _I"S_a'°4¥E_BS"-:2"fR4_S2E'°S ..........................
4.845197E-04 8.$632024-04 -A,3123204-04 "t,9200624"06 t.3SSGBBE'OS -2.B4538&E-OE
2511 G 1.§024T74"03 -8,4278894+04 -5.74171GE'04 "3.339898E-05 "8.2380804"06 -1.§920004"05
-88554464*05 -1,85349TE'04 -1+088118E'03 9.S066594"07 9.419827B'06 T,3747274"06
2B72 C 2.0183164-03 -3,429T344"03 3.424387B'04 -5123220E'04 -232T1004"04 -I,954008E-05
2099894"05 -4 897474E-0A " 514 274-03 "3 74729 E'OS -G0477724-08 -9,&434IRE-O?
2649 G 1.837798E-02 -44409494-03 1,844164B-03 -9t188734"04 "40279884"05 -t+gg?818E-OS
3,E743034-05 -37788454"04 3.2386374-04 I 114814E-04 4,6]0417E'08 3389144B'08
2597 G 1.18740gE'03 3,8220R2E+03 18007314"03 -14157124"04 "2.$?S?3BE-OS "1,2672444"05
"2.?735724-03 4.5973524"04 1$243224"03 I 4593344+05 -50$9536E-05 3.9461804"05
9777 C .$386184-03 3,SB44974"04 -6.5 9923E'04 -; 6545774"05 I.4634894-05 -6,S15030E'07
........................ 9/9i_4_4_E_04 .... 5._.9-_7844.0 _ " 3 S§4_S09E'_'04 " :'_03396§E_0_G .... g-.-gR-38-_'E:O§'"%2"O_'200"24.OS
AH'I_ THREE'DIMBNSZONAL OU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1S/87 PAGE 113
DIFF|CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF[GURATIDN #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERB]ON CONTAZNS A BUXLTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE = -1.8S0?734÷00+ -R.0432984+0
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO 13
IREAL/IMAG|NARY]
POINT 10 TYPE Tf T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
2,035236E-03 -2.4635$44"02 ?.0145994"03 O0 0,0 0.0
1003 G 3.65009$E-03 -2.1745444"02 -3.4$44074"03 0.0 0,0 0,0
2+497440E-03 -$.]828644-03 -IB_76754"03 0.0 0.0 O0
1004 G 2.3004574"03 -2.190976E-03 "2+2121434-03 O.0 0,0 0.0
82T824B'03 $ ?024094"03 "3 181973E-03 0 0 0.0 0,0
1008 G -2,1415714-03 1.7870584"03 "2.3883334"03 0.0 "1.4S9878E'04 1+821005E'04
-4+$823S?E'04 7.S42543E'03 -5.1S20504"03 0.0 -B 741787E'05 3.474155E'05
100? G -6.1346bSE'04 8+978314E'03 -3,5157984"03 0.0 0+0 0.0
-8.409733E-04 5,333107E'03 -1,3153484"03 0,0 0+0 0.0
1012 G 3 0752974-02 -1+084576E'01 -].139070E'02 "1 5938024"03 -2.07553]E'04 -11361374"03
1013 G "2,4782304"02 -t.0545714"01 ?.2124884"02 -1,S292284-03 -2,07S331E-04 "1,1665134"03
*2,224600E'02 8,0846784 °02 3.224144B'02 "50882984"04 -1.485453E-04 -7,S257334"06
1017 G -4+3841994"03 2,&O&B$8E'03 84464TOE'04 0.0 O0 0,0
-9+8424204"04 ?,8|5342E-02 1,4003404"02 O.0 00 0.0
................. +b_'_ ............ _ .......... ___4_aE:'03 ...... 2_§_Y_'_:o3"__3__g_:63 ....... _ ......................... _+.'_ ......................... 0".'0 ..................................................
1.773401E-03 ?,8920644-03 -2.280661E-02 O0 0.0 0+0
1021 G 4.2363174-03 2,980534E-03 -2,3417814-03 4.6419494-05 4.3821024-05 2+604723E-04
2.428611E-03 4.2001584-03 2,693750E-03 1_04B1414-04 1.2871944-0S 94545BSE-OB
1022 G -$.E]T4BGE-04 -4.78724RE-04 -2,3742B|E-03 8.2724524-05 -I.2580444-04 2.4848824-04
-4 653187B-04 -4 2024794-05 -2 734036E-03 3 359014E-05 -6,$364434-05 g,6483474-04
1023 G 2+2530984-02 1,0000004÷00 -9.084014E-01 1.427874E-02 -1_418350E-02 -2.008072E-02
-3,350553E-03 0,0 1.$882454-02 1 7120334-04 4,4382354-04 4.103740E-04
1024 G -3,2875594-02 g+$gR$EgE-01 B.0085&OE-01 1.3837354-02 1,8184054-02 -1,g435784-02
-1.48188SE-03 +SrmB_3544+03 "1.B&15964"02 1 829993E*05 "6.3473E1E'04 5+9647414-04
1025 G 2 2324984"02 3 $24175E-02 -1,694641E-02 ] 5744344"03 "4,0041014"04 7,236254E'04
................................................... _'3+T'_+6_'d'_'_'_ ...... _'_+§'4"_'i_':'b'2""'_';_'Tm_&_':b'2 ....... _'/_i'0"8_'_0"4 ....... _'.+_+i6+g++o4 ...... _/s+_S+SE;o_ ..............................
1026 G -3,2853374-02 3.1197444-02 2,154580E'03 3.2240444-03 ?,110900E-04 $,4451014-04
-1.446897E-03 3.2304334"02 1.5181014-02 4,282204E-04 -4+722913E'0B 3.3479304-04
1024 G t ,34?6914-02 I , 194E. 304"01 - I +002072E'0t -'_' , 821387E'03 2+3973224"04 -';.2646EIE-04
2 .4157404-02 ?.9241034"02 -T ,42080TE-02 -S.5EE$?9E-03 3 .5"75880E-04 $ .BOR437E-04
2512
2649
AH'IGTHREE'DIMENSIONALBU LTUPDYNAMICSMODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1960 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IE/87 PAGE 114
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "165077]E400, -g 68329&E+01
COMPLEX EIGENYEGTDR NO 13
[REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ]D TYPE T) 12 T3 R; R2 R3
....... 1029 " G "_3 9815i4"E_'03 ....... $_|'_'i"1786=02" ":6"_'0_84_'16_03"'_L5_'_'2"8"8536.04" _9,6226806:04"''_.1788"936-'b_ .................
"2 674513E-03 67419236"03 "1.6906176-03 1519375E'04 -149441SE-04 "2.110085E-04
2511 G -10681996-02 -1 6817456"02 1.157913E-02 "7,25314_E-04 "8733272E'05 *9.E419506-04
-71173956"03 "3.A04167E'03 9,363060E'04 6.6094186-0S "6 E4S?BBE'05 -6368744E'04
G 6.4272326"04 -1,2382996"01 I799359E-02 -I.5689626"03 -2.094109E'04 "94334SLE'04
2,8252406"04 -64929836-02 1.795085E-02 -4 7880276"04 " 5883506"04 "5 797022E-04
G "1.4783706-03 "1.904362E-01 35965746-02 "3.392164E'03 "_.984829E-04 -1086636E-03
"1.7990546-03 "11189556-01 2.7262_36-02 "1 794796E'03 -4.077183E-04 -T.0521246-04
269_ G 3.5116916"03 1+2231886"01 8,026_10E-03 -6+5820146"03 2.35$8756_04 "6,5474716"04
12916886"02 6 103697E-02 1.S05351E'03 "4.4624906-03 3.833326E'04 "6.5176676"04
19777 C "1964175E-03 1948931E-03 "2 309692E'03 "7 263027E'06 "44246936"06 21801886-04
............ _356491E_0_ qi|0_4846_03" ":5_'4"2_31606_03 _2_.5105"546_04" t5_446"0_06 "'5"'5_jgOt'EUO_ ......
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL EUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/t[/87 PAGE 115
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UPJ
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOGM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -6.003501E+00, -t.0496736+02
COMPLEX E]GENYECTOR NO 18
(REAL/IMAGINARY]
POINT 10 TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
.... 1'001 ...... G " 135660156_03" "i_1"?'0_706_0"1" "'-6".9334106_02 ....... 0".'0 ................. 0.0 ......... 0_0 ..............................
97020616-03 -8183554E-02 -1,83S403E-02 0.0 O.O O.O
1003 G -E.8199976°03 34866096-02 "5.9901446-03 0,0 O0 0_0
1.0664286-02 -2.747$366-02 -2.0080796-02 O.O 0.0 0.0
1004 G -6.5571406-03 -3686698E-02 1.9799746-02 0.0 O0 0.0
60101166-03 1949S41E-02 -2+7852686-03 0.0 0 0 0.0
1006 G 4.EBSO?DE-03 -4.080T166-02 24097606-02 0.0 27B720_E-04 -1.0873826-04
-1 405430E*03 1.6835146-02 -T,3791036-03 0.o -1,1946646-04 2.6925976-04
1007 G _.4901496-03 -3.0207426-02 I.OAAE09E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
B.BRB?EIE-04 2.21771RE-02 -7.3219366-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1012 G "?.?725096-02 2.2550536"0 " 2256046"0 -B 146456-04 ?.3907746"04 3.0517456"03
1013 G 8.5812706-02 22550426"01 "1.8719336"01 1.8625416"02 ?,39t23]E-04 3,2165896-03
"?+4336896"02 +1 991641E-01 6.8317396"02 "2.0305306"03 "4_1162346-04 -2.S86219E'03
1017 G 8.56869?E'03 "42462496-02 -8.6896636-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
-6.230541E-03 1 847056E-02 7,1918B5E-02 0,0 0.0 0.0
1.398269E-02 18639706"02 "6_9925786"02 0,0 0.0 0.0
102t G "1.223893E-02 "2.3272286"02 2 193810E'02 -4.448884E-04 -B.6E?ESEE'OB "3.3160026"04
?.B?E$?OE-03 4.99223RE'03 9.?034326-04 3.5045736-04 1.263801E'04 3,7956356"04
1022 G 2.3116136"0] 9.789S016-04 2.2337E5E'02 "2.6561346"04 3.4749266"04 -3.293E076-04
"1,863629E'03 1,06133EE'03 914942606"04 -1 2498376"04 "2 ?04963E-04 4 140E126"04
1023 G 3.39E53RE'02 10000006+00 "9.7138206"01 1.2808106-02 "2.128G??E-02 "2.2401296"02
"3.$436066-02 O0 9.2066646-02 8.7712536-04 3,0699926-03 t,322322E'03
I024 G "2.$E?$936"02 9.6718666"01 9,74439EE-01 1.2732856-02 2,0684866"02 "2.162304E'02
"1.686406E-02 "1,23924&E'01 "1.037910E'01 "S.5t98016-04 "2,9494836"03 3.9810846"03
1025 G 3.377B626"02 -1.9038626"01 4_6599E-0 -t E?EI? E'03 -2 103016E'03 -1.9247036-03
1026 G "2.842186E'02 "1168870|E'01 "9.266740E-02 -1.06756SE-03 1.2933496-03 *1.?001$36"03
"1.583126E'02 1.114REBE'01 6.4880736-02 2.4308836"03 "3.91EEOEE*04 1.3160286"03
1028 G "2.2407986"01 "3.064662E'01 3.B71103E'01 2.E229316"02 -2.7411496"03 8.090782E'03
"1.7181336"02 2.3066276"01 "I.E7EEgSE'01 "I.$BIOEEE'02 -?.2810686"06 "3.7S27186"04
OR!_I,_"AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTRDLS MODELED OCTOBER 2G, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/19/67 PACE 11S
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 _FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TAILEOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "5.0035019÷00, "1.049873E+D2
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO. 14
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ]D TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
.... i02s .......c .......... _i04_e8_'_02 ....2Z_2e_E_o_ ......._';'_'_48_E_6_ __.4_s'2_E_o_ .......¥._'A3i0_:6_ .......2'.'_i0660_;_ ...................
1.3422999-03 5.1409729"02 "94802689-03 24959989"04 -7.4A10799"04 -9.803937S'04
2511 G 2.882191E-02 "5.A02211E'03 "1.1249069"02 "1.164631E'03 S,3241419"04 2.3T3992E-03
-206824GE'02 "9.9872009"03 "1 1339779"02 1 8259519-04 4.1985489"05 -1_86001DE-03
2572 G -7_544409E-04 2.2367299-01 -1.2529499*01 1201591E-03 7,332441E-04 2.4118039-03
2649 G 1.173166E-02 4,482999E-01 -13259159-01 8 68S8749-03 2.2551069"02 3.2354489-03
-4.&99E489"04 -3 7437839"01 64722119-02 "$04AO?gE'03 ol 192822E-03 -2 29S8419-03
2S97 G -1.296970E'01 -3.1308409-01 2.068706E'02 Ig905969-02 -31676559-02 4.7980119-02
"2 9482789-02 2_3S7680E-01 2874Gg09-02 "t 288429E-02 -18720889-04 -76699929-04
977? G 4997275E'03 "3 8433379"02 3 SES3609-02 -t.34_142E'02 3.9256269-0_ -19970039-04
........................................... :'8"_'8_62_G3"E_'0_ ...... j_'5"_']6_'E'_'O_ _ _8"_3"294309_03" " _$22869_04 Y'._O'l"g'G229"04 ...... 3"'10798]E'04 "
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W,/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2G, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PACE 11?
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-U_}
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ DUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -8.047928E+00, -1 .0?5822E+02
C 0 M P L E X E I G E N V E C T 0 R ND 1S
( REAL / I MAG 1NARY }
POINT ID TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
.....:.......... _001 ........... C ......... -.s_4_;i_:_l_:.o_z ..... _6c;bI_._.£_0i _ 3_9OOS_S_'.;6i .......oo ................... _.c' ................. o.o ..........................
-9.9598149"02 4.295127E'02 1 3306815"02 0.0 0.0 0 0
1003 D -5 ,3271279"02 2.4587S49"02 1 , 4028789"01 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 . 1627899"03 1.2_1495E'02 9,069298E'03 O.O O.O 0,0
1004 G "1 .822859E'02 "3,5208375-02 "6.6761169-02 0 O 0,0 0.0
*? 900361E'04 " 29 992E'02 2 9800455-03 0 O 0.0 0 0
1006 G - 1.9514279-02 -3.4831709-02 -8.8379749-02 0.0 -1.4978259-03 2. 8923889-04
1 .4223119-02 1.4912289-02 3 45S69AE-03 0.0 E 677A049-09 -9.4382705-09
1007 G -3.3921119-02 - 1. 2000325-02 2.3541595-02 O.O 0.0 0.0
- 1,689429Eo02 -1. 1112809-02 - 1 .SO?O?EE-03 0 0 0.0 0 0
0 2 G -4,2634649-02 1.884C73E-0t S 5593789-01 6,799174E-03 -3.5953499-04 1 .2408515-03
1012 C 211S498EE*02 _ 8848625"01 4.6514225-01 "3._$75909-03 -3 599662E*04 10885975-02
3.4010419"02 915692919"02 "9.6489429"03 ? .489496E-04 D.816435E'05 1 2224"/25"02
1017 G "3.T987239"02 -3,087890E'02 "7.160G749-02 O.O 0.0 0 0
1.07_901E'03 -1.540327E-02 -41990575-02 O.O _ 0 O0
°1491881E-03 -1.5024499"02 3_466479*02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G 1756014E*02 "4,80039S5"02 -9.23E2985"02 1,9014409"04 "8.2469689"05 1.6991499"04
-1.0833989"02 -9,3017659"02 "4.1230089"04 -3.0966019-04 "_.150T16E'05 -12529729"04
1022 G -2.6990809"03 9.5216989"02 -9.4106999-02 -1,433272E'03 "4,6716559"04 34221499-04
9 84483SE'04 -2 7697499-04 "1,S178909-04 6.$859139"05 _.6356119"05 -1,658016E'04
1023 G 109S1855-01 -2.6483319-01 "8.1217449-02 "2.0019369"03 -1.4964849"03 5_7412269°03
*$ 1747485"02 3.373472E-01 "2,3077565-01 3.884199E'03 -4.959219E'02 "8_0534199"02
1024 G 3.6194009"02 3.1670929"01 1,SB50&BE'O! 4.3629769°03 3.9998019"03 "7.420484E-03
"6,6010379"02 2.9268_2E-01 3.7762999"01 4.0229015-03 8,326396E'03 "6.3799789"03
1025 G .052923E'01 -7.106782E'03 "4 0960929"02 "1.7753635-04 "2.8706729"04 4.4494045"04
1026 G 3.8170619"02 "2.5681999"02 "4.8399309-02 "1.1168729"05 8.4492S8E'09 "4,841D73E-05
"6,$80090E-02 "8.28139SE'02 "7.21S0559"02 -1,3458919"03 1.7674049"03 "7,824222E-04
1028 G I ,0000009+00 "1 ,4944829"01 "3.680432E'01 -1 .09B21SE-02 t .03919319"02 "3.2183499"02
• 0_0 "I .2293889"01 1. 1242209"01 5 . 808489E'03 3 .2567489"04 2.$368E95"03
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. IS90 MSC/NASTRAN IO/1E/OT PAGE 118
D]FF|CULT COMPONENTS GVT CDNF|GURATIDN #1 (FULL*UPI
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUZLTUP TAILBODM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGBNVALUE : -8.04?S2BE÷O0. "1075832E+02
COMPLEX EICENVECTOR NO 15
(REAL/IMAG|NARYJ
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 Rt R2 R3
" Jo29 C -_ II_t3_E:oY-_/_s_:03 .... 2:8_b_I"3E:b__.4$gSSSE:OS :_,i30_¢2E:03 ..... S.JS69_7_O4 .................
"28S4607E-03 "9.242002E-04 "1.362032E'03 -4.363183E-04 "?488423E-05 2.326232E'04
2S11 G 846EEgSE'03 E.2011?OE'02 1+802851E'01 "3,30333SE'04 "2.899755E'03 I.T846BOE-03
1.021320E'02 2.BOEO?TE'03 S,25BO30E'03 -3.418304E-04 "I,30T?SSE'04 1.030008E-0]
25T2 G "_4BO$SBE'03 2.024BTOE'OI 4.358533E'01 1+2EO39IE'03 "4128414E-04 8.BEOOS2E'04
....... "SQO+S.IE_O' ...... ":-9._I]?!E'.°.2 .... L:.S.l.4.562E_.O? ...... _.:a-iP.°S_E._4....._._'S2.T!83E "°' ..... a'.9°S_S.2.a._:.°" ..................
2649 G "3206245E-02 2121825E-01 1.446916E'01 4+373223E-03 "2._ISSESE'03 "E132075E-04
"3.628551E-03 120467TE-01 "2.450554E'02 2&T2483E'03 3.3TE18OE-03 1.032614E-0]
2697 C S4E&GI3E'O _ _Tt 481012E'01 "2.443300E-01 "S.025204E+03 1.302332E'02 "1+60683?E'02
2982302E'02 "1 240_GIE'01 "1592531E-02 S.OEO?14E'03 6_203649E'04 1242064E-03
19722 G -2026S10E-02 -3 433715E-02 -8816916E'02 "1.949&42$'04 "? SGOS3BE-04 5 65828_E'04
.......... 1"_33_OS'OE_03 ":i14"06098E:02 ...... 3";'9"7"2"532E'_03 "_'d.'?'8"S'$64E'04" _5.28"24"2"9E_0_ Z_"O13S3SE-OS ...................
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28, 1190 MSC/NASTRAH I0/1E/8"7 PAGE 119
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS _ BU|LTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EZGENYALUE = -2+ BOE21_B+O0, " I . 1SEIBOE+02
r" O M P L E X E ! C E N V E C T 0 R NO 1S
(REAL/]MAG|NARY)
POINT ID. TYPE TI T2 T3 • N1 R2 R3
" ioo_ .......... C ......... _IS2_OStI__O_ " :2 i i;b_ii:i_iE:(_l S _31i48_Si_:_2 ...... o.;6 ........... 0.¢ ........ c,.;_ .................................
-$.944949E-04 S 884916E-02 -2,$RS142E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1003 G 1.??0821E-02 -1 I19833E-01 3 + T40"t30E -02 0_0 0.0 0_0
"1.ESSI4$E-03 2. EO?249E-02 -6.0T9365E-03 0.0 0,0 0.0
1004 G 1 +3S120$E-02 3 044206E-02 2.466201E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
"2_25299OE'03 -S.E4_E92E-03 I .OIERI3E-03 0.0 0 0 0 0
1008 G 6. 51470BE-03 1. 58232EE'01 1 _492923E*02 0,0 9. 95T13EE'04 -1. TS$OOTE-03
" $ . 11044BE -04 " 2. 79 lOOSE" 02 S S 1022 IE'03 0,0 "S. BOB 102E- OS - S + 3S0184E -05
1002 G "&.3B?390E-03 "S.I02?S?E'03 1 .966076E'02 0.0 0,0 0,0
2 .8298&4E'03 "1.391182E'02 "l,68BTSSE'03 0,0 0.0 0,0
1012 G -3 0"/7098E'02 6,4"_2256E'02 I 310284E'0 3 02825&E'03 "6 942024E-05 I OS38TOE'03
................... : 3: oiI"_22_IiI_: 02"......6 V |b i'_0 _E':'b2 "_ _ ";"0"7"i y¥ _i_":__ :._"."i+|"_,_:_-I_ : 6'_......._/_i4 _ s 3_i_: 64 .....I; 2 ii-76'_0e _.0 _ .............................
1013 G 2 432939E'02 E,42221BE-02 IS. l?SEORE-03 1.3208BOE'03 -6.942248E-OE E,?2683OE'04
4.00ES?2E'02 6. 108969$'02 "4 .32?ELSE-02 4 , 294753E'04 2,44988SE'04 1 ,422211E'03
1012 S 4593562E-02 1+419327E'01 -3.223352E'01 0,0 0,0 0,0
;4024BEE'02 -2,92149SE'02 2.109093E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
......... lOi_ ......... G....... -sias37dle:o2 ...... __4_¥OSE:O_ ....... 2___E:_i ...... 6.0 ....................... _.0 ................ _._ ..................................................
-I.OOEISIE'02 -2,918406E'02 -6.433862E'03 0.0 0,0 0,0
1021 C "5.308961E'03 3.145686E;01 -2.215419E-02 "4,2874T2E'03 3.SES_?4E-04 "1,023362E'03
"3.E1218?E'03 "$,$02279E'02 8.845303E-03 8.92463BE-04 -1.501031E'04 "1,342044E-04
1022 G 1_lEOESEE'03 "T,1230IOE-02 "2,264914E'02 1,11390TE'02 6+299028E-0S "2,E?O3SIE'03
9.02BES1E'04 115B?O2E-02 8.SBOIDSE-03 " 092S95E*02 $ _348E-04 2 228OBOE'04
1023 G 1.03SISBE-OI ?*2_5_62E*01 -6,261?OSE-01 ?.049812E'03 "1,$85441E'02 "1,22683TE'02
"?.?36E14E'02 1.221812E'01 -5.4028E4E-02 2,030630E'03 -?.41192EE-04 -3.971098Eo03
1024 G "2.939984E'03 t.0000OOE÷O0 S+T86118E-OI 9.IS4422E'03 1.415396E'02 "2.362604E-02
"4.BB?313E'O2 0.0 1,22BE2BE-01 "1,640TE?E-04 2.910086E-03 ?.4E9449E-OE
102E G 1030862E-01 "I,2021BOE-01 2,206131E-01 -5,3S$93TE-03 -3.B16406E-03 -E,21152EE-04
........................... :'$'T_'_I_I_:O_'"":I_'4i_]T_:6_":_:SS_3_:O2 ....... f';_i__':o3 ....... Y'L_'344Y_'z_"":S'._S__S8_:_4 ................................
1026 G "2+TI$$2OE'03 "?.!2042IE'02 "1.?$$004E'01 "3.4EI440E'03 1.922205E'03 "2.TB41?IE'OE
"4.IT?SSIE'02 -9.482219E'02 "6.80TI89E'02 -2.13BOISE'02 1.590214E'03 "1.380913E'03
102S G 1.23867IE'01 "4,63ElIEE'02 -6.82815BE'04 1,ISO23BE'03 1.4BI330E'03 "4.lOB?BOB'03
"?.098052E'02 "6.832390E'02 1,221002E'01 9,$810B?E'03 "?.$OOI4IE'04 3._IBBO?B'03
ORIG!T_AL PAGE IS
• , , OF POOR QUALITY
AH*IG THREE'DIMENS|ONAL BU|L1'UP DYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1390 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/57 PAGE 120
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF]GURA'r]ON #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CON'rAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "2588219E÷00, -1 IBBSgOE+02
COMPLEX EICENVEGTOR NO. 16
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID 'tYPE T1 'r2 T3 R1 R2 R3
3465773E-03 7 151538E-02 -6 141527E-03 "5060983E'04 "1_542888E'03 -9 5412915"04
2511 G 2,5695355"03 2,891402E-03 2.073739E'03 1,18381|E'03 "3.124011E-04 55012855-04
9.603245E'03 "1.7790875"02 1.410_835-03 -5 536896E-04 9.7851485-05 54586185"04
25,;.2 C -1.8764115"03 8.4185025"02 5.535097E'02 1.7445605"03 -6.293775E-05 7.4124075"04
2649 G -7.I85793E-03 1.3282255"01 1597555E'02 28494255"03 "3009951E'05 731094_E-04
4,666380E-03 1578774E-01 "44775205"02 22523_75"03 ; 135041E'03 144q4165-03
289_ G _1370'/05"02 "4 '/15885E'02 "31214055-02 1,94832_E'03 1,959056E'03 "1.52'/7285_03
"3 3553095-02 -5 082394E-02 2410520E'03 65971'8_E'03 "7.8034S9E'04 22759855"03
19777 G 3.909282E-03 16564625"01 1.9294725-02 -4.042122E'03 "3.3535575"0_ "19480985-03
26, 1590 MSC/NAS1'RAN 10/15/8'/ PAGE 121AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUIL'rUP DYNAMIC5 MOOEL W/ CONTROL5 MODELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONEN.rS GVT GONFIGURATION #1 [FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE : -2.4515615-01, -I I510055+02
C 0 NI P L E X E ; G E N v E C T [1 R NO 17
(REAL/1MAG|NARY|
POXNT XD. TYPE T1 1"2 .r3 R1 R2 R3
................ ioo_ ............. #-.......... i'/344 c;OSE : o2 's /i 4'/2 s 3E: 63 = ]_ S/_'O'_ 0 S E: 62 .... _'_, ....................... _o ..................... C;"O...................................
2.53d179E-03 -4,9172785-04 -I 8154,/4E-02 0 0 0 0 0.0
1003 G 1 .259755E-02 1 .858695. E-03 -9 241504E-03 0,0 0.0 0 0
2. 35457"75-03 E . 8345,/25-04 4 617987E-03 0,0 0.0 0 0
100_ G I .005378E-02 - I . 108453E-03 8 .26,/9275-03 0.0 0.0 0 0
............................................... :?._..8._9_.e_:.?.s ....... !.:.2.7.474_E.:.°_ ...... 4:52_37_._3 .. ,_.0 ............. 0..0 ......................... 0..0 .................................
1005 G B. 200438E-03 -I .'/843835°04 4.421457E-03 0.0 "/ 901B1BE-OS -4 457444E-05
2_464449E-04 1 .1959695-03 2.3218895-03 0 0 7,085014E'05 1 2034415-05
100,;. G 6,829592E'03 -2.0727055-03 4 , 3SG035E-03 0,0 0.0 0 0
3.,;.56"/',;.45"04 2 545094E-04 -4 1S13965-03 0,0 0.0 0 0
1012 G 3.1175815"03 2.112S625-02 4,908,/935-02 8,21000,/E-04 -_,2425_BE'04 1,2301955-04
.......................................... 1"_'2"1"i_G8"6"1_'_ 03"" ""_8"_'()'323525":'0"3""" :'('_"_'0_579E'02"" _'2",5"_)'924"_i= JO'4"'" "_'S','9"I"A_/t'2G'E"O'S'""_ B'"20"S'§995_(_5 .......................
1013 C 1. 5837535-02 2 1125445-02 4 575185E-02 "5 29841_15"04 " 1 .2425"_4E-04 3.4444_9E-04
"3,3205S05°03 "8 .032338E'03 "$ . 1_135775-03 " 3 . ")'498'/2E "05 6.5153425"05 " 9 .?0'/8205"05
101';' G 1.073545E-02 -60018355"04 -_,0803215"02 0.0 0,0 0.0
5.58_8155"04 -1.2017425"03 '7.35_0885"03 0.0 0.0 0.0
3,6855545-04 "1.1137515-03 -3.30D0305"03 0,0 0.0 0.0
1021 G 1.1541'/65"02 4.069455E'03 28635605"03 -1.2253155"04 118'/4015"04 "45591955"05
7.4016005"04 -3.2240265"03 30208795-03 6.1502915"05 3.R300185"05 5.54355_E'06
1032 G "2.4350585-03 "1.221138E'03 3.72_550E-03 1.55850'/E-04 "3._5|2455-04 -I,10707_E'04
-3.7101825-04 7.D8'/3025"04 3.0504895-03 -1.25B5335"04 "E.O536555-O5 2.2703885"05
1023 G "8_1703235-01 1,0000005+00 375_152E-01 1.S132855-02 1.257872E'02 "2.2'/7315E'02
"6.523334E-03 0,0 1.524241E'02 "3_5222585-05 3.2525575-04 5.0'/5'/405-05
1024 G "5.18253'/E-01 "9.3450355"01 4.45$4265"01 -1.4709015"03 1.424'/67E-02 2.104721E-02
"5.822561E-04 "3.8067125"02 "2.5080895"02 "4,745082E-04 "5.593301E-04 84883145"04
1025 G "8.1465'/25"01 6.1'/18775-01 "7.336145E'01 2.432S23E-02 2.186'/52E-02 6.9914215"03
.................................................. :u'_2_¥_':'_ ....... i'__¥_E:o_"__8"_:o'$ ....... _','_eb_s_:os ..... _.'_i'i3_E_S"":_'._d34"E__S ................................
1026 G "B.158'/85E'OI -6.83,/055E-01 -'/,'/01033E-01 -2.55107EE-02 2.2344425"02 -,/.G28,/735-03
3.,/45240E-04 3.7956355-03 4.810563E-03 8,03BgBOE-O5 -5.G5'/0235"05 2.088S51E-05
1028 O T.O08OOSE-Ot -1.5855725-02 -I.2"/?,/215-02 -4.2504555-04 8.4045255-04 -3.5584855-03
-1.5751885o02 8.8309'/85-03 5.2848495-03 -1 95008|E-O& -I.7545355-04 3.8534015-04
AH'IGTHREE'DIMENSIONAL BU;LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/I5/87 PAGE 122
D|FF]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 )FULL-UP1
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TAILDpOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE _ -2 451561E'01, "l 1810066_02
COMPLEX E]GENVECTOR NO 17
(REAL/|MAGiNARY]
POINT |D TYPE TI T2 T3 RI R3 R3
" 1029 G ...... S_S78S1BE-OT___8_2_S_E:b3 ....... __Be_Sl4SE:_3_§,O4_l_4_OS _I.24006_E_04 " __S{S24E;b_ ...............
2.8887056-03 E.4465356-03 -4.3634026-03 -I.2391226-0S "G,K2R322E'OE *1.30D3B26"04
2511 G 1.0087836-02 1.0548856-03 1.3832116-02 -1+4543876-04 "1,9902336-04 2.571104E°04
"1.298337E'03 -17084876-03 "?.g2SiBGB'03 3.1087506-06 5.11325SE-OS -$.0814376-05
25?2 G 9.108557E-03 21811646-02 3,9194496-02 7242432E-05 -IES775IE-04 1BEOOBSE'04
............ !.:ESSSSEE_O_ .g_.!.81._e-_... _z._.s?._so_._o.3.:._s_8._oE_os..:._. _.2a.220E_04 ;6 4a4TG!.E.:O_.............
3649 G 5.2418066"03 3.1272096"02 2.2199816-02 51320906"04 -5.2&_818E'04 2.6224816"05
-6.1089196"04 "1.3808006-0_ 3.SOBSS1E-03 "2.5390336"04 2.1103286"04 -8 1627856"05
29--_-- - G B.2_4484_'02 "1.S774876-02-_'8.8418896"02 "2,0_"_1-_[E_04 1.1440976"03 "1.83688|E'03
"12S2868E'02 91276S06"03 89393186"03 "3.296038E'04 "1763033E-04 17978106"04
197T? G 6 2T99S46-03 I 1830826-04 4,6069906-03 -1TIT&SEE-04 6,S076$16-0S -415023SE-05
................ 4"_'007926B-04 _'_':33r04_':'0"3 _ 2:_3"99246103 "_'S'8"_5"3"16":0"5 .... ?','9"_'2201_:0_ .... 1"0_'78"?E'_'b5 .............
I I
AR'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAM]CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MQOELED OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSE/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 123
DIFFICULT coMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL'UP)
T_)S ¥ERSlOti CONTAINS A _U|LTUP TAILEDOM _tODEL
COMPLEX EZGENVALUE • "3 355287E'0t* "1.3710S9E+03
C O M P L E X E _ G E N Y E C T O R NO 18
{REAL/IMAG]NARY ;
POINT ]D. TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
0
............... _00_ ....... G " :¢ "O_'/_E:O_'" :2"1"2";_06_'E':6_" ...... _''_'_'iS'2_'_:_ .... 0";0 ................... 0"._ ............ _''.0 .................................
"9 1$41366--04 2,EB4392E'04 ? ,77"_2286--03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1003 G "3.950033E'03 "9.8189796--04 2.72S7536--03 0.0 0.0 0.0
"8. 1840616--04 " t .SEES79E--04 1 .3114396--03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G "3 339995E'03 4 .7888886--04 I 029527E'03 0.0 0.0 g.O
1006 G "2.884B026--03 3. 174660E'04 6 1SISE2E*03 0.0 "2.S8B328E'06 "4.7827446"06
S,E?3139E'OE G.B07194E'OS "1 1E28396--03 0,0 "4. 1736816--0S 8 . T'BO032E'OB
1007 r!, -2 .402S526-0S 3.S4S2766"04 S.2ES2BEE-03 0.0 0,0 0_0
1 ,T744416"04 2 _2E1RO?E'04 2. 1932626-D3 O.O 0.0 0.0
1012 G " 1 .9438086"03 "6.2137996"03 "2 .0401S06"02 -3. 1821756-04 I ,387_39E-0dl 4,506596F'06
...................... | _o 3 12;o91_:b_ ' ": _:BiS'_ _ss"E: 04........_: _;_'il7 91__ _c*_3...... ;_: _4"3:_(s"T_":;_s....... _"."i'_'1_'42i;_:-:o_; '_2,_73#,r=•_'o_ ..............................
1013 G -4. 12500SE-0_ -G .2137276"03 - 2 .0630476-02 3 .2E31B16-04 1 . "_$77306"04 °S.S_ESlSE'O_
8 . 6"16TT26-04 "E+8§B2456"04 1 .7819446-04 2 , 28&t;BEE'OB S. 1361846"0S 1 .381344E'05
1017 G "3.223080E'03 2.gE8211E-04 8_SSSEBTE'03 0.0 0.0 0_0
-3.2396196°04 1.3476046"04 "1.1280916"04 0.0 0.0 O0
............ i0i_ .......... G ......... _'3"_3_2_'_03 .... 4"16_bS'_E'_4 ..... _'_'2"8"S_9_E_ ...... _'_ ....................... 0".'0 ..................... 0".0 .............................................
548ETI86"04 IOBRTOBE-Q4 "1,0705166"03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G -B70?SETE'03 -9.28848$E'04 7,7203186"03 8.0612S26"0S "2,04E410E'04 2.3743746"06
°2,3742486"04 - T .4S9141E'0B "1.130720E'03 1.77S5176"06 -2.3$B4516"05 9.31B34EE"06
1022 G 2.3482306"03 3,2E2$0|E'04 7_96204EE°03 "5.4028816"0E 4.0348386-04 4.SBO03SE'OE
.......................................!.:._sa_e:.o_ ......_ :._S_.:_..._._.:._._aE:_._...._._!._E_.S ......._._2_.!.ei_o_ ......._ 2_S_5 ..............................
1023 G 3.39148SE'01 "7.1074716"01 "6.3277436"02 g.4019726"03 8,340223E-05 2.24_2926"02
"3,8264026"03 8.8478226"03 "1.5898686*03 2.8482286"0S 265&290E-05 "1.7425526"04
1024 G 3.&01433E'01 7.05_3556-01 "7.$026746"02 "9.26670&E'03 -2._04816-04 -2.2304306"02
"E.SB3785E'03 "9.2838686"03 5.4810846"04 5_OES2S4E*OS 4.881314E'05 2.782452B'04
1025 G ].ST?lOSE'01 1.0000003÷00 "&,969533E'01 2.8361936"02 1.T8BI466"02 1,891492E'02
............................................:__k_:O_ .....__ ..........................f:__i"_':6'_""__iS_os":3__3_S":_'_XT_E_ ........................................
1026 G 3.3870316"01 "8.71481EE=01 "8,7898816"01 "3*E?02626"02 1,1802846"02 "1.88641$E'02
-$,0077_76"03 $.$4$3026-03 E.0222476"0_ 2.2730S$E-04 "$.491$23E'05 _.30401$E'04
1028 G -B.270802E'02 1.276?IIE*03 |,170224E'02 9.853830E'04 "3,7059856°04 2,421&086*03
"S.0474226"03 -7,6413046*04 "2,1443$SE'0E 1.438S236"04 "|.4234S16"05 4.2131426*04
AH'_GTHREE'DIMENSiONALBUiLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 124
O]FFIGULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFTGURAT|ON _1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE : -3.3592679"01, -1.3T1099E+02
COMPLEX E]GENVECTO9 NO 18
[REAL/iMAGINARY)
POINT ]0 TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
...... i0_9 ...... _ .......... ;2;309449E:03 ..... i;__Sg_SeLO_ ...... S'.i_3S_E-63 ...... _._±2Sl3E;OS+:_,_iS_i'_E _ ':_____ ........................
-I.1?40TOE-03 -3266213E-04 2.1258269-03 T+1431SIE-O6 -4.48T0989-05 497?999E-0G
2511 G -3.3124289-03 -8.206$919-04 1.4319819-03 3.?755099"05 1.0008959-04 -9,4549S39-05
4,538099E-04 2.99660EE-04 3,858946E'03 -&>S?4S1TE-06 -8.907600E-06 4.EoEgg?E-06
25?2 G -3.g15909E'03 -9.'154396E-03 -1.5803479"02 -S.g50G?2E'06 I.SS9296E'04 -2.?9SO00E'OS
-S 6 OTAOE-O5 -4 ?3 41 E-04 6 OOS99TE-04 2728?19-06 ?.8639219"05 -9_927502E-07
2649 G -1.267214E-03 -5.399214E-03 -15746139-02 -5.233749E-05 4701340E-04 S 193069E-05
9.2i7006E-04 49877999-04 _.589968E-03 1517903E-05 -59709909-0S 2885445E-OE
26g7 G -2.638590E-02 1.023719E'04 ---3,021723E-04 6.600138E-04 -5.2307339"04 1.104533E-03
-4.348758E-04 -9525541E-04 -2483345E-03 17844639-04 -5295372E-05 16173155-04
1977_ G -2.9801559-03 1+83Sl10E-04 6.0675399-03 ? 8 OASOE-05 -4?40SSEE-05 -9.565193E-05
........................... _$_'2_809"_'06 S'I'S'54"_089"_05"'"_'f'_('952"1"4E:03 .... 2"_3"8"39299";0"6"'";'3.'93"_'021"E:0"5 ..... 8 "i1_2"9i_;_ ........
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUiLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1590 MSC/NASTRAF 10/IS/07 PAGE 125
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFiGURATiON #1 {FULL-UP)
THiS VERSION CONTAINS A 9U]LTUP TAiLBODM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE = -7.6665545-01, -1$09125E+02
COMPLE_ EiGENVECTOR NO. 15
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT iD TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
-1S930459-03 1326618E-02 -5.997298E-09 0.0 0.0 O0
1003 G -2,630499E-03 1+2010029"02 1.224075E'0] 0.0 0.0 0.0
-19059919-03 1+9807679-04 4.173035E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G -12808829-03 -4.19_8509-03 -3.222244E-03 0.0 0.0 0+0
+E 5333009-04 +9 2 49479*03 - 92 3 ?E-04 0.0 0,0 00
1005 G 5>30_277E-04 2.123199E-03 -5.7952559-04 0.0 -8.8000619"05 3>10S$88E-04
1_123004E-03 -1.18S043E-03 1.147895E-03 0.0 -1.3937479-07 1>S722329-04
1007 G E.G1S4?SE-04 14651249-02 -1.21E291E-03 0.0 0.0 0,0
5,2334439"04 6+3512809-03 -3.3040979-04 0.0 0,0 0.0
012 G 2 4022399-02 -2.0063709-02 " 253999-02 -1 8135109-04 -6,S644909-05 -I._20SAEE-04
.................................................... i__SYeglE;6_ ...... _'i'3"l_E:'63""_a_a4_8_:o3;__S'61 _¥___'-'_'_.__6__:_____b_ .............. _ ...............
101_ G "2.E02830E-02 -2+0083489"02 -_.839922E'03 1,6715379"04 -55554059"05 "1.0300779-03
"1.172780E'02 3.31588_E'03 1,980420E'03 -5,7074709"05 5,SO§EE1E-OB 4.9576859"04
1017 G -1.5940349-02 4.3739229"03 2,284519E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 0783819"02 4,3109999"04 -4,0630409"03 0 0 0.0 0.0
............ _oi_ .......... C ............. i_SS_E:o_ ....... 4";_'_s_:6_+:l;i_sYl_:_t ....... o','o .......................... o.'o .......................... o,o ..................................................
1.0304?6E-02 4.4361319"04 S+lIIAlIE-03 0,0 0+0 0.0
1021 G -3.345209E'03 -4.499929E'03 2.287739E-03 2.0350839"04 "1>310411E'04 2.7E655EE-04
-3,5984949"03 2,391S329-04 9.127948E'04 -3+9594949"05 "1.0369929"04 1+1398339"04
1022 G 8.9681859"04 147334SE-03 2.375S429"03 -2.4717839"04 1,88E243E'04 3.494615E'04
S 3701 29"04 -1 8721969-04 S 4669579"04 3_4343E39"09 1.SS210SE'04 1.19979SE'04
1023 G 4.6708829"01 -9_460788E-01 -9.9663969°01 -5.8703969-03 -2.9688299"02 2.?1669SE'02
3,8381099"03 1.488905E-02 -?.6102229"05 5.3392359-04 1,9B2591E-04 -4.6209509"04
1024 G -4+9499409-01 "9.4838659"01 1.0000009÷00 "5,933126E-03 2.9757279"02 2.721E26E-02
-5,9639759"03 1.5277469"02 0.0 S.3B8967E'04 -2.084531E-04 -9.0801739"04
025 G 4 831149E'01 "2 418373E'01 3 2006649"01 " .036237E'02 "1.109972E'02 -2,3854749-03
............................................. __'3_'3_:6_ ...... _'_i_f_:'_"+':'_':_8"i'_'l'iE:o2 ....... s._2_220_:04 +''_+-'ssi___0"4 ....... _.{0_3_E_04 ...................................
1026 G -4.6103329-01 "2,4E41059"01 -3.2188949-01 "I,OAS3ISE'O2 1.1033939"02 "2,4809799"03
-S,48B8429"03 2.8230329"02 1,89S496E'02 8.E84280E-04 "S.7597979"04 6,0489349-04
1029 G -9.118242E'03 3.213809E-02 -4.4485979"02 "4.2900829-03 -1.744273E'04 "3.3491779"04
E1.4834999-02 .741238E-03 "2.9058759"02 -2,E84191E-03 "8.86B929E'05 "1 689332E 03
AH-1GTHREE-DIMENSIONALBUILTUPDYNAMICSMODELW/CONTROLSMODELEDOCTOBER26+1990MSC/NASTRANI0/15/67PACE126D]FF|CULTCOMPONENTSGYTCONFIGURATION#1{FULL'UP)
THISVERSIONCONTAINSEUILTUPTAILEOOMMODELCOMPLEXEICENVALUE : "7 8665646"01, "1B0g126E÷02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO IS
[REAL/IMAGINARYI
POINT 10 TYPE T! T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
291S0416-03 -6+2318486-03 2,2201566"04 2.2474516-06 2 7502T36"04 2 7130336"04
2511 C "3.0280566-03 2.297873E-02 "1,036786E'02 32601986-04 11043286-04 "2,94E8376-04
1.3368226"04 1.3483736"02 "2.220984E'03 5,S015926-0E E.30S4BSE-OB E 719638E-06
2972 G 4.4025976-04 -2.073451E-02 -EBO0076E-03 "15396306-04 "B.B02655E-06 -58011666"04
..... 3:3.212886._04 2..1S1067E'03 " "3_8.682266_03 ".1!.!.9.8076.'0.4..'.8..3.968576._0.6...'23406_436-04 ......
2649 G 2.0928756-04 -8.2106446-02 1.197044E-02 -11941566-03 -27734826-04 -$7796926-04
t9320636-04 -3 2039746-02 S07SIE2E-03 o$+3608196-04 -4.0694206-04 -5,5876676-04
269T G -).S180286-02 33098426-02 1014632E-02 -2.834193E-03 -3.14784_-04 -5 776312E-04
-49993086-03 1029041E-02 5.917636E-03 -1.$672516-03 -1+908666E-04 9 713545E-04
19777 G ....... S_!400!56-04 1.5821196-03 -9005779E-04 3.0004826-04 2 0539746-05 3 2065036-04
AH-1G THREE-D|MENSIONAL EU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 29. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 127
DIFP]CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENV_LUE : -14597726÷00, -I.565334E+02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTDR NO 20
(REAL/IMAGINARY}
POINT ID+ TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
............... Jooi ........ G- :3"_4528366_03 ...... 3"6_1"646"_:02"'1_401644E:0"2 0._ ....................... ........... _"o ...............................
+3.350933E-03 98066366-03 2.8200416-02 O0 DO 0.0
1003 G -4.8089846-03 -6.7757E?Eo03 2,37S015E-02 0.0 O.O 0+0
-3,2864646-03 -3 4640406-03 6.6562396-03 0.0 0.0 0+0
1004 G -1.4821906-03 -35943316-02 -2.5S90296-03 0.0 O.O O.O
tSE&SSSE-O3 -S.8976816-03 -1.60085 E-02 0 O O 0 O O
1006 G 32310525-03 -6.0888426-03 5.7878686-03 O.O +3.9343626-05 9.1774536°05
I 3285SLE-D3 1 29S978E-03 -3.654369E-03 0O -24172636-04 212636896-04
1007 G 3 140551E-03 -4.(448656-03 6.830119E-03 0.0 0+0 0.0
IEET$1EE'03 60762866-03 1.1786056-02 0.0 0,0 O0
1012 G 1101696E-02 "149047EE'02 "46225926-02 - 34122BE'03 632764E-04 "3 1377496-04
....................... 21d_Sib'ie:O_'":_/3El+_E:o_'_'_223¥_2e:b2:_,82y_sse:O4 ....... 2;la_22"_E_"-_:_'._iS'_'a___ .............................
1013 G 1.6316916-03 "1.4904856"02 -1.7418916"02 3.§80241E-05 16330416"04 "3.5842036"05
-6.1924826-03 "1.3691656"02 -2.181869E-02 4,906898E-04 216871026"04 "4.6885236-04
t017 G -1.9056346-02 -t,3820806"03 "6.0336856-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
"1_4138656-02 3.2868146°03 3.996910E-03 0.0 O.O 0 0
............. I"016 0 ...... i:k'k'b_'fSW;O_'"":'l':'kk'1"_'e':'b3 ..... S'.'|+S'_S_E';'6"2 ...... 0.'_ .......................... o.'0 ..................... _'.'0 ........................................
14022106"02 311900186"03 "4,6527726"03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "1.73087EE-02 2.71T6986"02 9.2647096-04 "1.16832|E-03 "6.1lESSEE'04 4.8806486"05
"6.7245016-03 -2.58T3386-04 -2,E21518E-03 5_23536TE-06 "3.0840486*04 2 .01EOS1E'04
1022 G 4.3003S86"03 "8,23|573E-03 9.8300036-04 1,4600716"03 7.8888646"04 -1.9529776-04
2,0889S26"03 2,0888626-04 "2 63068 E'03 "3 S_38426"05 3 775203E'04 2 46426SE-04
10_3 G 9.4440876"02 "3.9323406-01 "24EOBEBE'01 1.24B6|BE-02 "5.368490E'03 1.4226736-02
"4.038T2BE-02 9,8861886"02 7.9702246"02 1.S63657E-04 2+7056866"03 "3,091E296-03
1026 G "1.2867236"01 "3+B6188BE'D1 2.5228376"01 1+2678176"02 5+471406E'0] 1+4372856"02
3,0968916"03 8+9489266-02 "6 901056E'02 4.4015236-04 "2+2233936"03 "2.6681876"03
1025 G 6.30867BE-02 6,B875176-01 -8 7968526"0 3 8351286"02 1 884844E'02 2.0813336"02
1026 C "1,2720701"01 I.O00000E÷O0 8.6338246"01 3.1384|36"02 -1.8477316-02 2+0821226-02
3.0877266"03 0.0 "E.7122876"03 "3.8463246"04 2.8812206"04 "3.B006286"06
1026 G "B .0068836*02 I . 6026036"03 2. 1366986"02 1 _8423446"03 -6 ._1958376"04 4.42|T076"03
"8.0114466"02 I . 1278526-02 -2.]BBB2BE'03 1 ,0170176"04 "B. 1261776"04 4.8076716"03
ORi .... P_L -+_..a_IS
• OF pc_%R _ALITY
AH-tG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOUER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTNAN 10/15/87 PAGE 128
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CDNF|GURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THJS VERS|DN CDNTAJNS A EUILTUP TA|LEDOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE : -1.454772E+00, "1.595334E+02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO 20
IREAL/IMAG]NANY)
POINT 10 TYPE T1 T2 T] R1 R2 R3
.........._24 ........._ ...... 6Z_6__o3 -i/¥_¥462_:_ ......_/2_g_6_3 '_f__394_o_ .....Y_)_6_ ......Y__o4_-04 ......................
3.121651E-05 -S.3167566-03 1.2009566-02 1.2347626-04 9,2436526"05 2,3416636-04
2611 G 3 1219866-03 -4.4936926-03 6_2657336-03 -2.3_43886-04 12747606-04 *?,?664S96-06
1.2716476-03 1.3692636-02 1.04468FE-02 44022526-0B i2224216-04 -I.018161E'04
2572 G 2326381E-03 -1.9001016-02 *2.3082326-02 -3_26401SE-04 1.5718096-O5 -1.1147636-04
2849 G 5.8306086-03 "21126226"02 -2.327_S9E-02 -44g44176-04 8,S772646-04 EOg137RE-05
6.0770'_36-03 -4.26794BE-02 -2.26_851E'02 -$5183266-04 1,ES06436-04 -2.6812056-04
2897 G -3.22_2226-02 1.487Sg6E-03 S.E820336105 I8344356-04 -7.2421076-04 " 1910760_-03
-31924016-02 1.0853S26-02 -30011536-03 18767746-04 -6.3754556-04 1,7873386"03
19777 G 3 1323846-03 -40616576"D3 6.42081BE-03 "5.8606626"04 "g.lEES246°05 7.5133096"05
I
AH-IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL NU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBPR 28, lggO MSC/N_STRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 124
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 IFULL*UP)
THIS ¥ERS[ON CONTAINS A BU]LTU© TAILODDM MOOEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE z -1 .5191146+01, "1 .888800E+02
D D M P L E X E ] G E _ ¥ E C T 0 R ND, 2_
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
............... iObi ............. #- ........... i S'4g_ 8:2_ _02 ........S_ 13_:_386_ 02 _:2 _ S"_ S _38_ _6_i ...... 0._ ......................... _ .'0 ...................... 0_ .............................................
-5. t7511SE-04 2.9259TSE-02 -1.972124E-02 0 0 0.0 0.0
1003 G g. 7467846-03 I + 652645E-02 - 8 .2104966-03 0,0 0.0 0,0
-1 790238E-03 -I 4629196-03 1 2833856"02 0,0 0 O 0,0
1004 G -1.9R33976-02 -_?SS6086"02 1 1NT6316-01 0,0 0.0 0,0
............................................._.?.:._.?.7._3 g.E.'.°?......__ :.!.?._.74°_._.??.......6.:.S.?.2.__ E._?.S.....o.o ......................o ? ...................o o .......................................
1006 G 1 .§66431E-03 "1.691162E-02 4.2112086"02 0,0 2.0339436-03 -4.0438376-05
2.358878E-03 "4 4660656"03 3.3219616"03 0.0 1 .4782496-04 3.5325646"04
1007 G -g, 13_g466"03 1 .8309376"03 -1.141243E'01 0.0 0.0 0,0
8, 3331526-04 f. 0753066-02 5.70175SE'04 0.0 0,0 0.0
1012 G -3 ,621742E-02 ; . 158835E'01 I , lgg820E-01 1 , 31105386"03 "3.4006686"03 $ .715g70E-04
..................................... 2 i Y'_]_9s'S_b_ ...... __6"_1"E:'62:_:4"__ ._ o'_= b_'";"l ;_i'6a s_BIF=_,"_"=_._?4')g srE:o 4;.Y._'_ _;s__-os .........................
1013 G "7 46283SE-02 I 1688246-01 1 .g647256"01 "5.2119636-0_ -3,4005616"03 "2, 1771936"03
-2.437RglE'0_ 1 .086285E'02 " I .2703026-02 S 416665E'04 "2 ,47_196SE'04 "6.2160?2E-04
1017 G "1.207329E'02 "1.3130066"02 "5.6816686-02 0 0 0.0 0.0
"2.51173RE'02 "1,0951326"03 -1.3335286"02 0.0 0.0 0.0
.................... _i_ ............ C ........... ___:o_"_'___o_E=o2 .... _.s'4_s_=__ ..... _.'_ ......................... _'_ ......................... __ .......................................
2.137603E'02 "1420T94E-03 tTSS020E-02 O.O 0.0 0.0
1021 G "7.1280476-03 "?.104949E'03 3.?01081E'02 "1.0441526"04 5,3984006"04 -2,4440146-04
-6,0146486"03 5.421483E-03 $.3068026"04 "3.8302736"04 "3,3082086"0$ 2,284113E'04
1022 G -2.1631676-03 4.6S49706"04 3.6742686"02 "8,8243916"06 "2.6417776-04 "2.R408216-04
4.334NT46"04 "2.0664706"03 3.2692626"04 3,7762146"04 1.3i16026"04 1.4666866-04
1023 G 1,0867756-Ot -1_79B8906"02 "1.145014E-01 3.O358446"03 "6.4125376"03 1.1053696-03
1.8421426-02 -2.B04982E'02 "3.824T146"02 3.1734336-03 "4.148R636"04 1,3267866-03
1024 D 1.0564936-01 1.6820306"02 7.|892136"03 1.4830136"03 "6.2603386"04 "1.404443E-03
3.828103E-02 1,6291486-01 "1,4021496"01 3,2077136"03 "4,6790856"03 -4.731107E-03
1025 G 1.0626436-01 9.441320E*02 "1.3068066"01 4.|171716"03 2.0126406"03 3.3114466"03
.................................................. _-_-_1.8_-_-_-02 .......2-1-_b.23_._._y--..=-1;-7.k._¥_-.-6- _....... _8.$._35_._._ ......._-.-4_2-_-_=0-3 ......._./_._-_6-_=-03 ....................................
1026 G 1.000S216-01 1.3617706-01 1.1866176"01 E.13RSSSE'03 -4.6750606-03 2.?|ERR?E-03
3.7701676-02 1.8816946-01 1.8_84666-01 6.91112SE-03 -3.7S78826-03 3.8867616-03
1028 G f.O000OOE+O0 5.S$42746-02 - 3 . $_&S366-0_ "3.BS238SE-02 3.7661266-03 -8.64076_E-02
0.0 2.2488476-02 -4.072S806"02 "3.3|72486-03 I.|013476-04 1.36281SE-03
OR]G[_JJ_LPAGE _S
OF POOR .OU_,L_
AH'tC THREE*DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL Vl/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 25. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN IO/IE/B7 PAGE 130 "
D|FFICULT COMPONENTS G_T CONF|GURAT]ON #1 _FULL'UP)
THIS ¥ERS|ON CONTA|NS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -15191144+0l, -1.6688004402
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO. 21
{REAL/IMAGINARY}
PO]N_ |D TYPE 11 T2 T2 RI R2 R3
.... i'02§ ..... G .... 418329G?E_02 _g_gS'O472E_03 _ :'I_I_4"G'276E_O_ "_4","g_'46SIE:04"" 2,52347"3EU0"3 ...... 8124"S35E_04 .................
1.0862654-02 -9G923294-03 10337834"03 T.692843E'OE 6,631416E'04 5.340T984"04
2611 G -I.3685184-02 3GO?GiBE-D2 "1,621133E'0! 2.12332BE'04 -4.04Bl&lE'04 S.5228784"04
-T.I 022 -05 2 7 0 4 E-02---1.3S012GE-02 t.7340944"04 1.8031354"04 6.900GE2E-OS
25?2 G 5_2819184-03 1.0423G04-01 1,10448TE'01 "2,E334084-04 "3.2260524-03 -2_7863204o04
..... _T243BSE'°3 _;_.._.oPes.aE-0, ..................
_649 C -49830804-02 -4734654E-02 3.3T137TE-01 -;0844T84"03 *82332054-03 -4.137TETE-03
-S_890T21E-03 -9 166692E'02 251E6804"02 "15352884-03 2424673E-03 -1.527221E-03
2S9_ G 24477334-01 G _04724-02 1.1404344-01 -2.4155TBE-02 55103954-0_ -3.073360E-02
7.1437634-03 2.74432TE-02 5.1826394-03 -3 5622S84-03 6.3446604-04 -G0733404-04
19777 C 4.9091744"03 "I 523441E'03 4.260352E'02 "4.5410734"04 1.82B?05E'03 "4.5301T84*05
.............. 2-_9_3808.E_03-.:-4_1-838§9E':03 .... _.-49.?0-1.5E._03---_1,G-2-08644.:0_4 ..... 1"44§299E_04 _ 3.00"23T_E_04 ............
AH-IG THRBE'D]MENSIGNAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MOOELEO OCTOBER 25, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 13_
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL'UP}
THlS VERSION CONT&IN$ A OUILTUP TAILBOOM MOOEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE : -I .0845924÷01. -1 7405434÷02
C 0 M P L E X E ] G E N V E C T O R NO 22
[REAL/|MAG]NARY |
PO]NT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
........... iOOi ............. G ...... _ 3 _ 93"10_'9 E ;"02 ...... 2"_ 42'k"P g 84"_ o'i .... 1"_ "5"3"853"_ E": 01 .... 0",'0 ......................... 0".'0 ................ 0".0 ...........................................
- 1 .2"rG3TlE-03 - 3. ?'14056E-02 - 1 .244450E-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
1002 G -4.312460E-0_ -2 953B6SE-03 B.S25T43E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
- '..03BBRBE-O2 2 316.4614-03 -3 +'IE3GEEE-02 0 0 0.0 OLD
1004 G "2,5534674--03 "1 558T924"01 "9.?121194"02 0.0 0.0 0,0
"6 13E3334"03 3 3_840TE'02 5.02385BE'03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1006 G 2 • 61"_63SE'02 "1 0514034--02 2. 1369524--03 0,0 " I .4005TIE'03 3.EaSSTEE--03
"1.8E3973E'02 "1 OTBBGIE'02 "2.1531464"03 0.0 1 TBB165E-04 *4.330404E'04
[-007 _. 3.20BS3TE'02 1 48EERIE'01 4. t0?4884"02 0.0 0.0 O.O
-2 .00643"/E "02 "2 42340BE-02 2.B190B?E-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
1012 G 3, 18St614"0"_ "1 GS7491E'02 -3.2893524"01 "E, 8B03384"03 - 1 .T824T3E-04 "1 .2T2162E'02
...................................... : ")'_':_ _" 8 V _ '_'E" : 02 ..... 3"/_1"2' _2 II S 6 E"_ 0"2 ........ _".-(1"11'_:'2"_,'E':'_'2 ....... l',3J'2966r:':o "_ ....... _I '" "m a '_'Ji_O _ _I 04 ....... _"i" 03011"B iIsI D O_ .................................
1013 G -2 . 38203"/E-01 -1.6675084"02 " 1.?0022SE'01 3. 115B054"03 -_.761834E-04 "1.1135164"02
2, 1610034"02 3.322B31E'02 "8.18T79_E'03 " 7 .4"J'88434"06 9. 1850454-04 1.5147034"03
I017 G "2.207461E'01 2.30S1504"02 8,558487E-03 0.0 0.0 0_0
_.6963424-02 -173&_I3E-02 34946064-02 0.0 0.0 0,0
.............i0_6 .....G .........._:2_O_IE';_ .......2:4"iSOS_;62 ...._:_S_S_SE_62 ......._:_ ......................_.0 ................._ 0 ..............................................
"4.5TSiOlE'02 "1.8042474"02 -2.BOSSE1E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "I.TISIEGE'01 "62TBI644-02 2.161023E-02 2.2309294"03 "6.0720864"03 2.7946234-03
1.?069604-01 42215014-02 "2.2940884"02 -2.4EI9134-03 G.27SBOSE'03 *2.57021GE-04
1022 G 4.3461724"02 1.6308744"02 2.2S5743E-02 "2.844445E-03 8.20146BE'03 4_lBB3tGE'03
................................._ ': _2_.?.E.:.°3.,._.!'_._STE.:.°2_.._._.4.?._4SSE._9.?... ..2._._._.e.O2eE._O.3....._S...=_.2.3_34E._O.L..;.L..S._S.S.?._E_.03. . .. . . ... ...............
1023 G -1.B16431E'01 9.44183SE'01 6.6944424-01 "T.445888E'04 2.3B2E97E'02 "3.2034294"02
-1,8637734"01 1.983352E'01 1,652199E'01 "2.S9380&E'03 4.1330274"03 -S.70B1974"03
1024 G 3.09T23TE-03 1.0000004400 -6.T723524*01 1.6292964"03 "2.2749_74"02 "3.2777644-02
2.4092134-01 0,0 4.126T01E-02 -3.4267E5E-03 3.2229234"03 T.131BBEE'04
1028 G "1.TEBI43E'01 "2.3STSEBE'OI 3.540301E'01 "1.3BOBBle'02 "5.980952E'03 "4.B?E81?E'03
....................................... :-i'_-_S_'t-Er;'_'I"'''-':'2"/4"_'_':'61 ....... i_/4_4_4_3_._6_._._;_._.:_3_._.;_|._kiE_4_;_ri.1_ _ ........................................
1026 G 3.8001374"04 -2.E189194"01 "3.2628674"01 "1.436B02E-02 7.37B?17E'03 -4.0316964"03
2,39818te'01 -2,9222864"01 "t.4SE4SEE-01 "6,9241374"03 *6,|966004-04 "B.38196BE'03
1028 G "l.0BB709E'O1 2,248B14E-01 "4.S044084"01 "4.7B53004"02 -4.22418BE-03 "7.219320E'03
"1.0BE986E'01 -3,2977944-02 4.3BSOBSB'02 6.6244424"03 -S.SE770BE-04 S.TEOBOTE'03
ORt_[_!_L P,_,_E fS
OF POCJR QUALITY
AH-IG THREE'D[MENSIONAL BU]LTUP DYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, tBBO MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 132
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX BIGENVALUE = "IOBESB2E+01, "1 740543E+02
COMPLEX E|GENVECTDR NO 22
IREAL/|MAGINARYI
POINT ID TYPE 11 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
...... iO2s ..... C ....... S/S_S4E:_";_/SY_2SSE:b: + 4_SS8_S_e=6_ ....... _3_24_3e='6"3 ..... __3413_-o_ ....... 4_524_-0_ ......................
-6428505E-02 _,GB5521_-04 2 52BE91_'02 -4 751734E'04 "1,5_0238E'03 -5E1R2OEE-04
2511 G 2,029303E'02 2,80&1TOE-01 -4.517455E'02 I 755814E'03 1.BB74BIE-03 "7,6BSSSSE'05
-I09022BE'02 "3.209461E-02 6.126163E'02 "6 061812E-04 "1,209001E'04 5,4_7164E'04
2572 G 2.956273E-02 "4,020257E'02 -159741gE-01 "2.294827E-03 "2.376157E'04 -5.391237E-03
................... _2._.7.23_S!E..07 .... _.531asBe.;.02..-_:6!s,05E-03 ;.s_S?l_Z-o, .... 1.._.2.!352e:03 .s ,4_ssse;o _ ..............
2649 G 4249653E'02 "?S01255E-01 5 6B?972E'02 -1.226802E'02 "3538400E'03 "1 O??TB2E-02
"l.00ESSgE-02 6218822E'02 "5.50_774_°02 gSTSOOgE'04 "10G6164E-03 7293321E'04
2691 G -2.406023E'0_ 2.:141125E'01 1247154E-01 "2667330E'02 "?,130_74E'03 "9,0i9703E-03
-4 19_073E-02 -3474592E'02 "3983150E'02 4 526401E-O3 -t279954E'03 2979741E'03
15_77 G 301B?16E'02 "1.230013E'02 1.109225E'03 9515896E-Og "9 501801E-04 3.454751E-03
I
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL EU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 133
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UPI
TH|S VERSION CONTAIN:S A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENYALUE = - I 183284E-01 , - I _80224BE+02
C 0 M P L E X E ] G E N ¥ E C T O P NO 23
( REAL /]MAG I NARY )
POZNT IO TYPE TI 12 13 Rt R2 R3
............. iOc;i ....... ,":-.......... -:2 _d _'¥;io._ S -d3 i_bBgss;P#:Of_ ...... 2 _ Sk.ooI;t e .:o_ ...... 16_ .................. _o ............ (:;_o ..........................
s.g3462SE-04 6.OBBgGIE-04 - 6.31"7996E-03 0 0 0 0 0.0
1003 G -I .985912E-03 " 3 . "_BE22SE'04 1 .030902E'03 0,0 O.O 0.0
4.815043E'04 3 1121"_16E'04 -4.348551E'04 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G "1 .021202E'03 - 1. 124003E-03 "3.0igll4?E-04 0.0 0.0 0,0
1006 G "2, 145B'/1_-02 3, BDEBBSI_'O4 "3 E10854E'O3 0,0 -4 . 71145151=-05 3 . 2256241E-05
"2 .2"_SBSSE'O4 -4 . 4BSOE2E-04 ? ?7551_0_-04 0 0 4 .0"11014E-05 -5 ?S5156E-OG
100'7 G "2. teSS?lie'03 1 ,517055E'03 " l+62B?lSE'02 0,0 O,O 0,0
-8.319939E-04 -1 ,374225E'04 "2.003736E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1012 G "3.2B376_E'O& " I .243410E'03 "5,315037E-04 "1 628964E-05 4 .446379E'05 -3 .5540_2E-05
........................................ •:r Y_k,_ _ 4 _,e:. 0 3 ....... f : "rob2 _ 0 _:c(_ ....... _.7"Og__s_.:_"_ ....... _ +._"84"'Y _z_i_.: _,'s "" :'_ . _ "_'_'g+.z4_.- 0 _,...... _;,_0_ g s?l_: ,b_ ........................
1013 G "4 ,6"_BGO4E'03 " 1.243370E'03 8 4"lSE?SE'04 "2 743044E'05 4,446315E-05 " 1,SB2805E'04
-1 .8BS214E'03 1 .?18229E'03 4 , 317520E'03 "1 ,2151555E-04 "3.012733E-05 -5 .0"72855E-05
t017 G "3.3EO959E'03 5.378863E'04 "3.392691E'03 0.0 0.0 0.0
"2.944452E'0_ -&.2102BOE-04 -8,33054_E-04 0,0 0,0 O0
.................. i__ ............. _............ _T_Y_s_e-o_ ...... s_2_=_"_'_'_:_ ...... _';o ......................... o.o .................... oL_ ...........................................
"1.441214E'04 "4.1B?389E'04 9.472EOSE'O4 O0 0,0 0.0
1021 G "t.33286?E'02 2,_SBBSSE'04 -3.43910?B-03 1820ETOE'OG "3.4BOBBle'04 2.337912E'05
3,?0210EE-03 ?,1S0857E'04 _.t54742E-04 "4.8_2592E'05 1.402662E'O4 "S.O91IE2E'OG
1022 G 2._36752E-03 -_.3ESBO_E-05 "3,829E84E'03 E.??O?_BE'O6 5.40BES4E'04 T.3tSB_OE'OS
-9.811490E-04 -2.42EO25E'O4 2.275155E'04 4.3S?727$-05 -1.GBBES4E'O4 "3451655E'05
1023 G 2,525639E-01 _.BOBEi3E'01 1,000OOOE÷O0 1.881EB1E-03 3.281281E-02 -2.iO42_4E-02
1.B44072E-03 472436_E-04 O0 S.625336E'05 -3.2Eg285E'O$ t.E?i879E-O6
1024 G 24B2804E-01 -B.5B242SE-01 g.?88361E'01 "1,864352E'03 3,IB?_tGE'02 2.819823E'02
3.TE4451E-03 -4.721324E-03 4.B3?EOEE'03 2,241622E-D5 1,311555E-04 1.335636E'04
1025 G 2.541EO2E'01 B.O13834E-02 3.2326Z6E-02 i.O?03BSE'03 "S.201E31E'03 S.E30423E'03
..................................................}'T'ii[16i_:o_ ......)Yi_os¥_:o3";W'/i[isVV[:_X ......i';(_is[V[:6_ .......¥/()_996e:6_ .......VLoil7"_k;os ................................
1026 G 2,4BE291E-01 "9.332?64B'02 2.447594E-02 "1.331802E'03 -4.E4B430E-03 -E.61E2EiE-03
4.0BO828E'03 3.229821E'03 3._B_3S?E'03 1.671209E-04 °1.S13389E'04 4.4S2050E-05
1028 G -l.413E40B-02 2.SlO_4EE-O4 °9,4B_369E'04 1.341911E'04 -2.2BSE?EE-OS 9.?|?017E-04
1.023570E-02 8.4$?SOEE-OE "3+9_401EE-03 -4.082920E-04 4,B4?IO?E-OB -?.122331E-04
AH-IGTHREE'DIMENSIONALBU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 269 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 134
D|FP|CULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL'UP_
THIS VERB;ON CONTAINS A DU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "1183284E'019 "16022469÷02
COMPLEX EIGENVEC_OR NO 23
|REAL/ZMAG|NARYJ
POINT ID TYPE T1 12 T3 R1 R2 N3
....... lo29 c " :6143_2099-0_ :+_97"282_E:963_'___2a92299+:'0_ + :_+_tS'Y_:o_ + :_'+S_27_-69 ..... 3.930a_4__ ........................
-I,892845E-03 -25249029-04 -20127649-03 -3,146086E-09 -7498996E-0& 4T76718E-06
2511 G -1,8260099-03 22593979-03 1.6726109-03 -E.996E28E-OE -2.0896339-0S -I.S4399SE-05
-?.8303579-04 2,9349199-04 -II1$SE89-03 -1.3931999-0S -1.5504039-0S 2,1918699-06
2S?2 G -21039919-03 -1415T939-03 5.984494E-05 -2.896714E-09 9.7461399-09 -3.961230E-0S
-8,4271209-04 15789289-03 2187681E-03 -11122199-0E -5,129962E-06 3009T23E-09
264_ G -1.3588209-03 -4 1155709-03 -4 t574149-03 -S.828227E-OE 9.8834479-05 -2,5997059-05
-1.3230169-03 48789689-04 3.2946979-03 -2.8528849-06 -4.3315079-0S -3,61214_E-05
26_? G -3,88330-3"E-03 11'39363--63_'_-04----_F-'_r-8_2809-03 i482418E-04 -6401S939-0S 3,5181969-04
23432389-03 10234429-04 81071309-04 -20769949-04 9.3146539-05 -3.223148C-04
t9777 C -t.9970809-03 432T_329-04 -3883052E-03 -2.599724E-06 9.4139999-05 5.0314t29-05
..................... .ilS-4_94_E-LO _ - 14121"2939"E'I09_ ...... _._999.6280E.I,049......._--6.7.3.3_5EI09 .... 3.§-495-4_910- _ ":'2"§_'_'?$'9"_09 ...............
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL DUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28_ 1990 MSE/NASTRAN 10/19/81 PAGE 135
OZPFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION _fl _FULL-UP)
THIS YORE;ON CONTAIN_ A BUILTUP T_|LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGEN¥ALUE = -E 900438E÷00, -1 ,8779429+02
C O M P L E X E ] G E N V E C T O R NO . 24
| RE AL / I t#AG | tt AR'_ )
pDTNT |D TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
....... _0o_ ........ o ...... :'9 _ _93oS'2E ,-o_ ...... "_/'f2_'-oY+_:2_3s__O_ " o_ ............ 0.6 ........... o.o ..........................................
3 ,9980699-02 3 9209579-02 "2.STSS66E'O1 0.0 0.0 0,0
1003 G "8,3988989-02 2 6668969"02 3,8511399"02 0.0 0.0 0,0
3,297899E-02 E, 2338379-03 4 604422E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G -6,9500289"02 "2 1349879-01 2 5211829"02 0,0 0,0 0.0
"4 153995E-03 "1 2869429*02 1.273110E-01 0 0 0.0 0.0
1006 G -5,9851999"02 -6. 6617279-02 3.8188149"02 0,0 -2 ,0642359"03 4.493779E'03
"4,471E259-02 -2 4517449"02 "1 ,47E9139-02 0.0 "2.3475779-04 9.732653E'04
100") G "?',0173S8E'02 1 ,642150B'01 ?,SSE62TE'02 0+0 0,0 0.0
"?.8481489-02 3 0817529"02 4 _0282949"02 0,0 0.0 0.0
1012 G 2, 1TSTSOE'01 3 138713E-02 "4, 148153E-01 " I ,3341829-02 I .2217909"03 " t . 1700139*02
....................................... :4148¥ 4 8 _S_ o+_ '+...... _" / _'_'_s¥ s _e_:o_" " _'__ sB __ b s s: _:_+'+ -V."i S'_n_,'_/i i_ : o4 ...... _ ," _ "seo _ _, E _ o"_ .... i 4 _ 8 $ai_n_"; _ r; ..................................
1013 G -4,7917549-01 3, 1387189"02 " I .039414E-01 S 16!595SE-04 1 .222039E-03 -I .03492$E-02
"1 . 8979989-01 3. 1188049"02 6,8718809-02 "2.8806429-03 2 +S590499-03 -4 . 97200$E'03
1017 G "3.9923169"01 "1.041?989-02 ?.8999179"02 0+0 O0 0.0
-8.6842499"02 "1.566S529"02 "T 43E2189"03 0.0 O0 0.0
.............. i01_ .......... G ....... 212a_sl_E:61 :__':_ .... _sb_a_=o_ ...... 6_ ......................... 6+/o ..................... o.o .................................................
2,9211909-02 -I,T80744E'02 "2,1790679-02 O.O 0.0 0,0
1021 G 5,T669949-01 S 51S2319-02 -4.31t2129-02 -S.9309799"03 29199934E-02 3,9_02059"03
4,9819799"01 8.1744199"02 "?.2?ST?BE'02 "3.940583E'03 1,577301E'02 6,4_?014E-04
1022 G -1.442822B'01 "2,3205699"02 "4.9232029-02 4.3455319"03 -2.8554419-02 2.5S1294B-05
"1,_240549"01 "_.9603479"02 -7.9810359-02 3.92386_E'03 "2,1741109"02 -2,2725659-03
1023 G 9.637792E'02 t.0000009900 8,46E0549"01 4.8203799"03 2,9582869"02 -3.5275409"02
"1.7678619"01 0.0 "1.3347099"0t 1,5948259"03 "6.8782789"03 1,1984289"03
1024 G 8.1672099-02 6,6721329"01 "4.2S12|39"01 1.9S05269"03 -1,6169839-02 "2,4772899-02
3,179023E-01 3,0952829-02 3,22424TE'02 "1.2852319-03 1.5719509-03 "1.6429769*03
102_ G 9.9328749-02 _.08321BE'02 1.7S_4139-01 -2.3482129"03 "5.91481§E'03 E.S62728E-03
................................................ _.i._?k_84_._.:_._.._.:._._i_:_.._5._.kk_]_2_(_.:_ ....... _-.,_.i-_o_..---:-_-_.i-i._._ ......................................
1029 G ?,90GS219-02 -1.4023889"01 "1,897198E-01 -?.94S839E'03 1.6T2303E'03 "1,5_0399E'03
3,1SSESBE-O! -1,075E039"01 "1,2914309-02 -2.$228049"03 -4.5S894EE'03 "4,24_2B89"03
1029 G -4.43116EE-01 t.8630089"01 "S,443984E-0| -_,1114169"02 "4.729S29E'03 1.3011389"02
-5.47E6779-01 -T,2385999"04 "?,017882E'02 1,247486E'03 *2.00619|E-03 3,3233279"02
ORIGt_,L PAGE IS
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AH'IG THREE'D|MENS|DNAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2S, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 135
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTA]NS A BUILTUP TA|LEOOM MDOEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE : "9.$00438E+00. -I.BT?B42ER02
COMPLEX E|GENVECTOR NO 24
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
PO]NT ZD TYPE T1 12 T3 R1 R2 R3
-2.574579E'01 -4 4BSS24E-02 3AO]72EE'02 *1BRS338E'03 -3_29032BE'0] I011406E-03
2511 G -T60GOSSE-02 3336AGSE'O1 6.146780E'02 7.292881E-04 1.B21S?3E'03 "4.0SE4OOE'04
-6 332314E-02 ?.611491E-02 1 914047E'01 -1473002E-03 "2_234872E-04 1.127091E'04
2572 G -B.]G1421E'02 "7 848373E'03 "1S35954E-01 °3.709941E-03 1.626067E'03 -S.978284E-03
" 0 7 6E'O 1 525248E-02 "3 463576E'03 " 70?ASBE-03 4.736716E'03 -1.361617E'03
2649 G -5.4SEtOOE'02 -_088802E-01 "4957742E-02 "I.36BOSTE'02 3.61BTIOE'03 "1.201062E-02
-S.EB2847E*02 -1 B44119E'01 -1931891E-01 "3.7SS224E'03 S.EOIO4BE'03 -2.B14207E-03
2897 G -3.T7BEBSB'OI 1,948452E-01 4.3229B4E'02 "2.400673E'02 -8.9BOgIOE'03 -3.384247E-03
-2.115424E'Ot -5 776152E'03 "1 001034E'01 4._92135E'03 -512794BE'03 1 147507E'02
197T? G -5 4178 7E-02 -S 531613E'02 3 894706E-02 -7 212191E'04 9.413727E'09 S.ORB&43E-03
...................... ;_4:__so2se:o2:_'slsgse-02 :_i:_3_s2e:62 _:'I:_'72"7"83E_;_'_ " _"2¢_k_0_:_ ...... _'"'_O_2SI"E:03 .....
............................................................ ....................................
......................................................................... ...............................................................
AH-1G THREE'DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ EONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 13?
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 IPULL-UP)
TH|S VERSION CONTAINS A BUlL|UP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -1.222372E+00, -2011926E_02
COMPLEX E]CENVECTOR NO. 25
{REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT |D TYPE T1 12 13 R1 R2 R3
................ _Obt ........... C ....... :_:7o__e:_ _:igs_gIE-o_ 3:4894_e;O_ ...... o:o ...................... o.o ................ o:o ..........................................
-9484904E-03 *5.9731EgE-04 2.966992E-02 O.O 0 0 0.0
1003 G -7.248889E-03 5.517263E-03 -3.88S741E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
-7,593356B-03 2.16731BE-03 -1.5$4618E-02 0.0 O0 0 0
1004 G -2+17422?E'03 "2.313127E'02 "2,350282E'02 0.0 O0 0.0
-2 BO7758E-03 3 038 SEE'03 "1 361848E'02 0,0 0,0 0.0
1006 G 1.83471BE'03 "2_70991SB'02 "7.212757E-03 0.0 -2727028E'04 6,RA6377E'04
-1_320063E'04 "1.337378E-02 6092982E-04 0.0 3.314170E-05 "SBS3561E'O$
1007 G 3.145741E'03 2.139BBSE'03 112BSS?E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
2_3S9514E'03 -1,8$OOBBE'02 "2.301598E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 2 G 2 S22831E'02 18370RE-02 "6 I47770E°04 3 OB3E?gE*04 -S.238431E'OB -1.0BS4BBE'03
................................................... :2:2__94"E:O_ ...... _':'$'k'__E:bff ...... _-:f_3_';b'2 ....... i.Efkk'_:_4 :i._2g4_34e:o4 i.o_887"4e;o_ .........................
1012 G -I.559471E-02 IIB3STEE-02 -3.687121E-02 14AO582E-03 -5.244082E-05 -8.200148E-04
2.?B413SE-02 5.36244BEo03 °2.RB34BOE-02 S,SRBS37E-04 -1.22ES84E-04 1.2t48E_E'03
1017 G -2.384EGSE'02 -257EO4EE-02 9788832E-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
1.371BIBS-02 -I,BS26ETE-02 4.8954G3E-02 0.0 O0 0.0
................ |&|k .............. _ ............. 2:b_'e;o_:_':'s'_g__;_"':_:i___ga_:b2 ....... _:0 ......................... 0.0 ......................... 0.0 ...............................................
-1.26375BE-02 -I.685557E-02 -4.13133BE-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "2.0BB383E-02 B.225982E-02 S.9483BSE'03 -4.?641E2B'03 -T.87119RB'04 7.2B?31gE-04
B.IB7104E-04 43EOOB3B'02 5.T44984E'03 -2.528110B'03 1 117821E°04 1.SSIBA4E-OB
1022 G S,3942S$E-03 -2.82BEBBE'02 6,364101E-03 4.SE2871E-03 1.28818BE-03 "3.137830E'04
3 884310E'04 -1 399240E'02 6 38BE3E'03 2 641257E-03 S.BREBB?E°OB -5.934$4BE'04
1023 S -S.gIBBB3E'01 -8.178BOBE'01 "B77BO27E'01 -2.912817E-03 "3.435849E'02 2.892451E'03
51399925E-03 "2.824B42E'02 1 B2121BE'02 -6.33BS7EE-04 7.738021E-04 6.824708E'04
1024 G S.BET2STE'01 -B.268342E'01 1.000000E+00 -2.B53gOEE'03 3.64164EE-02 2.EO8240E'02
-4.50BS$7E'03 -3.RBOI43E-02 0.0 "4.BOB214E'04 7.980010E-05 1.I16757E-03
025 G -6.BIBSBBE'01 "2.BO4839E*01 -5.30922EE'02 "B ABE?BEE'03 1.14922BE'02 -1.3B3B?RE-02
............................................. _:_g_s_'ff:_":_':'i_Y3ssff:_2 ...... _:iios_:6_ "=_':'ii'kg_¥_:__:_'.'__7_se:o_:g._i_'_'2s_:o_ ..................
1026 G S.BBBB?BE"Ol -2.E48B33E-OI §.BB8102E-02 -B.53825gE'03 -I,1BE2_IE-02 -1.409713E-02
-4.333725E'03 -2.S71_68E-02 -5.003323E'03 -S.1ETB?SE'04 2.5207_8E'04 -?.3193BSE'04
102_ G 1.98247SE'02 1.S38482E'02 -4.87BE?BE-02 -B.4SBRGEE'03 -3.120843E'04 -2.774530E-03
&.OBO27BE-02 -S.SBA4EAE°03 S.O?S2BOE °03 2.B4EBSEB-04 1.17841BE-04 -4.E2100EE-03
O,o._!,_!_L PP.GI:" IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1890 MSE/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 138"
D|FFICULT COMPONENTS G¥T CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP}
THZS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EiGENVALUE = "1,2229T26÷00, -2 0115286102
COMPLEX E|GENYECTOR NO. 25
[REAL/|MAG]NARYI
POINT ID TYPE 11 T2 13 R1 R2 R3
.... i'02g " G ..... 5_?'235736L03 6114048_E_-03 "_8"5_80_E'=0_S " _"84_8_2_E'=04 _ .I.ESi_a22EV04 ..... 1.806999-E_0_ .....................
• 7.1308646-03 9.890931E'03 "3.172g3SE'03 1.$080S16"04 -3.925221E-04 "5177840E-04
2511 C 4.123052E'03 1.872172E-02 "8.834S436-03 4.181060E'04 t.397240E-04 2,2798326"04
30642196"03 "2.4338546"02 "9.196468E-03 1.7673406"04 "2.91EE876"0E 1,2233636"04
2972 G 310534836"03 1,SOSSEEE-02 -9.g600906"03 1,a822476-04 2.4291136"05 "2975440E-04
2 778824E'03 1008841E'02 "3 8187566"04 4 420 OiE'04 "6 248E88E-05 3 98824 E-04
2849 O 3g3?288E'03 -43818146-02 1.054532E-02 -6.315798E'04 "5.670879E*04 -93419426-04
9867614E'04 4.648003E+02 1.088192E-02 8_249744E'04 "7 141786E*04 45784776-04
2697 C "1.6T1686E-02 1.5850026"02 1.389378E'02 -2.5334236-03 -E._71386Eo04 "1.8989176"03
1.386822E'02 -6203239E'03 5776102E'03 1.3010106"09 2 2145_3E'04 "1 433741E+03
19777 O 2.2743006"03 +2.620722E'02 "8 02 27 E'03 74862446"04 "1306846E-04 62482876"04
......... 15_08_7066"04 "(13iE_2aEL02" "2"_45"_'4626104 "3.36"6"2036104" "'_"1"'"I98i416"0"4"'-1.4_40646-'0_ ..........
AH+tG THREE-DIMENSIONAL RUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1G/87 PAGE 139
OIFF|CULT COMPONENTS GVY CONFIGURAT|ON #1 (FULL-UP}
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAiLBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -20189456÷00+ -2.0418S36102
COMPLEX E|OEN¥ECTDR NO 26
[REAL/|MAG|NARY)
POINT [D TYPE TI 12 T3 RI R2 R3
"2.SSg3SEE-O3 "3.R774319-02 -2.S97128E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1003 G -2.9847236-02 1.2857826-02 -2.3831286-02 0.0 00 0.0
-I.991728E-03 -I.0788036-02 8.271925E-04 00 0.0 00
1004 G -13309976-02 -5.4808376-02 -5782319E-02 00 0.0 0.0
-1.3973096-03 I_BEEEEOE-02 210822276-02 0 0 0 0 0 0
1006 G -9+88797|E*04 -g.E39800E-02 "11338916-02 0.0 -2.53888gE-04 6869998E-04
-4,49032EE-03 51037376-02 1 8183196-02 0.0 1.04S363E-04 -273681gE*04
1007 G E+74958EE-03 "8.81421gE-02 "2.2028386-02 0.0 0,0 00
-61274886-03 34001546-02 12554786-02 0.0 0 0 00
1012 G "?0891E06-02 °3.186709E-02 1 632S156-0 & 370277E-03 -5 7272406-04 3.333218E-03
................................ (:'_o_E_o_:_:'d__E:d3 '_:i_g4_:o2""_;_:_4S'_'_S_:_3 ...... fW_S_2_E:___._S'S'2¢E=O_ ..............................
1013 G 8,04]$016-02 "31886526-02 -1.4100986-01 E.74_605E-0] -5.731498E-04 3.9956276-03
-4 1835666-02 "7.8841336-03 5.4580076-02 -2.E723846-03 1.4270276-04 - 1 .722S386-03
1017 G 7.3638916-03 -I+063194E-01 3.6447696+01 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1.887985E-02 5.8284486-02 -t.7753246-01 0+0 0.0 0+0
........ lois "G ............ f';'g'_o_s'i'E':03 ":'i';0"4S}'_2E':'#i'""':_':'3"_'}'_E':_'} ....... _'+_ .......................... 0"_ ................... 0.0 .............................................
"3+3197876-04 S7529816"02 1,7937986-0! 0*0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "1.732407E-02 2.$881846-01 2,9S84576+02 "1.6286976"02 "3.9176306"04 1.2845126"03
5.S31324E-02 "1.2781E86"01 -1.0778406"02 7.g286026"03 2.26R4056"03 "S.3921g76"04
1022 G ?,5850886"03 "8.7E37036"02 3.061525E'02 1.E$40506-02 t.504830E'03 -2E01750E-03
*1.847175E-02 4.22102SE'02 " S862_E'02 -8 0664E4E'03 -3 3 44$86"03 1 0S16086"03
1023 G 5.2902246"01 6.718097E-01 1.0000006+00 "I,BBSSISE'03 3.$124786"02 -2.5371916"02
3.6757756"02 8.574188E-02 0,0 1+7796336-03 -3,4731856-04 -1.57946gE-03
1024 G "5.3621g06-01 6.8414E1E-01 "9.938848E-01 "1+3S1$SIE-03 -3.512126E-02 "2.530g28E-02
"2.1838076-02 3.8194806-02 3.6119956-02 1 469187E-03 1.386928E-03 "7.S4044EE-04
1025 G 5+296068E-01 "5.655151E-02 2 2839196-0 -E 3989586"03 - 476469E-02 4 9938926"03
............................................ _'__d_o_ ...... i'i-i_':'_+_':f__¥_':_'2 ....... _:_'4Y_¥i=__ ........ 1".i__gk_;_ ....... _T_'_+i7EUo_ ................................
1028 G "_.3_83136-01 "6.27601RE-02 "2.2000576-01 "5.42823EE-03 I.4077726o02 4+$149816-03
"2+187603E-02 9.8188206-02 5.3173446°02 3.3810286-03 "1.3666806-03 2 +1081616-03
1028 G 1.24A6526-01 "8.71_3246-03 S+7728706-02 4.S000756-03 1.0670356-03 -817712706*03
"|.862E026-02 - I . iAR4EEE - 04 I+1370026-03 8.24S15_E-04 "1.3340776-04 S.0308806-03
Ir)i:!)_!.P',L_,LPAGE I$
OF POOR QUALITY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENS]ONAL BUILTUP DYNAM]CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2B, |gBo MSC/NASTRAN 10/IE/8.7 PAGE 140
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
TH|S VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TA]LBDOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "2,0189456+00, "2,0418936_02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTOR NO. 26
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
PDINT ]D TYPE T! T2 T3 Rt R2 R3
............ ions ........ C......... t__OE=O_ __S78S2_E':02 _i_8_2_=0_ ...... f'44__E:Os_:2".OS|'_4_:_:_._i32SE-03 ..........................
"3.76393SE'03 -2.5835E76"02 I._736986"02 "S.9?2BOBE'04 1.3633036"03 1.0633026"03
2511 G 3.7254326"03 ".7.561076E'02 -5,3_.78666"02 1 9818206-03 "1.525283E'04 "24.74$316"04
-1060E006-02 29358106-02 ;r_0831['0_ "6_564.7E96--04 10112626--04 "4..7408666"04
25T2 G S.aI_1266--03 315832EE°03 1.4118586"02 2.5961436--03 "?.0670166"04 116.7984E'03
.................................. ....1.2.3!._o3_95 "4_21.210_e:o4 ................
2649 G "4,876152E'04 1.35130_E-01 3.6636526-02 34099746"03 "14397286"03 21$2310E-03
"7.1201676"03 "4.4030746-02 -1424028_-02 -I0078176"03 1E012046"03 "30495046"04
2817 G 6._3.78896"02 "63329156"03 4713053E'03 1453194E-03 2017.70_E-03 "1008151E'0_
"1.826127_'02 4 0E32396"05 -82474626"03 26418036"04 -?EE$02EE-OS _ $8.73066"03
Ig_.77 G "6.858224E'04 "8.9.77400E-02 "1 4329486"02 2..7708i66-03 "2.6668736"04 5.8847466"04
I I
AH'IC THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W  CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, IgBO M$C/NAST'RAN 10/15/87 PAGE 141
DIFF|CUL? COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATIDN _Vl [FULL-UP)
TN_S VERSION CDNTA]NS A BUILTUP TAILEDOM MODEL
COMPLEX _:IGENVALUE : "2 1607376+01, "2.24912.7E+02
E 0 M P L E X E I G E N V E C T 0 R NO 27
|REAL/|MAGZNARY_
POINT [D. TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 N2 R3
.................. 1"6"i_ .............. #............. :'i'_'_t'43 _ _'|'E :'0 _ " "":_'i 3"3"_ n" 1 _'E': 0"3 "'" _ ;'_; 4023C;1_':_'_ ..... G"_ ...................... 0"_ ..................... 0"0 ..................................................
" I . 6944"75E-03 -1 .8220336"02 "8.5?91926-02 (_.0 0.0 G.O
1003 G *_.S082946"01 2 .0923626"02 " I _E.782426"01 0.0 0.0 O.O
1 . ?S$524E'03 "_ .3037646-03 " 5 . 4.74.7 I ?E " 0"_ D.O 0.0 O 0
1004 G "? . 2430706"02 2.B835746"02 -2. 1806846"01 00 0.0 0.0
1006 G -2.287BSIE-02 "S ,8.72228E-03 ?.3SSlBIE-02 0.0 -i .39DSAAE-04 -4.231485E-04
-2 . BIIIBOSSE-03 -1.131813E-03 -3.671063E-04 G,O I .&54315E-04 -2 . I SBSS"IE-04
100'7 G 1,06S1366-02 "4 .305369E-02 1.0118646-0i O.O 0.0 0.0
4 .E80788E-03 1,0SS8466-03 1 ,78674EE-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1012 G -3,8148636-02 1 .52E6"T26-01 -6..741423E-01 -2.?053686-02 -1 .2"_63216-03 1 .6122B46-03
......................................................_: "msb o_ iE :o _ ...._ :_o 2"_ _ _ _':62"" :"_':i:_s_s _i_ ; "62......._ "i S_'bob_';_S .......4;6__6 _si_-__ " :_ /i_o'6'_0_ E ; 0 _.........................
1013 G 3 .26SS066-02 I .$2_6346-01 -3.8676626-01 _ . 1945766-02 - 1 . 278"1426-03 1 $373766-03
-3.742134E'03 B.8021 I06-02 1 ,21984'TE-01 -?.EE?BSOE-03 4 . 00_ 1.74E-04 -2 .I.785306-04
101_ G -6.383283E°03 -9,3013566-03 -.7.6452116-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.6_.78126-02 °5986811E-03 -I.6484496-02 0,0 0.0 O.O
.................. _|_ ............. _ ........... :_:_o_E:_ ':_':_sg_2sE'-o_ ...... 2:_24_Y4_:o'_ ....... o:_ ........................ _,_ ........................ b:_ ...............................................
2.B4317BE-03 "1.225136E-03 5,03S400E-02 O.O 0.0 0.0
1021 C 1.?212916-01 "2.0223046-02 4,OS&3SSE-02 3.76E310_-04 8.43728.76"03 -4.3674_?E-04
?.40S0646"02 "1.71288&E-02 -1.680810E-02 .7.6870B06-04 2.6112736-03 -3.43E4396-04
1022 G -4.2629466-02 4.4420846-03 4.3ASBSEE-02 -4.2042436-04 -$.2123616-03 -1.4380186-03
................................................... :.!.:95_._:.o_ ...... _.:g_32E_3 _2_225_B_:_2 _9_._?_4E._o4 _3.ss_4_.E_,..:5:,_3_.sa_o_ ..................................
1023 G 4.73142_E-02 B.0801036-02 3.231056_-01 -4,_02&S_E-04 1.4066436-02 -4,B8_206-03
8.305595E-02 E,5435286-02 1.016158E-01 1,652184E-03 2.?024616-03 -3,023222E-03
1024 G -B.I2432'66"02 "I.3B_E4IE-O1 ' I.EB3DYOE-O'I 1.61190.76-03 ?,2_?$246"03 B.BS?4;4E-03
"6.0405486"02 1,E$?EREE-02 -3.8123116*02 5.8768386-04 -1.818B0.76-03 -1.16A0186-03
1025 G 6.?E3856E-02 1.SI67166-01 -2.32766&E'02 .7.1126&26"03 -I.8802346-03 E.4628.70£-03
1026 G -S,0300?0E'02 "4,lBSlO?£-02 1.3847876-0! 2.0t691R£-03 -4,4864326°03 "1.E8t364E-03
-6.61141_E-02 ?.3|43186-02 4.2_3B.726"02 2.10.78166-03 -I._BE_&BE'OB 2.8811896"03
t02B G 1.0000006+00 7,253_686-02 -4.D4834?E-OT "E.824_406-02 -5.4BI6466-03 "t.04DB20E°Ot
0.0 3.311127E-03 -S.0608476-02 °3.B722426-03 -R._]EBD3E-04 *|.IBASSSE-03
AH'IGTHREE'D|MENS]DNALEUXLTUPDYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSD/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 142
D|FF;CULT COMPONENTS GVT DONFZGURATION #1 (PULL'UP]
THIS VERS[DN CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TA|LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EJGENVALUE : "2.1907373+01, "2 2491273+02
COHPLEX EZGENVECTOR NO. 27
(REAL/|MAG|NARY]
PO|NT 10 TYPE TI T2 T3 R? R2 R3
"7 2809373-02 "11417103"02 26_3g503"03 -1.0907273"03 -14683423"03 1,4944773-04
2511 G 1.295E35E'02 -3.8211583"02 "59793323"02 1,5899E73-04 1.&273143"0_ 8.6392323"04
1,5309033-02 170E0143:0-2 S1_7213"02 "1.3364313"03 i,&565183"04 I.?RE1DEE-03
2572 C 152TS513-02 1.2882733"01 "2.3E409EE'01 -4.4733633"04 "899394&E-04 _.7570743-04
2649 G 7 7351963-03 49?6830E'03 1901462E-01 "1.052621E'03 "3.6375263"03 "4.580001E-03
I 5435013-02 "79382063°02 "1.332334E'_2 2.211783E'03 "52289&63-03 "_,1106353"03
2697 G "210644553-01 87746013"02 2 72748 _E_'OI "3,2012923-0_ "9 8240783"03 "_4.4371413"02
"2.7416253-02 t.3708503°02 "2.3107013"03 "4,22S2523"03 "1.2&90723-0_ "_7301413"03
19777 G "3.0040553"02 "4.9722943°03 ?.43598?E'02 -?4819713"04 -31006953"03 "1462677E'03
AH-IG THREE-DIMENS]ONAL RUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/8"/ PAGE 143
O|FFICULT COMPONENTS GYT CONF|GURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERB|ON CONTAINS A BU|LTUP TA|LSOO_ MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALU_ : -2 748_583+01, "2 4")89933+02
C O M P L E X E ] G E N V E C T O R NO 28
[ REAL/ IMAG |MARY |
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 Rt R2 R3
........ i 0 0 1 ......... G .... _4 _R034gSE" 0" _ ..... _'i /_-2-_ _ _ _-;'b-_-. ---o 2-_ .i S'_ _-S _ _ _,6-2 ......._'_0 .................... _'.O ................. _' _ .............................................
"S I"/?7303-_2 S 14231103"02 2,8451843"02 0,0 O.O 0.0
1003 G -4 .572868E'02 "8.01176SE'03 9 . 0050343-03 0,0 0.0 0.0
-4 9432_!_E'02 -4 .31S0203"03 "| .2921293-02 0.0 0 0 0.0
1004 G "4 .244386E-02 -4.2098413°02 "1 5094323"02 0.0 0,0 0,0
........................ -• -__5us_ E_,o.2..__._.7._._E_0._.,.,"2 _._4._P_._o.2...._.._.....................o.o ...................._..._ ..................................
100_ G "2.4855343-02 ! . 4E?5063*02 1. 124B363"02 0.0 "'/ , 26896EE-04 1 .03E90"/E-03
"8.940884E-03 I .065172E'02 2. 1830041_'02 O.O - I .4615583"04 9. 43S874E-04
1007 D "1 8804423*02 2,32i7113"02 "2.02446E1_-02 0,0 0.0 0.0
"3.8358543-03 3.7864383"02 "_ 1898843"02 0.0 0 0 0,0
1012 G "1.769388E-01 " 1,4944243"01 1 , 0000003+00 4.E37012E'02 "?' 64"/4S63-04 ?.D81887E-03
1013 G " "/ . 4"/70043 - 02 " t .494360E'01 4. 1?08213"01 - 1 .6293283"02 " ";' . 6E75003 "04 "2,96D'_433-03
"S. 11|3073"02 " 1 .0342773"01 1.9190383"01 "4 ,873"_443 -03 "?.D793433"04 " 2 , 406"/'Y33-03
1017 G -I.2115123-DI 3.3845523°02 "$317232E'03 00 0.0 0,0
"8751447E-02 2.41?0173°02 "I.g3&s213-02 0.0 O0 0.0
4,8583143"02 2+4461963"02 5.039E383"02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G 2.01S_053"02 "&.307_173°03 6.73351EE'03 ?.E08ESIE'O_ 1.7960B&E-03 9.?743003"0_
E.2038483-02 -1,E437SSE'02 1.31E7733-02 1_1579773"03 2.S667133-03 T.&38702E-04
1022 G "?,3256443"03 2.8897973"03 ?.&127523"03 "6,03B8103"04 "18037833"03 E,542TGAE-04
"1.36774RE'02 5.?689303"03 1.4398403"02 "1.1417SEE-03 "2.8682303"03 ?*613198E-04
1023 G "2_188RSSE-03 1.784396E'02 1,8252803°02 "S.876292E'0S 1.2272613"03 *1.13114EE-03
"2.1493433"02 3,36152TE'02 2,8214003-02 3.$57S82E-05 1.514934E'03 -1.647ES03-03
1024 D 3.27|8623-02 4.8117193"03 1.g379253"02 1.0913363-04 6.8932203"04 -2.902B883"04
S,2337213-02 -?.46_8]BE*03 5_4E0_4_E'02 _,0940403-04 2.O3EDEIE'O_ 2.8$15833-04
1025 G -2.187388E-03 1,1298393"02 S,EOE&ESE'02 "1.3801853"03 "2_53040EE-03 _*80E3973"04
........................................... :2{_T_'_2_';'_ ......._'i_'_';_0_ ......__S'_B¥_:_-2=___'41"_;0"4:T."('2t_'_ ......._'.'_'2__=o_ .................................
1026 G 3.2392033-02 6,846309E'03 "4.5033073-02 -1.2634203-03 9.0193083-04 S.804798E-05
6.24433|E-02 -I.2357403"02 "1.3337733"02 -1.0718$23-03 -8,7633583-04 -8.3392043-04
1028 G -4.91200BE-01 -S.9782143"02 S.2203143"01 S,SSB4B1E'02 7.R319603-03 ?. 1023403-02
- 3.0S82993-01 - 3 , 6894|83 " 02 2 . EE4S 123 "01 3. 1884433-02 4 . 4600303 -03 4 . 1824073 -02
OF FG-'_R QUALITY
AH'IG THREE'DIMENS]ONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MOD2LED OCTOBER 26. 1990 MSE/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 144
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT OONF|GURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CQNTA]N5 A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -2.7469559+01, "2,4789969+02
COMPLEX 2IGENVECTOR NO, 28
[REAL/|MAG]NARY)
POINT ID TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
• 05798759"02 2.381778E-02 -7.0174319"03 5 722476E-04 2525971E'03 8.8861469"04
2511 G -4.458965E'02 -18612319-02 -7.5E79409"02 1.7103942"03 "1.0218389"03 "2,628895E'03
-3.0S76319"02 21713512-02 -4.5901809"02 6.9423989"04 -3_899850E'04 "2,530043E-03
2572 G -3.2282112"02 "t 032929E-01 2.2798519"01 2.7239469"03 4,1207909"05 5.37SS012"04
............................... -=.:.S_2_0.S._0_..._9529_',E'02 ..... l:.2!.?a21E_.P.! ............
2845 G -5607859E'02 12964929-01 -2292119E'02 49068889"03 -27867959-05 5,6388489-05
*4.146238E'02 S259547E'02 -2.3904089"03 2 058452E-05 1.0925979-02 3SG{E849-05
259? O 5.3785309'01 _-6_6000059°02 "2.2238059"01 2 4899329"02 ; 4897?09"02 3i645559"02
1.7221259"01 "4 8939A29"02 -9.8403329"02 15207919"02 8 4579372-03 1?14987E'02
1977? G "2,5646&89"02 13723069"02 1.0535079"02 3,79_953E'04 "4,52298BE-05 1 1943429"03
I
AH*IG TH_EE'DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP DYNAMICS MOD2L W/ CONTROL5 MODELED DCTDBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IS/87 PAGE 14S
OIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERS[ON CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE = -I E009519-03. 1 ,67E272E'02
C O M P L E X E I G E N Y E C T 0 R NO . 29
( REAL / | MAG ! NAR Y }
POINT ID TYPE 11 T2 13 R1 R2 R3
............. i00 _......... G ........... S/s_s9 _9_ _o_ ...... S/:_Y_Y_'i_=:b2 .... __O0_i_OE_,_b_b ...... i_._O.................... o.0 ................... _._ ....................................
-4.2859882-03 -5.340506E-02 0.0 0+0 0.0 0.0
1003 O 5.4775589-02 3,6135579-02 3.9|0_739-01 0_0 0.0 0.0
-5.8459722-03 -3+ 1157_89-02 -8.424708E-02 0+0 0 0 0.0
1004 G 5 477348E-02 1 0897929-02 ?.6E49169-01 0 0 0.0 0_0
................................................... _?.,,84_!,8.!._.._(_....._. =, -.S.:_°"_°.E_.°3.,_.._.!.:.6.s,431,S..E'.° _ ...... °,_,0 ...................... DO ...................... o.o ........................................
100£, G 8 _8992S39"02 -2.5549379-02 6.5204869"01 0.0 2 .309374E-02 "5.5301082-04
2.807532E'02 2.3394589"02 "2,7170159"01 0 0 I _7=53879"03 4.734927E-04
1007 G 1 .0203932"01 "5.875998E'02 5.3295999"01 0.0 0.0 0 0
2.3218432"02 4_8373752-02 -3.6947589"01 0,0 0.0 0 0
1012 G 1,0047529"01 °l 387599[-01 1.9746119"01 4 .4878329"04 2.3096699-03 "5. 53040TE-04
1013 G 6 ,511021E'02 "I. 38?8999-01 1 + 294134E'01 A 4876309"04 2 .3096252-03 "2 .S304079"04
2 . 4037452"02 1 . 178710E-01 -B.3261452"01 "2.8812B09"04 1 .708348E-03 4 .7345939-04
1017 G 1.343914E'01 "3.3289249-02 6.6EG9239"01 0.0 0.0 0.0
-4.233342E'03 2,6519199-02 -3,0582B42"01 0.0 O0 0 0
................... _1_ ............. _ ......... _'/iY_9_:_"_:_2_a_2E-_o_ ...... S';__80E:__ ...... _;_ ....................... _;_ ...................... _'.o ..............................................
5.1034309"02 2.6579029"02 "2.5982329-01 0,0 0.0 0_0
1021 G 1.532E959"01 "4.1081992-02 6.884430E'01 4.497690E'04 2.5059989"05 "S.530085E'04
8.3_0S28E'02 31092139-02 "2.T955869"01 "2.8815589"04 1,798355E'03 4.7344692-04
1022 G 31197139"01 °7.1901219-02 S,4844309"01 4,4876699"04 2.309603E-03 "E.550084E-04
1.8735532"01 5085422E'02 "2.T955869"01 "2,8815529"04 1.7185989 05 4 T344719-04
1023 G -5.1071429"02 4400428E'02 8.3782659"01 44576239"04 2,3089999"03 "5,530009E-04
"9.914957E'02 "3.4159459"02 -1.0853009"01 °2.8816099"04 I7984429"03 4.734549E-04
1024 G "S.$308939"0] 4.4000662"02 8_7572709-01 4.4878299-04 2,3099779=0_ "S.930249E-04
"9.7029NgE'02 -3.4199849"02 "1,225934E'01 "2.8816099"04 17084589"03 4.7345809"04
1025 G "5,1071429"02 -2 8586449"02 9.498478E*01 4,4875199-04 2.3090099"03 "S.5301219"04
1026 G "8.820682E'03 -2.4962289"02 5.8D7470E'01 4.407530E'04 2.3090639"03 "S.8299999"04
"B.102505E'02 2.4949869"02 "3.928936E'01 "2.881900E'04 1,?584269"03 8.7349399"04
1024 0 2,374491E'01 "2.3277469-01 -8.5D0063E'02 4,487031E'04 2.5099669"03 "5.530361E'04
1.1293269"01 1.0214319"01 "8.51E5249"01 "2.481E61E'04 1.?BS348E'03 4.7344339"04
0_ @R (_)UALrFY
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSiONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2B, 1590 MSC/NA$TRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 145
O]FFICUL_ COMPONENTS GVT COH_lGURATIOR #I |FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE • "1500BSIE*03. 1578272E'02
COMPLEX E[G[NVECTO_ NO 29
(REAL/IMAGINARY)
POINT IS. TYPE 1t T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
........ i02d .... G iI'52&gOEE-01" :EI74_S'I4E';'02 ..... _;'3_?_93E'_0i" "'4";4_'75_0E'-04" 2"/30d687E-03 "_5.S3039§E_04 .....................
&.33$4015-02 537460SE*02 -_.8587915-0t -2.BaIS2BE-04 11983415-03 47345B?E-04
2511 G T.0448T35-02 -& 140757E-02 4,127400E-01 4,4651205*04 2,309621E-03 -S.S2B72SB-04
1.211015E-02 E.B?4SSEE-02 -4.S3917SE-01 -2.8B10S25-04 1.7983835-03 4.7343885*04
2512 G 5.622277E-02 -1.339534E-01 1.817512E*01 4.4076305-04 2.30gEESE-03 -S.830401E-04
2649 G 6 0321815-02 -_.8486705-01 "104BS22E-02 44875265-04 2309668E-03 -5,S30408E-04
7.008483E-03 I 5?OESBE-01 -?,826142E-01 -20815575-04 1.1903485-03 4134595E-04
2SS7 G 23041T2E-01 -2320|_]E-01 -B.054S25E-02 4,4&-T'_3_'04 2.]OSBESE-03 -5._303905-04
120S556E-01 I.S23893E-01 -_+ETSS94E-OI -2.8815555-04 179814gE-03 4.134E085-04
19777 G 1.02S1235"01 -3 045314E-02 6.B15839E-01 4.487650E-04 2.3054435-03 -5.53022&E-04
................ 3_2421735"02 ";"'7S8"375_:0'3 ...... 4"_4S45_E_0_ ........................
AH-IG THRBE*D|MENS]ONAL BUILTUP OYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 2S, 1090 MSC/NASTRAN 10/1S/81 PAGE 147
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS G¥T CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
TH|S VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MOOEL
COMPLEX EIGENyALUE = -B,SSB273E-03, 2.33B853E-02
C 0 M P L E X E I G S N V B C T 0 B NO_ 30
IRE&L/IMAGINARY]
POINT 10 TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
............. 1001 ....... G ..... 2" ]'7 j j _4 J'i_ ; b'2"''";'2 _'8 I"il'Si Ji'l_ E';'6") ...... _i _ j'_f i( j" i" S j "= "¢_'2" "'0 .'_ .................... 0.0 ................... 0".'0 ................................................
"I.lSS10EE'03 "1 3210711E'0S "1 r3ES790E-02 0.0 0.0 0.O
1003 G 2 .ESSS90E'02 "1 .6432B45-01 4.414848E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 182B00E'03 I IS4SIOB-04 -1 S3a_0815-02 0,0 0,0 0.0
10o4 G 2.9948715-02 -4 99945"75-02 3.88S3725-02 0,0 0.0 0.0
1008 G 2, EB4SSSE-02 1 , IBSS43E-01 2.94494SE-02 0.0 1 . ISi9325"04 2 ,S01S$]E'03
"4. |374B35"04 8.BS1788E'OS -1 .S02082E'02 0,0 3.SO701EE*0S 2.73B241E*OB
1007 G ? .O_:S 1A3E'03 2 .S 17&EIIE-O't t .207006E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
"E.3S4S105"04 2 2481S4E'04 "2.0774805-02 0,0 0.0 0,0
1012 C "7 ,20B'7835-02 E. 10879§E-01 -4 ,4&04025"02 " I ,2B021 IE'03 1 . I B00S85"04 2 .BOIBSSE-03
........................... _ SD _ t _'_ S 17"i_';"04" .... 7" _ 8"3"4 ; 2 _'S * 0"4 " -" ": 2" _"56"_"00 _ E',; 0"2 ........ 1""," 7"_ 62" _1"0 E '_ 0 _ ....... _ ","_; _;'I_'S _, j_ J_ _-";DE ....... 2 "." _ 3 _" | "¥b" It" _," 0 E. ............................
1013 G 8.4304985"02 IS 1981951E-01 3._S341SE-02 -1.2902115"03 1 . 11&00885-04 2.501BESE-03
"7 .40S2E55"04 T. 034427E-04 -2_ 8723985"02 1.18522BE'05 3,SBESSSE-OS 2 ,7380735"05
I01_ G -1,405B&1E-01 1.3864085"01 "5.7115725"02 0_0 0,0 0.0
"7.0139845"04 1,011B085"04 "1,8003E7E'02 0.0 0.0 0.0
.... 101_ ......... G ..... I['S4_B&_E;'bl ..... 1"_'3BB4085":0t ..... S'[4S'_SS4E'_0'2 ..... 0"_0 ....................... 0"/0 ...................... 0_ ................................................
"_,1808655-04 1_0117315-04 -2.0177S75"02 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G D.63S4225-03 1.SS30445"01 1.8871345-02 -1.2B02305-03 1,1600S15"0_ 2.SO1B14E'03
2.S58015E'04 "3.0312375"04 "1,8S_1S2E-02 1,7857025"0S 3.586742E'05 2.7406OBE'OS
1022 G 1,7S08S35"02 2.4398025"01 1.887134E'02 "1.2S0235E-03 1.1800885-04 2,S01BISE'03
1023 G 1,00S634E'01 "1,1116755-01 8.00920SE'02 "1.2902215-03 IIB_41SE-04 2.5019S05-03
"2.44S38SE'03 8.4S88485-04 "I.E4SSBEE'02 1.7480405-05 3.SB821SE'OS 2.72494SB'0G
1024 G "9.0SSl185"02 "1,7115775-01 "2.23254SE'02 "1,290221E-03 1.1SSESSE'04 2.5010485"0_
"2.8679135"03 8,450SS35"04 "1.501523E'02 1.788043E-05 3.56|3935"05 2.725SOSE'0G
102S G 1.00S6345"01 1.4087505"01 6.842B_45"02 "1,2B0215E'03 1.1BOBBLE-04 2,S015405"03
............................................. zz_'_d_'sz_3 ....... _;'i_S_:b___'i'_¥_e':o'2 ....... _.__7"=__s ....... _"_'i_ ....... _.'¥_is_k_os .......................................
t02S G -B.S$SttBE-02 1._0S7_0_'01 "3.B1872SE-02 "1,2B021_[-03 t.I_B_B_E-04 2.$010425-03
-2.B8791SE-02 1.18S4325-03 -1.9S30605-02 1.7672415-0S 3.$$82215-0S 2.123833E'06
102B G "3.2S08525"02 9,98921|E'01 -4.218S665-02 -1.290211E-03 1,1B01015-04 2.50197SE-03
1 . 3474075-03 8.411S21E'06 "3.0101645-02 1.76657EE-0$ 3 . E88458E - 05 2.7032805-05
O_!_Nr_L PAGE IS
OF P=r./3,_ _ruj_=LITY'
OCTOBER 28, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 148AH'9S THREE'OIMENS|DNAL BU]LTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF;GURATION #I [FULL'UP)
THIS VERS[ON CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LEOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : -5.8882739-03, 2.3399539"02
COMPLEX EIGENVECTDR NO 30
(REAL/|MAS|NAR¥)
POINT IO TYPE Tt T2 T3 R1 R2 R_
....... i02"9 ....... G ....... 9"_S'bg_]'dE_3" 2_?'SO?SOE zb_ ....... i_3_'02989_0"2"'_('_2"90_2099"_0"3 ...... I"''_S'0_30[:0_ ..... _'.'_O'i'i'_'S_03 ......................
2.4689639-04 -1.97RSE09"04 -2 070347E-02 17863039"05 3566$04E'05 27394019"06
2511 G 4183085E'02 3.G18194E'01 2.S&96689-02 "12902209-03 tlBOORTE'04 2.501968E'03
"_+G12239E'04 5.40611IE'04 -2 278537E-02 1.7666I?E'05 3.E666659-0G 2739G02E-06
2572 G 4.763923E-03 S.066403E-01 -4.569617E-03 "12902119°03 II600969"04 2.501985E'03
-1 242959E-03 9 9 66589"04 "2 9 98079*02 7662929"05 3.566574E'05 2 7379169-06
2549 G 5.9743979-03 8.283494E'01 -142354SE'02 -1.2R02129"03 1 1601019"04 2.SOISGSE-03
-8708209E-04 1.035228E'03 2.916GGIE-O2 1 7664359"05 ] 569516E'05 2.738543E'_S
269? G 4.2291829-03 1.0000009+00 -2.3064459"02 "1.290212E'03 1.1601049-04 2.5019699"03
14055749-03 O0 "3.0399639"02 1 ?GSG2SE-OS 3586382E-05 2.7249099-0E
9777 G 2 9856749"02 t 2197869-01 3 084289E-02 - 2902179-03 1.1596639-04 2.9019S4E-03
...................... _41269_'67"E'_04 ...... 3_82_d49_05" - §039_0_'0"2 ..... 1""'?'6"6"10_E_0"S ..... 3._'6_881E:05 ....... 273"9"513_ _6 ....................
AH-1G THREE-DIMENSIONAL BU|LTUP OYNAM|CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSG/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 149
OIFF|CULT COMPONENTS GVT CONF|GURATION _1 IFULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA]LBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E|GENVALUE = -1.0921729-02. 12626&09-01
GDMPLEX EIGENVECTGR NO 31
(REAL/|MAG]NAR¥)
POINT 10 TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
............... 100_ .......... G ............ 8"_3099059 _'_ ....... 1"_'$'_d_E_O2"''_:4_'_§_':'b'i ...... 0"0 ....................... 0"0 ..................... 0"'0 ..........................................
2.54E2609-02 -lr9272809*03 1.0344049-02 O0 0.0 O0
1003 G 8.304237E-01 9.7569029-03 -3.8887939-01 0.0 00 0_0
2946931E-02 -E.893306E-04 9.1475829-03 0.0 00 O0
1004 G 8.3041919-01 3.7773879-03 -24037159-01 0.0 O0 0.0
2 546901E'02 603580E-04 & 052954E-03 0 0 0 0 0.0
1006 G ?.?022199-01 -1.9032779-03 -S.0912689-02 O0 -3.2515S6E'03 -1.2716079-04
2.S878079-02 -2.3485289"04 G.8431999-03 O0 2.379910E'05 18264379*05
1007 D ?.730515E-01 -8.7245629-03 1.2080179 °01 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.5720089"02 77817069-04 619234SE-03 0_0 0 0 O0
012 G 9 0354099-01 "2 8794039-02 6.093300E-0 -9.280942E-05 -3 247474E'03 -1.2761519-04
............................................... 2":4"S'949_'E':0_ ..... 4""_'_81"S'_'_:'03" _ 0i_¥_':'0"3 ...... _'.'_'2"i'g'_S_':GS ..... _.392 SSE:Od ...... l"._'a'4"_'E_ .........
1013 G 7.955ESTE-01 -2.879403E-02 G.1913129-0t -9.2829069-0_ -3.2474749*03 -1.2759209-04
2.R099279-02 4178151E-03 1.2739439"04 7_8215B39-05 2.3921599*05 1 826280E-05
1017 G 7.809664E-01 -2.8821499"03 "3.388404E'02 O0 0.0 0.0
2.4640429"02 -9152596E'05 1.190814E-02 O0 00 0.0
2+679508E-02 -5.11062tE'0G 2+678170E*03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G 7.008442E'01 -2.9197969"04 -4.1577589"02 "9.2?SSBEE-OE -3.248231E'03 *1.269388E-04
2.9245299"02 -1.8694239"03 ?.3886639"03 ?.82299EE-OE 2.392706E'09 I 827874E-0$
1022 G 4.7783899-01 6.081811E'03 -4.1S77589"02 "9_274806E-05 "3.24?918E'03 -I.299217E'04
2 789 ?09"02 -7 245396E'03 ? 3986639"03 ? 823142E'05 2.397936E'05 t.828131E'0S
1023 G 9.6235129-01 3.8203849-03 "33054669"01 "9.2604299"05 -3.29?0819"03 -I.2731039"04
2.G09892E'02 2.6656589"03 6.372433E'03 ?.826056E'0S 2.359580E'09 1.8234739"05
1024 G 9.6264289-01 3,638310E'03 -3.3794949"01 -9.2633G?E'0S -3.2570169*03 -I.276338E-04
2.363958E-02 2.G68133E-03 1.283743E-02 ?.825678E-OE 2.3665409-05 1 822E40E-05
025 G 9 5235129-0 - 206673E'02 7 SEE?ERE'02 "B 2819459-05 "3 2E67149"03 "1.2790259°04
102G G R.82E430E'01 -I.2064B89"02 6.821635E'02 -9.2810139-05 "3.2S602EE'03 -1.2733979-04
2.3839599-02 4.9394E09"03 9.8_E128E'03 ?.823BB29"OS 2.387192E'05 1.823084E'05
1028 G 6.993094E'01 "3.823B089"02 9.980697E'01 "9+277t419"05 "3.247489E'03 "1.2761ROE'04
2.8678609"02 1.4786S7E'03 1.1634369"03 ?,82325NE*05 2.382039E'05 1.|27914E'0S
ORIGINAL P_GE IS
OF POOR QUAL!Cy
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL OUILTUP DYNAM]CS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 M$C/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 150"
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBDOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE = -10921729o02, 1.282880E'01
[OMPLEX EIGENVECTDR NO. 31
IREAL/]MAGINARY}
POINT 1_ TYPE TI T2 T3 RI R2 R3
1029 G...... 7YO_64l_E:ET _E:4_'_3_E:03 "_ fA_O_3E:bl _U.2848_BE=OS :3.24_2349_0_ ....... T.2_S_S2E-04 .........................
2.6249019"02 "9.7357999-04 6,240222E'03 ?.A2172]E*0E 2.393920E"05 18251879-05
2511 G 8.0446789-01 "1.E95071E-02 28208249"01 "9.4176429"0E "3.24TE4TE'03 1.2EEEOOE'04
2,573798E'02 2.4777969-03 3.8893T6E-03 ?.817911E-OS 2.391284E'09 1.829AEEE-OE
2572 G 8374739E-01 "2997103E'02 8148012E-01 -9.2820389-09 "3.247480E-03 1.2?80339"04
2649 G 8.039898E*01 -3.9823409-02 584898_E-01 "92813649-09 -3.2475089-03 12760379"04
2.94S5179-02 S 8078119-03 5 632263E'04 7821698E'09 2.]920249-05 I 625198E-OS
2697 _ _gEA?14E°01 "3.8210|39"02 1.000000E+00 -9,2795199"05 *3.247489E'03 I 2?GOSEE'04
2 99S1909"02 I 442344E_03 O0 7 8225439"09 2.392202E'05 18260709"05
19777 G 7_642332E°01 -173E220E-03 -50812539-02 -g.2734279-0S -32E06519-03 1.2732809-04
.......... 2_S940999-02 :3I_$94_19:04 _ S _98_209-03 _,_221209:09 '_.3_2_379:09 _i.a2SO$SE:bS ...................
AH-IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL BUlL?UP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 29, ISSO M$C/NASTRAN 10/15/87 PAGE 151
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 {FULL-UP}
TH]S VERSION CONTAINS A EUiLTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EiDENV_LUE : -3.863643E-02, 1,4&1380E-01
COMPLEX EIGENYECTOR NO. 32
(REAL/IMAGINARYJ
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 RI R2 R3
............ 100i ........ G ......... :2_'9"1"_0E_'0_ ...... 2":'G'49"6&29"_'0_ ........ _'0"3"8"2_'IE_01 ...... 0".'0 ................... 0"0 ................. _.._ ............................................
34864429-03 -3.2002889-03 -41380309-03 0.0 O0 O0
1003 G -3.1909649-02 1.25490EE-01 1.1371239-01 0,0 0.0 O0
3.5773849-03 1390_SIE-02 -3.91EE149-02 O.O 0.0 0,0
1004 G -3.189S74E-02 -t001033E-02 1.1310089-01 0,0 0.0 0.0
3.STSS3AE-03 5.6516729-03 -3 800784E-03 0 0 0 0 0 0
I00$ G "2,5E5823E-02 2113180E-02 8986122E-02 0.0 I_OS4SOSE-OS "2.9S73189-03
3,2474SlE-03 g4880299-03 =29899069"03 0.0 "6.874329E-06 9.?71SOSE-OE
I007 C "2.0S4929E-03 -1 4253769-01 2.49252SE-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.479774E-03 I 473B01E-02 -I,7390899-03 O0 O0 0.0
1012 G g.0580329"02 -6.8077439-01 -3 4084479-0 - 0E35439*02 OSO 529-05 "2.997096E-03
I013 G -9488324E-02 -6807743E-01 34281999-01 "1093543E-02 1.0E0tE2E-OS "2.9970979-03
S.SSS4?EE-03 30409929-02 -4.1251749-03 1.0g44859-04 -8.9225419-06 9.T991139-09
10t? G 1.7301E4E-01 -7.488490E-03 -8.4220659-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3,2890849-03 1,0290049-02 4.3928789-03 0.0 0,0 0.0
............. _019 ...... C ..... :_71_4E:OT'":_:k88_SS_:03 ...... 6:48TgA¥E=_i ....... 0,0 ........................ _,_ ....................... _._ ..........................................
8.244731E-03 1.029011E'02 "8.498703E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
1021 G "1.77S234E'03 2.483739E-01 3.020987E'03 "1.083709E-02 1.0382849"05 "2+9883899"03
2.]254829-03 7.43470TE-03 "2.0SOSEOE-03 1,084942E-04 -8.828048E-06 E.7?02SOE'OS
1022 G *1,084793E-03 1.000000E+00 3.0208S7E°03 "1.093782E'02 1.0332199-09 °2 9883 2E°03
18591739"03 0.0 "2.0809S09-03 080 239"04 -G 82BE439"09 g 779479E-05
1023 G "1.2127009"01 "34844639"01 4.4182909"01 "1,094044E'02 1.$872919"05 "2,E837179"03
5.7966219-03 ?+3240009"03 "7.1080739"03 lOET256E'04 °7.2001189-0E 9.735891E-05
1024 G 1.15E329E-01 "3.4844719-01 -4.3385879-01 "1.0S40449-02 8.3918489"08 -2.9837099"02
-1.038E21E-03 7.3239079-03 1.7142199-03 1.0972659-04 "E,SO?499E'OG S.?38218E'OE
1025 G "1.2127079"01 "7 1804|49"01 4 40090EE'01 "1 0938059"02 232E739"0S "2 963243E-03
....................................SY_Sd_SE:O_ .......J_;O4S]_OE:6__':2"|_4_':'6"3 ......._':_'#S_T=_=_;¥'.o}J9_T__ ......._"¥__a'4"_;0_ .....................................
1026 G 1,199338E-01 "7.180494E-01 "4.34A0039-01 "1,09380$E-02 E.EI49439-0E -2.983242E'03
"1_0395B79"03 1.E482979"02 2,$320_39"03 1,0E$32SE'04 -E,ESSeETE'OE 9.7324849"05
1028 G S,338$789"02 "3,$2E3209°01 -2.02ET&EE'Oi -1.093S749-02 1.091839E'0E "2.9873809"03
2.8378999-04 3,$219889"02 2.1$89089"03 1,10832$E'04 -6.8982E69"06 S*8?EESEE'05
OF POOR OU#LIT¥
AH-_G THREE-DIMENEION_L BUILTUP DYNAMICS MDDEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/67 PAGE 162
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS YERSIDN CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBDDM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "3.663843E'02, 1.481380E'01
COMPLEX E1G'ENVECTOR NO. 72
(RE_L/]MAGINARY)
POINT ID TYPE TI 12 T3 R1 R2 R3
.......... ;_2§ ........ C......... :|__686:'_3 ..... i_o3_896:_1 .... 2%_1_31646:03_f';06__¥E:02 ....... 1"03"_4_:_":_\_d_2_S_0_ ...................
2.327263E'03 1,2143316-02 -1 7525646"03 1.063312E'04 -6?SESISE'OS 67706196-05
2Sl_ 6 "4.4600306"02 -4.0063126"0_ 15911156-0t ")0935356"02 1.0814286"05 "2.60706RE'03
3,950378E'03 2.06S613E-02 "2.9738866"03 1.093306E'04 "6.8342776"06 9.18818'_E'05
2512 G "2.2652566-03 -6.1063326"01 87966106"04 -1.093542E-02 1.0803176-0S -2.667098E'03
...................................... _:s!23_!E.-.o_ ._._68606"9_.__:.oo!32oe'o _ .L_osA_4sE:o4 -_.8_.'._186_l .... g_,?SS.S_2E_°S .....................
2649 G -2154648E'03 -9.4349466-01 -2.8157306"06 "10935466"02 1.0E73T06"05 "2.9S71296"03
25410276"03 3_8761806-02 -I.313_126"04 1.096553E'04 -67_02366"06 6 T780666"05
2897 G 9.4154106-03 "3.4T92786"01 -4.05i3816-02 -1,0935826-02 I.O$OE49E_OG "2,9S122ge'03
1740082E'03 _ 618079E'02 StSETTgE-D4 11037886"04 "6 855242E-06 8612573E'05
19777 G "2,874308E'02 4 0815286"02 1014714E'01 -I.0g35356"02 1.102SggE'O$ "2.g67318E-03
AH-1G TNREE'D|MENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. tsgo MSC/NASTRAN 10/_5/87 PAGE IS3
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUF TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE : -6.303530E'03, S.336SSSE'01
C 0 M P L E X E I G E N V E C T O R NO. 33
(REAL/IMAGINARY]
POINT ]D. TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
............. i60_ .......... _ .......... :2 _I Yi__ i E:'b;_ e'i iSO2SSE :0 _ ' _ _; _ S8"Y I_SI_:_2 ..... _'.o ............... CJ. b .................. (_. 0 ...........................................
1 .29321SE-03 -2 683443E-02 -d $48779E-03 0.0 0 0 0.0
1003 G -2 .31"_?71E-02 8. 1288876-01 -S.4884616-02 0+0 0.0 0.0
I .4167796-03 -2,0350646-02 -4.9078116-03 0 0 0.0 0.0
1004 G -2 .324433E-02 7. 1306066-01 -5.582679E-02 0.0 0,0 0.0
..........................................L:• I._?.e+-._ .+++_.!.:.?+2_4_seT.P.2.+._._._o._._,_E".o?....._.._'.........................f>o ................o. o ..........................................
1006 G - 1 .8222S06"02 4+781660E-01 -4 4S325BE-02 0.0 1 .S?EO?SE'OS -2. 1745296-03
1 . 100771E-03 -1 .51696&E-02 -3.725$986-03 0_0 -2.0150736"06 1 338069E-04
1007 G -1 .0684936-03 3, 65781._;E-01 -2 219928E-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 . 465482E-05 -?,810207E-03 9 , 300S23E-05 0.0 0.0 0,0
1072 G 6.863658E-02 8 .3021206-02 1,761496E-01 S 74?1896-03 2, 138950E'OS -2. 1782B9E-03
.......................................... ; 4 _ i i'_ ¥ ss _: '6"_I"......._'_ l_2_l'g s "fiE_ _ 2 ........I "."so'2k 8 _ i_: 0:_ ......._'._a6"i'_';r_:_K "":2 .0 4 'I_"_S $ _ _ _I_ ...... ___ 3a ?04i__ o 4 ................................
1013 S -6 . 930366E-02 8.3021206"02 - I .8304706"01 S ?471636"03 2 1369506"05 "2. 1782566-03
4 ,2383996-03 1.6239616"02 - 1.42225TE-02 4 . S80207E'04 "2 .0467546"06 1 , 3267006-04
1017 G 1,271133E-01 4.685B026-01 3,394882E'01 0.0 0.0 0.0
-T.835953E'03 -1,386736E-02 2753105E-02 0,0 0.0 0.0
................ i_i_ ............ _ ........... =i_2_E':'_ ....... _'_g_SS_'iE:'_=3_7'_g_s_';_ ...... __ ......................... _._ ....................... 0_o ...................................................
?.6248996"03 *1.3897446-02 -2763384E'02 0.0 O0 0.0
1021 G -4.$888526"04 3,4T1480E-01 8.5907176"04 5.7429726"03 2.2231796"05 "2.177183E'03$ .869031E-05 -2,4893286-02 -$.7371336-06 4.EggS?BE-04 -2.0644576-06 1.337196E-04
1022 G 1.080221E-03 -4,?$2871E-02 8,$90?226-04 5,7433716-03 2.228016E-0E -2.1772296-03
-1_484419E'04 -5.7229206-02 -6.737182E-08 4.70908SE-04 -26048930E-05 1.336124E-04
1023 G -$.S845366-02 1.0000006÷00 -2,3031716-01 E,7835436-03 -?.3616586-06 -2,207fE26-03
5.514325E-03 0.0 -15576516-02 4,$?$6826-04 -1.888121E'08 1+341158E-04
1024 G $.$30425E'02 $.99984gE-01 2.3S0678E-01 5,?$]$35E-03 $.2454436-06 -2.206$07E-03
-5,1915385"03 3+9480596-07 1,848_16E-02 4.$769886-04 -2.E23422$'0S 1.3410736-04
1025 G -8.9843676"02 7.24577AE-01 -2.255038E'01 $,757180E'03 ?,581t896-08" -2_2071406-03
1026 G 8,5301446-02 ?.2457476-01 2.301211E'01 5.767161E-03 3.$79319E-05 -2.2074246-D3
-5,1016046-03 1.S732456-02 1.8790ESE'02 4.E764456-04 -2,3408276-08 1.]41668E-04
1026 G 4_0376646"02 -6.3539286-01 1.0029166"01 5.748434E-03 2.1280346-0E -2.1784716-03
-2,E271706"03 3.0555486-03 9.267539E-03 4.AEOSESE-04 -I.9111116-06 1.332051E-04
OF POOR (_XJALFFV
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUiLTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTNAN 10/15/87 PAGE 154
D|FF|CULT COMPONENTS GYT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL'UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TA|LEOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENYALUE : "8.3035305"03, 8335569E'01
COMPLEX E]GENYECTDR NO 33
(REAL/|MAG]NARY|
T3 RI R2 R3
-+:SE_T_AE-0'4 " S_4?_S_E_ .... 2.4i_5305_05 :2_75_3_0_ ..............
8.8504005"0S 46520305"04 -2.1202845"06 1.3362115"04
G -3 2576505-02 3172856E'01 "5+3851755"02 5.7464115-03 31321535"05 "2+1750S15"03
I.$864155-03 3.587728E-03 "6.533G2GE'03 4.8818805"04 "2,04E1515"0£ 1.3387725-04
G -14830535"03 1.4854015"01 -3.484281E-03 S.747086E'03 21365595"05 "2,1752195"03
G -_ 2500575-03 "52732215-02 -S0242_45-0_ 5._47_575-03 2.125_305-05 "2 1753355"03
6.3830025"05 2.8041045+02 5,74SS645"04 4,G781805"04 "21T32195"06 1.335S35_-04
_E97 G 51_0_L_----;-1_--'3_6S3SE'01 1.50B5885"02 5.748380E'03 _1264_15"05 -2.1TEG28E'03
-55229815°04 28427385"03 2.35E8775"03 40576545"04 "1 5446735"06 t,]345815"04
197TT G "20533895-02 4.6782985"01 "5073386E'02 5741949E'03 2,0453175"05 -21740805-03
POINT [D TYPE TI T2





AH-IG THREE-DIMENS|QNAL BUILTUP DYNAMZGS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 28. I590 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/8"; PAGE 155
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 IFULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A OU|LTUP TAILEODM MODEL
COMPLEX E]GENVALUE : -20T305545-02, 1 ,987S095+0_
C E M P L E X E l G E N V E C T O R NO 34
( RE AL / | MEG | hER V }
POINT ID TYPE T1 T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
- 1 .0039145-04 -9.616358E-OE - 1 ,397516E-03 O.O 0.0 0,0
1003 _ - 1.532884E-01 ? +0001045-04 -1.6279445-01 0.0 0+0 0.0
1 0014335-04 -4.57S281E-05 -9 . EB3488E-O'4 0,0 0.0 0,0
1004 G -1 .5392425-01 -? ,3084S05-04 -8 .759507E-02 0.0 o,0 O O
+008 G -1 5233145-01 -1.18$SS2t-03 5.522S515-0_ 0+0 -+ .2715E35-03 -7.EE03521_-05
-3.334897E-04 I .0531235-04 2,5$577BE-04 0 0 - I SSOSEOE-OE 8 . 4802835-05
1007 G -1 B4ET31E-OI -B. 1821385-04 T.832835E-02 0.0 O,O 0+0
1 8418385-04 5 ,530641E-05 8,_21T735-04 0.0 000 O.O
1012 G - 1 .?EEO05E-01 2.24100SE-03 3.82_?R45-01 ? 2124E05005 -2. 354E375-03 8,8283105-05
....................................... _:_+ili21i+S:6i_+:_:6y4i+2;i_;bil ..... _ 3+lS_ ++i[ _6_ _ _+9oii#I i_:b+l_....... _fiO_Y11+:6E++:y++_S_#i+l+(_:+_S .............................
1013 G - t.743465E-01 2.2410255-03 3,873781E-01 -2 .083T$OE-Ol "2.3R45375-03 -3,5454685-05
-5 . |3"1|3$E-05 -2,074523E-04 2 ,542384E-04 -4,|312215-06 2, 11088815-08 -I.3393955-06
1017 G -I,EIE585E-01 -4.0$24585"04 -I,OOB3SOE-O3 0.0 O0 0,0
-29241385-0& 9._532_85"05 2,40AESIE-O_ 0.0 0.0 O.O
............ ioi8 ....... + ......... +i:13+doet:#l++ui+:76+Id_+;+b3 ....... d:+£+_+_+3 ....... ++ ...................... o+ ......................... ++ .................................................
-2.5138315-04 1114187E-04 5+2175065-04 O.O 0.0 0.0
1021 C +1,189220E-01 "|E321015"03 -1,B7BESSE'02 1.9578385"04 £.455E155"03 "3.1521S05"05
"4.2817485-04 1.0083725"04 2._275715"04 3.0874325"0£ "3.SE30SBE'OE 1.0304845"05
1022 G I,O00000E+O0 3.51B8815"03 "I+8B02BBE'02 "_.4420775"04 2.1737535*02 ?.4BS2EE_'04
........................................... ° _ ................... :+2+°_9_+_E:_4 ....... _ s_:_4 ....... E:_s3_s_:?e ....... _ 3_:_B ....... _+_°lels_:o_ .................................
1023 G -I.EEEiIIE'02 "$,1355185-04 "l.2TSSAAE-Ol "4,1718875-0S +1.458_S55"03 °4,|E2EIEE'OE
4.40S077E'04 "S,534343E-05 -8,442837E'04 "2._8171_E-05 "1.2844575-0E 1.3556AEE-OG
1024 G "g.8849315"02 "$,522475E'03 -103238215"01 "1.382155E-04 "1.E020475"03 5.1T56435"05
4.2579985*04 "1.2234085"05 *1,132795E'03 "3.2400375"08 ol,TOA344E'O$ T.$BESBSE-OG
|02_ G "E,_75355-02 "E.$20E&AE-03 G.1S01gEE'02 "7,1G&SRAE-OS "1.3709685-03 -G043E3325"05
102G G "E+BAS41$E*O2 "8.2450455"03 4,550237E'02 -T.E43B?35"OB "1.38|0375"03 "2.280722_'05
R.2_17|35"04 "1,04_S_EE'OS 7.OBE2SEE°04 -1,32485_E'05 "I.SE40EEE'OE "I.SRSST?E-OE
1028 G "3,8S28525"01 "5.45|184E'03 7.253375E-01 901428965"04 *2,955407E'03 S,437714E'04
3,0115$EE'03 2,9770455"04 "B+AAD|3BE-03 -2,2712745"05 4.SB80SSE'OE "1,0228655-05
ORi_!_!_L P._E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
AH-IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL BUILTUP DYNAMICS MOOEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/IS/8_ PAGE 156
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 ]FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILODOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE : "2.7309545-02, 1.987505E÷01
COMPLEX EIGENVEE_OR NO. 34
[REAL/IMAGINARY]
POINT 1D TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
........... io2s ....... G............ :__:'_ ...... _;'2_85_E:0_ ..... _;]io28_:_2_-_1;o71_oog_:oR-T.s_s(ls_ _ ...... T._4_d4215 _ ..................
"3_2T64_55-04 143340rB'04 S.6741555"04 "15862075°05 "&_0612125"05 "!.8§11585"0?"
2511 G -1.6811555"01 "9.2_58455-04 1.8_40135-01 "9.572S885"0S "I.BBSBRBE-03 -3.401773E'05
"1+224891E-04 1.2S8218E'08 1 1B2188E°03 "3 5129075"0B 3+2503085"0_ _.BSSE94E'O?
25_2 G -[_4BIB4EE'01 1.4331125-03 3.8451395"01 "T_44B950E*DB "2.378B_TE-03 2.85784EE-05
........................... _.2:9,ss57gE.:.°_ _2_ss.a*e:04 _ I_S_RSS2E,'O_ .._3_34,8°75:0S ....... 2_378_SE-0_.. ;_1.:a_504_._;° 5 ............
2649 G "1.657388E-01 4393880E-03 6.0E5S66E'01 "9.8738C55"06 "2.44031SE'03 B.29644EE'05
"1_5663_?E'04 -3 312T085-04 -2?4_??_E-03 -51877015-05 4 81T742E'05 "1.5228025"0E
2$97 G -3E027_NE-0_-_.5414055-03 ?.14_-'204_*01 -" $542591E'04 "3.0S79005"03 3.SIRBOiE-O&
291_044E'03 3057310E'04 "4_539096E-03 "20295105"05 S 180541E'05 -81957525"08
19777 G "1 848057E'01 "1.8307955-03 5777418E-03 tr3448405-04 -1.344603E*03 -4.59S20BE-05
..................... :.3._SS_5225_0 _.... _.O_SS4$E..O _ .... 2_S_.0_89E._.04.. _'I"'0104445":0_ "_'1"_3320_'55:05 ....... 1.484§'?'1E'_0_ ..............
26, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 10/15/_T PAGE IS?AN-)G THREE*DIMENS3ONAL OUILTUF DYNAMICS MDDEL W/ CONTROLS MDDELED OCTOBER
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #1 (FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A EUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE • "2.30S2145+00. 50621885+01
COMPLEX E]GENVEC_OR NO. 35
[REAL/IMAGINARY]
POINT [O. TYPE T1 T2 T3 Rt R2 R3
............... I_o_ ........... G.......... :__a_'isE-o_ ..... _'2agS81E:02 ..... 3;4ag_90E_Oi 0_0 .............. 0,_ .................... __ .....................................
247S1315"04 -?_95405EE'03 "1.5E55_2E'03 OD 0.0 0.0
1003 G -2317246E-02 4.10233TE'02 1.9189575"01 0.0 0.0 0_0
3272372E-04 "4.5886205"03 -85547905-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
1004 G "1451525E*02 1.075T345"02 S0785825-02 00 0_0 0.0
E 5485605"05 "1.857022E'03 "6.1B8689E'04 0_0 0_0 O.O
1006 G 1.8904475"02 "2.1382275"02 "?_333230E'02 0.0 1.408297E'03 -4.7174345-04
-G 533150E-04 2 190T345-03 3.627133E'04 0.0 -3.802624E'05 4 .762053E-0$
1007 G E 527147E'03 "38381555"02 "1.372_48E-01 0 0 0.0 0.0
-5 3847155-0_ 4_32720BE-03 1.322519E-03 00 0.0 O0
1012 G -4703041E-02 2.2430445-02 6.8992355-02 -1.03335TE-04 -4.113836E-03 1.0736225-03
........................................ _'/?'538_4E:O3"""_3_'3"4882"|E'-'01 ...... S';'O_9"34_E':O'3 .......4"8"?'6_116E'_O'S ..... _.'_'8"8"009"_':0S ""_'B'.'3191"2"S'_05 .......................
1013 G 1 484136E-02 2.243043E-02 $330_18E-02 -4 208435E-04 -4113830E-03 9._25985E-04
-3.881755E-03 *3.348815E-04 4.?530385-03 "4.917271E'05 3.55E0855"05 "g.O1R1S?E'05
tO1? G 4.74085TE'02 -2.441850E'02 "?.1353725"02 0.0 O0 0.0
-34435185"03 2.567821E'03 -I.531128E-03 0.0 0.0 0,0
.............. _o1s ............. G............ t_a_:o__/43__:_2 _§_|4OO_E:__ .... __o ...................... __o ........................ _.'o ...............................................
2_262125E'03 2.515303E-03 2.0874935-03 0.0 O.O 00
1021 G 8,307151B-02 -2.3556775*02 "?.386148E'02 +2+327B005"04 2.1453155*04 "4._03082E'04
-3+665822E'04 2_$4819[E'03 "1+0985705"04 2g719435"05 3_507537E'05 5.3337295"05
1022 G -3.803290E-02 5_577788E'03 -?.418805E-02 "57825075"04 -2.62E353E'03 "5.86_51BB-04
= .8546895"03 -5.348355B'04 -1.3828385"04 5_4475245"05 5639541E-05 5.048551B°05
1023 G -I101S425-01 5.3028585"03 1.3702345"01 "1.1S711SE-04 2.55834[E'03 "2.0505585"04
2.EEl?SEE-04 -8.12558EE-03 ?.TEBS18E'03 "$.S536815"05 1.4580B55"04 1.0845905-04
1024 G -?.BIBS?BE-D2 S.$74E??E'02 1.S$8855E-01 S.3B3BEOE-04 3.0029495"03 -1.03T33SE-03
"3.8289335-03 "1.315E815-03 3.5815855-03 1.S531_05-05 1.1581325-04 1.07008$E'05
1025 G "1_1004915"01 -1.450211E'02 *1.5E71575"01 5.056180E'04 3.8038895"03 *3_SEOS?4E'04
1026 G "7.5141725*02 "3.B80107E'02 "1.R08535E-01 +3.4175825-04 2.454SE?E'03 "4.832359E*04
"3.8214555"03 ?.3289235"04 "2_2515075"03 "E.5??ETBE-O5 4.885909E'05 3_?65475E'OE
1028 G "E.?E1E?BE'01 2.34875EE'0! 1+000000E+00 B.EEBBSBE'03 "8.0787785"03 8.1378135*03
8.7204385"03 -3.2508805"02 0.0 8.99?5845-04 1.2552805"04 -1.8B838BE'0B
ORIGINAL PAC_" fS
OF POOR Q_._ALI'rY
AH'IG THREE-DIMENSIONAL |UILTUP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED OCTOBER 26. lggO MSC/NASTRAN 10/10/87 PAGE 15S
DIFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONFIGURATION #l [FULL'UP)
TH|S VERSION CONTAINS A BU]LTUP TAILOOOM MODEL
COMPLEX E[GENYALUE - "2.3052146+00. S 062158E+01
COMPLEX EIG[NVECTGR NQ 35
[REAL/|MAG|NARY)
POINT IO TYPE TI T2 T3 R1 R2 R3
...... 10_9 "G 21_0476_E'L'02 _ -4";8"85222_'02"'_i;3_44)896_0i .... 1"_44"5"0686_0_ .... 1_07731_-03_.2_72516-05 ...................
-1,278220E-03 0.3689586"03 12980866-03 -3.49803tE-0S -29480076-05 2.2361616-00
2011 G 1.]SASSSE-O] "A.0767706-02 -1.0225266-01 T_4306826-04 -S.7644336-04 2r81S6336-04
-g.oso610E-04 45855356-03 3.1743346-03 -3_287083E-0S -I.SO4SO16-OS -3.BOS04SE-OS
2572 G 3,3006726-02 2 0531206-02 7.6879326-02 -1737730E-04 -4 162583E-03 9.S816706-04
-1.424434E-03 -3.5257S06-04 64706076-03 1.0765406-0S 4.7283776-05 -8.7243576*00
2649 _ 2,8340686*03 1+3080876-01 6.04S7286-01 -8.821271E-04 -4.607681E-03 17101416-03
-18163726-03 -I 0503226-02 -0.344832E-0] ! 124685E-04 69192746-04 -] 29S5166-04
26-§_ G -5,820S646-D1 2.34575DE-01 9.3722246-01 2.4680356-03 -S.SS40?|E-03 O.SllO?SE-O3
8071732E-03 -3.2580826-02 -S 861572E-03 4.O451866-04 14334446-04 -8.3464726-06
16777 G t.gso6486-02 -2t37404S-02 -7.338466E-02 2_9962936-0S I.$491606-03 -3.3767646-04
................ :'S'i'_?b_'TS-04 2_2SOO_4_':b'3 ...... 4:64k_22e:'oa "':'3".'_8"SO83E:O'S'" ":'_'.'_$'i'4"4_E:O'S .... S'4_4S_i_-05 ..........
i
AH'IG THREE'DIMENSIONAL IUILTDP DYNAMICS MODEL W/ CONTROLS MODELED
DZFFICULT COMPONENTS GVT CONP]GURATION #1 )FULL-UP)
THIS VERSION CONTAINS A BUILTUP TAILBOOM MODEL
OCTOBER 26, tgDO MSC/NASTNAN 10/15/87 PAGE lSS
ORtGIN_L PAGE IS
OF POO_ __-"_.JALITY
_ • END OF JOB • * a
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